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)bs tract
Library inventories are widely acknowledged for their
importance in intellectual history, but there are few
detailed studies of library classification in this context.
The discussion centres on the inventories of 36 English
private libraries from 1521 to 1640, with a view to
understanding what could have prompted a compiler to adopt
one system of arrangement instead of another. Nine of the
inventories are transcribed from unpublished manuscripts,
including lists of the books of William Paget, 4th Baron
Paget (1617), William Somner (1639), and a previously
unidentified catalogue of the books of the physician Wil-
liam Rant (1595). The classification of books was a matter
of some concern at the time: the problems raised by library
classification were beginning to attract the attention of
writers on the subject, and a compiler's approach was not
always as haphazard as it may seem at first. On the whole,
however, the classification of books was more spontaneous
than deliberate, and it is for this reason that it was
often finely attuned to the professional concerns and per-
sonal interests of owners, as well as to the cultural cli-
mate of the time (religious controversies, interest in lan-
guages other than Latin). The medieval trivium was losing
its momentum in the classifications of the period, and ma-
thematics, for centuries associated with the quadriviuin in
classifications, was viewed in a new light under the influ-
ence of Neo-Platonism. New trends in library classifica-
tion appeared side by side with age-long practices, thereby
underscoring the deeply transitional nature of the period.
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Catalog e entries previously uni entifi d
Barlow no.29 first iterr: Gulielrnus Durandus, Bish p of Mend. Mentz), 1459.
etc.
Barlow no.139: A beautifLil baybush to shrowd us fr m th 	 harpe sh hers of
sinne. 16 in 8s. 1589 (STC 1599)
Barlow no.146: Thomas Churchyard, The firste parte of Ch r hyarde 	 hippes,
contayning twelve several labours. 4 in 8s. 15	 etc. ST 5232- 233
Bedford no.208: Matthaeus de Afflictis, In utriusgue Sici ae, Nea p isgue
sanctiones, & constitutiones novissirna praelecti . Venetiis, 1588 Adams
A: 317)
Bernard no.104: Walter Donaldson, ?Moralis disciplinae	 mma. Hanovie, 161
8 (BN) . ?Or his Synopseos philosophiae moralis libri III. Darrnbstaci, 16 6.
8 (BN)
Bernard no.111:-
[111] 1 s Hauberi logica
(Johann Hauber, Erotemata dialectices. Tubingae, 1604. 8
More no.30: Cf. Guilleirnus Bernard, De sacrarurn literarum communicatlone.
Parisiis, 1547. 8
More no.226: French hoode, and newe apparel for ladies and gentlewomen.
London, 1551. 8
More no.239: Cf. Thucydides, The history; translated from French by Thomas
Nicolls. 1550. fol. (STC 24056)
More no.241: A booke of secrets : showing divers waies to prepare inke, and
colours. 1596. 4	 (STO 3355)
More no.255: John Aylmer, An harborowe for faithfull and trewe subiectes,
agaynst the late blowne blaste (by John Knox] concerninge the government of
wemen. [1559] 4 (STC 1005-1006)
Paget no.248: Baptista Trovamala
Paget no.362: Symeori Ruytinck
Paget no.591: Cf. William Camden, Reges, reginae, nobiles & alii in Ecclesia
Collegiata B. Petri Westmonasterii sepulti . .. 1600 etc. (STC 4518-4520)
Paget no.634: Mutio Pansa
Paget no.643: Cf. Thomas Potts, The wonderfull discoverie of witches in the
countie of Lancaster. 1613 (1612). (STC 20138)
Paget no.889:-
[889] I < domestichi > donneschi diffetti.
Giuseppe Passi, I donneschi diffetti. Venetia, 1599 (Ital_ar STC)
Paget no.1009: Tarquinis Carpinetus
Paget no.1285: Giovanni Battista Segni
Paget no.1298: William Stallenge (STC 23138-23139
Paget no.1310: Traiano Boccalini
Paget no.1548: Giulio Cesare Capaccio
Rant no.105: Cf. Caspar Schwenckfeld of Greifenberg, Thesaurus pharrr euti'us
methcamentorum. Basileae, 1587
Rant no.142: Waither Herrnann Ryff, Medicinae theoricae et practicae or e
enchiridion. Argentorati, 1542. l2
Rant no.187: Andreas H ndorff, Theatrum hist ricum. Francofurti, 1 i .
Somrier no.67: C.W., Derarum & oblationum tabula : a tithing t.ble. 133 tc.
(STC 4323.6-4323.8
Somner no.68: Ayrrar Du Rivail, Civilis historiae D ri . .. libri V. I'. gJr1tia,
1527 et'.
Sortner no.70: Joannes Ld.lricus Zasius, Catal aus legum ntiquarJT. L-etia,
1555
Somner no.89: Petrus T ---si Ravennas, Compendium jri civilis. P r_ us,
[1530.
S rnner '-o.22 : Pu hard B n r ft, A survay [sic
	
f i-he pr t d d h
discipline. 1593. 4	 TC 1352
S rnner n .250: Cf. Pad. sarpi, The history of the quarrel of P pe .V
with -h state of Ver e; translated from Itali. n. 1 26 ST .1
Typographical errors
p.6 para.2 line 2: 'aye' should read 'have'
p.13 line 19: 'indentified' should read 'identified'
p.23 line 18: 'fulfill' should read 'fulfil'
p.26 line 3: 'if is there' should read 'if there is'
p.28 line 17: 'fulfill' should read 'fulfil'
p.39 para.1 line 17: 'libraries catalogues' should read 'library cata..ogues'
p.93 line 20: Colon should be replaced by open parenthesis
p.99 line 3: 'veterinaire' should read 'vtrinaire'
p.131 line 6 in quote: 'Spelimans ... mean' should read 'Spelmans ... meane'
p.132 line 2: 'according the' should read 'according to the'
p.148 last line of text: 'been' should read 'be'
p.169 line 7: 'was' should read 'way'
p.183 line 18: 'adopt' should read 'adapt'
p.198 lines 7,22, and p.199 lines 12,24: 'Scholemaster' sh uld b urer1ined
p.226 line 8 from bottom: 'covers' should read 'cover'
p.234 line 10: 'of by' should read 'of arrangement by'
p.235 line 12: 'libary' should read 'library'
p.239 line 1: 'interest' should read 'glance'
Bacon no.83: 'olt)' should read
Barlow no.31: 'l'esclarcissement' should read 'L'esclarcissement'
Barlow no.122: 'internorum' in the transcript should read 'internoru'
Bedford no.32: 'FumeW should read 'Fum&e'
Bedford no.66: 'Decades' should read 'Decadis'
Bedford no.77 and 88: 'Ptolomaeus' in note should read 'Ptolemaeus'
Bedford no.160: 'apprimo' should read 'apprimè'
Bernard no.6: 'Heidelberg' should read '[Heidelberg]'
Bernard no.20: Last line of note: delete 'Basileae 1571'
Bernard no.40: Line 3 of note: 'Man' should read 'Mans'
Deighton p.337 line 5: 'disposed' should read 'Disposed'
Deighton no.74: 'medicamentorum' in note should read 'Nedicamentorurr'
Deighton no.85: 'Schhenckij' should read 'Sckhenckij'
Deighton no.101: 'Francois' should read 'Franois'
More no.115: 'de monde' should read 'du rnonde'
More no.145: ' (STC 24864)' should read ' (STC 24684)'
Paget p.379 line 1: 'servant' should read 'soruant'
Paget p.379 line 3 of quotation from Ecclesiastes: 'us' should read 'vs'
Paget no.66: 'bishopes' should read 'Bishopes'
Paget no.164: 'Cristôval' should read 'C1ristdval'
Paget no.200: Delete 'and Henry'
Paget no.447: 'traictes du S.' should read 'traictes du Sr.'
Paget no.70 : 'L,er'nimo' should read 'Gronirno'
Paget no.747: 'Beat' should read 'Bgat'
Paget no.1257: Note should end with square bracket
Paget no.1341: 'unum' should read 'vnurn'
Paget no.1353: 'Antonius Volscus' should read 'Valentinus Volscs'
Paget no.1434: 'd'un' should read 'd'vn'
Rant no.80: 'ilamada' should read 'llamad
Rant no.109: 'lCSO' should read '1560'
Rant no.207: 'No 8 English edition' sh uld read 'N l6 Engli h 	 __ n'
Somrier no.160: '275 below' should read '278 below'
Somner no.192: 'on no.190 above' should read 'on no.191 above'
S nner no.2 2: '1622' should read '1624'
p.535: dates Lf Anthony Higgin should be 'c.155 -1624'
Other correi r
p 5 hr 2 sr	 ld re d 'Lutheran...	 r'tnie 1.4-1	 ,	 no xi	 -_
.nstrument and cart graphical materials are li ted under tl	 .
'Ge metria'	 .d 'Mappes'.'
p.1 9 para.3: '-ivihis ... canonicus' sn uld Lead 'cvile . . . 	 ..
p.298: Section	 'Date and attnibuti n' lines .-3 sh ul rad '1
Greek-Latin ecu.ti n f the works f S Justin Mart yr entry 25 -
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?bbreviations and definitions
Apart from common abbreviations such as e q., i.e., j,
ibid., viz., M.D., B.C., the number of abbreviations used
has been kept to a minimum. The common abbreviations for
the names of states of the United States of America (e.cT.
'Washington, D.C.' for 'Washington, District of
Columbia') have been used, mainly in the bibliographical
details of the books listed below and in the bibliography
on p.559-585.
1. Abbreviations of cata1oue entry numbers and citations
Specific entries in the catalogues discussed in the study
ave been referred to in the form 'Plutarch (Paget entry
669)' or, in a paragraph explicitly concerned with a
particular catalogue such as the Paget catalogue,
'Plutarch (entry 669)'. In both cases 'entry 669' refers
to entry 669 in the Paget catalogue transcribed in
Part II.
Citations (mainly in footnotes and in the
introductions to individual catalogues in Part II) have
been given in the form 'J.A. Smith (no.50)' or 'J.A.
Smith (no.50, p.10-20)', 'no.50' referring to the number
of the item in question in the bibliography of works
cited.
2. Other abbreviations
Adams	 Adams, Herbert Mayow (compiler). Catalo gue of
books rrinted on the Continent of EurolDe.
1501-1600. in Cambridqe libraries. 2 vol.
Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1967.
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Barbier	 Barbier, Antoine Alexandre. Dictionnaire des
ouvrages arionvines. 3e ed. 1 revue et augmentée.
4 vol. Paris : P. Daffis, 1872-1879.
BL	 British Library. General catalocme of printed
books to 1975. 360 vol. London : dive Bingley
and K.G. Saur, 1979-1987. with: Supplement (6
vol. London : K.G. Saur, 1987-1988).
BN	 Bibliothèque Nationale. Catalogue énéra1 des
livres iinrimés de la Bibliothèaue Nationale
auteurs. 231 vol. Paris : Imprimerie
Nationale, 1897-1981.
c.	 circa.
Darlow	 Darlow, Thomas Herbert, and Moule, Horace
& Moule	 Frederick (compilers). Historical catalocme of
the printed editions of Ho].v Scri pture in the
Library of the British and Foreign Bible
Society . 2 vol. in 4. London : Bible House,
1903-1911.
DNB	 Stephen, Sir Leslie, and Lee, Sir Sidney(editors). The dictionary of national
bibliography . 63 vol. London : Smith, Elder
1885-1900. With: Errata (ibid., 1904) and
Supplement (3 vol. Ibid., 1901).
Durling	 Durling, Richard Jasper (compiler).
catalogue of sixteenth century printed
books in the National Library of Medicine.
Bethesda, Md. : National Library of Medicine,
1967.
ed.	 edition.
£1.	 floruit.
fol.	 folio or folios.
Index Au- Index Aureliensis : cataloaus librorum
reliensis sedecimo saeculo jinpressorum. Aureliae
Aquensis (Baden-Baden] : Valentin Koerner,
1965- • In progress.
Italian	 Marshall, Robert G. (editor). Short-title
STC	 catalog of books printed in Italy . and of
books in Italian printed abroad. 1501-1600,
held in selectec North-American libraries.
vol. Boston, Mass. : G.K. Hall, 1970.
MS	 manuscript.
no.	 number or numbers.
NUC	 The national union catalogue, pre-1956
imprints •.. 754 vol. London : Mansell,
1968-1981.
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OED	 The Oxford Enlish dictionary ... 13 vol.
Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1933. with:
Su1ement (4 vol. Ibid., 1972-1976).
p.	 page or pages.
Poynter	 Poynter, Frederik Noel Lawrence (compiler).
A catal.oque of printed books in the welicome
Historical Medical Library . I. Books printed
before 1641. London : Welicome Historical
Medical Library, 1962.
sine loco.
s.n.	 sine nomine.
St	 Saint.
STC	 Pollard, Alfred William, and Redgrave, Gilbert
Richard (compilers). A short-title catalocrue
of books printed in EncTland. Scotland. &
Ireland. and of Enczlish bookes printed abroad,
1475-1640. 2nd ed., revised and enlarged. 2
vol. London: Bibliographical Society,
1976-1986 (vol.1, 1986; vol.2, 1976).
vol.	 volume or volumes.
3. Definitions
In most cases, it has seemed unnecessary to use terms in
a very narrow or restricted sense. The following
definitions are intended to clarify the uses made of
certain terms which are often given special meanings
elsewhere.
Book: in the context of the 16th and 17th centuries, any
bibliographic item, whether printed or manuscript, and
irrespective of the number of physical parts in which
it may have been written.
Cataloque: this term has been used here in the broadest
sense to include all types of book-lists, irrespective
of their size, purpose, function or arrangement.
Classed catalogues, shelf-lists, donations lists
(including bequests), post-mortem inventories,
-9-
inventories of property, have been treated here as
various types of catalogues.
Classification (of books): the term 'classification'
ususally implies a more detailed and sophisticated
system of arrangement than is actually found in
Renaissance library catalogues, but it has been used
here for any form of bibliographic arrangement, however
basic and rudimentary it may seem to the modern eye. A
collection of books, or a library catalogue, may be
arranged by subject, by language or other criteria, all
of which come here under the umbrella of
classification.
Heading : the term used in a catalogue to describe the
contents of a group of books; e. g . 'Anglici libri';
'Paperbookes'; 'Theologici'; 'Books in folio'; 'Popishe
manuscripts'.
Private library : a collection of bibliographic items in
private hands; a personal collection of such items,
regardless of their number.
Volume: the physical state of a book. A book may be
written in one or more volumes (e. g . 'Hispania
illustrata. Vol.111'); a book may comprise two or more
parts, all in one or more volumes (e. g . 'English
navigations III parts. Vol.11'); two or more different
books may be bound in a single volume (e. g . 'Savanorola
in orationem Dominicam & psalmos penitentiales; ejusdem
eruditorium confessorum, & Triumphus crucis. Vno
volumine').
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Transcription principles used in Part II
When transcribing texts from manuscript sources, the
general intention has been to interfere with the
originals as little as possible. It has been felt,
however, that the nature of the documents considered here
does not warrant facsimile transcription, and no attempt
has been made to give a full account of the physical
state of the manuscripts.
1. Spelling , capitalisation and numerals
Spelling, capitalisation and numerals have been kept as
found in the original, and so have the long 'i' (e.g.
'iij', 'cum alijs', and 'vj d' in sums of money) and the
letters 'u' and 'v' (e. g . 'vniuersa').
However, features not easily reproduced have
had to be changed: the digraphs ' ' and ' ' have been
transcribed as 'ae' and 'oe'; the long 's' has been
transcribed as 's'; and old Greek has not been retained
(e.g. 'cpcç' has been rendered as 'IVwliat').
The initial double 'f' has been transcribed as 'F',
and 'y' (for Old English thorn) has been transcribed as 'th'.
2. Abbreviations
A few abbreviations still in common use today, such as
'Dr', have been retained. In sums of money, 't', 'ii.'
and similar abbreviations have been consistently rendered
as 'V, and shillings and pence have been left as 's'
and 'd'. Other suspensions and contractions have been
- 11 -
expanded, with the expanded characters underlined, e.g.
'comaundement' has been transcribed as 'commaundenient'.
Many abbreviations could be expanded in more than
one way, and the original intention of the writers are
far from being always evident, not only in respect of
spelling but also of wording. When an abbreviation could
be expanded in more than one way, guidance has been
sought in the writer's predominant practice, when this
could be ascertained. The wording used in the book
described (in the case of printed books) has also been
taken into consideration, e. g . 'Orig: Palat. Freher.' has
been expanded as 'Origines Palatinae Freherj', not 'OrigQ
...', because the book is entitled 'Originum Palatinarum
commentarius'. When such guidance is not available, the
abbreviation has been left as such, with the abbreviation
mark represented by a period or colon (as found in the
manuscript) or by an apostrophe (when the abbreviation
mark is not easily reproduced).
A special case has had to be made when the Latin
words for 'commentary' and 'volume' are abbreviated.
'Comment.' could stand for 'commentuin', 'conimentarius'
and other words, and '3 vol.' could often be expanded
either in the nominative or the ablative. When no
overall pattern is discernible in the original, these
abbreviations have been expanded arbitrarily as
'commentariuin' in the plural (usually in the form
'conunentaria' or 'cuin coimnentariis', as appropriate), and
'volunien' in the nominative (e. g . '3 volumina').
Otiose marks of abbreviation have been ignored.
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3. Superior characters, insertions and deletions
Superior characters have been silently lowered when this
causes no confusion,	 ,,,th, and ,4to, have been
transcribed as 'with' and '4to', but ijjjth has been
transcribed as 'viij" ('viijth' not clear enough).
Interlined matter has been treated in the same way.
Corrections achieved by superimposing one character
over another have been reported in editorial notes.
Matter crossed out in the original has been enclosed
in pointed brackets: < >.
Matter which has been rendered illegible through
damage to the manuscript has been enclosed in oblique
strokes: / I.
Editorial insertions have been enclosed in square
brackets, e.g. uncertain readings have been indicated in
the form '[?]anotamye'.
4. Punctuation
The compilers' often capricious use of punctuation has
been retained in many cases, but not systematically. In
the case of numbered catalogue entries, for instance,
punctuation has been used in accordance with each
writer's overall practice; and in sums of money, 's' and
'd' have been transcribed without any punctuation.
5. Annotations of cataloque entries in Part II
The annotations following each catalogue entry have been
given here only as an aid to identification, and they do
not purport to give full bibliographical descriptions.
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Unless otherwise stated, the information has been taken
from the General catalogue of irinted books of the
British Library (BL). Other sources consulted have been
recorded using the abbreviations listed on p.6-S above.
Authors' names have been kept in the form given in
BL, but not necessarily in the full form supplied there
(e. the BL heading for Lancelot Andrewes describes him
as 'successively Bishop of Chichester, of Ely, and of
Winchester', but he has simply been recorded here as
'Lancelot Andrewes'). Names not in BL have been given in
the form found in the sources indicated in the editorial
notes. When the form of name given in the sources
consulted (e. g Savonarola; Ayrault) differs from that
found in the manuscript (e.. Savanorola; Aerodius) both
forms have been supplied, as follows:-
Girolaino Savonarola (Savanorola)
Pierre Ayrault (Petrus Aerodius)
When the specific edition of a book could not be
indentified, the edition noted is usually the first found
in the sources consulted, followed by 'etc.' in cases
when more than one edition could apply. In the case of
STC items, the place of printing has not been included if
London, following STC practice.
Queries have been used liberally in the form of a
question mark placed immediately before a name or title.
Queries, however, have not always been used when the
original gives a title without an author's name, on the
basis that in so many cases, authorship of such titles
can be attributed only tentatively.
Entries deleted in the original have not normally
been annotated.
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ChaDter 1,
Introduction and review of the literature
1. Tonic
Of all the human faculties, one of the most pervasive is
the ability to organise and rationalise the world and the
things in it. Attempts to organise knowledge may be
traced throughout the history of mankind, from the
systems elaborated by philosophers and encyclopaedists in
Antiquity to the intricate classifications developed by
taxonomists in modern times. 2 Pedagogic classifications
too have a long history, 3 and the classifications devised
1. Drawing on the analogy between English 'man' and
Sanskrit 'man' (or 'manu', meaning 'think'), S.R.
Ranganathan conunented that classification has always been
with mankind, ever since thinking began (bibliography,
no.192, p.16). It has been pointed out, however, that
animals also possess the faculty to classify objects
(E. de Grolier, no.44, p.22).
2. After reaching a peak in the 19th century, there was
a sharp decline in the interest aroused by philosophic
and scientific classifications of the universe of
knowledge as a whole. Philosophers have since largely
diverted their attention to other pursuits, whereas
scientists, because of the increasing emphasis on
specialisation, have concentrated on classification
within specific sciences instead of classification of the
sciences as a whole (R.G.A. Dolby, no.101, p.167, 188).
As for encyclopaedias, the general pattern is now the
alphabetical arrangement, although classification is
still occasionally a notable feature, as in the
'Propaedia' volume of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1974
edition onward. For a general history of encyclopaedias
and their arrangement, see R.L.W. Collison (no.89). On
taxonomy, particularly in the 18th and 19th centuries,
see D. Knight (no.146).
3. There is no definitive history of curriculum
development, with its implications for the development of
pedagogic classifications. There are sketches in most
general histories of education, as well as more
specialised studies such as the survey of curriculum
changes in the 19th and 20th centuries by P. Gordon
and D. Lawton (no.119).
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by various cultural groups have aroused the interest of
anthropologists and sociologists. 4 For centuries
librarians have grappled with the practical difficulties
of arranging the books in their charge, and a similar
concern has been shared by bibliographers, 5 publishers,
printers, booksellers, 6 and museum keepers.7
Historical considerations of these various types of
classification are fraught with difficulties, some
specific to a particular type of classification, others
common to all. Bridging the intellectual and cultural
gap that separates the past from the present is one of
the fundamental problems of historiography. Changing
concepts and terminology constitute a common difficulty
in historical enquiries, and this applies to the
interpretation of old classifications too. The scholarly
interests and problems of the past were often very
different from those of today, or were at least expressed
4. The classifications used by primitive people, for
instance, have been studied by E. Durkheim and M. Mauss
(no.102). A more recent example of the interest shown in
the socio-cultural factors underlying the development of
classification is Classifications in their social
context, a volume of essays edited by R.F. Ellen and D.
Reason (no.104).
5. The chronological development of bibliographies from
their beginning in the second century (with Galen) to the
end of the 17th century, has been traced by T. Besterman
(no.73). The variety of Renaissance bibliographies is
well illustrated in A. Taylor's survey of 'Renaissance
guides to books' (no.215).
6. A description of early printers' catalogues,
book-fair catalogues, catalogues in books and auction
sale catalogues has been given by H.G. Pollard and
A. Ehrman (no.189).
7. A history of the cataloguing and classification of
museum exhibits is included in D. Murray's survey of
museums (no.172, vol.1, p.205-230).
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differently. Many burning issues in the 16th and 17th
centuries, not only in theology, but also in fields as
diverse as law, history, medicine and philosophy, are now
neglected. In the Renaissance as in other periods of
time, perceptions of knowledge as recorded in books were
different from those of the present day. The arrangement
displayed in library catalogues of the period, therefore,
does not always make immediate sense to the modern mind,
although it often conveys an appearance of utmost
simplicity.
The present study focuses on the arrangement of book
holdings in English private libraries of the Renaissance,
as perceived through extant catalogues of those
collections. It examines the circumstances in which
those systems were conceived or adopted; their sources
and backgrounds; and the ways in which they relate to the
individuals behind them and to currents of thought
prevalent at the time.
2. Scope of the study
The libraries of 16th and 17th-century England have been
grouped into cathedral and parochial libraries, early
forms of 'public libraries', university and college
libraries, libraries of learned societies, and private
libraries. 8 This study is primarily concerned with
records of book collections in private hands, including
collections which are only known to posterity through
8. This is the classification adopted for the framework
of J.G. 011é's LibrarY history : an examination
ciuidebook (no.181).
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inventories made after the death of their owners
(post-mortem inventories); and collections given or
bequeathed to institutions, as recorded in donations
lists.
This type of library has been chosen chiefly
because on the whole there is more variety in the
arrangement of books in private collections than in
institutional libraries. As institutions became more and
more organised, their libraries tended to share the same
pattern of arrangement. In the period under
consideration, the general trend for university
libraries was to follow a pattern of arrangement
reflecting the traditional order of academic studies.9
9. From the 16th century the classifications used in
many Oxford and Cambridge libraries conformed to one of
two types of arrangement, which have been called
'monastic order', with theology first, and 'academic
order', for the reverse (P. Gaskell, no.115, p.109-112).
This traditional arrangement is occasionally encountered
in earlier libraries: the holdings of Cambridge
University Library, for instance, were listed in monastic
order in an inventory drawn up in 1424, and in academic
order in a shelf-list of 1473 (H. Bradshaw, no.79). The
somewhat uniform order of faculties (especially Theology,
Law and Arts) and their subdivisions was also commonplace
in university catalogues from the period, as it was in
17th-century printed university catalogues (H.G. Pollard
and A. Ehrman, no.189, p.251). An exception was the
arrangement adopted by Thomas James ç1624 for the
subject catalogue of the arts section of the Bodleian
Library, which included such classes as Architecture,
Optics, Geography, Chronology, Metaphysics, Military
arts, Moral philosophy, Politics, Natural philosophy,
Rhetoric and History (G.W. Wheeler, no.237).
As far as the catalogues of monasteries, schools and
other institutions of Renaissance England are concerned,
some were arranged by subject, such as those of Syon
Monastery, 1526, and Winchester College, 1566, but
similar examples are not forthcoming (see S.R. Jayne,
no.136). The catalogues of such institutions, therefore,
appear to offer a more limited scope for a detailed
discussion of subject arrangement.
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In contrast, private collections were often more
individualistic in their arrangement, because individual
owners were not bound by institutional policies,
traditions or practices.
Not surprisingly in an age when private book
ownership benefited from the dispersal of libraries at
the time of the Dissolution and from the widespread
availability of printed books for those who could afford
to purchase them, catalogues of private collections of
Renaissance England abound. Most of these are not
arranged or organised in any way, either because they are
inventories on decease drawn up by executors whose only
concern was to account for property, or because the
collections were too small to warrant arrangement; but a
sufficient number of private catalogues displaying
evidence of arrangement have survived to support the
study.
From the extant records of private collections, a
corpus of core catalogues on which the study is based has
been assembled. These records were selected because they
presented evidence that the collection was arranged
according to some system, however imperfect or
rudimentary this system may seem in retrospect (details
of these records may be found in Part II below). Records
of collections which do not display any evidence of such
organisation do not form part of this corpus, however
important they may be to the general history of book
collecting and collectors.
England has been chosen as a geographical limit not
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merely because a single country constitutes a convenient
boundary, but also, more importantly, in order to
introduce a measure of unity into the study and to ensure
easier access to original sources. The year 1500 is
purely an arbitrary starting point for the period under
consideration as a whole (whereas the earliest catalogue
in the corpus is dated 1521); and the terminal year 1640
has been selected to coincide with the limit set in
bibliographical publications such as the STC. These dates
are not significant in themselves, but they do point to a
period of profound importance in the history of Western
civilisation as a whole, and of England in particular.
This is not the place to engage in a debate on the nature
of the Renaissance, but few would disagree that these
were times of tremendous changes brought about not only
by the spread of the ideals of Renaissance humanism, but
also by considerable religious turmoil and by new
discoveries in most spheres of human endeavour. The
interactions of the new with the old, as represented by
medieval tradition, made this a fascinating transition
period in English history.
Records of collections which do not strictly fall
within the scope defined above have not been ignored, as
they are important for comparison purposes. They are
therefore occasionally mentioned.
3. Purpose and ob-jectives
The chief purpose of the study is to reach a better
understanding of the various systems of arrangement
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displayed in the book catalogues under consideration.
The specific objectives this entails are outlined below.
The arrangement adopted in a catalogue is not always
obvious. An essential objective, therefore, is to
ascertain how the catalogues discussed in the study are
arranged; how one system of arrangement differs from
another; what some systems have in common with others;
and how book classification was regarded in the
Renaissance.
A clue to an understanding of the arrangement of
Renaissance book catalogues may be found by seeking what
the systems displayed in those catalogues owe to the
past, and to what extent they were novel at the time.
There are two aspects to this question: firstly, the
process of transformation and adoption of certain ideas
borrowed from the past; secondly the impact of 16th and
17th-century currents of thought on long-established
views of the organisation of knowledge as recorded in
books.
In addition to situating ideas in the broader
context of previous experiences,, it is essential to
examine how systems of book arrangement relate to the
intellectual, cultural and social life of the period.
More specifically, the aim here is to unravel what such
systems can reveal about compilers and owners, either as
individuals or as channels of currents of ideas; how far
intellectual, social and cultural factors influenced the
arrangement of library catalogues, and, conversely, how
far the arrangement of these catalogues reveals how
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people understood and interpreted the intellectual
climate of the time.
The nature of the Renaissance has attracted enormous
controversy and is likely to remain a subject for debate
for a long time to coine)° The present study cannot make
sense if it does not attempt to find out to what extent
the arrangement of books in catalogues fits the existing
theories of the nature of the Renaissance. More
specifically, does this type of arrangement concur with
the view that the Renaissance was a sudden re-discovery
of things kept in darkness for centuries; or, on the
contrary, does it point to the Renaissance as a mere
continuation of medieval developments; or does it support
the traditional via media, according to which the
Renaissance was a transitional period? This introduction
is not the place to elaborate on the positions adopted by
Renaissance scholars at various times, but the arguments
raging over this issue are central to the present study.
4. Limitations of the study
Based as it is on extant records of private book
collections, the study depends on the availability and
accessibility of these records.
Tracing the existence of book catalogues of the
period under consideration has been facilitated in recent
years by the publication of an important guide to their
10. For a history of interpretations of the nature of the
Renaissance, see W.K. Ferguson (no.108).
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identification and location, Sears Jayne's LibrarY
catalocmes of the Enlish Renaissance (reviewed on p.35
below), but Jayne's survey does not claim to be fully
comprehensive. 11 It may one day be possible to trace all
the extant book catalogues from this period, 12 but
embarking on a thorough search for hitherto unnoticed
catalogues would be quite beyond the scope of this study.
Access to book catalogues is made easier and easier
as more of them are being published. At the time of
writing, however, many are still in manuscript form.
Transcription of these has been beset by the usual
11. Jayne has been criticised for his heavy reliance on
lists of books from the scholastic communities of Oxford
and Cambridge. In a valuable attempt to redress the
balance, P. Clark has conducted a survey of over 2,500
Kentish inventories of property, 1560-1640 (no.87).
12. An increasing number of private library catalogues
are being published on an individual basis. In addition
to these, transcriptions of the book-lists of Cambridge
men from the 1530s to the early 1620s have been published
in an important work by E • S. Leedham-Green (no. 154).
Mention must also be made of an ambitious American
project to publish the texts of private library
catalogues of the English Renaissance. This was recently
launched under the provisional name of 'The Catalogued
Library of Renaissance England (CLRE) Tudor and early
Stuart collections of printed books'.
For the medieval period there are several sources of
information: N.R. Ker has contributed an important
list of manuscripts and printed books belonging to
corporate bodies down to l450 (no.142); S.H.
Cavanaugh's unpublished Ph.D. on books privately owned in
England, 1300-1450, records 8,000 or so printed wills,
inventories and other sources (no.83); a project to
publish the inventories of British libraries up to about
1540 was started in the early 1980s under the auspices of
the British Academy, and the first volume in the series,
devoted to the library of the Austin Friars, is scheduled
for publication by the British Library in 1989. Similar
series exist for German, Swiss and Austrian library
catalogues, and research into the catalogues of French
libraries from the 9th to the 15th centuries (including
their systems of arrangement) is being carried out at the
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique in Paris (D.
Nebbiai, no.173).
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readability problems inherent in this type of material,
but these problems have not been so severe as to affect
the results of the study. Most of these manuscript
catalogues are to be found in London, although it has
been necessary to consult some of them elsewhere, and
a photographic reproduction has had to be relied on in
the case of a manuscript now in America (the catalogue of
the books of Sir William More, see Part II).
The scope of the study, particularly its
chronological and geographical limits, makes for a
specific approach. Any conclusion drawn might not
therefore apply to classification systems used for other
types of libraries or for libraries of other countries or
periods. In view of these limitations, no claim is made
that the study deals with all aspects of library
classification in Renaissance England. The aim
throughout has been to examine catalogues, and analyse
and interpret their arrangement in order to fulfill the
objectives outlined above.
5. Anticipated contribution
A mere antiquarian interest in the past is usually of
little benefit, and criticisms of past ideas now
superseded are futile. More profitable is an attempt to
understand the past, and this is the approach firmly
adopted here. The interpretation of a system of
arrangement as evidence of how men understood and
organised the world in which they lived is an
epistemological task which concerns all knowledge. This
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type of exploration is more than an antiquarian
divagation: it is an instructive historical study,
leading us to compare what happened in a former age with
changes taking place in our own.
Students of intellectual history can afford to
ignore few areas of human experience. Research in the
history of libraries and bibliography is especially
rewarding, because of the widely acknowledged
interdependence between a book collection and the culture
of its time, as mentioned above. In particular,
catalogues of the libraries of the past can make a
significant contribution to the history of the book and
of ideas. The principles of construction of a catalogue
as an expression of the intellectual milieu of its time
can be similarly researched, as the present study will
attempt to illustrate. When the organisation of library
catalogues can be shown to reflect the structure of
knowledge at a given time, much can be learnt from it.
Ideas which may already be familiar to students of
intellectual history can be looked at in a different
light when they are shown to permeate the arrangement of
library catalogues. In certain cases the arrangement of a
book catalogue can add to our knowledge of the compiler
or of the owner of the collection. Confirmation of other
researchers' conclusions in many different fields is
often to be found in the arrangement of a catalogue. The
study and interpretation of philosophical ideas may be
supplemented and enriched by a study of classification in
library catalogues. In short, it is hoped to show that
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the arrangement of a catalogue is one of the many sources
of information at the disposal of a student of
intellectual history, 13 and that as such it cannot be
overlooked. This type of research has never been
undertaken before on such a scale in the context of
private libraries of the English Renaissance.
The unpublished catalogues on which the study is
based are transcribed in Part II, with notes on the
identification of catalogue entries. In addition to
their role in accompanying the text of the study, it is
hoped that the transcriptions will be found useful in
their own right.
6. Orctanisation of the study
The study is arranged in two main parts: Part I consists
of the text of the study, and Part II contains the corpus
on which the text is based. Part I is in three sections,
as outlined below.
Starting after this introduction (Chapter 1), the
first section is concerned with classification practices
in Renaissance England (Chapters 2-4). Chapter 2 covers
the position taken by some 16th and 17th-century writers
on book classification, and examines whether certain
writers and compilers exerted an influence on the
arrangement of library catalogues of the period.
13. For the view that much can be learned about the
structure of knowledge at different periods from the
organisation of library catalogues, see A. Taylor
(no.213, p.153-154). On the socio-historical background
to library classification, see B.I. Palmer (no.51,
p.7-15).
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Book-lists were compiled for various reasons and
purposes, and Chapter 3 examines the relevance this had
to their arrangement. Chapter 4 asks if is there any
evidence to suggest that some compilers took an active
interest in the arrangement of their material.
The relevance of contemporary concerns and interests
is the subject of the second section (Chapters 5-7). Many
catalogues use headings to describe the groups or
sections in which the books are arranged, and the
terminology used in these headings is of direct relevance
to the study. Chapter 5 discusses these against the
background of medieval terminology. Chapter 6 pursues a
biographical line of enquiry and attempts to show how
classification in some catalogues reflects the personal
interests or professional concerns of compilers or
library owners. The particular significance of
arrangement by language in Renaissance catalogues is
contrasted with medieval practices in Chapter 7.
The relationship between book classification and
certain intellectual ideas is the subject of the third
section (Chapters 8 to 10). Chapter 8 examines the
methodological difficulties inherent in this line of
enquiry. Chapters 9 and 10 consider the place of the old
medieval trivium and quadrivium in bibliographic
classifications, and their fate under the influence of
Renaissance humanism.
The conclusion (Chapter 11) attempts to synthesise
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the contents of individual chapters to show to what
extent the objectives set out above have been fulfilled.
The documents forming the corpus on which the study
is based are listed in Part II, which, together with its
Appendix, consists of two alphabetical sequences of
owners' names. Each document is preceded by factual
information such as sources used. The first sequence
consists of transcriptions of unpublished catalogues
(notes on the principles followed in the transcription of
the catalogues appear on p.10-13 above). The second
sequence (the Appendix) gives details of other catalogues
and documents, mainly published catalogues, which have
not been transcribed here.
7. Methodoloqy
In dealing with the past, various avenues of research
have been pursued in library history in general and the
history of library classification in particular. For a
very long time indeed, library histories remained
antiquarian in nature. 14 It was not until well into the
present century that the limitations of purely
descriptive studies were fully recognised, and that the
case was made for a fresh approach. Only in the 1930s
was it first argued that the public library is
conditioned by its social milieu, and since that time the
history of libraries has been studied increasingly
14. The development of library historiography from
Antiquity to the present time has been surveyed by
R. Krzys (no.150).
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according to their social context. 15 This and similar
approaches have also been used for special aspects of
library history, and on occasion for the relationships
between a system of library classification and the
intellectual, cultural and social climate of the period
in which that system was adopted. The profound social
and ideological changes that followed the French
Revolution, for instance, were felt in practically every
walk of life, including discussions on the problems of
arranging library materials. 16 Looking at the even more
distant past, the order of the books listed in
Carolingian monastic library catalogues has been shown to
be closely related to monastic life.17
There is no apparent reason to suspect, a priori,
that such an avenue of research cannot be pursued for
classifications of any period, whether they have long
ceased to fulfill their function or not. This is the
approach adopted here.
Analysis of the arrangement of the catalogues could
be carried out from different angles. At first glance,
15. The American A.K. Borden argued for this new approach
to the study of library history in a paper published in
1931 under the title 'The sociological beginnings of the
library movement' (no.76). This pioneer article has
been said to be at the origin of the 'new library
history' approach (M.H. Harris, no.123, p.17-18). For a
brief history of approaches to library historiography in
Great Britain and the U.S.A., see J.G. Cue (no.180,
p.11-27).
16. Classification from the time of the French Revolution
to the end of the 18th century is the subject of chapter
7 of vol.1 of E.I. amurin's Geschichte (no.56; see
especially p.214-223).
17. B. Scrivner (no.199).
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it might seem enough to rely on the headings found in
certain catalogues, but this would be a very simplistic
approach indeed, because headings do not necessarily
provide a full or reliable indication of arrangement.
Further evidence of classification may often be found
through closer examination. To establish whether the
books are listed in discrete categories, e. g . by subject,
it is necessary to answer such questions as, Is there any
evidence of such categories when a catalogue does not
label them by means of headings? When headings are found
in a catalogue, how well do they identify the groups of
books listed under them? Within a discrete category, is
there any evidence of sub-categories, even when there is
no heading to indicate this may be the case? Answers to
these questions can only be found through a careful
examination of the catalogue entries themselves. In the
case of unpublished catalogues, this calls for the
transcription and identification of these entries, and
this has been recorded separately in Part II.
Before the structure or organisation of a catalogue
can be safely ascertained, the books listed have to be
identified because the descriptions given in Renaissance
catalogues are often very brief and obscure. In the case
of the unpublished catalogues transcribed in Part II,
this identification work has only been carried out to a
limited extent: no systematic attempt has been made to
identify specific editions or to include the wealth of
bibliographical information normally supplied in full
editions. To attempt to provide full editions would not
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only have been unrealistic in view of the number of
catalogues involved; it would also have been inconsistent
with the objectives of the study. The catalogues in Part
II, therefore, are best regarded as preliminary editions
presented here in support of the study.
As stated above, one of the objectives of the study
is to determine to what extent the arrangement of books
in catalogues fits the various theories of the nature of
the Renaissance. From a methodological point of view,
the decision was made not to colour the study with
preconceived ideas, and therefore not to take sides on
this important issue until the end.
8. Review of the literature
The history of classification in its various aspects,
especially the classification of knowledge, has been the
subject of numerous studies. In comparison, there are
few studies devoted exclusively to library classification
in 16th and 17th-century England. Many authors on the
history of library classification have attempted
ambitious overviews of the whole scene in a few pages,
either in a chapter or in a journal article; some have
concentrated on other periods; others have cast more
incidental comments on the subject, sometimes in the
wider context of a history of libraries. There are also
useful statements on library classification in intro-
ductions to modern editions of catalogues of the period.
The level of interest generated by the subject is
indicated in the bibliography (p.566-569 below), where
references to general histories of classification are
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given. On the basis of their scope, four published works
have been retained for the purpose of the review below.
They are E.I. ainurin's Geschichte der bibliothekarisch-
biblipcirahischen Kiassifikation, München-Pullach, 1967
(bibliography, no.56); D.M. Norris' A history of
catal pciuinci and catalocminc methods. 1100-1850, London,
1939 (bibliography, no.49); S.R. Jayne's LibrarY
catalocues of the Enlish Renaissance, Godalming, Surrey,
1983 (bibliography, no.136); and W. Milde's 'Uber
Biicherverzeichnisse der Huinanistenzeit (Petrarca, Tonunaso
Parentucelli, Hartinann Schedel)', Wiesbaden, 1984
(bibliography, no.167).
amurin's Geschichte is a monumental history of
library and bibliographic classification, originally
published in Russian, 1955-1959. It is the only
universal history of the subject on a large scale and
covers the entire scene, from ancient times to the
present, in the West and in the East, with some coverage
of the classification of knowledge. Chapters 4 and 5 in
the first volume deal respectively with the 'Renaissance'
period (which the author defines as the 15th and 16th
centuries) and with the 17th century. Chapter 4 begins
with a rapid overview of political, religious, cultural
and educational developments in Europe under the
influences of Renaissance humanism and of the
Reformation. This is followed by a brief survey of
library catalogues of the period (including the
recommendations of Florian Trefler, 1560, and those of
Andrew Maunsell, 1595); the library classification of
François Grudé de La Croix Dumaine (1584); the systematic
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encyclopaedias of Giorgio Valla (1501) and Raffaele
Maffel (1506); the classification adopted by Conrad
Gesner in his universal bibliography (1545-1549); the
philosophic classifications of Angelo Poliziano (1491),
Alejo Venegas (or Vanegas) de Busto (1540), Juan Huarte
(1575) and Mario Nizolio (1553). Chapter 5 opens with
developments in knowledge in Europe during the 17th and
18th centuries and, as far as the period 1500-1640 is
concerned, deals with early library classification theory
(Gabriel Naudé, 1627; Claude Clement, 1635; Joannes
Rhodius, 1631); as well as the classification of
knowledge of Sir Francis Bacon (1605 onward). 	 amurin
notes that, in contrast to medieval libraries,
16th-century book collections were faced with new
circumstances. New demands were placed on libraries of
the time because of the growth of literature on the
natural and social sciences ('die natur- und
gesellschaftswissenschaftliche Literatur'), in line with
increased secular interests; the emergence of a new
reading public of sea-farers, jurists, merchants and
others; an increased literary output due to printing with
movable type; and the proliferation of books denounced by
the Catholic Church as bad or harmful ('schdlich').
Faced with the combination of these factors, the author
concludes, the 16th century witnessed an improvement in
cataloguing standards, developments in cataloguing
theory, and the drafting of new classifications.
Volume 2 of amurin's Geschichte, devoted to the
19th and 20th centuries, is nearly twice as long as
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volume 1; less than one tenth of the overall total is
reserved for the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries in Western
Europe and England: and a mere six lines are left for the
classification of books in private libraries of the 15th
and 16th centuries. The period 1500-1640 is consequently
limited to a large extent to well-known case histories.
The book is particularly valuable, however, for its
treatment of classification in the context of cultural
developments. Historians in the West, however, are
likely to find gamurin's approach a constant source of
irritation, because of his blatant Marxist view of
history: chapters 4 and 5 include references to such
topics as capitalist trends ('kapitalistische Tendenzen')
and middle-class or bourgeois ideology ('bürgerliche
Ideologie'), as well as quotations from Engels and Marx,
whereas the important work of Sir Thomas Bodley and
Thomas James at the Bodleian Library in the early 17th
century is omitted altogether.
The scope of Norris' history is clearly indicated in
her title (A history of cataloquing and cataloguing
methods. 1100-1850). Although her main interest is in
catalogues and cataloguing methods, she does include a
consideration of classification practices. She works
through the subject a century at a time, and the chapters
concerned with the period 1500-1640 are chapters 6 and 7,
respectively entitled 'Library catalogues 1500-1600' and
'The Bodleian Library catalogues' (chapter 8, 'Library
catalogues 1600-1700' actually starts with 1650). In
addition to the Bodleian catalogues of 1605 onward,
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Norris examines the library catalogues of Syon Monastery
(Isleworth, Middlesex, 1526) and Bretton Monastery
(1558); the cataloguing methods of Conrad Gesner (1548)
and Florian Trefler (1560); and Andrew Maunsell's
bibliography of English printed books (1595). with the
exception of the Bretton catalogue, which is not classed,
the documents she includes are relevant to the history of
library classification.
Norris finds that one of the major achievements of
the 16th century was the vague realisation that some
system of cataloguing and classification had become a
necessity (Trefler advocated a classed library catalogue,
and Maunsell a classified bibliography). This new
attitude towards cataloguing and classification was
continued in the next century, when men such as Thomas
James of the Bodleian took the needs of library users
into consideration and looked at the catalogue as a key
to the book collections. This, she concludes, was in
contrast to the inventory of property of the past, and it
marked the break between what she calls medieval and
modern cataloguing.
Norris' policy is to print generous portions of
catalogues and to quote extensively from authors. The
advantage of this approach is that it provides ready
access to some original documents, complemented by an
interesting synthesis of the state of cataloguing and
classification at various times; but the disadvantages
are that she has little room to spare for descriptions
and comments of her own, and her summary of 16th and
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17th-century cataloguing and classification relies on the
evidence found in a mere half dozen or so documents.
Jayne's Library cataloaues of the English
Renaissance is a different type of work from either of
the above. It lists 274 institutional library catalogues
and 574 catalogues of private collections, all English,
from 1500 to 1640. It also contains a useful
introduction based on the compiler's personal examination
of these catalogues. Jayne's remarks on classification
are in part III of his introduction, under the title 'The
techniques of the catalogues'.
Jayne identifies three radical changes that took
place in English libraries between 1500 and 1640: under
the combined influence of the invention of printing with
movable type and the intellectual upheaval of the
Renaissance and Reformation, books were increasingly
collected by individuals; greater numbers of books could
be collected because printed books were cheaper than
manuscripts; and libraries ceased to be regarded as
static collections on fixed subjects. Among the results
from these changes, new classifications were devised to
accommodate works which did not fit traditional systems
of arrangement.
Jayne's book is designed as a 'directory' to the
identification and location of English library
catalogues, and it is unique in the extent of its
coverage. The 1983 edition is essentially a reprint of
the original edition (Berkeley and Los Angeles,
California, 1956), but it includes a new preface with
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details of additions. The book contains a long
introduction, which is valuable because it IS well
documented, but which does not purport to be anything
other than an introduction.
Unlike the three works above, !4ilde's piece on
book-lists of the humanist period includes no English
example, and stops before the 16th century. It is
however included here because its approach is eminently
relevant to the present study. Against the background of
medieval book classification practices, Milde examines
three different types of book-lists: Petrarch's list of
favourite books (l333), Tommaso Parentucelli's 'Canon'
(a desiderata list of the second half of the 15th
century) and the library catalogue of the physician
Hartmann Schedel (çl498).
Milde focuses on the order of merit ('die
Rangordnung') exhibited In book catalogues, and argues
that this order reflects the value placed on certain
subjects at different times. In many medieval
catalogues, this order revolves around the Bible, which
comes first because of its crucial role in the Christian
life. In second place comes the whole body of
theological writings necessary to the interpretation of
the Bible and to the teachings of the Church; and in
third place come secular texts. Milde argues that this
rank order was challenged under the influence of
humanism, when the ancient authors began to be studied
for their own sakes, and the medieval system of
arrangement tended to be reversed.
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Milde's paper is one of the rare attempts to
investigate the links between old book catalogues and the
intellectual climate of the time when they were compiled.
The disadvantage of the author's approach is that he
works within the very tight framework of a contribution
to a workshop (on book catalogues from the 16th to the
18th centuries). As a result his study is based on only
three case studies and remains brief, but he argues his
case persuasively.
A study dealing exclusively with classification in
private catalogues in England, 1500-1640, has yet to be
written. There are only a few studies relevant to the
subject, and, with the exception of Jayne, they lack
detailed and comprehensive analysis of the available
evidence. Because most of them cover vast spans of time,
they tend to exnphasise more recent periods.
There are several reasons why the topic of this
study has not been the object of more in-depth studies.
Systems of book arrangement have grown in complexity
through the long history of library classification, from
the essentially practical schemes of Anticuity 18 down to
the complex general and special systems of today, many of
which rest on firm theoretical bases. In comparison with
current practices, the systems of arrangement of 16th and
18. Despite the scarcity of evidence, attempts have been
made to discover the arrangement of holdings in ancient
libraries. E.A. Parsons has made a tentative
reconstruction of the subject classification used for the
papyrus rolls in the two libraries of Alexandria (no.185,
p.210-218).
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17th-century book collections appear so simple, even
simplistic, that they could easily be dismissed at first
glance as being of no interest. Another reason why the
arrangement of old library collections has attracted
little attention along the lines suggested here, is that
a synthesis would be difficult to achieve: on the one
hand the sources of information are extremely
diversified, with different types of libraries and
records not easily traceable or accessible; and on the
other hand, systems of classification in library
catalogues are highly individual and do not form easily
discernible patterns. This study challenges the view
that old systems of arrangement, such as those of 16th
and 17th-century book collections, cannot be profitably
studied.
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Chanter 2
Early writings of relevance to library
classification
Introduction
In the long history of developments in librarianship, the
proliferation of literature concerning library
classification is a relatively recent phenomenon.
Independent contributions on the subject do not seem to
have been written during the medieval period, and
medieval library classification practices and cataloguing
methods have to be inferred from surviving inventories,
or from press-marks and contents lists in surviving
manuscripts. 1 On the other hand, as far as the period
dealt with in this study is concerned, external sources
of information on library classification may be found
under the pen of scholars and library keepers, sometimes
in works written outside the immediate context of a
specific book collection, or even in personal
correspondence. As time passed and the necessity was
increasingly felt for improved ways of arranging books on
the shelves of libraries and in libraries catalogues,
more and more writers on library classification made
their voices heard.
What early writers on library classification had to
say is interesting in itself, but it also raises the
question of the audience upon whom their writings fell.
In many schemes in use today or in the recent past the
1. K. Christ (bibliography, no.85, p.35-36).
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direct influence of the ideas of individual writers and
compilers can easily be traced. Indeed a careful study
of the major classification schemes of today is an
essential prerequisite to any serious attempt at
understanding the problems of modern classification.
Going back in time a little, the last century was the
heyday of schemes such as the System of the Paris
Booksellers, which proved extremely influential in France
and other countries alike. 2 Before the 19th century,
however, the question of direct influences on library
classification is beset with difficulties, the more so
the further back in time one goes. The origin of the
French System itself has been ascribed to the work of
different individuals by different historians. 3 Similar
uncertainties surround the 17th-century classification of
Claude Clement or Claudius Clemens (1594-l643). 	 Some
say that Clement influenced Gabriel Naudé (1600-1653) and
others, 5 but this view is not shared by all. 6 Naudé, in
turn, is said to have had a lasting influence on
2. E. de Grolier (no.44, p.58-59).. W.C.B. Sayers
(no.55, p.120-124).
3. For various claims in this respect, see E. Edwards
(no.103, vol.2, p.773).
4. In 1635 Claude Clement published a work on various
aspects of librarianship, including the arrangement of
books, under the title Musei. sive bibliothecae tam
privatae auam ublicae extructio. instructio. cura. usus.
libri IV ... (no.25).
5. A. Maire (no.165, p.183). Naudé was the compiler of
the catalogue of the important library of Jean de
Cordes, published in 1643.
6. E. Edwards (no.103, vol.2, p.770-771).
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classification practices, but it is no easy matter to
pinpoint his direct influence on individual schemes.7
Early writers of relevance to library classification
did not deal only with the organisation of library
catalogues and the arrangement of books on the shelves of
libraries, but also with the provision of indexes to
library collections, and with the classification of books
in bibliographies. The case studies presented below
concern writers who were either librarians or
bibliographers, or both, but who were also actively
engaged in other pursuits. They are the Swiss physician
and naturalist Conrad Gesner or Gessner (1516-1565); Sir
Thomas Bodley (1545-1613), a diplomat (before devoting
himself to the refounding of the university library at
Oxford); Bodley's librarian Dr Thomas James (1573-1629),
author of religious controversies; and the French
physician Gabriel Naudé, already mentioned above. Two
other writers, who, it has been claimed, have influenced
the development of library classification, are also
included in this survey: the statesman Cassiodorus
Senator (died 575 A.D.); and Toinmaso Parentucelli da
Sarzanna (1397-1455), who was to become Pope Nicholas V
(1447-1455).
1. Conrad Gesner (1516-1565)
In their writings about library classification, 16th and
7. R.A. Harvey, for instance, attempted to show Naudé's
influence on the ç1794 catalogue of Henry Cavendish's
library, but acknowledged that that catalogue observed
the spirit of Naudé's recommendations rather than
following them to the letter (no.124, p.285, 288).
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17th-century scholars and librarians convey the
impression that there was a universal lack of interest in
the subject, and a lethargic adherence to tradition.
Conrad Gesner, for one, apparently did not favour the use
of subject classification for the shelf arrangement of
library books. In a passage on library classification in
his Pandectae (1548)8 he recommended the most simple
system he could conceive, in the firm belief that it
would be enough to shelve books by size - in two
sequences designated by the letters M and P for 'Magnus'
and 'Parvus' - and to assign running numbers to the
books, Only two indexes to such a collection would be
maintained: an alphabetical author index, consisting
merely of authors' names followed by the letter M or P,
as applicable, and the appropriate running numbers; and a
shelf-list, arranged by running numbers, to be updated
whenever necessary.9
8. The Pandectae was first published in 1548 as part II
of Gesner's Bibliotheca universalis, under the title of
Pandectarum sive partitionum universalium ... libri XXI
(no.28). Much of the information from which the above
account of Gesner is derived may be found in a paper by
H.H. Wellisch (no.233). There is also a good account of
Gesner's ideas on classification, by W.R.B. Prideaux
(no.190, p.10-14).
9. Gesner wrote (Pandectae, fol.21v): 'Qui primuin in
bibliotheca reperientur libri, ordine aliquo secunduin
magnitudinem per nidos, tabulas, aut pulpita disponantur,
& numerus singulis inscribatur atramento ... Reperiantur
igitur in bibliotheca libri, alij maioris formae, guibus
M literam hic adscribeinus docendi causa (singamus enim
eiusmodi esse, & magnitudine & noininibus) alij minoris,
gui litera P notentur. Istis pro magnitudine dispositis,
numeri priini ordinis adscribentur, hoc modo:
'Catullus,	 M.	 I.
'Tibullus,	 M.	 II.
'Beda,	 M.	 III.
[etc.)'
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When putting forward these recommendations for the
cataloguing and shelving of library books, Gesner had
very much in mind the cathedral library in Zürich, one of
the libraries which he frequently used. The catalogue of
that library had been compiled in 1532 by one of his
teachers, the Hebrew scholar and theologian Conrad
Pellikan (1478-1556). Gesner was familiar with the
catalogues of several libraries, but he singled out
Pellikan's as especially worthy of praise, introducing
his recommendations on library classification in the
Pandectae with the following laudatory statement:-1°
'I shall now describe the arrangement of indexes for
library collections, whether public or private,
small or large, following the example of our teacher
Conrad Pellikan, who has applied the same
arrangement to the organisation of the Zurich public
library.'
It is evident from this passage that Pellikan's
cataloguing methods had made a deep impression on Gesner.
Yet Gesner followed the model of his former teacher only
partially. Of Pellikan's catalogue, Gesner retained only
the principles of an alphabetical list by authors and of
a shelf list arranged by running numbers, Of Pellikan's
classified subject catalogue and subject index to that
catalogue, on the other hand, Gesner says nothing.
It is intriguing that Gesner did not make any
mention at all of the subject section of the Zurich
catalogue, because there can be no doubt that as a
10. My paraphrase. The original reads: 'Nunc rationem
parandorum indicum in publicas uel privatas etiam magnas
bibliothecas ostendam, exemplum secutus D. Conradi
Pellicani praeceptoris nostri, gui in publica Tigurina
Bibliotheca ordinanda eandem rationem obseruauit'
(Gesner, ibid.).
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regular user of libraries and of library catalogues,
Gesner must have recognised the importance of easy and
effective retrieval. It is conceivable that Gesner gave
much importance to the provision of an authors' index
because he supposed that serious researchers would know
exactly who wrote the books of relevance to their
studies. Such a feat would not have been as unattainable
then as today, but it would still have been a tremendous
achievement, particularly when it is borne in mind that
Gesner recommended the adoption of the ZUrich system in
'public' and private libraries alike, regardless of their
subject scope or even of the size of their holdings.
More conclusive evidence for Gesner's real attitude
towards subject classification in library catalogues may
be found in the Pandectae itself. When he compiled his
huge Bibliotheca universalis, Gesner clearly saw the
limitations of providing only for author access to a
large number of books, and this is why he added to it a
very sophisticated classified subject catalogue in the
shape of the Pandectae. Gesner's concern for subject
classification, however, was not limited to
bibliographies. In the preface to his Bibliotheca,
Gesner expressed the hope that his bibliography would
also serve as a substitute for a library catalogue - all
the librarian would have to do was to indicate in the
margins of the Bibliotheca which books were held. 11 It is
not unreasonable to suggest that Gesner's wish included
the use of the Pandectae as well, in the sense that
11. H.H. Wellisch (no.233), p.13.
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scholars could rely on his subject catalogue when a
subject approach to a library collection was needed.
Gesner's lack of interest in library classification,
then, was only apparent, and is to be viewed in the
context of the very real interest in bibliographic
classification demonstrated in his Bibliotheca. From
personal experience, Gesner knew that many libraries had
no subject catalogue or provided for only a rudimentary
subject approach to their collections, With his
Bibliotheca (and Pandectae) he thought that he would
provide librarians and scholars with a ready-made answer
to their retrieval problems. The Pandectae, Gesner
evidently believed, made it unnecessary for libraries to
compile sophisticated subject catalogues of their
holdings. Even today subject approach to many library
collections, especially of early printed books, is only
possible through printed bibliographies arranged by
subject.12
2. Sir Thomas Bodlev (1545-1613) and Thomas James
(1573-1629)
When Dr Thomas James accepted the first post of Keeper at
12. Primary sources relating to the history of medicine,
for instance, are notoriously difficult to classify or
index, because of changing concepts at different periods
of time. Users of libraries specialising in such fields
usually have to refer to subject bibliographies before
they can turn to the library holdings themselves.
For a general treatment of such problems in the
context of specific libraries, see E. Clarke (no.88);
and E. Gaskell (no.114). M. Whitrow has also written on
this problem in relation to the history of science and
medicine, but with special reference to the secondary
literature (no.238).
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the Bodleian Library, 13 under the supervision of Sir
Thomas Bodley, he was apparently under some
misapprehension as to what the job would entail. James
was a prominent and highly active figure in the popular
theological disputes of the time and, as his
correspondence with Bodley reveals, he was disappointed
to find that his library duties left him little time for
studying the books in his care. This, however, does not
mean in any way that he neglected his duties as Keeper.
On the contrary, he was unflagging in building up and
organising the collections, and even Bodley, who often
disagreed with him, acknowledged his zeal.14
At the newly founded Bodleian, shelf arrangement was
kept as basic as possible. As new books were received,
they were simply divided by size, into folios, quartos
and octavos. The physical restrictions imposed by the
shelves thus overcome, the books were then further
subdivided into the subjects of the four faculties, and
within each faculty, they were arranged roughly in
alphabetical order of authors' names.' 5 Prime
13. For an account of the foundation, official opening
and first librarians of the Bodleian Library, see I.G.
Philip (no.187, especially chapters 1 and 2, on the
period 1598-1652).
On early Bodleian catalogues, see G.W. Wheeler
(no.236) and S. Gibson (no.116). For cataloguing methods
during Bodley's administration, see S. Jackson (no.131).
14. Sir T. Bodley (no.22, p.xxxiv-xxxv). For a
re-evaluation of James' librarianship, see D.G. Davis
(no.95).
15. Sir T. Bodley (no.22, p.xix); G.W. Wheeler (no.235,
p.94-95).
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consideration, then, was given to ensuring that the books
fitted on the shelves, and subject arrangement was
limited to giving readers some idea of where the books
pertaining to each faculty were shelved.
The order of the four faculties, preserved in the
first printed Bodleian catalogue of 1605, was abandoned
in the second printed catalogue (1620) in favour of
strict alphabetical arrangement. The reasons for this
change of cataloguing policy were made clear in the
opening lines of James' preface to the 1620 catalogue:
the alphabetical arrangement is preferable, he explained,
because it makes it possible for researchers to find all
the works by a given author at a glance, and because it
does not present the difficulties inherent to
classification, such as the problem of establishing the
subject categories to which certain books belong.16
Despite appearances, providing subject access to the
books in the Bodleian was of great concern to James.
This was so true that he undertook the formidable task of
compiling a catalogue of subjects for each faculty,17
16. 'Ad hunc scrupulum eximendum ex animis hominum,
sciendum est, non semper liquidô constare in qua è duabus
facultatibus liber sit reponendus: praeterea, laboriosum
fore, ejusdem Auctoris opera veluti abscissa Absyrti
membra in vnum colligere ... His oneribus iam levamus
studiosuin Lectorem, gui si de aliquo Authore, aut
alicujus scriptis sollicitus anxiusque fuerit, inveniet
nullo negotio Authorem guem querit, & eiusdem Autho(r]is
opera omnia, vno aspectu atque intuitu; ita vt via
commodiore ad satisfaciendum percunctantibus vti non
possemus' (T. James, no.31, Preface, section 1.
Underlining and capitalisation as in the original.)
17. Three of these subject catalogues survive, covering
Theology (compiled 1607), Law (1614) and Arts (.
1624 or 1625). For details see G.W. Wheeler (no.235,
p.94-110).
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claiming to have personally examined the contents of the
books themselves, rather than relying on their titles.18
His alphabetical subject catalogues were exhaustive,
comprising numerous subject headings, often subdivided
further into 'minutissimas portiones vel sectiones'.19
It was not to the detriment of classified
arrangement that James relied on intricate alphabetical
subject indexes for subject access to the collections.
Fine classification, it is true, attracted little or no
attention on the part of Bodley and his Keeper, but it
does not follow that classification at the Bodleian,
broad as it was, was neglected.
Bodley's correspondence reveals his concern for the
correct classification of individual books in catalogues.
In a letter to James dated February 5, 1602, Bodley
reprimanded James for parts of his classified manuscript
catalogue of the library:.-20
'I should thinke it fitter to place Lex. Heb.
Auenarij./ Grammat. Heb. Bertrami, among your Art
bookes: for that lexicons and grammers are no more
for one science then an other.'
And again, on August 15, 1604, he wrote in the same vein:-21
'Some of your bookes are, me thinkes, displaced: as
Bertrams Heb. grammer, which should not be in
Diuinitie, nor Althusij Politica.'
18. Ibid., p.70, 97-98.
19. Sir T. Bodley (no.22, p.x). In the Theology
catalogue, for instance, the main heading 'Mundus' is
subdivided into sections such as 'De mundi creatione',
'De fine mundi' and 'De contemptu mundi' (G.W. Wheeler,
no.235, p.98).
20. Sir T. Bodley (no.22, letter no.21).
21. Ibid., letter no.103.
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Not only was Bodley interested in making the most of the
broad classification imposed upon the Bodlelan by the
university curriculum; he was also concerned with the
order of the four faculties according to which the books
were shelved and catalogued. Until 1604 the order on the
shelves and in James' manuscript catalogues was:-
South side
	 North side
Theology	 Medicine
Law	 Arts
In 1604, however, the Law books had to be transferred to
the North side in order to make room for the expanding
Theology section. This move apparently raised the
possibility of giving precedence to Medicine over Law, by
shelving the Law books between Medicine and Arts. Bodley
opposed the move, writing on April 18, l604:_22
'And touching your question, whether Lawe or
Physicke, shall take the first place, I doe finde
it agreed on, by most men, that Lawe in most places
hath the precedence, and as the faculties are
martialed nowe in the Librarie, we haue gluen it
vnto them: so as in my iudgement, we shall doe
best, to passe it in silence, without making any
question.'
The classification of books, then, was clearly a matter
of concern to Bodley and his Keeper. It evidently
mattered to them whether a book was properly classified
or not, and their discussion of the best order for the
faculties shows conclusively that to them,
classification, however basic and traditional it may have
been, involved more than merely shelving books in a
convenient place.
22. Ibid., letter no.91.
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3. Gabriel Naudé (1600-1653)
Gabriel Naudé's Instructions concernin g
 erecting of a
library (first published in French in 1627)23 dealt with
the theory of library organisation on an unprecedented
scale. In this influential book Naudé stressed the
importance of catalogues as a means of locating books and
identifying them bibliographically. He also declared
himself in favour of the traditional shelf arrangement of
library books by university faculties, and it could be
hastily concluded from this that he had little interest
in library classification. Upon closer examination,
however, his statements on the matter indicate otherwise.
The reader of the Instructions cannot fail to notice
that the arrangement of books on library shelves and in
catalogues and bibliographies is given a whole chapter
(chapter VII), entitled 'Of the Order which it is
requisite to assign them'. In itself this testifies to
the importance Naudé attached to the matter, and the
contents of the chapter show that the proper arrangement
of library books was of crucial importance to him. He
was acutely aware that the ability to provide for the
retrieval of books was at least as important as the
23. Naudé's work was first printed in 1627, under the
title Advis tour dresser une bibliothèaue, and a second
edition, revised by the author, appeared in 1644. Besides
several French editions and a Latin translation, it was
translated into English by John Evelyn. I have used a
modern reprint of Evelyn's text, originally published in
1661 (no.35). The underlining and capitalisation used
in the original have been retained in this and subsequent
quotations from Naudé.
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existence of the books themselves:-24
'The seventh point ... is that of the Order and
Disposition which Books ought to observe in a
Library ; for without this, doubtless, all inquiring
is to no purpose, and our labour fruitless ... I
affirm, moreover, that without this Order and
disposition, be the collection of Books whatever,
were it fifty thousand Volumes, it would no more
merit the name of a Library, than ... a vast heap of
stones and materials, that of a Palace or a house,
till they be placed and put together according to
rule, to make a perfect and accomplished structure.'
Naudé was not satisfied with vague statements concerning
the importance of the proper arrangement of library
books. His concern for library organisation led him to
discuss and criticise various library classification
schemes, such as that proposed in 1584 by his compatriot
Francois Grudé de La Croix Dumaine (1552_].592).25 Naudé
disliked such schemes because they departed from
traditional, well-tried practices, and therefore
complicated retrieval unnecessarly. This is why he
strongly believed in the virtues of the traditional shelf
arrangement by university faculties:-26
'I conceive that [order] to be alwayes the best
which is most facil, the least intricate, most
natural, practised, & which follows the Faculties.'
24. Naudé (no.35, p.122-123).
25. La Croix Duinaine suggested to King Henry III that he
should establish no less than a 'perfect library' ('une
bibliothèque parfaite & accomplie de tous points'). This
would be based on his bibliography or 'Bibliothèque
Françoise', which was arranged in alphabetical order, but
which he proposed to index by means of a complicated and
unorthodox classification into 'cent buffets', i.e. 100
classes or cases (no.29).
In Naudé's opinion, such a scheme 'spoils and perverts
the natural (memory], and ... seems not to have any other
scope but to torture & eternally crucifie the Memory'
(Naudé, no.35, p.125).
26. Ibid., p.126.
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Naudé did not stop here but went one important step
further. What he actually proposed was not a system
limited to the four traditional university faculties, as
was the case in the Bodleian Library; instead it was a
classification giving more detailed subject access to the
books, while based on the traditional arrangement by
faculties. His system:-27
'... follows the Faculties of The plogie, physick,
Jurisprudence, Mathematicks, Humanity , & others,
which should be subdivided each of them into
particulars, according to their several members.'
Naudé then proceeded to give examples of what he meant,
emphasising: _28
'... that the particular Treatises follow the rank
and disposition of their matter and subject,
(and) that all Books of like argument & subject be
precisely reduced, and disciplin'd in their destin'd
places; since in so doing, the memory is so
refreshed, that it would be easie in a moment onely
to find out whatever Book one would choose or
desire, in a Library that were as vast as that of
Ptolomv (j].'
Naudé had evidently considered the question of library
classification with care and attention. He was ready to
answer objections from those who would argue that
classification is a vain pursuit and a waste of time
because of:-29
'... the difficulty of handsomly reducing and
placing of certain mixed Books in any Classes or
principal Faculty ... But to this I reply ... that
there are but very few Books but what are reducible
to some order.'
27. Ibid.
28. Ibid., p.128.
29. Ibid., p.129-130.
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4. The influence of Cassiodorus (died 575 A.D.)
A work from as far back as the 6th century has attracted
the attention of library classification historians, some
of whom have seen it as containing the first recorded
outline for the subject arrangement of books. 30 The work
in question is Cassiodorus' Institutiones, compiled some
time after 551 for the benefit of the monks of Vivarium,
the monastery founded by Cassiodorus himself several
years earlier.31
It is well known that Cassiodorus' work was
extremely influential for many centuries after it was
written. However, before conclusions can be safely drawn
as to its relevance to the development of library
classification practices, the nature of its influence has
to be investigated.
The Institutiones divinaruin et huinanaruiu litterarum
(title varies) is a work of great importance, on more
than one count. Dealing as it does with Cassiodorus'
personal recommendations for the study of choice authors,
both religious and secular, it is a mine of bibliographic
information known to have been used by early medieval
30. Thus J.J. Murphy, in her brief survey of medieval
library classification (no.171, p.28).
31. On Cassiodorus' life and works, see J.J. O'Donnell
(no.179). The best Latin text of the Institutiones is
the edition by R.A.B. Mynors, published with a critical
introduction; and there is an English translation, with
an extensive introduction, by L.W. Jones (no.24). Many
dates and events concerning Cassiodorus are the objects
of considerable controversy and speculation.
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libraries as an acquisitions guide. 32 From a
classification point of view, the very systematic
structure of Cassiodorus' survey of the liberal arts in
Book II of the Institutiones served to re-inforce the
influence of the liberal arts as a classification
concept. Book II was widely circulated throughout the
Middle Ages, independently of Book I, and there can be no
doubt that it was instrumental in fixing the idea of the
trivium and quadrivium in the medieval mind.33
The direct influence of Cassiodorus's Institutiones,
Book II, may be seen in many of the classifications
proposed by medieval theorists and compilers of
encyclopaedias. Insofar as the popularity of the
trivium and quadrivium is also in evidence in many
library classifications compiled over several centuries,
Cassiodorus' indirect influence on library classification
cannot be denied.
5. The influence of Tommaso Parentucelli (1397-1455)
The Dominican convent of St Mark in Florence was the
32. Specific connections between the Institutiones and a
ninth-century library catalogue of Murbach Abbey in
Alsace have been traced by W. Milde (no.166). According
to Milde, four of the seven lists of desiderata in the
Murbach catalogue can be traced to Book I of the
Institutiones, which can therefore be seen to have served
as a guide to the books the Abbey's library should have
held.
33. According to E.I. amurin (no.56, vol.1, p.38) the
division of the liberal arts into the trivium and
quadrivium is to be attributed to Cassiodorus:
'Cassiodorus wird auch die Einteilung der "Sieben freien
Künste" in "Trivium" und "Quadriviuin" zugeschrieben, die
später ailgemein in Gebrauch kam (vor ibm gab es diese
Einteilung nicht)'.
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site of a magnificent public library erected in 1444 and
eventually dispersed in the 19th century. 34 The core of
the collection at the time of its foundation consisted of
the manuscripts bequeathed by the humanist and
bibliophile Niccolô Niccoli (1363-1437), which amounted
to several hundred volumes. One of the founding patrons
of the library was Cosiino de' Medici (1389-1464), and he
felt that his most urgent task was to build up the
library's already considerable collections. To this
effect, Cosiino commissioned a list of manuscripts worthy
of acquisition from the bibliophile Tommaso Parentucelli
da Sarzanna, who was to become Pope Nicholas V.35
Several scholars have suggested that Tommaso's
Canone bibliografico, as it came to be called, was not
only of bibliographical importance, but was also of
interest from the point of view of the history of library
classification. For instance, Tommaso has been boldly
linked with the subject arrangement of the library
catalogues of Henry, 1st Baron Stafford (l501_1563)36
and, more cautiously, of Piero di Cosimo de' Medici
(l4l4-1469).	 Others, on the other hand, have rejected
34. On the formation of the St Mark library, see B.L.
Ullman and P.A. Stadter (no.225).
35. Tommaso Parentucelli was secretary to the Bishop of
Bologna, Cardinal Niccolô Albergati, an outstanding
bibliophile, before his election as Pope in 1447. He was
a patron of the arts, literature and scholarship, and the
founder of the Vatican Library (J.J. Delaney and J.E.
Tobin, no.97).
36. A.H. Anderson (no.64, p.88). On Stafford's
catalogue, see Part II, Appendix.
37. P. Kibre (no.144, p.274-278). F. Ames-Lewis (no.63,
p.31-32).
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this view, maintaining that the Canone was a guide for
the acquisition of manuscripts, and no more. 38 Two
questions have to be answered before the matter may be
disposed of. Firstly, was the Canone originally intended
to serve as a plan for the subject arrangement of a
library? Secondly, was it used by others as such,
regardless of Tommaso's original intentions?
It is quite clear from even the most casual glance
at the Canone that Tommaso was not concerned with
classifying his material. His inventory is a list of
desiderata, and no subject heading stands out to indicate
a breaking down into subject groups. 39 Upon closer
examination, however, it appears that Tominaso made some
attempts at subject grouping. Theology, represented by
the bulk of the entries, comes before secular topics, as
one would expect. Aristotle and his commentators come
next, and it has been suggested 4 ° that Aristotle is here
in parallel to the Bible and its commentators. Where
Parentucelli definitely departs from medieval book-lists,
however, is in his list of books on other subjects. After
a small group of mathematical texts by Euclid and others,
Parentucelli lists humane literature, in no particular
order but introduced as 'De studiis humanitatis'. This
last group comprises, among other subjects, grammar (e.g.
Varro's De oriine linuae latinae), rhetoric (e..
38. B.L. Uliman and P.A. Stadter (no.225, p.112, note 1);
E. Piccolomini (no.188, p.111-112).
39. The Canone has been printed in full by G. Sforza
(no.201, p.359-381).
40. W. Milde (no.167, p.25-27).
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Quintilian's De institutione oratoris), poetry (e.g.
Virgil) and history (e. g . Sallust), the list ending with
a note inviting the addition of more history titles ('et
quicquid ad historiam pertinet arbitror apponendum').
In view of its rough subject arrangement, it is not
surprising to find that the Canone bears few similarities
with the arrangement displayed in carefully constructed
library catalogues of the time. This is true even of the
St Mark Library for which the Canone was specifically
compiled. In actual fact, the only similitude between
the subject arrangement of Tominaso's list and that of the
earliest extant catalogue of St Mark (dated 1499 or
1500) is the sharp separation of Theology from secular
subjects. 41 Even less resemblance is to be seen between
the Canone and the unclassed inventories of Tonuiiaso's own
library, drawn up under his successor Pope Calixtus hi.42
The only extant manuscript copy of the Canone is
prefaced by a note written in 1463 by a librarian of the
convent of St Mark, Leonardo di ser Uberto, who merely
describes it as an inventory compiled by Pope Nicholas V
at the request of Cosimo de' Medici. 43 As shown above,
41. The arrangement of the St Mark inventory is
detailed in B.L. Uliman and P.A. Stadter (no.225,
p.109-112).
42. F. Ames-Lewis (no.63, p.443, note 91).
43. The original note, in full, reads: 'Jesus.
Inventarium Nicolai Papae V 1 quod ipse composuit ad
instantiam Cosmae de Medicis; ut ab ipso Cosma audivi,
die xij novembris 1463, ego frater Leonardus Ser Uberti
de Florentia, Ordinis Praedicatorum, praesente patre
frate Sancte de Florentia, Priore Sancti Marci
Florentiae, elusdem Ordinis' (quoted by G. Sforza,
no.201, p.359).
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the Canone was simply commissioned for acquisition
purposes, and there is evidence that this is the use it
was put to, not only by Cosimo but also by others. Any
similarity with the subject arrangement of catalogues of
the time is limited to the sharp demarcation of Theology
from humane literature. This made the Canone an
important document in the history of ideas, but it does
not provide enough evidence to assert that it exerted a
direct influence on library classification practices.
Catalogues such as those of the libraries of Piero de'
Medici and Henry Stafford are similar in their
arrangement, not because their compilers consciously
followed the Canone or any other specific document, but
rather because they belonged to the same era and were
subjected to the same currents of thought, as the
subsequent chapters will show.
Conclusion
Early writers on library classification, such as Gesner,
Bodley and Naudé, were outstanding figures in the
development of the subject from the 16th century onward,
all the more so because they were part of a very small
band of men whose writings on the matter have survived.
Library classification may not have been the business of
many at that time, but the statements mentioned above
remain as evidence that some, at least, showed
considerable concern for it.
The advice or example of these early writers may not
have been followed by everyone engaged in the cataloguing
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of libraries; but on the whole, they concurred in taking
as their terms of reference the traditional library
practices then in force, and they showed little sign of
being influenced by individual positions on the subject.
Calls to observe a common consensus of opinion were
repeated for some time afterwards. The German
philosopher and inventor Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz or
Leibnitz (1646-1716) also made recommendations for the
arrangement of library collections on the basis of
current practices. Defending his preference for the
traditional order by university faculties, he wrote: 'We
make use of it in the universities, and in the
arrangement of libraries.'44
Tradition, as exemplified in the arrangement of
various libraries, inevitably played some part in the
arrangement of private collections and their catalogues.
The owner of a private collection and the compiler of the
catalogue of that collection, sometimes one and the same
person, could have visited other libraries and seen their
catalogues. The Bodleian Library catalogue of 1605, for
instance, was in the library of several early 17th-
44. G.W. Leibniz (no.33, p.626).
Leibniz is chiefly remembered as a prolific writer on
philosophy, mathematics, natural science, theology,
history, politics, jurisprudence and philology. He is
less known as a librarian, but he was an active librarian
during most of his adult life. At the age of 22 he
became librarian to the diplomat and bibliophile Baron
Johann Christian von Boineburg, then (in 1676) to the
Hanoverian court of Johann Friedrich, Duke of Brunswick-
Lüneburg, and finally, towards the end of 1690, he was
placed in charge of the renowned Bibliotheca Augusta at
Wolfenbüttel. Studies of Leibniz's librarianship include
those by E. Maas (no.158); L.M. Newman (no.174); H.G.
Schulte-Albert (no.198); and D.K. Bowden (no.77).
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century private collectors. Although collectors used such
catalogues for bibliographical purposes, they could
hardly fail to note the strengths and weaknesses of their
arrangement. The same would have applied to the
arrangement of collections they used, perhaps during the
course of their formal university education, or during
visits in later life.
With the exception of Bodley, the writers on library
classification mentioned above were writing about private
and institutional libraries alike. As it turned out,
their advice to stick to traditional arrangement was
followed mainly by institutional libraries, intentionally
or not. The catalogues of private libraries tended to
exhibit a greater variety in their subject structure than
their institutional counterparts, and were subjected to
diverse influences. On the whole there is no actual
evidence that they were directly influenced by what was
written on the subject or that they consciously followed
individuals such as Parentucelli. Influences in this
field are more likely to be found in the general currents
of thought prevalent at the time.
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Chapter 3
The purpose of classification
Introduction
The materials gathered for the present study share at
least one characteristic - they all exhibit some form of
subject arrangement, albeit with varying degrees of
detail and sophistication. It does not follow, however,
that the compilers of the inventories under consideration
all resorted to subject arrangement for the same reasons.
Unlike its present-day counterpart, bibliographic
classification in the 16th and 17th centuries was not
always used for the rational arrangement and retrieval of
documents. Although true classed catalogues were
compiled during that period, many inventories displayed a
classification which was no more than a vague shadow of
shelf arrangement. In some cases it is even difficult to
imagine what purpose classification could have served at
all; and in other cases classification was used for a
variety of practical purposes far removed from retrieval
as it is understood today.
The various purposes for which inventories were
compiled necessarily interacted with the classification
they displayed. Some inventories of the period under
consideration seem to fit neatly into well-defined and
well-known categories, such as post-mortem inventories
and donations lists. Others are not so easy to put into
categories, and a catalogue which, say, is divided into
various subject sections but also lists the books
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according to size and gives their value, may be described
as a classed catalogue, as a shelf-list or as a priced
list. Characteristics such as these must be taken into
account if classification is to be studied in proper
perspective, but it is not enough to ask whether a
document is a donations list or some other type of
inventory; it is more to the point to ask what relevance
this had for the arrangement of the inventories; for what
reasons and to what ends inventories were arranged in
subject order; and to enquire into the compilers'
intentions, motives and objectives.
This chapter is not concerned with all the
catalogues discussed in the study. There are many
reasons why catalogues were arranged by subject, and most
of these reasons are intimately related to topics dealt
with in other chapters, such as the personal interests of
compilers (Chapter 6 below). The present chapter focuses
on post-mortem inventories and on donations lists,
because these may be conveniently discussed as a group.
In contrast, the 1575 list of books owned by Captain Cox,
of Coventry, is also included here because it is quite
unlike the other lists in the study, as will be seen
further below.
1. Expediency
Compiling a true classed catalogue has never been a small
task. Rather than being content with listing the books as
found on the shelves, in size order and perhaps within
subject groupings, the compiler of a classed catalogue
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had to satisfy himself that he had scanned all the
relevant shelves before leaving one subject group and
proceeding with another. In addition to preserving the
integrity of subject classes, compilers were forced by
the very nature of the classed catalogue to give at least
some constructive thought to the organisation of their
catalogues before embarking on their task. In many
book-lists, however, classification was only used for
convenience, and this is especially the case with
post-mortem inventories.
Drawn up by a lawyer or, more likely, by his clerk
or clerks, 1
 a post-mortem inventory was solely concerned
with accounting for the existence of books as physical
entities, listing them in the order in which they
happened to be found - much like pieces of furniture -
and giving their appraised values. It is hardly
surprising, therefore, that classification is not a
feature of many post-mortem inventories; and that when
such inventories are arranged by subject, the arrangement
is often rudimentary and not particularly remarkable. A
survey of the classification practices of the time,
however, could not be complete if such inventories were
not taken into consideration.
Because post-mortem inventories were concerned only
with recording items of property, the classification
sometimes apparent in them had lost the function it may
have had originally, because that function had become
1. H.G. Pollard and A. Ehrinan (bibliography, no.189,
p.200).
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irrelevant to the business in hand. When not altogether
dispensed with, the original subject arrangement a
collection might have followed during the owner's
lifetime usually survives in vestigial form, as in the
post-mortem inventory of the printed books of the
humanist Bryan Rowe, Fellow of King's College, Cambridge
(died 1521; see Part II, Appendix). Traces of
classification may be found in this inventory, where
theological books, although scattered throughout (entries
30-34, 61, 68 etc.), are also listed as a solid block
(entries 1-27). The post-mortem inventory of the effects
of Thomas Daye, Canon of Christ Church, Oxford (died
1568; see Part II, Appendix) includes 137 entries,
roughly in three subject classes (Law, entries 1-36;
Theology, entries 37-119; and Humane literature, entries
120-137), but these classes are not titled. In the 1545
inventory on decease of the Cambridge surgeon John
Perinan, or Parman (died 1545; see Part II, Appendix) the
first book is listed on its own, and the remaining 219
entries are arranged under three subject headings
('Theologi', entries 2-50; 'Poete oratores &c:', entries
51-100; and 'Medici chirurgi', entries 101-220). These
headings, however, do not account for the entire
collection: 'Theologi' actually ends with entry 21, and
is followed by a group of 29 entries on astronomy,
mathematics and other arts (entries 22-50), which is not
given any heading.
When they adopted the structural characteristics of
classed catalogues, some inventories on decease used
classes merely to facilitate the identification of
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property. The 144 entries in the 1596 inventory on
decease of Benedict Thorowgood, of Trinity College,
Cambridge, are mainly for legal and theological books,
but entries 91-93 read, respectively: '20 poetry bookes',
'20 history bookes' and '7 rhetorike bookes' (see Part
II, Appendix). Naturally, very little information on
subject arrangement can be inferred from such sources.2
Post-mortem inventories occasionally paid closer
attention to the arrangement of the books and adhered
more faithfully to the arrangement found on the shelves
of the owners' libraries or in existing catalogues. The
post-mortem inventory of the books of Andrew Perne
(15l9-1589) is a long list comprising 2,585 entries
(see Part II, Appendix). The greater part of these, the
books kept 'in the vpper studie', are listed in more
classes than would perhaps be expected of appraisers:
'Granunatices' (entries 1-202), 'Philosophie' (entries
203-274), 'Theologie' (entries 275-520), 'Catholici'
(entries 521-948), 'Alij mixti' (entries 949-1223),
'Lutherani' (entries 1224-1599), 'Geometrie' (entries
1600-1621) and 'Mappes' (entries 1622-1646). Within the
'Alij mixti' and 'Lutherani' classes, the books are
listed in distinct groups, although not with their own
subject headings, such as British authors (entries
1422-1537), and catechisms and confessions (entries
1538-1577). Why subject arrangement was adhered to
2. The Thorowgood list is reminiscent of many wills. Sir
Nathaniel Bacon's 1614 will, for instance, does not
itemize any book, although Bacon's collection was very
extensive, but simply mentions 'all my English printed
and written books; the French law books ..., and the
Latin' (quoted by D.J. McKitterick, no.162, p.24).
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more conscientiously in some cases than in others is
largely a conjectural matter, but perhaps this was
sometimes found to be the least troublesome way of
drawing up an inventory. In most cases, however, there
would have been no reason to retain any arrangement at
all if the clerk found it more expeditious to dispense
with it.
2. Institutional influences
It is not always easy to discover the specific purpose or
motive behind individual inventories exhibiting some form
of subject arrangement. The difficulty here is to
determine the extent to which a book-list shares the
characteristics of an inventory of property or, on the
contrary, approaches the modern concept of a catalogue.
Lists of donations to libraries are closely related to
inventories of property in the sense that they were meant
to itemize books which had been the object of a transfer
of ownership. Classification in these lists would
therefore be a secondary consideration, at best.
An example is the list of the books given in 1594 by
the physician Robert Barnes (died 1604) to the library of
Merton College, Oxford, of which he was a Fellow (see
Part II, Appendix). The books in that list are roughly
arranged in subject order, with Astronomy and Mathematics
(entries 1-10) followed by Medicine (entries 11-33),
Hebrew (entries 34-37), and Philosophy (entries 38-47),
but the compiler did not make a point of using any
subject heading. In another case, that of the 170 or so
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legal and theological printed books bequeathed to All
Souls College, Oxford, by David Pole, Bishop of
Peterborough (died 1568), one of the extant lists of the
bequest begins with Law, and another with Theology (see
Part II, Appendix).
On the other hand, the books donated to a library
had to be listed to certain cataloguing standards if the
donations list was to serve a useful purpose for the
recipient of the gift. If classification was resorted
to, there would be advantages in following the
arrangement adopted by the receiving institution, or some
other arrangement of a traditional nature: not only were
such lists compiled by people attached to an institution
and familiar with the subject arrangement of its books,
but a donation was destined to be integrated with the
collections already in the institution, even though it
might be shelved separately.
This is well illustrated in a list of books donated
to Cambridge University Library by the statesman Sir
Nicholas Bacon (15O9-1579) in 1574 (see Part II). The
description and arrangement of the 94 entries of the
inventory are typical of 16th-century catalogues, and the
contents and order of its subject divisions, together
with its subject headings, provide an excellent ground
for a discussion of the motives behind its arrangement.
Although Bacon donated his books to Cambridge
University in 1574, the earliest extant lists recording
the donation appear to be the catalogue of Cambridge
University Library drawn up in 1583 and a similar list
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compiled at around the same time by Matthew Stokys (a
Registrary and Esquire Bedell at Cambridge). No record
of Stokys' procedure, of course, can be expected to have
been kept, but it seems reasonable to assume that his
task was to assess Bacon's donation. This he did by
accounting for the books in such a way that a mere glance
at his list would suffice to appreciate the extent of the
donation. To accomplish this efficiently, all that was
required was to strike a balance between, on the one
hand, giving sufficient information for the assessment of
the donation and, on the other hand, retaining a
traditional subject arrangement for ease of consultation.
Consequently Stokys' list was a typical product of
its time. His descriptions were brief, usually
consisting of an author's name and the title of his work
(e. g . entry 3, 'Erasmi Adagia'); and subject order was
equally traditional, the inventory being arranged in
eight broad subject divisions, with the following
headings: -
Grammat ica
Rhetorica
Dialectica cum philosophia
Cosmographia
Geometria
Astronomia
Arithiuetica
Mus ica
It is readily apparent that Stokys' general order was
that of the old trivium (grammar, rhetoric, dialectic)
followed by the quadrivium (geometry, astronomy,
arithmetic, music), with philosophy and cosmography
between the two. The compiler was obviously very anxious
to conform to that arrangement. Like many of his
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contemporaries he listed books on dialectic and
philosophy - both moral and natural - under a single
subject heading; but unlike many, he used the term
'Dialectica' as the first word of his subject heading to
ensure that the trivium would be easily recognisable.
Furthermore, he was intent on retaining the arrangement
of the liberal arts even when they were represented by a
few books only. He even went as far as to make a whole
subject section out of a single volume (entry 92,
Ramus' Arithnietica) so as to complete the quadrivium, and
the music section only includes two items, one by the
Greek peripatetic philosopher Aristoxenus and the other
by the humanist poet and musical theorist Henricus
Glareanus (entries 93-94).
It is not necessary to look far afield for possible
similarities between Stokys' subject arrangement and that
in contemporary catalogues of Cambridge University
Library. In the very same year as Sir Nicholas Bacon
made his donation, John Caius published a classified list
of the Library's holdings. Not surprisingly Caius'
subject categories coincided almost exactly with Stokys',
thus showing both men's conformity to a long-established
and well-accepted standard:-3
Grammatica : Poetica
Dialectica, Philosophica
Rhetorica, Historica
Arithmetica, Geoiuetria, Astronomia
Cosmographia, Musica
3. The sections above were the first five of eight
subject categories in Caius' list, the last three being:
'Biblica : Doctores' - 'Theologica' - 'Legalia'. Caius'
list, printed in the 'Liber primus' (p.85-87) of his
Historia CantebricUensis Academiae (1574), was reprinted
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As was mentioned in Chapter 1 (p.17 above), not all
institutional catalogues followed the same traditional
arrangement by faculties. Similarly, not all donations
lists were arranged in a predictable way. The list of the
printed books donated in 1628 to Sidney Sussex College,
Cambridge, by Lucy Russell, Countess of Bedford (died
1628) and her mother Anne Harington (see Part II) is
arranged under the following headings:-
Entries no.
Libri historici
Libri mathematici
Libri grammatici et critici
Libri poetici
Oratores et libri humaniores
Libri philosophici
Libri dialectici
Libri politici
lurisconsulti
Libri medici
Liber theologicus
[Additions, not classed]
1-76
77-146
147-168
169-178
179-190
191-198
199-2 03
2 04-2 06
207-2 09
210-211
212
213-222
As another example, the 581 books left to the Bodleian
Library by Robert Burton (1577-1640) were listed in 1640
by John Rous, Bodley's Librarian, in the following eight
classes (see also Part II, Appendix):-
Books in folio
Libri in quarto
English books 4
Maskes, comedies, & tragedies
Comedies & tragedies
Books in 8 lattin [j]
Libri anglici in 8
Sermons in 4to
Explanations for unconventional arrangements such as the
(Continued from previous page)
in E.S. Roberts' edition of the works of Caius (no.23).
The list was based on a 1574 shelf-list of the University
Library, which Caius re-arranged by subject. On the 1574
and other shelf-lists of the Library, see J.C.T. Oates
and H.L. Pink (no.178).
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above are not forthcoming. Perhaps it was felt that
giving as large a number of subject classes as possible
would emphasise the value of the collection and encourage
similar gifts. This interpretation is supported by the
very small number of items listed in some of the classes
of the Bedford list above, as if the compiler tried his
best to highlight the subject range of the collection.
Institutions were keen to record such gifts in special
registers, the intention being to impress prospective
benefactors with the generosity of others, 4 and the
Bedford donation is recorded very neatly on vellum
leaves, with the subject headings prominently displayed
in red ink.
3. A special case : the 1575 list of Captain Cox's books
Very occasionally an inventory will stand out because of
the specific purpose for which it was compiled. Such is
the case of the list of books belonging to Captain Cox of
Coventry. This list was published anonymously in 1575 or
1576 as part of a work entitled A Letter (see Part II,
Appendix), and the author referred to himself in the text
as 'Ro. La', 'R.L.', 'Laneham' and 'Langham'.
At first sight, there seems to be nothing remarkable
about the subject arrangement of the list. In the
4. Thus Sir Thomas Bodley, speaking of the donations
register to be kept at the Bodleian Library: 'The Keeper
shall procure that booke to be written, with a special
faire & pleasing hand: & withall to be exposed, where it
may be still in sight, for euery man to viewe, as an
eminent and endles token of our thankfull acceptation of
whatsoeuer hath bin giuen, and as an excellent
inducement, for posteritie to imitat (j] those former
good examples' (quoted by G.W. Wheeler, no.235, p.144).
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author's own words, this consists of 'matters of story',
followed by 'Philosophy both morall and naturall'
(including 'poetry and astronomy, and oother hid
sciencez'), 'playz', 'ballets and songs', and finally
'Alimanaks'. A hurried glance at the list may even give
the impression that the first and second sections are
reserved for story-books and works on 'Philosophy' merely
because of the large number of items involved (47 out of
61). The reader, however, is told that Captain Cox's
ballads and songbooks included not only the seven listed
but also 'a hundred more'; yet this category of material
was placed last but one. If the arrangement of the list,
therefore, has any significance at all, factors other
than size of holdings must be accounted for before a
satisfying explanation can be reached concerning the
order of the sections making up the list.
On closer examination, the arrangement of the list
can be seen to have been carefully constructed, for a
specific goal. The author's purpose can be inferred from
the text of the Letter itself, which proves to be quite
revealing in this respect.
The circumstances surrounding the conception of the
book are clearly established by the author. On July 9,
1575 Queen Elizabeth arrived at Kenilworth Castle, near
Coventry, where she was entertained for 19 days. Her
host and favourite, Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester
(1532?-1588) spared nothing to make her stay memorable,
and as one of the Queen's entourage, the author was so
impressed by this array of festivities that he felt
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compelled to put down in writing the details of what he
saw. This he did in the form of a 'letter' to his friend
Master Humphrey Martin. As another friend of his, the
book collector Captain Cox, took a prominent part in the
proceedings, the author could not resist the opportunity
to include an account of the Captain and his library.
To draw up a formal catalogue of Captain Cox's
library amidst a description of the Kenilworth
festivities would not only have been incongruous, but
would also have been a cumbersome addition to a document
composed in the form of a letter to a friend. The author
quite adroitly surmounted this difficulty by blending his
list of Captain Cox's books - no less than 62 items -
into his narrative. In this way he turned what would
otherwise have been a tedious enumeration of titles into
an illustration of the Captain's personality and
interests. In order to derive maximum effect from this
exercise, the author was not content with showing which
titles were in the Captain's library, but he also made
the full range of the collection manifest by grouping the
books in well-defined sections. The author's aim was to
impress his friend Martin and other readers of his
Letter, and it was to this end that he presented Captain
Cox's collection in the order and terminology given in
the Letter.
There can be little doubt that Captain Cox's books
were listed in the way that was best suited to the
purpose of the Letter. The ease with which the books are
described and the author's ability to blend his list
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smoothly with the rest of his narrative strongly suggest
that he listed the books as he personally intended.
Instead of going from shelf to shelf, laboriously writing
down the details of each book as he would have found it,
he revealed that much of his account was based on memory.
True, he said that during the festivities he took 'sum
notez and observationz (for I can not be idi at ony hand
in the world)', 5 and it was evidently on such notes that
he based the greater part of his account. At times,
however, he admitted that he had to rely on what he could
remember, as when he explained that he was listing
Captain Cox's philosophy books from memory: 'Whearof part
az i remember	 ,6 This mixture of note-taking and
meinorising largely explains why he could not possibly
report everything he saw, but could only relate 'a part
heer', as he 'coold not see all, nor had I seen all coold
well report the hallf'. 7 Similarly his list of the
Captain's story-books disappointingly ends with the
words, 'with many mo then I rehearz heer'; 8 and after
listing seven of the Captain's plays, he added in a
frustratingly casual way, 'and a hundred more, he hath
fayr wrapt up in Parchment and boound with a whipcord'.9
This account, then, is not altogether complete or
5. A letter ...; edited by R.J.P. Kuin (no.32, lines
22-23).
6. Ibid., line 664.
7. Ibid., lines 37-38.
8. Ibid., lines 659-660.
9. Ibid., lines 676-677.
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thorough, and what the reader is left with is very much
what the author chose - consciously or not - to relate.
In the case of the Captain's books, there was a good
reason why the author could be content with trusting his
memory. The type of books read by the Captain was
familiar to a middle-class audience, so that rio elaborate
description was necessary for the books to be readily
identified by his contemporaries. The author could
therefore safely turn his list of Captain Cox's books
into a continuous narrative, supplying only the briefest
of titles and even leaving out the authors' names in
almost all cases. His very first catalogue entry, for
instance, reads 'King Arthurz book', and doubtless refers
to Malory's Morte d'Arthur.
The author's main criterion for selecting the
elements he saw fit to include in his Letter is clearly
revealed in his writing style. Far from remaining an
impartial reporter, he could not resist emphasising those
events which aroused his enthusiasm. For instance,
having tremendously enjoyed the tournament held on Sunday,
July 17, he concluded his description of the event with
the following typical hyperbole: 'I beleve it woold have
mooved sum man too a right meery mood, thoogh had it be
toold him hiz wyfe lay a dying'. 10 He is not wanting in
his unbounding enthusiasm for Captain Cox either. To his
obvious delight, the Captain distinguished himself in the
mock-battle held that same Sunday, proving himself to be
'a valiaunt captayn of great proowes az fiers az a fox
10. Ibid., lines 604-606.
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assauting a gooz, waz so hardy too gyve the fyrst
stroke'. 31 He introduced the Captain as 'an od man I
promiz yoo','2 that is to say, a singular or remarkable
man. Captain Cox, he continued, was 'in the field a good
marshall at musterz', 13 and he was manifestly 'hardy az
Gawyn, for hiz tonsword' or two-handed sword 'hangs at
his tablz eend'. 34 In civil life, the reader was told, he
was a prominent and respected citizen of Coventry, being
'of very great credit and trust in the tooun heer, for he
haz been chozen Alecunner' or inspector of ales 'many a
yeer, when hiz betterz have stond by: and ... hiz
judgment will be taken aboove the best in the parish, be
hiz noze near so red' (.j).'5 The author praised Captain
Cox's virtues through his book-list too. The Captain, he
said, did not merely collect books of stories and of
philosophy merely for the sake of owning them, but was
very learned in the fields represented in his collection:
'great oversight hath he in matters of story' and 'in
Philosophy both morall and naturall, I think he be az
naturally overseen'. The author, then, betrayed a
constant preoccupation for enhancing or exaggerating the
image of the Captain in his readers' eyes. This account,
then, besides being not altogether complete, is to be
read as a very personal, subjective view of what the
11. Ibid., lines 710-711.
12. Ibid., line 644.
13. Ibid., line 687.
14. Ibid., lines 645-646.
15. Ibid., lines 687-692.
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author saw at Kenilworth Castle and in Captain Cox's
home. It is precisely through his subjectivity that his
intentions in listing the Captain's books are made
manifest.
The narrator's admiration for Captain Cox, his
professed knowledge of the man's character, and his
intimate knowledge of his library, strongly suggest that
the two were closely acquainted. Friendship would
certainly account for many of the author's complimentary
remarks concerning the Captain's personality and
interests. In addition to friendship, furthermore,
social class membership provided a strong bond between
them. We know no more about Captain Cox than what is
contained in the Letter, but the Captain emerges from the
author's description as a typical member of the
Elizabethan middle-class - 'by profession a Mason, and
that right skilfull')6
Towards the end of his Letter - his only work - the
author described himself at great length, saying that,
born in Nottinghainshire, he attended St Antholin's and St
Paul's schools in London, up to the fifth form. He later
became a member of the Mercers' Company, and his business
frequently took him abroad, where, said he with immense
pride, he learned Spanish, Latin (i.e. Italian?), French
and Dutch. Eventually he was made a Keeper of the
Council Chamber, and it was in this capacity that he
followed the Court to Kenilworth Castle. He spared no
detail regarding his interests in life, confessing,
16. Ibid., lines 644-645.
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'Storyez I delight in, the more auncient and rare, the
more lykesum untoo me', 17 and, 'A, muzik iz a nobi Art'.'8
Like many of the middle class, he could play musical
instruments, 'noow with my Gyttern, and els with my
Cyttern, then at the Virginallz'. 19 Like Captain Cox,
then, Langham was very much of the Elizabethan middle
class.
The authorship of the letter has become a matter of
dispute in recent years. It has been alleged that it was
the work of the scholar and antiquary William Patten
(l5lO-çl6OO), who wrote it as a farce at the expense
of Langham, hence the ludicrous style in evidence
thoughout the work. 2 ° If the author was Langham, he was
obviously intent on presenting his friend in the best
possible light, lavishing praise after praise upon him;
if, on the other hand, he was Patten, he certainly
succeeded in lampooning the Captain through his
exaggerated eulogies.
Captain Cox's books, it must be emphasised, are not
to be regarded as typifying the whole range of
middle-class reading. With the exception of plays, which
were loved by the middle class and by courtiers alike,
despite a strong Puritan opposition, 21 the Captain's
17. Ibid., lines 1646-1648.
18. Ibid., line 840.
19. Ibid.. lines 1614-1615.
20. For a discussion of the pros and cons of the
argument, see R.J.P. Kuin (no.151). Dr Kuin argues that
the author of the Letter was Langhain, not Patten.
21. L.B. Wright (no.243, p.603-604).
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books only represent a part of the popular reading of the
time, a part which the aristocratic classes were quick
and eager to denigrate as frivolous trash. Langham was a
proud representative of the commercial, bourgeois middle
class, but he was equally intent on improving his social
status, 22 being a courtier as well as a mercer, and he
appears to have been caught between these two conflicting
currents of thought. Whether the letter is taken at face
value or as a parody, the author was well aware of this
dual interest, and it is most interesting to see how this
influenced his arrangement of the list and his comments
thereon.
Clearly, story-books were firm favourites with
Captain Cox. Middle-class readers as a whole shared his
love for 'matters of story', and were keen to refute the
attacks of the aristocratic classes, who saw them only as
a waste of time. 23 This explains why the author did not
hesitate to place story-books at the top of his list,
commenting rather grandly that Captain Cox had 'great
oversight', that is, was very learned, in this field.
This section of 'matters of story', which includes
more than half of the total number of titles given (33
out of 61, 'with many mor' [j] unspecified items), is
squarely divided into two groups: romances on the one
22. On the self-respecting pride of the middle class in
their social status, and their ambitions for social
improvement, see ibid., p.3, 19-42.
23. On the vogue of story-books, and the attitudes of the
middle and aristocratic classes towards them, see ibid.,
p. 375-4 17
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hand (entries 1-16) and, on the other hand, tales, short
stories, ballads and poems (entries 17-33). At first
glance, it may appear that the distinction between these
two groups is one of form only, but a closer examination
reveals that the books were listed in their respective
sub-groups because of the types of story they contain.
Thus romances constitute a homogeneous group because
books like Malory's Morte d'Arthur (entry 1) or the
legendary Life of Virgil (entry 15) tell stories which
bear little resemblance to the jest-books and ballads
(not included here for their musical aspects) which form
the majority of the second sub-group.
The author was careful enough to place romances
first, because, although the genre was then fast becoming
old-fashioned, 24 it still enjoyed considerable favour,
even with some aristocratic readers. 25 Further, Langham
doubtless shared the view, held by the populace, that not
only entertainment, but also much instruction could be
derived from what many still believed to be historical
accounts. 26 It was manifestly for the same reason that
miscellaneous tales, short stories and ballads came
second only to the more serious romances: it was commonly
argued that much benefit could be gained from reading
tales, either because of the moral most of them
contained, or because of the healthy laughter they
24. H.S. Bennett (no.71, p.249-250).
25. L.B. wright (no.243, p.85).
26. Ibid., p.376.
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provoked.27
The second section of the list is also revealing.
It is introduced with carefully picked words, the author
pointing out that it dealt with 'Philosophy both morall
and naturall' and included 'poetry and Astronomy'. Words
such as these were obviously meant to impress the reader
Into thinking that Captain Cox was 'naturally overseen',
not only in story-books, but in more weighty matters too.
If, on the other hand, the work was intended as a parody,
the reader would be quick to see that very little
astronomy and natural philosophy was to be found in the
list, save in the popular encyclopaedic treatise
shepherds' calendar (entry 34). The feeble promise
that Captain Cox possessed more books on 'oother hid
sciencez' is a meager substitute for solid evidence.
Either Langham was desperately trying to show that his
friend was not slower than most in the rapid awakening of
the middle class to the 'scientific' literature of the
time, 28 or Patten was enjoying himself at the expense of
someone he considered a pompous upstart. The reader, in
27. In this connection, typical is the prologue to the
collection of jests entitled Scoin (item no.29 in
Langham's list): 'Considering ... that mirth is so
necessary for man, I publish this Book,.., to make men
merry: for amongst divers other Books of matters I have
made, my delight has been to recreate my mind in making
something merry; wherefore I do advertise every man, in
avoiding pensiveness, or too much study or melancholy, to
be merry with honesty in God, and for God, whom I humbly
beseech to send us the mirth of Heaven. Amen.' (Quoted
in F.J. Furnivall's edition of the Letter. London :
Chatto and Windus, 1907 (The Shakespeare Library).
p. lxvii-lxviii.
28. On the curiosity shown by the middle class for the
growing world of science, see L.B. wright (no.243,
p.549-602).
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fact, is left with what is a very miscellaneous section,
dominated by works touching on ethics.
That the list contained only one medical treatise -
Andrew Borde (or Boorde), The breviar y of health -
curiously sandwiched between plays and ballads, testifies
to Captain Cox's preference for light literature over
serious works. 29 Also significant is that the author
should make this single title stand out, by introducing
it with the phrase 'and heerwith ...', thereby drawing
the reader's attention to a dignified subject, albeit
poorly represented in the Captain's collection.
Unlike the story-books in the first section, the
ballads or song-books listed next were usually of such
poor quality - both in literary form and physical
make-up	 that even Langham felt at a loss to defend
them. He therefore placed them in penultimate position,
only listed the titles of seven of them, almost as if
listing more would be detrimental to his evaluation of
Captain Cox, and quickly dismissed the rest ('a hunderd
(.j ] more') as tied in a bundle. Similarly the very
popular almanacs or prognostications were conventionally
associated with the taste of common folk, 31 and so they
29. This is further emphasised by the fact that Borde's
work was part of that mass of books intended for the
ordinary man and woman. Writes Borde himself: 'I do not
wryte these bokes for learned men, but for simple and
unlerned [j] men' (quoted by H.S. Bennett, no.71,
p.183).
30. Ibid., p.254.
31. L.B. wright (no.243, p.450). This is not to deny, of
course, the immense attraction astrology had for certain
individuals among all classes of people (H.S. Bennett,
no.71, p.201).
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were reserved for the bottom of the list.
The arrangement of captain Cox's collection, then,
tells a story of conflicting currents of thought. To be
sure, both Langham and Cox displayed an enterprising
spirit typical of the Elizabethan middle class, and
neither was content with remaining only a master of his
trade. The difference between the two, however, was one
of intellectual interests and pursuits. On the one hand,
the Captain's holdings imply that he was primarily fond
of light reading, and they include very few of the more
serious and educational works which were beginning to
attract a middle-class audience eager to further their
social status. In cultivating a taste for old-fashioned
romances and popular reading to the exclusion of
everything else, the Captain, in effect, was unwittingly
identifying his intellectual interests with those of the
lower classes. On the other hand, if Langham was the
author of the Letter, his position was not so clear-cut.
In no way did he deny his love for the kind of books
Captain Cox possessed, especially story-books; but,
implicit in his arrangement of the list was his regret
that the Captain did not also collect literature of a
more serious nature, particularly in the fields of
'philosophy' and the 'sciencez'. This stongly suggests
that Langham's taste was more characteristically
middle-class than his friend's. 32 If the work is
regarded as a parody, then Patten was emphasising
32. On the breadth of middle-class reading interests, see
L.B. wright (no.243, p.83).
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Langham's roots in a devastating manner.
The list of Captain Cox' books thus illustrates the
complexity of the Elizabethan middle class which, of
course, is not seen as a uniform entity but as a
composite body of very individual members, each with his
own inclinations, interests and pursuits. Langham's
list, therefore, whether it was written in earnest or
not, is to be counted among the many documents
contributing to a better understanding of the socio-
cultural aspects of Elizabethan England.
Conclusion
Unravelling the motives which led a compiler to adopt a
particular subject arrangement can be very informative,
as in the case of the account of Captain Cox's library.
Even when the precise reasons for the compiler's choice
of classification cannot be established, there is still
much value in looking into the matter. When inventories
were as scrupulously classed by subject as the donations
list of the books of Sir Nicholas Bacon, it is evident
that classification was of concern to the compilers.
The compilers of post-mortem inventories, on the
other hand, adopted what could be called
'second-generation' classifications, or classifications
copied from existing subject arrangements - either the
order of the books on the shelves, or the order of
classed catalogues which the clerks took as their models.
To them classification was a secondary consideration,
almost a superfluous feature, and they normally paid
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little attention to it, if any. Classification in those
documents had lost its original function in the eyes of
the compilers.
An enquiry into the motives behind the
classification of documents as diverse as the ones
discussed above has serious methodological implications.
If these motives are disregarded, an investigation of
subject arrangement could rely on false assumptions and
draw unsound conclusions.
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Chapter 4
Interest in classification
Introduction
When considered superficially, library catalogues of the
English Renaissance give the impression that
classification was of little concern to the compilers.
Organisation in any form is absent from many catalogues
of the period, particularly catalogues of private
libraries; and when some order can be perceived, it seems
to be either simple in the extreme or so uniform as to
suggest a total lack of interest on the cataloguer's
part. This is true, at least to a certain extent, of the
catalogues which fall within the scope of this study.
A consideration of the importance attached by
cataloguers to the classification of books, and of the
extent to which they showed an interest in the matter,
raises two important questions. On the one hand, were
cataloguers indifferent to the subject arrangement they
followed, did they resort to it at random, as if it did
not matter which arrangement they adopted? On the other
hand, was classification a deliberate, conscious choice,
or did cataloguers content themselves with conforming to
rudimentary traditional practices at the expense of
personal initiative?
An answer to the second of these questions will be
sought in subsequent chapters, which will examine it from
various points of view. In Chapter 2 above, some
evidence of external interest in the classification of
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books was presented, and Chapter 3 has already shown that
interest in classification was not altogether lacking in
certain catalogues, even in donations lists and
post-mortem inventories. In the present chapter other
catalogues will be examined for evidence pointing to at
least a measure of concern in subject arrangement on the
compilers' part.
3.. An apparent neglect
A cursory glance at the documents under consideration
gives the impression that the compilers' sole
preoccupation was to list books merely to record their
existence.
Typically a compiler would give the books only the
briefest of description, in the form of an author's name
followed by the title of the work. Entries with just a
title without the author's name abound, and so do entries
with an author's name without any further information.
Identification of specific editions, let alone of
specific copies, .is often impossible, and this is a
particularly acute problem in lists which were apparently
nothing more than personal records. The lack of
attention paid by many cataloguers to detailed
descriptions raises doubts as to their concern for
cataloguing the books properly, let alone for classifying
them.
The general appearance of the book-lists of the
period is not usually impressive either. Physicians, for
example, were in the habit of keeping a medley of
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personal jottings in notebooks. Such notebooks, often
well-worn through frequent use over a period of years,
were not infrequently used to record lists of their
owners' books. When their appearance leaves much to be
desired, these notebooks can give the unfortunate
impression that any book-list they may contain was
compiled hurriedly and carelessly.
Leafing through the Bernard book-list of l64O (see
Part II), a casual onlooker might be left with the
distinct impression that it was rather carelessly
prepared. At first, the book-list appears to be little
more than an afterthought, starting as it does from the
back of a small notebook, with the book turned upside
down, and working its way towards a medley of medical
jottings and personal accounts. At first glance, there
is little to suggest that the compiler attended to his
business with care, let alone that he showed any interest
in the arrangement of his material. Despite appearances,
however, the Bernard list was not compiled on the whim of
the moment, but was carefully constructed to facilitate
retrieval of the books. The compiler not only provided
subject access to the items listed, arranging his
material by topics, but he also took the precaution to
add an alphabetical author index to his subject section,
an unusual step at the time in a private library
catalogue. 1 Far from being carelessly listed, many of
1. The practice of appending an alphabetical author index
to a classified sequence can be traced back to such early
examples as Johann Tritheim's bibliography, compiled
towards the end of the 15th century, and the library
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the books are described with indications of date, place
of publication and printer's name; and although it is
true that no systematic method was followed by the
compiler in this respect, it is interesting to note that
his efforts to include such bibliographical details did
not tire towards the end of the list, as so often
happened in other catalogues. For identification
purposes, little needs to be added to entries such as
'Gregorij Magni opera. Basileae, Frobenius 1551. tomi 2'
(entry 10) or 'Vrsini opera toini 3. Heidelbergae 1612'
(entry 285).
2. Adherence to shelf order
The most interesting catalogues from the point of view of
the history of classification are not those which
slavishly follow shelf order or some traditional system
of subject arrangement. They are those which approach
the modern concept of the catalogue insofar as they
strive to account for the various subject categories
represented in a collection. As a general rule the less
a catalogue has in common with inventories of property,
the more individual its subject arrangement, which can be
regarded as reflecting the compiler's or library owner's
(Continued from previous page)
catalogue of Syon Monastery, Isleworth, dated 1526 (R.F.
Strout, bibliography, no.210, p.262). By the beginning
of the 17th century, when the Bernard catalogue was
compiled, the practice was widely recommended by Sir
Thomas Bodley, Gabriel Naudé and others (ibid., p.265),
but the compilers of private library catalogues did not
often follow suit, presumably because of the restricted
scope and purpose of that type of catalogue.
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personal interests and outlook on the contents of a
collection. The study of this type of catalogue is the
most rewarding because of the lack of standardisation in
classification practices in 16th and 17th-century
England. Catalogues in the form of shelf-lists, on the
other hand, may appear to reflect the compilers' lack of
interest in classification - all they had to do, it would
seem, was to list the books in the same order as they
were found on the shelves. In a sense, all the
catalogues considered in this study are inventories of
property, insofar as they record what private
individuals owned; furthermore, most of these catalogues
give indications of bibliographical size, and to that
extent are shelf-lists. This is more the case with some
catalogues than with others, however.
In view of the effort involved in compiling a true
classed catalogue, it is not surprising that most
compilers limited themselves to shelf-lists; or, after
starting with the intention of compiling a catalogue with
clear subject divisions, they grew weary of their labours
and gradually neglected the task before them; or again
they gave a semblance of compiling true classed
catalogues, while listing a miscellany of books on
various subjects under deceptively specific subject
headings. Such endeavours could offer little help in
retrieval, and were therefore more akin to the inventory
of property - of which they may be said to be a variant -
than to the classed catalogue.
A typical example is that provided by the 1615
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inventory compiled by Christopher Keighley for William
Cecil, 2nd Earl of Salisbury (see Part II, Appendix). At
first glance, this looks like a true classed catalogue,
the classes being 'Diuinitie' - 'Historie' - 'Naturall
philosophie & phisice' - 'Bookes of diuerse sortes' -
'Philologie' - 'Lawe'. Keighley obviously intended to
put on record what books Salisbury had on a given
subject, doing his best, for instance, to list all
'Diuinitie bookes' in a single section, even though they
were shelved both 'vpon the lefte' and 'vpon the righte
side at the vpper end of the Librarie'. However,
Keighley failed to put his intentions into practice, and
his subject arrangement is not all that it looks.
Keighley's catalogue, in actual fact, is no more
than a mere shelf-list in the strict sense of the term,
his arrangement being first by subject, then by size; or,
in the case of Divinity, first by subject, then by
location, finally by size. Furthermore he apparently
gave the names of his classes the vaguest of meanings.
Thus his History section contains, as one would expect,
accounts of secular and ecclesiastical history, as well
as biography, but also geography ('8Ota: Libri Ptolomei
(jQ] in fol.', fol.9r), architecture ('Architectura
Vitruuij in fol.', ibid.), perspective ('Perspective R.
Cotton. in fol.', ibid.), navigation ('The second volume
of Navigacion in fol.', fol.9v), the military arts
('Militaris ordinis lohannitarum Rhodiorum authore
henrico Pentalione [Heinrich Pantaleon] - fol.',
fol.lOv), belles-lettres ('Ii decameron di Boccacchio in
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4', fol.11v), bibliography ('Cathologus librorum
bibliothecae oxoniensis bis - 4', fol.12r), grammar
('Grammattica Latina in vulgare in 4', ibid.),
horsemanship, ('Pluuinell Instructions for Horsemanshipp
in french - foil.', fol.l4r) and other unrelated
subjects. His other sections too are largely
miscellaneous, and this is not entirely because such
terms as 'Natural philosophy' and 'Philology' then
encompassed very broad concepts; titles on other subjects
are listed under these headings, such as politics
('Nobilitas politica vel civilis in fol.', fol.14v), the
military arts again ('Imprese stratagemi militaris de
Barnard Rocka - fol.', ibid.), moral philosophy
('Aristotilis Ethica bis in 4', fol.15v) and rhetoric
('Aristotilis Rhetorica in 8', fol.16r) in the Natural
philosophy section; and logic ('Tolletti Logica in 4to',
fol.21v) in the Philology section.
3. Size and value of the books
Catalogues which give appraised values of the books
are, on the face of it, typical inventories of
property. Classification would not normally be of key
importance in such inventories, but this is not to say
that priced lists necessarily paid no attention to it.
When the physician Edward Barlow decided to make a
list of his library on February 20, 1590, he made it
clear that he intended to account for the 'rates' of the
books, 'as they are rially (j] worthe', and he ended
his list with the words: 'The hole some of money, of all
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my bookes according to the prices heere sett downe is £25
12 s 9 d' (see Part II). Yet Barlow did list his books
in distinct groups: he started with a large untitled
group of 129 items, followed by 14 entries classed as
'Diuinitie' and 27 classed as 'Historye'. It would
appear that Barlow started with the most valuable part of
his collection, the first 129 items being valued at
£17.3.lO whereas the following 41 items were only deemed
to be worth £1.13.4, a difference quite disproportionate
to the number of items involved.
Looking at the 164O list of the library attributed
to Samuel Bernard (already mentioned on p.88-89 above) it
appears that the compiler, in common with many at the
time, was especially interested in the size and value of
the books. The value of the books is scrupulously
recorded against nearly every entry, and it sometimes
seems that the price of a book was all that the compiler
was concerned with. In itself, an entry such as '4 s.
Clemens' (entry 18) reveals little about the book except
its value: is the author Clement of Alexandria, or is it
Clemens Romanus?) and several similar examples could
easily be found. The value of the books also appears to
have played a role in the arrangement of the material,
because large and expensive items seem to have been
gathered together to form the bulk of the first section,
under the heading 'Patres'. It might be concluded that
such factors as size and value were more important to the
compiler of the Bernard list than subject arrangement;
and that this may well explain the flaws in the subject
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arrangement of the catalogue. Theology books, for
instance, are not listed together but in four different
groups - 'Patres' (entries 1-29); 'Cominentatores in
Scripturas' (entries 67-88); 'Theologici' and 'Sermones
sacri' (entries 212-268); 'Theologi latini et anglici'
and 'Scholastici' (entries 284-304) - each separated from
one another by unrelated categories. Another example of
unhelpful arrangement is the section 'Sermones sacri',
which should start with entry 265, not entry 268. At
best, then, the book-list appears to be little else than
a priced list or shelf-list - a banal inventory of
property.
The subject arrangement of the Bernard catalogue may
seem at first to be yet another jumble of the subject
headings usually found in catalogues of the period, but
this is only a superficial impression. In reality, the
compiler did adopt a systematic arrangement, although,
the catalogue being for his personal benefit, he made no
effort to make this arrangement evident to others (a
point which will be developed in Chapter 7 below).
The 1628 Bedford donations list (see Part II)
appears at first to reflect the compiler's preoccupation
with the size of the books. Like many lists of the
period, it conscientiously groups the books by subject,
then by size, e. g . the first section is split into 'Libri
historici in fol:' (entries 1-49), the same 'in quarto'
(entries 50-65) and again 'in octavo' (entries 66-76).
As mentioned in the previous chapter, however, the main
concern of the compiler was to indicate the range of
subjects included in the collection.
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Lord Stafford's 1556 catalogue has all the
appearances of a mere shelf-list (see Part II, Appendix).
It would seem that Stafford worked through his
collection shelf by shelf, listing the books in the order
he found them, for he began each subject division with
the larger volumes (folios and quartos, presumably kept
on the lower shelves) and tended to list other volumes in
descending order of size (mainly octavos and sixteenmos,
doubtless kept on the upper shelves). This is the case
in three divisions, in which books are listed in
descending size order only: division VIII (Medicine and
Surgery) thus begins with folios (entries 1-17), then
lists quartos (entries 18-31), octavos (entries 32-49),
duodeciiuos (entries 50-51) and sixteenmos (entries
52-58); division I (Civil law) starts with folios and
quartos mixed together (entries 1-15), then lists toge-
ther octavos and sixteeninos (entries 16-27); and division
II (Canon law) also mixes folios and quartos at first
(entries 1-13), followed by octavos (entries 14-17).
Stafford even took care to record the location of
volumes in book-cases. According to him, his study had
four such cases or classes, and shelf arrangement was as
follows: -
Divisions I and III: 'in dextra parti prime classis'
Division II : 'in sinistra parti prime classis'
Divisions IV to IX: apparently in three other classes
Lord Stafford's catalogue, in actual fact, listed the
books strictly by size in only three subject divisions:
divisions I, II and VIII, as noted above. Except for
categories IV and IX (History and Theology), where no
order at all is discernible, Stafford repeatedly broke
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shelf order for the express purpose of listing related
books together in subject subdivisions. To give but one
example, Cicero's Rhetorica, being a folio, naturally
begins division VI (Rhetoric and Philosophy), but is less
expectedly followed immediately by three octavos, another
folio and a sixteenmo - all on the same subject; had
Stafford followed shelf order in this instance, his books
on rhetoric would not have been listed together.
There is therefore strong evidence of a marked
effort on Stafford's part to transcend the physical bonds
imposed on him by the various sizes of his books, and to
present a catalogue in which subject arrangement is
generally preferred to shelf order.
In a similar vein, the marginal shelf indications
found in Sir Thomas Smith's 1576 catalogue (see Part II,
Appendix) show that Smith generally listed his books
shelf by shelf, e. g . 'on the est side', or 'on the 4th
shelf'. As a result, his books on medicine are not
listed all together in one subject group: having listed
the bulk of them (from the 'fourth' and 'fifth' shelves)
under the heading 'Medicinae, of phisick', he later added
those shelved on the 'vppermost shelf' under the separate
heading 'Phisic'. Just like Stafford, however, Sir
Thomas Smith did not generally follow shelf order
slavishly. Instead, he made a conscious effort to list
books on the same subject together, regardless of their
distribution on the shelves. Had he strictly adhered to
shelf order, his sequence of subjects would have been
more in line with the confused order below than with the
West side
'Est side'
Ph is Ic
Historiographes
!ledicinae, of phisick
Philosophica
Medicinae, of phisick
Philosophica
Astronomica
Ciuil law
Architectura
Theologica
luris ciuilis et canonici
Grammatica et poetica
Common law
luris ciuilis et canonici
Grammatica et poetica
'Vppermost'
'Highest' ,2,3
4
4
5
5
5
'Vpper1uost'
'Highest'
2
4
4
?4
5
5
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arrangement of the catalogue itself:-
Side	 Shelves
Instead of listing books shelf by shelf, Smith stopped at
the end of a subject sequence on the shelf he was working
on, then looked for other books on the same subject on
the next shelf. When he was satisfied he had located
all the books on a given subject, he then proceeded with
the next subject on the shelf he had started with.
The 1639 catalogue of the books of William Somner
(see Part II) gives indications of size in the
description of individual items, not as a feature of the
arrangement of the catalogue. The catalogue does start
with folios, but only limited attention is paid to size.
John Stow's Survey of London in folio, for instance, is
next to the same author's Suntmarv of English chronicles,
which is in 16 (entries 120-121).
4. Classes and sub-classes
In common with most of his contemporaries, Sir Thomas
Smith made no consistent or systematic attempt at
classifying the books in his collection, and he was more
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interested in broad subject groups than in fine
classification. Yet the contents of his broad subject
classes reveal that he did make some attempt at grouping
books in sub-classes, particularly in his 1566 catalogue.
In both the 1566 and the 1576 catalogues, Smith
begins his Theology section with editions of the Greek
and Latin fathers, Augustine coming first according to
the well-established medieval tradition. These are
followed by a few general works by non-Catholic
theologians, in particular Luther. Also common to both
catalogues is the order of most of the remaining items in
this section: Smith tended to place the Bible (texts and
versions) and related works (commentaries, sermons and
concordances) before a miscellany of theological works.
In the medical section of his 1566 catalogue, Smith
sharply distinguishes between medicine and surgery on the
one hand, and veterinary medicine on the other hand.
That supreme classical authority, Galen, is at the head
of the list (entry 431), and another of his works is
found further down the section of medical books (entry
447). This section chiefly consists of duplicates of the
works on medical botany listed under the heading
Philosophy, supplemented by popular books of 'secrets'
(collections of remedies) such as the De secreti of
Alessio Piemontese (entry 446). Intermixed with these
are several surgical works such as those of Guido de
Cauliaco (entry 438) and Joannes de Vigo (entry 439).
Contrasting with this miscellaneous listing is the block
of four items on veterinary medicine which ends the
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medical section (entries 448-451; these are followed by
later additions), for instance Jean Masse's
veterinaire (entry 449).
Even donations lists such as that of the books of
Sir Nicholas Bacon (see Part II) sometimes contain
evidence pointing to the importance of classification for
the compiler. In the case of Bacon's books the
compiler's concern with classification becomes evident
when the contents of his subject sections are analysed.
Not content with the traditional headings of 'Grammatica'
and 'Dialectica cum philosophia', the compiler subdivided
these two sections, thereby showing an interest in
classification which is not immediately apparent.
The first 23 items of the inventory are listed under
the heading 'Graminatica'. This first section is clearly
divided into literature (entries 2-li) and language.
Language, in turn, is split into grammatical treatises
(entries 12-15) and dictionaries (entries 1,16-23). The
literary sub-section is dominated by the classics,
containing as it does ancient Greek poetry, comedy and
tragedy (Homer, Aristophanes, Sophocles), with
commentaries (entries 2,5-7,11). Modern authors,
however, are also present, with the verse of the poet and
humanist Angelo Poliziano (entry 9); Erasmus and
Richerius' compendia of literary passages (entries 3-4);
and the works of Laurentius Valla (entry 10), here
doubtless because of his Ele gantiae lincruae Latinae, a
controversial textbook of Latin grammar with considera-
tions of prose style. Grammatical treatises follow the
usual language arrangement - Hebrew (entry 12), Greek
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(entry 13) and Latin (entries 14-15). Dictionaries
conclude the 'Grammatica' section, and only one of them
is separated from the others: Thomas Cooper's Thesaurus
(entry 1), a popular compilation based on Sir Thomas
Elyot's dictionary.
The section headed 'Dialectica cum philosophia',
characteristically, is more varied; but it is not the
miscellaneous section usually found in catalogues of that
period under the heading of Philosophy. It comprises
three sub-sections - philosophy (natural and moral) and
logic (entries 30-59), followed by works dealing with
miscellaneous arts and sciences (entries 60-62), and
finally theology (entry 63). More specifically,
philosophy sensu stricto is represented by early writers
on the subject, viz. Aristotle, Plato, Seneca, Boethius
and Plotinus (entries 31-34,39-41,47); moral philosophy
by Aristotle and Plutarch (entries 35-38,53); metaphysics
by Aristotle (entries 49,54,58); natural history and
'physics' by Aristotle, Pliny the Elder, Julius Caesar
Scaliger, Conrad Gesner and Girolamo Cardano (entries
30,42-45,52,56,59); logic by commentaries on Aristotle's
Orcanon (entries 46,48,50-51,55,57). Miscellanies
consist of Georgius Valla's encyclopaedic résumé of all
the arts and sciences (De exetendis et fugiendis rebus,
entries 60-61) and of Petrus Ramus' Scholae in liberales
artes (entry 62), which deals mainly with grammar,
rhetoric, dialectic, physics, metaphysics and
mathematics. Theology ends the list, with a manuscript
Psalter (entry 63).
Going beyond the subject headings used by the
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compiler of the catalogue of Bacon's books, the actual
subject structure he adopted for his first and third
divisions is more complex than it looks at first. It may
be tabulated as follows:-
Entries no.
'Grammatica'
Literature	 2-11
Grammar and dictionaries
Grammatical treatises	 12-15
Dictionaries	 16-23
'Dialectica cum philosophia'
Ancient philosophy; moral
philosophy; metaphysics;
natural history and 'physics';
dialectic	 3 0-59
Miscellaneous arts and sciences 	 60-62
Theology	 63
The same pattern of subject divisions and subdivisions
is present in the 1556 catalogue of the books of Henry,
first Baron Stafford, mentioned earlier in this chapter
(p.95-96 above). Stafford appropriately began his list
of works on the Civil or Roman law - his first subject
division - with an item of a general nature,
Djsputationes djversorum doctorum doininorum (entry I, 1),
which gathers the legal contributions of no less than
nine authors. The next four items - editions of the
weighty Digest and Codex - set the tone for what is a
solid collection of works such as Joannes Ferrarius'
commentary on the Institutes of Justinian (entry I, 17),
where the medieval mixes with the modern.
Stafford's next broad subject division, Canon law,
solemnly begins with the Decretals of Gregory IX and
continues with a miscellany of legal works, including
William Lyndewode's Constitutiones Irovinciales
(entry II, 5).
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The books on Grammar and Poetry (division III) are
given in four distinct groups. First there are a few
grammatical treatises on Latin as well as Greek, Italian
and French, such as Joannes Sulpicius' scholastic
textbook Onus insicine cirainmaticuin (entry III, 3). Then
come various books of schemes and tropes, commonplace
books and other textbooks of rhetoric, such as Erasmus'
De dup].ici cotia verboruin et rerum (entry III, 9). A few
dictionaries and word-books follow, such as Robertus
Stephanus' Dictionarium rorioruni nominuin (entry III,
17). Finally the fourth group consists of works combining
education and literature, such as Erasmus' satirical
Stultitiae laus or Encoinium Tnoriae (entry III, 33), and
is dominated by classical writings in verse such as
Aesop's Fables (entry III, 24) and Ovid's De reinedio
amoris (entry III, 35).
The two topics of division VI - Rhetoric and
Philosophy - are not mixed together but form two separate
groups. Thus, books such as Cicero's De oratore (entries
VI, 1-2) and works designed for the study of the art of
letter-writing are not confused with items such as
Aristotle's writings on natural and moral philosophy
(entries VI, 24-25,31) or the modern Treatise of moral
tthilosohv by William Baldwin (entry VI, 38). Immediately
after Philosophy comes another broad subject division,
devoted to the more technical arts. Starting this seventh
division is a small group of books dealing with
'Cosmography', in this case physical and human geography
(e. g . Joannes Boemus' Fard].e of facions, entry VII, 2).
Next come three titles on husbandry, starting with
1
2-5
6-27
1-3
4-17
1-8
9-14
15-17
18-38
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Varro's De re rustica (entry VII, 5) and followed by a
series of books on the arts forming a miscellany for the
simple reason that they are represented by one item each:
Architecture with the classic De architectura by
Vitruvius (entry VII, 8); the well-known emblem book of
Alciatus, Libellus emblematuin (entry VII, 9); military
arts with Vegetius Renatus' De re militari (entry VII,
10); a topical treatise on ancient coinage, weights and
measures, Leonardus de Portis' De re pecuniaria (entry
VII, 11); and works on the arts of writing, drawing,
carving, hawking and hunting (entries VII, 12-16).
The subject structure of Stafford's catalogue may be
represented as follows (miscellaneous sections are not
shown here) :-
Entries no.
'I. luris civilis libri'
General
Digest and Codex
Miscellaneous civil law
'II. lus pontificum'
Decretal s
Miscellaneous canon law
'III. Nomina libroruin granunaticoruin et poetarum'
Grammatical treatises
Textbooks of rhetoric
Dictionaries and word-books
Poetry
'VI. Libri rhetorices et oratorum et
philosophorum'
Rhetoric, oratory and letter-writing
Philosophy (natural and moral)
'VII. Cosmographiae, rei militaris, rusticae,
pecuniariae, perspectivae, et
aliarum artium'
Geography (physical and human)
Husbandry
Other arts (architecture, emblems,
military arts, coinage, calligraphy,
drawing, carving, hawking and hunting)
1-22
23-38
1-4
5-7
8-16
5, Compilers' scope notes
Sir Edward Coke, the renowned lawyer, was not the author
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of his library catalogue, which was written for him by an
unknown hand in, or shortly before, 1634 (see Part II,
Appendix). When a book-list was not written expressly at
the owner's request, as in the case of Langham's list of
Captain Cox's books, responsibility for the arrangement
of the catalogue can be reasonably assumed to rest
squarely with the compiler, not the owner. On the other
hand, the owner's involvement in a catalogue's
arrangement becomes a possibility when the catalogue was
actually commissioned. In many catalogues, there is no
way this can be established, but there are exceptions,
and the catalogue of the books of Sir Edward Coke appears
to be one of them.
Although not written in the owner's hand, the
catalogue of Coke's library does seem to have been made
under his close supervision. Coke himself presented it
as if he had written it, appending his autograph
signature to its title: 'A Catalogue of all my bookes
both printed and manuscripts'. Furthermore, he appended
his autograph signature to many of the sections of the
catalogue, evidently as his mark that the entries were as
they should be. It is difficult to imagine how he could
have endorsed the various sections of the catalogue if
its subject arrangement had not also met with his
approval.
Furthermore there is evidence that the compiler was
not only interested in the way he arranged his material,
but also that he went out of his way to devise a subject
arrangement compatible with Coke's interests as a 1awyr.
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The 'lawes of England', the compiler explained, come
second after Divinity 'because they are derived from the
lawe of god'. Similarly History follows Law because
'approved histories are necessary for a iurisconsult',
and he was quick to point out that disciplines such as
Philosophy 'are handmaides to the knowledge of lawes'.
Other sections are similarly prefaced.
The explanations given by the compiler of Coke's
catalogue are not always convincing, and some of them
appear a little forced and contrived. The Dictionaries
section, for instance, is awkwardly introduced with the
words 'And for that dictionaries are aides and helpes to
all that went before, and that followe after, they shall
come in the next place'. Similarly, books on various
'sciences' are artificially and rather unconvincingly
grouped together for no better reason than that 'there is
noe knowledge of any worthie science but maye stand a
iurisconsult in steade at one tyme or other'. Yet these
statements, however contrived they may seem, are evidence
that the compiler did pay attention to the way the
catalogue was divided by subjects. That his explanations
sometimes fail to convince i merely a reflection on the
inadequacies of the cataloguing practices of the time,
not a sign that subject arrangement did not matter.
Conclusion
It would be easy to conclude from a superficial
examination that little concern for library
classification was displayed in Renaissance England. It
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does not follow, however, that this is true of each and
every catalogue from that period, and it would be
inaccurate to conclude that all cataloguers were utterly
careless and unconcerned when arranging books by subject.
In actual fact, evidence of interest in the
classification of books, and of concern for the proper
organisation of libraries and catalogues by subject, may
be found in documents that have survived to our day. The
compilers of 16th and 17th-century library catalogues
could have listed the books in their charge in a random
way, and many did just that. Others, however, arranged
the books in subject sections, which may or may not have
entirely coincided with the arrangement of the books on
the shelves; they assigned subject headings to the
various sections; and rather than leaving it at that,
they subdivided certain subject sections, thereby showing
an interest in classification which becomes more evident
when one turns to the contents of the subject classes.
In the final analysis, however, it is not always
possible to determine to what extent subject order was
the deliberate product of an individual's concern for the
arrangement of his material. What a close examination of
catalogues reveals, on the other hand, is that some
cataloguers at least did not adopt a random approach for
the classification of their books. The implication is
that the subject arrangement which they adopted made
sense to them, although this may not be obvious to us.
Even when it cannot be established that subject
arrangement in a library catalogue is any more than the
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passive reflection of the compiler's intellectual or
personal background, much information can be gleaned from
such background, as will be shown in the following
chapters.
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Chapter 5
The sublect headings in library catalogues
Introduction
The compilers of the vast majority of 16th and
17th-century classed catalogues resorted to time-honoured
terminology in the titles of their classes. The same
headings seem to recur from catalogue to catalogue, and
it may appear that not much of interest can be found in
them. Some catalogues, however, departed from the
practices usual at that time. Private library catalogues
in particular were sometimes very individualistic in
their choice of subject headings.
In the context of cataloguing, innovations in the
terminology of subject headings are of course of no
interest from a purely lexicographic point of view:
cataloguers had no part to play in the development of
language. Where the interest lies is in the introduction
of terms common in contemporary usage into a
traditionally conservative framework. It is precisely
because library classification used to be adverse to
change that departures from usual practices can be
informative.
To look at this closely can give an insight into the
personal interests of the cataloguer, who was sometimes
the library's owner. It can also underline the
popularity or importance of a subject at the time; and it
may be seen as a clear reflection of significant changes
in currents of thought.
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1. Continuity
On the whole, 16th and early 17th-century private library
catalogues retain the well-established medieval view of
the world in the terminology used for their subject
headings.
Classes for the medieval liberal arts can be easily
recognised in these catalogues. Parts of the trivium are
still there - with headings such as 'Dialectica' (or
'Logica'), 'Grammatica' (and 'Poetica'), 'Rhetorica' (and
'Oratores'); and the quadriviulu is also well represented,
from the general term 'Mathematica' to the more specific
'Arithmetica', 'Astronomia' (and 'Astrologia'), 'Musica'
and 'Geoinetria'.
The medieval faculties too are conspicuous, with
headings such as 'Theologia', 'Philosophia' (both
'mora].is' and 'naturalis'), 'Lex' or 'Jus' (both 'civilis'
and 'canonicus'), and 'Medicina' (or 'Phisica').
Continuity is also manifest in the use of such
miscellaneous medieval catalogue headings as
'Metaphysica', 'Res militaris', 'Aichemia',
'Architectura', 'Cosmographia' and 'Historia' (or
'Historiographi').
There was nothing in the literature of the time to
suggest that headings such as these had become in any way
inaccurate to describe the subject sections in book
catalogues. These headings may now look hopelessly
inadequate insofar as they only provide a broad indication
of the subjects represented in a catalogue; but from a
terminological point of view they made good sense.
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2. Dramatic literature
Although there was a sound basis for cataloguers to
continue the medieval tradition, some did not hesitate to
use terms not employed in the catalogues of a bye-gone
age. This was the case of the cataloguer of the books of
Robert Burton (1577_1640).1
After Burton's death on January 25, 1640, the majority
of his books passed to the Bodleian Library, following the
provisions in his will. 2 Upon their reception, the books
were listed by John Rous, Bodley's Librarian. 3 Rous' list
was hurriedly made and some of the sections into which it
was arranged bear simple labels such as 'Books in folio'
or 'Libri anglici in 8'. The list looks so devoid of
interest that when it was first printed, the editor saw
little point in transcribing it as it stands, preferring
to re-arrange the entries alphabetically by authors'
names, with additional bibliographical details (see Part
1. Details of the life of Robert Burton, the celebrated
author of the Anatomy of melancholy (first published
1621), are not forthcoming (see DNB for a brief account).
His personal library, which has largely survived down to
this day, is of particular interest because it is one of
the few existing sources of information on this great
literary figure.
2. The provisions regarding the disposal of Burton's
library may be found in an appendix to his will, dated
August 15, 1639: 'If I have any Bookes the University
Library hath not lett them take them If I have any bookes
our owne library (Christ Church] hath not lett them take
them' (quoted by C.E. Simons, bibliography, no.204,
p.219). Specific books or small groups of books, the
appendix stipulates, were to be left to named individuals.
Apart from these, a total of 581 titles were received at
the Bodleian, while duplicates and books the Bodleian did
not want, totalling 473, went to Christ Church (W. Osler,
no.183, p.185).
3. On John Rous, also spelt Rouse and Russe (1574-1652)
see DNB.
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II, Appendix).
As far as the arrangement of the list is concerned,
Rous listed the books in eight groups, under the following
headings: -
Books in folio
Libri in quarto
English books 4
Maskes, comedies, & tragedies
Comedies & tragedies
Books in 8 lattin
Libri anglici in 8
Sermons in 4to
Despite its lack of sophistication, this arrangement is
noteworthy because Rous made no attempt whatsoever to
conform to traditional subject categories. A substantial
number of Burton's books - about a third 4 - deal with
theological matters, yet no subject heading is used to
indicate this. In itself the absence of a traditional
heading such as 'Theology' is not remarkable: division by
format instead of subject was a common feature of
catalogues from that period. What makes the absence of
traditional subject divisions conspicuous, however, is
the presence of the unconventional headings 'Maskes,
comedies, & tragedies' and 'Comedies & tragedies'. Rous'
use of these two headings is interesting on more than one
count.
First the use of such terms as 'Maskes', 'Comedies'
and 'Tragedies' is unexpected in a catalogue made for an
institution. Rous was not in the same position as the
cataloguer of a private library, who may have felt at
liberty to indicate the contents of a collection
4. W. Osler (no.183, p.190).
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regardless of rigid cataloguing terminology sanctioned by
centuries of practice or by institutional policy. In any
case, private library catalogues of the period do not as
a rule use headings similar to Rous', although a few
examples may be found: the 1634 catalogue of the books
of Sir Edward Coke lists four items under the heading
'Italian playes' (entries 876-879); and the 1575 list of
Captain Cox's books includes a section of four specified
items headed 'auncient playz' (see Part II, Appendix, for
both). Also rare in a book catalogue is the term
'masque' or 'mask', although it had been in use in the
English language for over a century before Rous listed
Burton's books.5
Rous' subject headings are also interesting because,
most curiously, they loudly advertised types of literature
which the founder of the University Library, Sir Thomas
Bodley, did not want to be added to stock. Bodley was
especially scathing in his comments on English plays, and
he repeatedly warned the Library's Keeper against such
'riffe raffes' and 'baggage bookes', which could only
5. The first recorded use of the term is reportedly
found in Edward Hall's Chronicle, in a passage relating
to Henry VIII (under the year 1512): 'On the daie of the
Epiphanie at night, the kyng with xi. other wer
disguised, after the maner of Italie, called a maske, a
thyng not seen afore in Englande' (quoted by E.E.H.
Welsford, no.234, p.130). Welsford also discusses the
considerable controversy surrounding the interpretation
of Hall's words (ibid., p.131-139).
Collections of plays included those of Sir Edward
Dering (1598-1644) and William Percy (1575-1648). On
Dering, see T.N.S. Lennam (no.155); and on Percy, see E.
Miller (no.168).
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discredit the Bodleian:-6
'I can see no good reason to alter my opinion, for
excluding suche bookes, as almanackes, plaies, & an
infinit number, that are daily printed, of very
vnworthy inaters ... Were it so againe, that some
litle profit might be reaped (which God knowes is
very litle) out of some of our playbookes, the
benefit thereof will nothing neere counteruaile, the
harme that the scandal will bring vnto the Librarie,
when it shalbe giuen out, that we stuffe it full of
baggage bookes ... This is my opinion ...: & the
more I thinke vpon it, the more it doth distast me,
that suche kinde of bookes, should be vouchesafed a
rowme, in so noble a Librarie.'
Why Rous decided to single out Burton's plays and
masques, highlighting them with subject headings, is
largely a matter for conjecture. In retrospect these
items may nowadays be considered to form an especially
valuable part of Burton's collection, from the dual point
of view of bibliography and literary history, but such
value judgment on the part of a 17th-century librarian at
the Bodleian is unlikely. When Burton's Latin books were
listed separately in the Benefaction Book, the lighter
literature represented in his collection was dismissed in
a derogatory continent, to the effect that he had donated
scores of comedies, tragedies and other trifles, chiefly
in the vernacular, which were too numerous to be itemized
('Porro [dono dedit] coinoediarum, tragediaruin, et
schediasmatuin ludicrorum (praesertim idiomate vernaculo)
aliquot centurias, quas propter multitudinem non
adjecimus') .
6. Letter to Dr Thomas James, dated January 15, 1612
(Sir T. Bodley, no.22, letter no.221). There are similar
injunctions in letters no.26, 162 and 220 (ibid.).
7. Quoted by W. Osler (no.183, p.185) from W.D. Macray
(no.163, p.66).
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In the light of the passage above, it is not
impossible that Rous tried to warn the University
administrators of that part of Burton's library which
Bodley would have considered to be dubious, to say the
least. On the other hand, it is tempting to think, as has
been suggested elsewhere, 8
 that Rous deliberately chose
to retain such books for the Bodleian, against Bodley's
injunctions, and that he boldly advertised what was in
effect a very significant change in the history of
acquisitions at the Bodleian. If this is the case, then
Rous' efforts remained largely unnoticed for a long time:
it was only with the publication of the 1843 Bodleian
catalogue, over 200 years after Burton's donation, that
the acquisition of all the plays given by Burton was made
generally known.9
Whatever Rous' motivations, his subject headings
remain an eloquent testimony to the literary tastes of his
friend Burton. On a wider scale, they may be seen as
reflecting the popularity of plays with the people of the
time in general, and the fondness of the aristocracy and
the Court for masques. The eminent composers of masques
of the period - Ben Jonson, George Chapman, Francis
Beaumont, John Fletcher, James Shirley and many others -
are well represented in Burton's collection.10
8. I.G. Philip (no.187, p.33).
9. Ibid.
10. The outbreak of the Puritan Revolution halted the
success of the genre in England, and the last
representation of a masque at the time is said to have
taken place in the very year Burton died. This was Sir
William Davenant's Salmacida spolia, also in Burton's
collection (E.E.H. Welsford, no.234, p.240-243).
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3. Reliaious controversies
After preaching to the lawyers at the Inner and Middle
Temples for over eight years, William Crashaw or Crashawe
(1572_1626)hi was driven by financial difficulties to try
and dispose of his considerable private library for cash.12
In 1613 he formally offered his library for sale in a
letter addressed to the Middle Temple treasurer, benches
and fellows, emphasising its size and detailing its scope
by means of a classified synopsis of contents (see Part
II, Appendix).
The theology section in Crashaw's synopsis is finely
subdivided (by 17th-century standards) 13 into no less than
ten sections and subsections. Rather than just following
the example of many of his contemporaries, who would have
been content with a general heading such as 'Theology' or
'Divinity', Crashaw laid great emphasis on the scope of
11. William Crashaw, father of the poet Richard Crashaw,
was appointed to preach in the Temple Church twice weekly
in February 1605, and he vacated the lectureship in June
1613. The most comprehensive treatment of his life and
career is by P.J. Wallis (no.229). I have followed the
spelling 'Crashaw' used in DNB.
12. For details of Crashaw's misfortunes, see R.M. Fisher
(no.110).
There is no reason to doubt that Crashaw was
overstating his case when he wrote that his library was
'one of the most complete libraryes in Europe (that of
Oxforde excepted)' - quoted by R.M. Fisher (no.111,
p.123). On Crashaw's library, see also P.J. Wallis
(no.228).
13. Another case of detailed classification is that found
in the catalogue of an unknown owner, evidently a
physician, undated but probably compiled in the l620s (see
Part II, Appendix). The major part of that collection is
catalogued under 28 subject headings, all medical, which
are unusually specific for a collection of the period,
e. g . 'De pulsibus', 'De febribus', 'De thorace'.
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his theological collection of printed books by means of
the following headings:-
1. Scriptures
2. Counsels
3. Fathers
4. Protestants
5. Papists
Commenters
Controversies
Postillers
Schoolmen
Casuists
All of the headings above make use of terms which were
highly topical in Crashaw's days, and nearly half of them
had actually been coined in his own century or the one
before, viz. 'Protestants', 'Papists', 'Schoolmen' and
'Casuists'.'4 By 1613 these terms were in common usage in
many walks of life, and so are not in themselves
especially remarkable; but in the context of traditional,
conservative book cataloguing, the use of such terms was
far from being the norm, and it is on this count that
they are worthy of note.
In addition to reflecting clearly some of the major
preoccupations of his time, Crashaw's headings stand as a
vivid illustration of his own involvement with
theological matters. Crashaw's synopsis is exceptionally
14. The earliest documented uses of those terms in the
English language, according to the OED, are:
- 'Papist': 1521 (from French 'papiste' or Latin
'papista', both also 16th century).
- 'Protestant': 3.539 (from German or French 'Protestant',
first applied to those who joined in the protest at the
1529 Diet of Spires).
- 'Schoolman': before 1540.
- 'Casuist': 1609.
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revealing, because the terms used for his subject
sections are charged with emotional content to an unusual
extent for such a document. Although the synopsis is
constructed as if it could serve as the framework for a
classed book catalogue - with numbered sections as well
as subdivisions - Crashaw's terminology is in keeping
with that which he would use, say, in a private
15
Crashaw was notorious for his outspoken religious
views, 16
 and it was quite consistent with his character
that he denigrated, in unison with countless numbers of
his contemporaries, 'Romish' or 'Popish' authors in
general, and, in particular, what was perceived as the
excesses of casuistry and scholastic theology. Indeed,
to produce documented evidence for the invidious use of
the terms in question would necessitate quoting from
nearly every anti-Catholic work from the period. Crashaw
could not well have used the controversial term
'Catholics', for this was claimed as their own by Roman
Catholics and Protestants alike - a claim which was the
very foundation of Crashaw's Manuall for true Catholickes
(first published 1611). The more neutral designation
'Roman Catholic' had been used in England since the early
15. On August 14, 1609, Crashaw wrote to Salisbury about
'the abuse of Scriptures by Popes and popish Doctors, in
support of popish doctrines, with which abuse the author
of the above libel charges Protestants' (quoted by P.J.
Wallis, no.228, p.216).
16. Because of his strong views, Crashaw ran into
difficulties with church censors in July 1609 (ibid.,
p.214).
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17th century, 17 but Crashaw preferred the terminology he
was accustomed to, and he chose instead the derisory and
contemptuous word 'Papists'. As if to leave the
recipients of his letter in no doubt as to where his
allegiance lay, he reinforced his choice of terms by the
equally opprobrious use of the words 'Schoolmen' and
'Casuists'. In contrast, the authors who were
sympathetic to the religion of the Realm were simply
given the neutral label 'Protestants'.18
It would be an understatement to say that the printed
books and manuscripts avidly collected by Crashaw
constituted a working library. It would be nearer to the
truth to say that they were his whole life. The fervour
he mustered in his crusade against Roman Catholicism is
plainly evident in his works and what has survived of his
correspondence. It is somewhat more surprising to find
this sentiment associated with the formal synopsis of the
contents of a private library. In addition to
conjuring up a true picture of Crashaw's personal beliefs
and character, his synopsis may be seen as a succint
expression of the upheavals and turmoils of an entire era
in English history.
The subject headings used in the Divinity section of
17. 1605 is the earliest reference in the OED.
18. In 16th and 17th-century usage (according to the
OED), the term 'Protestant' was generally used as the
opposite of 'Catholic' in the restricted sense of 'Roman
Catholic'. It was only later that 'Protestant' lost its
favour with those who emphasised that 'Catholic' is not
necessarily synonymous with 'Roman Catholic'.
The terms 'casuists' and 'schoolmen', of course, were
not always used in a derogatory way.
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the 1634 catalogue of Sir Edward Coke's library (see Part
II, Appendix) are strongly reminiscent of those used by
Crashaw. In Coke's catalogue, the eleven divisions in
the Divinity section fall into three broad groups, viz.:-
'Divinity' books and manuscripts (further subdivided
by size and language)
'Popishe' books and nanuscripts
'The true and certaine foundacion of all divinitie'
(i.e. the Bible and the Book of Common Prayer)
Coke was first and foremost a lawyer, and it is no
exaggeration to say that law dominated his life.
Theological matters, however, were also of great
significance to him. In common with many libraries of
the period, Coke's collection contained far more books on
theology than on any other single subject, even law (292
entries for 'Divinity' against 199 for 'Lawe'). This was
partly a sign of the times, of course, but Coke's
interest in religion ran deeper than that. What
attracted his attention was not merely a system of
religious beliefs in themselves, but rather the crucial
role religious attitudes played in the life of the
country. It was because of his close professional
involvement in the legal and political fields at national
level that he took a rigorous stand in matters of faith.
Coke's views on religion are perhaps best
illustrated by his attitude during the famous Gunpowder
Trial of 1605. Speaking for the prosecution as
Attorney-General, he hotly maintained that the men on
trial were not to be judged for their Catholic faith as
such, but because of their stand as English Catholics.
This, to him and many others, was a contradiction in
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terms, for one could not be at once English and at the
same time give first allegiance to Rome. 19
 What was
perceived by many as a conflict of loyalties had been a
raging issue since the time of Henry VIII, and
anti-Catholic feelings were fuelled by the intolerance
and determination of men such as Coke. The prevailing
dread of the influence of popery is manifest in a
question devised by William Cecil, Baron Burghley
(1520-1598) and often put to alleged conspirators:
'Should the Pope send an army to England, for whom would
you fight, Rome or England, the Pope or the Queen?'2°
Bibles are listed in various places throughout the
Divinity section of Coke's catalogue, e. g . 'Biblia lat:
fol:' (entry 5) under 'Divinity books in folio'; 'An
olde lattine bible in 8. large parchment' (entry 211)
under 'Divinity manuscripts'; and 'A great Bible in fol:
covered with blacke leather with brasse bosses published
by I4athewe Parker Archbishoppe of Canterbury with
Cranmers prologue to the same, with pictures &c:'
(entry 292) under the 'True and certaine foundacion'
heading. This is not to say, however, that Bibles were
listed as found on the shelves, without any regard for
subject allocation. In actual fact, a definite pattern
of purposeful arrangement emerges when the contents of
the Divinity section are examined. Far from giving no
thought to the subject arrangement of the Bibles, the
compiler was careful to distinguish between Protestant
19. Coke's attitude during the Gunpowder Trial is
recounted in detail by C.S.D. Bowen (no.78, p.219-236).
20. Quoted ibid., p.85.
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Bibles on the one hand, and Catholic translations and
editions on the other. Items such as 'Parte of a Doway
bible in 4'. Engl:' (entry 253) and 'A Rhemishe Testament
in 4. Engl:' (entry 263) were resolutely placed among
the 'Popishe books', for the simple reason that Catholic
translations were widely distrusted by Protestants who
frequently accused Catholics of wilfully falsifying the
original texts.
Only Bibles and one book of Common Prayer are to be
found under the heading 'Foundacion of all divinitie'.
It is not altogether clear why only certain Protestant
Bibles qualified for inclusion under this separate
heading, although the compiler's detailed descriptions
suggest that they were of special value. What is clear,
however, is that the compiler made a special point of
highlighting this privileged group of Bibles as the
'Foundacion of all divinitie'. In contrast, relegating
Catholic Bibles to the 'Popishe books' section was the
compiler's way of re-asserting the seriousness of the
rift between the religion of the land and the Romish
persuasion, and the meaning and import of his subject
arrangement is all the clearer for it. In effect, his
arrangement of Divinity consisted of a thesis ('Divinity'
or true religion), followed by an antithesis ('Popishe'
religion), the compiler concluding that the last word
should be left to the supreme authority of the approved
versions of the Scriptures, the 'True and certaine
foundacion'. He thereby unequivocally stated a
declaration of intent: the whole point of theology was to
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gather evidence for determining the true faith. As a
result, the opposition between 'Divinity' and 'Popishe'
books is plainly seen as a burning issue of primordial
importance in the lawyer's library.
Coke was by no means a Puritan, but his religious
intolerance smacked of the kind of fanaticism for which
Puritans were notorious. 21 Such an attitude may have been
commonplace, and the term 'Popishe' was indeed in common
use in Coke's day, 22 but it is somewhat unexpected to find
it reflected in the structure of a library catalogue.
Subject categories such as Coke's 'Popishe Books' and
Crashaw's 'Papists', set resolutely in opposition to the
accepted religion of the day, are vivid reminders of the
deep emotions stirred by the religious controversies of
the time, in which Coke and Crashaw played an active
role.
Contemporary references to Anthony Higgin, Dean of
Ripon in Yorkshire (1608-1624), appear to be chiefly
restricted to brief factual details and dates. Higgin
left no published work, and his will is one of the
scarce surviving documents in his handwriting. 23 Little,
therefore, can be asserted concerning the course of his
21. This is not to say that all Puritans were extremists
or that only Puritans hated popery. P. Lake (no.152) has
argued convincingly that Puritanism cannot be reduced to
a simple definition, and that some Puritans were
moderates, others radicals.
22. The first documented use of the term is dated 1528
(OED).
23. Higgin's will is partly quoted by J.T. Fowler
(no.112, p.373); and by J.E. Mortimer (no.169, p.2).
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life and career, let alone his intellectual interests.
The paucity of documents relating to Higgin makes
each and every existing source of information on the man
especially valuable, and this is certainly true of the
catalogue of his library that he himself compiled shortly
before his death in 1624 (see Part II, Appendix).
Although this catalogue is restricted to his theological
books and therefore accounts for only part of his
library, 24 it may be used as a basis for a general
discussion of Higgin's character, as will be shown below.
Higgin had many points in common with William
Crashaw, the Puritan lecturer discussed earlier in this
chapter, although the two men differed in several
respects. They both belonged to the same era, although
Higgin was born a decade or two before Crashaw. Both were
educated at St John's College, Cambridge which, by the
time Crashaw was a student there, had become a centre of
Puritanism. 25 Both took the cloth, but Crashaw is
remembered as a vociferous Puritan, whereas there is no
evidence to suggest that Higgin was thus inclined. Both
knew each other, on a professional rather than personal
plane. 26 Both collected books and thought their
24. Nearly 500 volumes on a variety of non-theological
subjects have been traced as formerly belonging to
Higgin. For a brief account of these, see J.E. Nortimer
(no.169, p.6-8).
25. P.J. Wallis (no.228, p.213).
26. Crashaw was one of the prebendaries at Ripon when
Higgin was appointed Dean in 1608, and Crashaw gave him a
copy of his Roinish forgeries, published two years before
(J.E. Mortimer, no.169, p.5).
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collections worth passing on to others for posterity.27
Similarities and differences between the two men are
also in evidence in the nature of the book collections
they built up, as well as in their personal accounts of
them. Unlike Crashaw, Higgin compiled a traditional
shelf-list, but both expressed the scope of their
collections by means of subject headings. Although Higgin
did not share Crashaw's vested interest in advertising the
subject contents of his library, he nevertheless thought
it useful to indicate which subjects were to be found on
such and such a shelf. Considered from a terminological
point of view, Higgin's headings can throw some light on
his personality, particularly when contrasted with
Crashaw's.
Higgin indicated the subject contents of his shelves
or classes as follows:-
Biblia Sacra
Condones
Patres
Leiturgiae et inissalia
Cominentari i
Scholastici
Polemici
Loci communes et catecheses
Classes
1-5
6
7-11
12
13-20
21-22
23-27
28-30
Higgin collected controversial and Catholic literature as
avidly as Crashaw and, like Crashaw, he wanted his
subject headings to indicate that both Protestant and
27. The fate of Crashaw's books after his death is
largely unknown, as he failed to persuade the Temple to
purchase his collection (R.M. Fisher, no.111, p.122-123).
Higgin, on the other hand, made provision in his will for
his books to form the foundation of a library at Ripon
Cathedral, and a majority of them is still there (J.E.
Mortimer, no.169, p.2-3, 8-9).
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Catholic works were well represented in his collection.
Where the two differ, however, is in their treatment of
Catholic literature. In contrast to Crashaw's headings,
Higgin's contain nothing that would have caused offence
to Catholics, and this may indicate that there was a
difference in the two men's personalities.
That Higgin was probably not the bigoted individual
Crashaw was is also indicated in that he did not object to
the use of traditional Catholic terminology alongside that
favoured by Protestants. This is clearly apparent from
one of his subject headings - 'Leiturgiae et missalia'.
This heading was largely suggested to him by the titles of
the books concerned, such as 'Missale Eboracense' (Classis
12, entry 4). The term 'mass', from which 'missal' or
'mass-book' is derived, was considered objectionable by
many 16th and 17th-century Protestants and was not used
in any of the Prayer-books except the very first one.28
By accepting the term 'missal' for his immediate
purposes, Higgin gave his subject headings a remarkable
air of impartiality, whereas Crashaw would have made a
point of denigrating Catholic literature in his headings.
Viewed in this context, Higgin's use of the term
'Scholastici' as a subject heading probably did not carry
with it the disdain displayed in Crashaw's synopsis.
The inventory of the books of Andrew Perne, Dean of
Ely (1519-l589) is also of interest here (see Part II,
Appendix). Unlike the Crashaw and Coke catalogues, it
was a post-mortem inventory, drawn up in a detached,
28. Information from OED.
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professional manner by appraisers concerned with the
valuation of property. The compilers' matter-of-fact
approach is clearly reflected in their choice of
moderately worded headings for religious literature:
'Theologie', 'Catholici' and 'Lutherani'. The
appraisers, of course, may have been following the
arrangement in a list compiled by Perne himself. In that
case, the theological headings in the list are fully
consistent with Perne's character, because he had a
reputation for pliancy and pusillanimity in religious
affairs.29
Conclusion
Assuredly it would be a gross misinterpretation to suggest
that Coke's compiler and Crashaw were excessively
fanatical while Higgin and Perne's appraisers displayed a
spirit of tolerance and impartiality more akin to
present-day attitudes than to 16th and 17th-century
thinking. What does appear from a careful comparison of
the subject headings used in the above catalogues,
however, is that it would be hard to imagine Crashaw
using Higgin's headings, and Higgin Crashaw's. Crashaw's
headings may be said to be typical of the terminology
used by that extreme form of English Protestantism
traditionally associated with Puritanism, whereas
Higgin's suggest that his beliefs, however strong they
may have been, did not rob him of respect for his
'adversaries'. Indeed, if one had no more information on
29. Details in DNB.
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Higgin than the subject headings of his catalogue, it
would be very difficult to tell which faith he subscribed
to. In the absence of further evidence, there the matter
must rest.
The headings used in the donations list of the books
of Robert Burton, on the other hand, clearly show that a
university library did not necessarily have as rigid and
traditional an outlook as one might suppose. Only five
years after Burton's death, Bodley's stipulations that
only scholarly works should be acquired were broken, when
a group of contemporary Civil War pamphlets were bought
for the Bodleian.3°
30. G. Hampshire (no.122).
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Chapter 6
Classification as a reflection o
personal and professional interests
Introduction
The catalogues of private libraries are often studied on
the assumption that the books listed in them can reveal
something about their owners. This line of enquiry is
not without its pitfalls, 1 and to adopt the same approach
on the basis of the arrangement of a catalogue calls for
even greater caution. Yet among the various motives for
the adoption of a particular subject arrangement in a
private library catalogue, the compiler's or owner's
personal or professional interests often played an
important part. Connections between subject arrangement
and a compiler's personal interests cannot be found in
each and every private library catalogue, but when such
connections can be detected, they can lead to an
understanding of the reasons behind the subject
arrangement adopted in a catalogue, and they can even
contribute to our knowledge of the person behind it.
It would seem logical to assume that catalogues
likely to reveal the kind of links suggested above would
be classed catalogues compiled by the owners of the
collections concerned. This, however, is not always the
case, and the catalogues discussed below are of several
types.
1. For a discussion of this approach, including its
pitfalls, see A. Taylor (bibliography, no.213).
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.. The oenina section of classea inventories
At first glance, it would seem that the catalogue
compiled by the physician Edward Barlow or Barlowe in
1590 (see Part II) is not arranged very carefully at all.
It starts with a large unspecified section of 129 items,
followed by smaller groups of Divinity books and
'Historye bookes, newes & suche like'. Despite
appearances, however, Barlow had firm intentions
concerning the organisation of his list.
Barlow's first section was not titled, but this does
not mean that it was miscellaneous. On the contrary, it
contains just the type of books which a physician of the
period would want to consult. Besides strictly medical
works, this section includes such works as Pliny's
Naturalis historia (entry 20) and an almanac by Leonard
Digges (entry 107), which stands as a witness to the
relevance of judicial astronomy to the medical
practitioners of the day. A few items seem out of place,
e. g . the well-known French grammar of John Palsgrave
(entry 31), but on the whole this first group of books
can be described as the Medicine section of Barlow's
catalogue.
Catalogues which start with a section relevant to
the owner's occupation are of course frequent. This is
even the case in inventories of property, such as the one
of the surgeon John Deighton (1640. see Part II).
Because of his profession, the vast majority of
Deighton's books were medical, and the compiler naturally
started his inventory with the 'Libri medici' which were
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in Deighton's possession.
Besides professional occupation, personal interests
are sometimes in evidence in the arrangement of library
catalogues. John Bale (1495-1563) was actively engaged
in the rescue of manuscripts at a time when libraries
were being ransacked and priceless manuscripts were being
used as waste paper, and he assembled a valuable
collection of manuscripts. 2 In 1553, the year following
his appointment as Bishop of Ossory in Ireland, he was
forced to abandon his collection and flee to the
Continent, 'Papistarum violentiis coactus', as he wrote
in the preface to his catalogue (see Part II, Appendix).
In view of his activities as an antiquary - his
inventory, presumably compiled from memory, was published
as part of his catalogue of British authors - it is
hardly surprising that he listed his manuscripts in the
following classes: -
British history ('Chronica et historiae
Brytannicorum scriptorum')
Foreign history ('Chronica & historiae externoruin
scriptorum, cum alijs')
Miscellaneous ('Miscellanea diuersorum')
Another example showing a relation between the
arrangement of a book-list and the owner's chief
interests in life is the catalogue of the books of
William Somner (1598-1669), compiled in 1639 (see Part
II). Somner' s list, like many at the time, appears at
first to be arranged in a very banal way. The 282
2. The dispersal of libraries until the reign of
Elizabeth has been studied by C.E. Wright (no.242). on
the Dissolution of the monasteries, see G.W.O. Woodward
(no.241). Documents on the Dissolution have been
published by J. Youings (no.245).
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entries are arranged into just four classes:-
'Law books'
'Of history and antiquity'
'Divinity books'
'Of severall sorts'
Somner was not a lawyer by training - his formal
education ended when he left the local free school he
attended in Canterbury - yet he applied himself with
great enthusiasm to the study of law and antiquities. One
of his biographers wrote of him that 'he has indeed
shew'd himself an absolute Civilian, and a complete
Common Lawyer.' 3 His reputation as an antiquary grew as
he published several books, the first being Iii
antiauities of Canterbury (London, 1640). Somner was
well acquainted with various scholars and
antiquaries. Among his correspondence, for instance,
is a letter he wrote on May 29, 1649 to Sir Simonds
D'Ewes (1602-l650), concerning one of his projects:
Noble Sir
My humble Service presented, according to yrs to
Mee last Week: I haue heere inclosed sent you my
TRANSCRIPT from Brampton such as it is, Lame indeed,
& so ill written, as few but my selfe can make any
use of it. I quite omitted what I found in Sir
Hen. Spelimans Councills the Lawes I mean
Ecclesiasticall & since I tooke it out, what with
additions, & various Lections which I found in some
other Bookes, & my marginall Notes withall, it is
much otherwise then when I first copied it from
Brampton. Such as it is, if it may doe you Service.
I shall be very glad, onely craving yt when (att
yr own Leisure) you haue done with it. you will be
pleased to returne it to him who alone in a manner
(being written as it is) can make use of it.
Somner's combined interest in law and history is clearly
3. W. Kennet (no.141, p.59).
4. British Library, Additional MS 22,916, fol.57r. On
Somner and D'Ewes, see A.G. Watson (no.230, p.11 passim).
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seen in his Treatise of Gavelkind (London, 1660), a book
addressed, according the title page, to 'Kentish-men and
others, especially such as are studious, either of the
ancient custome, or the common law of this Kingdome'.
The table of contents reads:
1. The true etymologie, and derivation of the name
2. The nature of Gavelkynd-land in point of partition.
3. The antiquity of Gavelkynd custome
4. Whether Gavelkynd be properly a Tenure, or a Custome
5. Whether before the Statute of Wills (32 and 34
Hen.8) Gavelkynd-land in Kent were deviseable, or
not.
Law also happens to be the very first section of the
catalogue carefully compiled by Henry, first Baron
Stafford (1501-1563) in 1556 (see Part II, Appendix).
Lord Stafford is reputed to have studied common law at
Gray's Inn, although there is no absolute evidence of his
education. The active and sometimes troubled public life
which he led may have prompted him to choose Law as the
opening section of his catalogue.5
There is not always a link, of course, between
classification and profession or interests. The
appraisers appointed when John Perman died in 1545 used
the following rough arrangement for the post-mortem
inventory of his books (see Part II, Appendix):-
Entries no.
'Theologi'	 2-21
(Mainly astronomy and mathematics]	 22-50
'Poete oratores &c:'	 51-100
'Medici chirurgl'	 101-220
Perman was a surgeon, and Medicine might therefore have
5. On Stafford's public career, see A.H. Anderson
(no.66).
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been expected to come first in the list of his books, but
it came last. This is reminiscent of the arrangement
found in several catalogues, where the usual practice of
placing Theology first was not followed.6
2. Reliaious into1eance
Religious intolerance was mentioned in the previous
chapter in the context of the wording of the subject
headings used in catalogues. The same applies to the
order of classes in certain catalogues.
When William Crashaw (1572-1626) wrote a synopsis of
the contents of his private library in 1613, he listed
his books under what were in effect subject classes (see
p.115-118 above and Part II, Appendix). These classes
4
were arranged in a seemingly conventional and traditional
manner, beginning with the Bible and ending with secular
subjects such as History. Despite their apparent
banality, however, Crashaw's headings (given below
without their subdivisions, for the sake of clarity) were
arranged in an order which mattered a great deal to him:-
1. Scriptures
2. Counsels
3. Fathers
4. Protestants
5. Papists
6. Lawe
7. Cosmographye
8. Historye
Constituting as they did the very basis of Puritan
6. Theology is last, or among the last classes, in the
catalogues of several secular libraries, such as Trinity
Hall, Cambridge (1384) and Cambridge University (1473),
but also in the library catalogue of St Paul's Cathedral
(1458) and in the 1504 catalogue of Syon Monastery.
These catalogues are discussed by D.M. Norris (no.49).
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theology - to which Crashaw fervently subscribed - the
Bible, the Councils and the fathers, in that order, came
first in his scheme of things, which he carefully
nuithered himself. In the Puritan view, Roman Catholicism
had corrupted Christianity as it originally was, and a
return to the sources of the true faith was therefore
essential. Dependence on (1) the Bible (2) the Councils
(3) the Fathers' works, was unequivocally re-affirmed by
Crashaw in his will. 'I renounce and abhorre
Poperie', he said, because:-7
'1.: By the course of the whole Scriptures ch
beinge the voyce of God condemne & pronounce Poperie
to be not of God ... 2: by the oldest f fathers and
Councells in the best & purest tymes whoe for divers
hundreth yeares doe all speake for the truthe and
the leaste footinge of many principall poyntes of
Poperye cannot be discerned in them unlesse in suche
as be by them forged or corrupted . ..'
That his mind was so concentrated on this line of thought
can be seen in a letter he wrote to the classical scholar
Isaac Casaubon (1559-1614), where he reported that he had
'compiled a catalogue' of the library of Henry Savile
(1568-1617) with a view to acquiring it. As an
indication of the scope of Savile's library, Crashaw gave
Casaubon an outline of its subject contents. In doing
so, as far as the theological books were concerned, he
used precisely the same arrangement as for his own
library: 'A certain man named Savill', he wrote, 'has in
his possession about 500 manuscript volumes: amongst them
are some thousand texts or various books of Holy Writ,
Councils, Fathers, Theologians, Historians, Poets and
7. As quoted by P.J. Wallis (no.228, p.216).
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Philosophers' • 8
In addition to devoting much of his life to the
restitution of the Fathers and Councils - the subject of
his Roinish foreries and falsifications (1606) - Crashaw
spared no expense to collect the works of the exponents of
theology, both Protestants and, in order to better
denounce their errors, Roman Catholic. Both were equally
important to Crashaw's activities, albeit for different
reasons and purposes, yet he placed 'Protestants' before
'Papists' in his synopsis, thereby confirming that this
was a scheme based on a well thought out hierarchy of
value judgments.
Since theology played such a vital part in Crashaw's
life and, by extension, in his synopsis, secular matters
could only come second in his estimation. It follows,
therefore, that in placing Law, Cosmography and History at
the end of his scheme, Crashaw was not passively following
the well-established tradition of cataloguing theology
before other subjects. On the contrary, he was in effect
tacitly re-affirming his moral and intellectual position
in life.
As can be seen from the books he wrote and from his
private correspondence, Crashaw did not construct some
special system of arrangement when he laid down the
categories into which his books fell. To him his
theological books could serve but one purpose - to help
him in the vindication of his faith and in his attacks on
Roman Catholicism. In this context the arrangement he
8. Quoted ibid., p.218-219.
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used in his synopsis was one that occurred naturally to
him, and none other would do. He most subjectively
translated the very essence of his system of beliefs into
a subject arrangement which can best be described as a
profession of faith.
It was pointed out in the previous chapter
(p.124-125 above) that in his shelf-list of 1624 Dean
Higgin (died 1624) did not discriminate between
Protestant and Catholic authors in the same way as
Crashaw did in his synopsis.	 ifferences in the two
men's attitudes towards Roman Catholicism are also borne
out by the arrangement of Higgin's subject classes (see
Part II, Appendix).
Whereas Crashaw drew a sharp dividing line between
Protestant and 'Popish' literature, Higgin was happy to
mix the two together. In Higgin's section 'Commentarii',
for instance, Protestant authors such as Jean Mercier
(died 1570), Professor of Hebrew in the College de France
in Paris, and the Protestant Reformer Martin Bucer
(1491-1551) rub shoulders with Catholic exponents such as
the Spanish Jesuit Juan Maldonado (1533-1583) and the
Portuguese Jesuit Sebastian Barradas (1543-1615).
Similarly, under the single heading 'Polemici', the two
trends of belief are not separated as in Crashaw's
synopsis, but are gathered together - a most appropriate
arrangement in view of the proliferation of works such as
the attack by Cardinal Robert Bellarmino (1542-1621) on
King James I, and the answer by Bishop Lancelot Andrewes
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(1555-1626) .
The above offers additional evidence pointing to the
contrasting personalities of Crashaw and Higgin, who may
be seen as the embodiment of certain religious tendencies
in England at that time: extreme attitudes, on the one
hand, with Crashaw, who would seize every opportunity to
einphasise the differences between Protestantism and Roman
Catholicism; and, on the other hand, less aggressive
trends with Higgin, for whom religious fervour did not
equate to fanaticism.
3. Civil and Common Law
As seen in the above examples, it is sometimes possible
to show that the subject arrangement of a classed
catalogue is closely related to the personal interests of
the owner. Not all catalogues, of course, can be studied
along these lines. If, for instance, a catalogue was
compiled on behalf of a collector, and the compiler
cannot be identified, conclusions from the catalogue can
only be drawn with the greatest caution.
Sir Edward Coke, the renowned lawyer (1552-1634),
was not the author of the catalogue of his library, which
9. Higgin's entries for the authors mentioned include:
- 'Maldonatus in 4or Evangelia' (classis 15, entry 6)
- 'Barradius Concord in Evang:' (classis 15, entry 7)
- 'Mercerus in Job: Prouerbia' (classis 15, entry 12)
- 'Aretius Felinus (i.e. Martin Bucer] in Psalmos'
(classis 15, entry 16)
- 'Torti [i.e. Robert Bellarmino] resp: ad regem
Jacobum' (classis 26, entry 3)
- 'Andreae (i.e. Lancelot Andrewes] tortura Tort:'
(classis 26, entry 4)
- 'Eiusdem resp: ad Apologiam Bellarm:' (classis 26,
entry 5).
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was written for him by an unknown hand in 1634 or shortly
before that (see Part II, Appendix). In spite of this,
the catalogue's subject structure can be shown to reflect
Coke's interests, and the catalogue therefore makes an
interesting study from that point of view.
As one of mankind's most ancient institutions, Law
features prominently among the major subject divisions of
library catalogues, past and present. During the period
under consideration, as in previous centuries, the 'Lawe
Bookes' or 'Libri Juridici' were usually grouped together
in a single section of a classed catalogue, and the
terminology used in the subject heading for that section
did not change very much) 0 The presence of a Law section
in a large number of catalogues certainly underlines the
importance of the subject, but otherwise there is usually
nothing remarkable about it.
When Law is subdivided into subsections, on the
other hand, the subject headings used for the subsections
warrant closer examination, for they eloquently express
the concerns of the time. In an age when religion played
such a significant part in people's lives, it is no
surprise to find that the headings used for specific
branches of Law usually focused on Civil Law as distinct
from Canon Law. The headings 'Libri Juris Civilis' and
10. To take examples from Part II (Appendix) the 1618
catalogue of the books of Sir Thomas Knyvett lists Latin
books under the heading 'Libri utriusque Juris' and books
in English under 'Lawe Bookes'; and the 1615 catalogue of
the library of William, 2nd Earl of Salisbury has 'Lawe',
this heading being changed to 'Leges' in the 1637
catalogue of that library. Other examples showing such
minor variations could easily be found.
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'Libri Juris Canonici' made frequent appearances in
catalogues, in one guise or another. In his 1556
catalogue, for instance, Henry Stafford used both 'luris
civilis libri' and 'lug pontificum' (see Part II,
Appendix).
The use of subject headings for other branches of
Law was not as widespread. This was particularly the
case with the long-established English or Common Law.
University library catalogues were more likely to mention
Civil (Roman) Law because it was on the curriculum,
whereas Common Law was taught in the Inns of Court; and
owners of extensive and valuable private collections
tended to embrace books on both Civil and Common Law
under a single heading. It seems that only a special
interest in legal matters would have warranted a separate
heading for English or Common Law.
Lord Coke certainly fulfilled that condition. His
education at the Inner Temple, followed by his active
professional career in various capacities, were in that
branch of Law called Common or English. He was
passionately attached to the cause of Common Law, and he
played a crucial role in its defence and development.11
In distinguising, by means of two separate headings, the
'Lawes of England' from the 'Civill lawe', the compiler
of Coke's catalogue made a point of expressing the
relation between his chosen subject arrangement and
Coke's interests as a 'jurisconsult'.
11. Coke, it is widely acknowledged, proved to be the
champion of the cause of Common Law (C.S.D. Bowen, no.78,
p.251 assim).
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It also seems that the order in which Coke's legal
headings were listed was not left to chance. Books of
the 'Lawes of England' are listed first, whereas those of
the 'Civill Lawe' come 'in the next place'. This
arrangement makes interesting comparison with the 1566
and 1576 library catalogues of Sir Thomas Smith (see Part
II, Appendix). The relevant headings follow in tabulated
form: -
Smith 1566	 Smith 1576	 Coke 1634
luris ciuilis	 luris ciuilis, et The lawes of
canonici	 England
English law	 Common law	 Civill lawe
In placing English Law before Civil Law, the compiler of
Coke's catalogue was not acting on the whim of the
moment. In view of Coke's passionate involvement in the
field of English Law, it comes as no surprise that the
compiler gave it precedence in his scheme. Precisely the
same reasons are behind the arrangement of Sir Thomas
Smith's library catalogue, but the result, this time, was
the opposite. As Regius Professor of Civil Law at
Cambridge, Smith naturally placed Civil Law before
English or Common Law in both his 1566 and 1576
catalogues. The connection between Coke's and Smith's
professional interests and the subject arrangement of
their legal books can hardly be fortuitous.
The arrangement chosen for Coke's catalogue was a
total reversal of cataloguing practices then in common
use. Instead of focusing on Canon Law and Civil Law as
two distinct categories, ignoring other branches of law,
Coke's compiler set Civil Law in opposition to Common
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Law, allocating a separate heading for each. This
opposition Is all the more evident because he listed
Canon Law books under his 'Civili Lawe' heading,
anonymously as it were, instead of grouping them together
under a heading of their own. 'Lib: decretalium
d: Gregorij Pape: ix' (entry 442) is an example.
It could be argued that Canon Law did not warrant a
separate heading in this catalogue because Coke owned
only a few books on that subject. Quantity of books in
itself, however, was not the only criterion for the
compiler's subject arrangement. No fewer than 13
separate sections of the catalogue contain less than 10
entries each. Coke, for instance, had only four books on
Rhetoric, yet a separate section was devoted to this tiny
group (entries 752_755).12 The compiler could have done
the same for the Canon Law books in the collection, but
the fact is that he did not.
Here again, a parallel may be drawn between Lord
Coke's catalogue and Sir Thomas Smith's. Smith made no
attempt to distinguish Civil from Canon Law and listed
books from both categories under one heading. Smith used
'luris ciuilis' for both Civil and Canon Law in his 1566
12. The other sections are: 'Divinitie books in 16" (5
entries: 185-189); 'Popishe manuscripts' (8 entries:
280-287); 'True and certaine foundacion of all
divinitie' (5 entries: 288-292); 'Clviii law books in
12" (6 entries: 486-491); 'Italian books of
philologie and grammar' (5 entries: 779-783); 'Italian
books of poetrye' (7 entries: 869-875); 'Italian
playes' (4 entries: 876-879); 'Bookes de republica' (5
entries: 911-915); 'Concerning herauldry and armes' (8
entries: 916-923); 'Pedegrees in paper' (7 entries:
951-957); 'Agriculture and architecture' (6 entries:
1027-1032); and 'Italian books of ietteres' (7 entries:
1191-1197).
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catalogue and renamed that section 'lun g ciuilis, et
canonici' in his second catalogue of 1576, while the
catalogue of Coke's library used 'Civill lawe' to the
same end. The distinction between Civil and Common Law
was clearly of greater relevance to the professional
interests of Coke and Smith than the distinction between
Civil and Canon Law, and this is evidently why Common Law
was allocated a separate heading in the catalogues of
their libraries.
4. Professional concerns vs private interests
The implications that may be drawn from the study of a
catalogue are usually limited insofar as a single
catalogue necessarily remains the record of a collection
only at a specific point in time. Some private
collections of the period under consideration, however,
were catalogued more than once in the space of a few
years. The catalogues of such collections can provide an
insight into the development of a library and the way in
which alterations in its arrangement reflect its owner's
changing interests. The library maintained by Sir Thomas
Smith at his mansion house of Hill Hall, in Essex, is an
example. This library was first catalogued by the owner
himself on 1 August 1566 and again, ten years later, on
April 9, 1576 (see Part II, Appendix).
When he re-catalogued his collection in 1576 Smith
worked from shelf to shelf on the 'est side' of his
library in precisely the same way as he did on the 'west
side'. There is no reason to suspect that he had
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proceeded otherwise when compiling his first catalogue
ten years previously. The difference is that in 1566 the
books were shelved in Smith's 'galerie', whereas by 1576
they had been moved to his 'studie'. Because of his
respect for shelf order, Smith did not have a completely
free hand in the subject arrangement of his catalogues.
Not too much significance, therefore, should be attached
to the order of subjects in his catalogues. Nevertheless
there is no escaping the fact that the two catalogues
differ markedly in their arrangement. The arrangement of
the earlier catalogue is very reminiscent of the
importance attached to various subjects at Cambridge,13
whereas the later catalogue exhibits a less formal
choice. The subject headings found in the two manuscript
catalogues may be tabulated as follows:-
1566 cataloue
Theologiae
luris cluilis
English law
Historiographj
Philosophica
Mathematica
Medica et chirurg.
Grammatica et poetica
Graeci libri historici
et philosophici
De architectura
1576 catalocme
Historiographes
Medicinae, of phisick
Philosophica
Astronomica
Architectura et de pictura
Theologica
luris ciuilis, et canonici
Grammatica et poetica
Common law
Ph is ic
dull law
It is no surprise to find that the 1566 catalogue begins,
in a very traditional manner, with Theology. Not only
was it common practice for catalogues to begin thus, but
13. A useful summary of curriculum developments in Tudor
universities may be found in C.R. Thompson (no.221,
p.8-20), and N.H. Curtis has contributed an important
study of Oxford and Cambridge from 1558 to 1642 (no.93).
See also Chapter 7 below. On Smith's university, J.B.
Mullinger's history (no.170) is somewhat dated, although
still useful.
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theological studies at Cambridge (and Oxford too) ranked
supreme in the Tudor university curriculum. 14 This formal
beginning was matched by Smith's choice of Law as his
second subject in the catalogue. Although legal studies
at Cambridge suffered an almost continuous decline after
the 1549 Injunctions of Edward VI'S Visitors, civil law
was both Smith's profession and a widely recognised
avenue leading to the political life.' 5 It may be said,
therefore, that it was at least as much out of
professional duty as out of genuine personal interest
that Smith gave Law such a privileged position in his
catalogue. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the
catalogue of Lord Coke, another lawyer by profession,
started in exactly the same way as Smith's, with Theology
followed by Law.
History and geography follow civil law in a most
logical fashion, for although these subjects had but
little importance in the university curriculum, Smith
ranked ancient and modern history highly, considering them
to be an essential complement to the professional study of
civil law.16
The next two sections of the 1566 catalogue,
'Philosophica' and 'Mathematica', cover the subjects
studied in the Cambridge Arts Faculty. The highest
achievement of the Arts course was the mastery of
14. J.B. Mullinger (no.170, vol.2, p.414-415).
15. Ibid., p.131-138, 423.
16. So he said himself in his inaugural address at Cam-
bridge in 1541 (ibid., p.129-130). On geography in 16th
and 17th-century England, see E.G.R. Taylor (no.217-218).
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philosophy, 17 and throughout the 16th century Aristotle
officially remained the most studied classical
philosopher; 18 also central to the formal Arts course were
rhetoric and logic (dialectic), as well as the old
quadrivium (arithmetic, music, geometry and astronomy).19
With the exception of music, for which Smith did not care
much, all these subjects are given prominence in the
'Philosophica' and 'Mathematica' sections of the 1566
catalogue.
Having reached this point in deciding the order of
subjects, Smith had but little choice with the last two.
The great centres of medical education in his day being in
Padua, Montpellier and other foreign cities rather than
English ones, 20 it would have been illogical for Smith to
give more prominence to medicine in a scheme apparently
bound by English university traditions. As for Grammar
and poetry, the study of belles-lettres had no place in
the university curriculum, 21 and when not altogether
abandoned, grammar was at best considered an elementary
subject.22
The 1566 catalogue is thus as good a reflection of
17. Philosophy occupied the third and fourth years of an
Arts undergraduate's course of study (C.R. Thompson,
no.221, p.9).
18. Ibid., p.10.
19. Ibid., p.9.
20. Ibid., p.14.
21. Ibid., p.10.
22. In 1549, for instance, a royal commission ruled that
the study of grammar should be completed before entrance
to university (J. Simon, no.203, p.252).
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university education as shelf order would allow. In it
the faculties and major university fields of study can be
easily recognised and occupy prime position. In the
following table, presented here as a summary, the subject
divisions of Smith's catalogue are expressed in scholastic
terms, with the most important university studies in upper
case: -
ThEOLOGY
LPW
Hi story
ARTS
PHILOSOPHY
Mathematics
MEDICINE
Grammar and poetry
Greek books (history and philosophy)
Architecture
If the 1566 catalogue may be seen as displaying a formal,
scholastic subject arrangement, Smith's 1576 catalogue,
in contrast, may be said to do just the opposite. The
weighty matters of Theology and Law, far from retaining
the positions of prominence they enjoyed in 1566, were
relegated almost to the other end of the scale in the
1576 catalogue. In the 1576 catalogue Smith made no
attempt to collocate university subjects, as he had done
in 1566, and 'Philosophy' was casually separated from
Theology and Law.
In the 1576 subject divisions, prominence is given to
subjects which occupied a more subservient place in 1566,
and this is done in more than one way: there is a new
order of subjects, the first two now being History and
Medicine; there is the introduction of 'Astronomica', a
class not used in 1566; and 'De architectura', a class
appended to the 1566 catalogue for later additions, is
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firmly among the other classes of the 1576 catalogue.
Although Smith may not have attached any particular
significance to the order of his subject classes, it is
tempting to regard the arrangement of Smith's 1576
catalogue as showing him in a different light. It is
almost as if he had been freed from the strictures
imposed by university statutes and as if he were now more
concerned with home reading than professional interests.
In short, the new 1576 arrangement could be seen as
giving us a glimpse of the private man.
As far as those subjects which gained prominence in
the 1576 arrangement are concerned, Smith read widely in
history not merely because he knew how beneficial this was
to a student of civil law but, more importantly, because
he, in common with many of his contemporaries, had always
been genuinely interested in the subject. 23 As for
Medicine, Smith had an active practical interest in
remedies; and he was fascinated by astrology and
architectural design.24
Any analogy between the arrangement of Smith's
23. On the popularity of history books in the second half
of the 16th century, see H.S. Bennett (no.71, p.215-216).
24. Smith loved to experiment with remedies of all kinds,
and in illness would turn to his medical books. Thus, on
31 May 1576, he wrote to his friend John Thynne: 'My
speech is as evil as ever it was for the which to
recover, the physicians had so tormented my body and
brought it so weak, but all in vain. For as it appeareth
to me now by reading of old authors, it is a matter to be
done with cure of hand of a surgeon and to be cut away
that doth let my speech' (quoted by N. Dewar, no.99,
p.187). On Smith's interest in astrology, see ibid.,
p.65, 182. On Smith and architecture, there is strong
evidence that he was responsible for the architectural
design of his mansion house of Hill Hall (ibid., p.192).
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catalogues and his professional and private interests, of
course, can be pursued only up to a point, particularly
when it is borne in mind that he was following shelf
order. Despite his interest in Greek, Latin, Hebrew and,
no doubt, modern languages, 'Grammar and poetry' are
placed towards the end of the 1576 catalogue.25
It may be tempting to see in the arrangement of the
two catalogues left by Smith a valuable composite source
of information on his attitude to the various subjects
represented in his library, but this is only a
possibility.
Conclusion
The arrangement of private library catalogues, then, can
sometimes be interpreted as relating to the personal
concerns and professional interests of the owners of the
collections. Of course this does not mean that this line
of enquiry can always be pursued successfully. It would
be very unwise to assume that all catalogues lend
themselves to this approach. The arrangement of many
catalogues is capricious and cannot always be relied upon
to provide a guide in this matter. The arrangement of a
catalogue can still be a fruitful source of information,
however, especially when considered together with other
sources, such as the contents of a collection, and what
may already been known about an owner.
25. Besides his interest in the Greek tongue, already
mentioned, Smith translated some of the Psalms (ibid.,
p.64).
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Chapter 7
Classification by language
Introduction
Both continuity and change have been part of the
development of book classification practices down the
centuries. Patterns of continuity are sometimes as
clearly discernible as patterns of change. Practical
convenience, for instance, has been singled out as the
major force behind the groupings of subjects in
successful library classification schemes, from ancient
times to the present day. 1
 On the face of it,
arrangement by language has been a feature of library
catalogues for so long that it hardly seems worthy of
mention. In actual fact, the patterns of change and
continuity surrounding classification by language may be
profitably examined in a historical context, as the
following survey will attempt to show.
The discussion below focuses on 16th and
17th-century catalogues of English private libraries. A
study of change and continuity, however, can only be
meaningful if these catalogues are examined against the
background of their medieval predecessors and the wider
scene of European cataloguing practices.
1. It was on such a historical basis that J. Thompson
(bibliography, no.222, p.147) elaborated the formulation
of practical convenience as one of the principles of
librarianship.
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1. Continental Europe
It may be safely stated that the arrangement of
manuscripts by language is a rare occurrence in medieval
library catalogues. Perhaps the best known example -
often cited because of its exceptional nature - is that
of the ninth-century catalogue of the Abbey of St Gall,
which starts with a section headed 'Libri Scottice
Scripti', reserved for items in the 'Scots', or insular,
hand. 2 Manuscripts written in insular hand are also
listed at the end of the tenth-century catalogue of the
Abbey of St Columban, Bobbio, although no heading was
assigned to that particular section of the catalogue.3
Interestingly a similar group of books, this time headed
'Libri in Vulgari', is also found in a 1461 catalogue of
the same library. 4 Few other examples have been found.
The picture is quite different when catalogues from
the Renaissance period are considered. Division by
language is frequent in such documents, 5 as may be seen
from some 15th-century Italian private library catalogues.
Catalogues of the collections of Pandolfini (15th or
perhaps 16th century); 6 Piero di Cosimo de' Medici (1456);
2. B. Scrivner (no.199, p.431).
3. A brief outline of the catalogue's contents is given
ibid., p.432.
4. T. Gottlieb (no.120, catalogue no.531).
5. A definite trend to include language subdivisions in
library catalogues is first noticeable in 15th-century
Italy (A. Derolez, no.98, p.35).
6. T. Gottlieb (no.120, catalogue no.564).
7. Ibid., catalogue no.557.
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the Este family in Ferrara (late 15th century) ;8
Francesco Gonzaga (1407) ; 9and Francesco Sforza (1459)10
all include a section for books in the vernacular. Greek
forms a separate section in the Pandolfini catalogue
mentioned above, as well as in the catalogues of Federigo
da Montefeltro, Duke of Urbino (before 1482)11 and
Francesco di Angelo Gaddi, of Florence (1496).12 Latin
is singled out in the Ferrarese private collection
catalogue mentioned above; Hebrew in Montefeltro's; and
French in Sforza's.
2. Lanquage classes
A similar contrast pertained in England, this time
largely betweeen pre- and post-l6th century catalogues.
One of the rare examples of medieval catalogues
containing divisions by language is the 1162 inventory of
Durham Cathedral Library. 13 This catalogue is noticeable
because of its section 'Libri de Phisica', but also
because of its section 'Libri Anglici' (books in
Anglo-Saxon). After the 15th century, on the other hand,
arrangement by language occurs with increasing frequency
8. Ibid., catalogue no.551.
9. F. Ames-Lewis (no.63, p.442-443, note 89).
10. Ibid.
11. T. Gottlieb (no.120, catalogue no.683). On the
library of Federigo da Montefeltro, see also also S.R.
Herstein (no.127).
12. T. Gottlieb (no.120, catalogue no.553).
13. Ibid. (catalogue no.460); D.M. Norris (no.49,
p.14-18).
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in English catalogues, as the examples below will show.
Language classes were sometimes used merely to
distinguish Latin books from those in the vernacular.
This is particularly obvious in lists such as the 1586
post-mortem inventory of the books of William Anderson, a
Priest from Peterborough (see Part II, Appendix). The
bulk of Anderson's collection was theological, as
expected, but the Theology section of the inventory
(entries 1-61) is not headed 'Theology'. It begins
instead with an untitled section of 46 Latin books,
followed by English theological works under the heading
'Libri anglici' (entries 47-61). Similarly the donations
list of the books of Robert Burton (1577-1640), drawn up
in 1640 by the Bodleian Library, includes sections such
as 'English books 4°', 'Books in 8° lattin' and 'Libri
anglici in 8" (see Part II, Appendix).
Sometimes catalogues were concerned with singling
out one or more of the learned languages. This is the
case with the 1539 post-mortem inventory of the books
of the Cambridge man Edward Moore (see Part II,
Appendix). In addition to a section headed 'De lingua
romana' (2 entries), the list of Moore's books started
with a section entitled 'Libri greci' (containing no
fewer than 32 entries) and ended with a section simply
called 'Hebraica' (9 entries).
More often than not, catalogues containing language
divisions were concerned with both learned and vernacular
languages. Such catalogues would often freely mix
together language and subject categories. The catalogue
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of the collection of an unknown owner, compiled around
1610 (see Part II, Appendix) listed some printed books in
subject sections and others in classes such as 'Libri
hispanic!' (1 entry only) and 'English bookes' (6
entries). The manuscripts were separately listed under
the three headings 'Libri manuscripti graeci', 'Latini
M.S.' and 'Italici M.S.'.
The 1583 list of the printed books of John Dee
(1527-1608) in BL Harley MS 1879 is arranged under
various headings, sometimes by language, sometimes by
subject (see Part II, Appendix). For clarity,
indentations are used here, and sections with no heading
or no language indication are omitted:-
fol. no.
[Libri compacti]
'Paracelsici libri compacti'
'German ice'
'Paracelsica latine'
'Hebraici. Chaldaici coinpacti'
'Graixnuaticalia nonnulla, compact!'
'Libri anglici coinpacti'
'Libri non compacti'
'Graeci'
'hebraici'
'Libri italici non coinpacti'
'Libri germanic! non compact!'
'Paracelsici & cheinici non compact!'
'Latine'
'Germanice'
(20r-73r)
60v-64r
60v-62r
62 r- 6 2v
66 r- 6 8v
69r-70v
71r-73r(74 r-9 2 r)
76v
76v-77r
86 r- 87 r
88r-90r
90v-92r
90v
9lr-92r
Turning briefly to Scotland, the 1611 catalogue of the
books of the poet William Drununond of Hawthornden
(1585_l649)14 was quite deliberately arranged by
language, by the owner himself, in the following
classes: -
14. The catalogue has been edited, with an extensive
introduction, by R.H. MacDonald (no.161).
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Latin
Theology
Philosophy
Law
Poetry
Prose
Greek
Hebrew
English
French
Italian
Spanish
Drummond was not particularly interested in arranging his
material by subject: his 'Prose' section is miscellaneous,
and there is no order within the language classes other
than Latin.
3. Lanquacte subdivisions
Some catalogues went one step further than the examples
given above. They used arrangement by language not
merely for sections in their own right, alongside subject
categories, but for the subdivision of subject
categories. Such arrangement is sometimes, but not
always, obvious at first glance, and so it may be useful
to examine a few examples in detail.
The catalogue of Sir Thomas Knyvett's library was
drawn up a few months after his death in 1618 (see Part
II, Appendix). This catalogue was carefully compiled,
and the subject sections were very deliberately
subdivided by language (with the exception of the
'Medici' category), e.cT. the Theology section:-
Libri theologici (latini in folio]
Theologici latini in 4', 8, et 16'
Theologiens franois
Diuinitie bookes in English
Hispani theologi
Italici theologi
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The relationship between the structure of the
catalogue and the holdings of Knyvett's library cannot be
ignored. Knyvett owned few Greek books, and it cannot be
a coincidence that there is no 'Greci' or 'Grece' section
in the catalogue. About three quarters of the total
holdings are in Latin, just under a tenth are in English,
and the rest are in French, Spanish or Italian.' 5 The
number of printed books in modern languages is
sufficiently high to assume that it played some part in
the way the catalogue was arranged.
It has been observed16 that there is much overlap
between the various subject sections of the catalogue.
This would suggest that the compiler was more interested
in arranging books by language than in assigning them to
correct subject categories.
In contrast to Knyvett's, the catalogue written for
Lord Coke (1552-1634) shortly before his death (see Part
II, Appendix) made no consistent attempt at keeping
different languages separate. In several sections of the
catalogue, one language rubs shoulders with another, as
in the group of Divinity books in folio at the very
beginning of the catalogue ('Divinity books in folio -
Latine and Englishe proiuiscue'). Nevertheless the
different languages represented in the collection are
frequently specified in section headings (for clarity,
other sections are omitted here, and brackets and
indentations are used):-
15. D.J. ?4cKitterick (no.162, p.26).
16. Ibid.
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Entries no.
(Divinity)	 (1-292)
Divinity books in folio:Latine and
Engl ishe promiscue	 1-67
Books of divinitie in 4.Lat.	 68-99
Books of divinitie in 4.Englishe 	 100-150
Divinitie books in 8'.lat:&c: 	 151-184
Divinitie books in 8'.Englishe 	 190-210
Italian books of divinitie	 225-234
(Approved histories]	 (492-720)
State matters, chronicles, histories, &c:
fol:&c:histories of England &c: 	 492-519
French books of histories &c: 	 520-537
English books of histories &c: 	 538-560
Greeke, Latin:English and French &c:in fo:
4°.8°. &c:	 561-640
Italian books of historie	 641-692
(Philosophy, rethoricke, grammar, lodgicke and
schoolebookes]	 (72 1-783)
Italian books of philologie and grammar 	 779-783
[Poetry]	 (818-879)
Italian books of poetrye	 869-875
Italian playes	 876-879
(Tracts and discourses. Diversi argumenti] 	 (1033-1190)
In Lattine, English, and French &c: 	 1033-1097
Italian discourses and other books &c: 	 1098-1190
Italian books of letteres	 1191-1199
Coke's collection is remarkable because of the
number of books it contains in modern languages: no less
than a third of the total holding is in modern languages
other than English, 17 and this is eloquently represented
in the headings used for the various sections of the
catalogue.
In arranging his material, the compiler of the
g1640 Bernard catalogue (see Part II) appears to have
been primarily concerned with the distinction between, on
the one hand, books in English or emanating from England,
and, on the other hand, books in the learned languages. A
small Theology section concludes the list, and the
arrangement may be simplified as follows:-
17. W.O. Hassall (no.125, p.xx).
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(Authors in Greek and Latin]
Patres
Historici greci et latini
Conunentatores in Scripturas
Philosophi greci et latini
Logici latini
Oratores greci et latini
Phil ol og i
Poetae greci et latini
Matheinatici
[English authors, or authors of 'English' books]
Historici anglici
Theologici
Sermones sacri
Paperbookes
Anglici libri
(Other theologians]
Theologi latini et anglici
Scholastici
There can be no doubt that the first of these three broad
groups was intended for books in the learned languages:
out of the nine categories in that group, four are
specifically subdivided as Greek and Latin, e.g.
'Philosophi greci' and 'Philosophi latini'. As for the
group of English books, the 'Historici anglici' and
'Anglici libri' categories are self-explanatory, and an
examination of the other categories reveals that when the
entries are not concerned with books in English, they are
reserved either for items printed in England, or for
books by English authors. For instance, the 'Theologici'
category is mainly concerned with entries in English,
such as 'Montague of tithes' (entry 223), but also
includes 'English' items such as 'Dr Prideaux orationes'
(entry 238; the book is in Latin but the author was
English) and 'Marcus Antonius de Dominis de republica
ecclesiastica' (entry 227; the author was not English,
and the book is in Latin, but it was published in
England). Conversely Bernard's Greek and Latin books
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include Plutarch's Moralia in an English translation
(entry 96, listed under the heading 'Philosophi greci'),
as well as a few Latin works printed in England and
Scotland (entries 46-48).
It cannot be expected, of course, that the compiler
adhered to this arrangement with faultless consistency:
among the 'English' books, there are some with no
apparent connection with England, e. g . 'Zanchius, de
operibus Dei' and 'Zanchij miscellanea' (entries 246-247;
the author was not English, and the books are in Latin
and were printed abroad). Such inconsistencies are the
norm in catalogues of the period, and in no way
invalidate what is said above about the compiler's
general intention.
When, sometime before he died, Sir William More
(1520-1600) decided to include a rather long 'note of all
my bookes' in his account book see Part II), he started
his list in a banal way, with 'Lattyne bookes of
diuynytye'. The overall arrangement of his list is here
of interest, however, because the books are listed in
four broad language categories, as shown in the following
schematic representation of the headings used:
(1. Latin]
Lattyne bookes of dyuynytye
Other Lattyne bokes vz poets stories &c.
(2] Italyon bookes
(3] Frenche bookes
(4. English]
Scripture bookes in Englishe
Cronicles (in English]
Treatisis stories and other Englishe bookes
Bookes of the lawe tin English]
More was able to stick to his arrangement by language
fairly consistently. His 'Italyon bookes' include not
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only works in Italian, but also at least one English
translation of an Italian book (entry 110, identified
tentatively as Luis de Granada's Conversion of a sinner,
translated from an Italian version) and William Thomas'
popular Italian grammar, written in English (entry 105).
Remarkably, nearly two thirds of More's books were not in
Latin.
On the face of it, languages had no part to play in
the arrangement of the 1617 catalogue of the books of
William, 4th Baron Paget (1572-1629), for there is no
mention of language in any of the section headings used
in the catalogue (see Part II). The general arrangement,
as indicated by the headings used by the compiler, is by
the broad subject categories commonly found in catalogues
of the period, e. g . 'Theologici' and 'Historici'. Within
each subject, books are subdivided by size - again a
convention of the times. Looking at the contents of the
various sections of the catalogue, however, a definite
pattern of arrangement by language comes to light: it
appears that as soon as a section was large enough to be
subdivided by language, the compiler had no hesitation in
doing so.
The section on Rhetoric, for instance, contains only
11 items, and these are therefore listed regardless of
language, e.ci. Aristotle in Greek (entry 1253), in
Italian (entries 1256-1257) and in Latin (entries
1260,1262). History in 8, on the other hand, is clearly
arranged by language: first a small group of Creek or
Greek-Latin editions, e. g . of the ubiquitous Plutarch
(entries 669-670); then a substantial section of books in
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Latin (entries 674-725); modern languages follow,
starting with Italian and Spanish (entries 726-732, e.g.
Sebastiano Fausto's life of Ezzelino III da Romano, entry
732; Francesco de la Portilla's book on the Order of St
James, entry 729); French comes next (entries 733-770,
e. g . Cato in French, entry 767; Jean de Serres' works on
French affairs, entries 752-755); and English ends the
list (entries 771-776, e. g . the English translation of an
anonymous work by Giovanni Botero, entry 775).
As in other catalogues of the period, arrangement by
language was not carried out with faultless accuracy in
the Paget catalogue. In many instances, a few Greek
books found their way into a group of predominantly Latin
works; somewhat more unexpected is the inclusion of an
unidentified German item described as 'Liber quidani de
destillationibus germanice scriptus' among Latin books in
the section 'Libri Medici & Chyinici in folio et 4'
(entry 1005). On the whole, however, evidence for the
compiler's intention to subdivide by language is
overwhelming, as may be seen in the following tabulation
(for the sake of clarity, only those sections where
arrangement by language is clearly visible have been
represented here) : -
Entries no.
Theologici
[4 Latin]
(4' Modern languages other than English]
(4' English]
(8° Latin]
(8 Spanish]
[8' French]
(8' English]
(16' & 32' Latin]
(16' & 32' Modern languages]
(1-388)
85-158
159-169
170-206
208-307
308-310
311-328
329-345
346-3 68
369-374
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Historici	 (469-804)
[fol. Greek)	 469-478
[fol. Latin]	 479-512
(fol. Modern languages other than English] 513-523
(fol. English]	 524-534
(4' Greek]	 558-562
[4' Latin]	 563-598
(4' Spanish)	 599-602
(4° Italian & French] 	 603-638
(4° English)	 639-657
(8 Greek-Latin]	 667-673
[8' Latin]	 674-725
(8° Italian and Spanish)	 726-732
(8° French)	 733-770
[8' English]	 771-776
Philosophi	 (805-1003)
(4' Latin]	 844-880
(4° Modern languages]
	 881-900
(8' Latin]	 905-966
(8' Modern languages]	 967-982
(16° & 32' Latin]	 986-997
(16' & 32° Italian]	 998
(16° & 32' French]	 999
[16' & 32° English]	 1000-1001
Medici & Chymici
	 (1004-1060)
(fol. & 4° Latin]	 1004-1013
(fol. & 4' Modern languages]
	 1014-1019
Nathematici	 (1063-1218)
(fol. Latin]	 1063-1092
[fol. Italian]	 1093-1096
(fol. English]	 1097-1103
[4 Latin]	 1114-1155
[4° Italian & Spanish]	 1156-1165
[4° French]	 1166-1170
[4° English]	 1171-1182
[4° Italian & Latin]
	 1183-1184
When a section was large enough, then, the compiler's
tendency was to supplement his subject and size divisions
with language subdivisions, usually Greek and Latin,
followed by Italian, French, then English. As in the
other catalogues considered above, the nature of the
holdings seems to have played a significant part in the
compiler's decision to subdivide by language.
4. Factors of change
This brief survey has presented some evidence that
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language as a criterion of arrangement was not viewed in
the same light in medieval catalogues as in later ones.
The number of medieval catalogues using language
divisions and subdivisions is quite disproportionate to
that of later catalogues. Unless this disproportion is
to be accepted as mere coincidence, it must be regarded
as an integral part of the wider intellectual climate of
the times.
It seems that medieval compilers took language into
consideration in the arrangement of their catalogues when
it was so conspicuous that it made the manuscripts stand
out. In this context, it is difficult to dissociate
script from language, and it is possible that a section
such as 'Libri Scottice Scripti' in the 9th-century St
Gall catalogue mentioned earlier was intended as an
indication that the language in question was difficult to
understand, or even as a warning that the script was
difficult to read. In cases where the number of such
manuscripts was too small to warrant a section on its
own, the same purpose would be fulfilled by means of a
description such as 'Expositio psalterii scottice
conscripta', which ends the 11th or 12th-century library
catalogue of the monastery of St Maximin at Treves.'8
In this sense, a language division could be seen as a
mere extension of the palaeographical notices drawing
attention to the physical characteristics of manuscripts.
Relegating books in the vernacular to the end of the
18. T. Gottlieb (no.120, catalogue no.206).
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catalogue, as was usually the case, also seems to
indicate a value judgment on the compilers' part.
In later catalogues the situation was more complex,
and various forces appear to have been at work. By and
large medieval libraries assumed that nearly everything
worth reading would be found in Latin. In the course of
time, however, language came to be looked upon in a
different light under the influence of humanism and of
the Reformation. The study of Latin and Greek was
actively encouraged by the humanists, and so these
languages became an integral part of the 'new learning'.
As for the Reformation movement, it advocated an
interpretation of the Bible based on the study of the
original texts. The philological basis of biblical
exegesis was also felt to be necessary because of the
religious controversies of the time, and English
translators of the Bible, such as William Tyndale (died
1536) emphasised the importance of the original
languages. Given that an increasing number of libraries
made a conscious effort to collect the Greek and Latin
editions prized by the humanists, 19 it is little wonder
19. A survey of 12th-century catalogues of Western
libraries has found only rare appearances of Greek books
(J.S. Beddie, no.69, p.5). In this country, despite the
interest in Greek learning aroused by Robert Grosseteste
and Roger Bacon, few works in Greek were listed in
library catalogues before the 16th century (P. Kibre,
no.144, p.265-266). From the 16th century on, Greek
books appeared with increasing frequency in English
catalogues, under the influence of humanist studies, and
in the libraries of the Oxford colleges, a conscious
effort to acquire such books may be traced back to the
1530s (P. Gaskell, no.115, p.6).
(Continued next page)
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that those languages should have been taken into
consideration in the arrangement of catalogues.
Hebrew was also used as a criterion of arrangement
in some of the catalogues mentioned above. Little
interest was shown in Hebrew in pre-Reformation times,
but the Kabbalah exerted a tremendous attraction for
writers such as Giovanni Pico della Mirandola
(1463-1494). As with Greek, the combined influence of
humanism and the Reformation highlighted the importance
of Hebrew. Although not as popular as Latin and Greek,
Hebrew was far from being absent from English library
catalogues of the 16th and early 17th centuries, and the
inclusion of Hebrew divisions in some of these catalogues
is evidence of the interest it generated.20
As far as modern languages were concerned, private
collectors gradually developed an increasing interest in
works written in their own vernacular; witness the ever
increasing number of translations available, and the
emergence of compilations such as Philibert Mareschal's
Guide to French books (1598) and Andrew Maunsell's
(Continued from previous page)
Classical and humanistic texts in Latin were
collected before those in Greek, and the celebrated
15th-century library of Humfrey (or Humphrey), Duke of
Gloucester (1391-1447) is an outstanding example of the
influence of the Italian Renaissance on English
collectors. On the rise and development of humanism in
15th-century England in general, and on Duke Humfrey in
particular, see R. Weiss (no.232).
20. G.L. Jones has argued for a re-evaluation of the
interest in Hebrew studies in 16th and early 17th-century
England (no.140).
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Catalogue of Enlish books (1595).21 A genuine interest
was also increasingly shown in the literary output of
other nations, in their own tongues, even though Latin
remained the most widely used medium by most of the
educated classes. A great many Italian books found their
way into England in the 16th and early 17th centuries,
because Italy fascinated the English; French retained its
widespread currency; and Spanish also aroused
considerable interest. 22 The use of language as a
criterion of arrangement in many library catalogues is
evidence of the strength of the interest aroused in books
written in the vernacular.
In the case of the Bernard catalogue, mentioned
21. Nareschal's Le guide des arts et sciences et
rointuaire de tous livres, tant conrnosez aue traduicts
en françois (Paris, 1598) was the first bibliography
arranged by subjects restricted to books in a vernacular
language (A. Taylor, no.214, p.69-71).
Maunsell's Catalogue of En1ish printed books was
published in two parts in 1595 (no.34). Naunsell had
hoped to publish a third and final part to his Catalogue,
on 'Humanity, wherin I shall haue occasion to shew, what
wee haue in our owne tongue, of Gramer, Logick,
Rethoricke, Lawe, Historie, Poetrie, Policie, &c.
(Maunsell, The seconde parte of the catalogue ,,.,
Dedication 'To the Worshipfull, the Maister ... of the
Company of the Stationers • . . 1). Maunsell unfortunately
died before bringing this project to fruition. On
Maunsell, see E.P. Statham (no.208, especially vol.2,
part 2, p.664-665).
22. On the interest shown in England for Italian, French
and Spanish books, see H.S. Bennett (no.70-72, especially
no.72, p.135-139). The appeal of Italy to the Elizabethan
mind has been discussed by J.L. Lievsay (no.156-157), who
has examined a variety of sources showing the popularity
of Italian books in England in that period. Works in the
Romance languages, especially in French, were conspicuous
in English libraries of the 14th and 15th centuries (P.
Kibre, no.144, p.273), and the cultivation of the French
language in England during Tudor and Stuart times has
been dealt with comprehensively by K. Lainbley (no.153).
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above, arrangement by language may be tentatively
explored along other lines, as shown below.
5. Grammar school curriculum
On the sole basis of its contents, the Bernard library
presents a somewhat confusing picture. In common with
many collections at that time, it contains works
characteristic of various cultural and intellectual
trends. Items such as those listed in the 'Patres'
section of the Bernard catalogue could of course be found
in catalogues of almost any type and period. No more
surprising is the presence of scholastic theology (e.g.
Thomas Aquinas, entry 303) alongside religious
controversies such as the celebrated battle of words over
Puritanism which raged between Thomas Cartwright and John
Whitgift around 1570 (entry 232). As in many catalogues,
prominence is given to Aristotle, who solemnly begins the
'Philosophi Greci' section with no less than six of his
works; but the influence of the 'new' thinking of Ramus
and Talaeus is also present, e. g . with the Rhetor jcp of
the Ramist schoolmaster Charles Butler (entry l58).23
In seeking to discover something about a book
collector, it is simply not enough to determine which
subject is most represented in the catalogue of his
library. If that were the case, many such collections
would have to be attributed to ecclesiastics, and the
Bernard library is no exception, with as many as 129
23. For the influence of Ramus and Talaeus in England
from the last quarter of the 16th-century onward, see
T.W. Baldwin (no.67, vol.2, p.58-59). On Ramus
generally, see W.J. Ong (no.182).
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entries pertaining to theology, out of a total of 304.24
Caution is to be exercised when drawing conclusions from
sheer numbers, yet the presence of a large number of
certain types of books - not necessarily the most
numerous ones - can lead to interesting speculations.
The Bernard catalogue includes practically all the
books most commonly owned by Cambridge men in the 16th
century, e.g. Aesop's Fpbulae (Bernard entry 157);
Aristotle's Ethica (entry 91) and Politica (entry 93);
Caesar's Commentaries (entry 60); Calepinus' Dictionarium
(entry 160); Cicero's De officiis (entry 101), Eistolae
(entry 119) and Orationes (entry 116); Erasmus' Colloquia
(entry 154); Euripides (entry 165); Aulus Gellius (entry
127); Homer (entry 167); Horace (entry 188); Livy (entry
53); Ovid (entries 186,199); Petrus Lombardus' Sententiae
(entry 304); Plautus (entry 192); Plutarch (entry 96);
Quintilian (entry 155); Sallust (entry 55); Terence
(entry 198); Valerius Maximus (entry 51); Laurentius
Valla's Eleantiae (entry 126); Virgil (entry 201); Vives
(entry 146); and, of course, the Bible (entries 234,250,
294,297).25 The list should also include Plato and a few
other names which do not appear in the Bernard catalogue.
The Bernard catalogue also makes interesting comparison
with the kind of books actually used by university
students in the course of their studies. For instance,
the list of books bought by Archbishop Whitgift, Master
24. The theological books in the Bernard catalogue are
listed under the following headings: 'Patres' (29 items),
'Commentatores in Scripturas' (22 items), 'Theologici'
(56 items), 'Sermones Sacri' (1 item), 'Theologi Latini
et Anglici' (17 items), and 'Scholastici' (4 items).
25. L. Jardine (no.134, p.16-17), from an analysis of
150 book-lists of Cambridge men, 1535-1590.
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of Trinity College, Cambridge, in the 1560s and 1570s,
for students in his care, included the above-mentioned
Cicero's Orationes, Caesar's Commentaries, Homer and
other Greek authors, as well as Seton's Dialectica
(Bernard entry 110).26 A similar trend appears when the
Bernard catalogue is compared to the books listed in
university statutes. According to the Oxford Nova Statuta
of 1564/65, the specified authors for determination were,
in grammar, Linacre (Bernard entry 142) or Virgil (entry
201) or Horace (entry 188) or Cicero's Etistolae (entries
118-119) or Priscian (entry 144); and the authors on
rhetoric were Cicero's Orationes (entry 116) or
Praecetiones (not in Bernard), or Aristotle's Rhetorica
(entry 92) •27
Despite what has just been said, it has been
suggested that the books catalogued in the Bernard
notebook are more reminiscent of a schoolmaster's
collection than a physician's. 28
 The catalogue 4, for
instance, lists many books which were eminently relevant
to grammar school pupils, e. g . the Greek grammars of
Clenardus (the 'official' school textbook in the latter
half of the 16th century, entry 117) William Camden (the
standard text in 17th-century schools, entry 124) and
Jacobus Ceporinus (entry 125), as well as the well-known
26. Ibid., p.20. On Seton, see T.W. Baldwin (no.67,
vol.2, p.34). Other textbooks primarily intended for
university students included Keckermann's manuals on
ethics (Bernard entry 99), logic (Bernard entries
108-109) and astronomy (Bernard entry 204). On
Keckermann, see K. Charlton (no.84, p.147-148).
27. Oxford statutes to 1634 have been collected and
edited by S. Gibson (no.117).
28. So S.R. Jayne (no.136, p.153).
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Greek lexicon of Scapula (entry l35).29 If it is assumed
that Bernard was both the compiler of the catalogue and
the owner of the library (see Part II) the overall
contents of the notebook imply that he was a clerk, not a
schoolmaster; but it is not impossible that the book
collection was that of a schoolmaster, and that it was in
trust to Bernard, in the same was as the sums of money
recorded in the notebook were in trust to him. All this,
of course, is a matter of conjecture, but what can be
shown from an examination of the catalogue and its
arrangement is that the library clearly reflects the
grammar school education ideals of the time and that the
catalogue is consistent with that compiled by someone
with a grammar school background.
Without attempting the all too ambitious task of
sununarising the complexities of curriculum development in
those days, 30 it may be said that the primary purpose of
grammar schools remained the teaching of the classical
languages, especially Latin. Like their medieval
29. T.W. Baldwin (no.67, vol.2, p.619). John Brinsley,
in A consolation for our grammar schools, published in
1622, has this to say concerning Camden and Clenardus:
'For most easy and speedy attaining to the Greek tongue,
which hath been wont to be so difficult and tedious, God
hath provided these ready helps. For the grammar, Master
Camden's is of all other most easy and profitable, as I
take it, like as for Westminster so for all our schools,
for that it follows the order of our Latin grammar most
directly ... For all other difficulties and wherein it
seems to fail, see Cleonard's Greek grammar, with
Antesignanus ... Hereunto adjoin, if need be to enquire
further, the anomalies, dialects and other difficulties
set down alphabetically in the end of Scapula's
dictionary' (quoted by D. Cressy, no.91, p.85).
30. For education in Tudor England, see K. Charlton
(no.84) and J. Simon (no.203). For grammar schools in
the same period, see also C.R. Thompson (no.220).
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predecessors, first-year university students were
expected to have enough Latin to enable them to follow
lectures in that language, 31 but such pressing demands
were not made of other subjects, which were subservient
to Latin, in varying degrees. For instance, the study of
Greek at grammar school had long been thought desirable
and had gained momentum during the latter half of the
16th century, especially from the time of Queen
Elizabeth. 32 However, even during the first half of the
17th century, when the Bernard catalogue was written, the
teaching of Greek at grammar school remained
propaedeutic, as all subjects did apart from Latin.33
Looking in this light at the catalogue attributed to
Bernard, the emphasis on a sound Latin education is
evident in the arrangement of the books in learned
languages. Greek seems to be given almost equal attention
to Latin, with the 'Greci' and 'Latini' subdivisions
noted above, but this is not actually the case. From the
contents of the Greek subdivisions, it is apparent that
Latin still had pride of place in the compiler's eyes,
because nearly all the identifiable entries concerned are
for Greek-Latin editions. The first major part of the
31. A summary of pre-university training in early
17th-century England has been given by W.T. Costello
(no.90, p.43-45). On the medieval scene, see H.
Rashdall (no.193, vol.3, p.341).
32. K. Charlton (no.84, p.116-118).
33. Ibid., p.44-45. The importance of language, i.e.
Latin, was emphasised time and time again by the
humanists. To the humanist Vives (1492-1540) language
was 'the treasury of culture and the instrument of
society' (quoted by J. Simon, no.203, p.106).
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catalogue, then, gives precedence to Latin and
acknowledges the importance of Greek studies, even though
it pays lip service to Greek rather than treating it on
an equal footing with Latin. Despite these
qualifications, it is noteworthy that the compiler made a
point of highlighting the Greek books in his catalogue
headings, in itself an eloquent testimony to the interest
in Greek authors then prevailing.
As mentioned earlier, other subjects in the grammar
school curriculum were secondary to Latin, which
permeated everything taught. The teaching of Latin, of
course, was not limited to grammar in the present-day
sense of the term, and the old trivium of grammar/
rhetoric/dialectic was as indivisible at grammar school
as it was at university. 34 The difference, however, was
one of degree. The linguistic basis of the trivium was
the province of the grammar school, whereas the emphasis
at university was on rhetoric and dialectic. The first
years of university education, in other words, provided
an extension of what was started at grammar school,
rather than an introduction of subjects not studied
before. 35 This may well explain why the Bernard catalo-
gue, while acknowledging logic (only 7 entries: 107-113)
34. L. Jardine (no.134, p.20).
35. In 1630, John Wallis stressed the preparatory role of
pre-university education, saying that he learned Latin,
Greek, 'somewhat of Hebrew', and adding: 'And I was
taught somewhat of Logick: as a preparation to a further
study of it in the University' (quoted by W.T. Costello,
no.90, p.44).
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and rhetoric (a mere 3 entries: 114-116), pays particular
attention to 'Philologi' (46 entries: 117-162); and in
view of the close association of grammar with what would
now be called belles-lettres, it is hardly surprising to
find that the 'Philologi' section includes not only
grammars and lexicons, but also items such as Cicero's
Eistolae (entries 118-119).
In the grammar school curriculum, then, the emphasis
was on the trivium, particularly Latin grammar, and, in
comparison, the quadrivium was only touched upon.36
Again, this is reflected in the catalogue under
consideration. Of the quadrivium, there are but three
entries, under the heading 'Mathematici'. All other
sections deal with either theology or subjects of prime
importance to humanist grammar school educators, viz.
history, philosophy, logic, oratory, philology and
poetry. As will be shown in Chapter 9 below, no
particular significance is to be attached to the order of
these subjects in the context of humanist education
ideals.
Instead of emphasising a specific order of subjects,
the curricula of the time prescribed the reading of
choice authors. As far as humanist educators were
concerned, the syllabus did not consist as much of
disciplines, such as history, philosophy, poetry and
other arts, all in Latin, as of the authors in those
36. Even at Cambridge, mathematics made little impact in
the earlier 17th-century undergraduate curriculum
(ibid., p.102-104).
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fields. 37 This emphasis on authors rather than subjects
is quite in keeping with the section headings used in the
catalogue under study. Actually, several of these
headings could be read as applying either to subjects or,
on the contrary, to a class of writers, e. g . 'Comment.'
could be short for either 'Coinmentaria' (or another form
of the same word, such as 'Cominentarii'), or
'Commentatores'. Some unabbreviated headings, however,
unambiguously refer to authors, viz. 'Patres', 'Poetae',
and 'Theologi' (although there is also 'Theologici').
This is also apparent in the later catalogue of the
Bernard library, included in the same manuscript
notebook, which gives the headings 'Comnientatores' and
'Philosophi' in full, in addition to 'Patres' and
'Poetae'. This has been taken into account in the
transcription given in the appendix, and it does seem to
suggest a preoccupation with authors quite in keeping
with the concerns of grammar school educationalists.
The presence or absence of certain books, of course,
is not proof of any grammar school association with the
Bernard catalogue, but the overall contents of the
catalogue do seem to point that way. The catalogue's
37. The statutes drafted by John Colet (1467?-1519) for
St Paul's in 1518 were echoed for many years in the
writings of humanist educators: 'As touching in this
school what shall be taught of the masters and learned of
the scholars, it passeth my wit to devise and determine
in particular, but in general to speak and sum what to
say my mind I would they were taught always in good
literature both Latin and Greek, and good authors such as
have the very Roman eloquence joined with wisdom,
specially Christian authors that wrote their wisdom with
clean and chaste Latin, either in verse or prose ...'
(quoted by D. Cressy, no.91, p.50).
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subject arrangement too is consistent with a grammar
school background. In the absence of further evidence,
it is unfortunately not possible to reach a more definite
conclusion, and the Bernard catalogue is interesting in
that it illustrates the difficulties attending an
interpretation of the arrangement of a catalogue. With
its classes 'Philologi', 'Logici latini', 'Oratores
greci' and 'Oratores latini', the Bernard catalogue seems
in keeping with the programme of studies of the
university curriculum of the time: the BA course at
Cambridge was concerned almost exclusively with the
trivium of Grammar, Dialectic and Rhetoric, Similarly,
the compiler's insistence on a distinction between Greek
books and books in Latin would suggest, at first, a
university environment. However, when considered
together with the contents of the catalogue, this
arrangement may be looked at in a different light.
Conclusion
Patterns of change are not always obvious, particularly
to the modern mind. This is the case with changes in
classification practices involving arrangement by
language. In today's classification schemes, arrangement
by language tends to be regarded as an extension of form
instead of having real subject significance, except in
the areas of language and literature. In the
classifications adopted in 16th and 17th-century English
libraries, however, it often had special significance in
that it was truly a reflection of the times.
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It is true that the role of printing, as opposed to
the manuscript tradition, had much to do with the
emergence of language as a criterion for the arrangement
of many library catalogues. There is more to it than
that, however, because the output of the printing presses
was dictated by the intellectual currents of the time. By
reflecting the prevalence of certain types of books, the
arrangement of library catalogues reflected these same
intellectual currents.
This is not to say, of course, that language was
never used for more pragmatic and expedient reasons than
those suggested above. It is probably fair to assume
that a judgment value was being cast by drawing attention
to the English items in the list of the books left to
the Bodleian Library by Robert Burton (mentioned above).
In another list, that compiled in 1590 by the physician
Edward Barlow (see Part II), it is no coincidence that
most of the books in the first section (untitled) were
mainly in Latin: this first section, as seen in Chapter 6
above, consisted mainly of Barlow's medical books, and
these constituted the most valuable part of his
collection. Barlow was primarily interested in working
out the value of his books, 'as they are rially worthe',
and the less valuable portion of his collection happened
to coincide with the vast majority of his English books,
which he arranged in two sections, one for Divinity, the
other for History (actually a miscellaneous group).
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Chapter 8
The conceptual basis of book classifications:
methodological difficulties
Introduction
The relevance of philosophic and pedagogic classifica-
tions to the history of ideas seems to be a matter of
course. It would indeed be difficult to study one
without reference to the other. On the other hand, the
relevance of the classification of books to the history
of ideas is not always immediately evident. In actual
fact the study of book classification in relation to the
history of ideas is fraught with difficulties, and cannot
be properly undertaken without reference to these
difficulties.
There are basically two main issues at stake in this
connection: the vexed question of the similarities and
differences between the classification of knowledge and
the classification of books; and the equally complex
matter of the influence of intellectual currents on book
classification. It is not the purpose of the present
chapter to give a definitive answer to these matters; the
wisdom of seeking an absolute answer is indeed
questionable. What will be attempted here, however, is
an outline of the difficulties which attend a study of
the relevance of intellectual currents to the
classification of books.
1, Problems specific to the classification of books
A philosophic classification may be studied on the
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assumption that, by definition, it represents an
individual's interpretation of the universe of knowledge.
No such assumption, however, may safely be made
concerning book classifications, which are not concerned
with knowledge er se but with knowledge as recorded in
documents. This is a fundamental difference of approach:
a philosophic classification, in the period under
consideration, was initiated by a desire to organise
knowledge, but the prime intention of the compiler of a
library catalogue was to record a collection of books;
any thought about the arrangement of the catalogue came
second. The basic difference between the two types of
classification is further accentuated by physical
considerations such as the number of books on a given
subject, the size of the books, the status of manuscript
y printed books or of bound y unbound books. Whereas
such physical considerations play no part in a
classification of knowledge, their influence on the
arrangement of library catalogues of the period is
undeniable. Catalogues, for instance, often started with
large books, or with a subject which was particularly
well represented in the collections concerned, and books
dealing with more than one subject were no less frequent
then as they are now.
In spite of their differences, bibliographic and
non-bibliographic classifications share similar
structural characteristics, dealing as they do with the
various departments of learning. Traditionally both
present a hierarchical breakdown of the universe of
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knowledge into its constituent parts, and the compilers
of both types of classification share the difficulties
inherent in such a task.'
However, because of its very nature and the special
purpose for which it was compiled, a library catalogue or
a bibliography cannot be expected to give an
interpretation of the world of knowledge as comprehensive
as a philosophic classification would. Classed
bibliographies of the period under consideration are
sometimes finely subdivided by subject (an example is
Conrad Gesner's Pandectae and Partitiones, 1548-1549),
but the library classifications of the time, in contrast,
give the appearance of extreme simplicity. From a modern
point of view, the difficulty lies in establishing what
this simplicity means: was it merely the expression of a
simplistic view of knowledge, or did it have real
validity at the time, as an expression of the world of
knowledge contained in books?
For the same reasons, a lucid view of the universe
of knowledge may be expected of a philosophic
classification, but it would be unrealistic to expect
this of 16th and 17th-century library schemes. In many
cases, the rationale behind such schemes is far from
being self-explanatory, and leaves an impression of
confusion. This impression is accentuated by the
prevalence of miscellaneous and all-embracing classes in
library catalogues of the period. A 'Miscellanea' or
1. E. de Grolier has pleaded passionately against the
view that the two types of classification are completely
separate (bibliography, no.121, p.6-12).
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'Diverse sortes' class suggests that the subject
arrangement of certain books was considered a liability,
and a class labelled 'Libri critici poetici &c. ('etc.'
was a common appendage to headings) seems to imply that
little thought went into the classification of books. It
is not an easy task to identify those schemes for which
this impression is justified, and those for which it is
not.
Book-lists of the period are frequently studied for
what they can reveal about their owners' intellectual
interests. The lists of books owned by 16th and early
17th-century Cambridge and Oxford men have attracted much
attention because these lists survive in large numbers,
and their study has sparked off a great deal of
controversy about the extent of the influence of humanist
reformers and of the persistence of medieval scholastic
tradition at Oxford and Cambridge. 2
 Extending this type of
2. The view that Oxford was conservative and scholastic,
whereas Cambridge was reforming and humanist (Cf. S.R.
Jayne, no.136, p.51,53) has been repeatedly challenged
(for the view that Aristotelianism continued from the late
14th century to around 1650, albeit not in the same form
as in the Middle Ages, see C.B. Schmitt, no.197). Besides
gathering evidence for the emergence of an English strand
of humanism in the early 1500s, J.K. McConica has shown
that extant book-lists from the 1520s onward reveal
significant humanist activities at both Oxford and
Cambridge (no.159, p.44-75, 88-92). These findings are
supported by M.H. Curtis' survey of Oxford and Cambridge
book catalogues in Tudor times (no.92). On the basis of a
survey of 150 inventories of the books of Cambridge men,
1535 to 1590, L. Jardine has argued that the Arts course
at Cambridge at the time was influenced by humanist
reformers and departed from medieval scholastic tradition
(no.134). On humanist libraries in early Tudor Cambridge,
see also M.H. Smith (no.207). For the Oxford scene, M.H.
Curtis has investigated 87 inventories of Oxford students
for the period 1558 to 1642, concluding that in Tudor
times Oxford was no more conservative and scholastic than
Cambridge (no.93, p.135-137,285-286).
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investigation from the contents of a library to the
arrangement of an inventory is likely to be just as
controversial. Identifying the currents of thought which
the arrangement of an inventory appears to reflect is no
small task. In particular, currents of thought can be
difficult to situate in time. They may have been
borrowed from the past and used unadulterated; or they
may have been adapted and changed; or again they may have
been new currents of thought. Deciding which of these
possibilities applies to any given situation can be
problematic.3
As individuals gave their own personal
interpretation of how knowledge could be advanced, a huge
variety of classification practices came to be developed,
and on the whole the classification scene emerges as a
highly individual one. A title frequently appears in
more than one catalogue, but not always in the same
subject category. A student without any knowledge of
the period might be forgiven for being confused by the
following examples: Christianus Adrichomius' Theatruin
terrae sanctae is found under Divinity in one catalogue
(Coke entry 13) and under Historici in another (Paget
entry 505); William Barret's Jus recds. sive de absoluto
et indeendenti saeculariuin lDrincthium dominio, is under
3. The period was a melting pot of changing attitudes
concerning the various departments of knowledge. From
the 16th century onward, for instance, changing
conceptions of truth emerged as natural philosophers and
natural scientists began to einphasise observation and
experiment. The result was new intellectual contacts
between natural science and all other fields dealing with
experience and matters of fact (B.J. Shapiro, no.202).
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Theology (Knyvett entry 194) and History (Coke entry
612); Aesop's fables under Philosophy ( Knyvett entry
1228), Poetry (Coke entry 841) and Philology (Bernard
entry 157); Claudius Aelianius Praenestinus is usually
under History (Rant entries 167,202) but occasionally
under Philosophy (Knyvett entry 970); Henricus Cornelius
Agrippa's De occulta thiloso phia (Medicine, Knyvett entry
331; 'Astronoinorum et arithineticorum novorum', Stafford
entry V, 13); Alexander ab Alexandro's Dies eniales
(History, Somner entry 132; 'Oratores et libri
humaniores', Bedford entry 181); Leon Battista Alberti on
architecture ('Agriculture and architecture', Coke entry
1028; Mathematics, Paget entry 1141); Angelus Carletus'
Sumina Ane1ica is usually under Theology (Knyvett entry
35; Paget entry 115; Lumley entry 79; Higgin, classis 22,
entry 9) but also under Law (Somner entry 54);
Aristophanes' comedies (Poetry, Bernard entry 174;
Grammar, Bacon entry 5); Aratus of Soli (Poetry, Paget
entry 1346; Mathematics, Knyvett entries 810,858);
Francis Bacon's Wisdom of the ancients (Philosophy, Paget
entry 991; Philology, Bernard entry 161; History, Le
Squyer entry 171; 'Morality', Le Squyer again, entry 465;
Poetry, Coke entry 868; and 'Tracts and discourses -
Diversi argumenti', Coke again, entry 1091); Boethius'
consolatione tthilosophiae (Philosophy, Knyvett entries
1083,1209; Poetry, Paget entry 1386); Thomas Bozius'
ruinis aentium (Philosophy, Knyvett entry 1130; Theology,
Paget entry 255); Johann Theodor de Bry's America and
India orientalis are under History (Bedford entries 1 and
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31 respectively) and Mathematics (Knyvett entries 806 and
805 respectively).
Because of the diversity in classification
practices, it is sometimes difficult to discern any
pattern at all in the organisation of a large number of
book catalogues and bibliographies. The classification
used in such documents might therefore be dismissed by
some as smacking of confusion or carelessness on the
compilers' part. This, however, should not be hastily
concluded of all compilers: as discussed in Chapters 2-4
above, some did exhibit a measure of concern for the
organisation of catalogues.
There is a difference, of course, between showing
concern for the choice of an appropriate classification,
and devising a special scheme ideally suited to the
particular circumstances of a collection. There is
little point, however, in speculating about whether
compilers methodically constructed the schemes they
followed or, on the contrary, passively reflected the
vision of the world which was prevalent at the time. In
either case the question to be faced is whether library
classification may be considered to be an implicit
statement on the various departments of knowledge as
represented in books.
2. A lack of consensus
Library historians who have taken position on the
relationship between the classification of books and its
intellectual background are not always in agreement with
one another.
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It has been argued quite categorically that library
classification was without philosophical foundation
before the 19th century. 4 Only since that time, in that
view, can library classification be said to have been
conditioned by the intellectual environment of its time.
Others, however, have maintained that the influence of
scientific and philosophical thought on library
classification can be traced in any age, whether it was
deliberate or not. 5 Yet others have acknowledged a
certain influence of the classification of knowledge on
library classification, but have pointed out that library
classification has been historically conditioned far more
by social, cultural and ideological conditions.6
Turning specifically to the Renaissance period, some
historians have concentrated their attention on the
libraries of various institutions, and they have observed
that 16th-century librarians did not feel the need to
addpt their classification schemes to the 'new knowledge'
because their libraries were still restricted to a very
limited field of knowledge. According to them it was only
in 17th-century libraries that a system of main and
sub-classes came about, to keep up with the increase in
4. It is on that basis that early schemes of library
classification were dismissed altogether from J.H.
Shera's discussion of the relationship between
philosophic classification and library classification
in the context of their intellectual environment
(no.57).
5. This optimistic approach was adopted by D.J. Foskett
(no.41).
6. E. de Grolier (no.44, p.58).
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knowledge. 7 In contrast, the review of literature in
Chapter 1 above has already mentioned some studies
pointing to the intellectual climate of the period as an
influence on the classification of books (amurin, Jayne,
Milde). Other studies have reported a link between
library classification and currents of thought, pointing
to the application of humanist characteristics in the
arrangement adopted by 15th-century Italian bibliophiles.8
It is not always clear what the authors mentioned
above mean when they write about the intellectual
background of library classification. Some may have had
in mind the application of a particular philosophic
system of knowledge to the classification of books, while
others may have been referring to more general currents
of thought. In this and the next two chapters, the
liberal arts have been chosen to illustrate the relevance
of a specific system of knowledge to the classification
of books.
3. Trends in book classifications
It is well known that the liberal arts, arranged rigidly
as subdivisions of the trivium and quadrivium, were among
the most salient and enduring characteristics of the
medieval conception of knowledge, both er se and as
contained in books. 9
 This apparently innocuous statement
7. These are the views of T. Besterman (no.73, p.16-17).
See also A. Hessel (no.128, p.55-57).
8. A. Derolez (no.98, p.33-35).
9. There is a voluminous literature on the liberal arts
in the Middle Ages. For a recent survey of the subject
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could be seen as reinforcing the view that there was a
point in time when the Middle Ages ceased en bloc and
the Renaissance ushered in a new period of enlightenment.
Those willing to go down that road might think it
appropriate to speak of bibliographic classifications
retaining the liberal arts unadulterated as having a
distinct medieval flavour; and, conversely, they might
argue that a scheme which made no attempt to preserve the
identity of the liberal arts may be said to be
post-medieval in character. Little is usually to be
gained through generalisations, however, and the validity
of sweeping statements such as these must be thoroughly
tested if a satisfactory position is to be arrived at.
In view of the pervasiveness of the trivium and
quadrivium throughout the Middle Ages, it comes as no
surprise to find that many early bibliographic
classifications which list the liberal arts by name tend
to keep them together under the trivium and the
quadrivium. Many libraries, of course, did not have
holdings in all the liberal arts, and their arrangement
did not therefore adhere to the trivium and quadriviuin,
but a few examples of those that did are given below.
The quadriviuni and the trivium rigidly follow one
another in library catalogues such as that of Peterhouse
(Continued from previous page)
in connection with the basic curriculum of medieval
education and other facets of medieval culture, see D.L.
Wagner (no.227). For a general survey of medieval
classifications of knowledge, see J.A. Weisheipl
(no.231).
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College, Cambridge (1418) :_O
[Quadrivium]
Astronomy
Alchemy
Arithmetic
Music
Geometry
(Trivium]
Rhetoric
Logic
Grammar
Later in the same century, the arrangement of the library
of the Abbey of St Mary in the Meadows (Maria de Pratis),
Leicester, includes:
(Trivium]
Grammar
Poetry
'De sophistria'
Logic
'Philosophia'
[Quadrivium]
Arithmetic
Music
Geometry
Astronomy
Some compilers even made it abundantly clear that they
followed an age-long tradition: after opening his library
catalogue (l4l2) with the sections Grammar, Poetry,
Logic and Rhetoric, the German physician Amplonius von
Ratingk, or Ratinger, of Rheinberg (died 1435), fully
endorsed rhetoric as the 'third subject of the trivium'.12
Other examples include the library catalogues of Le Puy
Cathedral (11th century), with Grammar, then Dialectic,
then Rhetoric. 13 Early printers' catalogues followed
10. A partial transcription may be found in D.M. Norris
(no.49, p.87-90).
11. Partial transcription in T. Gottlieb (no.120,
catalogue no.482.)
12. Quoted by P. Kibre (no.144, p.378). Partial
transcription in T. Gottlieb (no.120, catalogue no.6.)
13. T. Gottlieb (no.120, catalogue no.379).
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suit, such as the 1498 list of 'Libri graeci impressi'
issued by the elder Aldus, which begins with the classes
Grammar, Poetry and Logic.14
Long after the 15th century had come to an end, the
traditional arrangement of the liberal arts was still
observed in a number of classification schemes. John
Caius' 1574 list of the books which in his time were in
Cambridge University Library (see p.69 above) was neatly
arranged according to the Trivium and Quadrivium. As late
as 1616, Paulus Bolduanus' intricately classified
bibliography, entitled Bibliotheca thilosorhica, included
an 'Artes liberales' section in which Grammar is followed
by Dialectic and then by Rhetoric, whereas the quadrivium
is represented successively by Music, Arithmetic, Geometry
and Astronoiny) 5 Conrad Gesner's classified bibliography
of 1548-1549 includes a contents table16 beginning with:-
Artes et scientiae
Sermocinales
Graminatica
Dialectica
Rhetorica
Poetica
Mathematicae
Arithmetica
Geometria
Nus ica
Astronomia
Astrologia
Philibert Mareschal's Le guide des arts et sciences
14. Partial transcription in E. Edwards (no.103, vol.2,
p.761).
15. Description in A. Taylor (no.214, p.71-77).
16. Gesner, Partitiones theolociicae (no.28, verso of
title page). The complete synopsis has been reproduced(with a few adaptations) by E. Edwards (no.103, vol.2,
p.763).
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(1598) includes a section 'Ars (j] libéraux' consisting
of:-17
(Trivium]
Grammar
Rhetoric
'Langues'
Dialectic
(Quadrivium]
Arithmetic
Music
Geometry 'et de tous poids et mesures'
Cosmographie, Geographie, Topographie'
Astrology
Similarly the anonymous Bibliotheca exotica (1610), a
classified list of books in languages other that Latin and
German, included the categories Dialectic, Rhetoric and
Oratory, and Grammar, all as a group. 18 One of the main
classes of the Dutch clergyman and scholar Joannes
Lomeier's De bibliothecis ].iber sincmlaris (1669) was
devoted to Oratory, Poetry and Grammar)9
To complicate the scene further, it would not be
accurate to think that the trivium was conceived by
medieval cataloguers and bibliographers as an indivisible
triad, for not all medieval catalogues preserved the
homogeneity of the trivium. Thus the 1391 catalogue of
Durham Cathedral inserts Medicine between the two
categories 'Libri philosophici et logici' and 'Libri
grammatici' (a later catalogue, dated 1416, follows the
same arrangement) : _20
17. A. Taylor (no.214, p.69-71).
18. Ibid., p.99-101.
19. H.G. Schulte-Albert (no.198, p.145-146).
20. T. Gottlieb (no.120, catalogue no.461 and 466). D.M.
Norris (no.49, p.57-63, 78-87).
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Poetry and Rhetoric
Philosophy and Logic
Medicine
Grammar
Grammar, Rhetoric and Dialectic follow one another in the
traditional manner in the library catalogue of the
Benedictine foundation of Christchurch Priory, Canterbury
(dated 1313 to 1331); but the much earlier catalogue of
the same institution, dated 1170, separates the two
sections Grammar and Rhetoric from the section on Logic,
dialectic and law by no fewer than five classes.2'
Conclusion
The nature of the Renaissance has been interpreted in
different ways down the ages, and the view that the
Middle Ages suddenly ceased at some definite point in
time and were replaced by a period of enlightenment was
recalled earlier in this chapter. By now it would seem
that the examples presented above beg for a radical
revision of that view, and it could be hastily concluded
that no historical development or change can possibly be
discerned in the arrangement of these documents.
Continuity appears to be confirmed by the persistence of
the terminology used by compilers to label the categories
in their catalogues. Terms such as 'Rhetorica',
'Grammatica' and 'Poetica' appear with predictable
regularity in countless book catalogues, seemingly
regardless of time or place. The clear patterns of the
old medieval trivium and quadrivium, easily recognisable
21. D.M. Norris (no.49, p.36-43).
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in numerous medieval catalogues, can also be seen in
later catalogues. On the other hand, quite a few
medieval catalogues do not seem to comply with such
patterns at all.
When delving more deeply into the matter, however,
some library catalogues may be seen as reflecting major
currents of thought, even though this may not always be
immediately apparent. To appreciate this, it is
necessary to look at the concepts behind the terms used
in catalogues. When the concepts, and not simply the
words, are examined in detail, the structure of a library
catalogue can sometimes be seen to stand as an
indisputable witness to the enduring influence of a
specific philosophical tradition.
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Chapter 9
The trivium in book classifications
Introduction
The preceding chapter has drawn attention to the ways in
which the liberal arts were represented in some
classifications at different times. As far as those
classifications are concerned, the story seems to be one
of continuity over a period of many centuries, down to
and including the 16th and 17th centuries.
Genuine changes of emphasis occurred, however,
whenever traditional thinking was challenged by other
currents of thought, as interests in fields of study
changed due to a widening of views on the universe of
knowledge. Under the influence of Renaissance humanism,
this was reflected with remarkable regularity in a number
of classifications, where the branches of the trivium are
still present but the trivium itself is not preserved any
longer as an entity. In the examples which follow, the
branches of the trivium have been printed in capital
letters for clarity.
1. A change of emphasis
The library catalogue of the Italian Gaspar Zacchius
(died 1474), dated 10 February 1408,1 inserts History
between Grammar and Oratory, and begins:-
1. Transcription of classes in T. Gottlieb (biblio-
graphy, no.120, catalogue no.696).
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Opera Chrysostomi greca
GRANMATI CI
Poete
Greca voluinina storicorum
Greca volumina ORATORTJN
The 1456 inventory of the private library of the humanist
and patron of the arts Piero Cosiino de' Medici begins
almost exactly as Zacchius' (Piero de' Medici's 1464/65
inventory follows the same arrangement):-2
Libri sacri (i.e. Bibles,
patristic texts]
GRAN(M]ATICI
Poeti
Storia
Arte (i.e. RHETORIC)
Filosof Ia
liturgical manuscripts,
In much the same vein, Robert Constantin's Nonienclator
(1555) - a classified bibliography of 'insignium
scriptorum', or best books - mentions all three branches
of the trivium, but makes no attempt to keep Rhetoric and
Grammar together.3
GRANMATI CA
Linguae
Commentari I
Historia
Poetae
RHETORICA
DIALETICA
It begins thus:-
A similar arrangement may be found in a 1546 sales
catalogue of the printer Robert Estienne, 4 where
divisions 5 to 11 are:-
2. Full transcriptions in F. Ames-Lewis (no.62-63).
3. R. Constantin (no.26). I have followed Constantin's
arrangement for the entries in the main body of his
bibliography, rather than the slightly ambiguous
tabulation he gives on pages 2-3 of his introduction. A
description of Constantin's work may be found in A.
Taylor (no.214, p.54-8).
4. Partial transcription in E. Edwards (no.103, vol.2,
p.762).
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GRANMATICA
Poetica
Historica
RHETORICA
Oratoria
DIALECTICA
Philosophica
2. An emerging
 pattern
Turning to the catalogues on which this study is based
(see Part II for details) the list of books left in 1628
to Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, by Lucy Russell,
Countess of Bedford, and her mother, Anne Harington,
forms an interesting contrast to that of Sir Nicholas
Bacon's books, donated to Cambridge University Library in
1574. Whereas Bacon's list scrupulously adheres to the
old trivium, as mentioned in Chapter 3 above, the trivium
in the Bedford list is considerably diluted. Grammar,
Oratory and Dialectic are indeed found in the Bedford
list, but the integrity of the trivium cannot be said to
be preserved in that list. The relevant sections of the
list are as follows:-
'Libri graminatici et critici'
Poetry
'Oratores et libri huinaniores'
Philosophy
Dialectic
Apart from the donations list of the books of Sir
Nicholas Bacon, there are few examples of the trivium in
the catalogues gathered together for this study. The
l634 catalogue of the books of Lord Coke includes the
following group of four sections:-
[Philosophy]
Rhetoric
Grammar, Logic 'and schoole books'
'Italian books of philologie and grammar'
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In his arrangement of Greek and Latin books, the
compiler of the çl64O Bernard catalogue listed authors
on Logic (only seven items), Oratory (only 3 items) and
Philology (46 items), successively and in that order.
The 'Philologi' section in that catalogue consists
chiefly of the important grammars and treatises of the
day on the Greek and Latin idioms, such as Clenardus'
Institutiones 1inuae graecae (entry 117); Camden's
Institutio ciraecae crammatices coinendiaria (entry 124);
Ceporinus' Conmendium rammaticae graecae (entry 125);
Valla's Eleqantiae linctuae latinae (entry 126);
Scaliger's De causis linquae latinae (entry 143);
Calepinus' Dictionarium (entry 160). Little is known of
the background of the Bernard catalogue, but the owner's
interest in philology is plain to see. It is in evidence
not merely in the contents of the collection, but also in
the basic arrangement of the catalogue, which highlights
Greek and Latin authors by separating them quite
deliberately from writers in the vernacular. In this
light, the substitution of the term 'Grammar' for
'Philology' cannot be regarded as merely accidental, but
is fully consistent with the Renaissance humanist
concerns discussed in Chapter 7. Despite appearances,
therefore, there is little 'medieval' about the
arrangement Logic/Oratory/ Philology used in the Bernard
catalogue.
The breaking up of the trivium is truly in evidence
in the catalogue compiled in 1617 for William, 4th Baron
Paget. Grammar and Rhetoric are next to each other in
the Paget catalogue, but Logic is most definitely not.
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The relevant sections are as follows:-
Vocabularies and Grammars
Rhetoric
'Variaruin reruiu ... scriptores' (i.e. miscellaneous]
Poetry
Military arts
Logic
A similar example is the 1605 list of the books of Sir
Henry Tresham (died 1559). This basic shelf-list of
about 2,300 manuscripts and printed books is arranged in
several subject classes, but unfortunately the order
originally intended is lost because the list survives as
a series of leaves pasted in no particular order into a
large volume, and the classes are now scattered. At the
end of the volume, however, there is a synopsis of
classes, which, as far as the disciplines of the trivium
are concerned, reads:-
Philosophici
Dialectici
Ethici
Phisici
Metaphisici
Rethorici (j]
Gram[m] atici
The concept of the trivium does not seem to have
preoccupied the physician William Rant either. He may
not have been at the forefront of Renaissance humanism,
judging from the mere score or so of 'dictionaries and
grammers' which he owned, but he listed a very
respectable number of books under the heading 'History
and poets' in his inventory of 1595. Not surprisingly
over a third of his books were concerned with his
profession, although he opened his list in a most
traditional manner, with Theology ('Phisik books and
surgery' coming in second place). Rhetoric is not
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represented in his inventory which, as far as the other
disciplines usually associated with the trivium are
concerned, includes : -
Dictionaries and Grammars
History and Poetry
Philosophy (natural and moral)
'Logik and books of epistles'
The 1556 catalogue of the library of Sir Thomas Smith
includes books on rhetoric, dialectic and grammar, but
these are by no means listed next to each other. Whereas
'Grammatica et poetica' is a section in its own right,
such items as George of Trebizond's Rhetorica and
Rodolphus Agricola's Dialectica are listed in the
'Philosophica' section. The last six sections of Smith's
catalogue are:-
Philosophica
Mathematica
Medica et chirurgica
Grammatica et poetica
Graeci libri historici et philosophici
De architectura
3. The humanist trend
As shown in the preceding chapter, the traditional
disciplines of Grammar, Poetry, Rhetoric and Dialectic
were found in medieval and post-medieval classification
schemes alike. In the medieval conception of the liberal
arts, the trivium was composed of Grammar (often together
with its companion Poetry); Rhetoric; and Dialectic or
Logic. Despite unavoidable exceptions and variations,
this triad, together with the quadrivium, was firmly
implanted in the medieval mind as representing the
disciplines preparatory to the higher studies of
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Theology, Metaphysics and Ethics.
It would be futile to attempt to summarise in a few
lines the contribution of Renaissance humanism to the
history of ideas. 5
 For the purpose of this essay, it
will be sufficient to point to one clear example of what
was happening to the trivium in 16th-century England:
Roger Ascham (1515-1568).
Roger Ascham left no catalogue of his library, but
his classification of reading matter may be found in the
second part of his Scholeinaster (published posthumously
in 1570), one of the most popular treatises on the
education of children in Renaissance England. 6 Ascham's
scheme shares some of the characteristics of both
philosophic and bibliographic classifications,
although, strictly speaking, it is directly concerned
with neither.
Aschain's classification was concerned with the
different kinds of discourse ('diversa genera dicendi')
and was given as follows:-7
( Poeticum
Historicum
in Genus	 (
I Philosophicum
Oratorium
For a full historical appraisal of his system, it is
essential to consider what Ascham tried to achieve through
5. P.O. Kristeller's works remain classics on the
subject, particularly as far as the Italian Renaissance
is concerned (no.147-149 represent only a fraction of his
output).
6. Ascham (no.20). On Ascham, see L.V. Ryan (no.196).
7. Ascham (no.20, Book II, p.138).
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his classification, and what led him to the structure of
his scheme. Key factors in these respects include the
nature of the entities Ascham was classifying, as well as
his educational objectives. These can be ascertained
through a careful consideration of his book as a whole, in
which he made his intentions quite clear.
The genesis of the Scholemaster was recounted in
detail by Ascham himself in the first part of his book.
One afternoon in December 1563, Sir Richard Sackville
(died 1566) asked Ascham to recommend a schoolmaster for
his grandson Robert Sackville (1561-1609), 2nd Earl of
Dorset. During the ensuing discussion between the two
men, Sir Richard was so impressed by Ascham's expertise
in matters of education that he asked him, as Ascham
recalled from meniory, 8
 to:-
put in some order of writing the chief points of this
our talk concerning the right order of teaching and
honesty of living for the good bringing-up of
children and young men. And surely, beside
contenting me, you shall both please and profit very
many others.
Thus was born the idea of the Scholemaster, which Ascham
wrote primarily for the ultimate benefit of school-age
children. As he explained in his 'Preface to the
Reader', his book was meant to assist children both with
their schooling and with their growth to maturity:-9
Because no schoolmaster hath charge of any child
before he enter into his school, therefore, I
leaving all former care of their good bringing-up to
wise and good parents as a matter not belonging to
the schoolmaster, I do appoint this my schoolmaster
then and there to begin where his office and charge
8. Ibid., 'A Preface to the Reader', p.8.
9. Ibid., p.12.
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beginneth. Which charge i.asteth not long, but until
the scholar be made able to go to the university
Yet if my schoolmaster ... shall teach him somewhat
for his furtherance and better judgment in learning
that may serve him seven years after in the
university, he doth his scholar no more wrong, nor
deserveth no worse name thereby, than he doth in
London who, selling silk or cloth unto his friend,
doth give him better measure than either his promise
or bargain was.
To achieve this, the 'curriculum' set out in Ascham's
Scholemaster was designed to fulfil a double objective -
the teaching of Latin as a necessary preliminary to
university studies and serious learning and, at least
equally important, moral upbringing and character
building. This dual aim, which followed the ideals of
Renaissance humanist educators, was clearly stated in the
title and subtitle of the book, which read:
The Schoolmaster; or, Plain and perfect way of
teaching children, to understand, write, and speak
the Latin tongue, but specially purposed for the
private bringing-up of youth in gentlemen's and
noblemen's houses
Accordingly Ascham divided his Scholeinaster into two
'Books' or parts, their running titles being,
respectively, 'The Bringing-up of Youth' and 'The Ready
Way to the Latin Tongue'. Book I was concerned
exclusively with fundamental principles of education,
moral training and the formation of character, but Book
II (on 'the Latin tongue') did not deal only with the
technical acquisition of Latin. In Book II Aschain
rejected various methods of teaching Latin and
recommended the use of two - translatio linuaruni or the
technique of double translation (for the beginner) and
the doctrine of imitatlo or the perfecting of one's style
after the models of the finest authors (for the more
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mature student). It was amidst his long discussion of
imitatio that Ascham presented his classification, and he
made it quite clear that to him eloquence - the object of
iinitatio - was inseparable from good up-bringing:-10
Ye know not what hurt ye do to learning that care not
for words but for matter and so make a divorce
betwixt the tongue and the heart. For mark all ages,
look upon the whole course of both the Greek and
Latin tongue, and ye shall surely find that when apt
and good words began to be neglected and properties
of those two tongues to be confounded, then also
began ill deeds to spring, strange manners to oppress
good orders, new and fond opinions to strive with old
and true doctrine, first in philosophy and after in
religion, right judgment of all things to be
perverted, and so virtue with learning is contemned
and study left of f. Of ill thoughts cometh perverse
judgment; of ill deeds springeth lewd talk. Which
four misorders, as they mar man's life, so destroy
they good learning withal.
Ascham therefore concluded:-11
This foresaid order and doctrine of imitation would
bring forth more learning and breed up truer judgment
than any other exercise that can be used.
In his classification, then, Ascham was not concerned
with the organisation of knowledge, but rather with the
means of selecting the choicest books and authors. His
selection criterion, he explained, was also that of his
friend and teacher Sir John Cheke (15l4_1557):_12
The true difference of authors is best known p
diversa genera dicendi (through the different kinds
of discourse] that every one used. And therefore
here I will divide genus dicendi, not into these
three - tenue, mediocre, et grande - but as the
matter of every author requireth
These 'different kinds of discourse', or 'the matter of
10. Ibid., Book II, p.115.
11. Ibid., p.118.
12. Ibid,, p.138.
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every author', referred only indirectly to subject
matter. What Ascham was really concerned with in his
classification was style, as he reiterated:-13
These (four categories] differ one from another in
choice of words, in framing of sentences, in handling
of arguments, and use of right form, figure, and
number, proper and fit for every matter, and every
one of these is diverse also in itself ... And thus
the true difference of styles in every author and
every kind of learning may easily be known by this
division.
In this context the order of Ascham's four 'classes' was
irrelevant, just as the old medieval trivium had become
irrelevant to his purpose. In Ascham's system, Grammar,
Poetry and Oratory did not have to be tied together as
they had been in traditional medieval schemes, but could
be separated by other disciplines, because the texts
representative of these disciplines were to be studied
for a unique purpose. Instead of being an ordering of
knowledge, Ascham's classification was given to
illustrate, in a convenient and clear-cut way, the scope
of the reading matter most conducive to good upbringing.
In summary, Aschaiu may be seen to have set for
himself the goal of educating children along very
specific guidelines. His choice of iinitatio as the best
method the more advanced pupils could follow to bring
their Latin to perfection led him to discuss 'what author
doth meddle only with some one piece and member of
eloquence, and who doth perfectly make up the whole
13. Ibid., p.138, 141. This does not imply that the
humanists attached more importance to style than to other
educational aims. Literature, they maintained, was to be
studied for its contents as well as its style (3. Simon,
no.203, p.107-108).
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body'. 14
 The answer he proposed was in the form of a
classification of books into Poetry, History, Philosophy
and Oratory - ancient, traditional concepts, to be sure,
but concepts presented here in a form fundamentally
different from that found in medieval classifications.
Ascham's goals were not his prerogative, but were
shared by a wide circle of humanist educators, and it is
in this broader context that the roots of his
classification are to be sought. Under the influence of
humanist ideals such as Ascham held, such rigid
categories as the trivium and guadrivium gave place
to entirely different views on those same topics.
Grammar, Poetry and Rhetoric were still very much at the
forefront of humanist preoccupations, but not any longer
as part of a long venerated triad. Instead, these
topics, together with others such as History, were being
examined in a new light, that is, for the contributions
they could make to classical studies. They were regarded
as focal points for humanist interests, and as keys in
the pursuit of humanist educational goals. In this view,
an entity such as the trivium had now become irrelevant.
In abandoning the concept of the trivium for a core
of subjects of chief importance to them - in particular
Grammar, Rhetoric, Poetry and History - the humanists were
not replacing one classification with another. They were
not interested in ordering knowledge or fields of study,
and what mattered to them was to identify the topics which
were of particular significance in the pursuit of their
14. Ascham (no.20, p.138).
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ideals.
As the terminology used in the humanists' schemes was
largely the same as that used for centuries before them,
their schemes may give the appearance of merely continuing
the medieval tradition. In actual fact, their schemes
record a subtle, yet profound change of emphasis. As less
importance was given to the grouping of fields of study
and more importance to the individual studies themselves,
the order in which the studies were listed became of
secondary importance to them. Whereas the medieval
trivium refers to a fixed pattern of topics, the
humanistic outlook relates to a looser arrangement of
what were considered to be the most important studies.
4. The 'old' and the 'new' rhetoric
As far as rhetoric is concerned, a definite pattern of
development can be traced down the centuries. At this
point it may be useful briefly to trace the evolution of
ideas on rhetoric, from classical antiquity to the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance. Again, no attempt will be made
to present a complete summary of what is a very complex
question.15
Rhetoric and the art of oratory were cultivated by
the Greeks and Romans for a specific purpose - that of
15. The information given here has been taken mainly from
D.L. Clark's study of rhetoric and poetry in the
Renaissance (no.86). The combination of rhetoric and
philosophy can be traced to the humanism of 15th-century
Italy (J.E. Seigel, no.200).
For a select bibliography of the history of
rhetoric, not recent but still useful, see W.S. Howell
(no.129, p.64).
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persuasive communication, especially persuasive public
speaking. In that view, style was imbued with a very
special meaning, for it was cultivated as the means of
giving effective expression to subject matter. Insofar as
rhetoric was linked with the art of persuasion, it was
clearly related to logic and philosophy.
In time, however, classical rhetoric gradually lost
two of its most prominent elements, that is, inventio
(finding material to build up arguments and refute
fallacies) and disositio (arranging material for
convincing presentation to an audience). The original
meaning of style thus became distorted, until in the
Middle Ages rhetoric was debased to a consideration of
style for its own sake, as mere superficial
ornamentation. As this perverted rhetoric was taught in
medieval schools by the grammaticus, who would select
passages from the poets for this purpose, poetry was then
commonly grouped with grammar and rhetoric, the three
being bonded together by considerations of language and
style alone; hence the triad Grammar/Rhetoric/Poetry, so
often encountered in medieval classification. Even on
those occasions when they split the trivium, medieval
cataloguers usually kept Rhetoric and Grammar together,
as in the 1372 catalogue of the library of the Austin
Friars of York, which separates Logic and Philosophy from
Grammar and Rhetoric by means of no less than five other
classes: _16
16. Partial transcription in D.M. Norris (no.49,
p.47-52).
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Logic and philosophy
'Prophecil et supersticiosa'
Astronomy and astrology
Civil law
Canon law
'Auctores et philosophi extranei'
Grammar
Rhetoric
The relevance of these developments to the present essay
is that, with the gradual unveiling of the classical
tradition during the Italian Renaissance and, later,
during the English Renaissance, inventio and disositio
were slowly restored to Rhetoric, and there was a
definite move of rhetoric away from poetry in the
association of ideas prevalent at the time. As
disciplines such as rhetoric and grammar were being
re-examined from a different angle, the medieval trivium
was irremediably weakened and gradually lost its
relevance.
Evidence that such an important trend permeated the
arrangement of library catalogues is not forthcoming. The
rough systems of the period, designed for the arrangement
of books on the shelves of a library or in a catalogue or
inventory, do not easily lend themselves to the
sophisticated distinctions mentioned above. It is
however tempting to see traces of changing attitudes
concerning rhetoric in the catalogue of the private
library of Henry, Lord Stafford, carefully compiled by
the owner himself in 1556 (see see Part II, Appendix).
Traditional categories such as Grammar and Rhetoric
are prominent in Stafford's catalogue, but the trivium in
that catalogue is clearly non-existent as an entity. The
first six subject classes are reproduced below, with the
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topics traditionally associated with the trivium - or
what are left of them - in capital letters for the sake
of clarity:-
I. luris civilis libri
II. lus pontificum
III. Momma librorum GRANMATICORUM et poetarum
IV. Historiographorum libri
V. Astronomorum et arithmeticorum novorum
VI. Libri RHETORICES ET ORATORUN et philosophorum
It can easily be seen from the above that Stafford's
arrangement is very much in line with the humanistic
pattern suggested earlier: not only is the trivium split
and unrecognisable as an entity, but Rhetoric is
categorically separated from Grammar and Poetry.
Membership of the pattern in question poses an
interesting problem: because the pattern involves the
dispersion of categories which used to be collocated, it
could be argued that schemes such as Stafford's are not
following a pattern at all, but merely list various
subjects at random. It should not be forgotten, however,
that Stafford displayed more care and concern than most
of his contemporaries in describing his books, and there
is also evidence that he was careful about his subject
arrangement (see p.95-96, 101-103 above, and Part II,
Appendix). There can therefore be no reasonable doubt
that Stafford's scheme was meaningful and was fully
compatible with his vision of the world.
If Stafford's scheme is meaningful, it remains to see
in what ways. Indubitably Stafford's catalogue stands as
an eloquent witness to the increasing loss of influence
suffered by the old medieval trivium at that time.
Further conclusions are perhaps less evident and call for
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renewed caution, but may nevertheless be put forward when
it is considered how Stafford's scheme fitted in with
contemporary thinking on the place of rhetoric in the
universe of knowledge.
Both in contents and arrangement, Stafford's
catalogue was not eccentric in any respect. Stafford's
reading interests - hence his intellectual outlook - were
shared by many of his contemporaries. Common thinking
about learning in general would naturally extend to common
thinking about the organisation of knowledge, and it is
not surprising to find that the subject arrangement of
Stafford's catalogue bears a striking resemblance, as far
as the arts are concerned, to the classification advocated
in other documents of the time. Far from being an
accidental product, Stafford's arrangement of Grammar,
Poetry, History and Rhetoric is almost the exact replica
of the arrangements found in the schemes of Piero de'
Medici, Zacchius and Constantin mentioned on p.191-192
above.
Viewed in this light, Stafford's arrangement does
seem to reflect the humanist interest in Grammar, Poetry,
History and Rhetoric. Furthermore the renewed association
of rhetoric with philosophy and logic, away from grammar
and poetry, seems to place such schemes as Stafford's in
the direct lineage of the classical tradition of
rhetoric.
As usual with catalogues from that period, this is
not the end of the story. For all the care and attention
he brought to his catalogue, Stafford was not absolutely
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consistent in his classification of rhetoric. He assigned
most of his books on rhetoric to his clearly-labelled
section 'Libri rhetorices et oratorum ...'; but he also
listed a few handbooks of schemes and tropes, commonplace
books and other textbooks of rhetoric - such as Erasmus'
De duilici coia verborum et rerum (entry 111,9) - under
the separate heading 'Noinina librorum grammaticorum et
poetarum'. At first glance this might be seen to
invalidate what has been said so far about Stafford's
attitude to the relation between Rhetoric and Grammar, but
in actual fact, it merely confirms it.
When Stafford compiled his catalogue in 1556, the
'new' rhetoric was only just beginning to assert itself in
England, and it was not generally accepted until the
17th century. 17 Stafford's classification of works on
rhetoric such as Erasmus' Copia - one of the usual
textbooks in the traditional 16th-century English grammar
school curriculum _18 is hardly surprising. It merely
reflects the propagation of the perverted medieval
understanding of rhetoric.
In conclusion, a completely clear picture cannot be
expected to emerge from even a carefully constructed
scheme such as Stafford's. It would certainly be
ill-advised to count it as one of the rare English
library catalogues reflecting the gradual emergence of
17. Widespread recovery of classical rhetoric in England
was retarded, in part, because the average 16th-century
schoolmaster considered the arrangement of books such as
Philipp Melanchthon's unsuitable for teaching purposes
(F.R. Johnson, no.139, p.434).
18. T.W. Baldwin (no.67, vol.2, p.71-72).
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the 'new' rhetoric in England at that time. Nevertheless
Stafford's classification gives an interesting glimpse of
the turmoil the traditional disciplines of Grammar and
Rhetoric were undergoing in 16th-century England.
5. The 'Artes humaniores'
In view of what has been said above, it is not surprising
to find that instead of the medieval trivium, a number of
16th and 17th-century catalogues use headings fully
consistent with Renaissance humanist ideals.
A poetry section is found in some medieval
catalogues, such as 'Libri diversorum poetarum' in the
1391 and 1416 catalogues of Durham Cathedral Library,19
but Poetry occurs with almost regular frequency in the
arrangement of the catalogues considered in this study
(see Part II for details): 'Poetae' (Paget, 1617 and
Bernard,	 1640); 'Poetica' (Matthew Parker, 	 1593);
'Poesy' (Scipio Le Squyer, 1632); 'Nomina librorum
gramivaticorum et poetarum' (Stafford, 1556); 'Grammatica
et poetica' (Smith, 1566 and 1576); 'History bookes and
poetes' (Rant, 1595); 'Poets stories &c.' (More, 	 1600);
'Poetici et musici' (Knyvett, 1618); 'Libri critici
poetici &c. (unknown owner,	 1610). The post-mortem
inventories of the books of Edward Moore (1539) and
John Perman (1545) have, respectively, 'Poetae' and
'Poete oratores &c:'. The four early 17th-century
travelling libraries prepared by William Hakewill for Sir
Julius Caesar and others are all divided into three
19. T. Gottlieb (no.120, catalogues no.461 and 466).
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sections: Theology and philosophy; History; and Poetry.
Philology has already been noted above in connection
with the Bernard catalogue (p.172 and 194 above). A
philology section also appears in the Coke catalogue, as
'Italian bookes of philologie and grammar'; in the l6l0
catalogue of the unknown owner mentioned in the previous
paragraph, as 'Libri orat. poet. philologi'; and in the
1615 and 1637 catalogues of the books of William Cecil,
2nd Earl of Salisbury, as 'Philo].ogie' and 'Philologia'.
'Oratores et libri humaniores' (Bedford, 1628)
speaks for itself, but the section 'Librl philosophici et
aliarum artium humaniorum' in the 1618 catalogue of Sir
Thomas Knyvett's library deserves further comment. The
subject arrangement in that catalogue can be summarised
as follows:-
Libri theologici
Medici
Libri historici, politici et geographici
Libri mathematici
Libri philosophici et aliarum artium humaniorum
Libri poetici et musici
Libri vtriusque iuris
This arrangement can be contrasted with that of the
catalogue of the largest private library of the
Elizabethan period, the 1609 shelf-list of the books of
John, Lord Lumley (1534?-l609). Lumley's books were
arranged in eight subject classes:-
Theologi
Historici
Artes liberales et philosophi
Medici
Legi stae
Cosmographi et geographi
Common lawe bookes
Music i
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The section 'Artes liberales et philosophi' in the
Lumley catalogue includes all the disciplines of the
quadrivium and of the trivium. In contrast, Knyvett's
arrangement does not give any account of the liberal arts
as such, but draws attention to the humanist concerns of
the time in the heading chosen for his philosophy
section, 'Libri philosophici et aliarum artium
humaniorum'.
Conclusion
An interesting picture emerges when systems of book
classification are examined from the points of view
suggested above. The preservation of the trivium in
classification, despite various individual variations,
remains characteristic of the period preceding the
emergence of Renaissance humanism. When loosely arranged
in classifications, on the other hand, the components of
the trivium are suggestive of the influence of humanist
thinking.
It cannot be overemphasised, however, that it would
be a gross oversimplification indeed to try to
encapsulate the spirit of an entire period in such a
simple view. As shown in the previous chapter, not all
medieval classification schemes followed the trivium, and
the trivium was still used in some schemes a long time
after Renaissance humanism had begun. Furthermore,
compilers of library catalogues had to grapple with the
difficulty of classifying works which encompassed the
disciplines traditionally associated with the trivium,
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such as Annotationes doctoruni virorum in grammaticos.
oratores. oetas. thilosophps. theologos. et ].eges,
edited by Jodocus Ascensius Badius (Paris, 1511).
Another reservation is that the period witnessed
important conceptual changes which are not easy to
interpret. Dialectic, for instance, was very much in
evidence in both the contents and arrangement of the
book-lists of the time, just as it had been in previous
centuries. However, to conclude that Aristotelian logic
was as pervasive then as it had been in medieval times
would be an extremely simplistic interpretation. It has
been forcefully argued that dialectic, as taught in
Cambridge in the second half of the 16th century, was not
Aristotelian in character but developed as a reformed
brand of dialectic as a direct response to a humanistic
view of learning. 20 In that view, the Dialectic class in
a book-list of the period would not have the same meaning
as the Dialectic class in a medieval book-list.
Because of these reservations, the examples shown
above cannot be expected to reveal any more than a
general tendency, and it is plain that great caution must
be exercised when interpreting the significance of a
classification in the context of the history of ideas. It
is equally clear that in this field, hard and fast
conclusions are not to be drawn lightly.
20. L. Jardine (no.135).
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ChaTzter 10
The auadrivium in book classifications
Introduction
As individual fields of study, the components of the
quadrivium have never lost their relevance: arithmetic,
geometry, music and astronomy have as much reality today
as they had in former times. What has changed down the
centuries, of course, is the scope of these subjects as
well as the relationship they enjoy with one another and
with other fields of study.
The story of the quadrivium is similar to that of
the trivium (see Chapter 9 above) insofar as neither was
preserved as an entity in the arrangement of most of the
catalogues selected for this study. To draw conclusions
solely on that basis, however, would be unwise in the
extreme. An examination of the quadrivium in the context
of classifications of different types and of different
periods reveals a very complex situation, as this chapter
will attempt to show.
1. The civadrivium and the mathematical sciences
When the disciplines of the quadrivium are found in
bibliographic classifications of the period under
consideration, they are usually listed as subdivisions of
Mathematics. In Robert Constantin's Nomenclator of 1555
(a classified bibliography already noted on p.192 above)
the tabulation of headings used for the subject
arrangement of the bibliography includes a Mathematics
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section which is subdivided as follows' (in this and
other tabulations in this chapter, capitalisation and
indentations are used for clarity):-
Mathematica
ARITHMETI CA
MtJSICA
GEOMETRIA
Cosmograph., geograph.
Astrologia
ASTRONOMIA, genethiologia
Optice & optrice, diuinatio
According to its title page, the second part of the
CatalocTue of English printed bookes (1595), by Andrew
Maunsell (died 1595), 'concerneth the Sciences
Mathematicall, as Arithmetic, geolnetrie, astronomie,
astrologie, musick, the arte of ware, and nauigation'.
Another example is the Bibliotheca exotica published
anonymously in 1610 (already mentioned on p.188 above).
Although music appears on its own at the very end of this
bibliography, the anonymous compiler subdivided his
Mathematics section into Architecture, Geometry,
Astronomy and Arithmetic. That this was a long-lasting
trend is indicated by a later example: the very detailed
classification elaborated by Ismael Bouillaud or Boulliau
for the catalogue of the important library of Jacques
Auguste de Thou the Elder, published in two volumes in
Paris as late as 1679, is not easily summarised, but
Boulliau's treatment of Mathematics is unambiguous.
Among the sections and sub-sections of Philosophy, which
forms the second part of the catalogue, Boulliau
1. Constantin (bibliography, no.26, p.2).
2. J.A. de Thou (no.36).
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squarely subdivided Mathematics into Arithmetic, Music,
Geometry and Astronomy.
Outside the bibliographic field, classifications of
knowledge followed a similar path. In his enormous
encyclopaedia De exetendis et fuciiendis rebus onus
(l501), the Italian scholar Giorgio Valla (ç1430-1500)
arranged his material in a systematic way, starting with
Mathematica (introduced in Book 1). To him, Mathematica
is distributed into Arithmetica (Books 2-4), Musica
(Books 5-9), Geometria (including Optics, Books 10-15)
and Astrologia (Books 16-19). Among the sub-branches of
speculative or theoretical philosophy in the scheme
published by Francis Bacon (1561-1626) from 1605 onward,4
3. Valla (no.37).
4. There are references to Bacon's classification of
knowledge in several of his works, including the Novum
organum, and his Parasceve ad historiam naturalem et
experiinentaleni (first published 1620) contains an
elaborate classification of natural history (R.L.W.
Collison, no.89, p.82-84).
The clearest account of Bacon's overall scheme is in
Book II of his Advancement of learnin g (1605), and a more
detailed version of his scheme is in Books Il-IX
(collectively entitled 'Partitiones scientiarum') of his
De dicinitate et aucnnentis scientiarum libri IX. The De
dicrnitate, usually referred to as De aucimentis, was part
of a greatly enlarged Latin translation of the
Advancement, and was originally published in 1623 as
vol.1 of Bacon's works. English translations of the
aucimentis appeared after Bacon's death under the title
The advancement and proficience of learning, or the
partitions of the sciences, and these translations are
not to be confused with the 1605 and subsequent editions
of the Advancement of learning.
I have used the standard edition of Bacon's works,
collected and edited by J. Spedding, R.L. Ellis and D.D.
Heath (no.21), which includes an English translation of
Bacon's Latin philosophical works (vol. 4-5,
'Translations of the philosophical works'). In this
edition Bacon's classification of mathematics is in
vol.3, p.359-366 (in the Advancement) and in vol.1,
p.576-578 (in the De aucimentis).
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the Mathematics section was arranged as follows:-
Pure
GEOMETRY
ARITHMETIC
Mixed
Perspective
MUSIC
ASTRONOMY, theoretical
Architecture
Engineering
The examples above are not presented here to suggest that
Mathematics was somehow a Renaissance equivalent of the
medieval quadrivium, or that one took the place of the
other. It would be a mistake to interpret the
arrangement in these classifications either as a new
development, a genuine conceptual change, or merely as a
superficial change of terminology.
Bacon's arrangement of Mathematics was no novelty.
Centuries before him, in the twelfth century, probably in
the late 1120s, Hugh of St Victor composed the
Didascalicon. 5 His intention was to provide the students
attending the open school at the Abbey of St Victor in
Paris with a survey of all they should read and of the
order, manner and purpose which should govern their
reading. In this work Hugh subdivided 'Theoretical or
speculative' philosophy into Theology and Mathematics.
The latter he subdivided into Arithmetic, Music, Geometry
and Astronomy. The medieval tradition of listing these
four disciplines under Mathematics is in fact as old as
the quadrivium itself. In the sixth century,
5. The standard Latin edition of the Didascalicon is by
C.!!. Buttimer, and there is an English translation with a
useful introduction and notes, by J. Taylor (no.30).
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Cassiodorus, one of the chief early exponents of the
medieval system of the liberal arts, was quite clear on
this. In his Institutiones, written after 551 A.D.,
Cassiodorus subdivided speculative or theoretical
philosophy into Physics, Mathematics and Theology, and he
subdivided Mathematics into Arithmetic, Music, Geometry
and Astronomy: 'Divisio mathematicae: arithmetica -
musica - geoinetria - astronomia'.6
It is not surprising, therefore, to find that Conrad
Gesner's synopsis of 1548-1549 (mentioned on p.187 above)
has a distinct medieval flavour. Gesner's scheme is
concerned with 'artes and scientias' which are explicitly
labelled 'sermocinales' (the traditional medieval term
for the trivium) and 'inathematicas' (which is used for
the quadrivium).
So far, then, it seems clear that the subdivision of
Mathematics into the disciplines of the quadrivium was by
no means the sole province of the Renaissance. This
could be interpreted as favouring the argument of
continuity between the medieval period and the
Renaissance, but to let the matter rest here would be
telling only half the story.
2. The Platonic and Pythagorean traditions
What the authors mentioned above had in common, from
Cassiodorus to Valla, was a Platonic view of the world,
6. Institutiones, Book II ('Liber secundus saecularium
litterarum'), 111.21. I have used the critical edition
by R.A. Mynors (no.24).
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coloured with a Pythagorean slant. 7 The use of rigid
labels such as 'Platonist' and 'Pythagorean' can be
misleading without further qualification, because labels
fail to account for nuances, but they are used here for
convenience, and the literature of the period lends
support for their use. Valla, for one, did not hesitate
to make reference to 'the Pythagoreans' to support his
four-fold division of Mathematics: 'Pythagorei', he wrote
in the introduction to his encyclopaedia, 'igitur
mathematicam totam scientiam quadrifarie distribuendam
esse censuerunt'
The mathematical basis of the classification of the
sciences can be traced back to the Pythagoreans in Greece
(sixth century B.C.). 9 Their classification of
Mathematics into Arithmetic, Geometry, Astronomy and
Music was retained and adapted in the next century by
Plato, who treated this system as leading to the highest
study of all, Dialectic. These four sciences were
abstract studies. The Pythagorean element in Platonism
sought to interpret nature in mathematical or
7. There is an excellent and clear summary of
Renaissance Neoplatonism by P.O. Kristeller
(no.149, p.50-65). Other good surveys of the subject
include those by E.W. Strong (no.209, p.185-218) and
E.A. Burtt (no.81).
8. Valla (no.37, Book I, xxi).
9. Several general histories of mathematics give
overviews of the development of mathematics from
Antiquity onward, but being written for mathematicians,
they are perhaps more useful for the technical
information they contain than for their treatment of
currents of thought. See, for instance, M. Kline
(no.145, p.24-55, 200-249). There is a bibliography of
the history of mathematics by J • W. Dauben (no.94).
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quantitative terms. The understanding of numbers was
necessary to understand God and the universe. Astronomy
thus came to be regarded as the mathematics of the
heavens; and the number symbols, numerical ratios and
formulae contained in music led the Pythagoreans of
antiquity on a quest for the harmoniousness of the
universe. Aristotle's overall approach was on a
different basis, and as a result the importance of
mathematics was lessened, but Aristotle's Mathematics
retained Plato's four sciences, with the addition of
Optics and Mechanics.
The Middle Ages first learnt of the Greek
systematisation of the mathematical sciences through
Plato's Timaeus, and it was therefore under the influence
of the Platonic view that the quadrivium came to be
allied to the trivium as the preparatory studies to the
higher studies of Theology, metaphysics and ethics.
Aristotle's supremacy, from the time his works were
rediscovered in the late twelfth century onward, did not
alter the position of the quadrivium but re-inforced it.
The influence of the Neoplatonisin of the early Middle
Ages was weakened, although the enthusiasm for
mathematical studies was still shared by some, such as
Roger Bacon in the 13th century. The handful of medieval
classifications of mathematics noted above pre-dated the
13th century, and coincided with the period when the
strength of Neoplatonism was at its peak.
When Renaissance humanists started on their labours
to recover the treatises of the ancient world, first in
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Italy, arid only later in England, they did not confine
their interests to literary works, but applied their
craft to scientific treatises as well. The general
classical revival of the period is inseparable from the
recovery of Greek mathematical manuscripts, and there
were close connections between humanists and
mathematicians. Scholars at that time turned with
renewed enthusiasm to mathematics as a key to all
knowledge, in an effort to unravel what was interpreted
as God's mathematical design for the universe.
Neoplatonism was once more at the fore.1°
The flowering of Neoplatonist thought in
15th-century Italy was a significant departure from
previous centuries, because it occurred with renewed
enthusiasm. Pico della !4irandola, for instance, believed
in a universal harmony which lent itself to mathematical
interpretation: 'Through numbers is to be had the way to
the investigation and understanding of all that is
knowable'." The outlook of 16th-century scientists in
10. The interest in mathematics shown by Italian scholars
of the auattrocento and cinciuecento was accompanied by a
process of revival and restoration of the mathematical
sciences similar to the general classical revival
undertaken by the humanists of the time. This has
prompted some to speak of a Renaissance of mathematics,
and the case for this has been forcefully put forward by
P.L. Rose (no.195).
Narsilio Ficino (1433-1499) was instrumental in the
introduction of the full range of Platonic and
Neo-Platonic thought to 15th-century Florence, before the
movement spread beyond Italy. For a recent study of
Ficino, see M.J.B. Allen (no.61).
11. Quoted by P.L. Rose (no.195, p.9).
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England was also predominantly Platonic.12
A second reason why this renewed Platonic thinking
was of special significance was that it was linked with
epoch-making developments. Astronomy was still the
mathematics of the heavens, as it had been in antiquity
and throughout the medieval period; but when Copernicus,
Kepler and other key figures of Renaissance astronomy
asserted the fundamentally mathematical structure of the
universe, they were introducing a concept of immense
metaphysical importance. To the medieval mind the
geometrical universe meant that the earth was the only
legitimate point of reference for astronomers, but the
'new astronomy' shifted that point of reference and at
once overthrew the thinking of the age.' 3 In the context
of Renaissance Neoplatonism, astronomy belonged to
mathematics in a very special sense indeed.
A 'mathematician' in the Renaissance was primarily a
scholar pursuing the medieval arts of the quadrivium,
just like his medieval predecessors. Unlike their
medieval predecessors, however, Renaissance men were
interested in a number of activities which drew heavily
12. G.L. Finney (no.109, p.52-56). Finney deals mainly
with the persistence in England, until the early 17th
century, of the Pythagorean idea that an understanding of
music can be a key to an understanding of the universe.
N. Feingold (no.107, p.115-121) has found that the
probate inventories of the books owned by 16th-century
Cambridge and Oxford men provide a measure of the
interest aroused by mathematics. W.P.D. Wightman has
conducted a useful survey of 16th-century scientific and
mathematical texts (no.239), and studies of the output of
English writers on mathematics in Tudor and Stuart times
include those by M. Boas (no.75, p.184-221) and E.G.R.
Taylor (no.216).
13. E.A. Burtt (no.81, p.40-44).
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on mathematical knowledge. The Platonic view that number
and proportion played a fundamental role in the structure
of the universe was not new, but it was expanded: artists
and architects too were mathematicians in the sense that
they depended on mathematical principles for perspective,
harmony and proportion, as will be seen below.
The Platonic tradition, then, was by no means a new
development in the Renaissance; but to conclude that its
significance in the Renaissance was the same as in
previous centuries would be a gross misinterpretation.
For the purposes of this chapter it will not be necessary
to enter the debate on the role of Renaissance
Neoplatonism in the stimulation of the study of the
sciences in that period. What can be made, on the other
hand, is an assessment of what took place in the
16th and early 17th centuries, against the background of
previous centuries.
A discussion of this topic cannot fail to include an
account of the famous preface published by John Dee
(1527-1608) in Henry Billingley's translation of Euclid's
Elements (1570), which has been described as one of the
most forceful expositions of the influence of Platonic
philosophy on 16th-century mathematics.'5 In this
14. Euclid (no.27). Dee's preface is described on the
title page as 'a very fruitfull Praeface made by M. I.
Dee, specifying the chiefe !4athematicall Scie[n)ces, what
they are, and whereunto commodious: where, also, are
disclosed certaine new Secrets Mathematicall and
Mechanicall, vntill these our dales, greatly missed.'
Dee's classification, which is to be found in the text of
the 'Mathematical Praeface', appears under the title
'Groundplat' (facing sign. Aiiij").
15. F.R. Johnson (no.138, p.151-153).
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preface, Dee presents a 'most plesaunt, and frutefull
Mathematical]. Tree, with its chief armes and second
(grifted) braunches' (Dee's underlining in this and in
subsequent quotations from him). Dee's 'mathematical].
tree' extends far beyond the medieval quadrivium, as the
following partial tabulation shows (several subdivisions
omitted for the sake of clarity):-
Sciences, and Artes Mathematical].
Principall
Arithmetike
Geometrie
Derivative from the Principalls
The names of the Principalls
Arithmetike, vulgar
Geometrie, vulgar, which teacheth measuring
Prope names
Perspectiue
Astronomie
Musike
Cosmograph i e
Astrologie
Statike
Anthropographie
Trochil ike
Helicosophie
Pneumatithmie
Menadrie
Hypoge iodie
Hydragogie
Horometrie
Zographie
Architecture
Nauigation
Thaumaturg ike
Archemastrie
Dee's preface is an impassioned plea for the study of
mathematical sciences, almost a Neoplatonist's credo:-
'With which great Testimony, and the manifold
proses, and reasons, before expressed, you may be
sufficiently and fully persuaded: of the perfect
Science of Arithinetike, to make this accounte: That
of all Sciences, next to Theologie, it is most
diuine, most pure, most ample and general]., most
profounde, most subtile, most commodious and most
necessary. Whose next Sister, is the Absolute
Science of MacTnitudes (i.e. Geometry).'
Unlike the schemes of previous centuries, Dee does not
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limit himself to the four components of the quadrivium.
Instead, he expands on the benefits to be derived from
the study and application of Mathematics in various
spheres of life, describing and listing no fewer than 19
'Methodicall Artes'. These, he continues:-
'... declyning from the purity, simplicitie, and
Immateriality, of our Principall Science of
MacTnitudes: do yet neuertheles vse the great ayde,
direction, and Method of the sayd principall
Science, and haue prope names, and distinct: both
from the Science of Geoinetrie, (from which they are
deriued) and one from the other.'
Astronomy and Music, not surprisingly, were retained by
Dee as mathematical sciences, after the Pythagorean and
Platonic models. Other applications of mathematics
listed by Dee are self-explanatory, e. g . Perspective, but
what he has to say about anatomy and physiology, which he
calls 'Anthropographie', is typical of the Pythagorean
tendencies that prevailed in his day:
'Anthropographie, is the description of the Number,
Measure, Waight, figure, Situation, and colour of
euery diuerse thing, conteyned in the perfect body
of MAN: with certain knowledge of the Symmetrie,
figure, waight, Characterization, and due locall
motion, of nay parcell of the sayd body, assigned:
and of Numbers, to the sayd parcell appertainyng.
This, is the one part of the Definition, mete for
this place: Sufficient to notifie, the
particularitie, and excellency of the Arte: and why
it is, here, ascribed to the Mathematicals. If the
description of the heauenly part of the world, had a
peculier Art, called Astronoinie: If the description
of the earthly Globe, hath his peculier arte, called
Ceographie ... Why should not the description of
him, who is the Lesse world: and, from the
beginning, called Microcosmus?'
3. Mathematics in book classifications
As mentioned on p.213-214 above, the 'Mathematica'
section of Constantin's bibliography was broken down into
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no fewer than seven subdivisions. Mathematics also
covered a broad spectrum in library catalogues of the
period (see Part II for details of the catalogues
mentioned below).
The synopsis of classes given in the l6O5
shelf-list of Sir Henry Tresham's books includes the
following classification for Mathematics:-
Mathematici
De re iuilitari
De nauigatione
De arith. geoinetr.
Astrolog. ast (r] onomic.
De architectur. et perspectiva
The contents of the Mathematics section in catalogues of
the period is also revealing. Besides including, as
expected, books on arithmetic, geometry,
astronomy/astrology and music, Mathematics in these
catalogues covers a broad field indeed. The ç161O
catalogue of the books of an unknown owner has two
sections pertaining to the mathematical sciences: five
entries are listed under the heading 'Libri de
architectura pictura &c. 1 , and 34 under 'Libri
mathematici geometrici'. This mathematics section
includes books on instrumentation, military applications,
fortifications, optics, coins, weights and measures,
e. g .:-
'Sirturi Telescopiuin' (Girolaino Sirtori or Sirturus)
'Galelei tiQ] opera Geometr. et militaria' (GalileoGalilei)
'Bertius de aggeribus et pontibus' (Petrus Bertius)
'Ioh. Bapt Porta de rarefactione [j] optices part'(Giovanni Battista della Porta)
'Bornitius de numinis percutiendis. et Capellus de
ponderibus et xnensuris' (Jacobus Bornitius and
Jacques Cappel, Third of the name)
The 'Matheinatica' section in Sir Thomas Smith's 1566
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catalogue is equally broad. It includes, for instance,
Martin Cortes' The art of naviation as well as
Vitruvius' De architectura and Diirer's De symmetria. The
'Libri mathematici' listed in the 1618 inventory of the
books of Sir Thomas Knyvett have even a wider subject
coverage. As in the Smith catalogue, Cortes and
Vitruvius are represented in the Mathematics section of
the Knyvett inventory (entries 876 and 883 for Cortes;
entry 767 for Vitruvius); but the Knyvett Mathematics
section also includes a number of works on perspective
(e.g. Daniello Barbaro, La rattica della perspettiva,
entry 909), an unidentified book on drawing ('The art of
drawing in dutch', entry 884), and items on the art of
war (e.ci. Girolamo Cataneo, Dell'arte militare, entry
919), riding (Johann Jacobi von Wallhausen's
militaire a cheval and Art de chevalerie, entries
892-893), surveying (John Norden, The surve yors dialocme,
entry 878) and instruments of various sorts (e.a. Jacques
Besson's Theatrum instrumentoruni et machinaruin, entry
769).
There is a Mathematics section in both the 1617
catalogue of the books of Lord Paget and the 1628 Bedford
donations list, and the contents of that section covers
an almost identical range of subjects. Examples are
Guidubaldo del Monte's Mechanica (Paget entry 1075,
Bedford entry 98); Bartolomeo Romano's Proteo inilitare
(Paget entry 1162) and Flavius Vegetius' De re mulitari
(Bedford entry 113); Aihazen's Optjcae thesaurus (Paget
entry 1081, Bedford entry 89); Joannes Peckham's
Persectiva cornmunis (Paget entry 1148, Bedford entry
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139); Vitruvius' De architectura (Paget entry 1090,
Bedford entry 107); Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo on painting
and carving (Paget entry 1102) and Jost Anunan's
Enchiridion artis p ingendi, fincendi & scu1endi (Bedford
entry 117); Edward Wright's Errors of naviciation (Paget
entry 1180) and Henry Hudson's Descritio ac delineatio
geocira,hjca directionis freti ... (Bedford entry 135).
The cataloguer of Lord Coke's books divided his
1634 list into a large number of subject sections. His
Mathematics class was only one of several belonging to a
miscellaneous group called, rather grandly, 'Of severall
sciences'. Simplified, this 'Sciences' section was
subdivided into the following headings:-
Entries no.
'Bookes de republica'
'Concerning herauldry and arines'
'Pedegrees'
'Cosmography'
'Matheinatiques'
'Bookes of trade'
'Bookes of warre and the like'
'Agriculture and architecture'
'Tracts and discourses. Diversi argumenti'
'Italian books of letteres'
'Antiquities & rarities'
911-915
916-939
940-957
958-986
987-999
1000-1014
1015-1026
1027-1032
1033-1190
1191-1199
1200-1227
Despite separate sections on Cosmography, Architecture
and 'warre', 'Mathematiques' included, quite justifiably,
Lucas Wagenaer's Mirror for mariners (entry 994),
Vitruvius' classic De architectura (entry 990), and
Leonard Digges' Arithmetical warlike treatise named
Stratioticos (entry 999). In a similar fashion, the 1617
catalogue of the books of Lord Paget (see Part II)
includes a 'Rei niilitaris scriptores' section in addition
to a 'Scriptores mathematici' section, yet Bartolonieo
Roniano's Proteo militare (entry 1162) found its way among
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the latter. The book should of course have been among the
'Rei militaris' items, but it was not out of place in the
'Mathematici' section.
It is in their coverage that these catalogues differ
from their medieval predecessors. Arts such as sculpture
and architecture were traditionally regarded in the
Middle Ages as part of the 'mechanical arts', and they
were in effect excluded from the liberal arts. In these
16th and 17th-century English catalogues, on the other
hand, they are included in the liberal arts. This was
the inevitable outcome of a trend begun long before then:
whereas Greek antiquity despised practical applications
and focused on abstract sciences, the Middle Ages looked
at the practical applications and found it more and more
difficult to accommodate practical sciences in the
framework which they had inherited from antiquity. It
was enough for Hugh of St Victor to append practical arts
to his classification, but this was only a temporary
solution. As advances were made in the sciences, the
problem became more and more acute. The inclusion under
Mathematics of works on navigation, terrestrial
magnetism, surveying, military science and instruments is
evidence that mathematics was a necessary basis for the
improvement of these arts. The enormous interest in
navigation, for instance, demanded progress in
mathematics and the two were therefore intimately tied
together. This trend can also be observed in less
evident cases: William Gilbert may have made little use
of mathematics for his demonstration of the behaviour of
a magnetised compass needle, published in his treatise Qn
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the magnet, but he did make use of simple measurements,
hence the book was included in the Mathematics section of
the Paget catalogue (entry 1089)..
Because of new advances and interests, the accent
on mathematical enquiries was placed on an entirely new
scale, and old problems took on a fresh significance in
the period under consideration. Chronology and the
calendar, for instance, had a meaning in that period
which they could not have had before. The calculations
for the calendar instigated by Pope Gregory XIII to
replace the Julian Calendar were a topical subject, hence
the inclusion of works on the Gregorian Calendar among
books on 'Mathematics'. The problem of the measurement
of time too was addressed with renewed vigour in a search
for a way of maintaining a constant rate in clocks. The
technical problems of perspective were not new; they had
been tackled in Greek Antiquity and during the Middle
Ages, but they were examined in the Renaissance in a new
light, and the solution was now sought by means of
geometry. What took place has been called the
'Renaissance invention of linear perspective'.' 6 The
problem of military logistics was not new either; but
developments in artillery and fortifications placed new
demands on the mathematical sciences.
Conclusion
With the new impetus given to the mathematical sciences
from the 16th century onward, the traditional
16. W.P.D. Wightman (no.240, p.42-56).
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classification of the quadriviuin was increasingly felt to
be too restrictive to accommodate the new developments of
the time. The very traditional arrangement adopted in
the donations list of the books of Sir Nicholas Bacon, in
the last quarter of the 16th century, exemplifies the
problem: mathematical applications such as the working
out of the tides, optics, drawing and architecture
(Bacon entries 72-76; see Part II) were forced into
the increasingly inadequate Geometry section of the
quadrivium.
Even the unsophisticated library classifications of
the time could not accept this as a permanent solution.
In order to accommodate the changing attitudes to
mathematics and the new practical applications
assiduously sought by their contemporaries, compilers of
book catalogues responded in two different ways, as shown
above. Some found it sufficient to use an all-embracing
Mathematics section, which took on an extended meaning;
others chose to use separate categories. Sir Thomas
Smith offers an interesting example in this respect: in
his first catalogue of 1566, Smith used 'Mathematica' in
an all-embracing sense, adding an 'Architectura' section
for later additions; but in his second catalogue of 1576
certain items pertaining to architecture were resolutely
listed under the heading 'Architectura et de pictura', a
section reserved for subjects which were establishing
themselves as mathematical disciplines in their own
right, and in which he took an active interest.
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The donations list of the books of Nicholas Bacon,
of course, was not the only book-list to retain a
traditional perspective. The 1556 catalogue of Henry
Stafford (see Part II, Appendix) does not resort to the
arrangement of the quadrivium, but it does retain the
age-long distinction between the disciplines of the
quadrivium and the practical arts, an arrangement
reminiscent of Hugh of St Victor's, mentioned earlier in
this chapter. Stafford's fifth section, headed
'Astronomorum et arithmeticorum novorum' includes
arithmetic (e. g . Robert Record's Arithmetica, entry 32
bis), geometry (e, g . Sebastian Muenster's Geoinetria et
horologia, entry 11) and astronomy (e.cT Gemma Frisius'
De rincipiis astronomiae, entry 23). Technical arts, on
the other hand, are found in section 7, 'Cosmographiae,
rei militaris, rusticae, pecuniariae, perspectivae et
aliarum artium', which includes such items as Vitruvius
on architecture (entry 8), a treatise by Leonardus de
Portis on ancient coinage, weights and measures (entry
11), and an unidentified work on drawing or painting
(entry 13).
In the final analysis, the catalogues considered in
this study reflect an ambivalent attitude towards the
organisation of knowledge: in varying degrees, they may
be said to reflect both the medieval view of knowledge
and new currents of thought. In a similar fashion, the
old medieval trivium and quadrivium are clearly seen in
the arrangement of Valla's 1501 encyclopaedia (mentioned
above, p.215), yet Valla's framework was resolutely
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humanistic, with a reformed Philosophy section (chiefly
mathematics and medicine) followed by a new layer of
humanist learning in the shape of grammar, dialectic,
poetry, rhetoric and moral philosophy. 17 The result, for
Valla as for the catalogues considered above, was
reminiscent of medieval practices and, at the same time,
differed from them.
17. On the humanistic contents and framework of
Valla's work, see P.L. Rose (no.195, p.49-50).
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Chanter ii
Conclusion
1. Aim of the study
During the study, the constant preoccupation has been to
strive towards an understanding of the classifications
adopted for private book collections of the period under
consideration. This has involved an investigation of the
reasons why the catalogues concerned were arranged the way
they were. This, in turn, has meant searching for what
could have motivated or influenced a compiler to adopt one
system of arrangement instead of another.
To reach this kind of understanding, it has been
necessary to examine the structure of a number of catalo-
gues in detail. Leaving aside prejudices and preconceived
ideas as much as possible, the aim was to catch a glimpse
of what meaning these classifications could have had to a
16th or early 17th-century mind. Only then could it be
hoped to identify the factors accounting for the arrange-
ment of a catalogue. There was no lack of questions
begging an answer: how did these systems of arrangement
relate to systems in use before that time? In what respect
were these classifications a product of their time?
2. Findings of the study
In fulfilment of the aim and objectives of the study, the
materials gathered together and analysed in the chapters
above point in two directions: attitudes to the
classification of books on the one hand, and factors
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behind classifications on the other.
Attitudes towards the classification of books were
found to be diverse. The problems raised by the classifi-
cation of books were beginning to attract the attention of
such writers as Gabriel Naudé, but this movement was still
very much in its infancy. Eccentric systems of classifi-
cation were put forward by Francois Grudé de La Croix
Dumaine and others, but the main consensus of opinion was
in favour of retaining traditional classification
practices such as the well-established system of by
university faculties. The relevance of the early
theorists of library classification during the period
under consideration resides chiefly in showing that book
classification, to some, was then a matter of concern.
It could be argued that such concern for the
classification of books was not shared by the compilers of
library catalogues; that catalogues, by and large, were
drawn up carelessly, and that, in the eyes of a compiler,
it probably did not matter which system of arrangement was
adopted. This line of thought, however, would overlook
the neatly compiled catalogues of the period, such as that
of Lord Stafford, and it would completely ignore the
meticulous attention attached by Sir Thomas Bodley and
Thomas James to the arrangement of books at the Bodleian.
Classification was also shown to have been of
interest to the compilers of at least some private
library catalogues, and their approach to classification
was not as haphazard as would seem at first, even when
their catalogues were not neatly compiled or carefully
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constructed. Many inventories appear to have been
carelessly drawn up, or seem to follow shelf order
slavishly and to have been written merely as records of
the size and value of the books; but however imperfect
these catalogues look to the modern eye, their structure
(e.g. the subdivision of classes into sub-classes)
sometimes indicates that compilers shared a measure of
concern for the arrangement of their material. Even
post-mortem inventories and donations lists were sometimes
classed, albeit for pragmatic and utilitarian reasons.
There are many factors accounting for the various
classifications in private libary catalogues of the
period. In seeking to discover why one scheme was
followed instead of another, it is pointless to speculate,
as some have, about the influence of specific individuals
on the classification practices of some compilers. The
time had not yet come for such influence to be felt. The
purpose and raison d'etre of a catalogue, on the other
hand, are not irrelevant. Even in the case of post-mortem
inventories and of donations lists, the purpose of the
compilation can shed light on the reasons why a particular
scheme of arrangement was followed: expediency (as when
subject arrangement served no other purpose than to
facilitate the identification of property) and convenience
(when to follow shelf order or the order of an existing
catalogue was the easiest way to draw up an inventory)
were among the motives behind the subject arrangement of
many such inventories. Pragmatic and utilitarian reasons,
however, do not account for the arrangement of all such
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lists. The arrangement of a donations list may have
coincided with shelf order, but it was also sometimes used
for the specific purpose of highlighting the subject range
of a donation. Very occasionally, the arrangement of a
book-list was intimately linked to a special purpose, such
as literary context in the case of the list of the books
of Captain Cox of Coventry.
The interests and concerns of the time are in
evidence in several of the catalogues discussed here.
In particular, religious controversies, the interest in
languages other than Latin, even the interest in plays,
can be seen, not only in the contents of private
libraries, but also in the arrangement of catalogues and
in the headings used for the classification of these
catalogues. The professional concerns and personal
interests of some owners are also in evidence in the
classifications used for private library catalogues.
The relationship between certain subjects was often very
intimate, and varied from individual to individual.
Theology and law, for instance, formed a single section in
one catalogue (Somner) but this arrangement would not have
suited a compiler with a professional interest in law
(e. g . Smith). For the same reason, different catalogues
list the same books, but not necessarily in the same
subject classes, although literary warrant was often
observed.
It is more difficult to detect concepts of knowledge
in library catalogues, and old library catalogues are not
often studied in this light. As far as the liberal arts
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are concerned, however, the old medieval trivium was
losing its momentum in the classifications of the period
under consideration, whereas mathematics, traditionally
associated with the quadrivium, was viewed in a new light
under the influence of Neo-Platonism. Both trends are
noticeable in some private library catalogues.
Because there was no agreed way of arranging books
by subject, many different private systems of arrangement
emerged, and they present a confusing picture to the
modern eye. Little method went into library
classification, and compilers tended to classify books
according to their personal inclinations. Instead of
spending time elaborating a classification scheme on
theoretical principles, the compilers of the period got on
with the business of cataloguing their books in whatever
order made sense to them. Classification was more
spontaneous than deliberate. It is precisely for this
reason that it was sometimes finely attuned to concerns,
interests and currents of thought prevalent at the time.
Several questions remain unanswered, and the
limitations of the approach adopted here are not to be
underestimated. In particular, the personal and
professional interests of the owner of a collection may
well be reflected in the arrangement of his catalogue, but
this is often obscured by factors which cannot always be
readily identified. The number of books held on a given
subject, the size of the books, the way they were shelved,
may or may not have played a part in the arrangement of a
catalogue. When the catalogue of a physician starts with
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a medical section, the connection between professional
interests and subject arrangement is self-explanatory; but
to enquire into the significance of the order of classes
in a catalogue in relation to the owner's interests is
usually a hazardous enterprise. The difficulty is
compounded when nothing or very little is known about the
owner of a collection: William Somner's dual interest in
law and history could be deduced solely from a careful
examination of the contents and arrangement of his
catalogue, but this would remain conjectural if it could
not be confirmed from external sources of information on
his life.
3. Implications of the study
The importance in intellectual history of the inventories
of libraries, corporate or private, is widely
acknowledged. Research in this field, however, is mainly
concerned with what can be learned from the contents of
inventories, and detailed studies of library
classification along the lines pursued here do not abound.
There are several reasons for this. Systems of book
arrangement have grown in complexity through the long
history of library classification, from the essentially
practical schemes of Antiquity down to the complex general
and special systems of today, many of which rest on firm
theoretical bases. In comparison with current practices,
the systems of arrangement of 16th and 17th-century book
collections appear so simple, even simplistic, that they
could easily be dismissed at first glance as being of no
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interest. Another reason why the arrangement of old
library collections has attracted little attention along
the lines suggested here, is that a synthesis would be
difficult to achieve: on the one hand the sources of
information are extremely diversified, with different
types of libraries and records not easily traceable or
accessible; and on the other hand, systems of
classification in library catalogues are highly individual
and do not form easily discernible patterns. This study
argues for a re-appraisal of the value of old library
classifications. It also fully supports the view that
library classification has relevance to the larger world
of ideas, and that much can be learned about the structure
of knowledge at different periods from the organisation of
library catalogues.
Studying library classification practices in 16th and
early 17th-century England also has relevance to our
perception of the nature of the Renaissance. In the late
15th century, claims were made that the Middle Ages had
been a time of intellectual darkness, and many looked
forward with enthusiasm to a period of enlightenment
immediately ahead of them. In sharp contrast to this view
of a sudden revival following centuries of darkness, the
very existence of the Renaissance has been questioned by
some medievalists; and many historians have opted for a
kind of via media, emphasising the transitional nature of
the period. There is no lack of arguments for and against
each and every one of these views: the Renaissance was
undoubtedly marked by changes and developments which, it
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could be argued, give the period a unique identity;
medievalists, on the other hand, will be quick to point
out that their own period was marked by important
developments too, and it is true that no single period in
history emerges as a truly homogeneous and static entity.
Individually, the schemes of arrangement in private
library catalogues of 16th and early 17th-century England
could be taken to support each of the three views above:
some schemes were indistinguishable from those in use
over the previous centuries; others, in contrast, could
not possibly have been conceived before the Reformation;
still others contained elements from both past and
contemporary thinking. This apparently confusing
situation actually provides a vital clue to the nature of
the Renaissance: when the library classification scene is
examined as a whole, the period cannot be viewed either
as a mere continuation of the Middle Ages or as markedly
cut off from preceding centuries, but as a deeply
transitional period.
Book classification may not be the first area of
study scholars turn to when they peer into the past, but
it certainly can be shown to add one more piece of
evidence to our knowledge of the period. Whereas the
present study focuses on 16th and early 17th-century
England, it suggests that library classification is of
relevance to the study of historical developments in
other periods or countries.
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Part II
The cataloques of English private libraries
discussed in the study
The catalogues in Part II are arranged in two sequences,
and in alphabetical order of names of owners or compilers
within each sequence, as shown below. For the sake of
conformity with S.R. Jayne's Library cata].ocnies (no.136)
members of noble families are entered under their titles.
A. Transcriptions of manuscript cataloques
1. Bacon, Sir Nicolas (1584)
2. Barlow, Edward (1590)
3. Bedford (Lucy Russell, Countess of Bedford, 1628)
4. Bernard, Samuel (c.1640)
5. Deighton, John (1640)
6. More, Sir William (1600)
7. Paget, William, 4th Baron Paget (1617)
8. Rant, William (1595)
9. Somner, William (1639)
Summary of conventions adopted for
the transcriptions below
Expansions of abbreviations, e.g.
'commaundement'
(xxx]	 Editorial insertions.
< xxx >	 Matter deleted (i.e. crossed out) in the
original.
/xxx/	 Matter lost through damage.
(See also the section 'Transcription principles', p.10-13
above).
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B. Appendix
The following appendix is a list of English private
library catalogues discussed in the study but not
transcribed. In the main they are catalogues which have
been published or are in the process of being
published.
1. Anderson, William (1586)
2. Bale, John (1559)
3. Barnes, Robert (1594)
4. Burton, Robert (1640)
5. Coke, Sir Edward (1634)
6. Cox, Captain (1575)
7. Crashaw, William (1613)
8. Daye, Thomas (1568)
9. Dee, John (1583)
10. Hakewill, William (early 17th century)
11. Higgin, Anthony (1624)
12. Knyvett, Sir Thomas (1618)
13. Le Squyer, Scipio (1632)
14. Lumley, John, Baron Lumley (1609)
15. Moore, Edward (1539)
16. Parker, Matthew (1593)
17. Perman, John (1545)
18. Perne, Andrew (1589)
19. Pole, David (1575)
20. Rowe, Bryan (1521)
21. Salisbury (William Cecil, 2nd Earl of Salisbury, 1615
and 1637)
22. Smith, Sir Thomas (1566 and 1576)
23. Stafford, Henry, 1st Baron Stafford (1556)
24. Thorowgood, Benedict (1596)
25. Treshain, Sir Henry (1605)
26. Unknown owner (l610)
27. Unknown owner (l627)
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The c.1584 donations 1.1st of the books of
Sir Nicholas Bacon (c1509-1579)
1. Sir Nicholas Bacon
Nicholas Bacon, father of the illustrious Francis, was
born around 1509. He was educated at Corpus Christi
College, Cambridge, where he graduated B.A. in 1527. He
subsequently studied common law at Gray's Inn and was
called to the bar in 1533. His active political life
really began with the accession of Elizabeth. In 1558 he
was granted the post of Lord Keeper of the Great Seal,
and he was afterwards knighted and admitted to the Privy
Council. Bacon died on February 20, 1579.
Besides the entry in DNB, several short
contributions on the life of Sir Nicholas have been
published. The fullest account, with emphasis on his
political career, is by R. Tittler (no.224).
2. Sources
Transcription from Lantheth Palace MS 723 (paper, fol.,
70 leaves) fol.57r-v. There are also:
- Lambeth Palace MS 723 (as above) fol.60v. This is a
copy of the list transcribed below, in the same hand
but incomplete.
- 1583 manuscript catalogue of Cambridge University
Library. There is a draft, In several hands, in the
University Library Archives, as well as a fair copy
written by John Frickley. The 1583 catalogue records
how the books were shelved (for details, see J.C.T.
Oates, no.177, p.96, 113-117).
- Cambridge University Library MS 00.7.52 (Donors Book)
p.18-20. Compiled by Jonathan Pindar about 1658, this
has been printed by Matthew Parker (no.184,
p.xlii-xliii).
There is no extant list of Bacon's entire library.
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3. Date and attribution
Compiled by Matthew Stokes or Stokys, perhaps as late as,
but no later than, 1584 (information supplied by the
Librarian of Lambeth Palace in a private correspondence).
4. Circumstances
Books given by Bacon to Cambridge University Library in
1574.
5. Contents
94 entries (1 manuscript, the rest printed books).
6. Arrangement
Entries no.
Grainmatica
Rhetorica
Dialectica cum philosophia
Cosmographia
Geometria
Astronomia
Arithinetica
Musica
7. Note on the transcription below
1-23
24-29
3 0-63
64-71
72-79
80-91
92
93-94
The transcription has been taken from the Lambeth list.
The list published by Parker has been consulted for
comparison purposes, and is referred to in some of the
notes accompanying the transcription below. A full
edition of Bacon's donation would have to include the
list in the 1583 catalogue of Cambridge University
Library mentioned above, but the transcription below is
only intended as a preliminary list.
8. Note on identifications of entries
About half of the books donated by Bacon may be
identified (J.C.T. Oates, no.177, p.96) but for the
purposes of the present study, no attempt has been made
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to trace copies of Bacon's books now in Cambridge
University Library. However, reference to Adams has been
made whenever an entry in the list below is recorded as
being in Cambridge University Library or bearing the
Bacon gift-plate.
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[fol.57r]
Clarissiinus heros NichQus Bacon miles dominus custos
magni sigilli Anglj dedit academie CantebricTiensi in
bibliotheca sua coinniuni svandos hos libros sequen
1574
[fol.57r, column 1]
Granirnatica
(1] 1. Thesaurus Cowperi[Thomas Cooper, Thesaurus 1inuae romanae &
britannicae. 1565. fol. etc. (STC 5686-5690)]
(2] 2. homerus et alij poete principes grec .j (?grec](Homer. Q Poetae ciraeci rincthes heroici
carminis. Genevae, 1566. fol.]
(3] 3. Erasmi adagia[Desiderius Erasmus. Parhisiis, 1505. 4' etc.(Adams E:414 onward)]
(4] 4. Ludovici Coelij Rodigini lectioes antique[Ludovicus Coelius Richerius Rhodiginus, LectionuTa
antiauarum libri XXX. Basileae, 1542. fol. etc.(Adams R: 451 onward)]
(5] 5. Aristophanis coinedie, cu comjento
Item Eustathius in 19. posteriores libros Iliados
homeri.[6] 6. Eustathius in 5. priores libros Iliadg honieri(7] 7. Eustathius in odissea homj cu Indice[Aristophanes, Conioediae novem (Greek). Basileae,
1547. fol. (Adams A:1715). With Eustathius,
Archbishop of Thessalonica, on Homer's Iliad and
Odyssey (Greek). 3 vol. Romae, 1542-1550. fol.(Adams E:1107)]
[8] 8. Gilberti cognati opera.[Gilbert Cousin, ?Opera multifaril arqumenti.
Basileae, 1562. fol. (Adams C:2317)]
[9] 9. Angeli politiani opera.[Angelo Anthrogini Poliziano (Angelus Politianus),
?Omniuin operuin. Parrhisiis, 1519. fol. etc. (Adams
P:1763 onward)]
[10] 10. Laurentij Valla [j) opera.(Laurentius Valla, Opera. Basileae, 1543. fol.(Adams V:153). With Sir Nicholas Bacon's
bookplate, 1574]
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(11] 11. Sophoclis tragedie cu comento Ioachiini
camerarij(Sophocles, Tragoediae setem (Greek). Either
Joachimus Camerarius the Elder's edition (Haganoae,
1534. 8'. Adams S:1441) or Henri Estienne's
edition, with commentary by Camerarius ([ceneva],
1568. 4'. Adams S:1448)]
[12] 12. Antonij Rodo].phi Cevalerij. rudimenta hebraice
Lingu[Antonius Rodoiphus Cevallerius, Rudimenta
hebraicae linguae. [Geneva], 1567. 40 (Adams
C: 1300)]
(13] 13. Nichi Cleonardi gramat1ca grec, cu scoliis
antes ignani(Nicolaus Clenardus, Institutiones lin guae graecae;
with commentary by Pierre Davantes, called
Antesignanus. Parisiis, 1572. 4 (Adams C:2150)]
[14] 14. Lilij et despauterij graniatica(William Lily. Basileae, 1532. 4' (Adams L:678).
With Joannes Despauterius. Antverpiae, 1572-1573.
4° (Adams D:348)]
(15] 15. Thom linacer de emendata latine 1ingae[?]structura(Thomas Linacre, De emendata structura Latini.
serinonis l jbri VI. 1524. 4° etc. (STC 15634)]
[Solid line across the entire columnU
(16] 1. Lexicon grecu, grainatic, hebraica, 1ibell
epitome thesauri hebraice lingue. dictionariu
syrocaldaicuj. It gramatica lingue siriace,
It siroru peculiu siue dictionarj(Part 1 of the 'Apparatus sacer' issued with the
8-volume polyglot Bible edited by Benedictus Arias
Montanus. Antverpiae, 1569(i.e. 1571)-1572. fol.(Adams B:970). Includes:-
a. Lexicon graecuin, et institutiones linuae
graecae
b. Santes Pagninus, Epitome thesauri linuae
sanctae. With a Chaldaic dictionary.
c. Gui Le Fèvre de la Boderie, Dictionarium
syro-chaldaicum.
d. Andreas Masius, Graininatica 1inuae svriacae.
e. Svrprum peculium.]
(17] 2. Tomus 1 et 2. thesauri lingue latine[18] 3. Tom 3. et 4. thesauri lingue latine[Robert Estienne, the Elder, Dictionarium seu
thesaurus latinae linguae. 3 vol. Venetiis,
1550-1551. fol. etc. (Adams 3:1821 onward)]
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(19] 4. Tom 1 henrici stephani thesauri ling grec(20] 5. Tom	 2. eiusdem[21] 6. Tom
	 3. et 4. elusdem(22) 7. Apendix (j] thesauri eiusdem(Henri Estienne, le Grand, Thesaurus araecae
linauae. 4 vol. (Geneva], 1572. fol. etc. (Adams
S:1790 onward)]
(23] 8. Glossaria duo 1atinogrec et grecolatjj
Item de attico Idiomate, cu scolijs henrici
Stephanj
Glossaria duo. Item de Atticae linguae
idloinatis. comment. [Geneva], 1573. fol. (Adams
S:1770)]
Rhetorica.
[24] 1. Tomus 1. et 2. Ciceronis(25] 2. Tomus 3. et 4. eiusdexn[Marcus Tullius Cicero]
(26] 3. Demosthenes et AEscines grecolatjjj cu Vipiani
commentarils et annotacionibus Voolpij [j](Demosthenes and Aeschines, ?O pera (with
commentary by Ulpian); edited by Hieronymus
Wolf ius (Woiphius). Basileae, 1572. fol. (Adams
D:268)]
(27] 4. Demosthenes grec cu comentarjj gréce Vlpiani(Demosthenes, ?Oratlones; with commentary by
Ulpian. Basileae, 1532. fol. (Adams D:261)]
[28) 5. Isocrates grecolatinus cu Annotacionibus Wolpij(iQ][Isocrates graecolatinus; edited and translated
by Hieronymus Wolfius (Woiphius). Basileae, 1567.
8° etc. (Adams 1:214)]
[29] 6. grec coxnentarij in rhetorice (jg],
Aristotel is[Aristotle, Rhetorica. Described as 'Philoponus
in Rhetoricam Aristot. Graec.' in Parker's
edition]
.29. (i.e. 29 items in column 1, fol.57r]
[fol.57r, column 2]
dialectica cu philosophia.
(30] 1. Conradi gesneri Icones animaliu, piscj &
volatiliorum(Conrad Gesner, ?Icones animalium ... Tiguri,
1560. fol. (Adams G:544). ?With his Historiae
animaliuni liber 1111. cui est de piscium &
aauatiliuin animantiuni natura. Tiguri, 1558. fol.(Adams G:538). ?With his Icones avium. Tiguri,
1555. fol. etc. (Adams G:545 onward). Described as
'tribus voluminibus' in Parker's edition]
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(31] 2. Aristoteles grec
(Aristotle]
(32] 3. Plato grec
(33] 4. Aristoteles latin
(Aristotle]
(34] 5. Plato latin
(35] 6. plutarchi ethica latj,j
(Plutarch, Ethica. sive inoralia. Basileae, 1573.
fol. etc. (Adams P:1640 onward)]
[36] 7. plutarchi vite latin
Vitae. Lipsiae, 1517. 4 etc. (Adams P:16l3
onward)]
(37] 8. plutarchi ethica grec
Moralia oiuscula. Venetiis, 1509. fol. etc.
(Adams P: 1634 onward)]
(38] 9. plutarchi vite grec[L, Vitae. Florentiae, 1517. fol. etc. (Adams
P:1609 onward)]
[39] 10. Senece opera.
(Lucius Annaeus Seneca, ?Opera. Basileae, [1541].
fol. etc. (Adams S:885 onward)]
(40) 11. Opera boetij
(Anicius Manlius Torquatus Severinus Boethius,
?Opera. Basileae, 1546. fol. etc. (Adams B:2279
onward)]
(41] 12. plotinus de rebus Philosophie
(Plotinus, De rebus hilosohicis libri Lull.
(s.l.], 1540. fol. etc. (Adams P:1598 onward)]
(42] 13. Caij plinij naturalj historj,
(Caius Plinius Secundus, Naturalis historiae libri
XXXVII. Parrhisiis, 1511. fol. etc. (Adams P:1552
onward)]
[43] 14. hieronim cardanus de subtilitatj et variet
(Girolamo Cardano (Hieronymus Cardanus), g
subtilitate. Basileae, 1560. fol. etc. (Adams C:673
onward). With his De reruin varietate ].ibri XVII.
Basileae, 1557. fol. etc.]
(44] 15. Iuljj Cesar Scaliger adversus Cardanu
(Julius Caesar Scaliger, ?Exotericarum
exercitationum liber auintus deciinus de subti].jtate
ad H. Cardanum. Lutetiae, 1557. 4' (Adams S:579)]
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(45] 16. hieronimus Cardanus de soinnijs cu alijs suis
opuscul is
(Girolamo Cardano, Somniorum Svnesiorum ... libri
1111... Basileae, 1562. 4' (Adams C:692)]
(Solid line across the entire column]
(46) 1. philaponi (j] comjentarj, in pjora analitice
grec
[John of Alexandria, the Grammarian (called
Philoponus), Commentaria in Priora analvtica.
Venetiis, 1536. fol. etc. (Adams P:1040 onward))
(47] 2. Epitome, georgij pachimerii in vnigsa
Aristotelis philosophiam
(Georgius Pachymeres, In universam fere
Aristotelis philosophiam. epitome. Basileae, 1560.
fol. (Adams G:463))
(48] 3. Augustini niphi comjentaria sup libros pjor
Aristotel is
(Augustinus Niphus Suesanus, Super libros prioruin
commentaria. Venetiis, 1553. fol. (Adams
A: 1876))
[49] 4. eiusde exposic.jones in libr metaphisices
Aristotel is(L, Expositiones in Aristotelis libros
metaphysices. Venetiis, 1558. fol. (Adams A:1854))
[50) 5. lacobi schegkij conuentaria in libros
pdicabiliu predicamentoruni perihermeneias et 2.
analiticorum piorum
[Jacobus Schegkius, the Elder, Coinmentaria in
libruin praedicabj].ium, praedicamentorum.
perjhernienjas, feti libros duos analyticorum
prioruin. Tubirigae, 1570. fol. (Adams S:633)]
[51] 6. loannes gramjiiaticus in libro pjoru Aristotelis
[Another edition or copy of entry no.4 6 above)
[52] 7. eiusde in 8. libr Aristotelis de phisico
auditu
[John of Alexandria, the Grammarian, on
Aristotle's Physica. Perhaps the Greek edition
printed Venetiis, 1535. fol. (Adams P:1058))
[53] 8. Eustracij et aliorurn comentaria in 10. libros de
morib
[Eustratius, Archbishop of Nicaea, and others,
Coinmentaria in libros decein Aristotelis de moribus
ad Nicomachum. Perhaps the Greek edition printed
Venetiis, 1536. fol. (Adams A:1803); or the Latin
edition printed Venetiis, 1541. fol. (Adams
A: 1826))
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(54] 9. Alexandri Aphrodisij comentaria in 12. 1ibrQ
Aristotelis de prima philosophia.
(Alexander Aphrodisaeus, Cominentaria In duodeciin
Aristotelis libros de prima philosopli ja. Venetiis,
1544. fol. etc. (Adams A:690 onward)]
(55] 10. eiusdem explanatlo in pjora resolutoria
Aristotel is
In riora resolutoria Aristotelis. Venetiis,
1542. fol. etc. (Adams A:684 onward))
(56] 11. Ludovici buccaferree, explanatio phisicoru
Aristotel is
[Lodovico Boccaferro (Ludovicus Buccaferrea),
ExTplanatio libri I. hvsicorum Aristotelis.
(Venice], 1558. fol. etc. (Adams B:3007 onward)]
(57] 12. Siinplicij coxnrentarip in categorias Aristotelis
[Siinplicius, In cateorias coinmentaria. Basileae,
1551. fol. (Adams S:1205)]
(58] 13. Augusti buccij disputationes de anima Aristotelis
(Agostino Bucci, Naturales dis putatignes sex ad
Aristotelis de aniina libros. Taurini, 1572. fol.
(Adams B:3022)]
[59] 14. Iulij Cesarj Scaligeri in 1ibrg Aristotelis de
p1antj
(Julius Caesar Scaliger, In libros de 1antis
Aristoteli inscriptos, conrntentarji. (Geneva], 1566.
fol. etc. (Adams S:584 onward)]
[60] 15. Georgjj.
 Valle placentini de scietij vo1ugj
pjmuj
(61] 16. eiusdem de eijsdeiu vo1um secundu
(Georgius Valla, Placentinus, ?De exiDetendis et
fuciiendis rebus. 2 vol. Venetiis, 1501. fol. (Adams
V:147)]
[62] 17. petri Ranii schole in liberales artes.
(Pierre de La Rainée, Scholae in liberales artes.
Basileae, 1569. fol. (Adams R:l23)]
(63] psalteriu, latjj et saxonice, qui (?]reponitj
inter libros Cantuar'
(Latin Psalter and Canticles with Anglo-Saxon gloss
(Cambridge University Library MS Ff.1.23)]
.34. [i.e. 34 items in column 2, fol.57r, including
entry no 63 above]
Cosinographia
(64] 1. Theatru orbis ortelij.
(Abraham Ortelius, Theatrum orb js terrarum.
Antverpiae, 1573. fol. (Adams 0:333))
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(65] 2. Claudil ptolomei (j] geographia latjn(Claudius Ptolemaeus, Georahicae enarrationis
libri VIII. Lugduni, 1541. fol. (Adams P:2226).
With printed bookplate of Sir Nicholas Bacon]
.35. (i.e. 35 items in column 2, fol.57r, excluding
entry no.63 above]
[fol.57v, column 1]
(66] 3. Cosmographia inunsteri[Sebastian Muenster, Cosxnocra phiae universalis
libri VI. Basileae, 1552. fol. etc. (Adams N:1909
onward) ]
(67] 4. Strabonis geographia grecolatjn[Strabo, Rerum geographicarun ].ibri XVII.
Basileae, 1571. fol. (Adams S:1907). With
bookplate of Sir Nicholas Bacon]
[68] 5. doininici ivarij nigri geographia curn geographia
Corvini It epitome in strabone.[Doininicus Marius Niger, Geociraphiae
comrnentarioruTn libri XI. Una cuin Laurentii Corvini
geocraphjp et Strabonis e pitome. Basileae, 1557.
fol. (Adams N:269)]
[69] 6. Comnjentaria in lulium solinu. lucium f1oru.
tabu1aj Cebetis, pomponius mela. et vadiani
aliqa opuscul,[Joannes Camers, Conrnientaria in C.Iulii Solini
o1vhistoria. et Lucii Flori de Romanorum rebus
gestis, ac tabulam Cebetis (includes Pomponius
Mela, De orbis situ libri tres, with Joachim von
Watt's commentary; and von Watt, Alia ex loachimi
Vadiani ].ucubrationibus ... ouscu1a). Basileae,
1557. fol. etc. (Adams S:1395 onward)]
[70] 7. Claudil ptolomei [j] geographia grec(A Greek edition of entry no.65 above. Parisiis,
1546. 4' etc. (Adams P:2229 onward)]
[71] 8. dionisius Alexandrinus de situ orbis. grece et
latin cu conujiento eustacij[Dionysius Periegetes (D. Alexandrinus), De situ
orbis; with commentary by Eustathius, Archbishop
of Thessalonica. Basileae, 1556. 8 etc.]
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Geometria
(72] 1. Sexti Einperici (j) opera. Item federicdeiphinus de fluxu et refluxu mans(Sextus Empiricus, Adversus inatheinaticos.
Parisiis, 1569. fol. (Adams S:1026). Described as
'Sextus Empiricus adversus matheniaticos' in
Parker's edition. With Federicus Deiphinus, g
fluxu et refluxu acivae mans. In Academia Veneta,
1559. fol. (Adams D:232)]
[73) 2. Allani et Vitelionis optice(Hasan ibn Hasan, called Ibn al-Haitham (Aihazen),
Oticae thesaurus. item Vitellonis rsicl
ThuringomDoloni libni X (Vitellio). Basileae, 1572.
fol. (Adams A:745)]
(74] 3. Alberti dureri geomnetria. Itmn hieronim
Cardanus de proportionib[Albrecht Duerer, Ouattuor libri. geomnetniae.
Lutetiae, 1532. fol. etc. (Adams D:1045 onward).
With Girolamo Cardano (Hieronymus Cardanus), Opus
novum de proortionibus nuineroruni. mnotuumn.
ponderum. ... Basileae, 1570. fol. (Adams C:689)]
[75) 4. loannes Regiomnontanus de triangulj. Itgn
problemnata Astronoinica, et geometria danielis
sanbech.j [j]. Item epitome Regiomontani inptolomnei [j) a1magistu[Johann Nueller Regiomontanus, De triancnhlis
planis et sphaericis (includes Daniel Santbech,
Probleniatum astronomicoruni et cTeometricorum
sectiories VII). Basileae, 1561. fol. (Adams
R:281). With Regiomontanus, Epitome in Cl.
Ptolemael macnam conrnosit jonein, Alniagestum.
Basileae, 1543. fol. (Adams R:283)]
[76] 5. Sebastiani serlij bononienj opera.[Sebastiano Serlio, De architectura. Venetiis,
1569. fol. etc. (Adams S:979 onward). Described as
'de architectura' in Parker's edition]
[77] 6. Euclides grec et 1atin cu comnmentaniis
[78] 7. Appolonij, sereni, Archimedis, et pc1i, opa[Apollonius Pergaeus, ?Conicorunm libni 1111(includes Serenus of Anzi, De sectione cylindri et
coni libni II). Bononiae, 1566. fol. (Adams
A:13l0). With Archimedes and Proclus Diadochus]
[79] 8. Archimedis opera.[Archimedes, ?Opera omnia (Greek-Latin). Basileae,
1544. fol. (Adams A:1531). Described as
'Graeco-Lat.' in Parker's edition]
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Astronomia
(80] 1. Cipriani leovicij ephemerides.[Cyprianus von Leowitz (Cyprianus Leovitius),
Ephemeridum flOVUIfl ... Augustae Vindelicorum, 1557.
fol. (Adams E:203)]
(81] 2. Claudil ptolomei (j] magna constructio grec
Item theonis comentari p in eundej grec(Claudius Ptolemaeus, Magnae constructionis libri
XIII; with cominentary by Theon of Alexandria.
Basileae, 1538. fol. (Adams P:2209)]
(82] 3. Claudi-j ptolomei (j) oflia opera preter
geographiam cu quibusdm comentis[Id., Oinnia opera. praeter geocTraphialn; edited by
Erasmus Oswaldus Schreckhenfuchsius. Basileae,
1551. fol. (Adams P:2208)]
[83] 4. Caius. lulius higinius, Itm Iu]Jj. firmici
astronomicon curn quadriptito ptolomei [j] &c.[Caius Julius Hyginus (C.J. Hyginius), ?Fabularum
liber. Elusdem poeticon astronomicon (includes
Aratus of Soil's Phaenomena, Greek and Latin).
Basileae, 1570. fol. (Adams H:1253). With Julius
Firmicus Maternus the Younger, Astronomicon libri
VIII ... His accesserunt C. Ptolemaei
&7OrAEiiiaTFwv, guod quadripartitum vocant
lib.IIII. Basiieae, 1533. fol. etc. (Adams F:506
onward). Described as 'C. Julius Hyginus & Aratus'
in Parker's edition]
[84] 5. Luminariu et planetaru motuurn tabule blanchini,
prugneri, et purbachij[Joannes Bianchinus, Nicolaus Prueckner and
Georgius Peurbachius, Luminarium at que planetarum
motuum tabulae. Basileae, 1553. fol. (Adams
B: 2098)
(85] 6. Cardanus in	 adriptitu ptolomei [j], Item
eiusdem geneture, Itm erasmi oswaldi comentaria in
spera [j] loannis de sacro bosco.(Girolamo Cardano (Hieronymus Cardanus) on
Claudius Ptolemaeus' puadripartitum. Basileae,
1554. fol. (Adams C:680). No Cambridge Library
copy of his Geneturae (sometimes published
together with his commentary on Ptolemy) recorded
in Adams. With Erasmus Oswaldus Schreckenfuchsius,
CoTnmentaria in s phaeram I. de Sacrobusto (Joannes
de Sacro Bosco). Basileae, 1569. fol. (Adams
S:729)]
(86] 7. loannis Sconeri opera mathexnatica.[Johann Schoener, Opera inathematica.
Nori(n]bergae, 1561. fol. (Adams 5:679)]
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(87] 8. NichQ1,i Copnici revo1ucioes, cu Joachjj
Rhetici annotac.joibus, Item tabule bergenses
loannis Stadij(Nicolaus Copernicus, De libris revolutionum
narratio prima er N. Georaiuin Joachiinuin Rheticum
scrita (Georgius Joachimus Rhaeticus).
Basileae, 1566. fol. (Adams C:2603). With Joannes
Stadius, Tabulae Berenses ... Coloniae
Agrippinae, 1560. fol. (Adams 5:1625)]
(88) 9. Cipriani leovicij tabule positionu(Cyprian von Leowitz (Cyprianus Leovitius),
Tabulae tositionuni. Augustae Vindelycorum, 1551.
4 (Adams L:520)]
[89] 10. 10. Regiomontan	 [j] tabule directionu[Johann Mueller Regiomontanus, T pbulae directionum
et profectionum. Augustae Vindelicorum, 1551. 4(Adams R:289)]
[90] 11. Erasmi Rheinaldi tabule prutenice(Erasmus Reinhold, Prutenicae tabulae coelestium
inotuum. Tubingae, 1551. 4 etc. (Adams R:329
onward) ]
[91] 12. Erasmi Rheinaldi tabule directionu[L, Primus liber tabularuin directionum. Tubingae,1554. 4° (Adams R:328)]
.28. [j i.e. 26 items in column 1, fol.57v]
[fol.57v, column 2)
Arithmetica
(92] 1. Petri Rami Arithmetica, geometria et schole
inathemat ice.(Pierre de La Ramée, Arithmeticae libri II;
geometrjae XXVII. Basileae, 1569. 4 (Adams R:69).
With his Scholarum mathematicarum libri XXXI.
Basileae, 1569. 4' (Adams R:126)]
Mus ica
[93] 1. Glareanus.[Henricus Loritus Glareanus]
[94] 2. Aristoxenus inusicus(Aristoxenus, Harmonicoruin eleinentoruin libri III(includes Claudius Ptolemaeus, Harmonicorum ].ibri
III ...). Venetiis, 1562. 4' (Adams A:1973).
Described as 'Musica Aristoxeni & Ptolemaei' in
Parker's edition]
.3. (i.e. 3 items in column 2, fol.57v]
Sjma totalis 94. voluinina
[End]
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The 1590 list of the books of
Edward Barlow (dates unknown
1. Edward Barlow
Nothing is known about Edward Barlow (or Barlowe) except
what can be gleaned from the notebook containing a list
of his books (transcribed below). This notebook is a
large folio volume of 254 leaves, apparently started on
January 2, 1579/80: 'Sum liber Eduardi Barloul et
amicorum: factus secundo die Ianuarij anno Dominuin
millesimo quingentesimo septuagesimo nono' (first leaf,
unnumbered). It is assumed to be a physician's notebook
because its contents are chiefly medical.
The numerous prescriptions recorded on fol.7r-27r of
the notebook seem to indicate that Barlow had a
flourishing practice. These prescriptions, the notebook
says, were prepared between 1588 and 1590 for many people
all over London (e. g . 'Mrs Sparrowe in Cheapside',
fol.23r; 'Mr Newtonn at Batersey', fol.18r) and elsewhere
(e. g. 'Mr Sauell of Oxford', fol.14v; 'Mr Button in
Bedfordshire', fol.8v). The largest section in the
notebook is a collection of 26 alchemical tracts and
poems, several translated by Barlow (fol.40v-196).
There is also a large section (fol.199-253v) of
intriguing historical and other records, such as 'The
names of all the Shippes throughe the realme of England,
above a houndrethe tonnes, according to the viewe taken
anno 1575, with the nomber of Topinen under 100 tonnes'
(fol.199-200).
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2. Sources
Bodleian Library, Ashmole MS 1487 (paper, fol., 254
leaves) fol • 215v-2l7v.
3. Date and attribution
Dated February 20, 1589/90 at the head of the book-list.
The name 'E. Bar].owe' is written in full at the end of
the list (bottom of fol.217v), and the very first leaf of
the manuscript containing the list declares: 'Sum Liber
Eduardi Barloui et amicorum'.
4. Contents
177 entries (mainly printed books), priced and partly
numbered.
5. Arrangement
Entries no.
[Chiefly Medicine, not titled]
'in folio'
'in 4to'
'in 8'
'Diuinitie bookes in english'
'Historye bookes, newes and suche like'
'Divers smale paxnphletts'
[Manuscripts]
[Additions]
1-40
41-107
108-129
130-143
144-170
171
172-175
176-177
(6][7][8](9]
[10)
[11]
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(fol.2l5v]
A catalouge (j] of all my bookes
with their rates, as they are rially worthe
the 20th of Februarye 1589, E.B.
£ sd
in folio.
[1] < 1. Nicholi in Medicinis Sermofl	 1- 0- 0 >
(2] 2. Claudil Galeni de Siinplicium
medicamentor	 0-12- 0[Claudius Galenus, De siinnlicium
medicamentorum facultatibus libri XI.
Parisiis, 1530 etc.]
[3] 3. Claudil Galeni medicor oiu fere
principis opera &c. 	 0-13- 4
Opera. Venetiis, 1541-1543 etc.]
(4] 4. Medicae. Syntaxes Ioh. lacobu' vvecker.(?Iohannem lacobufli vvecker] 	 - 6- 8(Hanss Jacob Wecker (Joannes Jacobus
Weckerus), Medicinae utriusue
syntaxes. ex Graecorum. Latinoruin.
Arabumaue thesauris. Lugduni, 1583]
(5] 5. Rosa. medicinae, loannis Gatesden
(.i]	 £1-0-0(Joannes de Gadesden, Rosa anglica
ractica medicine ... Papie, 1492 etc.]
6. < Methodice absoluta. Georgij Bertini 0- 5- 6 >
7. < Opera Ysaac. in Medicis >	 0- 3- 4
8. < Guidonis. de Cauliaco Chirurgia 	 0- 5- 0 >
9. < Petro Abano Patauino, inter
philosophos & medicos > 	 0- 4- 6
10. < Nicolao Massae. De inorbo
gallico >	 0-10- 6
11. < Antonius Calnietius. de morbo
gallico >	 - 8- 8
(12] 12. Petrus. Andreas matthiolus stirpiu
obseruationes.	 0-16- 0[Pietro Andrea Mattioli (Petrus Andreas
Matthiolus) ?ori Pedacius Dioscorides'
De inateria medica libri VI. Venetiis,
1554 etc.]
(13] 13. Mathiae de Lobel. stirpiuln
obseruationes	 1- 0- 0[Matthias de L'Obel, ?Plantarum seu
stiriium historia. Antverpiae, 1576]
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(14] 14. Rembert	 Dodone	 (j]. stirpJj
obseruationes	 0-12- 0(Reinbert Dodoens (Renibertus Dodonaeus),
?Stirium historiae emtades VI. sive
libri XXX. Antverpiae, 1583)
[15] 15. William Turners Herball. 	 0- 1- 0(1551 etc. (STC 24365-24367)]
(16] 16. Paulus Aeginetae	 opus diuinu 0- 4- 6(Paulus Aegineta, Opus divinuin (de arte
inedendiL Basileae, 1532 (Adams P:491))
[17] 17. Articella.	 0- 4- 0(Articella. Venetiis, 1491 etc.]
(18] 18. Practica loannis mathei de gradibus. 0- 6- 0(Joannes !4atthaeus Ferrarius de Gradi(de Gradibus), ?Practica. seu
conunentaria in nonuin Razis ad
Alinansorem. Venetiis, 1560]
(19] 19. Dioscoridae. Pharmacorj siinp1iciu 	 0- 4- 0(Pedacius Dioscorides, Pharmacoruin
simliciuin. reique inedicae libri VIII.
Argentorato, 1529]
(20] 20. Caij Plinij. Naturalis historiae
librj	 0- 3- 0[Caius Plinius Secundus, Naturalis
historiae libri XXXVII. Venetiis, 1469
etc. 'Caij' written over 'Caius' in the
manuscript)
(21] 21. Hieronymi Cardani, de subtilitate	 0- 4- 6[Girolanio Cardano (Hieronymus
Cardanus), De subtilitate libri XXI.
Norimbergae, 1550 etc.]
[22] 22. loannis Maynardi (ii) ferrariensis
medici	 0- 2- 6[Joannes Manardus Ferrariensis,
?Ep istolaruni inedicinai juin ]. jbrj XX.
Basileae, 1535 etc.]
(23] 23. Errata variorn Philosophoruj 	 0- 5- 0(Unidentified]
(24] 24. Preteritor ac praecidentiu
cognitio	 0- 4- 6(Unidentified]
[25] 25. The ludicial of vrine cost	 0- 2- 4(The judvciali. of urvns. (1527?] (STC
14836)]
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(26] 26. The Historye of man	 0- 1- 8(John Banister, The historie of man.
sucked from the sappe of the most
approved anathomistes (j). 1578 (STC1359)]
(27] 27. Bullynns (j] bulwark. (?bulwark]
of defence.	 0- 3- 4(William Bullein, Bulleins buiwarke of
defence aciainste all sicknes. [1562)
etc. (STC 4033-4034))
(28] 28. Elluchasem. Elimithar. tacuini.
M. (?Medici]	 0- 2- 0(Mukhtar ibn Al-Hasan, called
Ibn-Butlan (Tacuinus), Tacuini
Sanitatis Elluchasein Eliinithar
Argentorati, 1531)
[29] 29. Rationale diuinor off icior. / Nicolaus
dispensariuni	 0- 5- 0[First title unidentified. With
?Nicolaus Praepositi, Dispensarium ad
aroinatarios. Lugduni, 1517 etc.]
[30] 30. Clarificatoriuj, loannis de
tornainira &c.	 0- 3- 4[Joannes de Tornamira, Clarificatorium
super nono Almansoris (Rhazes).
Venetiis, 1507]
[31] 31. Palsgraues book to learne frenche 	 0- 6- 8[John Palsgrave, lesclarcissement de la
1anue francoyse. [1524] (STC 19166)]
[32] 32. loannes stoflerinus, de vsu
astrolabij	 0- 2- 0[Johann Stoeffler (Joannes
Stoflerinus), Elucidatio fabricae
ususque astrolabii. Oppenheyin, 1512
etc.]
(33] 33. Philippus vistadius, de chymiae 	 0- 0- 6[Philipp Ulstadt (Philippus Ulstadius),
?Coelum phj losophoruin. seu de secretis
naturae liber. Argentorati, 1526 etc.]
[34] 34. Textus de spherae (jQ] loannis de
sacro boscho	 0- 0- 6(Joannes de Sacro Bosco, Textus de
sphera (Shaera Mundi). Parisij, 1494
etc.]
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(fol.216r]
in folio
(35] 35. Mr Hierome Brunswicke, chirurgie(Hieronynius Braunschweig (Brunswick),
Das Buch der CirurcTia. Augspurg (j],
1497 etc. ?Or the English translation,
published as The noble experience of
surcTeri (j). 1525 (STC 13434))
[36] 36. foliuij populi. Petri Appiani[Petrus Apianus. Ingolstadii, 1533)
0- 0- 8
0- 0- 6
(37] 37. fernelij, De rerun causis	 0- 1- 0(Joannes Fernelius, De abditis rerun
causis libri II. Parisiis, 1551 etc.]
[38] 38. < Gynaecioru physicus & chirurgicus
Hieronyini mercurialis >	 0- 8- 0
[ 39 1 39. < Casparus vvolphius de mulier
affectib >	 0- 3- 4
[40] 40. Nortonn. on the great elixir	 0- 6- 0[?Sainuel Nortonus, Elixir. Edition
unidentified]
12- 3- 4
In 4to
[41] 41. loannis fernelij anthiani vniursa
medicina	 0- 6- 0[Joannes Fernelius Ainbianus.
Francofurti, 1578. fol. etc. No
pre-1590 4 edition traced)
[42] 42. < Dioscorides de curationib
morbori >	 0- 3-[?]0
[43] 43. Antidotarj Speciale, lacobo
Weckero	 0- 3- 4(Hanss Jacob Wecker (Jacobus Weckerus),
Antidotariuin s,eciale. Basileae, 1577
etc. (Adams W:31-32)]
(44] 44. Turkish peregrinations	 0- 1- 8(Unidentified]
(45) 45. < (Entry deleted] >	 0- 0- 8
[46] 46. Ciuill. (?Ciuill] conuersatio. of
mr. stephen guazzo	 0- 1- 6(Stefano Guazzo, The civile
conversation ... 1581 etc. (STC
12422-12423)]
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[47] 47. franciscus boussuet. de natura
aquita1iu (j](Franciscus Boussuetus, De natura
aauatiliuin carmen. Lugduni, 1558)
(48) 48. The breuiarye of healthe.(Andrew Boorde. (1547) etc. (STC
3373.5-3377)]
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0- 3- 0
0- 0- 8
[49] 49. Nicolai leonici Thomaei opuscula	 0- 0- 8(Nicolaus Leonicus Thomaeus. Venetiae,
1525]
(50] 50. yoieful newes. forth of the newe
found land
	 0- 0- 6(Nicolas Monardes, Jovfull newes out of
the newe founde woride; translated from
Spanish by John Frampton. 1577 etc.(STC 18005a-18006.5)]
(51] 51. framtonns [?framtonus] book of
indie simples	 0- 0-10 d(?John Frampton]
(52] 52. petronius arbiter	 0- 0- 4[Titus Petronius Arbiter, ?Fracnnenta.
Venetiis, 1499]
[53] 53. 1 old written. experyments[54] 54. 2 old written experyments[Unidentified manuscripts]
(55] 55. The treasures of Euonimus 	 0- 1- 0[Euonymus Philiatrus (i.e. Conrad
Gesner), The treasure of Euonvmus.
contevnine the secretes of nature. to
destyl medicines ...; translated from
Latin by Peter Morwyng. [1559] etc.(STC 11800-11801)]
0- 1- 6
0- 0- 6
(56] 56. < Medicarum obseruationuin loannis
wieri	 0- 0- 6 >
(57] 57. De conceptu et generationis (j]
hominis	 0- 1- 4(Jacob Rueff, De conceptu et
eneratione hominis ].ibri VI;
translated from German. Tiguri, 1554
etc.]
[58] 58. < De tumoribj phlegmaticis. Iacj
Rueffjj.	 0- 0- 4 >[59] 59. < L'Alcorano Di Macoinetto 	 0- 1- 4 >(60] 60. < lacobi peletarie, de conciliatione
1ocor galeni	 - 0- 4 >
(61] 61. Hippocratis coi medicor
principis	 0- 2- 8(Hippocrates]
0- 1- 0
0- 1- 0
0- 1- 0
sd
0- 2- 4
2- 6
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(62] 62. Pau1	 (j] Aeginetae, totius
Enchiridiofl	 0- 2- 8(Paulus Aegineta, Medicinae totius
enchiridion. Basileae, 1546. 8°. No 4°
edition traced]
(63] 63. Chirurgia francois. (?francois)
< pau1jj (j] Aeginetae > per mr.laques dalechamps.(Jacques Dalechamps, ChirurcTie
franoise. Lyon, 1570. 8. No 4°
edition traced]
(64] 64. Loci comunis rei inedicinae
Otto Brunfels, Theses seu
communes. loci totius rei medicae.
Argentorati, 1532. 8]
0- 2- 0
0- 0- 8
(65] 65. Barnardo Croneburgiensis de
compositione medicamentoruin 	 0- 1- 6(Bernardus Dessenius Cronenburgius, g
com,ositione inedicainentoruin ... libri
X. Lugduni, 1556. 8°. No 4 edition
traced]
(66] 66. Liber chirurgi Thomae gale	 0- 1- 0(Thomas Gale, ?Certaine workes of
chirurgerie. 1563. 8° etc. (STC
11529-11529a). A 1586 edition (STC
1l529a) is in 4° in 8s]
[67] 67. latrionices (j] inedicamentor
simpliciu[68] 68. latrionices (j] inedicamentor
simpliciu
latronices medicamentor
simpliciurn(Otto Brunfe].s, latron medicamentorum
sinrnliciuin continens remedia omnium
inorboruin. 4 tomes. [Strassburg, 1533].
8°. No 4 edition traced]
[fol.216v]
in 4to
(69] n.69. < Guidonis de siderio, de inorbis
curandis >(70] 70. < Hieronymi Cardaril contra dicetiu
medicor >
(71] 71. lohannes Stoflerinus, de astrolabij 0- 1- 8[Another edition of entry no.32 above.
Perhaps Oppenheini, 1524. 4 (BN), or
Lutetiae, 1553. 8° etc.]
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(72] 72. < Antonius Donatus. De medendis humani
corporis malls >
	 0- 1- 4
(73] 73. Enchiridio chirurgicuj
	 0- 1- 0[Antonius Chalmeteus, Enchiridion
chirurgicum. Parisils, 1560. 8' etc. No
4' edition traced]
(74] 74. < Pharmacopeia foicij 	 0- 2- 4 >
(75] 75. prophetae primi 	 0- 0- 6(?Bible]
(76] 76. Enchiridion les chirurgiens.[?]oluer &c.	 0- 0- 8[Entry no.73 above, translated as
Enchiridign, ou livret tortatlf rour
les chirurgiens. Lyon, 1571. 8' (BN).
No 4' edition traced]
(77] 77. Consultationes morbor loannis
Baptiste	 0- 2- 0[?Joannes Baptista Montanus,
Consultationes de varioruin inorborum
curationibus. Basileae, 1557. 8' (Adams
M:1668)]
[78] 78. < Auicenna. de aegritudinib
neruor >
	 0- 0- 6
[79) 79. Ioanj Tagautij.[j] de chirurgica
institutione	 0- 1- 0[Joannes Tagaultius, De chirurgia
institutione libri V. Venetiis, 1544.
8'. No 4° edition traced]
[80] 80. < Ioannj baptiste, de causis.
aegritudinib Accidentibus, pulsibus &
vrinls >[81] 81. < Aphorisxni. Rabi Moysis >[82] 82. < loannis Baptiste, Explanatio
auicenna >[83) 83. < loannis Mesue. De inorbis
curandis >[84) 84. < Medicinalium obseruationu 1ibj
tres >[85] 85. < Secrete [?Secreti] noui de larte
profumatorla >[86] 86. < Obseruationes medicorum p
georgiu Edrycu >[87] 87. < francisco Arcaea de curandi
vulnera &c. >
(88) 89. [j] Opera loannis de vigo in
chirurgia[Joannes de Vigo, Practica in
rofessione chirurciica (title varies).
Rome, 1517. 4' etc. Also printed
Lugduni, 1530. 8' etc.)
0- 2- 0
0- 1- 8
0- 1- 4
0- 1- 4
0- 1- 0
0- 0- 8
0- 0- 6
0- 0- 8
0- 2- 0
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(89] 90. loannis velcurionis (in] vniusa
phisica aristotelis 	 0- 1- 0(Joannes Velcurio, Commentarii in
universam hvsicain Aristotelis libri
y. Tubingae, 1540. 8' etc. No 4'
edition traced]
(90] 91. Nicolao Biesio, de inethodo medicine 0- 0- 6(Nicolaus Biesius, De methodo medicina
liber unus. Louanii, 1564. 8' etc. No
4' edition traced]
(91] 92. Pauli Ioui. de roinanis piscibus
	 0- 0- 4[Paolo Giovio (Pau].us Jovius),
Roinanis iscibus ].iber. Romae, 1527.
4'. Also printed Antverpiae, 1528. 8'
etc.]
(92] 93. Viaticum Nouu	 0- 0- 8(Hans Kaspar Wolf, Viaticum novum de
omniuin fere particulariuin rnorboruin
curatione. liber ... Tiguri, 1565. 8°.
No 4' edition traced]
(93] 94. <Enchiridio Chirurgicu, Anthonio
calmeteo >	 0- 1- 0
(94) 95. Dispensariu, pro pharmacopoeis
	 0- 1- 0
[Q Dispensarium usuale propharmacopoeis inclytae reipublicae
Coloniensis. Cologne, 1565. 8°. No 4°
edition traced]
(95] 96. Rosa gallica aggregatoris	 0- 0- 6[Syinphorien Champier. (Parisiis, 1514].
8' etc. No 4' edition traced)
(96) 97. Guilielmus varignane. (j] de Cosmograp.[?Cosmograpj]	 0- 0- 8(?Gul ielmus Var ignana)
(97] 98. Raymund lulli de arte chymicae 0- 1- 0[Ramón Lull (Raiinundus Lullius),
Testamentuni ... universain artein
chymicain poinplectens. Coloniae
Agrippinae, 1566. 8°. No 4° edition
traced]
(98) 99. Raymund 1ulli, mercurior
	 0- 1- 0
Mercurioruin liber. Coloniae
Agrippinae, 1567. 8°. No 4° edition
traced)
(99) 100. De arte magica	 0- 0-10(Unidentified]
[100] 102. [j] Enchiridion, de 1apidibpreciosis	 0- 0- 6[Unidentified]
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[101] 103. Heririci Rantzovij. de conseruada
valetudine	 0- 0- 6(Heinrich Rantzau (Henricus
Rantzovius), De conserv'anda valetudine
ither. (Leipzig), 1587. 4 (Poynter
5339). Also printed Lipsiae, 1576. 8'
etc]
(102] 104. The book of the gournour	 0- 0- 8(Sir Thomas Elyot, The boke named the
governour. 1531. 8° etc. (STC
7635-7642). No 4' edition traced]
(103) 105. The hounting of the romish. foxe.	 0- 0- 6 d(William Turner, The huntyng & fvndvn
out of the roinish fox. Basyl [i.e.
Bonn], 1543. 8° etc. (STC 24353-24357)]
(104] 106. Ars breuis Raymondi lulli	 0- 0- 4(Rainón Lull (Raymundus Lullus), Ars
brevis. Lugduni, 1514. 4 (Adams
L:1696). This edition described as in
8' in BL. Also printed (Barcelona],
1565. 8°. No other 4' edition traced)
(105) 107. Canones Astronoinici 	 0- 0- 4(?Georg Tannstetter, Artificium de
app ]. jcatjone astrologie ad medicinam
canones ali quot. Argentorati, 1531.
8'. No 4' edition traced]
[106] 10/8/. Scalae matheinaticae. p 	 Thoma
diggesu	 0- 0- 6[Thomas Digges, Alae seu scalae
inatheinaticae. 1573. 4° (STC 6871)]
(107] 109. leonard Digges almanak 	 0- 0- 4[Leonard Digges, the Elder, ?Aprognostication of right good effect.
1555. 4 (STC 435.35) . ?Or his
Prognostication everlasting . 1556. 4'
etc. (STC 435.39-435.53)]
(fol.217r]
in 8'
(108] 110. Guilielinus de varignanae (j]	 0- 0-10 d(Gul ielmus Varignana]
[109] 111. loannis de sacro busco, de spherae
[i&]	 -1-0[An edition in 8' of entry no.34 above.
Venetiis, 1532 etc.)
(110) 112. loannis. Diurius	 0- 0- 8(?Jean d'Ivry (Joannes Divrius)]
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0- 0- 4
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(111] 113. losephus Valdanius Medicus(Josephus Valdanius]
(112] 114. Hieronim Cardanus Medicus[Girolamo Cardano (Hieronymus
Cardarius)]
[113] 115. Dialougue francois(Unidentified]
0- 0- 4
0- 0- 2
(114] 116. Promptuaire des medecines
	 0- 0- 2(Thibault Lepleigney (Lespleigney),
Pronitua1re des mêdecines sint pj.es en
rithme ioieuse. Tours, 1537 etc. (BN)]
(115] 117. Laurentius loubertus medic
	 0- 1- 2(Laurent Joubert (Laurentius
Joubertus)]
[116] 118. loannes Baccanellius (.j] inedicus 0- 2- 0(117] 119. loannes Baccanellius, (.j] alter	 0- 1- 2(Joannes Bacchanellus]
(118] 120. Meinorabiliuiu. Antonhj < [erasure] >
mizaldi	 0- 1- 4[Antoine Nizauld (Antonius Mizaldus),
Memorabiliuni ... centuriae IV.
Lutetiae, 1567]
(119] 121. < Practica leonelli fauentini >
	 0- 1- 4
[120] 122. Petrus < [erasure] > Bayrus inedicus 0- 1- 0(Pietro Bairo (Petrus Bayrus)]
(121] 123. leronymi Capivaccij, niedici
	 0- 0- 8(Hieronyinus Capivaccius]
[122] 124. Dionysius fontanonus. de morbor
internoruin	 0- 0- 8 d[Denis Fontanon (Dionysius Fontanonus),
De inorboruni internoruin curatione libri
Lugduni, 1553]
[123] 125. Philippus Vistadius. de secretis
naturae	 0- 1- 4[An edition in 8' of entry no.33 above.
Parisiis, 1544 etc.]
(124] 126. Sintaxes artis mirabilis
	 0- 1- 0(Pierre Grégoire Tholosain, Svntaxeon
artis inirabilis ... Lugduni, 1581]
[125] 127. Enchyridio chirurgicu. Antonio
calnieteo	 0 0 8[Another copy or edition of entry
no.73 above]
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0- 0- 4
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(126] 128. Martinus rulandus(Martin Ruland, the Elder (Martinus
Rulandus)]
(127] 129. Medicamentoriu Augustani(Unidentified] 0- 1- 4
(128] 13O.Dispensatoriu Valerij cordi	 0- 0- 8(Valerius Cordus, Pharinacorurn
conficiendoruu ratio. Vul go vocant
Dispensatoriuin sive Antidotarium (title
varies). Parisiis, 1548. 16 etc. No 8'
edition traced]
(129] 131. Enchiridio dispensariu	 0- 0- 8(Enchiridion. Disensariuin vu10
vocant. Ludguni, 1543. 16' (Adams
E:163). No 8' edition traced]
£5 0- 6 d
Diuinitie bookes. in english
(130] 132. A bible in 4to with singing psalmes 0- 6- 0[STC 2063-2152]
(131] 133. The some of christian religion by
Zacharias Vrsinus	 0- 3- 6[Zacharias tJrsinus, The summe of
Christian re1iion (Heidelberg
Catechism); translated from Latin by
Henry Parry. Oxford, 1587. 8' etc. (STC
24532-24533)]
[132] 134. A faire service booke ameld 	 0- 4- 0
STC 15790 onward]
(133] 135. A faire book called christian
prayers	 0- 2- 6(?Henry Bull, Christian prayers and
holy meditations. 1568. 8' etc. (STC
4028-4032). ?Or Richard Day, Christian
prayers and meditations. 1569. 4 etc.(STC 6428-6431)]
(134] 136. The sinful manns solace.	 0- 0- 8(John Norden. 1585. 8' (STC 18634)]
(135] 137. St Augustins prayrs. Imitation of
christ &c.
	 0- 2- 6(St Augustine, Bishop of Hippo(suppositious work). Cf. STC 924-953.
With ?Thomas Haemznerlein a Keinpis, Q
imitatione Christi (suppositious work);
translated into English. 1503. 4 etc.(STC 23954.7-23980)]
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(136] 138. A treatise against the feare of
death	 0- 0- 8[John Bradford, A fruteful]. treatise
and fu]. of heavenly consolation against
the feare of death. [1564]. 16° in 8s(STC 3481-3481.5)]
(137] 139. Another book of St augustines
prayrs[cj entry no.135 above]
[138] 140. A little teastainent (j] in
english(The New Testament (STC 2823-2896)]
[139] 141. A beautiful baye bushe(Unidentified]
(140] 142. A little phsalme (j] book(The Psalms (L. STC 2370-2729)]
0- 0- 4
0- 0- 6 d
0- 0- 4
0- 0- 4
[141] 143. An anotainye (j] of the masse	 0- 0- 4(Agostino Mainardo, An anatoini fsicl.
that is to say a artin in peeces of
the mass. [Strassburg], 1556. 8 (STC
17200)]
[142] 144. Mr Phi1pott examynations	 0- 0- 4(John Philpot, The examination of the
constant martir of Christ. (Eniden,
1556?]. 80 etc. (STC 19892-19893)]
[143] 145. The Catholick apologie	 0- 0- 8[Edmond de L'Allouette, A catholicke
apologie; translated from French by
Edward Aggas. [1585-1586]. 8° (STC
15137)]
[fol.217v]
Historye, bookes, newes, & suche like
(144] 1. The Comentaries of fraunce. 	 0- 3- 4[Jean de Serres; translated from Latin
by Thomas Tymme. 1573. 4 etc. (STC
22241-22243)]
(145) 2. Albions Englande(William Warner. 1586. 4 etc. (STC
25079-25082)]
[146] 3. Churchyardes chippes(Unidentified]
0- 1- 0
0- 0- 4
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[147) 4. Thre bookes (in one.) of walking
spirits	 0- 0 6[Q Ludwig Lavater, Of ghostes and
sp irit s walking by nyght; translated
by Ro ert Harrison. 1572. 40 (STC
15320)]
(148) 5. Riche his fare well to inilytary	 0- 0- 6(Barnaby Rich, Riche his farewell to
mj l jtarie profession. 1581. 40 etc.(STC 20996-20997)]
[149] 6. A Discourse concerning prophecies	 0- 0- 6[John Harvey, A discoursive probleme
concerning prophesies. 1588. 40 (STC
12908))
(150] 7. Of the second coming of christ 	 0- 0- 4[Sheitco Geveren, of the ende of this
world, and seconde commyng
 of Christ;
translated by Thomas Rogers, A.M.
1577. 4° etc. (STC 11803a.7-11807)3
[151] 8. Frier Iohn frauncis of nigeon 	 0- 0- 4[Robert Crowley, Fryer John Frauncis of
Nigeon in Fraunce. (1586]. 40 (STC
6091))
[152) 9. Daphnis and doe, the sheperd
holiday	 0- 0- 4(Angel Day, Daphnis and Chloe ..., and
The shepheards holidaie. 1587. 40(STC 6400)]
[153] 10. The Centurie of loue. 	 0- 0- 3[Thomas Watson, the Poet, The
E C KATOMITAOI I A rsicl or passionate
centurie of love. (1582]. 40 (STC
25118a)]
[154] 11. A Discourse of the spanish state.	 0- 0- 4[Edward Daunce, A briefe discourse of
the Spanish state. 1590. 4 (STC 6291)]
(155) 12. Martins monthes inynde.	 0- 0- 4[Marphoreus (i.e. Thomas Nash), Martins
months tninde. 1589. 40 (STC 17452)]
(156) 13. Doctor faustus lief & deathe	 0- 0- 4
IThe historie of the damnable life and
deserved death of Doctor John Faustus.
1592. 4 (STC 10711)]
[157] 14. A mirour for monsters	 0- 0- 2(William Rankins, A mirrour of
monsters. 1587. 4 (STC 20699)]
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(158] 15. The triumphe of tyme	 0- 0- 2
(Robert Greene, Pandosto. The triumph
of time. 1588. 40 etc. (STC
12285-12292))
(159) 16. A tale of ij swannes	 0- 0- 2
(William Vallans. 1590. 4 (STC 24590)]
(160] 17. Newes from Antwerp in ano 1580	 0- 0- 1
(Newes from Antwerp . the 10. day of
Aucrust 1580; translated from French and
Latin. (1580]. 4 (STC 692)]
(161] 18. The lesus of 1ondo, to Barbarie	 0- 0- 2
(Unidentified]
(162] 19. The frenche kincres edict. (?edict]
agenst the D. (?D]] de mayne	 - 2 d
(Henry III, King of France, The French
kincres declaration upon the riot.
felonie and rebellion of the duke of
Mayenne; translated from French. 1589.
4° (STC 13098.5)]
(163] 20. A farewell to Sir frauncs (?fraunc.js] Drak.
(?Drak] & (?]sjr norrice	 0- 1 d
(Henry Roberts, A most friendly
farewell. given by a weiwiller to sir
Frauncis Drake ... 1585. 4° (STC
21084). ?With Sir John Norris or
Norrice (L. STC 18653-18655)]
(164] 21. An answere to the vntruths. published in
	
spaine. against thinglish navie 	 0- 0- 2
(D.F.R. de M., An answer to the
untruthes ... against our Encrlish
navie; translated from Spanish by James
Lea. 1589. 40 (STC 17132)]
(165] 22. A somons [j] for sleepers	 0- 0- 4
(Leonard Wright, A summons for
sleepers. 1589. 40 etc. (STC
26033.5-26035)]
(166] 23. A speciall forme of prayer	 0- 0- 2
(Unidentified]
(167] 24. The arte of lyminge.	 0- 0- 1
(A very proper treatise, wherein is
briefly sett forthe the arte of
limmincr. 1573. 40 etc. (STC
24252-24255)]
(168] 25. The vertue of Nitre	 0- 0- 2
(Sir Thomas Chaloner, the Younger, A
short discourse of the most rare vertue
of nitre : rwithl the cures effected.
1584. 4° (STC 4940)]
(173]
[174]
1- 0- 0
0- 5- 0
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[169] 26. A prseruatyue agaynst the poyss
(?poyssQn] of the lib'r (?librtines]
(E. Glover, A present preservative
against the pleasant, but vet most
pestilent povson. of the rivie
libertines, or carnal crospellers.
[1585?]. 4 (STC 11492.5)]
0- 0- 2
[170] 27. Letters toutching the yerthquak 	 0- 0- 2
Arthur Goldirig, A discourse upon
the earthauake that hapned the sixt of
Arill 1580. 1580. 8' (STC 11987)]
[171] Divers smale pamphletts to the
nomber of 14 bound vp togethers
in one paper and rated at	 0- 0- 7
[172] A book of my owne writing of
apians Cosmographie in english.
to be sold at the least < [erasure] >
to the printers, for 	 £5- 0- 0
[175]
A book de passionib mulieruj of
my owne writing, vnprinted
other smale bookes of receipts of
my owne < [erasure] > writing
A book of my owne writing vnprinted 0-10 s-0
of the nature of simpies, in English -10-0
£8- 8 s-il
Yf any thing be to be Rated it is in my written bookes.
because. I maye haue. valued them at more, then some
other will esteme them att
But for the other, they cost me muche more, then I haue
valued them att, E. Barlowe.
The hole some of money, of all my bookes according
to the prices heere sett downe is 	 £25 12 s 9 d
[fol.218r]
(176] < Stadius Ephemerides pretiuin > 	 0- 6- 0
[177] The bishop. of Catrburys answere to the
sophistical. cauilations. of Dr gardner
[ j ]	 0- 1- 8
(Thomas Cranmer, An answer ... unto a
crafty cavillat jon by Stephen Gardiner.
1551. fol. etc. (STC 5991-5992)]
[End]
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The 1628 donations list of the books of
Lucy Russell. Countess of Bedford (died 1628) and her mother
Anne Harincton (died 1620)
1. The Bedfords
Lucy Russell, Countess of Bedford (died 1628) was the
daughter of Lady Anne Harington and John, first Baron
Harington of Exton in Rutland (died 1613). Lord
Harington was the nephew of Lady Frances Sidney q Countess
of Sussex, foundress of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge,
in 1596.
The books listed below probably belonged either to
Anne Harington's deceased husband or to her son John
(1592-1614), who died of small-pox at the age of 22.
Anne Harington was the sole executrix of her son's will,
and she and her daughter Lucy were chief beneficiaries.
Almost all the books in the list were first printed
before 1615.
Besides information in DNB, there is some
biographical material in a paper by A.L. Herbert on
another bequest by Anne Harington (no.126). In contrast
to the Bedford list, which is not concerned with the
books collected by Lucy Bedford or her mother, the
book-list drawn up by Henry Sibthorpe after the death of
his wife Anne, formerly Lady Southwell, in 1636, gives a
rare example of the type of books read by a learned
Englishwoman of the Renaissance (see J.C. Cavanaugh,
no.82). On books for women, see also S.W. Hull no.130).
1-49
50-65
66-76
77-ill
112-141
142-146
147-151
152-161
162-167
168
169-171
172-177
178
179-183
184-18 6
187-190
191-198
199
200-203
204-205
206
207-209
210
211
212
2 13-222
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2. Sources
Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, Benefactors' Register
(MS 91, vellum, fol., 58 leaves) p.21-30.
3. Date and attribution
Anne Harington and Lucy Russell, Countess of Bedford are
named at the head of the catalogue (see transcription
below). Dated 1628 (the year of Lucy Russell's death) by
S.R. Jayne (no.136).
4. Circumstances
Books given Sidney Sussex College.
5. Contents
222 entries (printed books).
6. Arrangement
Entries no.
(Libri historici]
Libri historici in fol:
In quarto
In octavo
(Libri mathematici]
Libri mathematici in folio
In quarto
In octavo
[Libri grammatici et critici)
Libri grammatici et critici in folio
In quarto
In octavo
In decimo sexto
[Libri poetici]
Libri poetici in folio
In quarto
In decimo sexto
(Oratores et libri huinaniores]
Oratores et libri humaniores in folio
In quarto
In octavo
Libri philosophici in octavo
(Libri dialectici]
Libri dialectici in quarto
in octavo
(Libri politici]
Libri politici in quarto
In octavo
lurisconsulti in folio
(Libri medici]
Libri medici in folio
In octavo
Liber theologicus in folio
(Additions]
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7. Note on the text below
The headings for classes are in red ink in the original.
Entries no.213-222 (a group of books entered as a
postscript to the classed list) are not transcribed
below.
8. Note on the identification of entries
For the purposes of the present study, no attempt has
been made to trace surviving copies of the Bedford
donation. However, reference has been made to Adams
whenever an entry in the list below is recorded as being
at Sidney Sussex.
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[p.21]
EX DONO Nobilissimarum Heroinarum D .jnae Luciae
Bedfordiae Comitissae et Djnae Annae Harington Djni
Ioannis Harington primi Baronis de Exton vxoris et
dictae Comitissae matris longè illustrissimae.
Libri Historici in Fol:
(1] Aiuericae historiae partes IX Volumina III.
(Johann Theodor and Johann Israel de Bry.
Francoforti ad Moenum, 1590-1612 (parts 1-8:
Adams B:2984, 2986,2989, 2992,2995,2998, 3001,
3003)]
(2] Antiquitatis Roman Iacobj Boissard.j 1111 partes
Voluinina III.
(Jean Jacques Boissard (Joannes Jacobus
Boissardus), nV partesi Antiauitatum Romanarum.
Francofurti, 1597-1598 (Adams B:2331-2338))
(3] Inscriptiones antiquae Roman. [?Roman] lani
Gruterj Volumina II.
(Janus Gruterus, Inscrthtiones antiauae totius
orbis Romani. (Heidelberg), 1602-1603 etc.]
[4] Ioannj Marian Hispanic, historj, Voluinen I.
(Juan de Mariana (Joannes Mariana), Historiae de
rebus Hisaniae libri XX. Toleti, 1592 (Adams
M:580C)]
(5) Hispania illustrata. Voluinina III.
(Andreas Schottus, i-Iispaniae illustratae
scriptores varii. Francofurti, 1603-1608)
[6) Originj Saxonicae Geori1 Fabrit.jj. Volumen I.
(Georgius Fabricius Chemnicensis, Originum
illustrissiinae stirpis Saxon jcae. libri VII.
Jenae, 1597 (Adams F:88))
(7) Annales Romanoruin Stephani Piggbfl Voluinen I.
(Stephanus Vinandus Pighius, Annales Romanorum. 3
vol. Antverpiae, 1599-1615 (vol.1: Adams P:1197))
(8) Aretini historiae F1orentin Volumen I.
(Leonardo Bruni Aretino, Historiaruin
Florentinaruin libri XII. Argentorati, 1610 (BN))
(9) Huberti Goltzjj. lulius Caesar.
(Hubert Goltz (Hubertus Goltzius), C. Julius
Caesar. Brugis Flandoruin, 1563 (Adams G:829)]
[10) Huberti Goltzjj. Caesar Augustus.
Brugis Flandorum, 1574 (Adams G:832))
(11] Annal Svevicorum toin III VoluTnina II.
(Unidentified)
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(12) Taciti Opera ex editione Lipsij(Publius Cornelius Tacitus; edited by Justus
Lipsius. Antverpiae, 1589 (Adams T:37)]
(13] Carol Sigon	 de regno Italiae et occidentali
imperjQ Volumen I.(Carlo Sigonio (Carolus Sigonius), Historiaruin de
regno Italiae ].ibri XX. Francofurti, 1591 (Adams
S:1124). With his Historiarum de occidentali
imerio libri XX. Francofurti, 1593 (Adams
S:11l9)]
[14] Historj, Augusta ex editione Silburgjj. Volumina
III.(Fridericus Sylburgius, ?Historiae Romanae
scritores latini minores (Greek-Latin).
Francofurti, 1588-1590]
[15] Germanic, historia Christianj Vrstisjj Voluinen I.(Gerinaniae historicoruin illustrium tomus unus;
edited by Christian Wurstisen ((Christianus
Urstisius). Francofurdi, 1585 ((Adams G:494)]
[16] Germanic, historj, Reuberj Volumen I.[Justus Reuber (Reuberus), Veterum scriptorum.
cmi Caesarum et Imperatorum Gerinanicorum res per
aliauot secula ciestas literis rnandarunt. tomus
unus. Francofurti, 1584 (Adams R-376)]
[17] Germanic, historj, Marcj Freherj Volumen I.(Marguard Freher (Marquardus Freherus),
Germanicarum rerum scr jptpres ... Toinus unus.
Francofurti, 1600]
[18] Germanic, historj, Iohan	 Pistorjj. Volumen I.[Johann Pistorius of Nidda, Illtustrium veterum
scriptoruin, cmi rerum a Gerinanis ciestarum
historias reliciuerunt. tomus unus. Francofurti,
1583 (Adams P:1318))
(19] Germanic, historj, Erpo].dj Lindenbrogi. Volumen I.[Erpoldus Lindenbrog (Lindenbrogius), Scriptores
rerum cTermanicaruin Septentrionalium. Francofurti,
1609 (BN)]
[20] Germanic, historj, Simonj Schardjj Volumen I.(Simon Schardius, Germanicaruni rerum cmatuor
celebriores vetust jpresque chronociraphi.
Francoforti ad Moenum, 1566. ?Or his Historicuin
opus, in auatuor tomos divisuni: auoruin toinus I.
Germaniae antiauae illustrationein continet.
Basileae, [1574]]
[21] Saxonia Davidj Chitrj Volumen II.[David Chytraeus, the Elder (Davidus Chitraeus),
Saxonia. 1500 usaue ad MDXCIX. Lipsiae, 1599(Adams (C:l607)]
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[p.22]
[22] Historia Belgic, Meteranj(Emanuel van Meteren (Meteranus), Historia
flelaica nostri otissiinuni temporis. (Antwerp?,
1600]]
(23] A1amanicarum rerun Scriptores Hayminsfeidji(Melchior Goldast von Haiminsfeld(Hayminsfeldius), Alamannicarum rerum scr1tores
aliquot. Francofurti, 1606]
[24] Hungaricarum rerun scriptores : Volumeri I.(Reruin Hunaricaruin scriptores varli. Historici.
Geographici; edited by Jacques Bongars.
Francofurti, 1600 (Adams H:1163)]
[25] Hungaricarum rerum Decad Bonfinjj Volumen I.[Antonius Bonfinius, Rerum Hun garicaruin decades
IY. Francofurti, 1581 (Adams B:2417)]
(26] Ainmianus Marcellinus. Anglice.(Ammianus Marcellinus, The Roman historie;
translated from Latin by Philemon Holland. 1609(STC 17311)]
(27] Historj Rauenat. Rubj Volumen I.[Hieronymus Rubeus, Historiarum Ravennatuin libri
X. Venetiis, 1589 (Adams R:844))
[28] Flores historiaruin Mathj westmonasteriensis[Matthaeus Westmonasteriens, Flores
historiaruin. 1570 etc. (STC 17653a-17653a.7)]
[29] History of Venice by Willj Shutt: [?Shutt][Thomas de Fougasses, The generall historie of
the magnificent state of Venice; translated from
French by William Shute. 2 vol. 1612 (STC 11207)]
[30] English navigations III parts. Voluinina II(Richard Hakluyt, The principal navigations.
voiaes and discoveries of the English nation.
1589. etc. (STC 12625-l2626a)]
(31] Indiae orientalj histor. (?historj] partes .8.
Voluinina V[Johann Theodor and Johann Israel de Bry, India
Orientalis. Francofurti, 1598-1607]
(32] History of Hungary in English.[Martin Fuineé, The historie of the troubles ofjiungarie; translated from French by Rooke
Churche. 1600 (STC 11487)]
(33] Origines Palatinae Freherj(Marquard Freher (Marquardus Freherus), Originum
Palatinaruni commentarius. (Heidelberg],
1612-1613]
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(34] History of Africk by Iohn Leo translated into
Englj(Joannes Leo Africanus, A geocTralDhical historie
of Africa; translated and collected by John Pory.
1600 etc. (STC 15481-15481.5)]
(35] Florentine Story by Macchiav: (?Macchiavel].i] in
english.[Niccolô Machiavelli, The Florentine historie;
translated from Italian by Thomas Bedingfeld.
1595 (STC 17162)]
(36] Torrell	 (j] Sarayn, de origine et antiquitate
Veronae.(Torellus Sarayna, De origine et ani1itudine
civitatis Veronae. Veronae, 1540 (Adams S:393)]
[37] Vrsinj familj Roman Voluinen I.(Fulvius Ursinus, Familiae Romanae auae
reeriuntur in anticTuis nuinismatibus. Romae, 1577(Adams U:71)]
(38] Plinij historia inundi ex editione Iacobj Dalecampjj.(Caius Plinius Secundus; edited by Jacques
Dalechamps (Jacobus Dalecampius). Francoforti,
1599 (Adams P:1484)]
[39] Po1ybJj Graeco-latJjj ex editione Casauboni.[Polybius, the Historian, Historiarum libri caii
suersunt (Greek-Latin); edited by Isaac
Casaubon. Parisiis, 1609 etc.]
(40] Volaterrj Coimnentarj,(Raphael Maffejus Volaterranus, Coinmentarioruin
urbanoruin XXXVIII libri. Basileae, 1559 (Adams
M:104)]
(41] Antiquitat Conviva1 [J&] Stuckij[Johann Wilhelm Stuck (Stuckius), Antiauitatunt
convivialiuin libri III. Tiguri, 1597 (Adams
S:l961)]
(42] Pierij hierog1yphjg,[ Giovanni Pierlo Valeriano Bolzani (Pierius
Valerianus). Basileae, 1575 (Adams V:52)]
[43] Polyanthea.[Nicolaus Reusner, Pol yanthea. sive aradisus
oeticus propenioduni arbor jbus ... consitus
Basileae, 1578. 8 (BN). No folio edition traced)
(44] Bartholoinaeus Anglicus(Bartholomaeus Anglicus, Opus de reruin
prorietatibus. (Nuremberg], 1519 (Adams B:264)]
[45] Theophrastj historia Plantan. [j]
[Theophrastus, De historia lantarum libri X.
Parislis, 1529 etc.]
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(46] History of France by Iohn Serres in English.(Jean de Serres, A general inventorie of the
history of France unto 1598; translated from
French by Edward Grimstone. 1607 etc. (STC
22244-22246))
[47] Godfrey of Bulloigne in English verse.(Heraclius, Emperor of the East, Here becivnneth
the boke intituled Eracles. and also of Godefrev
of Boloyne (Godfrey de Bouillon); translated from
French by William Caxton. Westmester, 1481 (STC
13175)]
[48] Antiquae Romae simulachru per Fabiu
Ca ivo-Ravennatem[Marcus Fabius Calvus, Antiauae urbis Roinae cum
recionibus siinulachrum. Basileae, 1558 (Adams
C:397)]
(49] Helvici Chronolocria(Christophorus Helvicus, Theatrum historicum.
sive chronologiae svstena ,., Giessae Hessorum,
1609]
In Quarto
[50) History of Italy by William Thomas in English[William Thomas, Clerk of the Council to Edward
VI, The historie of Italie. 1549 etc. (STC
24018-24019)]
[51] Adoiphi Occonj impp. (iinperatorum] Romanorum
numismata. editio la.[p.23)[52] Eiusdem editio 2a.[Adolphus Occo of Augsburg, Iinpp . Ronianorum
numismata ... Antverpiae, 1579 (Adams 0:16). With
the 2nd ed.: Augustae Vindelicorum, 1601]
[53] Catalogus scriptoru Florentinorum et Graecorum
codicum Bibliothecae Augustan(Catalocrus Graecorum codicum. aui sunt in
Bibliotheca Reipublicae Auqustpnae Vindelicae;
compiled by David Hoeschelius. Augustae
Vindelicorum, 1595 (Adams H:647)]
[54] Velseri libri rerum Boicaruj[Marcus Velserus, Reruin Boicaruin libri V.
Augustae Vindelicorum, 1602]
[55] Gramaye antiquitates Brabantiae.(Joannes Baptista Gramaye, Historia Brabantica.
Louvanii, 1607]
(56] Catalogus libroruin Bibliothecae Oxoniensj(Thomas James, Catalocrus librorum bibliothecae
lDublicae auam Thomas Bodle jus in academia
Oxoniensi nuer instituit. Oxoniae, 1605 etc.(STC 14449-14451)]
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(57] Iamesij ec].oga Oxonio-Cantabrigiensis.
[Ith.. 1600 (STC 14453)]
[58] lIla pars Iconum virorum illustrium et 4ta.
[Nicolaus Reusner, Icones sive lmaines viroruin
literis illustriuin. Jenae, 1597. fol. etc. No 4
edition traced]
[59]Waserus de antiquis nuininis
(Caspar Waser (Casparus Waserus), De antlauls
nunis Hebraeorum ... Tiguri, 1605]
[60] Defenslo fidei in Causa Morischoru
[Unidentif led]
[61] Icones Livianae
[Philippus Lonicerus on Titus Livius. Francofurti
ad Moenum, 1572]
[62] Tamberlani [.j] historj, Anglicè
(?Jean Du Bec-Crespin, The historie of the areat
emerour Tamerlan (Timur, Great Than of the
Mongols); translated from French. 1597 (STC
7263). ?Or Christopher Marlowe, Tainburlaine the
Great. 1605 (STC 17428)]
(63] Suetonius cu aniinaduersionibus Casauboni.
[Calus Suetonius Tranquillus, De XII Caesaribus
libri VIII; edited by Isaac Casaubon. [Geneva],
1595 etc. (BN)]
(64] Dies Caniculares Maioli.
[Simon Malolus, Dies caniculares. hoc est
col].oauia XXIII physica. 2 vol. Moguntiae, 1607]
(65]Tacitus ex editione Curtjj. Pichen
(His Opera; edited by Curtius Pichena. Aureliae
Allobrogum, 1609. 8° etc. (BN). No 4 edition
traced]
In Octavo
[66]Historia Livij
[Titus Livius, ?Decades auintae libri V. Lugduni,
1554 (Adams L:1340)]
[67]Rodoldph	 Boterj Conuentaria Franc:
(Raoul Boutrays (Rodoiphus Botereus), De rebus in
Ga].l ja et pene toto orbe aestis commentariorum
libri XVI. 2 vol. Parisiis, 1610]
[68]Thucydides Latine
[Thucydides, De bello pe].oponnesiaco libri VIII.
Francofurti, 1589]
[69] Caesaris Commentaril ex editione Aldi Manutij
(Caius Julius Caesar, Commentarii; edited by Aldo
Manuzio, the Younger (Aldus Manutius). Venetiis,
1616]
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[70] Neubrigensis de rebus Anglicis(Gulielmus Petit Neubrigensis, De rebus Ancilicis
suis temoris libri V. Parisiis, 1610]
[71] Quinti Curtij Historia(Quintus Curtius Rufus, Historiarun Macni
Alexandri Macedonis libri VIII. Coloniae, 1579(Adams C:3127)]
[72] Imperatoruin Roinanoruin nuinismata per Hulsiuin.(Levinus Hulsius, Iineratorum roinanoruin
numisinatum series ... Francofurti, 1603 etc.(BN)]
(73] Rhenanus de rebus Germanicj curn alijs(Beatus Bi].dius Rhenanus, Reruin Gerinanicarum
libni III. Argentorati, 1610]
[74] Effigies Romanorum Pontificuin.[Giovanni Battista Cavalieri. Romae, 1595 (Adams
C: 1184) ]
[75] Chronici Carionis pars la per Melanctonein[Johann Canon, Prima pars chronici Carionis
latine exositi et aucti a P. Melanthone (Philipp
Melanchthon). Witebergae, 1567 (Adams C:712)]
(76] Syntagma Epitaphioru[Tjnidentif led]
Libri Mathematjç.j in Folio
(77] Ptolomaei Geogra phia Graecolatj ex editione
Mercatoni $
araeco-latini; edited[Amsterdam], 1605]
[78] Tychonj Brah Astronomia nova de Stella Martis.[Johann Keppler, Astronoinia nova .... seu hvsica
coelestis. tradita commentar j is de inotibus
stellae Martis ex observat jonibus Tychoni F sic]
Brahe. (Prague], 1609]
[p.24]
(79] Orontij Finaei protoinathesis.
[Oronce Fine (Orontius Finaeus). [Paris, 1532]
etc.]
[80] Diophantj Alexandrini Arithmetica[Diophantus Alexandrinus, Rerum arithmeticaruni
libri VI. Basileae, 1575 (Adams D:652)]
[81] THeoria (j] Lunae Christinanni.(Jacobus Christmannus. Heidelbergae, 1611 (BN)]
[Claudius Ptolomaeus, _______________________Geocrahiae libri VIII
by Gerardus Mercator.
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(82] Haly de judicijs astrorum('All ibn Abi, al-Rijal, al-Shaibani (Albohazen
Haly), Libri de ludiclis astroruin. Baslleae, 1551(Adams A:69)]
(83] Baptist Benedictj speculation Mathematicae &
Phys i(Giovanni Battista Benedetti (Giovanni Baptista
Benedictus), Diversarum seculationum
xnatheinaticarum. & thysicarum ].iber. Taurini, 1585(Adams B:655)]
(84] Pappj Alexandrini Mathematica cum comento
Commaund mi(Pappus of Alexandria (Alexandrinus),
Matheinaticae collectiones; translated, with
commentaries, by Federigo Conunandino (Federicus
Cominandinus). Pisauri, 1602]
(85] THeodosij (j] Sphaerica(Theodosius of Tripoli, Shaericorum elementorum
libri III. Messanae in freto Siculo, 1558]
(86] Archimedes Graeco-latjn(Archimedes, Opera omnia (Greek-Latin). Basileae,
1544 (Adams A:1531)]
[87] Hypomnemata Mathj Stevinij Voluinina II.[Simon Stevin, Hypomnemata mathematica. 5 tomes.
Lugduni Batavorum, 1605-1608]
[88] Ptolomaei magna constructio Graece[Claudius Ptolomaeus, Ma gnae constructionis libri
XIII (Greek). Basileae, 1538 (Adams P:2209)]
(89] Optica Alazen et Vitellonis[Hasan ibn Hasan, called Ibn al-Haitham(Alhazen), Oticae thesaurus, item Vitellonis
rsici Thurinooloni libri X (Vitellio).
Basileae, 1572 (Adams A:745)]
[90] Architectu Andrepe Palladij Italj[Andrea Palladio (Palladius), I quattro libri
dell'Architettura. Venetia, 1616 etc.]
[91] Optica Aguillonis.[François d'Aguilon, Oticarum libri VI.
Antverpiae, 1613 (BN)]
[92] A Mathematicall discourse by Iohn Waymouth.(?John Waymouth]
[93] Architect	 Petrj Chatanaei (j] Italicè(Pietro Cataneo (Petrus Catanaeus), I auattro
riini libri di architettura. Vinegia, 1554 (Adams
C: 1024)]
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(94] Theatruj instruinentorurn Iacobj Bessoni(Jacques Besson, Theatrum instrumentorum et
machinaruin. Lugduni, 1578 (Adams B:838)]
[95] Opus Pa1atinu de triangulis vnà cu can
triangulorum per Valentinum Othon Volumina II.(Georgius Joachimus Rhaeticus and Lucius
Valentinus Otho, O pus a1atinum de triancrulis(includes Joachimus' Canon doctrinae
triancmloruin). Neostadii in Palatinatu, 1596(Adams R:443)]
(96] Euclidj Elementa Graecè[97] Euclidj Eleinenta latinè per Franciscum Flussatfl[Euclid, Eleinentorum geometricoruni libri XV(Greek). Basileae, 1533 (Adams E:980). With the
Latin version edited by François de Foix(Franciscus Flussas). Parisiis, 1566]
[98] Guidi Vbaldi Nechanjg, et Perspectj[Guidubaldo del Monte (Guidus Ubaldus),
Mechanicoruni liber. Pisauri, 1577 (Adams U:7).
With his Perspeptiyae libri VI. Pisauri, 1600(Adams U:8)]
[99] P1anj Sphaericoruin Theorica.
(L, P1anishaeriorum universaliuin theorica.
Pisauri, 1579 (Adams U:9)]
[100] Problemata Astronomj(?Daniel Santbech, Problematuin astronoinicoruin et
creoinetricoruin sectiones VII. Basileae, 1561]
[101] Commentaria in Archiinedj 1ibg Aequiponderantiuiu[?Guidubaldo del Monte, In duos Archimedis
aeauiponderantiuni libros paraphrasis. Pisauri,
1588 (Adams U:6)]
[102] Clauius in Euc1idj Eleinenta. tom I.[103] Tomus 2us Clavij[104] Tom	 3us[105] Tom	 4us[Euclid, Elementoruin geometricoruin ].ibri XV;
edited by Christophorus Clavius. Coloniae, 1591]
[106] Nicolai Copernici Revolutiones.[Nicolaus Copernicus, De revolutionibus orbium
coe].estiuin. Basileae, 1566 (Adams C:2603)]
[p.25]
[107] Vitruvius de Architectura curn comentari1s Danielis
Barbari.[Marcus Vitruvius Pollio, De architectura libri
X; with commentaries by Daniello Barbaro (Daniel
Barbarus). Venetiis, 1567 (Adams V:909)]
Comentani1s Stewickij
De re inilitari libri
Stewechius. 5 parts.
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[108] Vitruvij Architectura ex editione Iocudi.
edited by Joannes Jucundus (Jocundus)
Veronensis. Venetiis, 1511 (Adams V:902)]
[109] Arithmetica & Geometria Italicé.(Unidentified]
(110) Dibvadius in Elemerita Euclidis(Euclid, Eleinentorum eo1netricoru1n libri XV;
edited by Christophorus Dibuadius. Lugduni
Batavorum, 1603. 4' etc. No folio edition traced]
[111] Delphinus de fluxu & refluxu mans.(Federicus Delphinus, De fluxu et refluxu acmae
ittaris. In Academia Veneta, 1559 (Adams D:232)]
In Quarto.
[112] Maurolycj opuscula Mathematica(Francesco Maurolico (Franciscus Maurolycus).
Venetiis, 1574 (Adams M:919)]
(113] Vegetius de re militari cu
[i][Flavius Vegetius Renatus,
; edited by Godeschalcus[Leyden], 1606-1607 etc.]
(114] Canon trianguloruni Sphaericoru Adrianj Roman[Adnianus Romanus, Canon triancTuloruni
sihaericoruin. Moguntiae, 1607-1609]
[115] Rami Arithmetjg, & Geoinetnia.(Pierre de La Rainée (Petrus Ramus), Arithnteticae
libri II : aeontetriae XXVII. Francofurti, 1599(Adams R:74)]
(116] Rami Scholia Mathematjg,
Scholarum inatheinaticaruin libri XXXI.
Francofurti, 1599 (Adams R:127)]
(117] Enchiridion artis pingendi.[Jost Amman, Enchiridion artis p incTendi. fincrendi
& sculpendi. Francoforti ad Moenuin, 1578 (Adams
A:967))
(118] Diariufl Nauticu itinerar: (?itinerarioruln) Batau:[?Batauorum] in India Orientalj(Qj Willem Schouten, Diarium vel descriDtio
itinenis ...; translated from Dutch. Amsterdami,
1617]
(119] Kaepleni paralipomena ad Vitellonem (j](Johann Keppler (Kepler), Ad Vitellionem
paral1oinena. Francofurti, 1604)
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(120] Kaeplerus de Stella noua
(1	 De stella nova in cede Serentarii ...libellus. Pragae, 1606 (BN)]
(121] Andersoni supp1ementj Apollonij[Alexander Anderson (Andersonus), Su1einentum
Aollonii redivivi (Apollonius Pergaeus).
Parisiis, 1612)
[122] Pitisci Trigonometj, Voluinina III.(Bartholomaeus Pitiscus, Trigonontetriae sive de
diinensione trianguloruin libri V. Augustae
Vindelicorum, 1600 etc.]
[123] Lansbergij Geoinetria triangulorug(Philippus van Lansbergen (Lansbergius),
Trianciuloruin cieometriae libri IV. Lugduni
Batavorum, 1591]
[124] Heronis spiritalia(Hero of Alexandria, Spiritaliuin liber. Urbini,
1575 etc.]
[125] Tunstallj Arithmetica(Cuthbert Tunstall (Cuthbertus Tunstallus), ?Q
arte suutandi libri IV. 1522 (STC 24319)]
[126] Tabulae Prutenicae(Erasmus Reinhold, Prutenicae tabulae coelestium
motuum. Tubingae, 1562 (Adams R:330)]
(127] Topographicall glasse(Arthur Hopton, Secu1uin tolo gralDhicum; or the
topociraphicall cilasse. 1611 (STC 13783)]
(128] Noua scientia Nic. [?Nicolai] Tartag1j Italicè(Niccolô Tartaglia, La nova scientia. Venetia,
1550 (Adams T:190)]
[129] Arithmetica Sfortunati Italicè(Giovanni Sfortunati, Nuouo lume. Libro di
prithmetica. Vinegia, 1545 (Adams S:1042)]
(130] Salignaci Arithinetica(Bernardus Salignacus, Arithmeticae libri II.
Francofurti, 1580 etc. (Adams S:129-130)]
(131] Dr Ridley of magneticall bodies & motions(Mark Ridley, A short treatise of inacrneticall
bodies and motions. 1613 (STC 21045)]
(132] Reusneri (j] Optica(Fridericus Risnerus, ?Opticae libri. IV.
Cassellis, 1606]
(133] Regiomontanae tabulae Directionu(Johann Mueller Regiomontanus, Tabulae
directionuin rofectionuinciue. Tubingae, 1559(Adams R:290))
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(p.26]
(134] Disquisitio de inaculis Solaribus.(Christophorus Schemer, De inaculis in sole
animadversis ... Batavi dissertatiuncula(Leyden], 1612]
(135] Descrip .j Geographica transitus ad occasum
Hudsoni.(Henry Hudson, the Navigator, Descritio ac
delineatio cieograthica detectionis freti.
sive transitus ad occasum. Amsterodami, 1612
etc.]
(136] Lupoldus (j] de Astroru scientia.(Leopold (Leupoldus), Duke of Austria, called the
Glorious, Conmilatlo de astrorum scientia.
Venetiis, 1520 (Adams L:516)]
(137] Snellij Apollonius Batavus(Willebrodus Snellius on Apollonius Pergaeus.
Lugodini, 1608]
(138] Euclidis Optica et Catoptrica(Euclid. Either Latin: Parislis, 1604 (BN); or
Greek-Latin: Argentorati, 1557 etc.]
(139] Perspectiva comunis Cant. (?Cantuariensis](Joannes Peckhain, Archbishop of Canterbury,
Persrectiva coinmunis. Norinibergae, 1542 etc.]
(140] Verro (j] Geneuensis de niotu.(Michael Varro, De inotu tractatus. Genevae, 1584]
(141] Aeliani et Leonis imperatoris Tactica.(Aelianus Tacticus and Leo VI, called the
Philosopher, Emperor of the East, Tactica. sive
de instruendis aciebus. Lugduni Batavoruin, 1613]
In Octavo
(142] Maurolycj Cosmographia(Francesco Maurolico (Franciscus Maurolycus).
Parisiis, (1558]]
(143] Clavius in Euclidj Elemen voluniina II.(An edition in 8 of entries no.102-105 above.
Romae, 1589 (Adams E:987)]
(144] Arithmetica practica Gem	 Frisij(Reinerus Gemrna Frisius, Arithineticae iracticae
xnetttodus facilis. Antverpiae, 1581 (Adams G:385)]
(145] Quaestiones in Sphaej Iohanj2j de SacX BOSCQ(?Hartmann Beyer, Quaestiones in libel].um de
shaera Joannis de Sacro Busto (Joannes de Sacro
Bosco). Francoforti, 1552 (Adams B:878)]
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(146] The rules of the Ephemerides(Oronce Fine, The rules and rvcthte ample
docuinentes. touchin ge the use of the common
almanackes named e phemerides; translated by
Huniphrey Baker. (1558) etc. (STC
10878.5-10878.9))
Libri Gramatici et Critici. In Folio.
[147] Turnebi Opera. Volumina II.[Adrianus Turnebus. Argentorati, 1600 (Adams
T:1143)]
(148] Cornu-copia(?Nicolaus Perottus, Cornucopiae. Basileae, 1532(Adams P:727)]
(149] Catholicon lohannis de Ianua.[Joannes Baldus de Janua. In urbe Maguntina, 1460
etc.]
(150] Etymologicon Graecuin.[Magnum etymologicuni graecae linguae. Venetiis,
1549 (Adams E:966))
(151) Diction. Franco-lat. (?Dictionnaire Franco-latjn](Robert Estienne, the Elder, Dictionaire rsicl
franois latin. Paris, 1539 (Adams S:1812)]
In Quarto
[152] Lexicon Graeco-latinum[Henri Estienne, le Grand, Lexicon grpecolatinuin.[Lyons], 1607 etc.]
[153] Lipsij Opera Critica vnà cum tractatu de
Amphitheatro et Saturnalib[Justus Lipsius, ?Opera omnia, auae ad criticam
proprie spectant. Antverpiae, 1600 (Adams L:754)]
(p.27]
(154] Eiusdem Stoica philosophia et magnitudo Romana[Id., Manuductionis ad Stoicam hilosohiam libri
III. Antverpiae, 1604 etc. With his Admiranda.
sive de jnagnitudjne romana libri IV. Antverpiae,
1599 etc.)
(155] Thomasij Dictionarium Volumina II(Thomas Thomasius. Cantabrigiae, 1592 etc. (STC
24009 passiin)]
[156) Despauterij Cominentarij Grammat.jj(Joannes Despauterius, Coinmentarii grammatici.
Lugduni, (1582?] (Adams D:338)]
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(157] Authores Linguae 1atin(Denis Godefroy, Professor at Heidelberg,
Auctores lincTuae latinae in unuin corpus. [Lyons],
1595 (Adams G:898)]
[158] Illustrium Viroru Epistolae.(Angelo Ambrogini Poliziano. (Paris], 1526(Adams P:1771)]
(159] Bibliander de ratione Linguaru(Theodorus Bibliander, De ratione communi omniuni
linauarurn et literaruin. Tiguri, 1548]
[160] Dictionarj Caesaris Calderini(Cesare Mirani Calderino (Caesar Calderinus
Miranus), Dictionarluin. turn latini. turn italici
serinonis studiosis. pprimp conqruens. Venetlis,
1599 (Adams C:186)]
(161] Epistolae Italicae.(Unidentified]
In Octavo
[162] Iunij Nonienclator.(Adrianus Junius. Antverpiae, 1567 etc.]
(163) Dictionarj3jfl Gallicurn et Italicuin[164] Aliud[165] Aliud(Unidentified]
[166] Schori phrases Ling
	
latinae(Antonius Schorus. Basileae, 1577 (Adams S:711)]
(167] Scaliger de causis ling	 latinae(Julius Caesar Scaliger, De causis lincTuae
latinae libri XIII. [Heidelberg], 1597 (Adams
S:577)]
In Decimo sexto.
(168] Textorj Epitheta.(Joannes Ravisius Textor, Eithetorum epitome.
1579 etc. (STC 20762.5-20765)]
Libri Poetici. In Folio
(169] Graeci poetae Graeco-latjn(?Henri Estienne, le Grand, Poetae raeci heroici
carinthis. Genevae, 1566 (BN). ?Or Petrus de La
Rovière, Poetae Graeci veteres ... 2 tomes.
Coloniae Allobrogum, 1614]
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[170] Hoineri Iliad. et Odyss. (?Odyss]
graeco-latjjjg cuji comientari1s Spondani(Homer; with commentary by Joannes Spondanus.
Basileae, 1583 etc.]
(171] Terentius cum Cominentarils
In Quarto
(172] Iuvena1j et Persius cu conientari1s(Decimus Junius Juvenalis and Aulus Persius
Flaccus, Satvrae. (Ferrara], 1474 etc.]
[173] Martia1j Epigramniata curn comentari1s Rameres(?Rameresji] de Prado.(Marcus Valerius Martialis, Eiranunatum libri
y; with commentary by Lorenzo Ramirez(Laurentius Ramiresius) de Prado. Parisiis, 1607]
(174] Lucilij Satyrar reliquiae[Calus Lucj]. jus, Satyrarum auae supersunt
reliauiae. Lugduni Batavoruin, 1597 (Adams
L:1642)]
(175] Pindarus graeco-1atJjj cum Graecis scholijs(Pindar, Opera. [Geneva], 1599 (Adams P:1232)]
(176] Ouidius cu commentarils familiaris[Publius Ovidius Naso, ?Opera. Lugduni, 1502(Adams 0:424). ?Or his Metamorhoses. Lugduni,
1504 (Adams 0:470)]
[177] Tetrasticha Vidi Fabri(Gui Du Faur, Seigneur de Pibrac (Vidus Faber
Pibracius). Lutetiae, 1584 (Adams D:1065)]
[p.28]
In Decilno sexto.
[178] Ouidjj. Metamorphosis Sabinj[Publius Ovidius Naso; with commentary by
Georgius Sabinus. Francofurdi, 1593]
Oratores et Libri huinaniores
In Folio
[179] Ciceronis Opera Volumina II.(Marcus Tullius Cicero. Perhaps the two-volume
edition printed Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1527, or
volumes 1-2 of the five-volume edition printed
Parisils, 1539 (Adams C:1640)]
(180] Isocratj orationes latjj
[Isocrates. Basileae, 1529]
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2. The 1628 donations list of the books of Lucy Russell,
Countess of Bedford, and her mother Anne Harington
(Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, MS 91, p.28).
Reduced.
Image removed due to third party copyright
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[181] Alexandri ab Alexandro Genia1
	
dierum libLj
cum annotationibus Taraquelli [jg]
[Alexander ab Alexandro, Cenialium dierum libri
; edited by Andreas Tiraquellus. Francofurti,
1591 (Adams A:727)]
(182] Orationes Graeco-latj ex editione Stephani.
[Oratorum veterum orationes (Greek-Latin);
edited by Henri Estienne, le Grand (Henricus
Stephanus). (Geneva], 1575]
(183] Quintiliani Opera.
[Marcus Fabius Quintilianus, Institutionum
oratoriarum libri XII. Basileae, 1529 (Adams
Q:29)]
In Quarto
[184] Plinij Epistolae cuin comflhentariis Catanaei
[Caius Plinius Caecilius Secundus, Epistolarum
libri X; with commentary by Joannes Maria
Catanaeus. [Geneva], 1600 (Adams P:1548)]
[185] Lycosthenis Apothegmata [j]
[Conradus Lycosthenes, A pophthegmatum ... loci
communes. Lugduni, 1574. 8 etc. No 4° edition
traced]
[186] Institution of yong noble men by Cleland.
[James Cleland, Hpw- i5cicx. or the institution
of a young noble man. Oxford, 1607 etc. (STC
5393-5394)]
In Octavo
[187] Quintilianus et Lucius Florus Volumen I.
[Marcus Fabius Quintilianus. With Publius Annius
Florus (Lucius Annaeus Florus)]
[188] Aulus Gellius
[Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae. Parisiis, 1585
(Adams G:366)]
[189] Demosthenis Graeco-latirie specimen.
[Demostheries, ?Selections (Greek-Latin)
Parisiis, 1551]
[190] Compendiurn Mora1iu praeceptionu.
[Compendium moraliurn praece ptionum; compiled by
Martin Hayneccius (Greek-Latin). Lipsiae, 1600
(Adams C:2475)]
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Libri Philosophici
in Octavo.
[191] Bodini theatru Naturae
(Jean Bodin (Joannes Bodinus), Unlversae naturae
theatrum. Lugduni, 1596 (Adams B:2248)]
(192] Corneljj Agricolae (j] Operuj pars posterior
[Henricus Cornelius Agrippa, O perum pars
posterior. Lugduni, (l550] (Adams A:374)]
(193] lavelli quaestiones in Aristotelis de Anima
(Chrysostomus Javellus, Super tres libros
Aristotelis de aniina auaestiones. Venetiis, 1555
(Adams J:105)]
[194] De Spiritib et Incantationib liber per Cigogn
[Strozzi Cigogna, Maciiae oinnifariae. ye]. potius
universae naturae theatruin. in auo .. universa
spirjtuum et incantionum natura ,,. explicatur;
translated from Italian. Coloniae, 1606 etc.
(BN)]
[195] Wierus de praestigijs Daemonum /
[Johann Wier (Joannes Wierus), De raestiiis
daemonum ... libri V. Basileae, 1563 (Adams
W:144)]
[p.29)
[196) Andraeae (j] Libavii Ep: (?Epistolae] Chiiuicae
[Andreas Libavius, Rerum chymicarum epistolica
forma descriptarum liber primus ... 2 vol.
Francofurti, 1595 (Adams L:639)]
[197] Lullij Ars magna
[Ramón Lull (Raimundus Lullius), Ars magna.
generalls et ultiina. Francofurti, 1596 (Adams
L:1698))
[198) Farrago Phi1osophoru
[Unidentified]
Libri Dialectici in Quarto
(199] Zabarellae Opera Logica
[Giacomo Zabarella, the Elder. Basileae, 1594]
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in octavo
(200] Boetij in Praedicabilia vna cum Trapezuntij
Dia1ectj
(Anicius Manhius Torquatus Severinus Boethius on
Porphyry, the Philosopher, ?jn Aristotle, Orcanon
(Latin). Venetiis, 1564. with George of Trebizond
(Georgius Trapezuntius), De re dialectica hiber.
Lugduni, 1545 (Adams T:910)]
(201] Aristotelis Topj et Elenchj interprete Boetio.
[Anicius Manlius Torquatus Severinus Boethius on
Aristotle's Organon. Lugduni, 1553 etc.]
[202] Rodulph Agricola de Inventione
[Rodoiphus (Roduiphus) Agricola, the Elder,
Inventione dialectica. Coloniae, 1557 (Adams
A:363)]
[203] Casi Logica.
(John Case (Joannes Casus), Summa veterum
interretuin in universain dialecticain Aristotehis.
Oxoniae, 1592 etc. (STC 4763-4764)]
Libri Pohitici in Quarto
[204] Casi Sphaera Civitatis
[..2.. Oxoniae, 1588 (STC 4761)]
[205] THesaurus (j] Politicoruni Aphorisinoruin
(Unidentif led)
In octavo
(206] Specu1u humanae vitae per Rodericuj Zainor.
[?Zamorensis]
(Rodericus Sancius de Arevalo (Rodericus
Zamorensis). Argentorati, 1606 etc.]
lurisconsulti. In folio
[207] Antonius de Petra de potestate Praesulis
(?Petrus Antonius de Petra]
[208] !4athaei coinnjentaria in constitut: Neapo]is.
(Unidentified]
[209) Statuta Ferrariae
(Statuta urbis Ferrariae nuer reformata.
Ferrariae, 1567 (Adams F:266)]
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Libri Medici in Folio.
[210] Stirpiu adversaria per Lobel.(Matthias de L'Obel, Plantaruin seu stirium
historia ... cul annexuni est Adversariorum
voluinen. Antverpiae, 1576]
In octavo
(211] Methodus Anatomica.(Unidentified]
Liber Theologicus In Folio.
(212] Decreta Ecclesiae Gallicanae.
[p.30]
Hisce postea accesserunt libri sequentes.
In Folio
[213-216: 4 entries]
In Quarto
[217-221: 5 entries]
In Octauo
(222: 1 entry]
(End]
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The c.1640 catalociue of the books attributed to
Samuel Bernard. Clerk (dates unknown
1. Samuel Bernard
Nothing has been discovered about Samuel Bernard apart
from the little information contained in his personal
notebook, in which the catalogue transcribed below is
also to be found. The notebook reveals that Bernard
shared many of his contemporaries' interest in popular
remedies, for his notebook, which also contains the
inventory just mentioned, includes numerous medical
recipes and rules for diet. The book-list in the
notebook, however, does not contain a single medical
item and is therefore hardly consistent with a
physician's library. Perhaps the most informative parts
of the notebook, as far as Bernard's identity is
concerned, are receipts for money paid by him to various
individuals. These receipts describe him as 'Mr Samuel
Bernard, Clerk', and indicate that his functions included
paying out annuities and dealing with donations for the
local poor. The receipts appear to be in Bernard's hand,
and so does the inventory of the books listed in the same
notebook. The book collection is here referred to as
the Bernard library for convenience.
The notebook was once in the possesion of the
eminent physician and book collector Dr Francis Bernard
(1627-1698), and the tempting possibility of a link
between the two men was investigated, but all enquiries
have proved fruitless. A comparison of the book-list
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below and the 1698 sales catalogue of Francis Bernard's
extensive library has also failed to establish a link.
The physician Charles Bernard (1650-1711) has also been
investigated (tradition has it that Charles was a much
younger brother of Francis) but the 1711 sales catalogue
of Charles' library has little in common with the list
below.
2. Sources
Transcription from British Library, Sloane MS 520 (paper,
12', 61 leaves) fol.81v-61v (the catalogue is written
with the book turned upside-down and starts at the back).
Also in the same manuscript:
- two alphabetical author lists of the same collection,
one in rough draft (fol.36v), the other more refined
(fol.60r-37v).
- class catalogue of part of same collection at later
stage (latest date 1644) containing additional items
but totalling only about 150 titles (fol.34v-30v).
3. Date and attribution
The latest datable catalogue entry seems to be for the
1639 Latin-Greek edition of Bishop Jewel's Apologia
Ecclesiasticae Anlicanae (entry 251). The catalogue
therefore appears to have been compiled towards the end
of the 1630s.
S.R. Jayne (no.136, p.152) thought that the list was
in the hand of William Weller. This Weller appended his
signature to receipts for his quarterly annuity
(fol.23v-24r of the Bernard notebook) but the evidence
from the handwriting indicates that the receipts were not
in his hand, but evidently in Bernard's. The book-list
transcribed below is in the same hand as the receipts,
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and the compiler is therefore assumed to be Bernard.
Whether Bernard was also the owner or not is pure
conjecture.
4. Contents
304 entries (mainly printed books, some with place and
date of publication, and size). Nearly all the items are
priced.
5. Arrangement
Entries no.
1-29
30-44
45-66
67-88
89-96
97-106
107-113
114-115
116
117-162
163-178
179-2 01
202-204
2 05-211
212-267
268
269-278
279-283
284-3 00
3 01-304
Patres
Historici greci
Historici latin!
Commentatores in Scripturas
Philosophi greci
Philosophi latini
Logici latini
Oratores greci
Oratores latin!
Phil ol ogi
Poetae greci
Poetae latini
Matheinatici
Historici anglici
Theologici
Sermones sacri
Paperbookes
Anglici libri
Theologi latini et anglici
Scholastici
6. Note on the transcriTtion below
The headings for the various sections of the catalogue
below have been tentatively expanded, with the
characters expanded underlined but without any query.
7. Note on descriptions of entries
The alphabetical author index and the class catalogue
mentioned above have been taken into consideration when
they give complementary information. They are referred
to below as, respectively, the 'manuscript index' and the
'later manuscript classed catalogue'.
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[fol.81v]	 Patres.
[No entry on this page]
[fol.81r]	 Patres.
(1] £1 Bernardi opera Parisijs 1609. FQ].(St Bernard, Abbot of Clairvaux, Opera omnia]
[2] 8 s Irenaeus Basileae 1571. per Grynaeuifl. 8.[St Irenaeus, Opus eruditisslinum; edited by
Johann Jacob Grynaeus (Adams 1:158)]
[3] 15 s Tertulliani opera cum castigationibus
Francisci Iunij Franekerae. 1597. F.[Quintus Septimus Tertullianus; with
annotations by Franciscus Janus Jacobus
Albertus Junius]
[4] £2 Nazianzeni opera Grg et 1atjn cu
comnjentariis varioru Toj 2. Parisj.j 1609.
FpJ,.[St Gregory of Nazianzus, Opera; with
commentaries by Nicetas, Bishop of Serra and
others. Vol.1, 1609; vol.2, 1611]
(5] 14 s Cypriani opera recognita p Moreliu, ManutiuB
et alios cu Anotationibus Iacj Pamelij
Parisils 1616.[St Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage, Opera; edited
by Gulielmus Morelius and Paolo Manuzio, with
annotations by Jacobus Panielius (NUC)]
[6] 10 s Isidori Pelusiotae epistolae gr 	 et latj
ex officina coittje1iana [j] cu notisRiterhusij. t.ig] Fg.[St Isidore of Pelusium, ?De interpretatione
divinae Scriturae epistolarum libri IV ..;
books 1-111 edited by Jacques de Billy de
Prunay, book IV translated from Greek into
Latin by Conradus Rittershusius. Heidelberg :
Ex officina Conuneliniana, 1605. Dated 1606 in
later manuscript classed catalogue (valued
10 s), but no such edition traced]
[7] £4 Chrysostomi opera gr Toj 8. Etonae. 1612.[St John Chrysostom, Opera (Greek). Printed
1610-1612. fol.]
Arnobius adversus gentes Hanoviae cujn notis
Everardi [j] Elinenhorstjj . 1603.[8] 2 s
Minutij Felicis octavius cu notis eiusd
Hanoviae 1603.(Arnobius, Afer, Dis putationum adversus gentes
libri VII (includes Marcus Minucius Felix,
Octavius); edited, with annotations, by
Geverhartus Elmenhorstius. 8)
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(9] £3 Hieroymi [j] opera Basileae apud Frobenj3
6 s toj 9. 1526.[St Jerome, Lucubrationes omnes. Printed
1524-1526. fol. (Adams J:ll5). Described as
in '5 vol.' in later manuscript classed
catalogue]
(10] £1 Gregorij Macni opera. Basileae. Froben.
8 s (?Frobenj] 1551. toj 2.(Pope St Gregory I, surnamed the Great, Opera
omnia. fol. (Adams G:1170)]
(11] £2 Basilij opera Gr	 et latj Parisjj 1618.
6 s toj 2.(St Basil, called the Great, 0era omnia.
fol.]
[12] £1 clementis Alexandrini opera Gr	 et 1atjn cu
2 s annotationibus Danielis Heinsij, et Friderici
sylbirg.jj. ( .j] Lugdj Batavoruin 1616.(Clement of Alexandria, Opera graece et
latine auae extant; edited by Daniel Heinsius
and Fridericus Sylburgius. fol.]
(13] £1 Gregoril Nysseni opera grç et latjng togj 2.
9 s parisjj 1615(St Gregory, Bishop of Nyssa, Opera omnia.
1615. fol. (BN). '1615' written over '1515'
in the manuscript; dated 1615 in manuscript
index and in later manuscript classed
catalogue]
[14] 11 s Damasceni op	 gre et lat.jn Basi1g 1559.[St John of Damascus (Joannes Damascenus),
Opera. fol.]
[15] 2 s Optatus. com'el. (?coinje1inus] 1599.[St Optatus, Bishop of Mela, De schismate
Donatistarum contra Parmenianuin. [Heidelberg] :
Ex bibliopolio Coxnineliniano. 8' (Adams
0:216))
[16] 4 s Salvianus cu connnentarils Rittershusij
6 d volumtha 2. Altorfij. 1611.[Salvianus Massiliensis, Opera; edited, with
commentary, by Conradus Rittershusius. 1 vol.
8'. 'Volumina 2' may have been mistakenly
included here instead of in entry no.17
below]
[17] 8 s Hilarius Frob. [?Frobenius] basileae 1523.(St Hilary, Lucubrationes. 2 vol. fol. (Adams
H:552)]
[18] 4 s Clemens.(Pope St Clement I (Clemens Romanus),
Recocrnitionuin libri X. Basileae, 1526. fol.
etc. Described as 'Clemens Romanus, Recog.'
in manuscript index]
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[fol.80v]
[19] £3	 chrysostoinus 1atjn Parisils 1588.
6 s	 (St John Chrysostoin, Opera. 5 vol. fol.
Described as in '4 vol.' in later manuscript
classed catalogue)
(20] 16 s Origenes Basileae 1571. p Epicopiu (j]
(Origen, Opera omni p . Printed Per Eusebium
Episcopium, et Nicolai fr. haeredes. 2 vol.
fol. (Adams 0:285). 'Basileae 1571]
(Leo
[21] 10 s iMaximus
(Chrysologus
[Pope St Leo I, surnamed the Great; St
Maximus, Bishop of Turin; St Peter
Chrysologus and others, Opera oninia.
Lutetiae, 1623 (NUC)]
[22] 8 s Irenaeus
(St Irenaeus, Works (Latin). Coloniae
Agrippinae, 1596. fol. Described as 'Irenaei
Colon 1596' (valued 8 s) in later manuscript
classed catalogue]
[23] £1 Ambrosius basileae 1567.
15 s	 (St Ambrose, Opera. 5 vol. fol. (Adams A:942)
Described as in 3 vol. in manuscript index
and in later manuscript classed catalogue]
(24] 2 s Fulgentius
6 d	 (St Fulgentius, Bishop of Ruspa, ?Opera.
Basileae, 1566. 8 etc. (Adams F:1138
onward). Printed 'Basil.' according to
manuscript index]
[25] 22 s lustinus Martyr.
(St Justin Martyr, Opera (Greek-Latin).
Parisiis, 1636. fol. (BN). Described as
printed 'Paris: 1636' (valued 'f 1. 2 s')
in later manuscript classed catalogue]
[26] Cl	 Epiphanius 2.voluinlna
8 s	 (St Epiphanius, Opera omnia (Greek-Latin).
Parisils, 1622. fol. Described as 'Epiphanii
opera. Gr. lat. 2 vol.' in manuscript index;
and 'Epiphanii G 1: Paris 1622 2 vol' in
later manuscript classed catalogue (valued
'Cl. 8 s' in both cases))
(27] £8	 Augustinus Basil 	 1542. to11j 10. volumina 8.
10 s
	
	
(St Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, Oinnia opera.
Printed 1540-1543. fol. ? 10 vol. in 8.
Described as in 5 vol. (valued 'C8. 10 s')
in later manuscript classed catalogue]
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[28]	 Eusebj 2 vo1urina[Eusebius Painphili, De demonstratione
Evangelica libri X (Greek-Latin). Parisiis,
1628. fol. Described as 'Euseb. de
demonstrat. Evang. 2 vol.' in manuscript
index, and as 'Euseb: opera 2 vol: Graec:
Lat' (valued 'Cl. 10 s') in later
manuscript classed catalogue]
(29]	 Athanasius[St Athanasius, Opera (Greek-Latin). 2 vol.
Heidelbergae, 1600. fol. etc. Described as
'Athanasius. 2 vol. Gr. lat.' in manuscript
index]
[Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.80r]	 Historici Greci
[30] 18 s losephi opera. Grç et 1atj Genevae. 1611.[Flavius Josephus, Opera cniae extant
fol.j
Eusebij Pamphilj historiae ecclesiasticae 1ibj
10. Grece et latthe Coloniae Allobro gum 1612.
Eusebij oratjg in 1aude Constantini Magn.j
lb idein
Eusebj de vita Constantini Magjj ibide
Socratis Scholastici Ecclesiasticae historiae
Grece et latirie libri 7. Coloniae Allobroguin
1612. Fol. ibidern
Thedoriti [j) Ecclesiasticae historiae[31] £1	 libri 5. Coloniae Allobro gum 1612. Ibidern
Theodori lectoris Co1lectaneorui 1ibj 2.
Grece, et 1atkn Coloniae AllobrocTum 1612.Fol. ibidem
Sozoueni Heriniae Ecclesiasticae historiae 1ib.j
9. Grece et latine coloniae Allobrogum 1612.
Fol. ibidem
Evagrij scholastici 1ibj 6. Ecclesiasticae
historiae Grece et latine Coloniae Allobrogum
1612.	 ibidein(Eusebius Painphili. Includes Socrates
Scholasticus; Theodoret, Bishop of Cyrus;
Theodore, called Anagnostes (Theodorus
Lector), Collectaneorum ex Historia
Ecciesiastica Theodori Lectoris libri 2;
Hermias Sozoxuenus; and Evagrius Scholasticus(BN)]
(Lower part of the page blank)
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(Fol.79v]	 Historici Grj
[32] 8 s Nicetes choniates: Historia Gr 	 et 1atjn ab
anno 1117. in quo zonars desinit, ad annum
1203 libij 19. descripta. Genevae. 1593.
(Nicetas Acominatus Choniates, Imterii graeci
historia. 4']
(33] 3. s Agathias. Historia de Lnperio et rebus gestis
lustiniani Imperatoris 1ibj 5. gr	 et latj
cu notis Bonaventurae Vulcanij Lugdj
Batavorum ex officina Plantiniana 1594
Agtj,e epigraxnmata eiusdem.
(Agathias; with annotations by Bonaventura
Vulcanius. Includes Agathias, Epjgrammatp
graeca. 4']
[34] 16 s Appianus Alexandrinus.
(Appian of Alexandria (Appianus
Alexandrinus), Romanarum historiarum
fracnnenta (Greek-Latin). [Geneva], 1592. fol.
Described as a 'Gr. lat.' edition in
manuscript index, and as 'Appian Histor: 1592
Paris G.Lat' (valued 16 s) in later
manuscript classed catalogue, but no such
edition traced]
[35] Herododotus. (sic]
(Herodotus, ?Historiarum libri IX (Greek-
Latin). (Paris], 1592. fol. etc. Described as
a 'Gr.lat.' edition in manuscript index]
[36] 3 s Herodianus.
[Herodian, the Historian, ?Historiarum libri
VIII (Greek-Latin). Venetiis, 1524. 80 etc.
Described as 'a Gr. lat.' edition in
manuscript index]
(37] 3 s Diogenes Laertius.
(?His De vitis, decretis et responsis
celebrium philosophorum libri X
(Greek-Latin). (Geneva], 1570. 8 and other
Greek, Latin, and Greek-Latin editions]
[38] 2 s Heliodorus
(Heliodorus, Bishop of Tricca, Aethiopicorum
libri X (Greek-Latin). (Heidelberg], 1596. 8
and other Greek, Latin, and Greek-Latin
editions. Described as 'Heliodori Aethiopica
hist.' in manuscript index. An English
translation is entered as no.211 below]
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(39] 3 s Arrianus.
(Flavius Arrianus, De exeditione Alexandri
Mani historiarun libri VIII (Greek-Latin).
(Geneva?], 1575. fol. Described as 'Arianus
de Alex. exped. Cr. lat.' in manuscript
index, and as 'Arrian Exped Alex: 1575 Paris'
(valued 3 s) in later manuscript classed
catalogue, but no such edition traced]
(40] Arriani periplus.
(?Perllus (a combined edition of the
Peri1us Ponti Euxini and of the Perthius
Marl Erythraei, sometimes attributed to
Arrianus) (Greek-Latin). Basileae, 1523. 4°
etc. (BN). Described as a 'Gr. lat.' edition
in manuscript index, and as 'Arriani Periplus
Mans Erythraei' (valued 6 s) in later
manuscript classed catalogue]
(41] 7 s Xenophon
(His 0era (Greek-Latin). ?Francofurti, 1596.
fol. Described as 'Xenophon opera G Lat 1599
Fran' (valued 7 s) in later manuscript
classed catalogue, but no such edition
traced]
[42] 5 s Plutarchi vit,g grç
(Plutarch, ?Vitae parallelae. Basileae, 1560
(Greek-Latin). fol. Described as 'Plutarch
Vitae Graece Bas 1560' (valued 5 s) in later
manuscript classed catalogue]
[43] 9 s Thucydides.
(His De bello PelolDonnesiaco libri VIII
(Greek-Latin). (Geneva], 1564. fol. and other
Greek-Latin editions. Described as
'Thucydidis Histor: C Lat' (valued 9 s) in
later manuscript classed catalogue]
(44] 4 s Polybius.
(?His Historiaruin libri cmi supersunt
(Greek-Latin); translated by Isaac Casaubon.
Parisiis, 1609. fol. etc. Described as
'Polybius per Causabon [ai] 1615' (but
valued 15 s) in later manuscript classed
catalogue, but no such edition traced]
(Lower part of the page blank]
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[fol.79r]	 Historici latjnj
(45]	 Platina de vitis pontificuin vsqj ad Paulurn 2.
cu Annotationibus Onuphrij Coloriiae
Aggrippinae 1611.
Onuphrij Supplementuj ad P1atina a Paulo 2 ad
piu 5. Ibide
Antonij Cicarellae Supplementuin a Pio 5. vsaj
ad Pau1uj 5. ibide[Bartholomaeus Sacchi de Platina, Historia
de vitis Pontificum Romanoruin ... usaue
ad Paulurn II; with Onofrio Panvinio's
annotations and supplement, and Antonio
Ciccarelli's supplement. 4S• Valued 4 s in
later manuscript classed catalogue]
Gulielmi Malmesburiensis
Henrici Huntingdoniensis 	 historiae[46] 11 s Rogeri Hovedenj	 rerufl
Ethelwerdi	 Ang1icaru
Inguiphi Abbatis Croylandensis[Rerum Anglicarum scrthtores; edited by Sir
Henry Savile. Francofurti, 1601. fol. (An
edition of histories by Gulielinus
Nalmesburiensis, Henricus de Huntingdon(Huntingdoniensis), Roger de Hoveden (Rogerus
Hovedenus), Fabius Ethelwerdus and Ingulphus,
Abbot of Croyland). Described as 'Rerum Angi:
Scrip Malmesbury &c 1601' (valued 11 s) in
later manuscript classed catalogue]
(47] 3 s Buchananis [?Buchananus)
6 d	 [George Buchanan, Reruin Scoticaruin historia.
Edimburgi, 1582. fol. etc. (STC 3991-3992).
Described as 'Buchanani historia' in
manuscript index]
[48] 22 d Godwini Annales(Francis Godwin, Rerum Anglicaruin Henrico
VIII. Edwardo VI et Maria renantibus
annales. 1616. fol. etc. (STC 11945-11946))
(Lower part of the page blank]
(fol.78v]
[49] 2 S
(50] ls
Historici latjnj
Tacitus.
Quintus Curtius.(Quintus Curtius Rufus, ?Historia Alexandri.
?4acini. (Venice], 1471. 4' etc.]
[51] 1 s Valerius Maximus.[?His Factorum et dictoruin inemorabilium libri
. [Strassburg], 1470. fol. etc.]
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[52) 2 s Explicatio Genealogiae Henrici 2di Condaei(José Teixeira, Exvlicatio cTenealoQiae
Henrici II. Condaei. Parisiis, 1596. 8 (BN)]
[53] 3 S Livius.
[54] 1 s Suetonius.
6 d	 (?His Vitae XII Caesaruin; with a preface by
Joannes Baptista Egnatius (i.e. Giovanni
Battista Cipelli). Venetiis, 1516. 8 etc.
Described as 'Suetonius cum Joanne Bapt.
Egnat.' in manuscript index]
(55] 1 s Salustius.
(56] 1 s Lucius Florus.
6 d	 (Publius Annius (also called Lucius Annaeus
and Lucius Julius) Florus]
[57] 3 s lustinus
6 d	 (Justinus, the Historian, ElDitome historiaruin
Troi Pompeii. (Venice], 1470. 4 etc.
Described as 'Justini historia' (valued
3 s 6 d) in manuscript index]
4 s	 (No entry]
(58] 5 s Cambeni (j] Elizabetha(William Camden, Annales reruin AncTlicarum et
Hibernicaruin. regnante Elizabetha. ad annum
MDLXXXIX. 1615. fol. etc. (STC 4496-4496.5)]
[59] 6 d Polydorus virgilius de rer inventoribus(Polydorus Vergilius (Virgilius), Q
inventoribus reruni libri VIII. Venetiis,
1499. 4 etc.]
[60] 6 d Caesaris Conmjentarii(Caius Julius Caesar, Conunentarii. Venetiis,
1471. fol. etc.]
(61] 1 s Hegesippus.
6 d	 [?His Historia de Bello Judaico. Parisiis,
1510. fol. etc.)
[62] 1 s Paterculus
6 d	 (Marcus Velleius Paterculus, ?Historiae
Ronianae libri II. Basileae, 1520. fol. etc.]
[63] s Canon.[Johann Canon, chronica. Wittemberg,[1532]. 4 etc. Described as 'Carionis
Chronicon' in manuscript index]
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(64] 3 $ Godwinus de episcopis(Francis Godwin, ?De raesulibus Ang].iae
conunentarius : oinniuin ep iscooruin .., noinina
1616. 40 etc. (STC 11941-11942).
Described as 'Godwinus de episcop. Catal.' in
manuscript index]
(65] 4 s Platina de episcois Romanis(?Another edition or copy of entry no.45
above]
(66] 2 s Suetonius cu Valerio(Caius Suetonius Tranquillus and Caius
Valerius Flaccus. Described as Suetonius with
'Valerio Flacco Paris. Cohn' in manuscript
index]
(Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.78r]	 Conientatores in Scripturas
(67] 5 s Lorinus in Sapientj. Moguntiae. 1608.(Joannes Lorinus, Coininentaril in Saientiam.
4 (BN)]
(68] 5 s Lorinus in Cathohicas 3. Ioanj .j et duas Petrj.
Moguntiae 1610.
In Catholicas tres B. loannis & duas
B. Petri Eiistolas conunentarii. Date
written over '1600' in the manuscript.
Described as 'Lorini in Epist Cathol. Mogun
1610' (valued 5 s) in later manuscript
classed catalogue]
(69] 10 s Aquinas in epistolas[St Thomas Aquinas, Comntentaria in omnes D.
Pauli aostohi Eiistolas. Antverpiae, 1620.
fol. (BN). Described as 'Aquinatis in St
Pauhi Epist' and dated 1620 (valued 10 s) in
later manuscript classed catalogue]
[70] 14 s Lorinus in Acta. Apostolorum. Lugduni. 1609.(Joannes Lorinus, In Acta Apostolorum
comTnentaria. fol. (BN)]
[71] 14 s Lorinus in Leviticu
Commentarii in Leviticuin. Lugduni,
1619. fol. (BN)]
(72] 8 s Stehla in lucarn(Diego de Estella, In ... Evancelium secundum
Lucam eriarrationes. Salmantiae, 1574-1575.
fol. etc.]
(73] 13 s Mohlerus in Psa1(Henricus Mollerus, Enarrationes Psahinorum
Davidis. Genevae, 1610. fol. (BN). Described
as printed 'Gen: 1610' in later manuscript
classed catalogue]
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(74] 20 d Willet on Sam),(Andrew Willet, An harutonie upon ... Samuel.(Cambridge], 1607. 4 etc. (STC 25678-25680))
(75] 4 s Willet on Danjj
6 d	 [, Hexapla in Danielein (English).
Cambridge, 1610. fol. (STC 25689)]
(76] 6 S Willet in Roiu(, Hexapla. that is. a six-fold
conmientarie upon the Epistle to the Ronianes.
1611. fol. etc. (STC 25689.7-25691).
Described as 'Willet on the Romans' in
manuscript index]
(77] (Gorran in Evangelia
30 s (Gorran in Epistolas[Nicolaus Gorranus, Coinmentaria in civatuor
Evancfelia. Coloniae, 1537. fol. With his
postj lla surer Epistolas Pauli. Cologne,
1478. fol. etc.]
[78]	 Cornelius a lapide in Prophetas minores(Cornelis van den Steen, called Cornelius a
Lapide, Coinmentaria in duodeciin Prohetas
Minores. Antuerpiae, 1625. fol.]
(Lower part of the page blank]
(fol.77v]	 Conuentatores in Scripturas
[79] 13 s (Calvinus in Evangelia[80] 13 s Ca1vinus in epistolas(Jean Calvin, Harmonia ex tribus Evangelistis
coinosita ... Cum I. Calvini cominentariis.(Geneva], 1555. fol. etc. With his
Conunentaril in Epistolas Canonicas. Geneva,
1554. fol. etc.]
[81] 2 s (Paraeus in Ga1at(82] 2 s Paraeus in Hebraeos(83] 3 s I Paraeus in 1 ad Corinthjg
6 d	 (David Pareus, In divinain ad Galatas S. Pauli
Aostoli Eisto1ani coininentarius. Genevae,
1614 etc. (NIJC). With his In divinam ad
Hebraeos S. Pau].i Aostoli Eistolam
coininentarius. Genevae, 1614 etc. (NUC). With
his In divinani ad Corinthios Prioreni S. Pau].i
Apostoli Epistolam coininentarius. Genevae,
1614. 8° (BN)]
	
[84] 1 s	 Fevardentius. in Esterein
	
6 d	 (Francois Feu-Ardent, In librum Esther
coirnnentarii. Coloniae Agrippinae, 1595. 8(Adams F:394)]
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[85] 4 s Polanus in Danie].en(Ainandus Polanus, In Danielein prpphetam
coinmentarius. Basileae, 1600. 40 (Adams
P;1733)]
(86] 9 s Calvinus in Psa1g < [erasure] >(Jean Calvin, In librum Psalinoruin
cominentarius. [Geneva], 1557. fol. etc.]
(87] 1 s Lavaterius [j] in Ester
6 d	 [Ludwig Lavater (Lavaterus), Liber Hestherae
homilis XLVII exiositus. Tiguri, 1585. fol.(Adams L:313)]
[88] 3 s Abbots in Iona[George Abbot, An exposition upon the Prophet
Jonah. 1600. 40 etc. (STC 34-35)]
(Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.77r]	 Commentatores in Scripturas
[No entry on this page]
[fol.76v]	 [Blank]
[fol.76r]	 Coinentatores in Scripturas
(No entry on this page]
[fol.75v]	 [Blank]
[fol.75r]	 Philosophi Grgj
[89] 3 s Aristotelis Physjg,[Aristotle, De natura. aut de reruin
principiis libri VIII (Physica)(Greek-Latin). Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1554. 4°
and other Greek, Latin, and Greek-Latin
editions]
(90] 2 s Aristoteles de coelo(L, De coelo libri 1111 (Greek-Latin).Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1554. 4° and other
Greek, Latin, and Greek-Latin editions]
[91) 3 s Aristotelis Ethica.
De inoribus ad Nicoinachum, libri X(Ethica Nicomachea) (Greek-Latin). Parisiis,
1555. fol. and other Greek, Latin, and
Greek-Latin editions]
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[92] 2 s Aristotelis Rhetorica
De arte dicendi libri III (Rhetorica)
(Greek-Latin). Parisiis, 1549. 8 and other
Greek, Latin, and Greek-Latin editions]
[93] 2 s Aristotelis Po1itj(1	 Politicorun libri VIII (Greek-Latin).
Florentiae, 1576. fol. and other Greek,
Latin, and Greek-Latin editions]
(94] 2 s Aristoteles de anima
De anima libri III (Greek-Latin).
Parisiis, 1543. 8' and other Greek, Latin,
and Greek-Latin editions]
[95] 2 s Epictetus.
(Epictetus]
[96] 13 s Plutarch. Moralls English
(Plutarch, The thi1osohie. comnionlie called
The Morals; translated from Greek by
Philemon Holland. 1603. fol. (STC 20063).
Described as 'Plutarchs Morall 1 Edition'
(valued 13 s) in later manuscript classed
catalogue]
(Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.74v]	 (Blank]
(fol.74r]	 Philosohi latjnj
[97] Francisci Baconi instauratio Magfl, Lond.jflj
1620.
(Francis Bacon, Viscount St Albans. fol.
(STC 1162-1163). Valued 3 s in later
manuscript classed catalogue]
[98] 2 s Magiri Physica.
(Joannes Magirus, Physica peripatetica ex
Aristotele. Francofurti, 1597 (NUC).
'Nagiri' written over another word in the
manuscript. Described as 'Magiri physica'
(but valued 3 s) in manuscript index]
[99] 1 s Keckermanni Ethica.
6 d	 (Bartholomaeus Keckermannus, Systema
ethicae. 1607. 8 (STC 14898)]
[100] 2 s Ciceronis Tusculanae quaestiones
(Cicero, Tusculanae auaestiones. [Rome],
1469. 4' etc.]
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(101] 2 s CicerQ de officijs.[Id., De officils libri III; with his
flapaóocz (Latin). Venetils, 1517. 80 etc,
Described as 'Cicero de offic. cum Para.
Gr.' in manuscript index (valued 2 s)]
(102] 3 s Casi Politica.[John Case, ?Sphaera civitatis. Francofurti
ad Moenum, 1593. 4° (Adams C:825).
?Described as 'Casi Sphaera Civil 1593 fran'(but valued 1 s 6 d) in later manuscript
classed catalogue]
[103] 1 $ Rodolphus Agric[Rodoiphus Agricola, the Elder]
(104] 6 d Donalsoni Ethica.	 < 6d>[Unidentified]
[105] 10 s Seneca.['Seneca' written over another word in the
manuscript]
[106] 5 s Morisanus.[Bernardus Morisanus, ?In Aristotelis
log icam, phvsicam ... commentarii.
Francofurti, 1625. 40]
[Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.73v]	 Logjg.j latjj
[107] 1 s Casi logica.(John Case, ?Sumiita veterum interpretum in
universam dialecticam Aristotelis. 1584. 40
etc. (STC 4762-4764)]
[108] 2 s Keckermanni logica.[Bartholomaeus Keckermannus, ?Systema
lociicae. Hanoviae, 1600. 8° etc.]
(109] 1 s Keckermanni Systema minus
< [erasure] > [Id., Systenta logicae minus. Hanoviae, 1606
etc. (NUC))
[110] 6 d Setonus.(Joannes Setonus, Dialectica. 1545. 8° etc.(STC 22250-22257). Described as 'Setoni
Log.' in manuscript index]
(111] 1 s (?]Hanberi 1ogjg[Unidentified]
[112] 3 $ Alstedij logjg(Johann }Ieinr j.ch Aisted, ?Clavis artis
Lullianae, et verae logices
Argentorati, 1633. 8°)
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(113] Smiglesius
(Marcin Smiglecki, Logica. Oxonii, 1634. 8.
(STC 22652). Described as 'Smiglesius (j]
Log. Oxon.' in manuscript index, and as
'Smiglecii Logica Oxon 1634' (valued 5 s) in
later manuscript classed catalogue]
(Lower part of the page blank]
(fol.73r]	 Oratores Grj
(114] 15 s Demosthenes.
[Demosthenes and Aeschines, OPera (Greek-
Latin). Aureliae Allobrogum, 1607. fol.
Described as a 'Gr. lat'. edition in
manuscript index, and as 'Demostenis opera
Gr. Lat Aurel' (valued 15 s) in later
manuscript classed catalogue]
[115] 2 s Isocrates
6d
(Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.72v]	 (Blank]
[fol.72r]	 (Oratores latjn.j]
(116] 8 s Ciceronis Orationes voluinen 1
2
3
[Cicero, Orationes. Venetiis, 1519. 8° etc.]
(Lower part of the page blank]
(fol.71v]	 (Blank]
[fol.71r]	 Philologi
[117] 3 s Clenardi Grg, Granunatica cu scholijs
6 d Antesignani Hanoviae. 1617.
[Nicolaus Clenardus, Institutiones lincivae
craecae; with commentary by Pierre Davantes,
called Antesignanus. 40]
[118] 1 s Epistolae familiares Ciceronis.
[Cicero. Venetiis, 1491. fol. etc.]
(119] 1 s Epistolae Ciceronis ad Atticum
Eistolae ad Titum Poinponium Atticum.
Venetiis, 1544. fol. etc.]
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[120] 2 s Martinij hebr p ep Granunatica
6 d
	
[Petrus Martinius, Grammatica hebraea.
Parisiis, 1567. 8 etc.)
(121] 2 $ Blebelij Graminatica hebraea[Thomas Blebelius, Grammaticae hebraeae
sanctae 1incuae institutiones. VVitebergae,
1587. 8' (Adams B:2105)]
(122] 2 s Pagnini Epitome.(Santes Pagninus, E p itome thesauri lincruae
sanctae. Antverpiae, 1570. 8' etc.]
[123] 18 d Buxtorf ij Epitj[Johannes Buxtorf jug , the Elder, ?Eitome
ciramxnaticae hebraeae. Basileae, 1613 (NUC)
etc. ?Or his Epitome radicuin hebraicarum et
chaldalcarum complectens omnes voces
Basileae, 1607. 8° etc.]
(124] 1 s Cambdeni (j] Grammatica greca(William Camden, Institutio graecae
grainmatices compendi pria. 1595. 8° etc. (STC
4511-4517)]
[125] 6 d Ceporini Grammatica[Jacobus Ceporinus, Compendium grammaticae
graecae. Tiguri, 1526. 8' etc. Described as
'Ceporini Gram. Gr.' in manuscript index]
(126] 4 d Vallae elegantj,(Laurentius Valla, De e1ecantia lincruae
latinae libri VI. (Rome], 1471. fol. etc.]
(127] 1 s Aulus Gellius:(His Noctes Atticae. (Rome], 1469. fol. etc.
Described as 'A. Gellius. Noct. At.' in
manuscript index, and as 'Auli Gallii [.j)
opera 1599 Venet' (but valued 2 s) in later
manuscript classed catalogue, but no such
edition traced]
(128] 3 s Barclaij Argenis(John Barclay,
etc.)
Mr Tub
Argenis. Parisiis, 1621. 8°
[129] 2 s Euphormionis Satyricon	 Mr Tub.(Lusininus Euphormio (i.e. John Barclay),
Satyricon. Leydae, 1623. 12' etc. Described
as 'Euphormionis Satyricon' in manuscript
index]
(130) 3 s Buxtorf .jj. hebraea Graminatica(Johannes Buxtorf jug , the Elder, ?Thesaurus
grainmaticus 1inuae sanctae hebraeae.
Basilea, 1609. 8' etc.]
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(131] 1 $ Textoris Epithet,
6 d	 (Joannes Ravisius Textor, Eithetorum
epitome. Lugduni, 1548. 8 etc.]
(132] 5 s Heinsij Aristarchus
(Daniel Heinsius, Aristarchus sacer (Greek-
Latin). Lugduni Batavorum, 1627. 8.
Described as 'Heinsii Aristarchus sacer.' in
manuscript index]
[133]	 Horo1ogiufl Hebraicui
[Wilhelmus Schickard, HorolocTiuln hebraeuin.
Lipsiae, 1624 etc. (NUC)]
[Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.70v]	 Philologi
Dr Goad
(134]	 Breerewood [j] de ponderibus et pretijs
veteru numinoru Londjnj 1614.
[Edward Brerewood. 4° (STC 3612))
[135] 11 s Scapulae lexicon.
[Joannes Scapula, Lexicon crraeco-latinum
novuin. Aureliae Allobrogum, 1609. fol.
Described as 'Scapulae Lexicon 1609 Aurel
Allob' (valued 11 s) in later manuscript
classed catalogue)
[136] 5 s Morelij Dictionariui
[Gulielmus Morelius, ?Thesaurus vocum omnium
latinarum. Parisiis, 1622. 4]
(137] 3 s Athenaeus. Grg
(Athenaeus Naucratita, ?Deinoso3Dhistarum
libri XV. Basileae, 1535. fol. Described as
'Athenaei Deipnosophist Graec Basil 1535'
(but valued 6 s) in later manuscript classed
catalogue]
(138] 2 s Athenaeus 1atft 2. [.j]
Venetiis, 1556. fol. etc.]
(139] 2 s Apollonius
(Alexandrinus Apollonius Dyscolus, ?Qg
syntaxi. seu constructione orationis libri
1111 (Greek-Latin). Francofurti, 1590. 40
Described as 'Apollonius. Gram. Gr. lat.'
in manuscript index]
(140] 1 s Moschopulus.
(Manuel Moschopulus]
(141] 4 d Varro de lingua 1atjn,
[(Rome, 1471?] 4° etc.]
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(142] 1 s Linacer.
[Thomas Linacre (STC 15634-15637)]
(143] 1 s Scaliger de causis 1ing	 latinae
(Julius Caesar Scaliger, De causis linguae
latinae libri XIII. Lugduni, 1540. 4 etc.
(Adams S:574A-577))
(144] 1 s Priscianus et alij Gram. (?GramTnaticus]
[Priscianus, called P. Grammaticus.
Described as 'Gramat 12 illust Priscian &c1
(but valued 3 s) in later manuscript classed
catalogue]
(145] 8 s Pausanias
[?Pausanias, the Traveller. Described as
'Pausanias Hist G Lat' (valued 8 s) in later
manuscript classed catalogue]
[146] 1 s Ludovicus vives de tradendis disciplinis
[Joannes Ludovicus Vives. (Leyden], 1612.
8°]
[147] 2 s Alstedjj. Rhetorica
4 d	 [Johann Heinrich Alsted, Rhetorica.
Herbornae Nassoviorum, 1616. 8°]
[148) 1 s Macrobius Saturna1j,
6 d	 [Ainbrosius Theodosius Macrobius, ?In somnium
Scipionis M. Tullii Ciceronis libri II, et
Saturnaliorum lib.VII ... Venetiis, 1472.
fol. etc. Price blurred in the manuscript]
[149] 1 s Cicero de Oratore
[Printed Subiaco, 1465. 4 etc.]
[150] Cicero
[151] 3 s Scaliger de re poetjc,
[Georgius Fabricius Chemnicensis, De re
poetica ... latinorum inter se comparationes
ex Julii Caesaris Scali gerii critico
desuinptae. Antverpiae, 1565. 12°]
(152] 1 S (?]Canijnij Gramniatica Grg,
(?Angelus Caninius, ?'EAXrvtuoC. In quo
guicqu jd vetustissimi scriptores de graecae
linguae ratione praecipiunt ... Parisiis,
1555. 4 etc.]
[153] 2 S Textoris Epithet,
(?Another edition of copy of entry no.131
above]
[154] 1 s Erasmi Colloquia
6 d	 [Desiderius Erasmus. parisiis, 1527. 24°
etc.]
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(155] 3 s Quintilianus(?His Oratoriuin institutionum libri XII.
Apud Sanctam Coloniam, 1521. fol. etc. Some
earlier editions (e. g , Venetiis, 1494. fol.)
simply titled 'Quintilianus']
[156] 2 s Smetij Prosodj.(Henricus Snietius. 1615. 8' etc. (STC
22646-22650)]
(157] 1 $ Aesopi fabulae(Aesop, Fpbulae (Greek-Latin). (Milan,
1480?] 4' and other Greek-Latin editions.
Described as a 'Gr. lat.' edition in
manuscript index]
(158] 1 s Butleri Rhetorica(Charles Butler, Rameae rhetoricae libri II.
Oxoniae, 1597. 8' etc. (STC 4l96.54200)]
(159] 3 s Passor [j] in Novun Testamentum[Georgius Pasor, ?Lexicon graeco-].atinum in
Novuin ... Testamentuin. 1621. 8° (STC 19444).
?Or his Manuale graecoruni vocuin Novi
Testamenti. Lugduni Batavorum, 1634. 12°
etc.]
(160] 3 s Calepinus(Anthrosius Calepinus, Dictionarium.
Argentoraci, 1510. fol. etc. Described as
'Calepini lex.' in manuscript index]
(161] 1 s Sapientia veteruin(Francis Bacon, Viscount St Albans,
sapientia veterum liber. 1609. 12' etc. (STC
1127-1129)]
[162] 1 s Plinij epistolae(Caius Plinius Caecilius Secundus. (Venice],
1492. 4' etc.]
[Lower part of the page blank]
(fol.70r]	 Poetae Grgj
[163] 3 s Lycophronj Cassand curn comentariis Isaaci
6 d TZETZAE (sic] Grece et 1atj p Gulielmum
Canteru Excudebat Paulus Stephanus. 1601[Lycophron, Alexandra .... nec non epitome
Cassandrae grecolatina. carmine Anacreontio;
edited by Joannes (not Isaac as stated in
the book itself) Tzetzes; Latin translation
by Gulielmus Canterus. [Geneva]. 4']
[164] 3 s Aeschylus
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(165] 4 s Euripides 2 tomj
(Euripides, ?Tracoediae XIX (Greek-Latin).
Heidelbergae, 1597. 2 parts. 8. Described
as 'Euripidis Tragoed. 2 vol. Cr. lat.' in
manuscript index]
[166] 1 s Hesiodus
6 d	 (Hesiod, ?Opera (Greek-Latin). Basileae,
1542. 8 and other Greek, Latin, and
Greek-Latin editions]
Ilias
(167] 2 s Homeri f
I. Odyss
(Homer, Iliad and Odvssea (Greek-Latin).
2 vol. (Geneva], 1560-1567. 16 and other
Greek, Latin, and Greek-Latin editions.
Later manuscript classed catalogue includes
'Eustath in Homer 3 vol: Basil 1560' (valued
3 s 10 d)]
(168] 1 s Pindarus
[Pindar, Odes (Greek-Latin). 2 vol.
[Geneva], 1560. 16 and other Greek, Latin,
and Greek-Latin editions]
(169] 2 s Sophocles
(Described as 'Sophocles Gr. lat.' in
manuscript index]
(170] 1 s Apollinarius
[Apollinarius, Bishop of Laodicea,
InterlDretatio Psalmoruni. versibus heroicis.
Parisiis, 1552. 8 etc. Described as
'Apollinarius in Psal.' in manuscript index]
[171] 1 s Theocritus
(?His Idvilia (Greek-Latin). [Frankfort],
1545. 8 and other Greek, Latin, and
Greek-Latin editions]
(172] 1 s Oppianus
10 d	 (Oppian]
[173] 10 s Epigraminata gr
(Eiraminatuiu Graecorum libri. VII (Greek).
Francofurti, 1600. fol. Described as
'Epigram Grae cum Coment 1600' (valued 10 s)
in later manuscript classed catalogue]
(Lower part of the page blank]
(fol.69v]	 Poet Grj
[174] 10 s Aristophanes.
(Described as 'Aristoph. cum Schol.' in
manuscript index]
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[175] 1 s Proclus.
6 d	 (Proclus Diadochus, De sphaera
(Greek-Latin). Argentina, 1539. 8° and other
Greek, Latin, and Greek-Latin editions.
Described as 'Proclus de sphaera' in
manuscript index]
[176] 2 s Nonnus Dionysiaca
(Nonnus of Panoplis, Dionvsiaca
(Greek-Latin). Hanoviae, 1605. 8' and other
Greek and Greek-Latin editions]
[177)
[178]
1 s Neandri p. (?p] [?]altera
(?Michael Neander of Sorau]
6 d Nonnus paraphrasis in Ioanflj
(Nonnus of Panoplis, Parahrasis S.
Evane1ii secundum Joannem. carmine heroico
graeco conscripta (Greek-Latin). Basileae,
1571. 8° and other Greek, Latin, and
Greek-Latin editions]
[Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.69r]	 Poet iatjnj
[179] 2 s Petronij Arbitri satyricon cu fragmentis,
6 d adhibitis notis, et observationibus varioruin
Helenopj 1610.
[Titus Petronius Arbiter, Satiricon, cum
Petroniorum framentis ... Accesserunt
seorsim riotae et observationes varioruin. 8°]
(Lower part of the page blank)
(fol.68v]	 Poet latiat
[180) 1 s Ausonius.
[Decimus Magnus Ausonius)
[181) is Claudianus.
(Claudius Claudianus)
[182) is Prudent ius.
(Aurelius Prudentius Clemens]
[183] 2 s Martialis.
(Marcus Valerius Martialis, ?Epigrammata,
sometimes simply titled 'Martialis' (e..
Venetiis, 1498. fol.)]
[184] 4 s Persius. ciini Notis Isaaci CasaubQflj
[Aulus Persius Flaccus, ?Sat yrae; edited,
with commentary, by Isaac Casaubon.
Parislis, 1605. 8' etc.]
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(185] 2 s Lucretius.
(?His De natura reruni ].ibri VI. Verona,
1486. fol. etc.]
(186] 4 s Ovidius 3 Tomj
(His Opera. [Rome), 1471. fol. etc.]
Catullus Ti (j]
(187] 1 s Tibullus
Propertius
(Caius Valerius Catullus; Albius Tibullus;
and Sextus Propertius, Opera. Sometimes
printed with title Catullus. Tibullus.
Propertius. Venetils, 1502. 8° etc. The
compiler apparently started to write the
whole entry on a single line and changed his
mind after writing the first two letters of
'Tibulus']
(188]
[189]
[190]
(191]
(192]
[193]
1 s Horatius
6d
1 s Iuuenalis
(?His Satvrae. [Venice], 1470. fol. etc.)
2 s Lucanus
[?His Pharsalia. [Rome), 1469. fol. etc.]
1 s Macer
(Aemilius Macer (i.e. Odo, the physician)]
1 s Plautus.
6d
1 s Terentius
[194) 6 d Si].ius Italicus
(Caius Silius Italicus, ?De Bello Punico.
(Rome], 1471. 40 etc.)
(195] 1 s Statius
[Publius Papinius Statius, Svlvaruin libri V;
Thebaidos libri XII; Achileidos libri II.
Parisiis, apud Simonem Colinaeum, 1530. 8°.
Described as 'Statius. Parisiis per Simonem
Colinaeuin' in manuscript index]
[196] 1 s Seneca
(197) 1 s Seneca
6d
(198] 2 s Terentius cu commentarils
[His Comoediae VI; edited by Philipp
Melanchthon. Coloniae, 1527. 8° (BN).
Described as 'Terent cum Comment 1527'
(valued 2 s) in later manuscript classed
catalogue]
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(199] 2 s Ovidij epistolae cuin corninentarils
6 d
	
[PubliUs Ovidius Naso, ?Epistolae ex Ponto.
Tusculafli apud Benacum, 1526. 4. ?Or his
pjsto1ae Heroidum. (Venice], 1475. fol.
etc. Described as a Basle edition in later
manuscript classed catalogue (valued 2 s 6
d), but no such edition traced]
(200) 2 s Valerius Flaccus.(Caius Valerius Flaccus, ?Argonauticon libri
VIII. Bononiae, 1474. fol. etc.)
[201] 1]. s Virgilius(His Opera oinnia; edited, with commentary,
by Fridericus Taubmanus. Wittemberg, 1618.
4°. Described as 'Virgilius cmii Comment
Taubinani' in manuscript index]
(Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.68r]	 Mathematici
[202] 6 s Archimedes.[?His Works (Greek-Latin); with Eutocius
Ascalonita's commentary. Basileae, 1544.
fol. Described as 'Archiuned Opera Gr. Lat:
cum Eutoch: 1544 basil' (but valued 10 s) in
later manuscript classed catalogue]
[203) 6 d Ryffi Geometria[Petrus Ryff, Quaestiones geometricae in
Euclidis et P. Rand aTotxciwav.
Francofurti, 1600. 40]
[204] 18 d Keckermanni Astronomica(Bartholomaeus Keckermannus, ?Contemplatio
gemina. prior ex generali physica de loco;
altera, ex speciali, de terrae ntotu
Hanoviae, 1607. 8°)
[Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.67v]	 [Blank]
[fol.67r]	 Historici Anglici
[205] 6 s Tacitus English. 1612.(His Opera; translated by Richard Grenewey
and Sir Henri Savile. 4th ed. fol. (STC
23646). Described as 'Tacitus English Savil'
in manuscript index]
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[206] Dallingtons Aphorismes. Lond. 1613.
(Sir Robert Dallington, Aphorisines civil and
xnilitarie. fol. (STC 6197)]
[207] 5 s Life of Mary Oueene of Scots.
(William Strangwage (i.e. William Udall),
The historie of the life and death of Mary
Stuart Oueene of Scotland. 1624. fol. etc.
(STC 24508.7-24511). Described as 'Life of
mary Queene by Stranguage' (valued 5 s) in
later manuscript classed catalogue]
(208] Cl Cambdeni (j] Britannia
4 s	 (William Camden, Britannia; translated into
English by Philemon Holland. 1610. fol. etc.
(STC 4509-4510). Described as 'Caindeni
Britan. English' in manuscript index]
(209] 14 s Plutarch lives An1ice
(Plutarch, The lives of the noble Grecians
and Romanes (j); translated by Sir Thomas
North from a French version. 1579. fol. (STC
20065). Price written over '15' in the
manuscript, but entry clearly described as
'Plutarchs Lives 1 Edition' (valued 14 s) in
later manuscript classed catalogue]
[210] 18 s Sr Walter Ralegh
(Sir Walter Raleigh, The historY of the
world. 1614. fol. etc. (STC 20637-20641).
Described as 'Sr Walter Raleghs hist.' in
manuscript index]
[211] 1 5 Heliodorus Anglice
6 d	 [Heliodorus, Bishop of Tricca, ?
Aethio,ian historie; translated from Greek
by Thomas Underdowne. (1569?]. 4 etc. (STC
13041-13046). Q entry no.38 above]
[Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.66v]	 [Blank]
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[fol.66r]
[212] 8 s
Theologici
Hooker of Ecciesiasticall policie libj1 8.
Lond. 1617.
Traverse supplicatj to the counsell, and Mr
Hookers answere to it ibid
Hookers discourse of lustification. ibid
Hookers sermon of pride Ibid
Hookers sermon against sorrow and feare.
ib id
Hookers sermon of the certainty of faith in
the elect. ibid
Hookers 2 sermons in Iud ibid
(Richard Hooker, Of the lawes of
ecciesiasticall po].itie. 2 parts. 1617-1618.
fol. (STC 13716). Part 2 includes his
Certavne divine tractates, and other od1v
sermons, as well as Walter Travers'
Supplication made to the Privy Counsel, and
Hooker's Answere)
[213] 6 s Richard Rogers 7 treatises containing certaine
treatises out of the holy scripture. Lond.
1610. F.
(Richard Rogers, Seven treatises, containing
such direction as is gathered out of Holie
Scriptures, leading and guiding to true
happiness. 3rd ed. (STC 21217)]
[214] 10 s Francis Whites Reply to lesuit Fishers
answerer (j] to certaine quaestions
propounded by King lames. Lond. 1624.
(Francis White, A replie (to John Fisher,
i.e. John Piercy). fol. (STC 25382)]
[215] 12 s loseph Halls workes Lond. 1613.
(Joseph Hall, ?Contem plations upon the
principal], passages of the Ho]. je stone.
8 vol. 1612-1626. 8° (STC 12650-12660).
?Vol.1-2 only, with vol.3-i listed as
entries no.217-219 below. Date blurred in
the manuscript]
[216] 18 s Willets Synopsis.
[Andrew Willet, Synopsis Papismi, that is. a
general], viewe of Papistry . 1592. 40 etc.
(STC 25696-25700)]
(217] 3 s Halls Contemplations 3. 4. volumes
[218] 3 s Halls Contemplations 5. 6. volumes
4d
[219] 2 s Halls Contemplations 7 vo1
entry no.215 above. Manuscript index
includes 'Halls Contemp. 3.vol.']
(220] 3 s Pet	 Lonthardus
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[221] 4 s Andrewes Sermons.[Lancelot Andrewes (STC 596-630). Described
as a 'little vol' (valued 4 s) in manuscript
index]
(222] 15 s Counsell of Trent.(?Pietro Soave Polano (i.e. Paolo Sarpi),
The historie of the Councel of Trent;
translated by Sir Nathaniel Brent. 1620.
fol. etc. (STC 21761-21763). Described as
'History of Councell of Trent' (valued 15 s)
in later manuscript classed catalogue]
[223] 4 s Mountague of Tithes(Richard Montagu, Diatribae upon the first
Part of the late history of tithes (by John
Selden). 1621. 4. (STC 18037). Described as
'Montague against Selden' (valued 4 s) in
manuscript index]
(224] 2 s Tillesly.[Richard Tillesley, Animadversions u pon M.
Seldens history of tithes. 1619. 40 etc.(STC 24073-24074). Described as 'Tillesly
ag. Selden' (valued 2 s) in manuscript
index]
(225] 4 s Selden.[John Selden, The history of tithes. 1618.
4° etc. (STC 22172-22173). Described as
'Selden History of Tithes' (valued 4 s) in
manuscript index]
(226] 2 s Breviariu Romanuni
(227] 8 s Marcus Anton	 de doininis de republica
Ecciesiastica(Marco Antonio de Dominis, De reublica
ecciesiastica libri X. 1617. fol. etc. (STC
6994-6995.5).]
[228] Chemnitij exainen.[Martinus Cheinnitius, ?A discouerie and
batterie of the great fort of unwritten
traditions : otherwise, an examination of
the Counsell of Trent. 1582. 4° (STC 5116).
Translated from his Examen Concilii
Tridentini (Francoforti ad Moenum, 1574.
fol.) by Robert Vaux]
[229] 3 s Mayers Treasury
6 d	 [John Mayer, A treasury of ecclesiasticall
expositions upon the difficult and doubtfull
places of the Scri ptures. 1622. 4. (STC
17744). Described as 'Mayers Treasury of
hard places' in manuscript index]
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(230]	 Mayers Catechisj
The En1ish Catechisme. 1621. 4 etc.(STC 17732-17740)]
(231] 2 s The christian synagog.(John Weemes, The Christian svnagoue. 1623.
4 etc. (STC 25210-25211)]
(232] 5 s (?]Whitgiht against Cartwright.[John Whitgift, ?The defense of the aunswere(by WhitcTiftl to the admonition Fbv John
Field and Thomas Wilcoxi against the rep].ie
of Thomas Cartwriciht. 1574. fol. (STC
25430-25430.5)]
[fol.65v]
(233] 13 s Field of the church 5 bookes. Lond. 1606, et
1610. (?]appendix a defence of such part of
the former 4 bookes as have beene excepted
against. Ibid(Richard Field, Of the Church : five bookes.(An aendix containing a defense of such
partes ... as have bene either excepted
against, or wrested to the maintenance of
Romish errours). 5 parts. 1606-1610. 4.(STC 10857)]
[234] Olde Test. (?Testament] Lond. 1581.
New Test. (?Testament] Lond. 1581.[Geneva Bible. 4' (STC 2131-2132)]
[235] 2 s Moses and Aaron.
8 d	 [Thomas Godwin, Moses and Aaron : civil and
ecclesiastical rites used by the Hebrewes.
1625. 40 etc. (STC 11951-11955). Described
as 'Godwin Moses et Aaron' in manuscript
index]
[236] 2 s Morton 3 ceremonies
8 d	 (Thomas Morton, A defence of the innocencie
of the three ceremonies of the Church of
England. 1618. 4' etc. (STC 18179-18180).
Described as 'Mortons defence of the 3
Cerem' in manuscript index]
[237] 16 d Pemble of lustification.(William Penthie, Vindiciae fidei. or a
treatise of lustification by faith. Oxford,
1625. 4' etc. (STC 19589-19590)]
(238] 18 d Dr Prideaux orationes(John Prideaux, Orationes novein inauciurales.
de totidein theologiae apjc jbus. Oxoniae,
1626. 4 (STC 20358)]
[239] 5 s Fownes Trisagion. Land. 1619.(Richard Fowns, Trisagion. or the three holy
offices of Jesus Christ. 4 (STC 11217)]
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[240] 4 s Sibthorpe advertisement to Catholickes Dublin.
1622.[Sir Christopher Sibthorp, A friendly
advertisement to the Tretended catholickes
of Ireland. 40 (STC 22522)]
[241] 2 s Carleton Thankefull remembrance. Lond. 1625.
6 d	 (George Carleton, A thankfull remembrance of
God's mercy. 2nd ed. fo].. (STC 4643.5)]
[242] 5 s Mason de consecratione episcoporum Lond.
6 d 1625.(Francis Mason, Vindici pe Ecclesiae
Anglicanae sive de leitiino elusdem
ininisterio. id est. de Eiscoorum
successione. consecratione ...; translated
from English. fol. (STC 17598). Described
as 'Mason de ministerio Anglicano' in
manuscript index]
[243] Cl Bellarinini disputationes 4.Tomj Parisjj[?]14 s 1608.(Cardinal St Robert Bellarinino,
Disputationes .,. de controversiis
Christianae fidei. fol. Price blurred in the
manuscript, but entry clearly described as
'Bellarmin. Controver. 3.vol. 4 tom. 1608'(valued 'Cl. 14 s') in manuscript index]
(244] 3 s Gatakers sermQfl,(Thomas Gataker (STC 11651-11681)]
[245] 8 s Dr Iohn whites workes.[John White, Works. 1624. fol. (STC 25389)]
(246] 8 s ZanchJj de operibus dei.[Hieronymus Zanchius, De oreribus Dei.
Neostadii Palatinorum, 1591. fol. (Adams
Z:39). Dated 1591 (valued 8 s) in later
manuscript classed catalogue]
(247] 4 s Zanchjj Miscellanea 4 [.j]
Miscellaneoruin libri III. Neapoli
Palatinorum, 1593. fol. (Adams Z:54). Dated
1592 (valued 4 s) in later manuscript
classed catalogue and on fol.AAA 1 of the
book itself]
(248] 3 s Zanchj de fide christiana
De religione Christiana. fides. 1605.
8 (STC 26121)]
(249] 3 S Bucanus.
6d	 [Gul ielmus Bucanus]
(250] 2 S Psa1j hebraice
6d
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(251] 8 d luell. Apologia grg(John Jewel, Aoloia Ecclesiae Anglicanae;
translated from Latin into Greek by John
Smith, Minister of Clavering. Oxoniae, 1614.
12' (STC 14594)]
[252] 1 s luell Apologia 1atjj
6 d	 (Latin). 1562. 8' etc. (STC
14581-14589)]
(253] 4 s RAinold. [?RAinold] Conference with Hart.(John Rainolds, The suinme of the conference
betwene John Rainoldes and John Hart (John
Hart, Jesuit). 1584. 4' etc. (STC
20626-20629)]
[254] 3 s lackson on the Creede.(Thomas Jackson, Dean of Peterborough,
Commentaries upon the Apostles' Creed (title
varies). 1613. 4' etc. (STC 14308 passlin)]
[255] 3 s Perkins cases of Conscience(William Perkins. [London], 1604. 8' etc.(STC 19668-19676)]
(256] 1 s Catholicus Reformatus
Catholicus reforinatus; translated from
English. Hanoviae, 1601. 8'. The manuscript
index description ('Perkins Reform.
Cathol.') would suggest the English
original: A reformed Catholike. Cambridge,
1597. 8' etc. (STC 19735.8-19740)]
[257] 6 d PRideaux [jç] Contra Eudaemonem[John Prideaux, Cast jgatio culusdam
circulatoris aui R.P. Andream Eudaemon-
Johannem Cydonium seipsuin nuncupat. Oxoniae,
1614. 8' (STC 20344)]
[258] 1 s Polani Partitiones.(Amandus Polanus, Partitiones theologicae
Basileae, 1590. 8' (Adams P:1736). ?Or
the English translation by Elijahu Wilcocks.
1595. 8' etc. (STC 20083.7-20085)]
(259] 1 s Granatensis(Luis de Granada (Ludovicus Granatensis).
STC 16899.3-16922]
[260] 1 s Amor crucifixus.[Unidentified]
[261] 1 s Brandmilleri Conciones. nuptiales[Joannes Brandmyllerus, Conciones nutiales
XL ex Vetere Testamento. XXX ex Novo.
Basileae, 1579. 8' etc. (Adams B:2662
onward)]
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[262] 1 $ Geminiani Conciones funeb
[Joannes Gorus de Sancto Geininiano,
?Sermones funebres. Lugduni, 1499. 4 etc.
'Condones funebres' is a title by
Brandinyllerus (j entry no.261 above)]
(fol.65r]
[263] 7 s Corvinus Contra Molinaeum.
[Joannes Arnoldus Corvinus, Petri Molinaei
novi anatoinici mala encheiresis : seu.
censura anatomes Arininianisini. Francofurti
ad Moenum, 1622 (NUC). Described as printed
'Fran 1622' (but valued 5 s) in later
manuscript classed catalogue]
[264] 2 s Ainesij Coronis
4 d	 (William Ames, Coronis ad collationem
Hagiensem. Lugduni Batavorum, 1618. 4'
etc.]
[265] 2 s Sandersons serm
6 d	 [Robert Sanderson (STC 21705-21710)]
[266] 12 s Downam
[John Downanie, A uide to godj.ynesse. 1622.
fol. etc. (STC 7143-7144). Described as
'Downams guide to Godlines' in manuscript
index, and as 'Downamne Guide to Godliness'
in later manuscript classed catalogue
(valued 12 s in both)]
[267] 13 s Lakes sermons
[Arthur Lake (STC 15134-15135)]
[Lower part of the page blank]
[fol. 64v]	 [Blank]
[fol.64r]	 Seninones Sacri
(268] 10 d Howson
[John Howson (STC 13879-13887)]
(Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.63v]	 [Blank]
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[fol.63r]
[269](270)(271)(272)(273][274](275][276](277](278]
Paperbookes.
1. A Tragoedie booke.
2. Thucydides notes.
3. Ovids notes.
4. Tacitus notes.
5. Senecaes notes.
6. Martials notes.
7. A sermon booke
8. A sermon booke.
9. A sermon booke.
10. A Catechisnie booke.
[Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.62v]	 Anglici libri.
[279] 1 s Powder treason.[Gunpowder-Treason]
(280] 1 s Gowryes Conspiracy[John Ruthven, Earl of Gowrie, The Earle of
Gowries conspiracie against the Kings
Ma :jestie of Scotland (title varies). 1600.8 etc. (STC 21465.5-21467)]
[281] 5 s Dallingtons Aphorismes[?Another copy or edition of entry no.206
above]
[282] 1 s Sa1ustjj Anglice[His Works. 1608. fol. etC. (STC
21624-21627)]
(283] 3 s Coiniinaeus.[Philippe de Comines, The historie of Philip
de Cominines; translated by Thomas Danett.
1596. fol. etc. (STC 5602-5604). Described
as 'Philip de Comm Englishe' (but valued
4 s) in later manuscript classed catalogue]
[Lower part of the page blank]
[fol. 62r]	 Theologi latjn.j et Anglici
(284] 3 s Pflacherus: Analysis Typica 1ibroru
6 d historicoruin vtriusa Testainenti Basileae
1606.(Moses Pflacher, Anal ysis typica omniuiu cum
veteris turn novi Testamenti librorum
hi stor i corum]
[285) £1 Vrsini opera tonij 3. Heidelber gae 1612.
10 s	 (Zacharias Ursinus, Opera theojogjca. fol.
Described as in '2.vol. 3 tom' in manuscript
index]
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(286) 3 s Anatomy of Arminianisme.
(Pierre Du Moulin, the Elder, The anatomy of
Arminianisme; translated from Latin. 1620.
4 etc. (STC 7307-7310)]
(287) 2 s Whitakerus Contra Bellarminuin de sacra
Script
(William Whitaker, Disutatio de Sacra
Scritura contra R. Bellarminuin.
Cantabrigiae, 1588. 4S• (STC 25366).
Described as 'Whitak contra Bellarinin Cantab
1588' (valued 2 s) in later manuscript
classed catalogue]
[288) 2 s Rainoldi Theses.
2 d	 [John Rainolds, Sex theses de Sacra
Scritura et Ecciesia. iublicis in Academia
Oxoniensi disputationibus exvlicatae. 1580.
8° etc. (STC 20624-20625)]
[289] 1 s Augustini Confessiones.
6 d	 [St Augustine, Bishop of Hippo,
Confessiones. [Strassburg], 1470. fol. etc.
English translation printed (St Omer], 1620.
8° (STC 910)]
[290] 1 s Mountague of Invocation.
4 d	 [?Richard Montagu]
[291] 2 s Mountagues Gagge.
4 d	 (Richard Montagu, A gagq for the new
Gospe].l? No: A new ga 	 for an old goose.
1624. 40 (STC 18038))
(292) 5 s Crakanthorpe
6 d	 (Richard Crakanthorp, ?A treatise of the
fift rsicl General Councel held at
ConstantinoPle. anno 553 (title varies).
1631. fol. etc. (STC 5983-5985). ?Described
as 'Crakanthorpes 5 Generall Councell'
(valued 6 s) in later manuscript classed
catalogue]
[293] 5 s [?]Sharpies Syinphonia
6 d	 [?Leonell Sharpe. ?Or
described as 'Sharpii
manuscript index]
(294] 5 s Grecum Testamentu
Patrick Sharp. Item
Symphonia Script.' in
(295] 1 s Tileni Mastyr. [?Nastyx.]
10 d	 (?Daniel Tilenus]
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(296] 3 s Historie of the Church
6 d	 (?Patrick Symson, The historie of the
Church. 1624. 40 etc. (STC 23598-23599). ?Or
St Bede the Venerable, The histor y of the
Church of Englande; translated from Latin by
Thomas Stapleton. Antwerp, 1565. 4 etc.
(STC 1778-1780)]
(297] Cl Ariae Montani bibjj, hebraica
2 s	 (?Biblia sacra hebralce ... (polyglot);
edited by Benedictus Arias Montanus. 8 vol.
Antverpiae, 1569-1572. fol. Described as
printed 1619 (but valued '1-5') in later
manuscript classed catalogue, but no such
edition traced]
(298] 1 s Cassandri Consultatio
6 d	 [Georgius Cassander, De articulis
reliciionibus inter catholicos et
protestantes controversis consultatlo.
Lugduni, 1608. 8° etc.]
(299] Twissus.
[William Twisse, ?Vjndiciae gratiae,
otestatis, ac providentiae Del : hoc est.
ad examen libelli Perkinsiani de
praedestinationis modo et ordine, jnstitutum
a J, Arminiano, responsio scholastica.
Amstelodami, 1632. fol. Described as
'Twissus Contra Armin.' (valued 15 s)
in manuscript index; and as 'Twissi
Vindiciae Gratiae Amst:1632' (also valued
15 s) in later manuscript classed
catalogue]
[300] Yates modell of Divinity
[John Yates, A modell of divinitie.
catechistically composed. 1622. 4 etc. (STC
26085-26086)]
[Lower part of the page blank]
[fol. 61v]	 S chol astjg.j
[301] 16 S Trigosus
[Unidentified]
(302] 26 s Rainerius
(Rainerus (Rainerius) de Pisis,
Pantheologia, suminain totius theo1oicae
veritatis breviter complectens. 2 vol.
Venetiis, 1585. 40 (f Adams R:39).
Described as 'Rainerii Pantheolog. 2 vol.'
in manuscript index, and as 'Rayner de Pisis
Sum Theol 1585 Venet 2 vol 1 in later
manuscript classed catalogue]
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(303] 20 s Aquinatis sum
(St Thomas Aquinas, Sutrnna theo1ocica.
Basileae, 1485. fol. etc. Described as
printed '1622 Paris' (valued £1) in later
manuscript classed catalogue, but no such
edition traced]
(304] Petrus Lombardus.
(Lower part of the page blank]
(fol.61r]
[fol.60v]
[fol. 60r-37v]
[fol. 34v-30v]
[Blank]
[Blank]
(Alphabetical index to the catalogue above]
(Later manuscript classed catalogue]
(End]
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The 1640 inventory of the books of
John Deightc,n (died 1640
1. John Deighton
Nothing is known of Deighton's early life, although it has
been surmised that he studied medicine on the Continent.
He became a surgeon, perhaps a physician too, and he
practised in Gloucester; where he died on May 16, 1640.
His son John (died 1676) was also a surgeon.
The life of Deighton is poorly documented, but what
little can be gleaned has been published by E.A.B.
Barnard and L.F. Newman (no.68).
2. Sources
County Record Office, Gloucester, MS D 381/1
(paper, four strips of uneven length).
3. Date and attribution
The manuscript states that this is an inventory of the
books which were in the possession of Deighton on
February 24, 1639/40. Barnard and Newman (no.68, p.75)
describe the inventory as being in the hand of John
Deighton the younger (died 1676).
4. Circumstances
Part of an inventory of all the books and surgical
instruments belonging to Deighton, attached to an
indenture made between the father and the son, whereby
the father's books and instruments are transferred to the
son (Barnard and Newman, no.68, p.71).
5. Contents
187 entries (printed books).
Entries no.
1-27
28-68
69-102
103-121
122-127
128-149
150-156
157-167
168-186
< DEIGHTON >- 334 -
6. Arranceinent
(Libri inedici]
Libri medici in folio
Libri medici in 4
1n8'
In 16'
(Libri historici]
Libri historici in folio
In 4'
[Libri theologici]
Libri theologici in folio
In 4'
In 8'
7. Note on the transcrthtion below
There is a typed transcription of Deighton's list in the
County Record Office, Gloucester, by Barnard and Newman,
but the transcription below has been made from the
original manuscript.
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Cata].ogus Libroru
Libri medici in folio
[1] 1. Principes Medicinae
Actuar ius
Aretaeus ect (jç](Medicae artis ,rinci pes; edited by Henri
Estienne, le Grand (includes works by Joannes
Actuarius, Aretaeus and others). 2 vol. (Paris],
1567]
(2] 2. Gabriel Fallopius(Gabriello Falloppio]
(3] 3. Weckeri Syntaxis(Hangs Jacob Wecker (Weckerus), Medicinae
utriusaue syntaxes. ex Graecorum. Latinoruin.
Arabuinciue thesauris. Ludguni, 1583]
(4] 4. Antidotarjj Specia1 Iacob .j Weckeri
Basileae, 1577 (Adams W:31-32)]
(5] 5. Epitome Galenj p Andrea Lacuna(Claudius Galenus, E pitome omniuin Galeni oerum;
edited by Andres de Laguna (Andreas Lacuna).
Basileae, 1571]
[6] 6. Galenj de Sanitate Tuenda libj 6
Parisiis, 1517]
(7] 7. Arculani practice,(Joannes Arculanus, Practica particularium
inorborum onmium. Venetiis, 1560)
[8] 8. Chyrurgia de Chyrurgia(Chirurgia. De chirurcia scriptores optimi ...;
edited by Conrad Gesner. Tiguri, 1555]
[9] 9. Paracelsj Chyrurgia magn(Philipp Aureolus Theophrastus Bombast von
Hohenheim, called Paracelsus. Argentorati,(15-?] (Adams P:267)]
(10] 10. Ambrosjj. Parei Opera Chyrurgjç,(Ambroise Pare (Ajubrosius Pareus); translated
from French. Francofurti ad Moenulu, 1594]
(11] 11. Brumfelsij (j] Herbaruj Icones(Otto Brunfels (Brunfelsius), Herbarum vivae
icones. 3 tomes. Argentorati, 1530-1540 etc.]
(12) 12. Petrus Crescensiensis de omib agricu1tur
pt ib(Petrus de Crescentiis (Crescentiensis).
Basileae, 1548]
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(13] 13.)Gemini his Anatomy(14] 14.JGemini his Anatomy(Thomas Geminus (Gemini), Coinendiosa totius
anatoinie delineatlo; translated into English by
Nicholas Udall. (1553] etc. (STC 11715.5-11718).
?Two copies or editions]
(15] 15. Horatij Mon Tabulae Cheirurg' (?Cheirurgicae](Horatius Morus, Tabulae universain chirurgiam
coinpiectens. Venetiis, 1572)
(16] 16. Galen de locis affectis(Claudius Galenus, De affectorum locoruin notitia
].ibri 3 . (Venice?, 1510?] etc.]
(17] 17. Guilielmus de Saliceto Placentinus(Gulielmus de Saliceto Placentinus]
(18] 18. Leonardj Fushij (j] Historia P1antar3jfl(Leonhard Fuchs (Leonardus Fuchsius), De histonia
stirpiuin conmtentanii insicTnes. Basileae, 1542]
[19] 19. Chyrurgj, Guidonis Bruni ect. [j](Guido de Cauliaco, Chiruria ma gna (includes the
works of Brunus Longoburgensis and others).
Venetlis, 1546 etc.]
(20] 20. Opera Nicholai Pisonis[Nicolaus Piso. Francofurti ad Moenum, 1580]
(21] 21. The Anatomy of Melancholy Deinocritus lunior(Democritus Junior (i.e. Robert Burton). Oxford,
1622 etc. (STC 4160-4163)]
(22] 22. Vivae Imagines Partium Corporj Hunianj(Caspar Bauhinus. [Basle], 1620. 4. No folio
edition traced]
[23] 23. Luminare maius Iohiis Iacobj de inanlijs[Joannes Jacobus de Manliis de Bosco. In inclita
civitate Venetiaruju, 1496 etc.]
(24] 24. Iohis Renielini Catoptru Microcosmicufl(Johann Remnielin. Ulinae Suevorum, 1639]
(25] 25. Iohn Banester his History of man[John Banister (Banester), The historie of man.
sucked from the sappe of the most aroved
anathoinistes (j). 1578 (STC 1359)]
(26] 26. Fassis (?Fascis] de peste Andre Gallj
Tridentjjlj[Andreas Gallus, Fascis de peste. Bnixiae, 1565]
[27] 27. Tabulae vniversam Chyrurgia complectens[?Another copy or edition of entry no.15 above]
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Memorand3 that yo agreed vppon betweene the
Parties to the Deed wherevnto theise present are
annexed that all the Books in theise Schedules or
any of them xnencjoned < (erasure] > and expressed
shall be disposed of by Damaris Deighton Daughter
to the said Iohn Deighton helder to whom she shall
Please. the Chirurgery Books & Phissicke books &
Books of Art and monuintt only excepted.[Written in a different hand]
Libri niedici in 4'
[28] 1. Guidonis Cauliacensis Cheirurgia[A 4' edition of entry no.19 above. Lugduni,
1585]
[29] 2. Nicholaus prepositus Pharmacopg[Nicolaus Praepositi (Praepositus),
?Disensarium ad aromatarios. Lugduni, 1536 etc.
?Or Nicolaus Salernitanus, Antidotariuiu (often
attributed to Praepositi). Venetlis, 1471 etc.]
(30] 3. Roderic a Cast de niorbj inulierurn pars
prima[31] 4. Roderic a Castro de inorbj inulier pars
S ecunda[Rodericus a Castro, De universa muliebrium
inorboruin inedicina. Pars Drima theorica ... rars
secunda. sive Draxis. (Hamburg), 1617 etc.(Poynter 1362-1363)]
[32] 5. Iu1ian Pa1marj de inorbj Contagiosj[Julien Le Paulinier de Grenteinesnil (Julianus
Palmarius), De morbis conta giosis libri VII.
Parisiis, 1578]
[33] 6. Guilielmj Fabricjj. Hi1dan Observationes et
Curat ion[Wilhelm Fabricius von Hilden (Gulielmus
Fabricius Hildanus), ?Observationuin et
curationum chirurg icaruin centuria IV.
Oppenheimui, 1619. ?Or his 'centuria V'(Francofurti, 1627)]
[34] 7. Hippocratj Epidemior 1ib Sextus.(Hippocrates. Haganoae, 1532)
[35] 8. Pentateuchos Cheirurgicum Fabrici ab
aqpendente[Hieronymus Fabricius ab Aquapendente.[Frankfort], 1604 • 8' (Poynter 2120). No 4'
edition traced]
[36] 9. Pharmacopoea Quercitanj [j][Joseph Du Chesne (Josephus Quercetanus),
Pharinacopoea doqniaticoruin restituta. Parisiis,
1607 (BN)]
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(37] 10. Andreae Laurentjj. Historj, Anatomj(André Du Laurens (Andreas Laurentius), Historia
anatoinica humani corporis. Francoforti, (1599].
fol. etc. No 4 edition traced]
(38] 11. Alexandr.j Laurentij Historj Corporj Humanj(?Alexander Benedictus, Historia cororis humani
sive anatomice. Venetiis, 1502 etc. If this
attribution is correct, 'Laurentij' was written
in the manuscript by mistake, perhaps because of
the preceding entry]
(39] 12. Galenj de Symptoinatum differentijs 1ib vnus(Claudius Galenus. 1524 (STC 11535)]
(40] 13. Hippocratis Prolegomena librj 3 Iohjis
Heurnij[Hippocrates, 1-li ppocratis prolegoinena et
ronosticorum libri III (Greek-Latin); edited by
Joannes Heurnius. Lugduni Batavorum, 1597]
(41] 14. Nicholai Alexandrini de medicamentoruin
Coinpos it ione[Nicolaus Myrepsus (Nicolaus Alexandrinus), Liber
de compositione inedicainentorum. Ingolstadii,
1541]
(42] 15. Cheirurgj, Lanfranc.j Parva Anglicè(Lanfrancus Mediolanensis, A most excellent and
learned woorke Isici of chirurgerie, called
Chirurgia parva. 1565 (STC 15192)]
[43] 16. Rueff de concept et generatione Hominj(Jacob Rueff, De conceptu et generatione hominis
libri VI; translated from German. Tiguri, 1554
etc.]
(44] 17. The whole Course of Cheirurgery
Peter Lowe	 in one(45] 18. A discourse of the whole art of	 J	 bookCheirurgery[Peter Lowe, The whole course of chirurgerie. A
discourse of the whole art of chyrurgerie. 2
parts. 1612 [1611] etc. (STC 16870-16871)]
(46] 19. flowers of Celsus(47] 20. Enchiridion Medicum
[48] 21. An Antidotary(Petrus Pomarius Valentinus, Enchiridion medicum:
containinc ... an Antidotary .., With a second
part1 contain jnci ... the Flowers of Celsus.
2 parts. 1612 (STC 24578)]
[49] 22. Guidoes Questionary(Guido de Cauliaco, The auest yonarv of
cvrurqvens; translated from French by Robert
Copland. [1542] etc. (STC 12468-12469)]
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[50]22. [jQ] The Haven of Health[Thomas Cogan. 1584 etc. (STC 5478-5484)]
[51]24. Monardus < loful > loyfull riewes
(Nicolas Monardes, Jovfull newes out of the newe
founde wor].de; translated from Spanish by John
Frampton. 1577 etc. (STC 18005-18007)]
(52] 25. Evonimus Treasury
(Euonymus Philiatrus (i.e. Conrad Gesner), Ii2
treasure of Euonvinus. conteynine the secretes of
nature. to destyl medicines ..,; translated from
Latin by Peter Morwyng. [1559] etc. (STC
11800-11801)]
(53]26. Andrew Broades [jQ] Breviary
[Andrew Boorde (Boarde), The breviary of heithe.
[1547] etc. (STC 3373.5-3378)]
(54]27. Bathes Ayd with others[John Jones, MD, of Bath, The bathes of Bathes
avde. 1572 (STC 14724a.3)]
(55]28. Dionisius Fontanonus de morborum internorum
Curation
[Denis Fontanon (Dionysius Fontanonus),
morborum internorum curatione libri IV. Lugduni,
1553. 8'. No 4' edition traced]
(56]29. Petri Pigraei Cheirurgia
(Pierre Pigray (Petrus Pigraeus), ?Epitome
praecetorum medicinae chirurciiae. Parisiis,
1612. 8'. No 4' edition traced]
(57]30. Iohannj Reolanj [sic] Method Medendj
(Jean Riolan, the Elder (Joannes Riolanus),
Methodus particularis nedendi, Parisiis, 1598.
8'. No 4' edition traced]
(58]31. Ioh Cotta his Discovery
(John Cotta, A short discoverie of the unobserved
1612 etc. (STC 5833-5835)]
(59]32. Wecker3 de Secretis
[Alessio Piemontese (i.e. Girolamo Muscelli?),
secretis libri XVII; translated from Italian by
Hanss Jacob Wecker. Basileae, 1582. 8' etc. No 40
edition traced]
(60]33. Iohflflis Ferneljj. Therapeut (?Therapeutices]
libr.j 7
(Joannes Fernelius, Therapeutices universalis,
seu medendi rationis libri VII. Lugduni, 1574. 8'
etc. (BN). No 4' edition traced]
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(61] 34. Leonardj Iacchinj in nonu 1ibr. j Rasis
Comjentaria(Lionardo Giachini (Leonardus Jacchinus) on
Muhammad ibn Zakariya al-Razi (Rhazes). 2 parts.
Basileae, 1563-1564 etc.]
(62] 35. Mirotheciu Spagyricuj Petrj lohannis fabrj(Pierre Jean Fabre (Petrus Joannes Faber),
Mvrothecium spayricuin. sive iharinacopoea
chvmica. Tolosae Tectosagum, 1628. 8. No 4
edition traced]
(63] 36. Hieronvinus Mercuria1j de morbj Cutanijs (j][Hieronyinus Mercurialis, De ntorbis cutaneis.
Venetils, 1585]
(64) 37. Tertius Demianus (.jç] de medicJj Theoretica(Tertius Damianus, Theoricae medicinae..
Antwerpiae, 1541]
(65] 38. Guidoes Questionary of Cheirurgery(Another copy or edition of entry no.49 above]
[66) 39. Comientaria Gabrielj Humblebergjj .
 (j](Gabriel Humelbergius]
(67] 40. Johis Petri Passarj de Causis mortis(Joannes Petrus Passerus (Passarus), De caussis
fsicl mortis in vulneribus capitis liber.
Bergomi, 1590]
(68] 41. Andraeae (j] Baccjj. pedianj de venenj(Andrea Bacci (Baccius), De venenis et antidotis.
Roivae, 1586]
in 8°
[69) 42. Omnibonus Ferrarius de morbj infantj(Onmibonus Ferrarius, ?De arte inedica infantium
libri IV. 2 parts. Lipsiae, 1604-1605]
[70] 43. Claudij Galenj de Aliinentorum facultatib[Claudius Galenus, De alimentoruin facultatibus
libri III (Greek). Parisiis, 1557]
(71] 44. lohannis Bryerni (j) de re Cybaria(Joannes Baptista Bruyerinus Campegius, De re
cibaria libri XXII. Lugduni, 1560 etc.]
(72] 45. Theodoric Pricianj (sic] ad Timotheulu
fatrem [j](Theodorus Priscianus, Ad Tiinotheum fratrein.
phaenomenon euporiston liber I ... Basileae,
1532. 4 (BN). No 8' edition traced]
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[73] 46. Libelli ad artem medic plpatori1
Hippocratj[Hippocrates, Libe].li alicTuot. ad  arten medicam
i,raeparatorii. Basileae, [1543]. 4 (BN). No 8
edition traced]
[74] 47. Nicholai inerepsj (jQ) opus medicamentoru.iu(Nicolaus Myrepsus, edicamentoruin onus. Lugduni,
1550 (BN)]
[75] 48. Iohannj Tagautij ( j ] de Chyrurgjinstitutione libri. 5[Joannes Tagaultius. Venetils, 1544 etc.]
[76] 49. Iacobj Hollerij Stemphj [j] de morborum
Curat ion[Jacobus Hollerius Stempanus, De utorborum
internoruni curatione. Venetiis, 1562 etc.]
(77] 50. Enchiridion Cheirurgicu Antonjj . Calmatei [.j][Antonius Cha].meteus (Calineteus). Parisiis, 1560
etc.]
[78] 51. Thesaurus Pauperum Petrj Hispan.j[Pope John XXI (Petrus Hispanus). Lugduni, 1530
etc.]
in 8
[79] . Ioseph.j Quercitanj [j] Sclopetarius[Joseph Du Chesne (Josephus Quercetanus),
Sciopetarius, sive de curandis vulneribus.
Lugduni, 1576]
[80] . Observationes 25 Gui1ie1m Fabritij[Wilhelm Fabricius von Hilden (Gulielmus
Fabricius Hildanus), Selectae observationes
chiruricae XXV. 2 parts. [Geneva], 1598]
(81] . Petrj forest.j observationum et Curationum
febrjjg 1ibj 2[Petrus Forestus, Observationuni et curationum
medicinalium de febribus ... libri II. Lugduni
Batavorum, 1589 etc. (Adams F:758-759)]
[82] . Institutiories Anatomic	 Iohanj2j Guinterjj.[Joannes Guinterius Andernacus, Institutionum
anatomicarum secundum Galeni sententiani libri IV.
Wittebergae, 1613]
(83] . Mulieru morborum omis generis Remedia[Thaddaeus Dunus, Muliebrium inorborum omnis
generis remedia. Argentorati, 1565]
[84] . Observationum et Curationum medicinalium librj 3.[Joannes Guinterius Andernacus, Observationum et
curationum medicinalium libri III. Lugduni
Batavorum, 1590]
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(85] . Observationes Medic de Capjt HumanQ lohannis
Schhenckij [jc](Joannes Schenckius, Observationes xnedicae de
calte huinano. Basileae, 1584 (Adams S:645)]
(86] . Nicho1j Macchellj Tractatus de Lue veneria(Nicolaus Macchellus, Tractatus methodicus et
omnibus nuineris absolutus. De lue venerea
Francofurti, 1608 etc.]
in 8
(87] . Claudij Galenj de Sanit	 tuend, 1ibj Sex(An edition in 8 of entry no.6 above]
(88] . Fieni Praxis Medic, Cauterioru(Thomas Fienus, Praxis inedica cauterioruni in
auinaue libros distincta. Coloniae Agrippinae,
1608 (BN))
[89] . Ludovic Lemosj de optJjn, praedicend.j ration(Ludovicus Lemosius, De o ptima raedicandi
ratione libri VI. Venetlis, 1592]
[90] . Andreas Laurentj de Struniaruin Curation[André Du Laurens (Andreas Laurentius),
inirabili strumas sanandi vi soils Gal].lae Regibus
divinitus concessa liber unus. Et de
strumarum natura. differentiis. causis, curatione
Parisiis, 1609]
(91] . Realdj Columbj de re Anatomic, librj xv[Matthaeus Realdus Columbus. Francofurdi, 1593]
[92] . franciscus Arcaeus(Franciscus Arcaeus, ?De recta curandorum
vulneruni ratione ... libri II. Antverpiae, 1574]
(93] . Bruell [?Bruelljj] Praxis[Gualtherus Bruele (Walter Bruell, otherwise
Brant), Praxis inedicinae theorica. [Leyden], 1599
etc.]
(94] . Petri forestj observationum et Curationum
inedicinalium libri. 2[Petrus Forestus. Lugduni Batavoruin, 1596]
(95] . Adam Leonicerj (j) expiicatjQ affectllCorporis Huinjij(Adam Lonicer (Adanius Lonicerus), Omniuin corporis
huinani affectuuin explicatio. Francofurti, 1594]
(96] . Petri forestj de niorbj mulierum[Petrus Forestus, Observationuni et curatlonuin
medicinalluni liber 28us. de inulierum inorbis.
Lugduni Batavoruin, 1599 (BN)]
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(97] . Baptist Codronchjj. de vitijs vocis libj 2(Giovanni Battista Codronchi (Baptista
Codronchius). Francofurti, 1597]
(98] . The Arraignment of vrines(Petrus Forestus; translated from Latin by James
Hart. 1625. 4 etc. (STC 11180, 12887a). No 8'
edition traced]
[99] . Petrj forestj observationuin et Curationuin
medicinaliuiu 1ib 26
Observationuin et curationuni niedicinalium].ibri XXVItus et XXVIIinus. Lugduni Batavorum,
1598 (BN)]
[100] . Petrj forestj de febrib 1ib 6
Observationum et curationuni inedicinalium de
febribus publice grassantibus : liber sextus.
Lugduni Batavoruin, 1588 etc. (Adams F:763-764)]
(101] . Exectio (j] foetus vivi Casparl Bauhinj(François Rousset, Exsectio foetus vivi ex inatre
viva sine alterutrius vitae IDericulo; translated
from French by Caspar Bauhinus. Francoforti,
1601]
(102] . Petri Sebellnj (.j] de peste(Petrus Sibyllenus, De este liber. Pragae, 1564.
4'. No 8' edition traced]
in 16°
[103] . Chyrurgj, noua Caspar.j Taliacotij[Gaspar Taliacotius, Cheirurg ia nova.
Francofurti, 1598. 8'. No edition smaller than 8'
traced]
(104] . The < (erasure] > Institution of Cheirurgery[?]/Gaile/[Claudius Galenus, The institucion of
chyrurgerie. newly published by T. Gaille (Thomas
Gale). 1567. 8° (STC 11530.5). No edition smaller
than 8' traced]
(105] . Hieron .j Reusnerj vrinar Probationes(?Jodochus Wi].lich, Urinarum probatjones
illustratae scholis inedicis. H. Reusneri(Hieronymus Reusnerus). Basileae, 1582. 8'. No
edition smaller than 8 traced]
in 16°
(106] . Seven Bookes of Hippocrates Aphorismes(Hippocrates; translated into English. 1610. 12°(STC 13521)]
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[107] . Anthon.jj. Mizaldj memorabilia(Antoine Mizauld (Antonius Mizaldus), Centuriae
IX meinorabilium. Francofurti, 1613. 16']
• Martini Rolandj
[108] }	 medic, practica
• Martini Rolandj J[Martin Ruland, the Elder (Martinus Rulandus or
Rolandus). 2 parts. Argentorati, 1564. 12° etc.]
(109] . Thesaurus Evonimi(Euonymus Philiatrus (i.e. Conrad Gesner),
Thesaurus de remedlis secretis. Lugduni, 1555.
16']
[110] . Anatomia Alexandj Benedicj[Alexander Benedictus, Anatomice. sive historia
cororis humani. (Paris], 1527. 16']
[111] • Nosomantic, Hippocrat(Hippocrates, Nosomantica Hippocratea.
Francofurdi, 1588. 8°. No edition smaller than 8°
traced]
[112] . Institution Anatomicae Casparj Bauhinj[Caspar Bauhinus. (Geneva?], 1604. 8° etc. No
edition smaller than 8° traced]
[113] . Tadd	 (?Taddaeus] Dun de Curandj ration per
ven Sectioneni[Thaddaeus Dunus, De curandi ratione er venae
sectionein liber cTuartus. Tiguri, 1579. 8'. No
edition smaller than 8° traced]
(114) . Brights Melancholy(Timothy Bright, A treatise of melancholie. 1586.
8' etc. (STC 3747-3749). No edition smaller than
8' traced]
(115] . Hippocratj de vulneribus Capitis Comnjentarius(Julius Caesar Arantius, In librum Hiirnocratis de
vulneribus capitis coinmentarius. Lugduni
Batavoruin, 1639. l2]
(116] . Consilia ferneljj.(Joannes Fernelius, Consilioruxn inedicinalium
liber. Parisiis, 1582 etc. 8°. No edition
smaller than 8° traced]
[117] . Enchiridion Dispensatoriuin(Thibault Lepleigney (Lespleigney), Enchiridion(dispensarium vuicTo vocant) compositoruin
medicamentorum. Lugduni, 1543 etc. (Durling
2802-2803)]
[118] . Baldwinj Ronsei (j](Balduinus Ronsseus]
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(119] Aemilius Macer(Aemilius Macer (i.e. Odo, the Physician)]
(120] Valerius Cordus[Valerius Cordus]
[121] . Of the wood Guiacu!fl (sic][Ulrich von Hutten, Of the wood called civaiacuin.
1536. 8' etc. (STC 14025-14026). No edition
smaller than 8 traced]
Libri Historicj in folio
[122] The Bookes of martyres 2 tomes(John Fox, the Martyro].ogist, The ecciesiasticall
history contavnvn the actes and inonumentes (The
Book of Martyrs). 1570 etc. (STC 11223-11227)]
[123] Cronicon Cronicoruj[Chronica chronicaruin abrecie ... Paris, 1521]
[124] Plutarks hues[Plutarch, The lives of the noble Grecians and
Roinanes (j); translated by Sir Thomas Northfrom a French version. 1579 etc. (STC
20065-20070)]
[125] The History of the Roman Emperors[Pedro Mexia; translated from Spanish by William
Traheron. 1604 (STC 17851)]
[126] The History of Scanderbeg[Jacques de La Vardin, The historie of George
Castriot, surnamed Scariderbeg . King of Albanie;
translated from French by Zachary Jones. 1596(STC 15318)]
[127] Ecclesiasticae Historiae gentj Anglor 1ibj 5[St Bede the Venerable. Antverpiae, 1550 etc.]
in 4'
[128] The Diall of Princes[Antonio de Guevara; translated from French by
Sir Thomas North. 1582 (STC 12429)]
[129] Goodwins Catalogue of Bishopps tJ&][Francis Godwin (Goodwin), A catalocrue of the
bishops of England. 1601 etc. (STC 11937-11939)]
[130] The Discription of lerusalem[Christianus Adrichomius, A briefe descri ption of
Hierusalem; translated from Latin by Thomas
Tymme. 1595 (STC 152)]
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(131] Coopers Cronicle
[Thomas Lanquet, An epitome of chronicles
('Cooper's chronicle'). 1569 (1549) etc. (STC
15217-15221). The compiler appears to have
deleted a letter after the 'C' in 'Coopers']
(132] The Art of Logick
[Thomas Blundeville, The art of logike. 1599
etc. (STC 3142-3144)]
(133] Lib' (?Lib] de re rustica
[Unidentified]
(134] Euphes [j] and Philatus (j]
(Robert Greene, Euhues his censure to
Philputus. 1587 etc. (STC 12239-12240)]
[135]Albions England
[William Warner. 1586 etc. (STC 25079-25085)]
[136] Nicholas Machevills art of warr [j]
[Niccolô Machiavelli; translated from Italian by
Peter Whitehorne. 2 parts. 1560 etc. (STC
17164-17166)]
[137] The familiar epistles of Anth' [?Anthonie]
GavarrA [i]
[Antonio de Guevara, The familiar eist1es of Sir
Anthony of Guevara; translated from Spanish by
Edward Hellowes. (1574] etc. (STC 12432-12435)]
[138] The warrs (j] between Turkes and Persians
(Giovanni Tonunaso Minadoi, The histor y of the
warres betweene the Turkes and the Persians;
translated from Italian by Abraham Hartwell, the
Younger. 1595 (STC 17943)]
(139] The Ethiopian History of Heliadorus (?Heliodorus]
[Heliodorus, Bishop of Tricca, An Aethioian
historie; translated from Greek by Thomas
Underdowne. [1569?] etc. (STC 13041-13046)]
(140) The Pilgrimage of Princes
[Lodowick Lloyd. (1573?) etc. (STC 16624-16626)]
(141] The Booke of faconry [j]
[George Turberville, The booke of faulconrie or
hauking . 1575 etc. (STC 24324-24325)]
[142] feltons [j] Resolues
(Owen Feitham, Resolves. 1628 etc. (STC
10756-10761))
(143] Cronicon Cronicor politicum lohannis Gualteril
(Joannes Gualterius (i.e. Janus Gruterus),
Chronicon Chronicoruin politicuin. 2 vol.
Francoforti, 1614. 8'. No 4 edition traced]
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(144] Cornelius Agripp. vanity of Sciences(Henricus Cornelius Agrippa, Of the vanitie of
artes and sciences; translated from Latin by
James Sanford. 1569 etc. (STC 204-205)]
[145] The Orator Alex: [?Alexander) Silvayn[Alexandre van den Busche, called Sylvain, The
orator ... Written in French by Alexander
Svlvain; translated by Lazarus Piot. 1596 (STC
4182))
(146] Scotts discovery of witchcraft(Reginald Scot. 1584 (STC 21864)]
(147] Henry Pearcham's (j] Compleat Gentlemfl[Henry Peacham, the Younger. 1622 etc. (STC
19502-19504)]
[148] Tho	 Bells inotiues[Thomas Bell, Thomas Bels motives: concernin
Romish faith. Cambridge, 1593 etc. (STC
1830-1831)]
[149] Englands Bane[Thomas Young, Student of Staple Inn, Englands
bane: or. the description of drunkennesse. 1617(STC 26116)]
[Rest of the page blank]
Libri Theologici in folio
[150] Zanchius de operibus Dei[Hieronymus Zanchius. Neostadii Palatinorum, 159].(Adams Z:39)]
[151] Destructorium Vitiorurn(Alexander Anglus, Destructoriumn viciorum.[Cologne], 1480 etc.]
[152] Ludovic Lavater in Libpj Proverbioru[Ludwig Lavater (Ludovicus Lavaterus), In librum
Proverbioruni ... commentarii. Tiguri, 1586]
(153] Pupi11, Oculi[Joannes de Burgo, Puilla oculi omnibus
presbyteris reciue Anglicanis summe necessaria.(London], 1510. 4 (STC 4115). No folio edition
traced]
£154] Raynolds de Apocripha[155] Tomus Alter(John Rainolds, Censura librorum Apocryhorum
Veteris Testamnenti. 2 tomes. In nobili
Oppenheimio, 1611. 4'. No folio edition traced]
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(156] Biblia Sacra Iunij et Tremellij(Bible (Latin); the Old Testament translated from
Hebrew by Fran5ois Du Jon, the Elder (Franciscus
Junius) and Joannes Immanuel Tremellius; the
Apocrypha translated from Greek by Du Jon.
Francofurti ad !4oenuin, 1579 etc. (Darlow & Moule
6165 passiin)]
in 4•
[157] Two Bookes of Homiles (j](STC 13638.5-13677]
[158] Raynolds & Hart(John Rainolds, The suinme of the conference
betwene John Rainoldes and John Hart (John Hart,
Jesuit). 1584 etc. (STC 20626-20629)]
(159] Abernethy Phisick for the Soule[John Abernethy, A Christian and heavenly
treatise. Containing , hvsicke for the soule.
1615 etc. (STC 73-75)]
[160] Vita et Mors luelli(Laurence Humphrey, Joannis Juelli Angli,
Eiscoi Sarisburiensis vita et mors (John
Jewel). 1573 (STC 13963)]
[161] Reasons proving the lawfullnes of the oath of
Aligiance (?Alegiance][God and the king ; or a dialogue shewinci that
King James ... doth rightfully claiine whatsoever
is reauired by the oath of allegeance; translated
from Deus & Rex. 1615 (STC 14418.5)]
(162] Bilsons Sermons[Thomas Bilson, ?The effect of certaine sermons
touchin the full redemption of mankind. 1599(STC 3064)]
[163] Peter Lumbard (j] Sententj(Petrus Lombardus, Sententiarum libri IV.
Venetiis, 1507 etc.]
[164] Raynolds ouerthrow of Stagplayes (.j](John Rainolds, Th'overthrow of stage-playes.
1599 etc. (STC 20616-20618)]
(165] Steph' (?Stephanus] Guazzo his Civill Conversation(Stefano Guazzo. 1581 etc. (STC 12422-12423)]
[166] Lambert Danaeus Treatise ag .jnst Antichrist(Lambert Daneau (Lambertus Danaeus), , treatise
touching Antichrist; translated by John Swan.
1588 (STC 6229)]
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[167] Iohn Calvin How a man may hue among the papists
(Jean Calvin, The mynce of the od1y man J.
Calvvne. what a faithfuhl man ouht to do,
dwehhincTe amongest the apistes; translated from
French by R.G. Ippyswiche, (1548]. 8 (STC
4435). No 4 edition traced]
in8
[168-186: 19 entries, all deleted in the manuscript]
[End]
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The c.1600 list of the books of
Sir William More (l52O-16O0
1. Sir William More
William More was born in January 1520, the son of
Christopher More of Loseley in Surrey, Sheriff of Surrey
and Sussex. William succeeded to his father's estates in
1549 and held several public offices. He was Neither of
Parliament for the Borough of Gui].dford; like his father,
he became twice Sheriff of Surrey and Sussex; and he
served as Treasurer and Master of the Swans of Surrey.
He was knighted in 1576, in the presence of Queen
Elizabeth.
Some biographical information on More (not in DNB)
may be found in a paper by J. Evans (no.106).
2. Sources
Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, D.C., MS L.b.550,
fol.55r-66r. Also in the same manuscript:
- smaller list of 200 numbered entries for the same
collection, not classed (fol.104r-lO5v) - referred to
below as 'additional manuscript list'.
- inventory of 136 printed books, not classed, dated 20
August 1556 (fol.2-7, 180-181). Printed by J. Evans
(no.106).
3. Date and attribution
In More's hand.
The latest edition I have been able to identify is
tentatively dated 1596 (entry 241).
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4. Circumstances
The book-list is recorded in an account book, among other
inventories of More's household goods. This account book
was kept by More himself from 1549 to his death in 1600,
and it was continued by his family until about 1650.
5. Contents
275 numbered entries, mainly for printed books.
6. Arranement
Entries no.
Lattyne bookes of dyuynytye
Other Lattyne bokes vz poets stories &c.
Italyon bookes
Frenche bookes
Scripture bookes in Englishe
Cronicles
Treatisis stories and other Englishe bookes
Bookes of the lawe
7. Note on the transcrittion below
1-41
42-102
103-112
113-119
120-172
173-179
180-255
256-275
The original manuscript is now in America, and the
transcription has been made from a photographic
reproduction supplied by the Folger Shakespeare Library
in Washington.
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[fol.55r]
A note of all my bookes vice1icet
of lattyne bookes of Dyuynytye
(1] 1 Inprimis Biblia vniuersa in duobus voluminibus per
Erasmu Roterodamum
(Desiderius Erasmus]
[2] 2 Testamentu de impressione Colinel
(3] 3 Alteruj testamentu
(?The Latin Bible printed Parisiis : ex off icina S.
Colinaei pro G. Pratense, 1541. fol. ?Or perhaps
that printed Parislis : in officina S. Colinaei,
1524-1526. 16]
(4] 4 flores biblie
[Bible. Selections. Flores Bibliae. Lugduni, 1556.
16° etc. (Adams B:1210-1212)]
(5] 5 pie oraciones
[Unidentified]
[6] 6 Lutherus in genesin
(Martin Luther on Genesis. Witteinberg, 1527. 4
etc. (BN)]
(7] 7 Iohes Riuius de renouata doctrina ecclesiastica
[Joannes Rivius of Attendorn, De instaurata
renovatacTue doctrina ecciesiastica libellus.
Lipsiae, 1541. 4']
[8] 8 Spangenbergius in nouurn testament in duobus
voluminibus
[Johann Spangenberg on ?the Liturgical Epistles and
Gospels. Francofordiae, 1570. 8°]
(9] 9 Iohjes Riuius quo pacto in hisce religionis
dissidijs Iuuenis gerere se debeat
(Joannes Rivius of Attendorn]
(10] 10 Melanctonus de Anima
(Philipp Melanchthon, Conrntentarius de anima.
Vitebergae, 1540. 8° etc.]
(11] 11 Lactancius
(12] 12 Catechismus ecclesie geneuensis per Iohem
Calvinum
[Jean Calvin. Argentorati, 1545. 8' etc.]
(13] 13 De morte Iohjis Diasij per Claudiu Senarcleum
(Claudius Senarclaeus, Historia vera de morte
sancti yin Joannjs Diazii ... (Juan Diaz).
(Basle], 1546. 8' etc.]
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(14] 14 Appendix libelli aduersus Interim per Ca1vinu(j Jean Calvin, Interim adultero-Germanum; and
Johann Dobneck Cochlaeus, De interim brevis
resonsio, ad ro1ixuni convitiorum et calumniarum
librum J. Ca].vini. Apud S.Victorem prope Moguntiain,
1549. 8']
[15] 15 Suma consi1ioru[Bartholomé Carranza, Summa Concilioruiu et
Pontificum. Salmanticae, 1549. 4' etc.]
(16] 16 Vincensius (j] lirinensis pro fide catholica(St Vincent of Lerins (Vincentius Lirinensis), Pro
Catholicae fidei antiauitate et universitate
Paris, 1561. 8' etc.]
[fol.55v]
(17] 17 Suxnula ultime confessionis(St Antoninus Forciglioni, Archbishop of Florence,
Summui p confessionis utilissiina. [Venice], 1473.
fol. etc. Additional manuscript list has 'Sumula
confessionis, per Antoninuin']
(18] 18 Epistola Clementis(?Pope St Clement I, ?E pistolae decretales,
published as Epistolae antjquissimae. Coloniae,
1526. 4']
(19] 19 Swinglius de reformacione Religionis et
ministracionis Sacramentoru(?Ulrich Zwingli]
(20] 20 De veritate corporis et sanguinis p Roffensem
episcoTu!n(Cardinal St John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester,
veritate cororis et sanguinis Christi in
Eucharistia. Coloniae, 1527. fol. etc.]
[21] 21 Dionisius Carthusianus in euangelistas(Dionysius de Leuwis de Rickel on the Gospels.
Parisiis, 1542. fol. etc. (BN)]
[22] 22 Acta Concilij tridentjnj(Council of Trent. Antverpiae, 1546. 8' etc.]
[23] 23 Concordantiae
[24] 24 Sermones Clichtouei(Jodocus Clichtoveus. Coloniae, 1535. fol.]
[25] 25 Alfonsus aduersus haereses(Aiphonsus a Castro, Adversus omnes haereses libri
Xliii. (Paris], 1534. fol. etc.]
[26] 26 Tom3 3	 Chrysostomi[27] 27 Thom 6 Chrysostomi(St John Chrysostom]
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[28] 28 Comentarij Vrbani(?Raphael Maffejus Volaterranus, Commentariorum
Urbanorum XXXVIII libri. Parislis, 1511. fol. etc.]
[29] 29 ludicium vniuersitatis Coloniensis in Melanctonum
Bucerum(Eberhard Billick on Philipp Melanchthon, Martin
Bucer and others. Coloniae, 1545. 4°]
(30] 30 De sacraru tra'ru' (?trarum) comunicacione(Unidentified)
[31) 31 Institutio principis christiani[Desiderius Erasmus. Basileae, 1516. 4 etc]
[32] 32 Acta Synodi tridentinae[Council of Trent. [Geneva], 1547. 8°]
(fol.56r]
[33] 33 Biblia scripta(?Unidentified manuscript Bible]
(34] 34 Antididagina[Cologne Cathedral, Antididacnna. seu Christianae et
Catholicae reli gionis ... propucTnatio ... Parisiis,
1549. 8°]
[35] 35 Epistolae duae Latomi et Sturmij[Bartholomaeus Latomus and Joannes Sturmius
Sleidanus. Argentorati, 1567. 16°]
(36] 36 Virtutu vitiorumq exeinpla ex vniuerse diuine
scripturae proinptuario desumpta[Johann Heroldt Basilius, editor. Basileae, 1555.
fol.)
[37] 37 psalteriu paraphrasibus illustratu[Unidentified edition]
(38] 38 De imitacione Christi p Iohjem Gersonem(Frequently attributed to Jean Charlier de Gerson.(Augsburg, 1471?]. fol. etc.]
(39] 39 Libri prophetarum(?Bible]
(40] 40 Carolus Molinaeus contra abusus Curiae Romanae[Charles Du Moulin. Basileae, 1552. 4' etc.(Adams D:1082-1084)]
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(41] 41 Disputatio de Eucharistiae sacramento habita in
vniuersitate oxonienJ.(Pietro Martire Verinigli, Tractatlo de sacramento
eucharistiae. habita in TJniversitate Oxoniensi...
Ad haec disutatio de eodem eucharistiae
sacramento. in eadem Universitate habita ... anno
1549. (1549]. 4 (STC 24673)]
(Lower part of the page blank]
[fol.56v]
A note of other lattyne bokes videlicet
poets Stories &c.
(42] 1 Inprimis palingenius[Marcellus Palingenius (i.e. Pietro Angelo
Manzolli), ?Zodiacus vitae. Venetiis, (1531?]. 80
etc.]
[43] 2 Horacius
(44] 3 Comentarjj. Cezaris(Caius Julius Caesar,
fol. etc.]
[45] 4 Swetonius[Suetonius]
Works (Latin). Rome, 1469.
[46] 5 Iuuenalj(Deciinus Junius Juvenalis]
[47) 6 Fuchsius de medendis inorbis(Leonhard Fuchs, ?De sanandis totius humani
corporis elusdem lDartiuin tam internis auam externis
inalis libri V. Parisiis, 1543. 16° etc.]
(48] 7 Fuchsius de componendoru iuiscendoruq3
medicanientoru ratione libri quatuor[Leonhard Fuchs. Lugduni, 1561. 16°]
(49] 8 Mores omiu gentiuin[Joannes Boemus Aubanus, Oinniuin entium mores,].eges et ritus. Augustae Vindelicorum, 1520. fol.
etc.)
(50) 9 petrarc	 de remedijs vtriusaj fortune(Francesco Petrarca. [Strassburg, 1468?]. fol.
etc.]
(51] 10 Diccionariu poeticum[Lugduni, 1556. 8]
(52] 11 Apuleus de Asino aureo(Lucius Apuleius (Apuleus) Madaurensis. Bononiae,
1500. fol. etc.]
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[53] 12 Aristotelis sententiae(54] 13 Alter hulusmodi liber(Aristotle]
(55] 14 De turcoru origine(De oriine IlnlDerii Turcorum •.. Vitebergae, 1562.
8]
[56] 15 Rodoiphus Agricola(Rodoiphus Agricola, the Elder]
[57] 16 Epitome medices suinma totius medicinae
complectens p Brunsfe1siuj(Otto Brunfels (Brunsfels). Argentorati,
1530. fol. etc.]
(fol.57r]
[58] 17 Compendium sentenciaru Ciceronis[Unidentified edition of selections from Marcus
Tullius Cicero's works]
(59] 18 De iudicijs vrinarum(Unidentified]
(60] 19 Sabellicus de iuemorabilibus factis dictisq[Marcus Antonius Coccius Sabellicus, Q
mernorabilibus factis dictisaue exenmiorum libri. X.
Basileae, 1533. 8° (Adams S:14-].5)]
(61] 20 Acta Romanoru pontificum[John Bale. Basileae, 1558. 8° etc.]
[62] 21 Rhetoricoru libri quatuor Ciceronis(Marcus Tullius Cicero, Rhetoricoruin ad C.
Herennium libri IV. (Venice], 1470. 4' etc.]
(63] 22 Albertus de virtutibus herbaru[St Albert, surnamed the Great, Liber agrecationis
seu liber secretoruni de virtutibus herbaruin lapidum
et aniinal jum cruoruindain ... (suppositious
work). [Ferrara, 1477?]. 4 etc.]
[64] 23 Epistola exhortatoria ad pacem Inissa ad Scotos
per ducem Somerset(Edward Seymour, 1st Duke of Somerset; translated
from English. 1548. 4 (STC 22269)]
(65] 24 Anthonius Molinius de physiognomiae [sic](?Joannes ab Indagine, Chironiantia
Phvsiocrnomia ...; translated into French by Antoine
Du Moulin (Antonius Molinius). Lion, 1556. 8' etc.]
(66] 25 In mortem Thoine Wyet Militis[John Leland, the Antiquary, Naeniae in mortem
Thomae Viati. Eauitis incomparabilis (Sir Thomas
Wyatt). 1542. 4° (STC 15446)]
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[67] 26 Albertus de partu Nu1ieru
(?St Albert, surnamed the Great, Libeilus aui
inscribitur de formatione hoininis in utero materno.
vel Ut notion titulo. secreta mulierum
(suppositious work) Antverpiae, 1538. 8' etc.]
(68] 27 Officia mliii Ciceronis
(69] 28 Alter huiusmodi liber
(70] 29 Philosiphia [jJ Ciceronis in duobus voluminibus
(Marcus Tullius Cicero, De Officils. (Cologne,
1465?]. 4 etc.]
(71] 30 Gemme platonis
(Plato, ?Gennnae. sive illustriores sententiae ...;
edited by Niccolô Liburnio. Parisils, 1556. 16']
[fol.57v]
[72] 31 Senecae tragoediae
((Ferrara, 1474]. foi. etc.]
(73] 32 Floreus (jg] Terrencij ad 1oquendu latine
[Publius Terentius, Afer, ?Flores, seu formulae
loauendi et sente{nitiae ex P. Terentii commoediis
excerptae. Parisiis, 1575. 8' (BN). Or, ?Floures
for Latine sekyncie selected and gathered oute of
Terence (Latin-English); compiled and translated by
Nicholas Udali. 1533. 8' etc0 (STC 23899-23900)]
(74] 33 prouerbia scripta
[?Unidentif led manuscript]
(75] 34 Calapini (j] duo
[Aitthrosius Calepinus]
(76] 35 Duo libri Mahoineti
(Muhammad, the Prophet; translated into Latin]
[77] 36 Quatuor libri de lege Ciuili
[Unidentified]
(78] 37 plinius
[?Caius Plinius Secundus. ?Or Caius Plinius
Caecilius Secundus]
(79] 38 Strabo de situ orbis
(Strabo; translated into Latin. (Venice], 1494.
fol. etc.]
(80] 39 Titus liuius
(81] 40 Marci Terentij. varronis de lingua latina de
disciplina originu verborum
(Marcus Terentius Varro. (Rome, 1471?]. 4' etc.]
(82] 41 Aristotiles
(Aristotle]
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(83] 42 Salustius
(84] 43 Cornucopia
(?Nicolaus Perottus, Cornucoiae. Venetiis, 1489.
fol. etc.]
(85] 44 lustinus
(?Justinus, the Historian. ?Or St Justin Martyr]
(86] 45 Collumella (jg] de re rustica
(Lucius Junius Moderatus Coluinella. Parisiis, 1543.
8° etc.]
(87] 46 Antiquae lectiones ludouici Celij
(Ludovicus Coelius Richerius Rhodiginus, Lectionum
antiauaruin libri XXX. Venetiis, 1516. fol. etc.]
(88] 47 Matheolus in Discoris [j]
(Pietro Andrea Mattioll on Pedacius Dioscorides'
materia medica libri sex. Venetiis, 1554. fol.
etc.]
(89] 48 losephus
(Flavius Josephus]
(fol.58r]
[90] 49 Eutropij voluinen quo Romana historia uniuersa
describitur
(Flavius Eutropius, Ronianae historiae libri X. In
Civitate Cracovien., 1510. 4° etc.]
[91] 50 Ecciesiastica historia
(Eusebius Pamphili and others. Latin editions:
(Strassburg, 1473?]. fol. etc.]
[92] 51 Beda de gente Ang1oru
(St Bede the Venerable, Ecclesiasticae historiae
cientis Anciloruin libri auinaue ... Antverpiae, 1550.
fol. etc.]
(93] 52 Cronica cronicaru cu figuris
(Cronica cronicarum abrecie et mis par ficiures
descentes. et rondeaulx ... Paris, 1521. fol.]
(94] 53 Cronicuin Abbatis
[Burchardus Urspergensis, Chronicon Abbatis
UrsTerciensis (also attributed to Conradus, Abbot of
Ursberg). Augustae Vindelicorum, 1515. fol. etc.]
(95) 54 Munsterus
[?Sebastian Muenster]
(96] 55 Pomponius Mela
(Poinponius Mela]
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(97] 56 Vitima pars Sabellici(Marcus Antonius Coccius Sabellicus (QL.. entry
no.60 above)]
(98] 57 Tholomeus de situ orbis(?Claudius Ptolemaeus]
(99] 58 Sleydanus in duobus voluminibus(Joannes Philippson Sleidanus (Sleydanus), ?
statu religionis et rethublicae ... conimentarii.(Strassburg], 1555. 8'. 2 parts]
(100] 59 Canon(Johann Canon, ?Chronica. Halae Suevorum, 1537.
8 etc.]
(101] 60 De magistratibus rei publice venetoru(Gasparo Contarini, De rnacistratibus et reublica
Venetorum. Venetiis, 1589. 4' etc.]
(102] 61 De turcoruni inoribus(Tractatus de ritu et moribus Turcorun. (Urach,
1481?]. 40 etc.]
[fol.58v] (Upper part of page blank)
Italyon bookes
(103] 1 Firste one Italion testament(104] 2 one other Italyon testament gilte
(105] 3 Item Rules of the Italion granunere(William Thomas, Clerk of the Council to Edward
VI, Principal rules of the Italian graminer. 1550.
4° etc. (STC 24020-24022)]
(106] 4 Macheuillj de principe(Niccolô Machiavelli, Ii principe. Roma, 1532. 4'
etc.]
(107] 5 Macheuils discoursis
(u., Discorsi. [Rome], 1531. 4 etc.]
(108] 6 the Storye of Argentyne(?Philippe de Comines, Sieur d'Argenton, Mémoires;
translated into Italian. Venetia, 1544. 8']
(109] 7 Boccachoo (j] delle donne(Giovanni Boccaccio, Delle donne illustni;
translated from his De claris inulieribus. Venetia,
1547. 8' etc.]
(110] 8 A treatyce of conuercion(Luis de Granada, A breefe treatise ... commonly
called the conversion of a sinner; translated from
Italian by M.K. (1580?]. 8' (STC 16899.3)]
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4. The 16OO list of the books of Sir William More
(Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, D.C., MS
L.b.550, fol.58v)
Image removed due to third party copyright
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(111] 9 Cortesane(?Baldassare Castiglione, Libro del cortecziano.
Venetia, 1528. fol. etc.]
(fol.59r]
[112] 10 Ouids epistles(Publius Ovidius Naso, ?Epjstolae Herpiduin;
translated into Italian. (Rome, 1490?]. 4° etc.]
(Vacant space]
frenche bookes
(113] 1 firste a newe testamente
(114] 2 one parte of frosarte(Jean Froissart (Joannes Frossardus), Chroniaues
de France ... Paris, (1498]. fol. etc.]
(115] 3 the diuision of the worlde[Jacques Signot, La division de 1nonde. Lyon, 1560.
16°]
(116] 4 Sanct Iohn Crisostonie(St John Chrysostom]
(117] 5 lean Calvyne[Jean Calvin]
(118] 6 the garden of honor[Le lardin d'honneur. Paris, 1549. 16°]
(119] 7 A booke conteyinge diuers bokes of the scripture(Unidentified]
(fol.59v]
Scripture bookes in Englishe
(120] 1 Firste one bible of Tyndals translacjon(?The 'Matthew's Bible'; translated by William
Tyndale. [Antwerp?], 1537. fol. etc. (STC 2066
passim)]
(121] 2 one bible of tauernors translacjon
(fl . ; revised by Richard Taverner (Tavernour).1539. fol. (STC 2067)]
(122] 3 one other little bible
(123] 4 A newe testament aucthorised by kyng Edwarde the
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[124] 5 A newe testament translated after the texte of
Erasmus Roterodame
[Version of the Great Bible of 1539; edited by
Desiderius Erasmus. (1539?]. 8° (STC 2843)]
(125]6 A newe testament of Miles Couerdales translacion
[Antwerpe, 1538. 8° etc. (STC 2836 passim)]
(126]7 A newe testament printyde at geneva
(127]8 Another newe testament printed at geneva
(Geneva, 1557. 8° (STC 2871)]
(128]9 A newe testament of Tyndals translacion gildyde
(129]10 An other newe testament of Tyndals translacion
in too (j] volumes[William Tyndale, translator. [cologne, 1525]. 4
etc. (STC 2823 passim)]
(130]11 A booke of private prayer set forthe by kynge
Edwarde the jth
(Liturgies]
[fol.60r]
[131]12 A booke of seruice and comon prayre [sic] set
forthe by kynge Edwarde the th
(1549. fol. etc. (STC 16267 onward)]
[132]13 A declaracion of the tenne comaundments by Iohn
Hoper
(John Hooper (Hoper). (Zitrich, 1549?]. 8° etc.
(STC 13746-13751)]
[133]14 An Invectyue ageinste Swerynge by Theodore Basil
[Theodore Basille (i.e. Thomas Becon). 1543. 8
etc. (STC 1730.5-1731)]
(134]15 frithe ageinste purgatorye
[John Frith, A dis putacion of PurcTatorye
(1531?]. 8° etc. (STC 11386.5-11387)]
(135]16 the Image of bothe cherches by Iohn bale
[The Book of Revelation; paraphrased by John Bale.
[Antwerp, 1545?]. 16° etc. (STC 1296.5-1299)]
(136]17 the obedience of a christian man wjt the
parrable (j) of the wyked maminon by tyndale(William Tyndale. Both titles printed [Antwerp],
1528. 8° etc. (STC 24446-24460)]
(137]18 the Institucion of a christian man conteying
the Interpretacion of the creede and vij sacrements
& by the Archebusshopes of Caunterburye Yorke and
the other busshops
('The Bishops' Book'. 1537. 4° etc. (STC
5163-5167)]
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(138] 19 Item the Image of god by Rogere Hutchenson (i]
(Roger Hutchinson. 1550. 8° (STC 14019))
[139] 20 Latimers Sermons
(Hugh Latinier (STC 15270.5-15293)]
(140] 21 the busshops of Durehams (j] Sernionde (j]
(?Cuthbert Tunstall. 1539. 8' etc. (STC
24322-24323)]
[141] 22 Enchiridion by Erasmus Roterodame
(Desiderius Erasmus, A booke called in latvn
Enchiridion militis christiani. and in englyshe
the inanuell of the christen kn yciht. 1533. 8° etc.
(STC 10479-10488)]
[fol.60v]
[142] 23 Concordaunce of the Scriptures
[143] 24 Concordaunce of the newe testamente
[144] 25 Iohn Calvyne ageinste the Articles of the
Anabaptists
(Jean Calvin, A short instruction for to arme
acraynst the estiferous errours of Anabaptistes.
(1549]. 8° (STC 4463))
[145) 26 Iohn Veron againste the Anabaptists
[Jean Veron, A inoste necessary treatise of free
wi]. not onive against the Papistes, but also
against the Anabaptistes. [1561]. 8° (STC 24864)]
(146] 27 the fyvue [.j] bookes of Moyses translated by
Wylijam Tyndal
[The Pentateuch; translated by William Tyndale.
[Antwerp], 1530. 8° etc. (STC 2350-2351,2087)]
[147] 28 the christen state or rule of a]. the world by
Miles Couerdale
(The christen rule or state of all the woride
(sometimes attributed to Miles Coverdale).
[1548?]. 8° (STC 5189.7)]
[148] 29 The Counceile of Regenspurge
[The 'Ratisbon Book'; translated by Miles
Coverdale. [Antwerp), 1542. 8° (STC 13612)]
(149) 30 the confession of the germayns faythe at the
counceil of Auguste
[Augsburg Confession (Augustana Confessio);
translated from Latin. 1536. 8° etc. (STC
908-909)]
[150] 31 Eight Sermons of Barnardyne Ochine
[Bernardino Ochino (Barnardine Ochine). STC
18764-18769]
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(151] 32 the vij psalmes turnd into mytre by Sir Thomas
Wyet knight(Certavne Psalmes chosen out of the Psalter of
David, called the vii penytential]. Psalines;
translated into verse by Sir Thomas Wyatt. 1549.
8 (STC 2726)]
(152] 33 the tragecal dethe of Dauid barton [j]
busshope of sanct Androse wjt the Marterdome of
George Wysharte(Sir David Lindsay on Cardinal David Beaton,
Archbishop of St Andrews; and Robert Burrant on
George Wishart, the Reformer. (1548?]. 8 (STC
15683)]
(153] 34 Stephin Gardener de vera obediencia(Stephen Gardiner; translated from Latin.(London?], 1553. 8° etc (STC 11585-11587)]
[fol.61r]
(154] 35 A waynge of the Interim by phillype Melancton(Philipp Melanchthon; translated from German by
John Rogers. 1548. 8 (STC 17799)]
(155] 36 An Epistle of kynge henry the eighte to the
Emperor [?Einperor] and to al other princis(?princes](Translated from Latin. 1538. 8° (STC 13081)]
[156] 37 the olde faythe of great brytayne and the newe
Learnynge of Englonde[R. V. (1549?]. 8° (STC 24566)]
[157] 38 An exortacion to suche as professe the gospel[Henry Hart, A odlie exhortation to all suche as
professe the gospel]. ... [1549]. 8° (STC
12887.3-12887.9)]
[158] 39 A preseruatyue agaynste desperacion
[A godive and holesorrte preservatyve aainst
desperation ...; ?by Luke Shepherd. [1548?]. 8°
etc. (STC 20203.5-20204))
[159] 40 A declaracion of the terrible ludgement of god
apon frauncis Spera for deuyynge [j] of the
truthe[Matthaeus Gribaldus, A notable and marvailous
eist1e concerning the terrible iudgexnent of God
upon hvin rFrancesco S pira or Sera1 that denveth
Christ; translated from Latin by Edward Aglionby.
1550. 8° etc. (STC 12365-12366)]
(160) 41 Thomas Leuers Sermons at pouls crosse[Thomas Lever (STC 15543-15551)]
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(161] 42 An Instruccion for al men before they receyue
the commuflion by Richarde Tracye
(Richard Tracy, A most od1v enstruction and very
necessarie lesson F concernin gi the communion
1548. 8 (STC 24163)]
(162] 43 A historye of the departynge of Martyne Luther
owt of this lyf by lustus lonas and others
(Justus Jonas and others on Martin Luther;
translated by John Bale. [Wesel, 1546]. 8' (STC
14717)]
(163] 44 the aunswere of kynge henry the eight to !4artyne
Luther
(King Henry VIII'S letters to Martin Luther;
translated from Latin, (1527?]. 8' etc. (STC
13086-13087)]
[164] 45 Peers plowman
(Piers, the Plowman. [c.1550]. 8' etc. (STC
19903-19907). ?Another copy or edition at entry
no.183 below (section 'Treatises Stories ...')]
(fol.61v]
(165] 46 the Inniunccions geuen by kynge Edwarde the th
(1547. 4' (STC 10087.5-10093.7)]
(166] 47 the Canticles of Salamon (j] turnd into mytre
by Wilijam Baldwyne
(Song of Solomon; translated by William Baldwin.
1549. 4 (STC 2768)]
(167] 48 A treatice of pollityke powre by Iohn Poynette
(John Ponet (Poynette), A shorte treatise of
olitike power ... [Strassburg], 1556. 8 (STC
20178)]
(168] 49 An answere of Cranmere to Gardnere and Sinythe
tochynge the Sacremente
(Thomas Cranmer on Stephen Gardiner and Richard
Smith. 1551. fol. (STC 5991)]
(169] 50 Scala perfeccionis
(Walter Hylton; translated from Latin.
(Westminster], 1494. fol. etc. (STC 14042-14045)]
(170] 51 too (j] festivals
(Unidentified]
(171] 52 Legenda Aurea
(Jacobus de Voragine; translated into English by
William Caxton. Westmestre, (1483]. fol. etc. (STC
24873-24880))
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(172] 53 the declainacion of Lawrence Valla against the
donacion of Constantyne
(Laurentius Valla; translated from Latin. 1534.
fol. (STC 5641)]
(Lower part of the page blank)
(fol.62r]
Cronicles
(173] 1 Firste Fabian
(Robert Fabyan or Fabian, Fab yan's chronicle.
1516. fol. etc. (STC 10659-10662)]
[174] 2 Pollicronicon
[Ranuiphus Higden, Pol ychronicon; translated from
Latin. (Westminster, 1482]. fol. etc. (STC
13438-13440)]
(175] 3 Hauls cronicle
(Edward Halle (Hall), The union of the two
famelies of Lancastre & Yorke ... ('Hall's
Chronicle'). 1548. fol. etc. (STC 12721-12723)]
[176] 4 Hardyngs cronicle
[John Hardyng, The chronicle of J.H. in metre
1543. 8 etc. (STC 12766.7-12767)]
[177] 5 Lanquet
(Thomas Lanquet, An e pitome of chronicles
('Cooper's Chronicle'). 1569 (1549). 4 etc. (STC
15217-15221)]
(178] 6 the little cronicle of yers
[A cronicle of veres. from the beinnin of the
woride ... (1542]. 8 etc. (STC 9986-9989)]
[179] 7 the turkes cronicle by peter Asheton translated
owt of frauncis Niger
[Paolo Giovio, A short treatise upon the Turkes
chronicles ...; translated by Peter Ashton from
the Latin translation of Francesco Negri
(Francisco Niger) of Bassano. 1546. 8' (STC
11899)]
(Vacant space]
treatisis stories and other Englishe bookes
(180] 1 Firste the Storye of Italye by William Thomas
(William Thomas, Clerk of the Council to Edward
VI, The historie of Italie. 1549. 4 (STC 24018)]
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[fol.62v]
(181] 2 the warres betweene Scipio and Hanibal(Sir Anthony Cope, The historie of two the inoste
noble caitaines of the woride. Anniba]. and
Scipio; translated front Latin. 1544. 4 etc. (STC
5718-5719)]
[182] 3 the trewe subiecte to the Rebel(?Thomas Bilson, The true difference betweene
Christian sublection and unchristian rebellion.
Oxford, 1585. 40 etc. (STC 3071-3072)]
(183] 4 peers the plowmans creede(?Another copy or edition of entry no.164 above(section 'Scripture books in English')]
(184] 5 An abrigement of pollidore virgil de Inuentoribus
rerufl(Polydorus Vergilius (Virgilius); translated by
Thomas Langley. 1546. 8° etc. (STC 24654-24657)]
[185] 6 An Introduccion to wisdonie the banket of sapience
and precepts of Agatepus [j][Joannes Ludovicus Vives, An introduction to
wysedome; Banket of sapience; Preceptes of
AcTapetus; translated from Latin. 1546. 16° etc.(STC 24848.5-24849)]
[186] 7 An exhortacion to the Scottes[James Harrison, An exhortation to the Scottes to
conforine to the union betwene Enlande and
Scotlande. 1547. 8° (STC 12857)]
[187] 8 the kings title to Scotlande[Bodrugan, otherwise Nicholas Adams, An epitome of
the title that the Kinges niaiestie of EncUande,
hath to the souereigntie of Scotlande. 1548. 8°(STC 3196)]
(188] 9 A treatice of newe India(Sebastian Muenster, A treatyse of the Newe India;
translated from Latin by Richard Eden. 1553. 8(STC 18244)]
[189] 10 the decades of the newe woride[Petrus Martyr Anglerius; translated from Latin by
Richard Eden. 1555. 4° etc. (STC 645-648)]
(190] 11 losephus[Flavius Josephus. Qj STC 14809]
(191] 12 precepts of cato wjth the sayngs (j] of the
vjj (j] wyse men[Marcus Porcius Cato, the Censor, Preceptes of
Cato, containing 'The sage and prudent sayinges of
the seven wisemen' and 'The sayinges of Publius';
translated by Robert Burrant. [1545]. 16° etc.(STC 4853.5-4854)]
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(192]13 Morral philosophye and the garden of wisdome
(Richard Taverner, The garden of wvsdom. 1539. 8
etc. (STC 23711a-23716)]
(193] 14 Marcus Aurelius
(?Antonio de Guevara, The golden boke of Marcus
Aurelius; translated from French by John
Bourchier. 1535. 4' etc. (STC 12436-12441)]
[194] 15 tullis officis
[Marcus Tullius Cicero, De off iciis; translated
into English. 1534. 8' etc. (STC 5278-5281)]
[fol.63r)
(195]16 An other tullis officis
[fl.]
(196]17 A booke of geometrye
[Unidentified)
[197] 18 Alexander Seuerus
(?George Whetstone, A mirour for maestrates
reresentin the ordinaunces of the emperour
Alexander Severus to su ppress vices. 1584. 4' etc.
(STC 25341-25341.5))
(198] 19 the disprayse of the courtears (j) lyf(Antonio de Guevara, A disra1se of the life of a
Courtier ...; translated by Sir Francis Briant
(Bryant) from a French version. 1548. 8 (STC
12431)]
(199) 20 Vtopia
(St Thomas More; translated from Latin by Ralph
Robinson. 1551. 80 etc. (STC 18094-18095)]
[200] 21 An Epitaphe of sir Thomas Wyet knight wjt ij
other dities tochinge mans lyf
[Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, An excellent
eitaffe of Syr Thomas Wyat, with two other
dytties luponi the state of inannes l yfe. [1545?].
4 (STC 26054)]
(201]22 Skeltons werks in niytre
(John Skelton. (1513]. 4' etc. (STC 22593-22616)]
(202]23 Certeyne bookes of virgil aenaeas turnd into
Englishe mytre by the Erel of Surrye
[Publius Virgilius Maro, Aenaels, Books 2 and 4;
translated by Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey. 1557.
4 (STC 24798)]
(203]24 songs and sonets
[?Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, and others, Sones
and sonettes ... 1557. 4' etc. (STC 13860-13862)]
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(204] 25 vij booke (j] of virgil aenaeados turnd into
Englishe mitre by Thomas phayre (j]
(Publius Virgilius Maro, Aenaeis, Books 1-7;
translated by Thomas Phaer. 1558. 4' (STC 24799)]
(205] 26 the prayse of follye
(Desiderius Erasmus; translated by Sir Thomas
Chaloner, the Elder. 1549. 4 etc. (STC
10500-10501)]
(206] 27 A booke of fables
(?Aesop. 1484. fol. etc. (STC 175-179). Additional
manuscript list has 'Aesopij fabulae']
(207] 28 the Instruccion of a Woman by Lewes Viues
[Joannes Ludovicus Vives, A very fruteful].
booke called the instruction of a Christen woman;
translated from Latin by Richard Hyrd. (1529?]. 4°
etc. (STC 24856-24861)]
[fol.63v]
(208] 29 A prognosticacion to contynewe for eu
(Erra Pater, The irocinostvcacvon for ever.
(1540?]. 8 etc. (STC 439.3-439.13)]
(209] 30 the Regiment of lyf
(Jean Goevrot; translated by Thomas Phaer.
(1543?]. 8' etc. (STC 11966.5-11971)]
(210] 31 Ageinste the Swetyng Siknes
(John Caius, A boke or counseill aainst the
disease commonly called the sweate. or sweatvnci
sicknesse. 1552. 8° (STC 4343)]
(211] 32 the castel of helthe
(Sir Thomas Elyot. (1537?]. 8' etc. (STC
7642.5-7655)]
[212] 33 the glasse of helthe
(Thomas Moulton, The mvrrour or lasse of heith
[before 1531]. 8° etc. (STC 18214a-18222)]
(213] 34 agayne the castel of heithe
[Another copy or edition of entry no.211 above]
[214] 35 the Spider and the flye
(John Heywood. 1556. 4° (STC 13308)]
[215] 36 the tryuinphe of petrarke
(Francesco Petrarca. [1555?]. 4 (STC 19811)]
(216] 37 Codrus and Minalcas
(Alexander Barclay, The boke of Codrus and
Minalcas. (1521?]. 4' (STC 1384b)]
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(217] 38 the Epistles of Lucres and Euralius (j]
(Pope Pius II, Eurvalus and Lucretia (title
varies). (1515?]. 4° etc. (STC 19969.8-19970)]
(218] 39 the hundred poyntes of husbandrye(Thomas Tusser, A hundreth good ointes of
husbandrie. 1557. 4 (STC 14372)]
(219] 40 Medicyns for horsis
[Proprytees & medicyries for horses (title varies).
(1502?). 4 etc. (STC 20439.3-20439.5)]
(220] 41 the prouerbs of Lydgate(John Lydgate. (1510?). 4° etc. (STC 17026-17027))
(221] 42 the Citysyn and vplandishe man
(Alexander Barclay, The fvfte e10 ... of the
cvtezen and uplondyshman. [1518?]. 4' (STC 1385)]
(222] 45 (j] a booke of prouerbys by heywoode
(John Heywood, A dialogue conte jnynci the noinber in
effect of all the proverbes in the En1ishe
tongue. 1546. 40 etc. (STC 13291-13293))
[fol.64r]
(223] 46 Ragmans Role(The 'Ragman Rolls' of Scottish law]
[224] 47 the booge of Courte
[John Skelton, Here begynneth a lvtell treatyse
named the bowge of courte. [1499?]. 4' etc. (STC
22597-22597.5))
[225) 48 the maydens dreame
(Christopher Goodwyn, The maydens dreme. (1542?].
4° (STC 12047)]
(226] 49 frenche hoodes
[Unidentified]
(227] 50 Comentaryes of Ladis
[Unidentified]
(228] 51 An argument tochinge womens aparel
(Titus Livius, An argument, wherin the apparajie
of women is both reproved and defended; translated
by William Thomas, Clerk of the Council to Edward
VI. 1551. 8' (STC 166l2a.7)]
(229] 52 the coinendacion of women
[Unidentified]
[230] 53 the defence of good women
[Sir Thomas Elyot. 1540. 8' etc. (STC
7657.5-7658)]
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(231] 54 Chaucere
(Geoffrey Chaucer (STC 5068-5100)]
(232) 55 the faul [.j] of princes
(Giovanni Boccaccio, De casibus virorum
illustriuin; translated by John Lydgate as The fall
of princes. 1494. fol. etc. (STC 3175-3178))
[233) 56 A wrytten booke of medicyns
[?Unidentified manuscript]
(234] 57 A booke of the order of diuers matters in London
[Unidentified]
[235] 58 Gowre de confessione Ainantis
[John Gower. Westmestre, 1493 [1483]. fol. etc.
(STC 12142-12144)]
(236] 59 A diccionarye of the werste
[Unidentified]
[fol.64v]
[237] 60 A diccionarye of the better sorte
[Unidentified]
[238) 61 the distruccion of Troye
[?Dares the Phrygian, The favthful]. and true
storve of the destruction of Trove; translated by
Thomas Paynell. 1553. 16 (STC 6274.5). ?Or Guido
delle Colonne, The hystorve. sege and dvstruccvon
of Trove; translated by John Lydgate. 1513. fol.
etc. (STC 5579-5580)]
[239] 62 the historye of the Athenian warre
[Unidentified]
[240] 63 a written booke of the discourse of the common
weithe of Englonde
[Manuscript of ?Sir Thomas Smith's 'The
common-weith of England']
(241] 64 A booke of secretes
[242] 65 a booke of queen Elisabeths goyng throughe
London
(Richard Mulcaster, The Ouenes Ma jesties passage
through the Citie of London to Westminster the
daie before her coronation. [1559]. 4 etc. (STC
7589.5-7590)]
[243) 66 the tragedye of Lucius Anneus seneca turnd into
Englishe mytre
[(STC 22226-22227)]
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(244]67 de partu Mulieris by lonas
(?Eucharius Roesslin,, The bvrth of mankinde.
otherwvse named the Womans Booke; translated from
his De artu hoininis by Richard Jonas. 1540. 4
etc. (STC 21153-21155)]
(245]68 A wrytten boke of Psalmes turnde into mytre
[?Unidentif led manuscript]
[246]69 A booke of Anotomye (jQ]
(Unidenti fled]
[247]70 A booke to lerne to wryte bye
(Unidentified]
(248] 71 An herbale paynted
[Unidentified]
[249]72 A booke of Surgerye
[Unidentified]
[250]73 the breuiarye of heithe
[Andrew Boorde. [1547]. 4 etc. (STC 3373.5-3375)]
[fol.65r)
(251] 74 A great wrytten booke of precydents
(?Unidentified manuscript of legal precedents]
[252]75 a paper booke boude in paste
(Unidentified]
[253]76 a parchement booke bound in paste
(Unidentified]
[254]77 a paper booke bound in paste for songs
(Unidentified]
(255] 78 An aunswere to the booke made ageinste the
gouerment (j) of women[Unidentified]
(Vacant space]
bookes of the lawe
(256]1 fyrste all the statutes before kynge henry the
eight	 th(257]2 Al the statutes of kyng henry the viij
(1543. fol. etc. (STC 9301-9303.7). Q.. also STC
9357.8-94 14.9]
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[fol.65v]
(258] 3 All the statutes of kyng Edwarde the jth
(1553. fol. (STC 9545). Q.
	
also STC 9419-9440]
[259] 4 All the statutes of queene Marye
(STC 9440.8-9457))
(260] 5 the statutes of the first parliament of queene
Elizabethe
[STC 9458-9461]
[261] 6 the booke of Abrigement of statutes by Serieant
Rastone (j]
[262] 7 An other abrigeinent of statutes
(Statutes; abridged and translated by John
Rastell. 1557. 4 etc. (STC 9306-9307)]
[263] 8 An abrigeinent of statutes in frenche
(1521. 8° etc. (STC 9516-9518.7)]
(264] 9 Magna Carta
[265] 10 An other magna Carta
[1508. 12 etc. (STC 9266-9278)]
[266] 11 the Doctor and the studient [j)
(Christopher Saint-German, The dialo ques in
English between a Doctor of Divinity and a student
in the lawes of En gland .,, (title varies).
[1530?]. 8° etc. (STC 21561-21571)]
[267] 12 Natura breuiu
(French Laws; ?translated into English by Thomas
Phaer. (1530?]. fol. etc. (STC 18402.5-18409)]
(268] 13 Littleton tenures
[Sir Thomas Littleton. (1523-1525]. fol. etc. (STC
15759.5-15768)]
[269] 14 parkyns
[?John Perkins (Parkins), A verie profitable booke
treatin of the lawes of this realme. 1555. 8°
(STC 19633)]
(270] 15 a booke of lusticis of pease
(271] 16 olde lusticis
(The boke of Justices of Peas. (1505?]. 4' etc.
(STC 14862-14883).	 entries no.273-274 below]
[fol. 66r]
[272] 17 A booke of Instruments
(Unidentified)
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[273] 18 A booke of lusticis of peas by fitzharberte
(274] 19 An other booke of lusticis of pease
(Sir Anthony Fitz-Herbert, The newe boke of
lustices of the peas ... 1538. 8' etc. (STC
10969-10977)]
[275] 20 the plees of the crowne
(Sir William Stanford, Les p].ees del Coron. 1557.
4 (STC 23219)]
(End]
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The 1617 cata].oque of the books of
William Pacret. 4th paron PacTet (1572-1629)
1. William Pacret. 4th Baron Pacret
Born in 1572, William Paget matriculated at Oxford as a
member of Christ Church, and graduated B.A. on February
25, 1590.
His life was not as turbulent as that of his father,
Thomas, third Baron Paget (died 1590), but he grew up
with a troubled family history. Being a Roman Catholic,
his father was subjected to imprisonment on at least one
occasion (in 1580) for refusing to conform to the
established religion. When he fled to Paris in 1583 his
estates and goods were immediately seized. Nearly twenty
years elapsed before the Pagets' lands and honours were
returned to William by James I. Thomas Paget's books may
have formed the nucleus of the large collection kept by
his son William in the Paget's residence at West Drayton
in Middlesex and catalogued in 1617.
William Paget died in Westminster on 29 August 1629
and was buried at West Drayton.
On William Paget, see DNB. On his father Thomas,
see A.H. Anderson (no.65, p.226).
2. Sources
British Library, Harley MS 3267 (paper, fol., 29 leaves).
3. Date and attribution
The title at the head of the catalogue states this was
compiled in 1617 by John Hassall.
389-425
426-468
469-557
558-666
667-783
784-804
805-843
844-904
905-985
986-1003
1004-1026
1027-1062
1063-1113
1114-1186
1187-1218
1219-1252
1253-12 63
12 64-13 14
1315-1340
1341-1364
1365-1404
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4. Circumstances
Gift to Paget by Keneim Digby, who was 14 years of age in
1617 (the gift itself is not dated). There are several
biographies of Digby. On his precocious start in public
life, see R.T. Petersson (no.186) and E.W. Bligh (no.74).
5. Contents
1589 entries (mainly printed books), some with place and
date of printing, and language.
6. Arrangement
Entries no.(Theologici)
Libri theologici in folio
Libri theologici in quarto
Libri theologici in octavo
Libri theologici in decimo-sexto & 32'(Juridici]
Juris turn civilis turn canonici et
rnunicipalis scriptores in folio & quarto
Libri juridici in 8' et 16°(Historici]
Historici in folio
Historici in quarto
Historici in octavo
Historici in 16° & 32°[Philosophi]
Philosophi in folio
Philosophi in quarto
Philosophi in octavo
Philosophi in 16° & 32'[Medici & Chymici]
Libri medici & chymici in folio et 4°
Medici & chymici in 8' et 16'[Mathernatici]
Scriptores inatheinatici in folio
Mathematici in quarto
Matheinatici in 8' & 16°
Vocabularij & grammatici
Rhetoricae scriptores. Hic titulus ante
praecedentem collocandus(Miscellaneous]
Variarurn rerum sive promiscuae doctrinae
scriptores in folio et 4
Proniiscuae doctrinae scriptores in 8'
& 16°(Poetae]
Potae in folio & quarto
Potae in 8' & 16'
1-84
85-207
208-345
346-388
- 378 -
(Rei militaris scriptores]
Rei militaris scriptores in folio
Rei militaris scriptores in quarto
Rei niilitaris scriptores in 8'
Scriptores logici
(Epistolae]
Epistolarum scriptores in quarto
Epistolarum scriptores in 8' et 16'
Libri bis aut saepius in hac bibliotheca
reperti
< PAGET >
14 05-1425
1426-1459
14 60-1476
1477-1520
152 1-1530
1531-1556
1557-1589
7. Note on the transcription below
British Library Harley MS 3267 is now reportedly lost,
but I was able to transcribe the entire catalogue from
the original before it went missing. I have used a
photographic reproduction (from a microfilm copy) for
final checking.
Many additions were made to the catalogue after
1617, and these usually occupy blank spaces left at the
end of some subject sections. These additions have been
omitted from the transcription, and so has the list of
duplicate books appearing at the end of the catalogue
under the heading 'Libri bis aut saepius in hac
bibliotheca reperti' (fol.28v-29r).
The manuscript contains contemporary pagination, as
well as modern (late 19th century) foliation. Both are
given in the transcription below.
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[fol.lr)
For my Lorde Pagett, from his Lordships humble servant
Kenelme Digby
(fol.lv)	 (Blank)
(fol.2r]
Catalogus librorum oninium Honoratissiini Domini mei,
Willhelmi Domini Paget, Baronis de Beau-desert; ex
ejusdem Bibliotheca Draytonian& descriptus 11i°. KL.
(12) Ao c1°.1°.i•.
There is no end in making many bookes,
& much reading is a wearinesse to the
flesh. Let us heare the end of all: feare
God & keepe his coinnjaundement:
for this is the whole of man.
Ecciesiastes, vlto (capitulo, verso] 12°.
Orimur, Morimur.
(Signed] Iohfl Hassall
(fol.2v]	 (Blank)
[fol.3r (p.1)]	 Libri Theologici in folio.
(1] Biblia Regia Philippi Quadrilinguis volumina 5.(The Bible (Hebrew, cthaldaic, Greek and Latin);
edited by Benedictus Arias Montanus and begun
under the auspices of King Philip II of Spain.
Antwerpiae : C.Plantirius, 1569 (i.e. 1571) -1572]
(2] Biblia Interlinearia(3] Apparatus Biblicus Ariae Montani
(I..., vol.7-8)
(4) Apparatus Biblici volumen alteruj continens
Epitomen thesauri Santis Pagnini vna cu
grainatic& hebraica.
Dictionariu Syro-chaldaicu, vna cu gramiatjç,
chald .ja Boderiani.
Grainjatica Syriaca et Syroru pecu1iu per
Andream Masium.
Granuatica Graeca vna cu lexico graecolatino.
Antuerpj apud Plant irium[a., vol.6; with contributions by Santes
Pagninus; Gui Le Fèvre de la Boderie; and
Andreas Masius]
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[5] Concordantiae biblioru Latinae francofurti.(Bible concordance. [Frankfort], 1600]
(6] Xysti Betuleij Concordantiae graecae novi
testanienti. Basil	 0porin	 1546.(Sixt Birck (Xystus Betuleius)]
(7] Pererius in Genesin.[Benedictus Pererius Valentinus]
(7a] < Baronhj Annales volumina 8. >
(8] Causaboni ( .jç] Exercitationes ad annales Baronij.(Isaac Casaubon on Caesar Baronius]
[9] Willet vpon Genesis Exodus Daniel Romanes
voluming 2.(Andrew Willet (STC 25682 passini)]
(10] Pinedae Solomon praevius volumen 1.[11] Idem in lob. volumen 2°.[Joannes de Pineda of Seville on the Bible books
attributed to King Solomon, and on Job]
[12] Calvinus in lob.(Jean Calvin]
(13] lansenius in Psalmos, Proverbia, et Ecclesiasten.[Cornelius Jansenius, Bishop of Ghent]
[14] Mollerus in Psalmos.(Henricus Mollerus (BN)]
[15] Lavaterus in Proverbj, & Ecclesiasten.[Ludwig Lavater (Lavaterus)]
(16] Hafenrefferus in 9. postrema capita Ezechielis.(Matthias Hafenreffer]
[17] Aquinas in Novum Testainentum voluinina 2.(St Thomas Aquinas]
(18] Bezae Annotationes majores in Novuin Testamentum(Theodore de Bèze]
[19] Gorranus in 4. Euangelistas.[Nicolaus Gorranus)
(20] Iansenij Concordantia Euangelica.[Cornelius Jansenius]
[21] Beaux-ainis de hartnoni Euangelic.(Thomas Beauxamis]
(22] Salnieronis Com]entarj, in 4. Euangelistas
volumina 4.(Alphonsus Salmeron]
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(23] Guilliaudius in Matheum.(Claude Guillaud, Chariolne d'Autun]
(24] Musculus in Matheum.(Wolfgang Musculus]
(25] ferus in Matheum & loannem.[Johann Wild (Joannes Ferus)]
(26] Stella in Lucam.(Diego de Estella]
(27] Gorranus in Epistolas.(Nicolaus Gorranus]
(28] Hyperius in epistolas.[Andreas Gerardus Hyperius. This entry is a
marginal insertion]
(29] losephus graecè.(Flavius Josephus]
(30] lustinus Martyr graecé(St Justin Martyr]
(31] Eusebius graecé volumina 2.(Eusebius Pamphili]
(32] Philo ludeus Graecé.(Philo Judaeus]
(33] Clemens Alexandrinus graecé.(Clement of Alexandria]
[34] francisci Ioverij collectio Conciliormn et
Decretoruin.(Franciscus Joverius]
(fol.3v (p.2)]
(35] Monumenta Patrum Orthodoxorum voluinina 2.(Edited by Johann Jacob Grynaeus]
(36] Gregorius Nyssenus Latiné.(St Gregory, Bishop of Nyssa]
(37] Sujiuna Thomae Aquinatis.(38] Ejusdem Opuscula.(St Thomas Aquinas]
(39] Dominicus Soto de natur& & grati&(Domingo de Soto]
(40] Bannes de Iustiti& & lure.(41) Idem in primam partem Thoinae.[42] Idem in secundam secundae.(Domingo Baiez on St Thomas Aquinas. Entry no.42 is
a marginal insertion]
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(43] Michal Salon in Thomam de Iustiti.
[Miguel Bartolomé Salon on St Thomas Aquinas]
[44] Azorij Institutiones Morales.
[Joannes Azor]
[45] Cusani Opera.
(Nicolaus Khrypffs de Cusa]
(46] Gerson volumina 2.
[Jean Charlier de Gerson]
[47] Caroli Bovilli Conclusiones Theologicae.
(Charles de Bouelles (Carolus Bovillus). This
entry is a marginal insertion]
(48] Bellarmini Controversiae volumina 3.
(Cardinal St Robert Bellarmino]
(49] Schultingius contra politiam Calvini.
(Cornelius Schultingius on Jean Calvin]
(50] Bibliotheca Sixti Senensis.
(Sisto da Siena]
Paulus Riccius.
losephus Castiliensis de ports lucis.
Leo Hebraeus de Amore.
Reuclin de Arte Cabalistica & Verbo
(51] Scriptores	 Mirifico.
Cabalistici Archangeli Interptationes
videlicet	 Cabalisticae.
Abrahamus de Creatione.
Pistorius de Arte Cabalistic&.
omnia vno volumine.
[Johann Pistorius of Nidda; with contributions by
Paulus Ricius; Joseph ben Abraham Gikatilla
(Josephus Castiliensis); Judah Abravanel (Leo
Hebraeus); Johann Reuchlin; Arcangelo Pozzo da
Borgo-Nuovo]
[52] Galatinus de Arcanis Catholicae veritatis.
[Petrus Columna Galatinus]
[53] Bezae tractationes thelogicae (j].
[Theodore de Bèze]
(54] Petri Martyris loci communes.
[Pietro Martire Vermigli]
(55] Calvini tractatus thelogici [j].
[Jean Calvin]
(56] Zanchius de tribus Elohim.
[57] Ejusdem tractationes theologicae.
(Hieronyinus Zanchius (Adams Z:45-48, 57)]
(58] Sadeelis Opera.
(Antoine La Roche Chandieu (Antoine Sadeel)]
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(59] loannis Wolf ij lectionum ineinorabilium voluinina 2.(Joannes Wolf ius]
(60] Augustinus Steuchus de perenni Philosophi&.(Augustinus Steuchus]
(61] Georgij Veneti promptuariuin philosophicum et
theologicuin.[Francesco Giorgio (Franciscus Georgius
Venetus)]
(62] Hospinianus de origine templorum et festorum.(63] Idem de origine Monachorum.(64] Idem de lesuitis.(Rodoiphus Hospinianus. Entry no.64 is a marginal
insertion]
[65] Knighte his Concordance Axiomaticall[William Knight, of Arlington, Sussex (STC
15049)]
(66] Mason of the Consecration & succession of English
bishop.[Francis Mason (STC 17597)]
[67] Mules his Acroamatical lessons.[Thomas Milles (STC (17925.5)]
[fol.4r (p.3)]
[68] Whitgifte against Cartwright.[John Whitgift on John Field, Thomas Wilcox and
Thomas Cartwright (STC 25430-25430.5)]
[69] fulkes answeare to the Rhemish testament.(William Fulke on the Rheims version of the New
Testament (STC 2888, 2900, 2917-2918)]
(70] Jewel his workes volumina 2.(John Jewell (STC 14579-14580.5)]
(71] Biblia Pagnini & Vatabli Latina(The Bible; translated into Latin by Santes
Pagninus and Franciscus Vatablus]
(72] Hookers 5 bookes of Ecciesiasticall policie.[73] Certaine divine tractates and sermons of Mr.
Hookers.(Richard Hooker (STC 13712-13716)]
(74-84] [11 later additions]
Libri Theologici in Quarto.
[85] Biblia Latina Tremellij.[The Bible; translated into Latin by Joannes
Immanue]. Treinellius and others]
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(86] Liber Geneseos hebraicé.
[87] English bible of Dowaye.(Douai version (STC 2207)]
[88] Didacus a Stunica in lob.(Diego Zuiiga (Didacus de Stunica)]
(89] Bellarminus in Psalmos.(Cardinal St Robert Bellarmino]
(90] Pererius in Exoduin.(91] Idem in loannem.(92] Idem in epistolam ad Roivanos.(Benedictus Pererius Valentinus]
(93] Lorinus in Ecciesiasten.(Joannes Lorinus]
(94] Emmanuel Sa in 4. Euangelistas.(Emmanuel Sa]
(95] Arias Montanus de generatione & Regeneratione
Adae.[Benedictus Arias Montanus, Liber generationis et
recTenerationis Adam (Adams M:1654)]
[96] Idem in libruin losue.[97] Idein in libruin ludicum.[98] Idem de naturae historia.[99] Idein in Novum Testamentum.
[100] Palanterius in Psalmos volumina 2.(Joannes Paulus Palanterius (Adams P:70)]
[101] Abbas loachim in Apocalypsin: ejusdem psa1teriu
decein chordarum.(Joachiinus, Abbot of Fiore]
(fol.4v (p.4)]
(102] Idem de Concordia vtriusay testainenti.
(103] Liber fidei ex hebraeo latinus per
Paulum fagium.
Sententiae Morales Ben-Syrae.
vno volumine
Tobias hebraico-latinus.
Exegesis dictionu hebraicaru in
4 capita Géneseos[Paulus Fagius. With Jesus, Son of Sirach (Ben
Syra)]
(104] Espositione del aquila d'Esdra p. (?p] Antonio
Lovisino.(Marco Antonio Lovisino]
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(105] loannis Albae expositiones in varia vtriusq
testamenti loca.(J'oannes de Belmeis (ad Albas Manus)]
(106] Ecciesiasticus graeco1atjj per loannein Drusium.(Joannes Drusius, the Elder]
(107] Adagia sacra per loachimum Zehnerum.(Joachim Zehner]
(108] Expositio priini capituli euangelil Ioanis vna cu
alli s qjbusdam Caroli Bovilli. &c.(Charles de Bouelles (Carolus Bovillus)]
[109] Bartholomeus Radtinannus de vaticinijs divinis.(Unidentified]
(110) Sixnphorianus de Mirabilibus sacrae scripturae.(Symphorien Chainpier]
[111] Dainascenus graecé.(?St John of Damascus (Joannes Damascenus)]
[112] Sculteti medulla theologiae.(Abraham Scultetus]
[113] Ludovici Carbonis compendium sumae DjyJ Thomae.[Lodovico Carbone (Ludovicus Carbo or Carbon) on
St Thomas Aquinas)
(114] Suinma loannis Gerson.[Jean Charlier de Gerson]
(115] Summa Angelica.(Angelus Carletus de Clavasio]
(116] Lelij Zechi sununa theologiae.(Laelius Zecchus]
(117] Galetti margarita casuuin conscientiae.(Franciscus Galettus (BN)]
(118) Paulus franzosus in Sententias.(Paulus Franzosus on Petrus Lombardus (Adams
F:971)]
(119] Victorini Mansi harmonia Patruj et Scholasticorum.(Victorinus Mansus]
[120] Georgij Veneti Probleinata In scripturam.(Francesco Giorgio (Francescus Georgius
Venetus)]
(121] Harphij [j] theologia mystica.(Henricus de Herph]
(122] Rosignolius de disciplina Christianae perfectionis.(Bernardino Rosignoli (Adams R:797)]
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(123) Zanchius de natura Del.
(124) Idem de Operibus 6. dierum.
[Hieronymus Zanchius]
(125] Polani Syntagina theologicum volumina 2.
(Amandus Polanus]
(126] Georgjj. Abbati explicatio 6. quaestionum.
(George Abbot (STC 36)]
(127) Alstedij theologla riaturalis
(Johann Heinrich Aisted (BN))
(128]Ecciesiarum Hollandicaru & Westfrisicaru
catechismus.
(129] Syntagma confessionuin fidel.
(Unidentified]
(130]Theoremata & probleutata theologica per lacobum
Grynaeum.
(Johann Jacob Grynaeus]
(131] Bartholomaei Westhemeri Conciliatio Scripturae
& Patrum Orthodoxorum.
[Bartholomaeus Westhemerus]
(132]Petri de Cavalleria zelus Christi < & > contra
Iudaeos & Saracenos.
[Petrus de la Cavalleria]
(133]Thomas a lesu de conversione oiunium gentium.
Cathechismus Cardinalis a sancta Severina.
[Thomas a Jesu. Second item unidentified]
[134) Wenceslai Budowez circulus horologij Lunaris &
Solaris
[Václav Budovec z Budova (Wenceslaus Budovecius
de Budowa)]
[fol.5r (p.5)]
(135]Baronei Annalium Epitome volumina 2.
(Caesar Baronius]
(136]Catalogus testium Veritatis voluinina 2.
[Matthias Flacius Illyricus]
(137] loannis Rainoldi censura ].ibrorum Apocryphorum.
2. volumina
(John Rainolds]
(138]Mathaeus Tortus.
[Matthaeus Tortus (I.e. Cardinal St Robert
Bellarmino)]
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(139] Lanceloti Cicestrensis Tortura Torti.
(140] Ejusdem Responsio ad Apologiam Bellarmini.
(Lancelot Andrewes on entry no.138 above (STC
626-626.5, 604)]
(141] Causaboni (j] Epistola ad frontonem Ducaeuin.
[Isaac Casaubon on Fronton Du Duc (STC
4742-4743)]
(142] Crellius de Eucharisti.
(Fortunatus Crellius (Adams C:2919)]
(143]Martini del Rio Disquisitionum inagicarum
volumina 2.
(Martinus Antonius del Rio]
(144]Thyraeus de daemoniacis.
[Petrus Thyraeus]
(145] Index expurgatorius Gasparis Quirogae.
(Gaspard de Quiroga]
(146) Contradictiones nunc-Romanae ecclesiae
[Unidentified]
(147] Carerius de Potestate Romani Pontificis.
(Alexander Carrerius]
(148]Hockeri speculum logico-theologicum.
(Jonas Hoeckerus]
(149]Elizeus Roslin de Opere Creationis.
(Helisaeus Roeslin]
(150]Bilson de perpetua ecclesiae gubernatione.
(Thomas Bilson; translated from English (STC
3067)]
[151] Vsserius de Christianarurn ecc1esiaru successione
& statu.
[James Usher (Jacobus Usserius) (STC 24551)]
(152]Vorstius contra Lubertum.
[Conrad Vorst on Sibrandus Lubbertus)
(153]Acta col].oquij Ratisponensis
('The Ratisbon Book')
[154] loannes Cyparissiotus de Deo.
(Joannes Cyparissiota]
(155]Turbae inter lesuitas & sacerdotes Anglicanos.
[Christopher Bagshaw and George Blackwe].l (STC
3106)]
(156] Ioannes Geiser (j] Navicula stultorum.
(Johann Geiler)
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(157]Apologia doctrina, liturgia et politia eclesiae
( j ] Anglicanae[John Jewel (STC 14581-14586). This entry is a
marginal insertion]
(158]Robertus Parkerus de Politi ecclesiastic.
(Robert Parker]
(159]Response a l'euesque d'Eureux par Philippe de
Mornay.
[Philippe de Mornay on Jacques Davy Dii Perron)
(160]Dialogo fra ii catechuineno ( j ] & ii padre
catechisante per fabiano fioghi.
[Fabiano Fioghi, Dialogo Ira 1]. cathecuniino et ii
Padre catechjzante)
(161]Introductione al simbolo del Luigi di Granata.
[Luis de Granada (Ludovicus Granatensis)]
[162] Inconvenients des disputes de ce temps.
(Unidentified. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
(163] Conference a fountaine belleau.
(Philippe de Mornay]
[164] Tratado de canthios por Christoval de Villalon.
[Cristôval de Villalón. This entry is a
marginal insertion]
(165] Considerationi sopra le censure di Paulo V.
[Giovanni Antonio Bovio on Pietro Sarpi (Pope
Paul V)]
[166]D feild of the Church.
[Philippe de Mornay; translated by John Field
(Feild) (STC 18158-18162)]
[167]De perfectione lesuitaruin Italicé & Latiné.
(Unidentified]
[168]Declaration de roi de Bretaigne touchant Vorstius.
[King James I on Conrad Vorst (STC 9229-9231)]
[169]laques roy de le droit des rois.
(. (STC 14367)]
(170]Hackwills answeare to D Carrier.
(George Hakewill on Benjamin Caner (STC 12610)]
(171]D Dunne his Pseudoinartyr.
(John Donne (Dunne) (STC 7048)]
(172]D White of the waye to the true church.
(John White (STC 25394-25397)]
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(fol.5v (p.6))
(173] D Whites defence of the waye of the church.
(I.. (STC 25390)]
[174] Apologie for the oath of allegeance.
(King James I (STC 14400-14402)]
[175] A letter against the oath of allegeance.
(Robert Parsons on entry no.174 above (STC
19408)]
(176) B. (?Bishoe) of Lincolnes Answeare to th,t letter.
(William Barlow, successively Bishop of Rochester
and of Lincoln, on entry no.175 above (STC
1446-1446.5)]
(177) Wottons defence of Perkins reformed Catholique.
(Anthony Wotton on William Perkins (STC 26004)]
(178] Bucanus his Institution. English.
(Gulielmus Bucanus; translated from Latin by
Robert Hill (STC 3961)]
(179] Doctrine of the Church of England.
(Unidentified]
(180] Rob	 Abbots first parte against D Bishop.
(Robert Abbot on William Bishop (STC 48-48.5)]
[181]Morton of rebellion & equivocation.
(Thomas Morton (STC 18185)]
[182]A reckning wjth Thom Morton.
[Robert Parsons on entry no.183 below (STC
19412)]
(183] Mortons preamble to his encounter
(Thomas Morton (STC 18191))
(184] D Hall of the peace of Rome.
[Joseph Hall (STC 12696-12697a))
(185] Hooker of lustification.
[Richard Hooker (STC 13708-13709)]
[186] fitzherbert of Policie & Religion voluinina 2.
[Thomas Fitz-Herbert (STC 11016.5-11018)]
(187] Harsnet against Darrell.
(Samuel Harsnet on John Darrell (STC 12883)]
(188] Broughtons consent of times.
[189] Broughton vpon Daniels visions
(Hugh Broughton (STC 3850-3851.5, 2785)]
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(190] Boys on the Liturgie. and on the winter parte of
dominical epjles and gospells. in 2 volumes
[John Boys, Dean of Canterbury (STC 3455-3456.7,
3458-3458.5)]
(191] 2. sermons of D Whites.
(John White (STC 25392)]
(192] 4. sermons before the kinge at hampton-courte.
(William Barlow, successively Bishop of Rochester
and of Lincoln (STC 1451-1452.5)]
[193] The Earle of Kent funerall
[John Bowle on Henry Grey, Earl of Kent (STC
3435)]
(194] Benefeild of the sinne against the holy ghoste.
(Sebastian Benefield (Benefeild) (STC 1872)]
(195] Barlowes sermon of the eagle & the body.
(William Barlow, successively Bishop of Rochester
and of Lincoln (STC 1450)]
[196] Blackwels examination.
(George Blackwell (STC 3104-3105)]
[197] Hales his sermon of the abuses of Scripture.
[John Hales (STC 12628)]
(198] Henry Ainesworth vpon < Leviticus > Genesis Exodus
Leviticus in 2. volumes
(199] (Ainesworth] vpon the psalmes 1 vol
(Henry Ainsworth (STC 210-214, 2411)]
(200] [Ainesworth] his triall of truth against Iofl
Ainesworth the lesuite. 1 vol
(. on John and Henry Ainsworth (STC 240)]
(201] Scots discovery of Witchcrafte.
(Reginald Scot (STC 21864)]
[202] Sprint of Conformity to our ceremonies.
[John Sprint (STC 23108)]
(203] lackson vpon the Apostles Creede.
(Thomas Jackson, Dean of Peterborough (STC 14308
passlin)]
(204]Wilsons Christian dictionary.
(Thomas Wilson (STC 25786-25787)]
(205] Blackwels examination.
[Another copy or edition of entry no.196 above]
(206) B. (?Bishoe] of Ely his sermon vpon Isaj 37.3.
(?Lancelot Andrewes; or ?John Buckeridge]
(207] (One later addition]
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Libri Theologici in Octavo.
(208] Biblia hebraica.
(209] Biblia Latina Antuerpiae 1570.
[210] Biblia Latina Sixti V. Antuerpj 1599.
[211] Biblia Lovaniensj Lugduni 1582.
[212] Biblia Latina MS.
[213] Biblia Anglicana.
((STC 2063 onward)]
(214) Nouu Testanienturn Rheines
(This entry is a marginal insertion]
(215) Basilij Zanchij notationes in Scripturas.
(Basilius Zanchius (BN)]
(216] Zepperi Leguin Mosaicaru explicatio
[Wilhelm Zepper. This entry is a marginal
insertion)
(217] Leonharti hypomnemata in libros Saxnue1j Regu et
Paral ipomenün.
(Sebastian Leonhart (BN))
[218] Pererius in Danielem.	 A[219] Idem de Magia, Somnijs, et Divinatione Astrologica.
(Benedictus Pererius Valentinus]
(220] Epitome Iansenij Concordaritiae Euangelicae.
(Cornelius Jansenius]
[221] Corranus in Ecciesiasten.
(222] Idem in epistolain ad Romanos.
(Antonio de Corro, translator]
(223) Lutherus in epistolam ad Galatas.
(Martin Luther]
(224] Seraphini Conciliatio 1ocoruj Scripturae.
(Seraphinus Cumiranus]
[225]Aithaineri Conciliatio 1ocoru Scripturae.
(Andreas Althamer]
[226]Mettingeri Conciliatio locoru Scripturae.
(Unidentified)
(227) lani (j) Drusij Questiones hebraicae.
(Joannes Drusius, the Elder]
(228] Caninius de locis Scripturae hebraicis.
Nebrissensis quinquagena.
(Angelus Caninius. With Antonio de Lebrixa, the
Elder (Antonius Nebrissensis))
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(229] losephus de Po1iti ivaaica greco1atji(Flavius Josephus]
(230] Philo Iudaeus Latiné volumina 2.(Philo Judaeus]
(231] Chrysostomi homiliae ad Populuin Antiochenu graece.(St John Chrysostoni]
(232] Gregorius Nyssenus de opificlo hominis graecolatj(St Gregory, Bishop of Nyssa]
(233] Cyprianus.[?St Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage]
(234] Augustinus de Civit	 Dei cu conuentari1s
Ludovici Vivis. 2 you. (volunilna] I.(Joannes Ludovicus Vives on St Augustine, Bishop
of Hippo (?Adams A:2197)]
[235] Idem de haeresibus. Ejusdem Enchiridion.(St Augustine, Bishop of Hippo]
(236] Arnobius(?Arnobius, Afer]
(237] Cassianus de Institutis Renunciantiu. Ejusdem
Collationes
Ioanij Cliniaci Scala paradisi. et Sophronij
pratum spirituale.[St John Cassianus. With St John, called
Climacus; and St Sophronius, Patriarch of
Jerusalem. This entry is a marginal insertion]
[238] Vincentius Lyrinensis et Tertu1lian de
Praescriptionibus.[St Vincent of Lerins (Vincentius Lirinensis).
With Quintus Septiinus Tertullianus]
(239] Savanorola in orjonem Dominican &
psalinos paenitentiales
vno volumine
Ejusdem eruditorium confessoru, &
Triuinphus crucis[Girolamo Savonarola (Savanorola)]
[240] Hieronymi de sancta fide hebraeo-mastyx.[[Hieronymus de Sancta Fide]
(241] Paraeus de jure Reguin.[David Pareus]
(242] Puritanismus Anglicanus.[William Bradshaw; translated from English into
Latin by William Ames]
(243] Lubertus de Papa Romano.[S ibrandus Lubbertus]
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(244] Idem contra Vorstij Responsionem
(. on Conrad Vorst]
(245]Mornaeus de veritate religionis Christianae
(Philippe de Mornay (Philippus Mornaeus);
translated from French]
(246] Pezelij refutatio catechismoru lesuiticorum.
(Christoph Pezel (Adams P:954/6))
(247] Petri. Lombardi Sententiarum libri 4.
(Petrus Lombardus]
(248] Baptistae Rovamellae rosella casuuin.
[Unidentified]
(249]Georgij Busti Quaestiones.
[Georgius Bustus (Adams B:3355))
[250] Batholomei Sibyllae Speculum peregrinarum
quaestionum.
(Bartholomaeus Sibylla)
[251] Boudinius de vita Christi.
[Joannes Boudinius]
[252]Toleti suma casuum conscientiae.
(Franciscus Toletus]
(253] loannis Michaelis decachordum psalteriuin.
[Johannes Michael (cf. Adams M:1405)]
[254] Bellarmini Controversiarum epitome. voluinina 2.
(Cardinal St Robert Bellarmino]
[255] Bosius de ruinis gentium.
(Thomas Bozius (Bosius)]
[256]Heribertus Rosweydus de fide haereticis servand&.
(Heribertus Rosweydus]
[257]Regulae Societatis lesu.
[Jesuits]
(258] Mornaeus de mysterio iniquitatis.
[Philippe de Mornay (Philippus Mornaeus)]
[259] Gentilleti Examen Concilij Tridentini.
(Innocent Gentillet]
(260] francisci Veronensis lesuita sicarius.
[François de Vérone (i.e. Jean Boucher);
translated from French]
[261] Tokerus [j] contra Becanum.
[William Tooker on Martinus Becanus (STC 24119)]
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(262] Chamieri epistolae Iesuiticae.
(Daniel Chamier]
(263] Tileni disputationes Theologicae
(Daniel Tilenus)
(264] Tileni Systema horisticon.
(. (BN). This entry is a marginal insertion]
(265] Vrsini explicationes catecheticae.
(Zacharias Ursinus]
(266] Calvini Institutiones.
[Jean Calvin]
(267] Polani sylloge thesiuni theologicarum.
(Ainandus Polanus (Adams P: 1738)]
[268] Zanchij Compendium doctrinae Christianae
[Hieronynius Zanchius)
(269] Polani symphonia catholica.
[Amandus Polanus]
(270] Davidis Parrei decuria Collegiorum theologicorum.
ejusdem exercitationes.
[David Pareus]
(271] Bucani Institutiones theologicae.
[Gulielmus Bucanus]
(272] Serranus de fide catholics.
(Jean de Serres (Joannes Serranus)]
(273] Vallesius de sacra philosophia. Levinus Lemnius
de plantis. franciscus Reus (j] de genuis.
[Francisco Vallés (Franciscus Vallesius). With
Levinus Leninius; and Franciscus Rueus]
[274] Peucerus de divinationibus.
(Caspar Peucer]
[275] Danaeus de politi Christiana.
(Lambert Daneau (Lanibertus Danaeus)]
[276] < Malensis > de ritu bibendi &
de luxu vestium auctore Matenesio	 vno voluinine
Eryci [j] Puteani Conius.
(Joannes Fridericus Matenesius. With Erycius
Puteanus]
(277] Hermannus Bodius de vnione locorum theologicoru.
(Herinannus Bodius]
[278] Binsfeldij enchiridion pastorale.
[Petrus Binsfeldius (Adams B:2057))
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(279] Ludovicus Vives de officio inariti, & de
christianae foeminae institutione.(Joannes Ludovicus Vives)
[fol.7r (p.9)]
(280] Keckerinanni Systema theologiae.(281] Ejusdem praeparatio ad sacram synaxin.(Bartholomaeus Keckerinannus]
(282] Trelcatij Institutlo theologiae.(Lucas Trelcatius]
[283] Petri Pomponatij Opera.(Petrus Pomponatius]
(284] Archangeli conclusiones cabalisticae.(Arcangelo Pozzo da Borgo-Nuovo]
(285] Tilenus contra Arininium.(Daniel Tilenus on Jacobus Arminius]
[286] Aiphonsi Mendozae controversiae theologicae.(Aiphonsus Nendoza]
[287] lacobi Middendorpij quaestiones theologicae et
politicae.(Jacobus Middendorpius]
[288] Thomsoni Vindex veritatis contra Lipsium.
2 volumina(George Thomson on Justus Lipsius (STC 24031)]
[289] Liber de eccesiastic& et politics potestate.[André Du Val]
[290] Casmannus de luct& peccatoris.(Otho Casmannus (Index Aureliensis)]
[291] lunius de poiitia Mosis.(Franois Du Jon, the Elder]
[292] Ioachiini Vrsini Idea Principis(Joachimus Ursinus]
[293] lunius de natur et gratis.(Francois Du Jon, the Elder]
(294] Liber creaturarum.(Raymundus de Sabunde]
(295] Nicolai fulleri Miscellanea sacra.(Nicholas Fuller (STC 11461-11462)]
(296] Conradi Alsaci physica & ethica Mosaica.(Unidentified]
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(297] Benefeldus de perseverantia Sanctoru.
[Sebastian Benefield (Sebastianus Benefeeldus).
This entry is a marginal insertion]
(298] Edwardi Chetwind condo ad cierum.
(Edward Chetwind (STC 5126)]
(299] Concionum de tempore Ludovici Granatensis
voluuiina < 2 deest vnum > .6.
(300] Ejusdem concionuin epitome.
(Luis de Granada (Ludovicus Granatensis)]
(301] Stapitoni (j] morale promptuariu. volunitna 2.
(Thomas Stapleton]
(302] Didaci de la Vega condones super psalmos
penitent iales.
(Diego (Didacus) de la Vega]
(303] Zacharij Vrsini exercitationes. volumina 2.
[Zacharias Ursinus]
(304] Deus & rex.
[Richard Mocket on King James I (STC
14416-14418)]
(305] Widringtoni supplicatio ad Paulum V. & Appendix
contra Schuichenium [j].
(Roger Widdrington (i.e. Thomas Preston) on
Adoiphus Schuickenius (STC 25605)]
(306] Idein de luramento fidelitatis contra Xuarez.
[Id. on Franciscus Suãrez (Xuarez) (STC
25602-25602.5))
(307] Edmundi Cainpiani rationes decem.
[Edmund Campian (Edmundus Canipianus)]
(308] Hectoris Pinti opera quaedam hispanica volumina 2.
[Hector Pinto]
(309] Stella de Vanitate Mundi hispanicé.
[Diego de Estella]
(310] Il muto che parla.
[Unidenti fled]
[311] Les trois veritez.
[Pierre Charron]
(312] Mornay de l'eglise.
(313] Advertisement touchant le conference de fontaine
bleau.
[Philippe de Mornay. Entry no.313 is a marginal
insertion]
(314] Traictes de pieté par Sr [?Sjr] D Vair voluinina 2.
[Guillauine Du Vair]
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(315] Defense des puissances de la terre, par Antoine Le
clerc.(Antoine Le Clerc]
(316] Marnix des differences de la religion.(Philips van Marnix]
(317] Raiuiond de Sebon.(Raymundus de Sabunde (Railnond Sebon)]
(318-319] (Two later additions]
(fol.7v (p.10)]
[320] lean a Lasco de la forma [?forme] du ministere
Ecclesiastique.(Joannes a Lasco]
[321] Response a 1'Anticoton.[Adrien Behotte on Pierre Coton]
[322] Moulin de la Vocation des Pasteurs. 2 volumes.[Pierre Du Moulin, the Elder. This entry is a
marginal insertion]
[323] Examen de la doctrina (jg] des Huguenotes.[Jacques Davy Du Perron]
[324] Inventaire des fautes du Plessis en son liure de
la Eucharistie.[Fronton Du Duc on Philippe de Mornay, Seigneur
du Plessis-Marly]
[325] La cabale des Reformes.[Anonymous (Barbier)]
(326] L'Antichrist par florimond de Raemond.[Florimond de Raemond]
[327] Discours Christiens du Charron.[Pierre Charron]
(328] Remonstrance Chretienne de Lanoy.(Matthieu de Lannoy]
[329] Booke of conujon prayer.[(STC 16267 onward)]
(330] Vrsinus c<h>atechisnie english.(Zacharias Ursinus (Heidelberg Catechism) (STC
13028-13031.5)]
[331] Trelcatius Institutions english.[Lucas Trelcatius; translated from Latin by John
Gavan (STC 24261)]
(332] Scala coeli.[Lancelot Andrewes (STC 605-605.5)]
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(333]Perkins of witchcraft.
(William Perkins (STC 19697-19698)]
(334]Price his sermon of the eagles flight.
(Henry Price (STC 20307)]
[335] 6. sermons of D Eedes.
(Richard Eedes (STC 7526)]
(336]Leech his triumph of truth.
(Humphrey Leech (STC 15363)]
(337]Treatise of mitigation against Horton.
(Robert Parsons on Thomas Horton (STC 19417)]
(338]Notes vpon the Preist Apologie.
(Humphrey Ely (STC 7628)]
(339]An apologetical epistle.
[Richard Broughton (STC 3893)]
(340]Answeare to a letter of a lesuited gentleman.
[Anthony Copley (STC 5735-5736)]
[341] D Sanders of Vsury.
(Nicholas Sanders (STC 21691)]
(342]Novum testainentum graeco1atft Theodori Bezae.
(New Testament; edited by Theodore de Béze]
(343]loannis Barclaij Paraenesis ad sectarios.
(John Barclay]
(344]Charles Pagets Apologie.
(Charles Paget]
[345]Censure of a Puritane pamphlet.
(?William Bradshaw (STC 3519)]
(Lower part of page blank]
(fol.8r (p.11)]
Libri theologici in decimo-sexto & 32g.
[346]< 3 > 4. partes veteris testamenti hebraicé.
[Old Testament]
(347]Novum testamentum graecé.
[New Testament]
(348]Psalterium graecum.
(349]Psalmi Davidis latiné.
(The Psalms. Entry no.349 is a marginal
insertion]
(350]Marci Antonij f].aminij explanatio in psalmos.
(Marco Antonio Flaininlo]
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[351] Lactantij opera.(Lucius Coelius Firmianus Lactantius]
[352] Hieronymi epistolae.[St Jerome]
(353] Augustini Confessiones.[354] Idein de doctrin ChristianL[St Augustine, Bishop of Hippo]
[355] Suma Concilioruin per Bartholomeum Caranzam.(Bartholomé Carranza]
[356] Emmanuelis Sa aphorismi Confessarioruin (j.c].(Emmanuel Sa, AiDhorismi confessionarum]
(357] Petri Alagonae compendium manuelis (j] Navarri.(Petrus Alagona on the Manual of Martin de
Azpilcueta (Martinus Navarrus)]
[358] Regula francisci.[Franciscans]
[359] Stella de contemptu mundi. & Haedus de amoribus.(Diego de Estella. With Petrus Haedus]
(360] Bellarininus de Ascensione mentis ad Deum.(Cardinal St Robert Bellarmino]
[361] luelli Apologia.[Another edition of entry no.157 above]
[362] Harmonia Synodoruni Belgicarum.[Unidentified. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
(363] Dominicus Lopez de auctoritate scripturae.[Domingo Lopez (BN)]
[364] De regilnine Rusticorum.[Unidentified]
[365] Reuclin de Verbo inirifico.[Johann Reuchlin]
(366] Bellarinini declaratio doctrinae Christianae.
Italicé.(Cardinal St Robert Bellarmino]
[367] Flores Granatensis.[368] Granatensis operuin volumina 2. latiné.[369] Ejusdem operum voluTnina 8. Italicé.[Luis de Granada (Ludovicus Granatensis). Entry
no.367 is a marginal insertion]
(370] Meditations du Mornay sur pseaumes.(Philippe de Mornay (cf. Adams M:1805)]
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[371) Moulin de l'amour divine.
(Pierre Du Moulin, the Elder. This entry is a
marginal insertion)
(372] Carletons directions to knowe the true Church.
(George Carleton (STC 4632)]
[373] Maldonate [j] des Anges.
(Juan Maldonatus (Jean Maldonat) (BN)]
[374] Parsons his Resolution.
(Robert Parsons (STC 19353-19374)]
[375-388] (14 later additions]
[fol.8v (p.12)]
luris turn civilis turn canonici et municipalis
scriptores in folio & quarto.
[389] Gregorij Tholosani Syntagina juris.
[Pierre Grégoire Tholosain (Gregorius
Tholosanus)]
[390] Marta de judice ecciesiastico & seculari.
[Orazio Marta)
[391] Leunclavius de jure Graeco-Roinano.
[Joannes Leunclavius]
[392] Pancirola de notitia vtriusq Imperij.
[Guido Panciroli (Pancirola)]
[393] Imperialis judicij cainerae constitutio.
[Unidentified]
[394] Statutes of an	 43	 Elizabethae et 1. lacobi.
[(STC 9495-9499, 9500-9501)]
[395] Proclamations of the 7. first yeares lacobi regis.
((STC 9297 onward)]
(396] The 7th parte of Lorde Cookes reportes.
[Sir Edward Coke (STC 5511-5511.2)]
(397] The 1. parte of Sjr Iohn Davis reportes of Irish
cases.
[Sir John Davies (STC 6348)]
[398] Poulton de pace regis.
[Ferdinando Pulton (STC 20495-20497)]
(399] finche his Noniotechnie.
[Sir Henry Finch (STC 10870)]
[400] Statutes of the order of the garter MS.
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(401]Corpus luris civilis cum g1os et casibus
volumina 4.
(Justinian I, Emperor of the East]
(402]Barclaius contra Monarchomachos.
(William Barclay)
(403]Lucas f].oronus de prohibitione duelli.
(Lucas Floronus]
(404]Ludovicus Carbo de legibus.
(Lodovico Carbone (Ludovicus Carbo)]
(405]Pauli Lanceloti Institutiones juris canonici cu
glos. (?g1os] et casjb Bartholini.
(Joannes Paulus Lancellotti]
(406]Henrici Canisij suma juris canonici.
(Henricus Canisius (Adams C:514)]
[407]Gregoril Rolbagij certamen masculo-foemineum.
[Gregorius Rolbagius]
[408]Henningus Arnisaeus de jure Connubiorum.
(Henningus Arnisaeus]
(409]Laurentij Arnoldi collatio philosophiae moralis
cum jure scripto.
(Laurentius Arnoldus]
(410]Pierre Ayrault de l'ordre formalite et instruction
judiciaire.
[Pierre Ayrault)
(411]Arresta ainoruiu.
(Martial d'Auvergne]
[412] Ii consolato del mare.
[Ii consolato del mare; translated from Spanish
into Italian]
(413]fitzherbert de l'off ice de lustices de peace.
[Sir Anthony Fitz-Herbert (STC 10968))
(414]Wests Presidents 1. parte.
[William West (STC 25270-25274)]
[415] Swinburne of testament.
[Henry Swinburne (STC 23547-23548)]
[416) D Cowell of the Signification of wordes.
(John Cowell (STC 5900-5902)]
(417] Ridleys view of civil & ecclesiastical lawes.
[Sir Thomas Ridley (STC 21054-21056)]
[418] Petri Aerodij Pandectae rex-urn judicatarurn.
(Pierre Ayrault (Petrus Aerodius)]
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(419-425] (Seven later additions)
[fol.9r (p.13)]
Libri juridici in 8. et 16.
(426] Navarri Enchiridion.
(Martin de Azpilcueta (Martinus Navarrus)]
(427] Bosius de jure status.
(Thomas Bozius (Bosius)]
[428] Manutius de legibus Roinanis. et  Ramus de militia
Iuljj. Caesaris.
(Paolo Manuzio (Paulus Manutius). With Pierre de
La Ramée (Petrus Rainus)]
(429) Sesellius de Republica Galliae.
(Claude de Seyssel]
(430] Cyropalata de Off icialib Constantinopolitanis.
(Unidentified]
(431] Conradi Lagi Methodus juris.
[Conradus Lagus]
[432] Venatorij Analysis juris Pontificij.
(Daniel Venatorius]
[433] Ioachiinus Stephanus de jurisdictione Iudaeorum
Graecorum Roinanorum &c:
(Joachiinus Stephanus]
(434] Albertus Bolognetus de lege jure & aequitate.
(A].berto Bolognetti (Index Aureliensis)]
[435] Oldendorpij actiones forenses.
(Joannes Oldendorpius]
[436]Aphorisini & flores vtriusa jung.
[Unidentified]
[437] Henricus Canisius de decimis et Vsuris.
(Henricus Canisius (BN)]
(438] Polydorus Ripa de nocturno teinpore.
[Polydorus Ripa]
(439] Nevizani sylva nuptialis.
[Giovanni Nevizzano]
(440) Mentzerus de Conjugio, et loan. (j] Passus de
statu manitali.
(Balthasar Mentzer. With Giuseppe Passi (Josephus
Passus)]
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(441) Albericus Gentilis de nuptijs[442] Idem de legationib, qu.busdam disputationib
annexis[Albericus Gentilis)
[443) Idein de arinis Romanis. adjunctus est Casparius de
bello Belgico.[. With Gulielinus Verheiden (author of De iure
belli Belgici, to which is appended Princeps
Auraicus, a tragedy by Caspar Casparius)]
[444] Idein de lure belli.
(445) Ioan	 Caluirius de Principe.[Joannes Calvinus, Professor at Heidelberg (Adams
C:393). This entry is a marginal insertion]
(446] Ii duello di Dario Attendolo, con alij Scrittori.[Dario Attendoli]
(447] Recueil des traictes du S. [?Sieur] Du Vair[Guillaume Du Vair)
[447a] < Traicte de la [?]Chancellarie p. [?p] Pierre de
Meraulmount [ j ] >[This entry is a marginal insertion; item entered at
no.451 below]
[448) Plaidoyes di Mr Loys Servin volumina 4.[449) Notes sur plaidoyez de Louys Servin.[Louis Servin. Entry no.449 is a marginal
insertion]
[450] Plaidoyes di Mr lacques Corbin.[Jacques Corbin]
[451] Pierre de Miralinont [sic] de la chancellerie.[Pierre de Miraulmont]
[452] Cowelli Institutiones juris Anglicani. Basilicon
Dwron. L'Ambassadeur par Sieur de Villiers.(John Cowell (STC 5899). With King James I (STC
14349-14355); and Jean Hotman, Seigneur de
Villiers]
(453] Lambarts [j] Eirenarcha.[William Lambard (STC 15163-15174)]
(454] Doctor and Student.(Christopher Saint-German (STC 21561-21580)]
[455) Litletons tenures.[Sir Thomas Littleton (STC 15761-15781)]
(456] King lames of the lawe of free Monarchies.(King James I (STC 14409-14411))
[457] lustiniani Institutiones. 2 volumina[Justinian I, Emperor of the East]
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[458] Pacij epitome luris.
[Julius Pacius (Adams P:15)]
[459] Hottoinanni illustres quaestiones et disputationes
(Francois Hotman (Franciscus Hotomanus)]
[460] Rainoldus Corsus de privat& reconciliatione.
Oldendorpius de jure et aequitate
(Rinaldo Corso. With Joannes Oldendorpius]
(461-468] (Eight later additions]
(fol.9v (p.14)]
Historici in folio.
(469] Vincentij speculum historiale.
[Vincentius Bellovacensis]
[470] Speedes history of Greate Britaine. 2 volumes
[John Speed, Historian (STC 23045-23046)]
[471] Diodorus Siculus graecé.
[Diodorus Siculus]
[472] Arrianus & Appianus Alexandrinus vno voluinine
[Flavius Arrianus. With Appian of Alexandria
(Appianus Alexandrinus)]
(473] Xenophon graecé.
[474] Polybius graecé. Idem latiné.
[475] Philostrati opera graeco1atj
[Philostratus, the Elder]
(476] Georgius Cedrenus graecolatjj
[Georgius Cedrenus]
(477] Zonaras, Nicetas Choniates,
Nicephorus Gregoras graeco1atjfl
vno volumine
Chalcocondylus (j] de rebus
Turcicis latine
[Joannes Zonaras. With Nicetas Acominatus
Choniates; Nicephorus Gregoras; and Laonicus
Chalcocondylas]
(478] Martini Crush Turco-graecia graeco1atjn
(Martinus Crusius]
[479] Sabellici Enneades voluinina 2.
(Marcus Antonius Coccius Sabellicus]
(480] AEnaeae (j] Sylvij Opera.
[Pope Pius II (Enea Silvio Piccolomini)]
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(481] Decadum Blondi epitome per Pium II.(. on Flavius Blondus]
[482] Gulielmus Postellus de orbis concordi. fontan
Brugensis de bello Rhodio.(Guillauine Postel. With Jacobus Fontanus
Brugensis]
(483] Ioanriis Magni Gothoruin Suevoruma historia.
[Joannes Nagnus]
(484] Robertus Nonach de bello Sarracenoru.
Paralipomena ad (j] Abbatuin Vspergense [j].[Robertus, Abbot of the Abbey of St Reinigius at
Rheims, called Robertus Monachus. ?With Conradus,
Abbot of Ursberg (?or Burchardus Urspergensis),
Paraleioinena rerum inemorabilium ...]
(485] loannis Trithemij Opera.[Johann Tritheim]
(486] Cuspinianus.
[Joannes Cuspinianus]
[487] Chronicon Genebrardi.(Gilbert Génébrard]
(488] Chronicon Petri Opineri(Petrus ab Opineer, the Elder]
(489] Matheus Westmonasteriensis. Chronicon florentij
Wigorniensis cu Continuatione & Antiquitatib
Britannic is.[Matthaeus Westmonasteriensis (STC
17652-1763a.7). With Florentius Bravonius
Wigorniensis ( STC 3593)]
[490] Anglica Hibernica Normannica Cambrica a Camdeno
edita.[William Camden (STC 4495.5-4508)]
(491] Willelinus Malmesburiensis. Henricus
Huntingdoniensis. Rogerus Hoveden.
Chronicon Ethelwardi (j). Ingulphi Croylandensis
historia.(Sir Henry Savile, editor. Contents: Gulielmus
Malmesburiensis; Henricus de Huntingdon (Henricus
Huntingdoniensis); Roger de Hoveden(Rogerus Hovedenus); Fabius Ethelwerdus;
Inguiphus, Abbot of Croyland (STC 21783)]
(492] Camdeni Elizabetha.(William Camden (STC 4496-4496.5)]
[493] Mules de nobilitate politica et civili.(Robert Glover; edited by Thomas Mules (STC
11922)]
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(494] Meterani historia Belgica.
(Emanuel van Meteren (Meteranus)]
[495] Lazius de genealogi& AustriacL
(496] Idem de rebus Viennensium.
(Wofgang Lazius)
(497] Augustinus Thuanus historiarum sui temporis
voluinina 4: 2 volumina
(Jacques Auguste de Thou, the Elder]
(498] Petrus Bizarus vna curn alijs scriptorib de rebp
Persicis.
(Pietro Bizari]
[499] Thomas Dempsterus de Antiquitatibus Romanis.
(?Joannes Rosinus; edited by Thomas Dempster]
(fol.lOr (p.15)]
(500] Leunclavij historia Musulinana.
(Joannes Leunclavius]
(501] Gaguini Sarmatia Europaea. Pantaleon de ordine
loannitarum.
(Robert Gaguin. With Heinrich Pantaleon]
(502] Gerardi Mercatoris Atlas Cosmographicus.
(Gerardus Mercator]
[503] Ortelij theatruin orbis.
(Abraham Ortelius]
[504] Camdeni Britannia
[William Camden (STC 4508)]
(505] Adrichoinij theatrum terrae sanctae.
[Christianus Adrichoinius]
(506] Navigationes in Indiain orientalem, et ad Arcton.
[Q Joahnn Theodor and Joahnn Israel de Bry]
(507] Descriptionis Ptolemaicae augmentum.
[Claudius Ptolemaeus]
[508] loannis Heydeni descriptio vrbis Hierosolymae.
[Adam Reissner; translated from German by Joannes
Heydenus]
[509] lacobi Ziegleri et Wolfgangi Weissenburgi
descriptio Palaestinae et regionum circumjacentiuin.
(Jacobus Ziegler of Landau. With Wolfgang
Weissenburger. This entry is a marginal insertion]
(510] loannis Matalij descriptio Europae geographica.
[Jean Natal (Joannes Matalius Netellus)]
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(511] Petri Bertij Commeritarij rerum Germanicaruin.(512] Orationes.(Petrus Bertius]
(513] Thresoriere de la routte (j) marinesque par
Lucas Iansz(Lucas Janssen Wagenaer]
(514] lacomo Bosio della militia & religione di San
Giovanni Gierosolymitano.(Giacomo Boslo]
(515] Description de las Indias Occidentales de Antonio
de Herrera volumjna 2.(Antonio de Herrera Tordesillas]
(516] Historia Pontifical par Goncalo (sic] de Illescas.(Gonzalo de Illescas]
[517] Alliances Genealogiques par Claude Paradin.(Claude Paradin]
(518] Annales de Burgoigne par Gillaume [j] de Paradin.(Guillaume Paradin. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
(519] Histoire de Louys XI.(?Pierre Matthieu. ?Or Jean de Troyes]
(520] froissart.(Jean Froissart]
[521] Philippe de Coinjines.(Philippe de Comines]
[522] Cartes Cosmographiques.
(523] Guicciardini descriptio terrae Belgicae. Italicé.[Lodovico Guicciardini)
(524] Spanish history englished by Grimestone.(Louis de Mayerne Turquet; translated by Edward
Grimstone (STC 17747)]
[525] Plinyes natural history englished by Dr Holland.[Caius Plinius Secundus; translated by Philemon
Holland (STC 20029-20029.5)]
(526] Turkish history by Richard Knowles.(Richard Knolles (STC 15051-15052)]
(527] History of Netherlande by Grimestone.(Edward Grimstone (STC 12374-12375)]
(528] George Sandes his Turkish journey.[George Sandys (STC 21726)]
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[529] Van Linchostens [j] Voyages to the easte & West
Indies.
(Jan Huygen von (van) Linschoten; translated from
Dutch by William Phillip (STC 15691)]
(530] Hackluyts English voyages volumina 2.
(Richard Hakluyt (?STC 12625-12626a)]
(531] Purchas his Pilgrimage.
(Samuel Purchas, the Elder (STC 20505-20507)]
[532] Edmunds his observations vpon Caesars
Commentaries Tacitus Annales English.
(Sir Clement Edmondes (STC 7488-7491). With
Publius Cornelius Tacitus (STC 23644-23646)]
(533] Sjr Walter Rawleyghs history of the Woride.
[Sir Walter Raleigh (STC 20637-20638a)]
[533a] < Speedes Theater of greate Britaine. >
[Item entered at ?no.470 above]
[533b] < Thomas Dempsterus de Antiquitatib Romanis. >
[Item entered at no.499 above]
[534] Daniel his Chronicle to the end of Edward the III.
[Samuel Daniel, Poet and Historian (STC 6248)]
[535-536] [Two later additions]
[fol.lOv (p.16)]
[537-557] [21 later additions]
Historici. in Quarto.
[558] Herodianus Graecolatjj
(Herodian, the Historian]
[559] Herodoti Clio graecé.
[Herodotus]
[560] Arriani & Hannonis Periplus. Plutarchus de
fluminibus & montibus. Strabonis epitome: graece
omnia.
(Flavius Arrianus and Hanno, the Carthagenian
(includes Plutarch and Strabo)]
[561] Selecta ex Polybio de legationibus Graecé.
(Polybius, the Historian (Adams P:1800)]
(562] Alexiados libri VIII. graecé.
(Anne Comnena on her father Alexius I Comnenus,
Emperor of the East]
(563] Historiae Augustae Scriptores 6.
[Augustan History; ?edited by Isaac Casaubon]
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(564] Sigonius de antiquo jure Italiae.(565] Idem de Republica Atheniensium.(Carlo Sigonio]
(566] Idem de gestis Andraeae (j] Auriae.
on Andrea Doria (Auria), Prince of Melfi.
This entry is a marginal insertion]
(567] Hugonis falcandi historia Sicula.[Hugo Falcandus]
(568] Neyeri Chronicon flandriae.(Jacobus Meyer, Historian]
(569] Coclaeus de vita Theodorici.(Johann Dobneck Cochlaeus on Theodoric, called
the Great, King of the Ostrogoths]
(570] Pezelii mellificiuxn historicum(Christoph Pezel]
(571] Collenutij historia Neapolitana.(Pandolfo Collenuccio; translated from Italian
into Latin by Joannes Nicolaus Stupanus]
(572] losephus Scaliger de vita Iulij Scaligeri(Joseph Juste Scaliger. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
[573] Iulij Roscij elogia militaria.(Julius Roscius Hortinus]
(574] Vanderburchij historia Sabaudorum Principum.(Lanibertus van der Burchius]
(575] Baptistae Gramaye historia Asiatica[Joannes Baptista Gramaye]
(576] Eliae Reusneri historica < Asiatica. > Isagoge.[Elias Reusnerus]
(577] Magini Commentarj, in Ptolomei [j] Geographiam.(Giovanni Antonio Magini on Claudius Ptolemaeus]
(fol.11r (p.17)]
(578] Meichioris Adami historia ecclesiastica.[Meichior Adamus, of Bremen]
(579] Tho	 Minadoi de bello Persico.[Giovanni Tonunaso Minadoi]
[580] Georgjj Sabinus de electione & coronatione
Caroli V.(Georgius Sabinus on Emperor Charles V]
[581] Pontus Heuterus de rebus Belgicis.(Pontus Heuterus]
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[582] Hulsij Chronologia Belgica.(Levinus Hulsius (BN)]
(583] Chronicon Victoris, & Ioanj3j Biclarensis. Legatio
Luitprandi. et Synodus Bavarica.(Victor, Bishop of Tunnumuin (Tunis). With Joannes
Biclarensis; and Liudprandus (Luitprandus)]
(584] Hulderici Schmidel navigatio in Axnericam.(Ulrich Schmidel]
(585] Theodori de Brye historia Pannoniae.(Johann Theodor de Bry]
[586] Michaelis a Istingeri [j] Pentaplus regnorum
inundi.[Michael von Eytzinger]
[587] Deliciae Germaniae, interprete Mathia Quado.[Matthias Quadt]
[588] Antonij Petrainellarij Continuatio ad Onuphrium.[Onofrio Panvinio (Onuphrius); continued by
Joannes Antonius Petramellarius]
[589] Bordinus de suinis Pontificibus.[Giovanni Francesco Bordino (Joannes Franciscus
Bordinus)]
[590] Angriinus [j] lonas de rebus Islandicis[Arngrinir Jónsson (Arngriinus Jonas)]
[591] Monumenta capellae Regiae Westmonasteriensis.[Unidentified]
(592] Pauli Heritzneri Itinerariuiu.(Paulus Hentzner]
[593] loannes Baptista Gallus in Thuani historiam.[Joannes Baptista Gallus (i.e. Jacques de
Machault) on Jacques Auguste de Thou, the Elder(Jacobus Augustus Thuanus)]
[594] Bauhini historia fontis Bollensis.[Joannes Bauhinus]
(595] lustus Lipsius de Vesta & Vestalibus.(596] Idem de bibliothecis. (Cruce
(597] Idem de magnitudine Roinana et de Ainphitheatro(Saturnalibus
vno volumine(Justus Lipsius]
(598] Goodwinus de Praesulibus Angliae.(Francis Godwin (Goodwin) (STC 11941-11942)]
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[599] Anteguedades de Espai:ia et Africa por Bernar.
(?Bernar] Aidrete.
(Bernardo José Aidrete. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
(600] Philippi Honorij thesaurus politicus
Italico-latinus. volumina 2.
[Philippus Honorius (i.e. Julius Bellus). This
entry is a marginal insertion]
(601] Pedacos de historia
(Antonio Perez, Secretary of State to Philip II
of Spain]
(602] lornada de Condestable de Castilia
[Q Antonio de San Roman, Jornada v muerte del
Rev Don Sebastian de Portua1]
[603] Historia Venetiana di Paolo Paruto [jç].
[Paolo Paruta]
[604]Vita di Carob V par Aiphonso Vlboa.
[Alfonso de U].loa on Emperor Charles V]
(605] Ejusdeni translatio Italica Petri Messiae de vitis
Imperatorum.
(Pedro Mexia (Petrus Messia); translated by
Alfonso de Ulboa]
[606] Platina de vitis Pontificuin Italicé.
[Barthobomaeus Sacchi de Platina]
[607] Descrittione di Italia da Leandro Alberti.
(Leandro Alberti]
[608] Bernardino Corio di historia di Millano.
(Bernardino Corio]
[609] Chronologia Girolami Bardi Italicé. volumina 2.
(Girolamo Bardo]
(610] Historia d'Vngheria da Nicobo Doglioni.[Giovanni Nicolô Doglioni]
[611] Cesare Campana di guerra di Persia
(Cesare Campana]
(612] Considerationi sopra l'historia di Giovanni
Battista Leoni.
(Giovanni Battista Leoni]
(613] francesco Serdonati de' fatti de' arme de' Romani.
(Francesco Serdonati]
[614] Tratta del Parnasso et di Trojano (j] Boccalini
par Pietra del Paragone.
(Traiano Boccalini, Tratta dal Monte Parnasso.
With his Pietra del paragone politico]
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[fol.11v (p.18)]
[615]Viagglo A Constantinopoli da Gioseppe Rosaccio.
(Giuseppe Rosaccio]
[616]L'istoria di Verona di Girolamo dalla Corte
volumina 2.
[Girolamo dalla Corte]
(617] Cesare Campana della Vita di filippo secondo.
(Cesare Campana on King Philip II of Spain]
[618] Relationi Vniversali di Giovanni Botero.
[Giovanni Botero]
(619]Giovannj Viliani histoire de suoi tempi.
(Giovanni Villani]
(620]Historia di Napoli di Giovanni Antonio Summonte.
[Giovanni Antonio Summonte]
[621] Les guerres de Nassau par Guillaume Baudart.
(Willem (Guillaume) Baudart]
(622] Histoire de Venise par Thome de fougasses.
volumina 2.
(Thomas de Fougasses]
[623]Troubles sous Caries (j] VII.(Unidentified]
[624]Theodore Godefroy entreveues de Charles IV.
Wenceslaus, Charles V &c:
(Theodore Gode froy]
(625] Memoires d'Olivier de la Marche.
(Olivier de La Marche]
[626] Histoire du monde par Belleforest.
(Franois de Belleforest]
(627]Pierre < Boys de > Boysat de l'ordre de Saint lean
de lersusalem (j].
(Pierre de Boissat]
(628]Viginere (j] de l'histoire de Geoffroy de
Villehardovyn (?Villehardouyn].
(Geoffroy de Villehardouin; edited by Blaise de
Vigenere]
(629]Les estats empires et principautes du monde.
(Pierre d'Avity]
(630]Recherches du Pasquier
(Etienne Pasquier]
(631]Voyages du Sieur de Chantplaine.
(Samuel de Champlain]
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(632] Histoire du Chevalier Bayard.
(Pierre Du Terrail, Seigneur de Bayard]
(633] Ii decamerone de Giovanni Boccacio.
(Giovanni Boccaccio]
(634] Della libraria Vaticana.
(Unidentified]
[635] Impresi illustri di Camillo Camilli
[Camilio Camilli]
[Entries no.636-638 below are marginal insertions]
(636] Historie de France p' [?p] Godefry (j]
[Theodore Godefroy]
[636a] < Traicte du feu & du Sel >
(637] Della Vita filippo secundo(LL entry no.617 above]
(637a] < fraincois (j] Parblaise Les Images >
(Item entered at ?no.1287-1288 below]
(637b] < Historie du Burbon >
[637c] < Vite philastrate [•j] p' [?p] Blaise >
(Item entered at ?no.1287-1288 below]
(638] Vita francisci
(Unidenti fled]
[639] Mappe of Virginia.
(John Smith, Governor of Virginia (STC 22791)]
(640] Proceedings against the powder-traitors.
(?Henry Garnet (STC 11618-11619a)]
[641] Carewes survey of Cornewall
[Richard Carew (STC 4615)]
(642] Survey of London.
[John Stow (STC 23341-23344)]
[643] Disovery (jç] of Witches in Lancashier. and
Northamptonshlre.
(Unidentified]
(644] Bell-mans night-walkes.
Thomas Dekker (STC 6480-6483)]
(645] Sjr Anthony Shirleyes travells into Persia.
(Sir Anthony Sherley (STC 22424)]
[646] Description of the vnited Provinces.
(Netherlands (?STC 18437)]
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[647]Life of Archbishop Whitgifte.
(Sir George Paule on John Whitgift (STC 19484)]
[648] Life of Galeacius Caracciolus.
(Nicolao Balbani on Galeazzo Caracciolo
(Galeacius Caracciolus); translated from Italian
by William Crashaw (STC 1233-1234)]
(649] Arisweare to Dolman.
(Dorcas Master on John Dolman]
[650]Remaines concerning Britaine
(William Camden (STC 4521-4522)]
[651]Brerewood of the diversity of languages and
religions.
(Edward Brerewood (STC 3618)]
[fol.12r (p.19)]
(652] Barneuels Apologie with marginal castigations.
[Joan van Oldenbarneveld (Johan van Olden
Barneveldt) (STC 18800)]
[653]Motives for proceeding against Sjr Walter Ralegh.
(King James I]
[654]Sjr Lewis Stuklyes petition & information
touching Sir Walter Ralegh.[Sir Lewis Stucley (Stuckley) (STC 23401)]
[655]Sjr Roger Williams of the Actions of the lowe
countries.
(Sir Roger Williams (STC 25731)]
[656]The warres of Swethland.
[Anthony Nixon (STC 18594-18595)]
(657] 4. Treatises of Virginia.
(Unidentified]
[658-666] [Nine later additions]
[Vacant space]
Historici in Octavo.
[667]losephus Latiné.
[Flavius Josephus]
[668]Diogenes Laertius graecolatj
[Diogenes Laertius]
[669]Plutarchi Opera graecé volumina 6.
(670] Plutarchi Vitarum Appendix latine.
(Plutarch]
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(671] Heliodori historia AEthiopica graeco1atjn[Heliodorus, Bishop of Tricca]
[672) Excerpta quaedam ex Ctesia, Agatharchide Memnone
&c. graecé.[Ctesias. With Agatharchides; Memnon; and others)
(673] Sarracenica sive Mahometica graeco1atJj(Fridericus Sylburgius]
(674] lustinus.(?Justinus, the Historian]
(675] Cornelius Tacitus.
(676] Historiae Augustae scriptores. voluniina 4.(Unidentified edition of entry no.563 above]
(677] lustiani Augusti historia[Unidentified]
(678] Nicephorus Callistus. volumina 2.(Nicephorus Xanthopulus, Callisti filius]
[679] Petri. Bembi historia Veneta.(Pietro Beinbo (Petrus Bembus)]
[680] Gregorius Turonensis.(St Gregory, Bishop of Tours]
[681] Sleidani Comentarij.(Joannes Philippson Sleidanus]
[682] Danaeus de prin Mundi aetate.(Lanibert Daneau (Lambertus Danaeus)]
[683) Balinus de bello Belgico sub Spinola.(Jean Balm on Ambrogio Spinola, Marquis del
Sesto e di Venafro)
[fol.12v (p.20)]
[684] Galonius de Vita Philippi Nerij.(Antonio Gallonio on St Philip Neri (Philippus
Nerius)]
[685] Baronius de Monarchia Siciliae.[Caesar Baronius]
(686] Historia Vrbis expugnatae sub Carob Borbonio.
Legatio AEthiopum ad VII. et ad Reges
Portugalliae. Paulus lovius de vita lacobi
Sfortiae. loannes Genesius Sepulveda de vita
AEgidij Albornotij.[First two items unidentified. With Paobo Giovio(Paulus Jovius) on Muzio Attendoli, called Sforza(Mutius Sfortia); and with Joannes Genesius de
Sepulveda on Aegidius Albornotius]
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(687] Possevirii apparatus ad historiam & philosophiam.[Antonio Possevino, the Elder]
[Entries no.688-691 below are marginal insertions]
(688] Petrus Cunaeus de republica Hebraeoruin.
(Petrus Cunaeus]
(689] Carol Sigonius de republica Hebraeorum.
[Carlo Sigonlo]
[690] Bellarminus de Scriptoribus ecclesiasticis
(Cardinal St Robert Bellarinino]
[691] Postellus de Magistratib Atheniensiuiii.
[Guillauine Postel]
(692] Brissonius de regno Persico.
(Barnabé Brisson]
(693] Chronologia Bucholceri.
[Abrahamus Buchoizer (Bucholcerus)]
(694] Chronicon Carionis.(Johann Canon]
(695] Pu II. Pontificis Maxji et Glareani Geographia.
(Pope Pius II. With Henricus Lonitus Glareanus]
[696] Hayino de Christianaruin reruin memoria. Pomponius
Gauric3 de scuiptura. Victor Vticensis de
persecutione Africana.
[Hayino. With Pomponius Gauricus; and Victor,
Bishop of Vita]
(697] Roduiphi Bolereij Comentarij.
[Unidentified]
[698] Maffeij historia Indica.
(699] Gotardi historia Indiae Orientalis.
(700] Analecta de rebus catholicorum in Hibernia.
(701] Ejusdem epistolae Indicae & Iapanicae.[Giovanni Pietro Maffei. Entries no.699-700 are
marginal insertions]
[702] Guicciardini historia Belgica. Tunlerus de ruin&
Iinperij Romani. Huiufredi Lhuyd descriptionis
Bnitannicae fragmentum.
(Lodovico Guicciardini. With Hieronymus Turlerus;
and Humphrey Liwyd]
[703] Cornelij Kempij historia fnisiae.
(Cornelius Kempius]
(704] Bosius de Italiae statu contra Macchiavellum.
(Thomas Bozius (Bosius) on Niccolô Machiavelli
(Macchiavelli)]
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(705] Cominaeus de bello Neapolitano.(Philippe de Comines]
(706] Petri Bellonij Observationes.(Pierre Belon]
(707] Dainianus a Goes. Paulus Barcinonensis. Hieronymus
Blancus. lacobus Tevius de rebus Hispanicis
Indicis & AEthiopicis.(Arnoldus Mylius (editor); with contributions by
Dainio de Goes; Hieronymus Paulus (Paulus
Barcinonensis); Gerónimo de Blancas; and Jacobus
Tevius]
(708) Leonis Afri (?Africani] descriptio Africae.(Joannes Leo Africanus]
(709] Godignus de Abassynorum rebus et AEthiopiae
Patriarch is.[Nicolao Godinho (Nicolaus Godignus)]
(710] Vrbani Calvetoni historia novi orbis.[Urbain Chauveton (Urbanus Calveto)]
(711] lacobi de Vitriaco historia orientalis et
occidentalis.(Jacobus de Vitriaco]
(712] Nicolai Pinienti de statu rei Christianae in India
Orientali.(Niccolô Piluenta]
(713] lusti Lipsij Adiniranda.[Justus Lipsius]
(714] Sigisinundus Liber de rebus Moscovitcis (sic].(Siegmund (Sigismund) von Herberstein]
[715] Philopatri responsio ad edictum Reginae Angliae.[Andreas Philopater (i.e. Robert Parsons)]
(716] loannis Lerij historia Navigationis in Brasiliam.[Jean de Léry (Joannes Lerius)]
(717] Dithmari Blefkenij Islandia.(Dithmar Blefken]
(718] Mercurij Gallo-belgici totnus quartus(Mercurius Gallobelgicus]
[Entries no.719-725 below are marginal insertions]
(719] Rerum memorabiug ab Henrico Salmuth. 2 volumina(Guido Panciroli; translated from Italian
by Henricus Salmuth]
(720] Cuiacij in 9 lib	 lustiniani(Jacobus Cujacius on the Codex of Justinian I,
Emperor of the East]
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[721] Historia terrae inotuum p Eckstormiu
(Heinrich Eckstorm]
(722] Origo historiae p Erimundum
(Joannes Gysius and Eremundus (Varamundus)
Frisius (i.e. Franjois Hotman)]
[723] Bullinger de Spolijs [?]Balgicis
[Jules César Boulenger, Liber de siDolils
bellicis]
(724] Brisoni de regio Persar
[Barnabé Brisson]
[725] Dionisij Gothofredj Opera.
[Denis Godefroy, Professor at Heidelberg
(Dionysius Gothofredus)]
(726] Tho. (?Tho] Minadoi della guerra fra Turchi &
Persiani
[Giovanni Tonimaso Minadol)
[727] Trajano Boccalini de' ragguagli di Parnaso.
[Traiano Boccalini]
[728] Donato Gianotti de la republica de Vinitiani.
[Donato Giannotti]
[fol.13r (p.21)]
(729] francisco de la Portilla de la orden y cavalleria
de Senor Santiago.
(Francesco de la Portilla on the Order of Saint
James the Greater]
[730] Hieronymo Conestaggio del' vnione di Portogallo et
Castiglia.
[leronimo Conestaggio]
[731] Historia di Georgio Castrioto.
[Francus Demetrius on George Castriota (Giorgio
Castriotto), Prince of Epirus, called
Scanderbeg; translated from Latin and edited by
Giovanni Maria Bonardo]
[732] Vita d'Esselino terzo da Romano.
(Pietro Gerardo (i.e. Sebastiano Fausto da
Longiano) on Ezzelino III da Romano, Prince of
Bassano]
(732a] < Bernard de Gerard des affaires de france. >
Bernard de Gerard &c.
(This entry is probably the same as no.751 below]
[733] losias Smiler de la Republique des Suisses.
[Josias Shier]
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(734] Histoire des Albigeois et de gestes de Simon de
Mont-fort.
(Simon de Montfort]
(735] Cronique de Normandie.
(Anonymous]
(736] Les ouures de Plutarche. vo1unina 12.
(Plutarch)
[737] Voyages du Seigneur de Villamont.
(Jacques de Villamont]
(738] Histoire de Navarre.
(Gabriel Chapuis]
(739]Relationes de los Reyes de Persia y de Harmuz y de
vn viage de la India hasta Italia por Pietro
Teixeira.
(Pedro Teixeira]
(740]Histoire de la paix entre les Roys de France &
d'Espagne.
(Unidentified]
(741] La legende des flamens.
(Anonymous]
(742]Voyage de Mr Guillaume en l'autre monde.
voluniina 2.
[Gros Guillaulne)
(743] Consolation a la france sur le mort de la duc de
Guise par lean Mondin
[Jean Mondin on Henri I de Lorraine, Duke de
Guise]
[744] Advertissement a le noblesse.
[Anonymous (Barbier)]
(745]Affaires du pals bas an	 1583.
(Unidenti fled]
(746]Accort entre le roy de Navarre & le Duc de Cazimir.
[John Casiinir, Count Palatine of the Rhine, and
Henry IV, King of France]
[747]Remonstrances des trois estats de Bourgogne.
(Jean Baptiste Agneau Begat (Barbier)]
[748] Le mirroir de francois
(Unidentified]
(749] Le mission des Capucins en Maragnan; par Claude de
Abbeuille.
[Claude d'Abbeville (i.e. Clement Foullon)]
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[750] Histoire naturelle & morale des Indes par loseph
Acosta.
(Joseph de Acosta]
[751] Affaires de france par Bernard de Girard.
[Bernard de Girard)
(752] Recueil des choses advenues sous le ligue.
volumina 6.
(753] Troubles en france & flandres.
(754] Derniers troubles de france. vo].umina 2.
(755] Inventaire de trance par lean de Serres.
voluniina 3.
(Jean de Serres]
[756] Troisiesme & quatriesme 15 & 16 tome du Mercure
francois volumina < [erasure] > 5.
[Jean Richer. The numbers '15 & 16' are inserted
above the line with a caret]
[757] Les aduise de Parnasse par Trajan Buccalin.
(Traiano Boccalini (Trajan Buccalin)]
[758) Remonstrance aux Malcontents.
[Unidentified]
[Entries no.759-765 below are marginal insertions]
(759] Le Secretaire della Cour
[Jean Puget de la Serre]
[760]Recherches des Recherches de Mr Estienne pasquier
entry no.630 above]
[761]Voyages de francois Pyrard
[Franois Pyrard)
[762] De la Sagesse trois liures p' [?p] Charo
Parisien 2 volumes
[Pierre Charron]
[762a] < De l'Eloquence francoise >
[Item entered at no.1263 below]
[763) Les Antiquitatez [j] Paris
[Glues Corrozet]
[764] Della selua de varia lettione p' s s' (?p signor
sansovino]
(Pedro Mexia (with material from Francesco
Sansovino); translated from Spanish]
[765] Philippe de Comines Loys 11 & Charles 8.
[Philippe de Comines]
[766]Apologie pour Herodote.
[Henri Estienne, le Grand]
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[767] Le Caton francois.
[Marcus Porcius Cato, the Censor; translated into
French]
[768] Le Diogene francois.
(?Diogenes Laertius; translated into French]
[769] Le Poleniandre (j].
[Hermes Trismegistus, Poemander, translated into
French as pomandre or pjmandre]
[fo]..13v (p.22)]
(770] L'Antipapesse par fiorimond de Raeinond.
[Florimond de Raeinond]
(771] The Bishop of Rosse of the Scottish title to the
Crowne of England.
[John Leslie, Bishop of Ross (STC 15505-15507)]
(772] Discovery of the fiction of Squires intent to
poison the Queene.
(Martin Aray on Edward Squire (STC 9)]
[773] Hadrianus Bariand breife Chronicle of the Earles
of Holland.
[Hadrianus Cornelius Barlandus]
[774] Epitome of Guicciardine of the Lowe Countries.
[Lodovico Guicciardini; epitome by Thomas Danett
(STC 12463)]
[775] Observations vpon the lives of Alexander Caesar &
Scipio.
[Giovanni Botero; translated from Italian (STC
3397)]
[776] A letter about the rendring of Deventer & D
Aliens answeare.
[William Allen (STC 370-370.5)]
[776a] < Iulij Caesaris quae extant omnia. >
(Item entered at no.804 below]
(777-783] [Seven later additions]
[Vacant space]
Historici in l6. & 32.
[784] Diogenes Laertius, Eunapius Sardianus, Hesychius
Iliustrius de Vitis Philosophorum.
[Diogenes Laertius. With Eunapius (E. Sardianus);
and Hesychius of Miletus]
(785] Quintus Curtius.
(Quintus Curtius Rufus]
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(786] Itineraruin (j] Italiae per franciscuin Schottuin.(Franc iscus Schottus]
(787] Itinerarium Galliae: per Joanfl Secunduin.(Joannes Secundus (BN). This entry is a marginal
insertion]
(788] Pirkmayr (jQ] de arte peregrinandi et agro
Neapol itflQ(?Bilibaldus Pirckheixner. This entry is a
marginal insertion]
(789) Bedae historia Ecciesiastica(St Bede the Venerable]
[790] Petri Sainct fleur historia rerum Memorabilium.(Pierre Saint-Fleur]
(791] froissardus & Cominaeus de rebus Gallicis.[Jean Froissart. With Philippe de Conlines]
(792] Valerius Maxinius.
(793] Response de Mr Guillaume au soldat franc?ois.(Maître Guillaume (pseudonym)]
(794] Histoire di Macchiavell(Niccolô Machiavelli (Macchiavelli)]
[795] Histoire de nostre tems par Guillauine Paradin.(Guillaume Paradin]
(796] Les Oevures (j] de Rabelais.[Franois Rabelais)
[797) lodoci Sinceri Itinerarium Galliae.[Jodocus Sincerus (i.e. Justus Zinterling)]
[798] fenestella de Magistratibus Roinanorum.[Lucius Fenestella (i.e. Andreas Doininicus
Floccus)]
(799] Reusneri Hortulus historicopoliticus.(Elias Reusnerus]
[800] Memoires de Philippe de Communes.[Philippe de Comines)
(801] Sir francis Bacon his Apologie.(Francis Bacon, Viscount St Albans (STC
1111-1114)]
[802) Lipsius de Constantia.[Justus Lipsius. This and the following entry
appear to be later additions]
(803] Bellarininus de officio principis(Cardinal St Robert Bellarntino)
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[803a] < (Entry deleted in the manuscript] >
(804] Iulij Caesaris Opera quae extant Omnia.(Caius Julius Caesar]
[804a] < (Entry deleted in the manuscript] >
(fol.14r (p.23)]
Philosophi in folio.
(805] Georgjjj Valla de expetendis & fugiendis.[Georgius Valla)
(806] Platonis opera graeco1atjn[Plato]
[807] Plotini opera graeco1atjj cum conientari1s
Narsilij ficini.[Marsilio Ficino (Ficini) on Plotinus]
(808] Senecae opera cum commentarils Lipsij.[Justus Lipsius on Lucius Annaeus Seneca]
[809] Narsilij ficini opera volumina 2.[Marsilio Ficino (Ficini)]
(810] felicis Accorombonhj expositio obscurioru] locorum
Aristotelis.(Felix Accorainbonius (Accorombonius) on Aristotle)
(811] Ludovici Septalij Coinjjentaria in Aristotelis
problem(Lodovico Settala (Ludovicus Septalius) on
Aristotle]
(812] franciscus Bonamicus de Motu.(Francesco Buonamici (Franciscus Bonamicus)(Adams B:3277))
[813] Nicolaus Nancelius de Analogia Microcosmi &
macrocosini.[Nicolas de Nancel]
(814] lacobi Zabarellae Comentaria in Aristotelis
Physica.[Giacomo (Jacobus) Zabarella, the Elder, on
Aristotle]
[815] francisci Patricij nova Philosophia.(Francesco Patrizi (Franciscus Patricius),
Philosophical writer]
(816] Crellius in Aristotelis Physica & Posteriora.(Fortunatus Crellius on Aristotle]
(817] Pompilius Azalus de rebus naralib.[Pompilius Azalus]
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[818] Pauli Pernumiae Philosophia nara1is(Joannes Paulus Pernumia]
(819] fabricius Paduanius de Ventis & terrae motu.(Fabricius Paduanius]
(820] Georgij Pachymerij & Synesij opera Latiné.[Georgius Pachymeres. With Synesius of Cyrene]
(821] Petrus Aponensis in Aristote].is Problemata.[Petrus de Abano (Petrus de Apono) on Aristotle]
(822] francisci Xuarez disputationes Metaphysicae.(Franciscus Suârez (Xuarez))
[823] loannis Baptistae Bernardi Philosophiae seminarium.[Joannes Baptista Bernardus]
(824] Antonij Ricciardi Comnjentaria symbolica.[Antonius Ricciardus]
(825] loannis Baptistae Portae Phy/sio/gnomica.(Giovanni Battista della Portal
[826] Vlyssis Aidrovandi ornithologia. Voluinina 2.(827) Idem de Insectis.[Ulisse Aldrovandi]
(828) Mercurius Trismegistus cuin comentariis Annibalis
Rosseli (j]. Volumina 4.[Hannibal Rosselius on Hermes (Mercurius)
Trismegistus]
[829] loannis & francisci Pici Mirandulani opera.
voluinina 2.(Giovanni Pico della Mirandola. With Giovanni
Francesco Pico della Mirandola]
[830] Aristotelis Politica graecolatjj cuin tabulis
Zuingeri & Coinentariis Victorij.[831] Aristotelis Ethica graecolatjj cuin tabulis ijsdem.[Aristotle; with additional material by Theodor
Zwinger, the Elder (Theodorus Zwingerus) and
Pietro Vettori, the Elder (Petrus Victorius)]
(832] Keckermanni Manuductio ad studiuin practicuin.[Bartholomaeus Keckerinannus]
(833] Andreas fricius de republica emendanda.[Andrej Frycz (Andreas Fricius Modrevius)]
(834] Theatre d'Agriculture d'Olivier de Serres.[Olivier de Serres]
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(835] Adagia Erasmi, Hadriani Iunij, Brasicani, Vlpij,
Rhodigini &c: juxta locos comrnunes.
(Desiderius Erasmus. With Adrianus Junius;
Joannes Alexander Brassicanus; Joannes Ulpius;
Ludovicus Coelius Richerius Rhodiginus; and
others]
(836] Mocenici, Caesalpini, et Telesij Philosophia.
[Philippus Mocenicus. With Andreas Cesalpinus;
and Bernardinus Telesius]
(837] Les Politiques d'Aristote par Lays I.e Roy.
(Aristotle; translated by Louis Le Roy]
(838-843] (Six later marginal insertions]
[fol.l4v (p.22 bis))
Philosophi in Quarto.
[844] Caroli Bovilli quaedam Philosophica.
[Charles de Bouelles (Carolus Bovillus)]
(845] Petrus fonseca in Aristotelis Metaphysica.
[Petrus de Fonseca on Aristotle]
[846] lacobus Zabarella de rebus naturalibus.
[Giacomo (Jacobus) Zabarella, the Elder]
[847] loannis Scoti Philosophia naturalis.
[Joannes Duns Scotus on Aristotle]
[848) Artemidori Oneirocritica cum notis Nicolai
Rigaltij.
[Nicolas Rigault (Nicolaus Rigaltius) on
Artemidorus Daldianus]
[849) Goclenij lexicon philosophicurn graecu.
(850] Rodulphi Goclenij lexicon philosophicum
(851] Ejusdem Conciliator Philosophicus.
(Rudolphus Goclenius, the Elder. Entry no.849 is
a marginal insertion]
[852] Cornelius Genua de arte cyclognomonic (jc].
(Cornelius Gemma, De arte cyclognoniica tomi III]
[853] franciscus Picolomeneus de rerum definitionibus.
(Franciscus Piccolomineus (Picolomeneus) (Adams
P:1123)]
[854] federici Bonaventurae Anemologia.
(Federigo Buonaveritura (Federicus Bonaventura)]
[855] Telesius de rebus naturalib.
(Bernardinus Telesius]
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[856] Andreas Libavius de Vniversitate & originibus
rerum.(Andreas Libavius]
(857] Anselmus Boetius de gemjaruin & lapidum historia.(Anselmus Boëtius de Boodt]
(858] Timpleri Systema Metaphysicum.(Clemens Tiinpler]
(859] Christiani Nathiae Collegium Metaphysicum.(Christianus Matthiae (BN)]
[860] Theodori Angelutij exercitationes Metaphysicae cu
francisco Patricio.(Theodoro Angelucci (Theodorus Angelutius). With
Francesco Patrizi (Franciscus Patricius),
Philosophical writer]
[861] Fortunius Licetus de Ortu Animae humanae.(Fortunius Licetus]
[862] Pererij Physica.(?Benedictus Pererius Valentinus]
(863] Celsus Mancinius	 j] de Somnijs, Risu, &
synaugi& Platonicá.[Celso Mancini (Celsus Mancinus)]
(864] Archangeli Mercenarij dilucidationes Philosophicae.(Archangelus Mercenarius]
[865] lacobi Zabarellae comentaria in Aristotelis
libros Physicorum, de gnratione &c.[Giacomo (Jacobus) Zabarella, the Elder, on
Aristotle]
[866] Siinonis Maioli dies caniculares.[Simon Maiolus]
[867] loannis a Cockier. thesaur Aphorismoruin
Politicorum &c:[Unidentified]
(868] Axiomata Oeconomica cu commentarils Georg. [jc]
Richteri.(869] Ejusdein axiomata historica & politica.[Gregorius Richter]
(870] fransic. (j] Zanches quod nihil scitur.(Franciscus Sanchez. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
(871] lani Gruteri varij discursus.(Janus Gruterus. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
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(872] lusti Lipsij Monita & exempla politica.
(873] Ejusdem Manuductio ad Philosophiam Stoicain.
eiusdein Ciuilis doctrinae
[Justus Lipsius. The words 'eiusdem civi]is
doctrinae' are an interlinear insertion]
(874]Andraeae [j] Mathaei Aquivivi (j] disputationes
Illustres.
(Andreas Matthaeus Aquaviva]
(875] Caelestinus de mundi mirabilibus. Rogerus Bacon de
mirabili artis et naturae potestate. Lucas
Gauricus de eclipsi in passione domini
(Claudius Caelestinus. With Roger Bacon; and
Lucas Gauricus. This entry is a marginal
insert ion]
(876] Leonardus Vairus de fascino.
(Leonardus Vairus)
(877] Valentinus Hessus de Intperatoris potestate.
[Unidentified]
(878] Cardanus de Sapienti& et de Consolatione & de
].ibris proprijs.
[Girolamo Cardano (Hieronymus Cardanus)]
[879]Algazelis Philosophia & Logica.
(Muhammad ibn Muhammad, a1-Ghazzali (Algazel)]
[880] Ioannj Slekeri exercitationes philosophicae.
(Joannes Slekerus. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
[881] Bartholomeo Cavalcanti delle republiche, et
flaminius Nobilius de hoiuinis felicitate.
(Bartolomnieo Cavalcanti. With Flaminio Nobili
(Flaininius Nobilius)]
[fol.15r (p.23 bis)]
(882]Andrea Bacci della acque del Tevere.
(Andrea Bacci]
(883] De' ragionainente di Giovanjj Maria Meinmo.
Laurentius Grimalius (jQ] de optimo Senatore.
(?Giovanni Maria Menuno. With Laurentius Grimaldus
Goslicius]
[884] Nicolo Vito dello stato del Republiche del
Cardinale di fabio Albergati.
Bartolomeo filippe del Conseglio & Conseglieri.
(Niccolb Vito di Gozzi. With Fabio Albergati;
and Bartoloine Felippe (Bartolomeo Filippe). The
word 'di' is written over 'de']
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(885]felice figliucci de la filosophia morale, et
politica. volumina 2.
(Felice Figliucci]
(886]Le Phedon de Platon traduit par Loys Le Roy.
(Plato; translated by Louis Le Roy]
(887) Antonio Possevino della coltura de gl'ingeni ( j].
[Antonio Possevino, the Elder, Coltura de
gl 'inqecini)
(888] Della Institution [j] Morale di Alessandro
Piccolomeni.
[Alessandro Piccolomini (Piccolomeni), Della
institutione morale]
(889) I < domestichi > domeschi diffetti.
[Unidentified]
(890]La Monarchie Aristodemocratique par Loys Mayerne.
(Louis de Mayerne Turquetj
(891]Discours philosophiques de Pontus de Tyrard (sic].
(Pontus de Tyard. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
(892]Bienes de el honesto trabaio por Pedro Guzman.
[Pedro de Guzntan. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
(893]Gouerno di stato del Ciro Spontone.
[Ciro Spontone. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
[894] Discorsi Politici di Paolo Paruta.
(Paolo Paruta]
(895]Libault his Country farme.
[Charles Estienne; edited by Jean Liébault
(Libault), and translated from French by Richard
Surphlet (STC 10547-10548)]
(896]Gardners labyrinth by Didyinus Montaine (j].
(Didymus Mountain (i.e. Thomas Hill) (STC
13485-13489)]
(897] Sir francis Bacon of the Proficiencie &
advancemt of Learning.
[Francis Bacon, Viscount St Albans (STC 1164)]
(898]Lusinge of the beginning continuance, & decay of
states.
(René de Lucinge (de Lusinge); translated from
French by John Finet (STC 16897)]
(898a] < Della Institutione Morale di Alessandro
Piccolomini >
(Item entered at no.888 above]
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(899] filosofia naturale di Alessandro Piccolomini.
(Alessandro Piccolomini]
(900] Annotationi di Alessandro Piccolomini nel libro
della Poetica d'Aristotj
(. on Aristotle]
(900a] < Paraphrase di A].essandro Piccolomini nella
Retorica d'Aristotele. >
(Item entered at no.1257 below]
[901-904] (Four later additions]
(Lower part of page blank]
[fol.15v (p.24))
Phii.osophi in Octavo.
[905] Aristotelis Opera graecolatjn. voluntina 2.
[Aristotle]
[906] Petrus Gregorius Tolosanus de Republic&.
[Pierre Gregoire Tholosain (Petrus Gregorius
Tholosanus)]
[907) Bodin de RepublicL
[908) Ejusdem Theatrum naturae.
[Jean Bodin (Joannes Bodinus)]
[909] Ioannj Baptistae Portae Magia naturalis.[Giovanni Battista della Porta]
[910] Thomae Bornandi 18. Triades assertionum
Philosophicarum.
[?Thoivas Bornand (BN)]
[911] Vidus Antonius de Coloribus.
(Vidus Antonius Scarinhlionus]
[912] Strozzij Cicognae theatruin lnagiae omnifariae.
[Strozzi (Strozzius) Cigogna (Strozzius Cicogna)]
[913] GeorgJj Agricola de Re metallica cu
Observationib Georgij fabricij.
(Georgius Fabricius Cheninicensis on Georgius
Agricola, the Elder]
(914] Bartholoniaeus Anglicus de reruin Proprietatibus.
(Bartholomaeus Anglicus]
[915] Othonis Casmanni Psychologia, & Questiones marinae.
(Otho Casluannus]
[916] Cardanus de rerum Varietate.
(Girolaino Cardano (Hieronynius Cardanus)]
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(917] fabri Stapulensis Paraphrases Physicae.
(918] Ejusdem Commentaria in Aristotelis Ethica.
(Jacques Le Fèvre d'Etaples (Jacobus Faber
Stapu].ensis) on Aristotle]
(919] Keckermanni Systema Physicum.
(920] Ejusdem Systema ethicum et politicum, et Synopsis
oeconomica.
(921] Ejusdem disputationes politicae speciales
(922] Ejusdem disputationes Ethicae, Oecorioxnicae &
Politicae. item de Consilio, Consiliario, et
Consultatione.
(923] Idem de locatione et loco.
(Bartholomaeus Keckermannus]
(924] Nemesius de nara hoinjs graecolatjn
(Nemesius]
(925] Timpleri Systexna Metaphysicum cum scholijs
Roduiphi Goclenij.
(Rudoiphus (Rodulphus) Goclenius, the Elder, on
Clemens Timpler]
[926] Ejusdem Oeconomica.
[Clemens Tiinpler]
(927] Gregorius Polydorius de bello angelico &
eleinentari.
[Gregorius Polydorius]
(928] Rodulphi Goclenij Physica gnralis et de
magnetica Vulnerum curatione.
(Rodoiphus (Roduiphus) Goclenius, the Younger]
[929] Cornelij Genunae Cosmocritica.
(Cornelius Geinma]
(930] Nicolal Taurelli contra franciscum Piccolomineu
discussiones de coelo.
[Nicolaus Taurellus on Franciscus Piccolomineus
(BN)]
(931] Idem de rerum aeternitate.
(932] loachimi Camerarij Probleinata.
[Joachimus Canierarius, the Elder]
(933] Hierony .j Savanorolae Philosophiae epitome &c:
(Girolamo Savonarola (Hieronymus Savanorola)]
[934] Andreas Baccius de gemarum natura, cum
Annotation ibus Wolfgangi Gabelchoveri.
(Wolfgangus Gabeichoverus on Andrea Bacci
(Baccius)]
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[fol.16r (p.25)]
(935] Sebastianus foxius de Platonis & Aristotelis
consensu.
(Sebastianus Foxius Morzillus on Plato and
Aristotle]
(936] Curaeus de Sensib. item Roduiphi Goclenij
Analysis Aristotelis de Sensu & Sensilib
(Joachimus Cureus (Curaeus). With Rudoiphus
(Roduiphus) Goclenius, the Elder, on Aristotle
(BN))
(937) Lullij Opera.
(?Ramón Lull]
(938] loannes Mariana de Rege & Regis Institutione.
[Juan de Nariana (Joannes Nariana)]
(939] loannis Leslaei episcopi Rossensis < de Rege et
Regis Institutione > Oratio ad Reginam Angliae pro
libertate impetrand
[John Leslie, Bishop of Ross (Joannes Leslaeus)]
(940]Hippolyti a Collibus Princeps, et Aulicus, et de
Nobilitate. flamini Nobilius de hominis
felicitate, de vera et fals voluptate, et de
honore.
(Hippolytus & Collibus. With Flaminio Nobili
(Flaininius Nobilius)]
(941] franciscl. Piccoloininei Ethica.
[?Franciscus Piccolomineus]
[942] Physica hebraeo-latlna.
[Unidentified]
(943] Physiognomia loannis Baptistae Portae.
[Giovanni Battista della Porta. This entry is a
marginal insertion]
(944] Iuljj Pacius de arte Lulliana emendata.
[Julius Pacius. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
[945] Magirus in Aristotelis Ethics.
(946] Ejusdem Physiologia.
[Joannes Nagirus on Aristotle]
(947] losephi Langij loci comrnunes.
[Josephus Langius]
(948) Adagia Pauli Nanutij.
[Paolo Nanuzio (Paulus Manutius) on Desiderius
Erasmus]
(949] loannis Casae Galeatus sive de morib.
(Giovanni della Casa (Joannes Casa)]
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(950] florilegium Ethicopoliticum Jani Gruteri.
volumina 3.(Janus Gruterus]
[951] Georgij Vechneri discursus de nobilitate.(Georgius Vechnerus (BN)]
(952] Lipsius de Constantia[Justus Lipsius]
(953] Ottonis freund flosculi amicitiae.(Otto Freund (BN)]
(954] loannis Heildfeildij (ai] Sphinx theologica-
philosophica [j].(Joannes Heidfeldius, S phinx theo].ogico-
philosoiDhica]
(955] loannes Sarisberiensis de nugis Curialiuju.[Joannes Saresberiensis (Sarisberiensis)]
(956] Caroli Pascatij [j] legatus.(Carlo Pasquale (Carolus Pascalius))
(957] losephus Bonfadius de civilis administrationis
optiin& forms.(Josephus Bonfadius)
(958] loannis loviani Pontani Opera. voluntina 4.[Joannes Jovianus Pontanus]
[959] Doiuitij Brusonij Loci communes.(?Lucius Doinitius Brusonius]
[960] Meichioris Iunij quaestiones politicae. ejusdem
methodus eloquentiae[Melchior Junius (i.e. Johann Sommer)]
[961] Ludovici Granatensis loci communes philosophiae
moralis.(Luis de Granada (Ludovicus Granatensis)]
(962) Ioanflg Austriacus de memorth artificiosa.[Joannes Austriacus]
[963] Pici Mirandulae Strix sive de ludificatione
daemonum.(Giovanni Francesco Pico della Mirandola]
(964] Lemnius de naturae miraculis.(Levinus Leinnius. This entry is a marginal
insert ion]
[965] Nicholai Burchardi Responsiones philosophicae.(?Nicolaus Burchard. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
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[966] Gruteri annota ,joes in Senecae opa
(Janus Gruterus on Lucius Annaeus Seneca. This
entry is a marginal insertion]
(967] Giovanni Botero della raggione di stato.
[968] Ejusdemn discorsi sopra la raggione del stato.
[Giovanni Botero]
(969] La terza parte del tesoro politico.
[Tesoro Iolitico]
[970] Dialogo del honore di Giovanni Battista Possevini.
(Giovanni Battista Possevino, the Elder]
(971] Relations de Marc D'Obregon.
[Marcos de Obregon]
[fol.16v (p.26)]
[972] Il Prencipe di Girolamo frachetta.
[Girolamno Frachetta 3
[973] francesco di Vieri della civile & Regale potestá.
[Francesco de' Vieri (BN)]
[974] Dialoghi di Giovanni Battista Clario
[Giovanni Battista Clario]
(975] Examen di Ingenios por luan Huarte.
[Juan Huarte]
[976] Bernard Palissy des eaux & metaux &c:
[Bernard Palissy]
(977] Apologie del' article primnier du tiers /es/tat.
Traicte de l'< any > annvel et venalite des
offices, par lean Savaron.
[Unidentified. With Jean Savaron]
(978] Discours des changemnent des republiques.
[Unidentified]
(979] L'Ambassadeur par Sieur de Villiers Hotirian
[Jean Hotman, Seigneur de Villiers. QL.. entry
no.452 above]
[980] La Sagesse du Charron.
(Pierre Charron]
[981] Essais de Mo/n/taigne.
(Michel de Moritaigne]
(982] The rich Cabinet.
(Attributed to Thomas Gainsford (STC 11522)]
(983-985] [3 later additions]
[Lower part of page blank]
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(fol.17r (p.27)]
Philosophi in 16. & 32.
(986] loannis Velcurionis Conunentaria Physica.
(Joannes Velcurio on Aristotle]
(987] Propositiones Vniversae philosophiae in Acadeini
Turnonian ppositae
(Unidentified]
(988] Epicteti Enchiridion. Cebetis tabula. Theophrasti
characteres. Pythagoraeorum fragmenta. oia
graecol atj
(Epictetus. With Cebes; Theophrastus; and
Pythagoras]
(989] Speculum aulicarum & politicorum (?politicarum]
quaestionum seu observationuj.
(Secu1um aulicarum atque politicaruni ...; with
contributions by Durus de Pascolo (i.e.
Eberhartus a Weyhe) and others]
(990] Lipsij Politica. & de vna religione liber.
(Justus Lipsius]
(991] franciscus Bacconus [.j] de Sapienti' Veteruin.
(Francis Bacon, Viscount St Albans (STC
1127-1128)]
(992] Othonis Heurnij Barbarica philosophia.
(Otto Heurnius)
(993] Petri Gregorij Tholosani Syntaxis artis mirabilis.
volumina 2.
(994] Ejusdem coinentaria in syntaxin artis mirabilis
volumina 4.
(Pierre Grégoire Tholosain (Petrus Gregorius
Tolosanus)]
(995] Levinus Lemnius de occultis naturae miraculis.
item de vit& optilne instituendT item de
Complexionibus.
(Levinus Leninius]
(996] Corona virtutuin Principe dignarum.
(Walter Quin]
(997] fasciculus florum Ed. [?Edward] Cooke.
(Sir Edward Coke (STC 5528-5529). This entry is a
marginal insertion]
(998] Proverbi Italiani da Orlando Pescetti.
(Orlando Pescetti]
(999] De la constance & consolatione es calamitez
publiques.
(Guillaume Du Vair]
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(1000] Sjr Francis Bacons Essayes.
(Francis Bacon, Viscount St Albans (STC
1137-1145)]
[1001] Io Stephens his satyrical essayes & characters.
(John Stephens (STC 23249-23250.5)]
(lOOla) < Sir francis Bacon his Apologie. >
(Item entered at no.801 above]
[1002-1003] (Two later additions]
(Lower part of page blank]
[fol.17v (p.28)]
Libri Medici & Chyniici in folio et 4.
[1004] Paracelsi Chirurgia magna
(Philipp Aureolus Theophrastus Bombast von
Hohenheiin, called Paracelsus]
[1005] Liber quidam de desti11ationibj gerinanice
scriptus.
(Unidentified.	 entry no.1016 below]
(1006] Galeottus Martius de hoinine; cum Annotationibus
Georgij Merulae.
(Galeottus Martius; edited by Georgius Merula]
[1007] Crollij Basilica chymica.
[Oswaldus Crollius]
[1008] Gregorius Horstius de natur hunian.
(Gregorius Horst (Horstius), the Elder]
(1009] Targuinius Tarpinetus de gutt sive arthritide.
(Unidentified]
[1010] Libavij Aicheinia.
(Andreas Libavius]
(1011] Dispensatorium inedicuin loannis Renodei. Quercetani
pharinacopoea restituta. Nicolal Epiphanij
Empiricus.
[Joannes Renodaeus. With Joseph Du Chesne
(Josephus Quercetanus); and Nicolaus Epiphanius]
(1012] Guilielinus Mennens de Aureo vellere.
[Gulielmus Mennens]
(1013] Ioan	 Baptista Porta de destillationibus.
[1014] Giovanijj. Battista della tramutatione (i]
mettallic (j].
(Giovanni Battista della Porta]
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(1015] Liber quidam germanicus qui aureum Vellus
inscribitur.
(Unidentified]
(1016] Gesner of destillations.
(Conrad Gesner (STC 11800-11801)3
(1017] Iohn Cotta of ignorant practizers in Physique.
(John Cotta (STC 5833-5834)]
(1018] D Dees letter apologetical.
(John Dee (STC 6460-6461)]
(1019] Schola Salernitana in English.
(Salerno, Schola Salernitana; translated from
Latin (STC 21596-21603.3)]
(1020-1026] (Seven later additions]
(Lower part of page blank]
[fol.18r (p.29)]
Medici et Chyinici in 8. et 16.
(1027] flacij disputationes medicae & chymicae.
(Matthias Flacius, the Younger]
(1028] Marcellus Donatus de niirabili histori& medica.
[Marcellus Donatus of Mantua]
(1029] fracastorij opera medica et astronomica.
[Girolamo Fracastoro (Hieronymus Fracastorius)]
(1030] Diodori Euchyontis Polychymia.
[Diodorus Euchyon]
[1031] Paracelsi Curationes 150.
(Philipp Aureolus Theophrastus Bombast von
Hohenheim, called Paracelsus]
(1032] Nicolai Barnaudi epitaphiuin aenigmaticu. triga et
quadriga aurifera.
(Nicolas Barnaud (Nicolaus Barnaudus)]
(1033] Laurentius Ventura de lapide philosophico.
Garlandij Compendium Alchiiniae & de mineralibus.
Tractatus de Alchiinia ex Vincentio
(Laurentius Ventura. With Joannes de Garlandia
(Joannes Garlandius); and Vincentius
Bellovacencis]
(1034] Gesneri Euonyinus.
(Conrad Gesner]
(1035] Iacs Wecherus de Secretis.
(Alessio Piemontese (?i.e. Girolaino Muscelli);
translated from Italian into Latin by Hanss Jacob
Wecker)
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(1036] Confessio Henrici Hunrath [j], germanice.(Henricus Khunrath]
[1037] Hieronvmus Rubeus de desti1lationib[Hieronymus Rubeus]
[1038] loannis Bickeri Hermes redivivus.(Joharines Bickerus]
(1039] Geber Arabs de Aichimia.[Jabir ibn Haiyan, al-Tarasusi (Geber)]
(1040] Andreae Libavij epistolae chymicae.[Andreas Libavius]
[1041) Quercetani diaeteticon polyhistoricon.(1042] Ejusdem pestis Alexicacus.[Joseph Du Chesne (Josephus Quercetanus)]
(1043] Paracelsi opera latiné. voluinina 2.[1044] Ejusdem Archidoxa.(Philipp Aureolus Theophrastus Bombast von
Hohenheim, called Paracelsus]
(1045] Gerardi Dornaei commentaria in ejusdem archidoxa.[Gerardus Dorn (Dornaeus) on Philipp Aureolus
Theophrastus Bombast von Hohenheim, called
Paracelsus]
(1046] Paracelsus de sumis naturae mysterijs.[Philipp Aureolus Theophrastus Bombast von
Hohenheiin, called Paracelsus]
(1047] Leonardi Lessij hygaeasticon (j](Leonardus Lessius, l-Iyciasticon. seu vera ratio
yaletudinis bonae et vitae ... ad extremam
senectuteni conservandae]
[1048] francisci Valeriolae loci communes medecinae.[1049] Ejusdein observationes inedecinales.(Franciscus Valleriola (Valeriola). Entry no.1049
is a marginal insertion]
[1050] Georgj	 Schenckius de exotericis experiinentis[Johann Georg Schenck (Joannes Georgius
Schenckius)]
[1051] Tobiae Knockbolchij (jQ] disputationes anatomicae& psychologicae.[Tobias Knobloch]
(1052] francisci Valeriolae observationes medecinales[QL. entry no.1049 above]
[1053] Laurentius loubart [sic] des erreurs touchant la
medecin[1054] Ident Latiné.(Laurent Joubert]
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(1055] Timothei Willisij propositiones tentationu.
(Timothy Willis (Tilnotheus Willisius) (STC
25733)]
(1056) Laurentij Vltrajectini Institutiones medeciriae.
[Unidentified)
[1057] Hippocratis Aphorismi cum paraphrasi loannis
Lygaei.
(Hippocrates; with paraphrase of Jean Lyege
(Joannes Lygaeus)]
[1058] Idem cum Observationibus loannis Heurnij.(Joannes Heurnius on Hippocrates]
[fol.18v (p.30)]
[1059] Petri Bayri enchiridion inedecinae
(Pietro Bairo (Petrus Bayrus)]
(1060] Baptiste Platine d'honeste volupté pour observer
samté (j]
(Bartholoinaeus Sacchi de Platina (Baptiste
Platine)]
[1060a] < Gemini his Anatomy. >
[1060b] < Leorthardi Turnheisseri historia plantarum, seu de
huinano corpore. >
[1061-1062] (Two later additions]
[Vacant space]
Scriptores. Mathematici in folio.
[1063] Leovitij Ephemerides.
[Cyprianus von Leowitz (Cyprianus Leovitius)]
[1064] Vieta de numerosa Potestatum resolutione.
[1065] Ejusdein zetetica.
[Franciscus Vieta)
[1066] Ejusdem expostulatio cum Clavio.
[. on Christophorus Clavius]
[1067] Ejusdem Apollonius Gallus.
[. on Apollonius Pergaeus]
(1068) Ejusdem relatio Calendarij Gregoriani.
(n.]
(1069] Idem de aequationibus.
[. (BN))
[1070] Euclidis elemta per franciscuin flussatem.
(Franois de Foix (Franciscus Flussas) on Euclid]
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(1071] Baptistae Benedicti speculationes Mathematicae et
Physicae.
[Giovanni Battista Benedetti (Joannes Baptista
Benedictus)]
(1072] Euclidis elementa per federicum Couuandinum.
(Federigo Commandino (Federicus Coinmandinus) on
Euclid]
(1073] Pappus Alexandrinus cuin Comentari1s federici
Conuandini.
(Federigo Commandino on Pappus of Alexandria
(Alexandrinus)]
[1074] Petri Nonij Salaciensis opera.
[Pedro Nuiiez (Petrus Nonius)]
[1075] Guidubaldi Mechanica.
[Guidubaldo del Monte]
(1076] Idem in Archiinedis aequiponderantia.
(. on Archimedes]
[fol.19r (p.31)]
(1077] Ejusdem Perspectiva.
(1078] Ejusdem Planisphaeria.
(fl.]
[1079] Tychonis-Brahae Astronomiae instauratae mechanica.
(Tycho Brahe]
[1080] Hieronymi de Hangest liber Proportionum.
[Jerome de Hangest]
[1081] Aihazen Arabs de 0ptic, de Crepusculis & nubium
ascensionibus.
[Hasan ibn Hasan, called Ibn al-Haitham
(Alhazen)]
(1082] Vitellionis Optica.
(Vitellio]
[1083] Ptoloinaei (jQ] opera omnia praeter geographiam.
Proc lus Diadochus.
[Claudius Ptoleinaeus. With Proclus Diadochus]
(1084] Sphaera cum Comentarijs Esculani, Baptistae
Capuani, fabri Stapulensis, Theodosij, Michaelis
Scoti, Petri de Aliaco, Roberti Linconiensis (j],
Campani, loannis de monte regio.
(Joannes de Sacro Bosco; with commentaries by
Francesco degli Stabili, called Cecco d'Ascoli
(Cicchus Esculanus); Franciscus (afterwards
Joannes Baptista) Capuanus; Jacques Le Fèvre
d'Etaples (Faber Stapulensis); Theodosius of
Tripoli; Sir Michael Scott (Scotus); Petrus de
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Alliaco (Aliaco); Robert Grosseteste (Robertus
Lincolinensis); Campanus Novariensis; and Johann
Mueller Regiomontanus]
(1085] Hali de Iudicijs.
('All ibn Abi, al-Rijal, al-Shaibani (Albohazen
Hali)]
(1086] Hypomnemata Mathematica Mauritij Auraici per
Simonem Stevinuni.
(Simon Stevin (Stevinus)]
[1087] Bellantij defenslo astrologiae contra Ioanfl Picuin
Mirandulanum.
(Lucius Bellantius on Giovanni Pico della
Mirandola (Joannes Picus Mirandula)]
[1088] Tho	 Bravardini geoxnetria speculativa.
(Thomas Bradwardinus (Bravardinus)]
(1089] Gilbertus de Magnete.
(William Gilbert]
[1090] Vitruvij Architectura cum conunentarils Danielis
Barbari.
[Daniello Barbaro (Daniel Barbarus) on Marcus
Vitruvius Pollio)
(1091] Hieronyini Cock schenata Architecturae.
[Hieronymus Cock]
(1092] Sextus Empyricus contra Mathematicos. Pyrrhonianae
hypotheses. Claudius Galenus contra Academicos &
Pyrrhonios.
(Sextus Enipiricus. With Claudius Galenus]
(1093] Della Architettura di Giovanni Antonio Rusconi.
(Giovanni Antonio Rusconi]
[1094] Valentino Pini de gl'horologi solari.
[Valentino Pini (Italian STC)]
(1095] L'idea della architettura di Vincenzo Scammozzi.
(Vincenzo Scamozzi]
[1096] Musica del Gioseffo Zarlino.
(Gioseffo Zarlino. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
(1097] Shute of the groundes of Architecture.
(John Shute (STC 22464-22465.5)]
(1098] Digges his Pantoinetrie.
(Leonard Digges, the Elder (STC 6859)]
(1099] Blackgraves [j] Mathematical lewell.
[John Blagrave (STC 3119)]
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(1100] Hoodes Analeine.
(?Thoinas Hood]
(1101] Hoode vpon Ptolonies (j) sectors.
(?. on Claudius Ptolemaeus]
(1102) Lomazius of painting & carving englished by
Haydocke.
(Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo; translated from Italian
by Richard Haydocke (STC 16698)]
(1103] Morley his practical Musicke.
(Thomas Morley (STC 18133-18134)]
[1104-1113] (Ten later additions]
[fol.l9v (p.32)]
Matheinatici in Quarto.
(1114] Petri Rami Arithmetica & Geoinetria et scholae
Mathematicae, oia per Lazarum Schonerum
illustrata.
(Lazarus Schonerus on Pierre de La Ramée (Petrus
Ramus)]
(1115] lofrancus Offusius de divina astrorum facultate.
[Joannes Francus (Jofrancus) Offusius]
[1116] lunctini speculum astronoinicum.
(Francesco Giuntini (Franciscus Junctinus)]
[1117] Christophj Clavij Astrolabium.
[1118) Ejusdem Instruinentum horologicum.
[Christophorus Clavius]
(1119] Idem in Sphaeram loannis de sacro bosco.
[. on Joannes de Sacro Bosco]
[1120] Ejusdem geometria practica
(1121] francisci Silij (j] dianola astronomica contra
Galilaei Nuncium sydereum. Item Iulij Caesaris La
Galla contra Galilaei Phaenoinena.
(Franciscus Sitius and Julius Caesar La Galla on
Galileo Galilel]
(1122] Pauli Galuccij theatruin mundi & temporis.
[Giovanni Paolo Gallucci]
[1123] Orontius fineus de solaribus horologijs &
Quadrant ibus.
(Oronce Fine (Orontius Fineus)]
(1124] francisci Maurolyci opuscula Mathematica.
(Francesco Maurolico (Franciscus Maurolycus)]
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[1125] Petri Appiafli Cosinographia.(Petrus Apianus]
(1126] losephi Scalae Ephemerides.
[Josephus Scala)
(1127] Petrus Bungus de numerorum mysterijs.[Petrus Bongus (Bungus)]
[1128] Maginus de planis triangulis & dimetiendi ratione.
[1129] Ejusdem Ephemerides.(Giovanni Antonio Magini (Joannes Antonius
Maginus))
(1130] Ioanfl Paduanius de horologijs(Giovanni Padovani (Joannes Paduanius)]
(1131) Ioanfl Caniillus de theoremate geometrico, &
problemate arithinetico Diophanti(?Joannes Camillus Genuensis. With Diophantus
Alexandrinus)
[1132) Michaelis Stifelij arithmetica.(Michael Stifel (Stifelius)]
(1133] Hugonis Grotij A1IJCVCUPCTIKfl[Hugo de Groot (Grotius)]
[1134] Henricus Monantholius de puncto.(Henricus Monanthol ius]
(1135) loannis Dee Propaedeumata aphoristica[John Dee (STC 6463-6464)]
(1136) Mysterium Arithmeticuin.[Unidentified]
(1137) Ambrosius floridus de annis climatericis ac diebus
criticis.(Aitibrosius Floridus]
(1138] Defensio Hieronymi Savanorolae de astrologi
divinatrice.[Girolaino Savonarola (Hieronymus Savanorola))
(1139] Tychonis-brahae epistolae astrononiicae.(Tycho Brahe)
[1140] Erasini Rheinoldi tabulae Prutenicae.(Erasmus Reinhold)
(1141] Leo Baptista Albertus de Architectura.(Leon Battista Alberti (Albertus)]
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(fol.20r (p.33)]
[1142) Adriani Romani Ouranographia. Machometus Badgedinus
de superficierum divisionibus lordanus de
ponderositate &c.(Adrianus Romanus. With Muhammad Al-Baghdadi(Machometo Bagdedino); and Jordanus Neniorarius]
(1143] Sixti ab Heminga refutatlo astrologiae.(Sixtus ab Hemminga]
[1144] Euclidis Phaenoinena per losephum Auriam.[Euclid; translated from Greek by Josephus Auria]
[1145] Hieronis [j] Alexandrini spiritalium liber
graecol atjjj[Hero of Alexandria (Alexandrinus))
[1146] Bartholomei Pitisci trigonometria & probleinata
varia.[Bartholomaeus Pitiscus]
[1147] Sebastiani Metensis bellum Musicale.(Claudius Sebastiani]
[1148] loannis Peckam Perspectiva communis.(Joannes Peckhani, Archbishop of Canterbury]
(1149] Salignaci Arithnietica.[Bernardus Salignacus]
[1150] Aristotelis Mechanica graecolatjn cu commentarils
Henrici Monantholij(Henricus Monantholius on Aristotle]
[1151] Petri Ryff quaestiones in Euclidis & Rami elementa.[Petrus Ryff on Euclid and Pierre de La Ramée(Petrus Rainus)]
(1152] lacobus Christinannus de doctrina sinuum.[Jacobus Christniannus]
[1153] Hieronymi Wolf ij astrologia.(?Hieronyiuus Wolf ius]
(1154) < Hieronynius > Henricus Hofinannus de octante
gaeodetico.(Heinrich Hofniann]
[1155] Baptista Porta de refractione optices.[Giovanni Battista della Porta (BN)]
[1156] Paolo Galucci di Instrumenti di astronomia[Giovanni Paolo Gallucci]
(1157] loseppo Vnicorno de l'arithmetica vniversale.(Giuseppe Unicorni]
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(1158] La Tiberiade de Bartolo Sassoferato.(Bartolus de Saxoferrato (Bartole da
Sassoferrato)]
(1159] Herone Alessandrino de gli automati.(Hero of Alexandria (Alexandrinus)]
(1160] Antonio Lupicini de la verghe astronoiniche.[Antonio Lupicini]
(1161] Alessandrino [j] Piccolomini della sfera.[Alessandro Piccoloinini]
(1162] Proteo inilitare di Bartolomeo Romano.(Bartolomeo Rolnano]
(1163] L'Algebra di Rafael Bombelli(Rafael Bombelli]
(1164] Opere del Nicolo Tartaglia.(1165] Arithinetica di Tartaglia. voluinina 2.[Niccolô Tartaglia]
(1166] Diego de Sagredo de l'architecture antique.(Diego de Sagredo]
(1167] Oronce de la practique de la geometrie.(Oronce Fine]
(1168] L'Henrimetre d'Henry de Suberville.(Henri de Suberville]
[1169] De l'vsage du Cosinimetre (j] de laques Chauvet.[Jacques Chauvet, Instruction et usa ge du
cosinolnetre]
(1170] Viginere (.j] des chifres [j].[Blaise de Vigenere]
(1171] Digges his Tectonicon(Leonard Digges, the Elder (STC 6849.5-6853)]
(1172] Tho	 Bedwell of geometrical noinbers [j].(Lazarus Schonerus; translated by William Bedwell(STC 21825)]
(1173] Digges his Prognostication.(Leonard Digges, the Elder (STC 435.35-435.59)]
[fol.20v (p.34)]
(1174] folkingham of Surveying.(William Folkingham (STC 11123)]
(1175] Arithmetical questions touching annuities, leases
(Richard Witt (STC 25931)]
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[1176) Speidels table of sines tangents and secants.
(John Speidell (STC 23060.5)]
[1177) Recordes Whetstone of witte.
[Robert Record (STC 20820))
(1178] Bornes [j] Regiment for sea corrected by Hoode
(Thomas Hood on William Bourne (STC 3427-3429)]
(1179] Davis of the sea-mans secrets. Normans new
attractive. Discours of the variation of the
compasse. Martin Curtez of the arte of navigation.
Normans safegarde of sailers.
[John Davis, Navigator (STC 6368.4-6369). With
Robert Norman (STC 18647-18652) (includes William
Borough); Martin Cortes (Curtes); translated from
Spanish by Richard Eden (STC 5798-5805); and
Safeciard of sailers; translated from Dutch by
Robert Norman (STC 21545-21550)]
[1180] Wright of the errors of navigation.
[Edward Wright (STC 26019-26020))
[1181] Magnetical Advertisements.
[William Barlow, Archdeacon of Salisbury (STC
1442)]
(1182] John Speidels geometrical extraction.
[John Speidell (STC 23061-23062)]
[1183] Theoriche de' Pianeti di Alessandro Piccolomini.
[Alessandro Piccolomini]
(1184] losephus Blancanus de Matheinaticaruin natura,
chronologia et exeinplis ab Aristotele passilu
adhibitis.
[Josephus Blancanus]
(1185-1186] [Two later additions]
(Lower part of page blank]
[fol.21r (p.35)]
Mathematici in 8 & 16.
(1187] Euclidis elementa graecolatjn
[Euclid]
[1188] Christophorus Clavius in Euc].idis elementa
volumina 2.
[Christophorus Clavius on Euclid]
(1189] Ranzovius de genethliacis.
[Heinrich Rantzau (Henricus Ranzovius)]
[1190] Timpleri systema opticae et physiognomiae.
[Clemens Timpler. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
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(1191] Logarithmorum chilias prima.(Henry Briggs (STC 3741). This entry entry is a
marginal insertion]
(1192] Thurecensis de Cometis. Levinus Lemnius de
astrologia. Censorinus de die natali.[?Conradus de Mure (Conradus Thurecensis). With
Levinus Lemnius; and Censorinus]
(1193] A1exand Piccoloineneus in Aristotelis niechanica.[Alessandro Piccoloinini on Aristotle]
[1194] Calendarium Gregorianu perpetuum.(Gregorian Calendar]
(1195] Vrstitij Arithmetica.(Christian Wurstisen (Christianus Urstitius)]
(1196] Lydiat de varijs annorum formis.[Thomas Lydiat (STC 17040, 17047)]
[1197] Adriani Metij Trigonometria.[Adriaan (sic) Metius]
(1198] loannes Magirus de arte musica.[Joannes Magirus]
[1199] Othonis Casmanni astrologia chronographia et
astromanteia.[Otho Casmannus)
[1200] Barocij Cosniographia.[Francesco Barozzi (Franciscus Barocius)]
(1201] Petri Grugeri [jQ] Synopsis trigonometriae.[Petrus Cruegerus (Crugerus)]
[1202] Snellius in Rami arithxneticam cu explicationib
Schoneri Salignaci Vrstitij.[Willebrodus Snellius, Lazarus Schonerus,
Bernardus Salignacus, and Christian Wurstisen(Christianus Urstitius) on Pierre de La Rainée(Petrus Ramus)]
[1203] Casparis Waseri arithinetica Institutio.[Caspar Waser (Casparus Waserus) (BN)]
(1204] Keckermanni Systema astronomicuin.(Bartholomaeus Keckerinannus (BN)]
(1205] Elias Vinetus, Pierlus Valerianus, et Petrus Nonius
in sphaeram loannis de sacro bosco.[Elie Vinet (Elias Vinetus), Giovanni Pierio
Valeriano Boizani (Pierius Valerianus), and Pedro
Nuiez (Petrus Nonius), on Joannes de Sacro Bosco]
(1206] Pedro Nunez de Algebra.(Pedro Nunez]
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(1207] L'arithmetique de Simon Stevin.(Simon Stevin]
[1208] L'arithmetique de Nicolas Tartaglia.(NiccolO Tartaglia]
[1209] < Brerewood of the > circumference of the earth by
Sir Dudley Digges.(Sir Dudley Digges (STC 6847)]
(1210] Hoptons Concordance.(Arthur Hopton (STC 13778-13780)]
[1211] loannis-Henrici Alstedij methodus admirandorum
mathematicoruj.(Johann Heinrich Aisted]
[1212] Calendarium Gregorianum perpetuum.[Another copy or edition of entry no.1194 above]
[1213] Aires de Cour A quatre et cinq parties par Pierre
Guedron.(Pierre Guédron (BN)]
[1214] loannis Lantz Institutiones Arithmeticae.(Joannes Lantz]
(1215] Memoires Matheinatiques par Denis Henrion.(Denis Henrion (BN) J
[1216] loannis Neperi Rabdologia.(John Napier (Neper)]
(1217] Nepair of Logarithines, englished by Ed. (?Edward]
Wright.(.4. (Nepair); translated from Latin by Edward
Wright (STC 18351-18352)]
(1218] New Invention for accoumpt(Unidentified]
[fol.21v (p.36)]
Vocabularij & granuatici.
(1219] Minshaeus dictionarie of eleven languages.(John Minsheu (STC 17944)]
(1220] loannis Avenarij lexicon hebraicum.(Johann Habermann of Eger (Joannes Avenarius)]
(1221] Suidas graece.[Suidas]
(1222] Etymologicum Magnum. graec.[Magnum etymolog icum graecae 1inuae (Adams
E:966)]
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(1223] Gulielmi Budaei lexicon graecolatJj(Guillaulne Budé (Gulielinus Budaeus)
(1224] Scapulae lexicon graecolatj[Joannes Scapula]
(1225] Thomae Thoinasij dictionarium Anglicolatinum(Thomas Thomasius. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
(1226] Minsheus dictionary spanish & english.[Richard Percyvall; enlarged by John Minsheu (STC
19620-19621)]
(1227] Iosuae Pictorij dictionarium germanico-latinum.(Josue Mahier (Josua Pictorius)]
[1228] florios dictionary Italian & English.[John Florio (STC 11098-11099)]
[1229] Le grand dictionaire francois-latin.([Geneva], 1606. 40 etc.]
(1230] Clenardi et Antesignani graxnjatica graeca.[Nicolaus Clenardus and Pierre Davantes, called
Antesignanus)]
[1231] florios first and second fruites.(John F].orio (STC 11096-11097)]
(1232] Holibands dictionary french and english. 2 volumina[Claude de Sainliens (Claudius Holiband)]
[1233] Theodori & Israelis de Brye Aiphabeta &
Characteres.[Johann Theodor de Bry and Johann Israel de Bry]
[1234] Catalogus librorum Bibiothecae Oxoniensis.
2 voluinina(Thomas James (STC 14449-14449.5)]
(1235] Richardi Percival bibliotheca Hispanica(Richard Percyvall (STC 19619)]
(1236] Onomasticuin philosophico-inedicum & Paracelsicum.(Michael Toxites on Philipp Aureolus
Theophrastus Bombast von Hohenheim, called
Paracelsus]
[1237] Helfrici Eme1ij Nomenclator quadrilinguis.(Helfricus Emmelius (Adams E:152)]
(1238] Eilhardi Lubini Antiquarius[Eilhard Lubin (Eilhardus Lubinus)]
(1239] Dictionariuin Italico-latinuin.(Filippo Venuti]
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[1240] Holibands french schoole-niaister
[Claude de Sainliens (Claudius Holiband)]
[1241] A Dixionarie French & English p' (?p] Cotgraue
(Randle Cotgrave (STC 5830). This entry is a
marginal insertion]
(1242] Granuatica hebralca Tho 	 Blebelij.
(Thomas Blebelius (Adams B:2105))
(1243] Grainmatica hebraica Ioannj Avenarij
(Johann Habermann of Eger (Joannes Avenarius)]
(1244] Grammatica hebraica Petri Martinij.
(Petrus Martinius]
[1245] Gramrnatica hebraica Nicolai Clenardi.
[Nicolaus Clenardus]
[1246] Grammatica hebraica Lucae Osiandri
[Lucas Osiander, the Elder (Adams 0:367)]
(1247] Grammatica Latino-francica Petri Rami.
[Pierre de La Ramée (Petrus Ramus)]
(1248] Baptista Porta de occultis literarum notis.
[Giovanni Battista della Porta]
(1249-1252] (Four later additions]
(fol.22r (p.37)]
Rhetoricae Scriptores. hic titulus
ante praecedentem collocandus.
[1253] Aristotelis Rhetorica graecé
(Aristotle]
[1254] Petri Rami in selectiores Ciceronis orjones et
libros praelectiones ejusdem distinctiones
rhetoricae. Platonis epistolae.
(Pierre de La Ramée (Petrus Ramus) on Marcus
Tullius Cicero and on the E pistolae attributed to
Plato]
[1255] Zenobius Bonaccursius de oratoris Institutione.
[Unidentified]
[1256] Retorica d'Aristotele tradotti da Alessandro
Piccolomeni.
[1257] Parafrase di Alessandro Piccolomini nella Retorica
d 'Aristotele.
(Aristotle; translated and paraphrased by
Alessandro Piccolomini
[1258] Ciceronis opera omnia.
[Marcus Tullius Cicero]
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(1259] Quintilianus.(This entry is a marginal insertion]
[1260] Antonius Riccobonus in Aristotelis Rhetoricam.[Antonio Riccoboni on Aristotle]
(1261] Bartholomaei Keckermanni systema Rhetoricum.[Bartholomaeus Keckermannus (BN)]
(1262] Baptista Chiodinus in Aristotelis Rhetoricam.(?Joannes Baptista Chiodinus on Aristotle]
[1263] De l'eloquence francois (jQ] par Sr (?Sleur] Da
vai[Guillaume Du Vair]
(Lower part of page blank]
[fol.22v (p.38)]
Variarum reruin sive proiniscuae
doctrinae Scriptores in folio et 4S•
(1264] Laelij Bisciolae horae subsecivae.(Lelio Bisciola]
[1265] Athenaeus graecolatjn cum annotationibus Causaboni
( j ] volumina 2.[Isaac Casaubon on Athenaeus Naucratita's
Deipnosophistae]
[1266] Adriani Turnebi Adversaria.(Adrianus Turnebus]
[1267] Budaeus de Asse.(Guillaulne Budé (Gulielmus Budaeus)]
[1268] Macrobius.[Ambrosius Theodosius Macrobius]
(1269] The Customers Replye.(Thomas Mules (STC 17932)]
(1270) lusti Lipsij opera Critica(Justus Lipsius]
[1271] Cassiodorus.(Flavius Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus Senator]
(1272] loannis Meursij Orchestra.[Joannes Meursius, the Elder. This entry is a
marginal insertion)
[1273] Andraeae [j] Schotti observationes huinanae.
Caroli Langij in Ciceronem annotationes. Procli
Chrestomathia(Andreas Schottus. With Carolus Langius on Marcus
Tullius Cicero and Proclus Diadochus]
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(1274) Nicolai fabri opuscula.(Nicolas Le Fèvre (Nicolas Faber)]
(1275] Petri Pithoei Opera.(Pierre Pithou, the Younger (Petrus Pithoeus)]
(1276] Longi Pastoralia graecé cum notis Columbanij.(Raphael Columbanius on Longus)
(1277] Pauli Scaligerae Panepisteinon voluinina 2.(Paulus Scalichius (Scaliger)]
(1278] lacobus Capellus de ponderibus nuinjis et inensuris.(Jacques Cappel (Jacobus Capellus), third of the
name]
(1279] Varij scriptores de Monetis & re nuinariL(Renerus Budelius]
(1280] Thebit ben Corat de tribus iinaginibus magicis.(Thabit ibn Kurrah, Al-Harrani (Thebit ben-Kora)]
[1281] loannis Casae Monuinenta Latina.[Giovanni della Casa (Joannes Casa)]
(1282] Michaelis Mayeri hieroglyphica Aegyptio-graeca.[Michael Maierus (Mayerus)]
(1283] loannis Genesij Sepulvedae opera omnia.[Joannes Genesius de Sepulveda
(1284] Brerewood de ponderibus et pretijs veterum
nuimnorum.(Edward Brerewood (STC 3612)]
(1285] Trattato sopra la carestia et fame.(Unidentified]
(1286] Cento novelle di francesco Sansovino.(Francesco Sansovino]
[1287] Images de Philostrate avec annotations de Blaise de
Viginere (j].(1288] La suite de Philostrate.(Philostratus, the Elder; translated from Greek
by Blaise de Vigenère. Entry no.1288 is a
marginal insertion]
(1289] Traitte des chifres (j] par Blaise de Viginere
t].(Another copy or edition of entry no.1170 above)
(1290] Desseins & ( j ] Professions nobles par Antoine de
la Val.(Antoine de Laval, Desseins de professions nobles
et tubliaues]
[1291] Le jeu des eshecs.
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(1292] lacques Besson de l'art de trouver les eaux cachees
soubs terre.
(Jacques Besson]
(1293] La Venerie de laques du fouilloux.
(Jacques Du Fouilloux]
(1294] Response a Bodin touchant l'encherissement des
choses.
(Jean Bodin]
(1295] Simon Sturtevant his Metallica.
(Simon Sturtevant]
(1296] A jewell for gentrye.
(T. S. (STC 21520)]
(fol.23r (p.39)]
(1297] The vse of silke-wormes.
(Olivier de Serres; translated from French by
Nicholas Geffe (STC 22249-22249.3)]
(1298] Increase of mulbery trees.
(1299] Country husbandry.
[Unidentified]
[1300] Country contentments.
(1301] Second booke of the English husband-man.
(Gervase Markham (STC 17342, 17356-l7356a)]
(1302] The Duello.
[John Selden (STC 22171)]
(1303] His Maj.. ties edicte against duells.
(1304] His coltuj!ission concerning Baronets.
[1305] His speech at White-hall. 1607.
(?King James I]
(1306] An order of equality for seasements.
(Charles Gibbon (STC 11817)]
(1307] A thousand notable thinges.
(Thomas Lupton (STC 16955-16959.5)]
(1308] Sjr francis Bacons charge concerning duels.
[Francis Bacon, Viscount St Albans (STC 1125)]
(1309] Earle of Salsberyes answeare to certaine
scanda louse papers.
(Robert Cecil, Earl of Salisbury (STC
4895-4895.3)]
[1310] Pietra del Paragone politico.
(Unidentified]
[l3lOa] < The bell-mans night-walkes. >
(Item entered at no.644 above]
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(1311] The office of generall reinenthrance.
((STC 18788)]
(1312] A commission for the court of Wardes.
(Unidentified]
(1313-1314] (Two later additions]
(Lower part of page blank]
(fol.23v (p.40)]
Proiniscuae doctrinae scriptores in 8. & 16.
(1315] Robertus Cenalis de inensurarum pondere & ratione.
[Robertus Cenal is]
(1316] Nicolai Cisneri opuscula.
[Nicolaus Cisner (Cisnerus)]
(1317] Theophylacti Siinocati opuscula.
[Theophilact S itnocatta]
(1318] Lucianus graece. volumina 2.
(?Lucian of Samosata]
[1319] Alexander ab Alexandro.
[Alexander ab Alexandro)
[1320] Angeli Politiani opera varia.
(Angelo Ambrogini Poliziano (Angelus Politianus)]
(1321] Petri Nannij Miscellanea.
(Petrus Nannius]
[1322] Augustinus Niphus de ainore & de Pulchro.
[Augustinus Niphus Suesanus]
[1323] Tho	 Mon opuscula.
(?St Thomas More (Thomas Morus)]
(1324] Guido Pancirolus de rebus ohm deperditis vel
recens inventis volumina 2.
(Guido Panciroli (Pancirolus)]
[1325] losephus Scaliger de re numaria.
(Joseph Juste Scahiger. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
[1326] Attica Behlaria lacobi Pontani.
[Jacobus Spanxnuehler Pontanus. This entry is a
marginal insertion]
[1327] Ephormionis [j) Satyrici Apologia
[Euphormio Lusininus (i.e. John Barclay))
[1328) Petronij Arbitri Satyricon & fragmenta cu varioru
Annotationibus.
(Titus Petronius Arbiter]
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[1329) Del governe de la courte d'vn signor in Roma.[Unidentified]
(1330] facetie da Lodovico Domenichi.(Lodovico Domenichi]
[1331] facetie da Christoforo Zabata.[Cristoforo Zabata]
[1332] Il riposo di Raffaelo Borghini.[Raffaello Borghini]
(1333] M. (?Messer] Antonio !'Iassa contra l'vso del duello.(Antonio Massa)
[1334] Della selva di varia lettione.[Another copy or edition of entry no.764 above]
[1335] Bodin de la deinonomanie des sorciers : de le
rehauseinent & diminution des monnoyes :
rythiuomachie ou jeu des philosophes.(Jean Bodin]
[1336] loci du Vair.(?Guillauine Du Vair]
[1337] Satyre Menippee.(Menippean Satire]
[1338] Les Bigarrures du Seigneur des Accords.(Seigneur Des Accords (i.e. Etienne Tabourot))
(1339] Poste del inondo.
[QL. Richard Verstegan (STC 21360))
[1340] Gerard de Malyne his Canker of Englands Coinon-
wealth.(Gerard de Malynes)
(1340a] < Sir Tho	 Overberyes characters & poem of a wife. >
(Lower part of page blank]
(fol.24r (p.41)]
Potae in folio & quarto.
(1341] Eustathij in Homerum volumen unum graecé[Eustathius, Archbishop of Thessalonica on Homer)
[1342] Lucanus cum cominentarils Lamberti Hortensij &
loannis Sulpitij Verulani.[Lambertus Hortensius and Joannes Sulpicius(Sulpitius) Verulanus on Marcus Annaeus
Lucanus]
[1343] Chaucers workes.[Geoffrey Chaucer (STC 5068-5081)]
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[1344) lanus Douza de rebus Hollandicis.
[?Janus Dousa (D uza)]
[1345) Dionysij Alexandrini ircptnynai graecé cmii
conrn ntarlis Eustathij. AEthici Cosmographia cum
scholijs Sunleri. Pomponius Mela cum notis Ioanj
Olivarij. Solini Po1yhistorj, cum elucidationibus
Martini del Rio.
[a. Eustathius, Archbishop of Thessalonica on
Dionysius Periegetes (Dionysius
Alexandrinus).
b. Josias Simler on Aethicus.
C. Petrus Joannes Olivarius on Poinponius Mela.
d. Martinus Antonius del Rio on Caius Julius
Solinus]
(1346] Hugonis Grotij Syntagina Arataeorum.
[Hugo de Groot (Hugo Grotius) on Aratus of Soli]
[1347] luvenalis cmii veteris scholiastae, loannis
Britannici, Petri Pithoei, Caelij Secundi Curionis,
Pulmanni Notis et varijs lectionibus. Persi	 cum
Commentarils Cornuti & notis Eliae Vineti, Pithoei,
Theodori Marsilij, loannis Tornorupae.
[a. Decimus Junius Juvenalis, with commentaries
by Joannes Britannicus; Pierre Pithou, the
Younger (Petrus Pithoeus); Caelius Secundus
Curio; and Theodorus Pulinannus.
b. Aulus Persius Flaccus, with commentaries by
Lucius Annaeus Cornutus; Elie Vinet (Elias
Vinetus); Pierre Pithou, the Younger;
Theodorus Marcilius (Marsilius); and Joannes
Tornorupaeus)
[1348] Cuids metainorph. [?metamorphoses] French.!
(This entry is a marginal insertion)
(1349] Horatius cum Commentarils Lambini.
[Dionysius Lambinus on Quintus Horatius Flaccus]
[1350) Laurentij Rhodomanni Palaestina graeco1atin
[Laurent ius Rhodomannus)
[1351] Thomae Deinpsteri Panegyricus.
(Thomas Dempster (Deinpsterus) (STC 6580.4)]
[1352] francisci Portae Decas medica.
(?Franciscus Porta]
(1353) luvenalis cmii paraphrasi federici Ceruti. Persius
cum paraphrasi frischlini, & commentarils Valentini
Voisci, Engenlini (sic] & foquelini. vno volumine
[a. Decimus Junius Juvenalis; paraphrased by
Federicus Cerutus.
b. Aulus Persius Flaccus; paraphrased by
Nicodemus Frischlin (FrischliflUS) and with
commentaries by Philippus Valentinus,
Antonius Voiscus; PhilippUs Engelbrecht
Engentinus; and Antonius Foquelinus]
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[1354] Sibyllina oracula graecolatina
(Sibylline Oracles]
(1355] Lycophronis Cassandra graecolat.jn cum
Annotationibus Canteri, loannis francisci Pici
Mirandulae de auro. Lazarus Bayfius de re
Vestiaria, navali, et de vasculis. Thylesius de
< vasculis > coloribus &c.
[a. Lycophron; edited by Joannes Tzetzes; Latin
translation by Gulielmus Canterus.
b. Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (Picus
Mirandula).
c. Lazare de Baif (Lazarus Bayfius).
d. Antonius Thylesius]
[1356] Manilius cum notis losephi Scaligeri
(Joseph Juste Scaliger on Marcus Manilius]
[1357] William Alexanders Monarchique tragoedies.
[William Alexander (STC 343-344)]
(1358] The Philosophers Satyrs by Robert Anton.
[Robert Anton (STC 686)]
[1359] Ariostos Satyrs.
(Lodovico Ariosto; translated into English (STC
744-745)]
[1360-1364) [Five later additions]
(fol.24v (p.42)]
Potae in 8'. & 16.
(1365) Virgilius cum commentarils loannis a Meyen.
[Joannes a Meyen on Publius Virgilius Naro]
[1366] luvenalis & Persius cum commentarlis Bernardi
Autuinni.
(Bernard Automne (Bernardus Autumnus) on Decimus
Junius Juvenalis and Aulus Persius Flaccus]
[1367] Lucretius cum conunentarils Lambini.
(Dionysius Lambinus on Titus Lucretius Carus]
[1368] Persius cum conunentarils Causaboni [j].
[Isaac Casaubon on Aulus Persius Flaccus]
(1369] Horatius cum notis Danielis Heinsij.
[Daniel Heinsius on Quintus Horatius Flaccus]
[1370] Horatius cum notis 10. Bonde.
[John Bond on the same (STC 13790a). This entry
is a marginal insertion]
(1371] Martialis cum commentariolis Thomae farnaby
(Thomas Farnaby on Marcus Valerius Martialis (STC
17492). This is a marginal insertion]
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[1372] Lamb rti Danaei Cosinographia Poetica.[Lambert Daneau (La bertus Danaeus)]
(1373) Apollonij Argonautica cum scholijs graecé.[Apollonius Rhodius]
(1374] Theognidis yviat
[Theognis]
(1375] Hieronymi Vidae poernata.[Marcus Hieronymus Vida]
(1376] Tutte le opere del Bernia.[Francesco Berni (Bernia)]
(1377] Certaine smalle poems of Daniels.(Samuel Daniel, Poet and Historian (STC 6239)]
[1378] Abuses stript & whipt by Withers [j).[George Wither (STC 25891-25897)]
(1379] Pythagorae aurea carmina cum commentarils Hieroclis
graec 01 atjn(Hierocles of Alexandria 01) Pythagoras]
[Entries no.1380-1387a below are marginal insertions]
[1380] Senecae tragoediae
[1381] Le Ronunant de la Rose
[1382] Satyre de Menippee[Another copy or edition of entry no.1337 above]
[1383] La Mort of daire [?]Tragide[Unidentified]
[1384] Rosmunda [?)Tragedie
Samuel Daniel, Poet and Historian (STC
6243.4-6243.6)]
(1385] Cento sonetto [sic] Piccolomeni(Alessandro Piccolornini, Cento sonetti]
[1386] Torquat de Consolajone philosophiae(Anicius Manlius Torquatus Severinus Boethius]
(1387] Persius English[Aulus Persius Flaccus; translated from Latin by
Barten Holiday (STC 19777.5-19779)]
[1387aj < Petronij Satyricon >(Item entered at no.1328 above]
(1388] Hoinerus graecé volumina 2.(Homer]
[1389] Po&tae minores graecolatj.[Unidentif led)
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(1390] Ovidius.
(1391] Claudianus.
(Claudius Claudianus]
(1392] Martialis
(1393] Horatius. luvenalis < Persius. Lucanus >
(1394] Preguntas del Senor Almirante
(Unidentified]
(1395] Auracana [j] de Don Alonso de Ercilla.
(Alonso de Ercilla y Zuniga, La araucana]
(1396] Torquato Tasso vo1unina 6
(Torquato Tasso]
(1397] Muse chrestienne de Pierre Pompo.
(?Petrus Poniponatius)
(1398] Les Sepmaines du Bartas. volumina 2.
(Guillaulne de Saluste du Bartas]
(1399] Bucanani Paraphrasis psalmorum
(George Buchanan (STC 3983-3986)]
(1400] Orlando furioso di Ariosto.
(Lodovico Ariosto]
[1401] Merlini Coccacij (j] Macaronica.
(Merlinus Coca ius]
(1402] Ben: Iohnsons Epigrammes.
[Ben Jonson (Benjamin Johnson)]
(1403] Springes for Woodcockes.
[Henry Parrot (STC 19332-19332.5)]
(1404] S Lewis & the battaile of Yuri &c: by Sylvester.
(Joshua Sylvester on St Louis IX, King of France
(STC 23582)]
[fol.25r (p.43)]
Rei Militaris Scriptores in folio.
[1405] Le Cavallerice de Saloinon de la Broue.
[Saloinon de La Broue]
(1406] Delle fortificationi di Galasso Aighisi.
(Galasso Alghisi]
(1407] La fortification de Errard de Bar-le-duc.
(Jean Errard]
(1408] Paralleli Militari di francesco Patrizi.
(Francesco Patrizi, Philosophical writer]
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(1409] Delle fortificationi di Buonajuto Lorini.(Buonaiuto Lorini]
[1410] Della fortificatione di Girolamo Maggi.(Girolamo Maggi]
(1411] Instructions sur le faict de la guerre.(Anonymous (Barbier)]
(1412] Iulii ferretti Ravennatis de re militari.[Julius Ferrettus]
[1413] Robertus Valturius de re Militari.[Robertus Valturius]
[1414] Claudius Coteraeus de jure milituin & officio
Imperatoris.[Claude Cotereau (Claudius Cotereus)]
(1415] Barrets theoricke & practique of moderne warres.[Robert Barret (STC 1500)]
[1416] Mario Savergnano [?Savorgnano] del arte militare(Mario Savorgnano]
[1417] laques Perret des fortifications.[Jacques Perret]
(1418] Christoval de Royas de la fortification.[Christóbal de Rojas]
(1419] A inanu-script of artillery.
[1420] AElians tacticks wjth Binghaius pictures.[Aelianus Tacticus; translated and illustrated by
John Bingharn (STC 161-161.5)]
(1421] La castrametation de Simon Stevin.[Simon Stevin]
(1422] Instructions sur le faict de la guerre.[Another copy or edition of entry no.1411 above]
[1423] Neovallia del Alessandro Baron de Groote.[?Alexander Aphrodisaeus; edited and translated
by Hugo de Groot)
[1424-1425] (Two later additions]
[Lower part of page blank]
[fol.25v (p.44)]
Rei Militaris scriptores in Quarto.
[1426] AEliani tactica cum picturis Robortelli.[Aelianus Tacticus; translated and illustrated by
Francesco Robortello]
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(1427] Onosandri Strategeticus cum notis Rigaltij.(Onosander; translated from Greek , with notes,
by Nicolas Rigault (Nicolaus Rigaltius)]
(1428] Della espugnatione delle fortezze di Gabriello Busca.[Gabriello Busca]
[1429] I carichi Militari di fra Lello Brancaccio.[Lello Brancaccio]
(1430] Lipsius de Militia Rolnana(Justus Lipsius]
[1431] Digges his Stratioticos.[Leonard Digges, the Elder (STC 6848-6849)]
[1432] Henrici Ranzovij conunentarius bellicus.[Heinrich Rantzau (Henricus Ranzovius)]
(1433] Girolamo Cataneo dell'arte militare.[Girolaino Cataneo]
(1434] Ascanio Centorio dell'officio d'un Capitano.[Ascanio Centorio degli Hortensii]
(1435] Il Principe Christiano guerrerio di francesco
flamjiielli (jg].[?Giovanni Francesco Fiammelli]
[1436] Giovanj2j Battista de' Zanchi del modo di fortificar.[Giovanni Battista de' Zanchi]
[1437] francisci ferretti della osservanza inilitare.(Francesco Ferretti]
[1438] L'arithmetique inilitare d'Alexandre Vandenbusche.(Alexandre van den Busche, called Sylvain (BN)]
[1439] Trattato militare di Giovanni Mattheo Cicogna.(Giovanni Matteo Cigogna (Cicogna) (Adams C:2023)]
[1440] Hector Wilhelmus a Guntheroht de munitionibus et
propugnaculis.[Unidentified]
[1441] Il Mastro di campo generale di Giorgio Basta.[Giorgio Basta. This entry is a marginal
insertion]
[1442] Achille tarducci delle machine ordinanze.(Achille Tarducci]
[1443] Bellayes Instructions for warre englished by Paul
lye.(Guillaume Du Bellay (i.e. Raimond Beccarie de
Pavie); translated by Paul lye (STC 1708.5)]
[1444] Pasqual Caracciolo della gloria del cavallo.[Pasqual Caracciolo]
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(1445] Markam (j] of horsemanship.(Gervase Markham (STC 17346-17350)]
(1446] Ii cavallarizzo [j] di Claudio Corte.(Claudio Corte, Ii caual].erizzo]
(1447] Teorica et prattica di guerra di don Bernardino di
Mendozza.(Bernardino de Mendoza, the Younger; translated
from Spanish]
[1448] Opera di Mescaizia di Philippo Schaccho.(Filippo Scacco (Schaccho)]
(1449] Digges his Paradoxes of Military discipline.(Thomas Digges (STC 6872)]
[1450-1459] (Ten later additions]
[fol.26r (p.45)]
Rei Militaris scriptores in 8.
[1460] Vegetius cuin conunentarils Godescalchi Stewechij.[Godescalcus Stewechius on Flavius Vegetius
Renatus]
[1461] Iul	 Caesar Bullengerus de triumpho. Onuphrius de
triumpho & ludis Circensibus.(Jules César Boulenger and Onofrio (Onuphrius)
Panvinio]
[1462] Valentini Hieronynii practica artis militaris(Unidentified]
(1463] Discorsi niilitari, inorali, & politici di Michael di
Montagna.
[Michel de Montaigne (di Montagna); translated
into Italian by Girolaino Naselli]
[1464] Cesare fiaschi del inodo de maneggiare cavalli.(Cesare Fiaschi. The word 'fiaschi' is written
over 'fiasche']
[1465] Guil].aume Chout [sic] della castrainetatione.(Guillauine Du Choul]
(1466] Discours militaires du Sr (?Sjr] de Ravesteni.[Unidentified]
[1467] Ordini del Cavalcare dal federjg Grisone.(Federico Grisone)
(1468] flurance (j] Rival de les elemens de l'artillerie.(David Rivault, Sieur de Fleurance]
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(1469] Discours Militaires & Politiques du Sr (?Sjgar] de
la Noue.
( FranSois de La Noue]
(1470] La milice francois (j] par Messiere Louys de
Montgomery.
(Louis de Montgonunery (Montgomery)]
(1471-1476] (Six later additions]
(Lower part of page blank]
[fol.26v (p.46)]
Scriptores Logici.
(1477] lacobi Zabarellae Opera Logica.
[Giacomo (Jacobus) Zabarella, the Elder]
(1478] Ruperti Erytopili (j] tabulae in Rami
dialecticam.
(Rupertus Erythropilus on Pierre de La Ramée
(Petrus Ramus)]
(1479] Organon Aristotelis graeco1atJj cum notis Pacij.
[1480] Ejusdem coininentarils in Aristotelis Organon.
(Julius Pacius on Aristotle. Entry no.1480 is a
marginal insertion]
(1481] Zacharias Ursinus in organon Aristotelis.
(?Zacharias TJrsinus on Aristotle]
(1482] fausti Verancij Logica.
[Fausto VraniO (Faustus Verancsics) (BN). This
entry is a marginal insertion]
(1483] Scoti quaestiones Vniversales cuin expositione
Irenaei Brassavoli.
(Irenaeus Brasavola (Brassavola) on Joannes Duns
Scotus (Adams B:2700)]
(1484] Ioanfl Donnerus in Keckerinanni Systema logicum.
(Joannes Donnerus on Bartholomaeus Keckermannus]
(1485] AEmylij Acerbi quaestiones logicae.
(Aemilius Acerbus (Adams A:103)]
(1486] Guilielini Xylandri Institutiones Aphoristicae
(Gulielmus Xylander]
(1487] Probleinata exponibiliuin Hieronymi de Hangest.
(Jerome de Hangest (Adams H:46)]
(1488] Ioannj foxij loci comrnunes ad seriem
praedicamentoruin.
[John Fox, the Martyrologist (Joannes Foxius)]
(1489] lacobus Schegkius in Aristotelis Topica.
(Jacobus Schegkius, the Elder, on Aristotle]
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(1490] Crellij Isagoge.[Fortunatus Crellius (Adams C:2922-2924)]
(1491) Keckermanni Systema logicum compendiosum, cum
progymnasmatibus. Ej usdem disputationes
philosophicae.(1492] Ejusdem Systema logicum minus, & Gymnasium logicuin.[1493] Ejusdem Systeina logicum plenius.[1494] Idem de Praecognitis logicis.[Bartholomaeus Keckermannus]
(1495] Antonij Scayni paraphrasis & questiones in
Aristotelis Organon vniversum.[Antonio Scaino (Antonius Scainius) on Aristotle]
(1496] Tympleri Systema logicum.[Clemens Tiinpler]
[1497] Ludovici Carbonis Introductio Logica.[1498] Idem de Inventione dialectica & oratoria.[Lodovico Carbone (Ludovicus Carbo or Carbon)(Adams C:637)]
(1499] loannis Regij disputationes logicae.[Johann Regius of Dantsic]
[1500] francisci Hotomanni Institutiones dialecticae[Franois Hotnian (Hotomannus)]
[1501] Othonis Gualpterij [j] comparatio logicae Rameae
et Aristotelicae.[?Otho Gualtperius)
[1502] Casparis finkij thesaurus Logices.[?Caspar Finck (Casparus Finkius)]
[1503] francisci Piccolominei ad Vniversam logica
discursus.[Franciscus Piccoloinineus]
[1504] Petri foncesae [j] Institutiones dialecticae.(Petrus de Fonseca]
[1505] Averroes in Aristotelis Logicam volumina 2.[Muhammad ibn Ahinad (Averroes) on Aristotle]
(1506] Goclenius de ratione definiendi. ejusdem problemata
logica.(Rudolphus Goclenius, the Elder (BN)]
[1507] Scoti quaestiones in vniversam Aristotelis logicain.(Joannes Duns Scotus on Aristotle]
[1508] Roduiphi Agricolae de Inventione Logica libri 3.(Rodoiphus Agricola, the Elder]
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[fol.27r (p.47)]
(1509] Snellius in Raid dialecticam
(Rodoiphus Snellius on Pierre de La Ramée (Petrus
Ramus) (Adams S: 1330)]
(1510] Raini dialectica cum comparatione Crameri.
(Pierre de La Ramée (Petrus Ramus)]
[1511] Augustini Gothusij gymnasium speculativum.
(Augustino Gothusius (BN)]
(1512] Snellio-Ramaeum Philosophiae Syntagma.
[Rodoiphus Snellius (Adams S:1336)]
[1513) Gulielmi Vrsini disputationes philosophicae.
(Gulielmus Ursinus]
[1514] Tempellus de vnica inethodo contra Diplodophi].uin.
(Sir William Temple (Gulielmus Tempellus) on
Everard Digby (Diplodophilus) (STC 23874)]
(1515] Iulij Pacij Institutiones Logicae.
(Julius Pacius (BN)]
(1516) lacobi Martini dichotomiae Logicae.
(?Jacob Martini (Jacobus Martinus), Professor of
Logic in the University of Wittenberg]
[1517] Edwardi Brerewood eleinenta logicae
(1517) Edwardi Brerewood elementa logicae
(Edward Brerewood (STC 3613-3614.5)]
(1518] Iuljj. Pacij Quaestiones Logicae.
[?Julius Pacius]
(1518a] < fausti Veranici [j] logica nova. >
(Item entered at no.1482 above]
[1519-1520] [Two later additions]
(Lower part of page blank]
[fol.27v (p.48)]
Epistolarum scriptores in quarto.
(1521] lusti Lipsij epistolae voluntina 2.
(Justus Lipsius]
(1522] Gerberti sive Silvestri II Rontani Pontificis.
loannis Saresberiensis. Stephani Tornacensis
episcopi Epistolae.
(Pope Sylvester II (Gerbertus). With Joannes
Saresberiensis; Stephanus, Bishop of Tournay
(Tornacensis) and others]
(1523] Erycl [j) Puteani epistolarum centuria III.
[Erycius Puteanus]
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[1524] L'idea del segretario da Bartolomeo da Monza.
voluinina 2.
(Unidentified]
(1525] Lettere di don Benedetto Pucci.
(Benedetto Pucci]
[1526] Il segretario dialogo di Battista Guarini.
(Giovanni Battista Guarini]
[1527] Lettere d'Isabella Andrini [j]
(Isabella Andreini]
(1528] Lettere familiari di Annibal Caro.
(Annibale Caro]
(1529] A poste with a packet of letters.
(Nicholas Breton (STC 3684-3688)]
[1530] The secretaries study by Tho 	 Gainesford.
(Thomas Gainsford (STC 11523)]
[Vacant space]
Epistolarwn scriptores in 8°. et 16°.
(1531] Aristaeneti epistolae & Theophrasti characteres
graecolatj
(Aristaenetus. With Theophrastus]
[1532] Phalaridis. Marci Bruti. Hippocratis. Democriti &c:
epistolae graecolatine
[Phalaris. With Marcus Junius Brutus; Hippocrates; and
Democritus]
[1533] G .jj. Sollij Apollinaris Sidonij epistolae.
(St Sidonius Apollinaris (Gaius Sollius
Apollinaris Sidonius)]
(1534] Symmachi epistolae.
[Quintus Aurelius Synunachus]
[1535] Meichioris Iunij epistolae historicae, et liber de
aniinoruin conciliandorum ratione.
[Melchior Junius (i.e. Johann Sonuner) (Adams
J:479-480)]
(1536] Petri Bembi epistolae.
(Pietro Bembo (Petrus Benibus)]
(1537] loannis Buxtorfij familiares epistolae hebraeo-
latinae.
[Johannes Buxtorfius, the Elder]
(1538] Angeli Politiani epistolae.
(Angelo Anthrogini Poliziano]
[1539] Pauli Manutij epistolae.
(Paolo Manuzio (Paulus Manutius)]
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(1540] Henrici Wotton & Isaaci Causaboni [j] epistolae.( Sir Henry Wotton. With Isaac Casaubon]
[fol.28r (p.49)]
(1541] Petri de Vineis epistolae. Siinonis Schardij
hypoinnema de perfidia Pontificum Romanorum erga
Imperatores.[Pietro delle Vigne (Petrus de Vineis). With
Simon Schardius]
(1542] Epistolae Mundi Procerum.[Unidentified)
[1543) Antichoppinus.[Nicodemus Turlupinus de Turlupinis (i.e. Jean
Hotnian) on René Chopin (Renatus Choppinus)]
[1544] Epistolae obscuroruni virorum.[Anonymous (Adams E:284-288))
[1545] Lettere di diversi authori.(Edited by Dionigi Atanagi and Girolamo
Ruscell i]
(1546] Lettere amorose di Sansovino.[?Edited by Francesco Sansovino]
(1547] Lettere ainorose di Alvise Pasqualigo.(Luigi (Alvise) Pasqualigo]
[1548] Ii segretario di Giulio Caesare Capuccio.[Unidentified]
[1549] Lettere volgari di diversi.[Lettere (Italian STC)]
[1550] Plinij secundi epistolae cum notis Causaboni [j].[Isaac Casaubon on Caius Plinius Caecilius
Secundus]
(1551] Laconicarum epistolarum thesaurus.[Gilbert Cousin]
[1552] Le secretaire des secretaires.(Unidentified]
[1553] Epistolarum selectioruin Centuriae duae.[Justus Lipsius)
[1554-1556] [Three later additions]
[Lower part of page blank]
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[fol.28v (p.50)]
Libri bis aut saepius in hac bibliotheca
reperti.
(1557-1587] (31 entries relating to duplicate books]
[fol.29r (p.51)]
[1588-1589] (2 entries relating to duplicate books]
[fol.29v]	 [Blank]
(End]
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The 1595 catalogue attributed to
William Rant (l564-1627
1. William Rant
The owner of the books listed below has not been hitherto
identif led, but evidence suggesting his identity has been
found, as follows.
In addition to a catalogue of books, many of which
are medical, Rawlinson MS D.213 in the Bodleian Library
consists of medical notes throughout and is a typical
physician's notebook of the period. That the writer was
a physician is also supported by a note recorded on the
verso of fol.1 of the notebook: 'Things sent vp to London
in Dr Goch. trunk. 14 March 1603'. A miscellaneous list
of items such as 'a clok' and 'a hatt' (j) follows,
suggesting that the writer was referring to a
professional colleague of his, a Dr Goch (Gooch?).
Apart from this 'Goch', only one name is given in
the notebook, on fol.2r, where the following motto
appears:
Vita mortis via Wi].helmus Rant. 1592.
Vita mortis Via Christus spes vna salutis.
It would seem logical to infer that this William Rant is
the author of the motto, and it would be difficult to
explain the presence of the motto if its author were not
also the owner of the notebook. In the absence of
further internal evidence, a search for information on
Rant was initiated.
Rant is not a very common name, and a William Rant
was quickly located in J.H. Raach's Director y of English
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county physicians. 1603-1643 (no.191). This William Rant
was born in Norwich in 1564, was admitted as a scholar at
Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge, in 1581 (at the age
of 17), gained his M.D. from Cambridge in 1597 and went
on to practise medicine in Norwich, where he died on May
26, 1627 (J. Venn, no.226). It may not be entirely
fortuitous that a Dr Thomas Gooch or Gooche (1555-1631?)
also went to Caius College in 1574, graduated B.A. at
Cambridge in 1574/75, and, after gaining his M.D. from
Basle, practised in Norfolk 1610 (ibid.).
The dates 1564-1627 for Rant are certainly
compatible with the period of writing of the notebook,
but one important question has to be answered before
pursuing the matter. In February 1594/95, when the
catalogue in the notebook was compiled, Rant would have
been 31 years of age at the most, and would still have
been two years away from gaining his M.D. Could evidence
be found that he could afford to acquire all the books
listed in the catalogue, at such an early stage in his
career? Part of the answer to this question is found in
his father's will, which shows that the Rants came from a
comfortable background. When he died in 1608, William's
father, 'Humphrey Rant of Norwich gentleman' disposed of
his 'Mesuages Landes tenementes and hereditamentes' to
his wife, children and grandchildren. Besides much
silver and plate, his will included provision for 'all my
Mesuages tenements houses and groundes' in Needham
Street, Norwich; 'all those my Mesuages houses ortyardes
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and gardens lying' in the Parish of St John, Norwich;
£233.6.8 to his son Christopher; 1,000 Marks to William;
and so on (will proved March 3, 1607/8, Public Record
Office , Prerogative Court of Canterbury (P.C.C.)
Wyndebanck 18). William did not inherit from his father
until he was in his fifties, but there is every reason to
suppose that, being the son of a 'notary public', he came
from a family of not inconsiderable means.
Finally, can any record be found that William Rant
owned a collection of books? William's own will, in
contrast to his father's, makes repeated mention of the
disposal of books in his possession. Most of the books
itemized in the will are not to be found in the 1595
catalogue, simply because the will was made nearly 30
years later; but it is evident from his will that William
was a keen collector. William Rant's will is transcribed
below from Public Record Office P.C.C. Skynner 108. On
the strength of the evidence presented above, the
catalogue transcribed further below is attributed here to
William Rant.
2. Rant's will
In the name of God Amen The one and twentieth of Maie in
the yeare of our Lord god one thousand sixe hundred &
twentie seauen I William Rant Dr of Phisicke weake in body
but strong in minde and perfect in memory, (for w]jch I
praise god) doe willingly and wjth a cheerefull hart
render my soule into the hands of my Creato and
faithfull redeemer, My body came from earth and to earth I
commend the same againe and am assure of the resurreccon
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thereof at the great daie of the lord and that it shall
then put on liujortality and bee made like the glorious
body of my blessed sauiour, and through the meritt of
his sacred passion it shall then bee made ptaker of the
byes of Heauen, and there raigne with him for euer First
touching my wife with whom I haue beene a long time
coupled in the sacred band of wedlocke and from whom I
haue receiued all the lust & faithfull offices of a true
helper. I glue and bequeath vnto her my siluer bason and
the siluer pott thereto belonging and therewith commonly
vsed, and knowne, and called by the name of the (?]skinke
pott and three siluer cupps to be chosen by her out of my
plate and two liuery potts pcell guilt which I lately
bought of a widdowe in Norwich and a siluer saltseller the
fayrest of mine and the siluer Casting bottle and a dozen
of siluer spoones and two siluer candlestickes and halfe
mine housholdstuffe in mine house at Norwich and all my
linnen there, I leaue to her will and dispose and the
chest and trunck in wjch they remaine Item I giue to
my sonne Humfry Rant my fairest bason and ewre of siluer
and my two siluer liuery potts and three cupps of siluer
and a dozen of siluer spoones wjth lines on the topps or
ends and two large colledg potts of siluer And I glue vnto
him two of my siluer candlestickes and all myne
housholdstuffe in mine house at Yeluerton as it is now
furnished there And Alsoe my Danske chest and all the
furniture in the gallery at my house in Norwich and the
larg presse standing in mine vsuall lodging Chamber there,
And I glue vnto him fiftie pounds in gold which is in one
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of my purses in the Danske chest And I glue vnto him
Plutarchs hues and Plutark moralls and my fairest bible
and my written annotations and abridginents collected out
of Barnard, Seneca, and sundry others, requiring him to
lend and communicate the same vnto any of his brothers
that shalbe desirous thereof for theire better informacjon
Item I glue to my sonne William and his heires mine houses
in Needham Streete in Norwjch in which one Gowre dwehleth
and Beniamin Forrest and Stonham, vnder condic.jon and
confidence that he the said William shall vpon requeast
reasonable made vnto him convey and assure sufficiently in
lawe all the right & title which he hath or any waies
might clayme to haue wjthin the houses in beststreete in
Norwjch which I sometimes sold vnto Alexander Masters and
his Father Further I glue vnto my said sonne William and
his heires all those inyne inclosed grounds as they lie
together wjthout St Gyles his gate at Norwjch next the
wale that ].eadeth from Norwich to Eaton - on the right
hand Itm I giue vnto my said sonne William all my greeke
bookes of phisicke and doe will and require that he bee
helpfull (to the best of his power) to my Sonne Edward in
the studye of phisicke, and in assurance and confidence
that he the said William will pforme this my charge I
glue vnto him all Avicen wjth a coinent in three great
volumes and Crato and and Pidus viduus Item I giue to my
Sonne Thomas and his heires one inclose lying on the left
hand of the said waie from Norwjch to Eaton and I glue
vnto him those mine houses in Norwjch wherein Mr Farthing
nowe dwelleth Item I glue to my sonne Iohn and his heires
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my houses in St Steuens parish in Norwich wherein one
Clapperson dwelleth and all other mine houses there letten
nowe ).yine to the said Clapperson and by him to any other
I glue alsoe to my said sonne Iohn the greater part of my
bookes of Diuinitie Item I glue to Edward my sonne and his
heires all my houses < all my houses > and lands in
Couehith in Suffolke and the close wjch one [?]Hunbling
holdeth in lease nowe from mee, and lying neere Norwich
And I will and desire and my meaning is that the residue
of my phisike bookes vnbequeathed shalbe equallie deuided
betwene my said sonnes William and Edward Saueing that I
would haue fernelius and some others of the most approued
authors and writers in phisicke and printed in folio to
bee chosen by my sonnes Humfry Thomas and Iohn namely each
of them to haue foure of the said bookes apeece, lastly
touching the remainder of my bookes vnbequeathed of all
sorts of learning I will haue them to bee deuided equallie
amongst all my said sonnes and euery one to haue a like
parte thereof and vpon deuision choise to bee made
according to theire seuerall priorities of yeares Item I
giue to my daughter Skippe three siluer shallowe Cuppes
Item I giue to my Daughter Rant my gold Ring with a
Saphyre therein Item I glue to my grandchild William Rant
some peece of plate parcell of my peece of plate to the
value of three pounds or thereabout and to bee chosen by
myne Executos or a peece of new plate of that value if
the remainder of my plate aliready bequeathed and
hereafter to bee bequeathed among my children will not
admitt it without too diminution of mine intended bountie
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to them. Item I giue to my daughter Skipps Daughter apeece
of plate of the value of three pounds or thereabouts in
like manner item I will that all my plate vnbequeathed and
not pticulerly inencjoned as before shalbe equallie
deuided among my fower youngest Sonnes, sauing the two
last recyted peeces of plate of about three pounds value
apeece to bee deducted thereof if my sume of plate niaie
afford it, The residue of all mine housholdstuffe I will
and my meaning is that it bee deuided equallie amongst my
said foure youngest Sonnes Item I will that all the moneys
due by bonds vnto inee as alsoe all rents and fearmes due
to mee at our Lady last, and all former arrerages now due
and all moneys whatsoeuer w .jch I haue now in my said
house at Norwich (except the said fiftie pounds in gold
giuen to my said sonne Humfrey as aforesaid / bee equallie
deuided amongst my said foure youngest Sonnes Item I giue
to my brother Christofer Rant ten pounds and doe forgiue
him and acquite him of all soines of money which he oweth
inee by bond or other wise Item I giue vnto my Nephewe
lames his Sonne the house in Lestoffe in Suffolke which I
lately had of the surrender of my said Brother Christofer
Item I giue to my brother Doughty and to my Sister Doughty
and to my nephew Doughty & his wife Twentie shillings
apeece to make them seuerall rings to weare in
rexneinbraunce of mee Item I giue to my brother (?]Luige and
his wife Twentie shillings a peece to make them like rings
Item I giue to my Sister Gibson three pounds Item I giue
to the poore of St Steuens pish in Norwjch forty
shillings to bee bestowed vpon and among them in bread by
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mine Executos vpon the dale of my buriall And I will
that my said Executors bestowe in bread yearelle vpon the
same dale of the inoneth of my buriall twentie shillings
during the space of flue yeares vpon the poore for the
tyme being of the said parish of St Steuens Item I glue to
the prisoners in the goale at the Castle of Norwich ten
shillings to bee paid within ten dales next after my
decease, and ten shillings to the prisoners in the goale
of the Cittie of Norwjch to bee paid Within like tyme and
to euery poore and Lazarhouse within the said Cittie of
Norwjch flue shillings apeece to bee paid in like tyme The
residue of all my goods I giue and bequeath vnto mine
Executos whom I doe ordaine my said wife and my said
sonne Huxnfrye and confirming and declaring this my last
Testament I doe reuoke all former whatsoeuer, and I charg
all my said Children to bee dutifull and affectionate to
theire Mother, and I charge my Sonnes Huinfry and William
that they haue an especiall regard to the good educacjon
of my said Sonne Edrd and by the best helpes and
furtherance they can to incite him to his studies and an
happie progresse in learning, I will that my body bee
buried in St Steuens Church or Churchyard neere my garden
gate in Norwich at the discrecon of mine Executos and
my funerall to bee solempnized (.j] in a decent and
civill manner without any poinpe or excesse William Rant Md
(S..]
3. Sources
Bodleian Library, Rawlinson MS D.213 (paper, 4, 35
leaves) fol. 3r-5v.
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4. Date and attribution
In hand of owner.
Dated by him February 14, 1594/95.
5. Contents
261 entries (all printed books).
Appraised values noted.
6. Arranement
Dyvinitie bookes and law
In folio et quarto
In octauo
In decimo sexto
Phisik books and surgery
In fol.
In quarto
In octauo
In decimo sexto
Dictionaries and graInners
History bookes and poetes
In folio
In quarto
In octauo
In decimo sexto
Philosophi natural & inorall
Logik and books of epistles
Fol. mathematiks
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Entries no.
1-8
9-28
29-50
51-67
68-82
83-125
12 6-142
143-155
156-160
161-172
173-201
202-225
22 6-235
23 6-247
248-261
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(fol.3r]
An Inventory, of my books. 1594. feb.14.
Dyvinitie. bookes. and Law.
(Column 1]
£ sd
In folio. et quarto.
(1] Musculus comrnon places	 0 12
[Wolfgang Musculus, Commonplaces of Christian
religion. 1563. fol. etc. (STC 18307.5-18309)]
(2] Italian Italian Bible.	 10
(3] Spanish Spanish. Bible	 12
S
(4] 4' Latin bible. Venice pent' (?pent] 	 8.
(5] Anglice Sutleif. [?Sutleifjj]	 1 8.
(?Matthew Sutcliffe (Matthaeus Sutlivius),
Dean of Exeter (STC 23448-23473)]
(6] Quadrages: [?Quadragesimales] et sermon 	 4. 4.
funebre s
Joannes Gorus de Sancto Geminiano, Opus aureuin
sermonum guadragesimalium .,, (Paris], 1511. 4;
and his Sermones funebres. Lugduni, 1499. 4' etc.]
(7] Spanish (?]Agona del trans.	 3 4
[Unidentified]
(8] Digby. in ingles (?ing1es]	 1 4.
(?Everard Digby, Everard Di gbie. his disuasive.
From taking away the lyvings and goods of the
Church. [1590]. 40 (STC 6842)]
In Octauo.
[9] French A french. Bible. 	 5 6
(10] Anglice An inglish Bible	 .6 8.
(11] Concionuj granatensis epitome	 4. 6.
[ç• Luis de Granada (Ludovicus Granatensis),
Condones (title varies). Olysippone, 1576. 4'
etc.]
(12] Anglice Smyth. sermons. Anglj	 3. 8.
(Henry Smith (Sinyth). 1591 etc. (STC
22716-22783.7)]
(13] Chrisostomus in psalteriu 	 2
[St John Chrysostom on the Psalms. Parisiis, 1555
etc. (Adams C:1529-1530)]
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(14] Vrsini Catechis	 3[Zacharias Ursinus, ?Catechesis re1iionis
Christianae (Heidelberg Catechism). Edinburgi,
1591 (STC 13023). ?Or his Doctrinae Christianae
compendium. seu commentarii catechetici (also
Heide1ber Catechism). ICambridgel. 1585 etc.(translated by Henry Parry as The suinine of
Christian religion. Oxford, 1587 etc.) (STC
24529-24535))
(15] Campiani 10 rationes.	 1 8[Edmund Campian (Edmundus Campianus), Rationes
decem. auibus fretus certainen Anlicanae Ecclesiae
ministris obtulit in causa fidei. Antverpiae,
1582]
[16] Vita et pas .jQ Christj.	 1(Unidentified]
(17] Testamentufl graecolatine	 18
[18] Dieta Salutis(Cardinal St Bonaventura (suppositious work).
Parisius, 1494 etc.]
(19] An1ice An exposition on the Coma'dme't(?Comadmet]	 2(?John Hooper, A declaration of the ten holy
cominaundementes. [Zurich, 1549?] etc. (STC
13746-13751)]
[20] Spanish Sauonarola spanjJj, 1 6[Girolamo Savonarola, ?Las obras; translated from
Latin. Anvers, [1560?]]
[21] Inglish Dauld singing psalg 4 part 	 1 8.
STC 2419-2700]
[22] Epistole Pauli [?]carminib	 (?]coscritae	 10(Q.f. Paulus Chiniarrhaeus, Epistolae Dominicales.
carmine elegiaco redditae ... Coloniae, (1552?]]
(23] Anatomy of Abus	 6[Philip Stubbes, The anatomie of abuses. 1583 etc.(STC 23376-23380)]
[24] Partitiones Polani. 	 8[Amandus Polanus, Part jtjones theologicae luxta
naturalis inethodi le ges conforinatae duobus ].jbrjs
Basileae, 1590 (Adams P:1736)]
[25] Spanish psal	 in spanish	 1
[26] De tribul. in spane [?spaniJ]
	
1 2(Unidenti fled)
[27] Costerus	 2[Franciscus Costerus]
(29)(30](31]
Granatesj
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(28] Sylua locoru comunium granatesj	 4 6 d(Luis de Granada (Ludovicus Granatensis), Sv].va
locoruin comntuniuin omnibus divini verbi
concionatoribus. Lugduni, 1586 etc. (Adams
G:990-991)]
£4 18.2 d
(fol.3r, column 2]	 sd
In Decimo. sex
(32](33](34)
Dux. peccatorum	 2 2
Vita Christi	 2
Paradis prec	 1 8
flores.	 2
orationes et Meditatlones	 1 8
The same in Inglish Ing1jJ
	
2 4(Luis de Granada (Ludovicus Granatensis), Q
eccatoruin opusculum. Coloniae, 1587. 12. With
his Meinoriale vitae Chrlstianae. Coloniae, 1589.
12. With his Paradisus precuin (edition
unidentified). With his Flores. Coloniae, 1585.
12°. With his De oratione et meditatione. Coloniae
Agrippinae, 1588. 12° etc. (Adams G:968-969). This
last title translated by Richard Hopkins as Q.
prayer and meditation. Rouen, 1584. 12° etc. (STC
16908-16909)]
(35] The resolution Inglish
	 1 6[Unidentified]
(StephnJ.
	
1 4.[36] Testamentuin grecu (Plantin.j	 1 10(New Testament (Greek); ?edited by Robert Estienne(Stephanus), the Elder. Lutetiae, 1546 etc.; ?or
edited by Henri Estienne, le Grand. (Geneva], 1576
etc. ?With the Greek New Testament printed
Antverpiae : Ex officina Christophori Plantini(Christoffel Plantin), 1574. 32)
(37] Psa1terlu grecolatinum	 16
[38] Titelinannus de suma misterioruin(Franciscus Titelinan (Titelmannus), Sumina
invsteriorum christianae fidel. Lugduni, 1555]
[39] Augustjj precatio(St Augustine, ?Meditationuin libellus(suppositious work). Lugduni, 1550]
(40] Gregorjj Homiljg	 1 6(?Pope St Gregory I, surnamed the Great, Onus
homiliaruin. Antverpiae, 1565. 12 (BN)]
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16
8.
1
6.
1
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(41) A french testament
(42] french. singing psalm french
(43] Hieronyini interpretationes in 4 psa1g
[?St Jerome]
[44] Sapientj, Soloinonis
[45] precationes. latin.
(CL. Adams P:2069-2077)]
[46] Catach [?Catachisntus) (?]Cannitij	 1 6
(?St Peter Canisius (Petrus Canitius), Parvus
catechismus Catholicoruni. Parisiis, 1571 etc.
(BN). ?Or the English translation: Certavne
necessarie principles of religion, which may be
jntituled a catechisme. Duaci [i.e. London, 1579?]
(STC 4568.5). ?Or the Catechisme or short
instruction of Christian reli gion; translated from
another of his works. Paris, 1588 (STC 4568)]
[47] Index Bib1ic	 .4.
[48] Exempla virtutuj et vitioru 	 1 4
(Johann Heroldt Basilius, editor. No 12' or 16°
edition traced]
(49] lustian: [jQ] Institutiones 	 3 4.
[Justinian I, Emperor of the East. Lugduni, 1567
etc.]
(50] Lanfranki practjg,	 1(?Lanfrancus de Oriano, Aurea practica ludiciaria
(title varies). Ludguni, 1521. 8' etc. (Adams
0:260-263). No smaller edition traced]
33 S V
(fol.3v]
Phisik books and Surgery
[Column 1]	 I fol
[51] Galen3 5. voluinina	 40 s
(Claudius Galenus, Opera. Venetiis, 1525 etc.
(Adams G:32-34))
(52] Theatru Galenj	 10 s
[L	 Theatrum galeni. Basileae, 1568]
[53] Mesue et a1ioru practj	 24 s
(Yuhanna ibn Masawaih (Joannes Mesue), Opera.
[Milan?, 1479?) etc.]
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(54] Savonaro1 practj	 15 s(Giovanni Michele Savonarola, ?Practica inalor.
Colle, 1478 etc. ?Or his Practica de febribus.
Venetiis, 1496]
(55] Fernelij opera	 viii s[Joannes Fernelius, ?Tjniversa inedicina.
Francofurti, 1578 etc.]
(56] Turners herbal.	 10 s(57] Dodoneus herbal.	 xv s(58] Gemini his Anatomy.	 10 s
Ing]. ish(59] Barowes. practise	 v s[60]	 Bulljnger his defen	 iiij s(61]	 Vigo his chirurgerve	 V S(William Turner. 1551 etc. (STC 24365-24367).
Rembert Dodoens (Rembertus Dodonaeus), A niewe
herbal]., or historie of lantes; translated by
Henry Lyte, the Elder, from a French version of the
Dutch original. 1578 (STC 6984). Thomas Geminus(Gemini), Compendiosa totius anatomie delineatip(English); translated by Nicholas Udall. (1553]
etc. (STC 11715.5-11718). Philip Barrough, 	 g
methode of IDhisicke. 1583 (STC 1508). ?William
Bullein, Bulleins buiwarke of defence a gainste all
sicknes. (1562] etc. (STC 4033-4034). Joannes de
Vigo,	 g most excellent workes of chirurgerve;
translated by Bartholomew Traheron. 1543 etc. (STC
24720-24722)]
[62] Tagautij [j] chirurg. [?chirurgj]	 iii s vj d[Joannes Tagaultius, De chirurcTica institutione
libri V. Parisiis, 1543 etc.]
[63] Pliny.	 12 S[Caius Plinius Secundus]
[64] Cardanp et Tacuin	 vis[Girolamo Cardano (Hieronyinus Cardanus). With
Mu]thtar ibn Al-Hasan, called Ibn Butlan (Tacuinus)]
[65] A book of Vrins	 20d[66] An old herbal].. 	 2s
[67] Agricola de re nietallibus 	 10 s(Georgius Agricola, the Elder, De re metallica
libri XII. Basileae, 1556 etc.]
[Lower part of column blank]
£9 14 d
[Column 2]	 In Quarto.
[68] Wikeri antitodotarium [jQ] speciale 	 4 S(Hanss Jacob Wecker (Joannes Jacobus Weckerus),
Antidotariuin s peciale. Basileae, 1577 etc. (Adams
W:31-32)]
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[69] Palmarius de morbis Contaiosis
	 3 s 6 d[Julien Le Paulinier de Grentemesnil (Julianus
Palmerius), De inorbis contagiosis libri VII.
Parisiis, 1578]
[70] Pau1 Aeginet,	 2s
(71] The breuiary of health. 2 s(Andrew Boorde, The breviary
 of heithe. (1547] etc.(STC 3373.5-3377)]
(72] The art of Planting.
	 2 s[The arte or crafte of graffynge Igraftinci] and
plantyng
 of trees (title varies). (Aritwerp?,
l505?] etc. (STC 5952.5-5954.2)]
[73] Fuchius [1j] herbal in fren
	 3 s 4 d[Leonhard Fuchs (Fuchsius), L'histoire des
plantes; translated from Latin. Lion, 1558]
[74] An old herb
	 in col. [?col]
	 xii d[Unidentified]
[75] Gilbertj practj	 iii S(?Gilbertus Legleus Anglicus, Compendium
iriedicinae. Lugduni, 1510]
[76] Dispens et (?]Luue'	 20d(Unidentified]
[77] a treas	 for inglish. me
	 vj d[Thomas Vicary, The En glishmans treasure, or
treasor for Englishmen : with the anatomye of mans
body . 1586 etc. (STC 24707-24708)]
[78] De conceptu et generatione	 2 s[Jacob Rueff, IDe conceptu et generatione hominis
libri VI; translated from German. Tiguri, 1554
etc.]
(79] Erast de occultis. [?]med
	 ii s(Thomas Erastus, De occultis harmacorum
potestatibus .,. Access it disputatjo ... de
inedicamentoruin purgantium facultate. Basileae,
1574]
(80] Thesoro de pobres 2 s 4 d
[Pope John XXI (Petrus Hispanus, or Juliano), Libro
ilamada thesoro de pobres. Burgos, 1551]
(81] Libro de Albet'
	 1 s[?St Albert, surnamed the Great]
(82] chirurgia parua lanfrancj
	 2 S[Lanfrancus Mediolanensis, Chirur gia parva. Louen,
1481]
33 s(Rest of column blank]
-483-	 <RANT>
[fol.4r]
phisik & Surgery. bookes.
[Column 1]
In. Octauo.
(83] Hipocrates. (.i]
	
liii S(Hippocrates, ?Opera omnia. Lugduni, 1535 etc.]
(84] (?]Bairij practjg,	 2 S(Pietro Bairo (Petrus Bayrus), ?De znedendis huinani
collDoris inalis enchiridion. Basileae, 1560]
(85] Rondoletij practj	 4 S 4 d(Gulielmus Rondeletius (Rondoletius), ?Methodus
curandorum omnium ntorboruin. Lugduni, 1586]
(86] Discorides [jç] de re medj	 xij d(Pedacius Dioscorides, De medica inateria libri VI.
Parisiis, 1537 etc.]
[87] Hollerij practjg,	 4 s(Jacobus Hollerius, ?De morboruni internorum
curatione. Venetiis, 1562 etc.]
(88] Gordonij practj	 3 s(Bernardus de Gordonio (Gordonius), ?O pus Lilium
inedicinae inscritum, de inorborum prope omnium
curatione ... Lugduni, 1551 etc.]
[89] Michael Sauonal. [?Sauonal)	 4 s(?Giovanni Michele Savonarola]
[90] practica noua Aggreg. [?Aggregatoris]	 20 d(?Syniphorien Champier, Practica nova in medecina
rsici. AcTcTre gatoris ... de omnibus morboruin
generibus )ibri V. Basileae, 1547]
[91] Bruerin	 (j] de re cibaria	 2 s[Joannes Baptista Bruyerinus Canipegius, De re
cibaria libri XXII. Lugduni, 1560]
(92] Obseruationes Va1erio1	 2 s 6 d(Franciscus Valleriola (Valeriola) Observationum
inedicinalium libri VI. (Geneva], 1588]
[93) Forest	 del (j] febrib	 2 s 6 d[Petrus Forestus, Observationuin & curationuin
inedicinalfum de febribus ... Lugduni Batavorum,
1589 etc. (Adams F:758-764)
(94) Schola Salernitana 	 18 d[Salerno, Schola Salernitana, RecUinen sanitatis
Salerni. (Paris], 1513 etc.]
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Cons i 1j,(95] inercuria1j de morbis pueroj	 2 s
de copositione inediçmentorum
et Quercita. [?Quercitanus)	 2 s vj d(Hieronymus Mercurialis, Liber responsorum et
consultationuni ntedicina1iun. Basileae, [1588](Adams M:1334). With his De niorbis ueroruin
tractatus. Basileae, 1584 (Adams M:1328). With his
De conmositione niedicainentoruin. Francofurdi, 1591(Adams M:1322). With ?Joseph Du Chesne (JosephusQuercetanus)]
[96] Fernelij. Consi1j, et Aban	 16 d(Joannes Fernelius, Consiliorum medicinalium
liber. Parisiis, 1582 etc, With Petrus de Abano(Abanus)]
(97] Bruelij practjg, 	 2 s vj d[Gualtherus Bruele, otherwise Brant, Praxis
inedicinae theorica. Lugduni Batavorum, 1589 (Adams
B: 2907) ]
[98] Ficin de vita	 16 d[Marsilio Ficino (Marsilius Ficinus), De triplici
vita. (Paris,	 1490] etc,]
(99] Wilichius [j] de Vrinis 	 16 d[Jodocus Willich (Willichius), Urinarum
probat jones. Basileae, 1582]
[100] Opera parua Abubetri 	 3 s(Muhammad ibn Zakariya al-Razi (Abubetrus).
2 parts. Lugduni, 1510-1511]
[101] Fuchij [jgj in aphorisinos Hippocratis	 3 s[Leonhard Fuchs (Fuchsius) on Hippocrates(Greek-Latin). Parisils, 1545 etc.]
(102] Fuchij (jgj institutiones 	 2 s
( j:__, Institutionuni medicinae libri V. Lugduni,1560 etc.j
	
[103] Fuchij (j] Compendiari p \	 12 dioyned
Fontanan	 (_i_Q]	 )	 12 d?Compendiaria in artein inedendi introductio.
Haganoae, 1531 etc. (BN). ?Or his Methodus seu
ratio compendiaria conoscendi verain ... inedicinain.
Parisiis, 1550. With Denis Fontanon (Fontanonus),
?De morboruin internorum curatione ].ibri IV.
Lugduni, 1553]
(104] Practica Simphoria	 2 s(?Another copy or edition of entry no.90 above]
[105] Thesau	 pharinacorunt	 20 d[Unidentified]
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(106] Vallesij opus.	 2 s vj.[Francisco Vallés (Franciscus Vallesius)]
[107] Wier de prestigijs	 2 S vj d
[Johann Wier (Joannes Wierus), De rraestigjis
Daemonuln ... libri V. Basileae, 1566)
(108] Praxis Varignanae 	 (?]28 d(Gulielmus Varignana, ?Secreta mecilcine. Lugduni,
1539]
[109) [?]Leuij obseruationes et paracelsj(?paracels]	 2 s
Jodocus Loinmius (Lomnius), Medicinalium
observationum libri. III. Antverpiae, 1650]
[110] Chirurgi di Gui in fren	 2 s vj d[Guido (Gui) de Cauliaco, Le Guidon en francois(La grande chirurcrie); translated from Latix.
Paris, 1550]
[ill) Dreserus. [sic] Droetus. Idea Medi [?]Cainj	 20 dRansouij sufficjce of inglis medicine(?Matthaeus Dresserus, De partibus cororis humani
et de anima, e jusciue potentiis, libri. II.
Witebergae, 1581. With Pierre Droet (Petrus
Droetus), ?Consilium novum de pestilentia.
Parisiis, 1572 etc. ?With Gulielmus Adoiphus
Scribonius, Idea medicinae. Lemgoviae, 1584 (BN).
?With Heinrich Rantzau (Henricus Ranzovius). ?With
Timothy Bright, A treatise, wherein is declared the
sufficiencie of English medicines .., 1580. 4 etc.(STC 3750-3751. No pre-1600 edition in 8' traced))
(112] Bibliotheca niedica.	 1 s
Paschalis Le Coq (Gallus), Bibliotheca
medica. sive catalogus .,. Basileae, 1590)
[113] Hals ( .jg] surgery.	 16 d[Lanfrancus Mediolanensis, A most excellent and
learned woorke of chirurcierie; translated from
entry no.82 above by John Hall. 1565. 4 (STC
15192). No 8' edition traced]
(114] Aban de venenis	 14.d[Petrus de Abano (Abanus), De venenis eorumaue
remedils. [Basle?, 1555?]]
£3 15 s 4 d
2s vjd
De re anatotnica
[Column 2]	 in octauo.
[115) Realdus Columbus.[Matthaeus Realdus Columbus,
libri XV. Francofurdi, 1593]
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(116] phisica Neandrj	 2 s 4[Michael Neander of Joachixnsthal, Ph ysice, sive
potlus syjlogae hvsicae rerum eruditarum pars
prima ... (Greek-Latin). 2 parts. Lipsiae, 1585]
(117] Bairus in Italian.	 2 s[Pietro Bairo (Petrus Bayrus), Secreti inedicinali;
translated from his De medendis humani cororis
malls enchiridion (j entry no.84 above). Venetia,
1561 etc.]
[118] Mesue.	 16.[?Another edition of entry no.53 above]
[119] Elot [sic] cast, of health	 18.[Sir Thomas Elyot, The castell of healthe.[1537?] etc. (STC 7642.5-7655)]
[120] The treasur [j] of health	 10 d(Pope John XXI (Petrus Hispanus, or Juliano), iii
treasury of healthe. [1550?] etc. (STC
14651.5-14654)]
[121] Raymud	 [j] lullius	 12 d[Ramón Lull (Raiinundus Lullius)]
(122] Paracels.j Compend.j 	 16 d[Philipp Aureolus Theophrastus Bombast von
Hohenheiin, called Paracelsus, Philoso phiae et
medicinae utrius que universae compendium. Basileae,
1568 (Adams P:286)]
[123] obseruationes lodoci Lomnij
	 16 d[?Another copy of edition of entry no.109 above]
[124] Paracelsj praxj
	 16 d[Philipp Aureolus Theophrastus Bombast von
Hohenheim, called Paracelsus, ?De restituta
utriusaue medicinae vera praxi. Lugduni, 1578(Adams P:272))
[125] Ranzoueus	 viij d[?Heinrich Rantzau (Henricus Ranzovius),
conservanda valetudine liber. Lipsiae, 1576 etc.(BN)]
[Rest of column blank]
16 s 2 d
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[fol.4v, column 1]
Phisik & Surgery bookes.
In Decimo sextQ
[126] Cordi antidotarium	 14 d[Valerius Cordus, P1arinacorum conficiendorum
ratio. Vulo vocant Dispensatoriuin sive
Antidotarium (title varies). Parisiis, 1548 etc.]
(127] Actuarij opera	 2 s(Joannes Actuarius. 2 tomes. Lugduni, 1556. 12']
[128] Ioubertj pract.jg,	 18 d(Laurent Joubert (Laurentius Joubertus), Medicinae
practicae riores l jbri III. Genevae, 1572. 8(Adams J:390). No smaller edition traced]
(129] Fuchj [.j] practj	 20 d(Leonhard Fuchs (Fuchs ius))
[130] Wikeri [j) genel. [?genelj] practica	 12 d[Hanss Jacob Wecker (Joannes Jacobus Weckerus),
practica inedicinae generalis. Basileae, 1585(Adams W:36)]
(131] Thesaur Evonij 	 12 d(Euonymus Philiatrus (i.e. Conrad Gesner),
Thesaurus de remediis secretis. Lugduni, 1555]
[132] Celsus de re medica	 20 d[Aurelius Cornelius Celsus, De re medica libri
VIII. Lugduni, 1549. 12' etc.]
[133] Albert de secretj	 12 d[St Albert, surnamed the Great, De secretis
mulierum (suppositious work). Lugduni, 1580 (Adams
A:537)]
[134] practica benedictj faventini	 2 s(Benedictus Victorius Faventinus, Practica
inedicinalis. Lugduni, 1547 etc. (Adams V:655-657)]
[135] Enchiridj chirurgicum	 2 s[Antonius Chalmeteus, Enchiridion chirurgicum.
Lugduni, 1570. 12' etc.]
(136] Hipocrates (j] aphorisj grecolatjj 	 14 d(Hippocrates. Lugduni, 1532]
[137] Bacchanel1	 ij s vj d[Joannes Bacchanellus, De consensu medicorum).iber. Lutetiae, 1554)
[138] Rocheus de mulieruin inorbis 	 12 d[Nicolas de La Roche (Nicolaus Rocheus), De inorbis
inulierum curandis. (Paris], 1542]
16d
20 S
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[139] Historia p1antaruj	 14-
Antoine Du Pinet, Historia 1antarum.
Lugduni, 1561. 12' etc.]
(140] Rulandi practiç,	 vj d[Martin Ruland, the Elder (Martinus Rulandus),
Medicina ractica recens et nova. Argentorati,
1564. 12' etc.]
[141] magia naturalj	 10 d(Giovanni Battista della Porta, Ma1ae naturalis
libri 1111. Antverpiae, 1567 (Adams P:1933))
[142] Medici theorice et pract enchiridjQfl(Unidentif led]
[Vacant space]
Dictionaries & Grainmers.
[143] Coper (j] in fol.[Thomas Cooper, Thesaurus lincTuae romanae &
britannicae. 1565 etc. (STC 5686-5690)]
[144] Diction' francolat. (?Dictionnaire francolatjn]
in fol.
fran9ois-latin. Paris,
(Robert Estienne, the	 _________________Elder, Dictionaire rsicl
1573]
10 S
(145] A spanish. and french dictio' 4' 	 v s ij d[146] A spanish dicto' a1on	 20 d[147] an old grec. dictio.	 3 S[Entries no.145-147 above unidentified]
(148] < Calepin in 4 	 v s vj d >
[149] Basil. dictio. in fol.	 10 S[Unidentified]
(150] dictionariuin grecolatigallicum	 3 s 4 d(Parisiis, 1573. 8° etc. (Adams D:414,416)]
16d	 12d(151] Clenardj grek granntier & Ram 8'	 2 s 4 d(152] Pilot (?Pilot] grainier in french	 10 d(153] Lentu1 in Italj	 6 d[154]	 Pantalion < And 2 book. of latin > phas 	 2 s 4 d(Nicolaus Clenardus, Institutiones absolutissiinae
in lincniam graecam. Antverpiae, 1545. 8' etc. With
Pierre de La Raiuée (Petrus Ramus), ?Granunatica
graeca. Parisils, 1562. 8. With Joannes Pilotus,
Galliae linguae institutlo. Parisiis, 1563, 8'.
With Scipio Lentulus, ?Grammatica italica et
gallica. Francofurdi, 1594. 8'. ?Or the English
translation by Henry Grantham: An Italian grammer.
1575. 8° etc. (STC 15469-15470). Last item
unidentif led]
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(155] An Italian dictionary. 	 3s vjd
(Unidentified]
[?]E4 12 d
(Column 2]
History. bookes and. Poet
In folio.
(156] Plutarks hues in inghish	 14 s
(Plutarch, The lives of the noble Grecians and
Roinanes (j); translated by Sir Thomas North from
a French version. 1579 etc. (STC 20065-20067)]
(157] Scotish story	 v s
[Hector Boethius, Heir beinnis the history and
croniklis of Scotland; translated from Latin by
John Behlenden. Edinburgh, (1540?] (STC 3203)]
(158]Munsterij (j]	 12 s
[?Sebastian Muenster (Munsterus)]
(159]Rerufl memorabilj Rouer3	 4 S
(Roverus Pontanus, Rerum ITemorabilium. Coloniae,
1559]
(160] Condones ex grecis et latinis scriptoribus 	 8 s
(Conciones sive orationes ex graecis latiniscme
historicis excerptae; edited by Henry Estienne,
he Grand. Genevae, 1570 (BN)]
(Vacant space]
in Quarto.
[161] Copers and lanquet	 3 S
(Thomas Lanquet, An e pitome of cronicles
('Cooper's Chronicle'). 1569 (1549) etc. (STC
15217-15221)]
[162]Herodianj graecolatjj 	 4 s
(Herodian, the Historian, Historiae libri VIII.
(Geneva], 1581]
(163] Quint
(Quintus Curtius Rufus, The historie ...;
translated from Latin by John Brende. 1553 etc.
(STC 6141.5-6143). With Herodian, the Historian,
The historY; translated from Latin by Nicholas
Smyth. (1556?] (STC 13221)]
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[164] Iustin	 Latine.	 12 s
[165] anglice.	 2 s
(Justinus, the Historian, E pitome historlarum
Troi Pompeii (title varies). [Venice], 1470 etc.
With the English translation by Arthur Golding.
1564 etc. (STC 24290-24292)]
(166] Seneca. Tragedj ingli	 20 d
(Seneca his tenne tra gedies; edited by Thomas
Newton. 1581 (STC 22221)]
[167) a1ian. [j] and the forest of history in
inglisj	 3 S 8 d
[Claudius Aelianus Praenestinus, A registre of
hystories; translated by Abraham Fleming. 1576
(STC 164). ?With Pedro Mexia, The foreste or
collection of histories; translated by Thomas
Fortescue from a French version. 1571 etc. (STC
17849-17850)]
[168] Pi1gramag (jg] of princes 2
	
[?]2 s:2 s
(Lodowick Lloyd, The i1rimae of princes.
(1573?] etc. (STC 16624-16625)]
(169] Textoris officjj 	 3 s
[Joannes Ravisius Textor, Officina, partlin
historiis partim oeticis referta disciplinis.
Basileae, 1566 (Adams R:212)]
[170] The Ethiopian historj ing1is 	 20 d
(Heliodorus, Bishop of Tricca, An Aethiopian
historie; translated from Greek by Thomas
Underdowne. [1569?] etc. (STC 13041-13043)]
[171] a spanish coinedj	 12 d
[Unidentified]
[172] Ovid metamorphosis English.
(Publius Ovidius Naso, Metamor phosis; translated
by Arthur Golding. 1565 etc. (STC 18955-18960)]
In Octauo.
[173] Lichosthenes apothegmata [j]	 2 s vj d
[Conradus Lycosthenes (Lichosthenes),
Aohthematuni ex optimis utriusaue linguae
scriptoribus ... loci communes. Lugduni, 1574
etc.]
[174] Iustin
[An edition in 8 of entry no.164 above.
Florentiae, 1510 etc.]
(175] Plutarch. in 6 voluminibus	 18.
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[176] Canidin (j]	 v s(William Camden, Britannia. 1586 etc. (STC
4503-4506)]
(177] Icones illustrium viroruin 	 2 S(Jean Jacques Boissard, Icones diversorum homthum
fama ... illustrium. Metis Mediotnatric., 1591. 4.
No 8' edition traced]
(178] Appian	 in english.	 2 s(179] the same in french	 3 s[Appian of Alexandria (Appianus Alexandrinus), An
auncient historie and excTuisite chronicle of the
Romane warres. 1578. 40 etc. (STC 712.5-713.5). No
8' edition traced. With the French translation: Des
querres des Roinains. Paris, 1560]
(180] Histoires Tragiqu 3 volumes in french 	 vj s vi d[Matteo Bandello, Histoires tra qiques; translated
from Italian by Franois de Belleforest. Paris,
1559 etc.]
(181] Spanish Sylua de (?...] in spanish 	 2s[Unidentified]
(182] Sleydanj Cometarii	 3 s 4 d[Joannes Philippson Sleidanus (Sleydanus), De statu
reliionis et reipublicae ... cpminentarii.[Strassburg], 1555]
[183] Ovidij metamorphosis [?]ita1ic 	 2 s ii d[Publius Ovidius Naso, inetamoriDhoseos vulqare.
Vinegia, 1539 etc. (Adams O:507,508A,5llA))
(184] Pogij fabul	 14 d(Poggio Bracciolini (Baptista Pogius or Poggius),
?Facetiae. Ferrarie, 1471 etc.]
(185] Quintus Curtius	 1. 6 d(Quintus Curtius Rufus, De rebus qestis Alexandri
Magni. Florentiae, 1507 etc.]
[186] Pallingenius	 14.[Marcellus Palingenius (i.e. Pietro Angelo
Manzolli), ?Zodiacus vitae. Venetiis, [1531?] etc.]
(?]Ivj 2 d
[fol.5r, column 1]	 In Octauo.
(187] Theatru historicu.	 vj s(Unidentified]
(188] rerufl anglicaru Neubriqensis	 18 d(Gulielmus Petit Neubrigensis, Rerum Ancilicarum
libri V. Antverpiae, 1567 etc.]
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[189] Neuel (j] de furorib Norff.(?Norfolciensiuni]	 16.[Alexander Neville, De furoribus Norfolciensiuin
liber unus. 1575. 4 etc. (STC
18478-18478a.5). No 8 edition traced]
(190] Tul].ij opera. varijs vo1ujnib(Marcus Tullius Cicero. Lugduni, 1562 etc.]
[191] fabulae bebelij.	 12 d(Henricus Bebelius, ?Facetiaruin ... libri III.
Tubingae, 1561 etc.]
(192] P1aut.	 2s 6d
(193] Caius de antiguitate Cantabriiensis	 18.d[John Caius, De anticTuitate Cantabriiensis
acadeiniae l jbrj II. 1568 (STC 4344)]
(194] Bartholomew Clark (j] de Auli	 18 d[Baldassare Castiglione, De curiali sive aulico].ibri IV; translated from Italian by Bartholomew
Clerke. 1571 etc. (STC 4782-4785)]
(195] Adagia: Erasj / et. Polyd Virg [?Po1ydj
Virgilil]
	
2 5 vi d
[Desiderius Erasmus, Ada giorum ,,, epitome.
Parisiis, 1523 etc. With Polydorus Vergilius(Virgilius), ?Adaciiorurn aeque humanoruTn ac
sacrorum opus (Greek-Latin). Basileae, 1550]
(196] Sylua de Varia Lettione < spanish > 	 2 d(Pedro Mexia, La selva di varia lettione;
translated from Spanish. Venetia, 1547 etc. ?Or
the Spanish original, Silva de yan g lecion.
Anveres, 1544 etc.]
(197] Tacit	 4s
(198] Dion. (?Dionvslus] 	 3 s(?Dionysius of Halicarnassus]
(199] Herodit	 (j]	 ii S vi d(Herodotus]
(200] (?]Policia1ic	 iii S(?Angelo Ainbrogini Poliziano (Angelus Politianus)]
(201] Loci (?]com'eus [?]simi1ici 	 iiij s(Unidentified]
In decimo sexto.
(202] aelian gre	 & 1atin	 16 d(Claudius Aelianus Praenestinus, Variae historiae
libri Xliii (Greek-Latin). Lugduni, 1587]
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[203] Diogenes Laertij	 16 d
(204] Salustj	 12 d
(205] Herodotus french. 	 2 S(Herodotus, Histoire des rteuf livres ... Paris,
1575 etc.]
(206] Theatrum mudi french	 12[207]
	
	 and ing1i	 12(Pierre Boaistuau, Le theatre du monde;
translated from Latin by the author. 1587. 16
etc. (STC 3166-3167). With the English translation
by John Alday: Theatrum inundi. the theatre or rule
of the world. (1566?]. 8 etc. (STC 3168-3170). No
8° English edition traced]
(208] Quint Curtius	 16 d[A 16° edition of entry no.185 above. Ludguni,
1547 etc.]
(209] fables de heures	 14d[Unidentified]
(210] Virgilj. Ovidjj. metamorphosis episto
	
2 s vj d[Publius Virgilius Maro. With Publius Ovidius
Naso]
(211] Terence in french & latin	 16 d(212] in latin	 16 d[Publius Terentius Afer, ?Les six comedies. Paris,
1574. 16 etc. (Adams T:376-377). With the Latin
original: (Leipzig], 1508. 12° etc.]
(213] historia athiosi[Unidentified]
(214] Diana de Monte: mai(Jorge de Montemayor, Los siete libros de la
Diana. Anvers, 1561. 12° etc.]
(215] Merot (jg) in french.(?Clément Marot, Oeuvres. Paris, 1540 etc.]
l8.d
2s
18.
(216] La obras de Georg [?Georg] de Montemalor
	
18.[Jorge de Montemayor, Concionero. Coimbra, 1579.
12°. Running title: 'Las Obras de Montemayor']
(217) Comedi Trag. [?Comedi Tragthues](Unidentified]
(218] vine mochia I lat.(Unidentified]
(219] Horace
/[...]/
< 14 >
12d
(220] Textoris dialogj	 12 d(Joannes Ravisius Textor, Dialo gi aliquot
festivissiini. Parislis, 1558. 12° (BN)]
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[221] French Les diuers [?]vesons french 	 2 s
(Unidentified]
(222] a pere of piaut in spanish	 8d
(Titus Maccius Plautus)
(223] mliii offices french and latin	 2 S
(Marcus Tullius Cicero, les offices
(Latin-French). Paris, 1583. 12' (BN)]
(224] asopi (j] fabul	 grecolatjj	 12 d
(Aesop. Parisiis, 1549 etc.]
[225] Plutark epitoms of moral & hues 	 ij S viij d
[Unidentified epitomes of Plutarch's Moralia and
Vitae parallelae. Cf. Darius Tibertus, Vitarum
plutarchi epitome. Parislis, 1573 etc.]
27 s 4 d
[Column 2]
Philosophi natural & inorall.
(226] 8' Senecae opera 	 vij S
(Lucius Annaeus Seneca, ?Opera auae extant oninia.
2 tomes. Lugduni, 1555]
(227] phrigij Questi	 3 s vj d
[Unidentified]
[228] Titelinanni phisj / et Scribonius 	 3 s 4 d
[Franciscus Titeiman (Titelxnannus), Libri duodecim
de consyderatione rerum naturalium (Compendium
naturalis philosophiae). Antverpiae, 1530. 8' etc.
With Gulielmus Adoiphus Scribonius, Phvsica et
sphaerica doctrina. Francofurdi, 1593. 8']
(229] hipsij pohitik. [?po1itik] 	 2 s
(230] in Inglish	 20 d
(Justus Lipsius, ?Politicorum sive civilis
doctrinae libri VI. Lugduni Batavorum, 1589. 4'
etc. With the English translation by Sir William
Jones: Sixe bookes of politickes or civil
doctrine. 1594. 40 (STC 15701)]
(231] 1ipsj de Constantia in Inghjj & 1ajji	 12 d
?De constantia libri II. Antverpiae, 1584.40 etc. With the English translation by Sir John
Stradling. 1594. 4 (STC 15694.7-15695))
(232] Ethica Rigerj	 16 d
(Johannes Riger, Ethicoruin libri II. Francofurdi,
1589. 8' etc. (Adams R:536-537)]
(233] The governo of Sr Thom Eli	 16 d
(Sir Thomas Elyot, The boke named the governour.
1531. 8' etc. (STC 7635-7642))
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(234] Honori.	 18 d(Honorius Augustodunensis, called Solitarius]
(235] Verb. phis.[Unidenti fled]
Logik. and books of epistj
[236] Rami & Hila(?...] eth.	 2 S iij d(Pierre de La Rainêe (Petrus Rainus), ?Dialecticaejnstitut jones. Parislis, 1543. 8' etc. Second item
unidentified]
[237] Po1an	 20 d(Amandus Polanus, ?Lo gicae libri II. Herbornae
Nassoviorum, 1593. 8' (Adams P:1734)]
(238] Valerij(?Cornelius Valerius, Tabulae. uuibus totius
dialecticae praecepta ... exonuntur
Antverpiae, 1582. 8']
[239] Ram	 in decij sex	 10 d[?Another edition of entry no.236 above]
(240] Tempelli (?]insjap	 16.(Sir William Temple (Gulielmus Teinpellus),
Epistola de dialectica P. Rami ... 1582. 8 (STC
23873)]
[241] Seton[Joannes Setonus, Dialectica. 1545. 8° etc. (STC
22250-22254)]
[242] Seneca epistl in spanish	 2s[Toledo, 1502. fol. etc.]
(243] Spanish spanish [?]missue epist 	 16 d
(244] Tullis epist (?epistj] < gr > latin & french 	 2 s[Marcus Tullius Cicero, ?Les epistres famjlieres.
Paris, 1566. 16° etc.]
(245] Erasj epist (?epistolae](Desiderius Erasmus, E p istolae. Basileae, 1521.
fol. etc.]
(246] french. epistel [j]	 xd
(247] lipsij episto1	 10 d[Justus Lipsius, ?E p istolarum selectarum centuria
prima ... Antverpiae, 1586. 8' etc.]
16 d
[251)[252](253)
[254)(255)(256)
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(fol.5v, column 1]
fol. mathematiks.
[248] Albohazen de Iuditijs astroru	 is['All ibn Abi, al-Rijal, al-Shaibani (Albohazen
Hall), De ludicils astrorurn. Venetiis, 1485. fol.
etc.]
[249] Digs his geometrical treatis. [?treatis]	 liii s[Leonard Digges, the Elder, A geometrical
iractica1 treatize. 1591. fol. (STC 6859)]
(250) Orontius (in 40) dialog. Ital.	 liii S vj d(?Gregorius Reisch, Margarita Thilosolhica
duodec jin libris dia],og ice complectens; edited by
Oronce Fine (Orontius Finaeus). No Italian
translation traced. Italian translation of Fine's
works printed Venetia, 1587. 4']
musicae libij. 4. 	 16.
an old written. xnusik bok
one sett of book	 (in 4') wjt, 8 sett bou'[?bouj]
2 sett in 16 bond in leather
3 lute Confort books
a luting book. in 1eath
[257) Alchabiti	 18.['Abd al-Aziz ibn 'Uthman, al-Kabisi (Alchabitius)]
[258) (?)Iuntij de Natiuitatib	 20 d[?Francesco Giuntini (Franciscus Junctinus),
Speculuni astrologiae, ciuod attinet ad ludiciariam
rationem nativitatuni ataue annuarum revolutionum.
Lugduni, 1573 • 4 '3
[259) (?)Gemaphryjj arithnietica, & Baker 	 20 d[?Reinerus Gemma Frisius (Phrysius), Arithmeticae
racticae rnethodus facilis. Antverpiae, 1540. 4'
etc. ?With Humphrey Baker, The well sprvn ge of
sciences. 1562. 8' etc. (STC 1209.5-1213)]
[260] (?]Gemaphrvsii cosinogra phia
	
12 d
De rincipiis astrononiiae et cosniograihiae.[Antwerp], 1530. 4° etc.]
[261] Bludefeld [sic] exercis	 4. 6 d(Thomas Blundeville, Exercises. 1594. 4° (STC
3146)]
[End]
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The 1639 catal pque of the books of
William Somner (l598-1669
1. William Somner
Born in Canterbury in 1598 (baptised on November 5 of
that year), William Soinner was the son of a Registrary of
the Court of Canterbury. He attended the free school in
Canterbury, then became clerk to his father before he was
appointed Registrar of the ecclesiastical courts of the
diocese. His last appointment was Auditor of Christ
Church, Canterbury.
Somner devoted his spare time to the study of law
and antiquities, and he acquired a reputation as an
antiquary. His first published work was The antiquities
of Canterbury (London, 1640). He also applied himself to
the study of the Anglo-Saxon language: his main work was
the Dictionarium Saxonico-Latino-An qlicum (Oxford, 1659),
and he translated into English (but never published
himself) William Lambard's Latin compilation of Saxon
laws.
Somner died on March 30, 1669.
In addition to the stuninary in DNB, there is a
fuller, although somewhat dated, biography by White
Kennet, Bishop of Peterborough (no.141).
2. Sources
British Library, Burney MS 368, fol.59r-60v.
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3. Date and attribution
Entitled '1639 Catalogus librorum Gulielmi Somnerus'
(sic) with a note at the end (fol.60v) 'Mr Will. Sumner
( j ], his bookes. A.D. 1639. 21 Septr.'
4. Contents
279 entries, mainly for printed books.
Size given in most cases.
5. Arrangement
Entries no.
Law books	 1-95
Of history and antiquity	 96-163
Divinity books	 164-179
Of severall sorts	 180-282
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(fol.59r]	 1639.
Catalogus librorum Gulielmi Somneru (j]
(Column 1]
	
Law books.
(1] Corpus luris ciuilis. 6.volumina fol.(Lugduni, 1627]
(2] Corp luris Canonici. 3.volumina fol.[Lugduni, 1584 etc.]
(3] Bartoli opera. 5.volumina fol.(Bartolus de Saxoferrato. Basileae, 1588-1589]
[4] Baldi opera. 4.voluintha fol.[Baldus de Ubaldis, ?commentary on the Corpus Juris
Civilis. 10 tomes. Augustae Taurinorum, 1576. ?Or
his commentary on the Codex. Lugduni, 1526 (BN)]
(5] Corp iurj ciui1j cum notis Gothofredj 2.volumina
fol.[Denis Godefroy, Professor at Heidelberg (Dionysius
Gothofredus). Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1628 (BN)]
(6] Suitirna Hostiensis. 1.voluinen fol.(Henricus de Bartholomaeis (Henricus Hostiensis),
Summa aurea ... Lugduni, 1548]
(7] Speculuin Durandi. 1.voluinen fol.(Gulielmus Durandus. In celebri Argentinorum urbe,
1473 etc.]
(8] Petr Ancharanp. 3.voluinina fol.(Petrus de Ancharano, ?commentary on the decretals.
5 tomes. Lugduni, 1518-1519. (BN)]
[9] Panormitanus. 4.volumina fol.(Nicolaus de Tudeschis (N. Panormitanus), ?Lectura
super I et II libris Decretaliu]n. (Venice],
1472-1473]
[10] Alciatus 2.volumfna fol.[Andreas Alciatus]
[11] Decius in Codicem 1.volwnen fol.(Philippus Decius, In digestum vetus & codicem
commentaria. Venetiis, 1572]
(12] Felinus. 2.volumina fol.[Felirius Maria Sandeus, Commentaria. Lugduni, 1587(BN)]
[13] Repertoriu Bertachini. 4.volumina fol.[Joannes Bertachinus. Lugduni, 1552 etc. (Adams
B: 797, 799) 3
[14] Covaruuias. 1 volumen fol.(Diego de Covarruvias y Leyva]
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(15] Duarenus. 1 voluinen fol.[Franciscus Duarenus, ?Oinnia o pera. Francofurti,
1598]
(16] Caluini Lexicon luridicum fol.[Joannes Calvinus, Professor at Heidelberg, Lexicon
Francofurti,
1600 etc.]
[17] Boerij decisiones. fol.[Nicolaus Boerius, Decisiones Burdegalenses.
Lugduni, 1566]
(18] Cuiacij. 2.voluinina fol.[Jacobus Cujacius, ?Operum. Lutetiae Parisiorum,
1637]
[19] Cuiacij opa posthuma. 6.volumina 4.
[j , Operuin ostumorum auae de luris reliauit.4 vol. Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1617. fol. etc. No 4
edition traced]
[20] Statutes at large. fol.(1587 etc. (STC 9305.3-9305.7)]
(21] lulius Clarus. fol.(Julius Clarus of Alessandria, ?Opera oinnia.
Francofurti, 1582 etc.]
[22] Codex Fabrianus. fol.(Unidentified]
[23] Hottomann de Feudis. fol.(Franois Hotnian (Franciscus Hottomannus),
feudis commentatio tripartita, give est. Disputatio
de lure feudali. Lugduni, 1573]
(24] Eiusdem illustres quaestiones in 8vo.Quaestionuin illustriuin liber. [Paris], 1576]
[25] Omphallus [.j] de Vsurpatione Legu. fol.[Jacobus Omphalius, De officio et potestate
princthis in reublica bene ... cierenda libri II(De usurpatione lecium ... libri VIII). Basileae,
1550]
[26] Suiiva Sylvestrina. fol.[Fr. Sylvester, Sumina Sylvestrina. Antverpiae, 1581(Adams S:2151)]
(27] Littleton with Cookes Comentary. fol.[Sir Edward Coke, The first part of the institutes
of the lawes of England; or. a coTnmentarie upon
Littleton. 1628 etc. (STC 15784-15787)]
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(28] Lindwood's Provincial. (?Provincial] fol.(William Lyridewode (Lindwoode), Provinciale seu
cpnstitutiones Analie curn suinariis. In Parisiana
Academia, 1501 etc. (STC 17107,17109)]
(29] Mynsingerus sup Institutiogg 4.(Joachimus Mynsinger, Apotelesma. hoc est corpus
perfectum scholiorum ad Institutiones
pertinentiuni. Lugduni, 1599. 4 etc. (BN)]
(30] Eiusdem Observacjoes. 4.
Sinqulariuni observationuni imerialis camerae
centuriae VI. Lugduni, 1608. 40]
[31] Eiusdein de Probationibus &c. fol.
In tres libri II. Decretal. titulos. de
probationibus, de testibus ... commentarii.
Helxnstadii, 1582]
(32] Gaul Observationes. 4.(Andreas Gaul (Gaillius), Practicarum
observationurn tarn ad processum juridiciarium
praesertiin irnperja].is camerae, quam causarum
decisiones ertinentiani. libri II. Coloniae
Agrippinae, 1601. 40]
(33) Marantae Practica. 4.(Robertus Maranta, Praxis. sive de ordinejudiciorum tractatus. Coloniae Agrippinae, 1598.
4•)
[34] Lanfranci Practica. 8.[Lanfrancus de Oriano, Aurea practica ludiciaria(title varies). Lugduni, 1521. 8° etc. (Adams
0:260-263)]
(35] Swinbourne of Testaments. 4.(Henry Swinburne, A briefe treatise of testaments
and last willes. 1590. 4 etc. (STC 23547-23548)]
(36] Ordinatio Camerae Impia1is. fol.[Unidentified]
(37) Servin's Pleas. 3.voluinjna 8.(Louis Servin, Plaidovez (French). Paris,
1603-1609. 8°]
[38) Wesernbecij Paratitla. 4.[Matthaeus Wesenbecius (Weseinbecius), Commentaria.
auae ohm paratitla ... Antverpiae, 1639. 4°]
[39] Prornptuarlu Iuj civi1j 4.[Unidentified]
[40] Vantius de Nulhitatibus. 8.(Sebastianus Vantius, Tractatus de nuhhitatibus
processuurn ac sententiarum. Venetlis, 1554. 8°
etc.)
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[41) Cowells Interpreter. 4.
(John Cowell, The interi,reter. or booke containin
the sicmification of words ... as are mentioned in
the lawe writers, or statutes. Cambridge, 1607. 4'
etc. (STC 5900-5902)]
[42]His institutions. 8.(1, Institutiones juris Ancilicani. Cantabrigiae,
1605. 8 (STC 5899))
[43]Tractat de Iuramto litis decisorj 8.
(Unidentified]
[44]Petri Gregorij Tho1osj Syntagma Iuj vniverj fol.
[Pierre Grégoire Tholosain (Petrus Gregorius
Tholosanus). Francofurti ad Moenum, 1591]
[45]Eiusdem in lus Pontificium opa omnia. fol.
Opera omnia ad lus pontificium spectantia.
Lugduni, 1612 etc. (BN)]
[46]Codex Theodosianus. fol.
[Theodosius II, Emperor of the East, Codicis
Theodosiani libri XVI. Parisiis, 1607]
[47]Farinacius [j] de testibus. fol.
[Prosper Farinaccius, Tractatus de testibus.
[Frankfort], 1606 etc.]
[48]Othojj et Othobonj Constitutio	 Legatinae. fol.
[Cardinal Otho, Papal Legate in England, and Pope
Adrian V (Othobonus), Constitutiones leciltime seu
leciatine recTionis Ang].icane. In inclyta
Parrhisiorum Academia, 1504]
[49]Reformacjo legum ecciesiasticarum. 4.
[Thomas Cranmer and others; edited by John Fox, the
Martyrologist. 1571. 4' (STC 6006)]
[50) Cosen's (j] Apology. 2 volumes 4.
[Richard Cosin, An aolociie of. and for sundrie
roceedincis by lurisdiction ecciesiasticall. 1591.
4° etc. (STC 5820-5822)]
[51]Ridleye's view &c. 4.
(Sir Thomas Ridley, A view of the civile and
ecclesiastical law. 1607. 4' etc. (STC
21054-21056)]
[52]English Canons. 1604.
[Constitutions and canons ecciesiasticall. 4 (STC
10070-10071))
[53]Pauly Lancelottus in Institutiones Iuj Canonici
8.
[Joannes Paulus Lancellotti (Lancelottus),
Institutiones juris canonici. Lovani, 1578. 8']
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(54]Sumia Angelica. 4.
(Angelus Carletus de Clavasio, Summa AncTelica.
Clavasii, 1486. 4' etc.]
(55]Methodus Iuj ciui1j 8.
[Unidentified]
(56]Summa artis notariae. 8.
[Cf. Ars notariatus. Lugduni, 1550. 8' etc. (Adams
A: 2028-2030) ]
[fol.59r, column 2]
Law books.
[57] Dynus de Regulis iurj 8.
[Dinus de Rossonibus (Dynus Mugillanus). (si.],
1525. 8° etc. (Adams D:1222-1227)]
(58] Termes of Law. 8.
(John Rastell, The exposition of the termes of the
lawes in England. 1563. 8° etc. (STC
20703.5-20718)]
[59] Vulteius de Feudis. 8.
(Hermannus Vulteius, De feudis eorundemaue lure
libri II. Marpurgi, 1630. 8° (BN)]
[60]Lexic luridicurn 8.
((Geneva], 1594. 8° etc.]
[61]Loci Iurj connunes. 8.
(Matthaeus Gribaldus, Conununium oinionum in lure.
loci communes. Basileae, 1567. 8°]
[62]Griba1d de ratio et methodo studendi. 16'.[1, De methodo ac ratione studendi libri III.
Lugduni, 1554 etc. (Adams G:1247-1248)]
(63] Silua Nuptialis. 8.
(Unidentified]
[64] Petrus Gregorius de Iurj arte. 16.
(Pierre Gregoire Tholosain (Petrus Gregorius
Tholosanus), De lun g arte, methodo et praecetis.
Lugduni, 1580. 16°]
(65] Fulbecks Dialogues, both parts. 4.
[William Fulbecke (Fulbeck), A arallele or
conference of the civill law. the canon law. and
the common law of England. in sundry dialogues.
1601. With The second tart of the tarallele. 1602.
4 (STC 11415-11416)]
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[66] Peckius de ecc1ijs reparandis. 8.
(Petrus Peckius, the Elder, Tractatus de
sacrosanctis et catholicis Christi Ecclesiis
rearandis pa reficiendis. Monasterii Westphaliae,
1620. 8]
(67] A tithing table. 4.
[Unidentified]
[68]Historia luris ciuiljg 8.
[Unidentified]
[69]Institutiones iuj ciuilj p Baudozam. 16.
[Justinian I, Emperor of the East, Institutiones;
edited by Petrus Baudozianus (Baudoza). Lugduni,
1591. 12 (BN)]
(70]Catalogus 1eg Antiquar. (?Antiquar] 16.
[Unidentified]
(71]Tractatus de Regalibus. 8.
[Unidentified]
[72] Fortescue with Selden's notes. 8.[Sir John Fortescue, De laudibus lecTum Angliae;
edited by John Selden (Latin-English). 1616. 8
(STC 11197)]
(73]lani Angloruin. 16.
(John Selden, Jani Angloruin facies altera. 1610.
12 (STC 22174))
(74]Decisiones Bellamera/e/. 8.
[Aegidius de Bellamera. Lugduni, 1556. 8]
[75]Dr. and student. 8.
(Christopher Saint-German. [1530?]. 8 etc. (STC
21561-21583)]
[76]Canones temp. (?temp] Whitgifti Archiepisco pi 4.
[Cf. STC 10062.5-10080))
[77]Canons and Advertisemts temp. [?tempg] Parkeri
Archieiscoi 4.(I]
[78]Q. (?Queene] Elizabeth's Iniunctions. 4.
(Cf. STC 10099-10110]
[79]Rationale Institutionu iurj ciui1j 4.
(?Another edition of no.69 above]
[80) Rationale in canon. (?canon) 4.
(Unidentified)
(81) West's Precedents. 4.
(William West, $ yinbolaeographia ... now newly
augmented with divers presidents touching marchants
affaires. 1603. 4 etc. (STC 25270-25279)]
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(82) Brederodij Repertorium. fol.(Petrus Cornelius Brederodius, Repertorium
sententiarum et recp,ilaruin. Lugduni, 1607 (BN)]
[83) Matthias stephanus de Officio ludicis. 4.(?Matthias Stephani (Stephanus))
(84] Vulteij lurisprudentia Romana. 8.(?Hermannus Vulteius]
[85] Elements of the comm lawes of Engl 	 4.[Francis Bacon, Viscount St Albans. 1630. 40 etc.(STC 1134-1136)]
(86] The English Lawyer. 4.[Sir John Doddridge. London, 1631. 4 (STC 6981)]
(87] Michael Timotheus de ecclesijs visitandis. 4.[Michael Timotheus, Ad sanct jssimos Episcotos de
sacro-sanctis Del. Ecclesiis v jsitandis coinpendiosa
institutio. Venetiis, 1586. 4)
[88] Rebuffus de decimis et De congrua portione 8.[Pierre Rebuff i (Petrus Rebuffus), Tractatus de
decintjs feudalibus et novalibus de a].ienatione
reruin ecciesiasticaruin. de con grua IDortione
beneficiorum. Antverpiae, 1615. 8° (BN)]
[89] Compendium Iuj ciuilj 8.[Unidentified]
[90] Zouche's Elementa Iurisprudentiae. 4.[Richard Zouch (Zouche). Oxoniae, 1636. 4 (STC
26132))
[91] Filesacus. De sacra Episcoporum authoritate. 8.[Jean Filesac (Joannes Filesacus). Parisiis,
1606. 8°]
[92] Vulteius de Feudis. 8.[Another copy or edition of no.59 above]
[93] Anton. Augustin. [?AntonjQ AugustinQ] de emendatiojg
Gratiani. 4.(Antonio Agustin (Augustino), De emendatione
Gratiani dialogoruin libri II. Tarracone, 1587. 4°
etc.)
[94] Lamberts Archeion. 8.(William Lambard (Lambert), Archion rArcheionl. or
a conunentarv upon the High Courts of Justice in
England. 1635. 8 etc. (STC 15143-15144)]
[95] Vocabulariug luris. 8.(Venetiis, 1517. 8 etc.]
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Of History and Antiquity.
(96]Polydoru Virgilj de Inventoribus Rer 16.
(Polydorus Vergilius (Virgilius), De rerum
inventoribus libri VIII. Basileae, 1557. 16' etc.]
(97]Gildas Epistles English. 16.
(Gildas, The eist1e of Gildas; translated from
Latin by Thomas Habington. 1638. 12' (STC 11895)
(98]Heylins Histo of the Sabath. 4.
(Peter Heylyn. 1636. 4' (STC 13274-13275)]
[99] His Geography. 4.
(Ii . , Microcosinus, or a little descrthtion of the
great world : a treatise historicall.
geograDhicall. iolitica].l. theologicall. Oxford,
1621. 4' etc. (STC 13276-13284)]
(100] Rous his Attick Antiquities. 4.
(Francis Rous, the Younger, Archaeo1oiae Atticae
libri III : three bookes of the Attick anticTuities.
Oxford, 1637. 4' (STC 21350)]
[101]Lisle's Saxon Treatise. 4.
[Aelfric Grammaticus, A Saxon treatise concerning
the Old and New Testament; edited by William Lisle.
1623. 40 (STC 160-160.5)]
[102]Whear de ratione et methodo legendi utrasqg
Historias. 8.
[Diggory Whear, De ratione et methodo 1eendi
historias dissertatio. 1623. 8' etc. (STC
25325-25326)]
[103]Marmora Arundelliana. 4.
(Arundel Marbles (Greek-Latin). 1628. 4' etc.
(STC 823-824)]
[104]A Law Manuscript. foj.
[105]Another Law MS. f.
(106] A MS. sometime belonging (?belongincie] to Westminster
Abbey. f 0.1.
(Unidentified manuscripts]
[fol.59v, column 1]
Of history and Antiquity
[107] Matthew Paris. fol.
[Matthaeus Paris, Historia inalor. 1571 etc. (STC
19209-19210)]
(108] Matt	 Westminster. fol.
[Matthaeus Westmonasteriensis. 1567 etc. (STC
17652-17653a.7)]
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[109] Malinesburiensis Huntingtoniensis (j] Hoveden &c.
fol.(Reruin Analicarum scriptores; by Gulielmus
Malmesburiensis, Henricus de Huntingdon(Huntingdoniensis), Roger de Hoveden (Rogerus
Hovedenus) and others; edited by Sir Henry Savile.
1596 (STC 21783)]
[110] Walsingham et alij. fol.[?Thomas Walsingham, Historia brevis ... 1574 (STC
25004)]
[111] Bedes ecclesiastical [?ecclesiasticall] History.[St Bede, the Venerable, The history of the Church
of Erjg].ande; translated from Latin by Thomas
Stapleton. Antwerp, 1565. 4 etc. (STC 1778-1780)]
[112] Theatrum Vitae Zuingeri. fol.[Theodor Zwinger, the Elder (Theodorus Zwingerus),
Theatrum vitae huinanae. Basileae, 1571 etc.]
[113] Speeds History. fol.[John Speed, Historian, The history of Great
Britaine. 1611 etc. (STC 23045-23049)]
[114] Cambden's (j] Britannia. fol. His Remaines. 4.[William Camden, Britannia. 1607. fol. (STC 4508)
With his Remaines of a greater worke. concerning
Britaine. 1605. 4 etc. (STC 4521-4526)]
[115] Antiquitates Britannicae. fol.[Matthew Parker, De antiauitate Brjtannjcae
ecclesiae .,. 1572-1574 (STC 19292)]
[116] Edinerus. fol.(Eadmer (Edinerus), the Monk, ?Historiae novorum
libri VI. 1623 (STC 7438)]
(117] Octavius de strada de vitis Impatorum Roinanorum
f 01.(Octavius de Strada, De vitis imperatoruin et
Caesarum Romanoruin. Francofurti, 1615]
(118] Acts and Monuments 3.volumes fol.(John Fox, the Martyrologist, Actes and monuments
of these latter and perilous dayes. touching
matters of the church (The Book of Martyrs). 1610
etc. (STC 11227-11228)]
(119] The generall Histy of Plants, or Herbal. fol.[John Gerard, The herball or generall historie of
plantes. 1597 etc. (STC 11750-11752)]
(120] Stowes Survey. fol.[John Stow, A survay Isici of London. 1633 (STC
23345)]
[121] His Sumary. 16.
the suntmarie of Englyshe chronicles. 1566.
16 etc. (STC 23325.4-23329)]
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[122] Histy of the councell of Trent. fo],.(Pietro Soave Polano (i.e. Paolo Sarpi), Thhistorie of the Counce]. of Trent; translated by Sir
Nathaniel Brent. 1620 etc. (STC 21761-21763)]
[123] Annales Minorum. 4.volumina fol.(?Franciscans]
(124] Bibliotheca Cluniacensis fol.(?Order of Cluny]
[125] Bibliotheca Premonstrat. f 01.(?Praenionstratensians]
[126] Menologiu!g Cisterciense. fol.(?Cistercians]
[127] Harpsfield ecclesiastica Histo .j, fox.[Nicholas Harpsfield, Historia Anclicana
ecciesiastica. Duaci, 1622]
[128] Rawlegh's Histy of the world. f 01.[Sir Walter Raleigh. 1614 etc. (STC 20637-20641)]
[129] Mirour for Magistrates. 4.[Cf. George Whetstone, A inirour for inaestrates of
cyties. 1584. 40 etc. (STC 25341-25341.5)]
[130] Catalogue of Bishops. Englj 4.(Francis Godwin, A cata1oue of the bishops of
England. 1601. 4 etc. (STC 11937-11939)]
[131] Lambts Perambulation of Kent. 4.(William Lambard (Lambert), A erambu1ation of
Kent. 1576. 4 etc. (STC 15175-15176)]
[132] Alexandj ab Alexandro Genialjj Dier 8.[Alexander ab Alexandro, Genialiuin dierum libri VI.
Parisiis, 1570. 8°]
[133] Histo of the West Indies. 4.[Petrus Martyr Anglerius, De novo orbe. or the
historie of the West Indies; translated from Latin.
1612. 4° etc. (STC 651-652)]
(134] Rosin Roman Antiquities. 4.[Joannes Rosinus, Romanarum antiaultatum libri X.[Geneva?], 1611. 4 etc.]
[135] Cayus de Antiquitt,g Academj Cantabrigiensis 4[Joannes Caius, De antiauitate Cantabrigiensis
academie l jbrj II. 1574. 4 (STC 4345)]
[136) Twyn2,g de anti quitate Academiae Oxoniensis 4.[Bryan Twyne (Brianus Twynus), Antiauitatls
Academiae Oxoniensis apologia. Oxoniae, 1608.4°
etc. (STC 24405-24406)]
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[137] Apostolatus Benedictin. fol.[Unidentif led]
[138] Sj Henry Spelman's Councells. fol.[Sir Henry Spelivan, Consilia. decreta. lecies.
constitutignes. in re ecciesiaruin orbis Britannici.
1637 (STC 23066)]
[139] His Glossary. fol.
Ang].o-Brit. archaeoloqus. In modum alossarii
ad rem antiauam posteriorem. 1626 (STC 23065)]
[140] Weuers Funerall Monumts. fol.(John Weever, Ancient funerall monuments. 1631 (STC
25223)]
[141] Survey of Lecestershire. fo],.[William Burton, Topographer, The description of
Leicester shire. (1622] (STC 4179)]
[142] Platina de Vitis Pontific	 fo],.(Bartholomaeus Sacchi de Platina, Historia de vitis
pontificum (title varies). Venetiis, 1504 etc.]
(143] Gesneri Bibliotheca. fol.[Conrad Gesner (Conradus Gesnerus), Bibliotheca
universalis. Tiguri, 1545 etc.]
(144] Holinsheds first volp	 fol.[Raphael Holinshed, The firste volume of the
chronicles of England. Scotlande. and Irelande.
1577 (STC 13568)]
(145] Cherubini Compendium Bullarij fol.(Laertius Cherubinus, Bullariuin sive collectio
diversarum constitutionum iuultorum Pontificum
Romae, 1586 etc.]
(146] Quarantae suma Bullarij. 4.(Stefano Quaranta, Suinma bull.arii ... Venetiis,
1607. 4 etc. (BN)]
[147] Pitseus de il1ustribj Scriptorib 4.[?Joannes Pitseus]
[148] Hottomanni Francogallla. 8.(Franois Hotman (Franciscus Hottomannus),
Francogal].ia. libellus statum veteris Reipublicae
Gal].icae ... describens. Coloniae, 1574. 8']
[149] Matharellus ad eandem. 8.[Antonius Matharellus, Ad F. Hotomani
Franco-gall jam ,.. respons jo. Lutetiae, 1575. 8]
[150] Osiandri epitom. (?epitoin] ecclesiasticae Historiae
4.volumina 4.(Lucas Osiander, the Elder, Epitomes historiae
ecclesiasticae centuria I ... 9 parts. Tubingae,
1592-1604. 4']
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(151]Tacitus. 32.
(?His Opera. Amsterodami, 1623. 32' etc. (BN)]
(152]losephus. 8.
(Flavius Josephus]
(153]Verstegan. 4.
(Richard Verstegan, ?A restitution of decayed
inte11ience : in anti guities. Concernin the
English nation. Antwerp, 1605. 4 etc. (STC
21361-21363)]
(154]Slatiers Hist	 of Greate Britaine. fol.
(William Slatyer (Latin-English). 1621 (STC 22634)]
(155]Reliques of Rome. 8.
(Thomas Becon, The relikes of Rome. (1560]. 8
etc. (STC 1754-1755)]
(156]Mores ritus de oinnium gentium Boeini. 16.
[Joannes Boemus Aubanus, Oinnium entium mores.
lecies et ritus. (Lyons], 1570. 12 etc.]
[157]Lewknor's Vniuersities.
(Samuel Lewkenor, A discourse ... for such as are
desirous to know of forraine cities : containing a
discourse of citties I sici wherein flourish
universities. 1600. 4' (STC 15566)]
[158]Pancirollus. 4.
(Guido Panciroli (Pancirollus), ?Reruin meniorabilium
libri II; translated from Italian by Henricus
Salmuth. Francofurti, 1629-1631. 4]
(159] lustellus' Codex Canon ecclesj,g vniversa 8:
[Christophe Justel (Christophorus Justellus), Codex
canonum ecclesiae universae. Parisiis, 1610. 8'
(BN)]
[160]Selden's histpy of tithes. 4.
(John Selden. 1618. 4' etc. (STC 22172-22173).
Another edition entered as no.275 below, in section
'Of severall sorts']
[161]Tillesley. and Mountague's Animadversions vpon it. 4.
[Richard Tillesley, Aniniadversions upon M. Seldens
History of tithes. 1619. 4' etc. (STC 24073-24074).
With Richard Montagu, Diatribae u pon the first part
of the late historY of tithes. 1621, 4' (STC
18037)]
[162]Literatura Runica. 4.
[Unidentified]
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(163]Godwins Antiquities. 4. His Moses and Aaron. 4.
[Thomas Godwin, ?Roinanae historiae antholocTia : an
English exposition of the Romane antiauities.
Oxford, 1614. 4 etc. (STC 11956-11964) ?Or his
Svnosis anticmitatum Hebraicarum. Oxoniae, 1616.
4' (STC 11965). With his Moses and Aaron : civil
and ecclesiastical rites used b y the Hebrewes.
1625. 4' etc. (STC 11951-11955)]
[fol.59v, column 2]
Divinity books.
(164]Dr Halls works. 2.volumes. fol.
(?Joseph Hall. 1625 etc. (STC 12635-12640)]
[165]Bishop Andrewes sermons. fol.
(Lancelot Andrewes, XCVI sermons. 1629 etc. (STC
606-609)]
[166]Downam's Christian warfare. foj.
(John Downame. 4 parts. 1634 (STC 7137)]
(167] Dubartas.
[Guillaume de Saluste du Bartas]
[168]Bullingers decades. 8.
(Heinrich Bullinger, Sermonum decades V. (1587]. 8'
(STC 4076)]
[169]Adams sermons. 4.
[Thomas Adams (cf. STC 107-134)]
[170]Sanctuary of a troubled soule. 8.
(Sir John Hayward. 1601. 12 etc. (STC
13003.5-13010). No 8° edition traced]
[171]Practice of Piety. 8.
[Lewis Bayly. 1612. 12 etc. (STC 1601.5-1623).
No 8' edition traced]
(172]Wilson against vsury. 8.
(Thomas Wilson, A discourse u pon usurve. 1572. 8
etc. (STC 25807-25810)]
(173]D Boys Postills. fol.
[John Boys, Dean of Canterbury, ?Works. 1622 etc.
(STC 3452-3454)]
[174] Saint Augustines Confessions. 8.
(St Augustine, Bishop of Hippo (English). (St
Omer], 1620. 8 (STC 910)]
(175] The Temple. 8.
(?George Herbert, The temple : sacred poems and
private elaculations. Cambridge, 1633. 12' etc.
(STC 13183). No 8 edition recorded in STC]
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[176] Divine Fancies. 4.
(Francis Quarles, Divine fancies. dicested into
epigrainines. meditations and observations. 1632. 4'
etc. (STC 20529-20532)]
(177] Mirrour wjch flatters not. 8.
[Jean Puget de la Serre; translated from French by
Thomas Cary. 1639. 8' (STC 20490)]
(178) Homilies English. foj.
(1623 etc. (STC 13659-13662.5, 13675-13677)]
[179]Arraignment of the whole creature. 4.
[Robert Hobson. 1631. 4' (STC 13538.5)]
Of sevrall sorts.
[180]Minshewes Dictionary. fol.
(Richard Percyvall, A dictionarie in S panish and
EncTlish; enlarged by John Minsheu. 1599 etc. (STC
19620-19621)]
[181]Martinij Lexicon Phi1ologicuj. fol.
[Matthias Martini (Martinius). Bremae, 1623 (BN)]
[182]Riders Dictionary. 4.
(John Rider. 1606. 4 etc. (STC 21032-21036)]
[183]Dutch Dictionary. 4.
[Unidentified]
[184]Chaucer. fol.
[Geoffrey Chaucer (STC 5068-5094)]
[185]Councell of Trent. 8.
[?Another edition of no.122 above. No 8° edition
traced]
[186]Guzman. fol.
[Unidentified]
(187]Hemingius de Republica. 2 voluinina 4.
[?Niels Hennuingsen (Nicolaus Hemingius). No such
title traced: this may be the 'de Republica' of
the next entry, entered here by mistake)
(188]Pet	 Gregorius Tholosanus de Republica fol.
[Pierre Grégoire Tholosain (Petrus Gregorius
Tholosanus), De reublica libri XXVI. 2 tomes.
Lugduni, 1609]
[189] Hookers ecciesiasticall Politie. fol.
[Richard Hooker, Of the laws of ecciesiasticall
,o1itie. 1593 etc. (STC 13712-13720)]
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(190) De ence of the answer to the admonition. fol.[John Whitgift, The defense of the aunswere rbv
Whitgiftl to the a m nit n Ibv John Fl id nd
Th mas Wilcoxi aga nst the replie of Th ma
Cartwr jght. 1574 (STC 25430-25430.5)]
(191] Holy Table. 4.[John Williams, The hol y table, name & thing,
used under the New Testament .., 1637. 4 (STC
25724-25726)]
[192) Antidotum Lincolniense. 4.[Peter Heylyn on no.190 above. 1637. 4° (STC
13267)]
[193] Heylins moderate defence &c. 4.
A briefe and moderate answer to H. Burton(Henry Burton). 1637. 4° (STC 13269)]
[194) Dow's vindicating of Innovacjons &c. 4.[Christopher Dow, Innovations uniustl y charged upon
the present church and state. 1637. 40 (STC 7090)]
[195) Polyanthea. fox.[Nicolaus Reusner, Polyanthea, sive paradisus
poet icus propemodum arboribus ... consitus
Basileae, 1578. 8° (BN). No folio edition traced]
[196] Crooks Anatomy. fox.[Helkiah Crooke, MlKDoKo,uo yp czla : a description
of the body of man. 1615 etc. (STC 6062-6063)
[197] Generall Practice of Phisick. fol.(Christoph Wirsung, Praxis mnedicinae universalis;
or a generall practice of physicke; translated from
German. 1598 etc. (STC 25862-25865)]
[198) Mason de ministerjQ Ang1ic	 Englj & latine. fol.[Francis Mason, Of the consecration of the bishops
in the Church of En gland. 1613 (STC 17597). With
the Latin translation: Vindiciae ecclesiae
Anglicanae, sive de leg itimno eiusdem mninisterio
1625 etc. (STC 17598-17599))
(199) Ben [?Beniam jnJ Iohnson's works. fol.[Ben Jonson (Benjamin Johnson). 1616 etc. (STC
14751-14754)]
(200] The Arcadia. fol.[Sir Philip Sidney. 1593 etc. (STC 22540-22550))
[201] Hakewill's no decay in nature. fox.(George Hakewill, An a polog ie of the power and
providence of God; or an examination of the common
errour touching natur s deca y . Oxford, 1627 etc.(STC 12611-12613))
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(202]Burtons Melancholy. fol.
(Robert Burton, The anatomy of melanchol y . Oxford,
1622 etc. (STC 4160-4163))
(203]Feltham's Resolues. 4.
[Owen Feitham, Resolves. 1628. 4° etc. (STC
10756-10761)]
(Gentleman
[204] English	 4
Gentlewoman
[Richard Brathwait, The Enalish gentleman. 1630. 4°
etc. With his The En glish gentlewoman. 1631. 40
(STC 3563-3565))
[fol.60r, column 1]
[205) Answer to the Abstract. 4.
[Richard Cosin, An answer to the ... libell. An
abstract of certeine acts of Parliament. 1584. 4°
(STC 5819.5-5819.7)]
[206] Salust, English. 8.
[(STC 21622.2-21623)]
[207) Lucan English. 8.
[(STC 16882-16889)]
[208]Terence Eng1jJ & Latjfl 4.
[(STC 23890-23907)]
( Latine 8.
[209]Smith de Republica Anglic. [?Anglicn] I
( Eng1jj 4.[Sir Thomas Smith, De rei,ublica et administratione
Angloruiu libri III. (Narburg, 1610). 8° (STC
22868). With the English original: De reublica
An1orum : the manner of overnement of England
(title varies). 1583. 4° etc. (STC 22857-22864)]
[210) Sj Henry Spelman de non temerandis ecclesijs. 8.
[Sir Henry Spelman, De non teinerandis ecclesiis : a
tracte of the rights and resDect due unto churches.
1613. 8° etc. (STC 23067-23068)]
[211]Fulmen Brutum. 8.
[Francois Hotman, Brutum fulmen Sixti V. Lugduni
Batavorum, 1586. 8° etc.)
[212]Affection for church Policy. Anonim. 8.
[Unidentified]
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[213]Overburies'l
[214]Earles	 Characters. 8.
(215] Stephens )
(Sir Thomas Overbury. 1616. 8° etc. (STC
18909-18919). John Earle, Nicro-cosmo graphie; or a
peece of the world discovered, in essaves and
characters. 1628. 12° etc. (STC 7439-7445). No 8'
edition traced. John Stephens, Satvrical essaves
characters and others. 1615. 8' etc. (STC
23249-23251)]
(216]Withers works. 8.
(George Wither, Poet. 1620. 8' (STC 25890)]
(217]His Remembrancer. 8.
Britain's retnembrancer containin a narration
of the plaque lately past. 1628. 12 (STC 25899).
No 8° edition traced]
[218] Britannia's Pastoralls. foj.
[William Browne, Poet. [1613] etc. (STC 3914-3915)]
(219]Randolph's Poems. 4.
[Thomas Randolph. Oxford, 1638. 4 (STC 20694)]
(220]Caesar's comentaries. 8.
[Caius Julius Caesar, ?The ei ght bookes of Caius
Julius Caesar conteyning his martiall exploytes in
Gallia; translated by Arthur Golding. 1565. 8° (STC
4335)]
(221]Sparks Perswasion. 4.
[Thomas Sparke, A brotherl y perswasion Fsicl to
unjtje and uniformitie touching the received and
present eccles jasticall government. 1607. 4 (STC
23019.5-23020)]
(222]Geog Sandy's Ovid. fol.
(Publius Ovidius Naso, Metamorphosis; translated by
George Sandys. 1626 etc. (STC 18964-18966)]
(223]His Trauells. fox.
(George Sandys, A relation of a journey
containing a description of the Turkish empire
1615 etc. (STC 21726-21730)]
(224]Edwj Sandy's his Relacjon of Religions &c. 4.
(Sir Edwin Sandys, A relation of the state of
religion. 1605. 4 etc. (STC 21716-21721)]
(225]English Scotizing &c. 4.
(Unidentified]
(226]Survey of the pretended holy Discipline.
(Unidentified]
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[227] Downings discourse of the state ecciesiasticall &c.
4.
[Calybute Downing, A discourse of the state
ecciesiasticali of this k jngdome. in relation to
the clviii. Oxford, 1632. 4 etc. (STC 7156-7158)]
(228] Sarauia de diversis Minis/tr/or gradib3. 4.
[Hadrianus Saravia, De diversis ministroruin
evancieiii aradibus ... liber unus. 1590. 4 (STC
21746)]
[229] Idem de impandl authoritate &c. 4.
[j , De jinperandi authoritate et christiana
obedientia libri IV. 1593. 4 (STC 21747)]
[230] White's way to the true church. 4.
(Francis White, The orthodox faith and wa y to the
church. 1617. 4 (STC 25380)]
[231] A Direction for the English Traueller.
(Justus Lipsius, A direction for travailers
(i.e. travellers); translated from Latin by Sir
John Stradling. 1592. 4 (STC 15696)]
[232] A coale from the Altar. 4.
[Peter Heylyn, A coale from the altar; or an
answer to the vicar of Grantham. 1636. 4 (STC
13270-13271)]
[233] The poor Vicars Plea. 4.
(Sir Thomas Ryves, The poore vicars plea. 1620. 40
(STC 21478)]
[234] Ecclesiae Anglicanae Politeia. [?]Drs Cosin.
(Richard Cosin, Ecclesiae An glicanae politeia. in
tabulas diciesta. 1604. fol. etc. (STC 5824-5825)]
[235] Doderidge of Advowsons. 4.
(Sir John Doddridge, A com1eat parson; or a
description pf advowsons. or church livin g . 1630.
4 (STC 6980)]
[236] Couel's defence of Hooker. 4.
[William Covell, A lust and temperate defence of
the five books of ecclesiastical policie by R.
Hooker. 1603. 4 (STC 5881)]
[237] His Answer to Burges. 4.
A briefe answer ... (to John Burges). 1606.
40 (STC 5880)]
(238] His answer to the plea of the Innocent. 4.
[L, A modest and reasonable examination •.. (on
Josias Nichols' The nlea of the innocent). 1604. 4'
(STC 5882)]
(239] Querimonia Ecclesiae. 4.
[Unidentified]
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[240]A Genealogy of Monks &c. 4.
(Unidentified]
[241]Altare Christianuin. 4.
(John Pocklington, Altare Chritianum; or the dead
vicars plea. 1637. 4 (STC 20075-20076)]
[242]Antoninus Meditations. 4.
(Marcus Aurelius Antoninus; translated from Greek,
with notes, by Méric Casaubon. 1634. 4' etc. (STC
962-963)]
[243]Treatise of Vse and Customs. 4.
(Méric Casaubon. 1638. 4 (STC 4753))
[244]Merjj CasaubQfl.j Vindicatio Patris. 4.
Vindicatlo atris adversus impostores. 1624.
4' (STC 4750))
[245]Eiusd	 Pietas. 8.
Pietas contra xnaledicos atrii. nominis
1621. 8' (STC 4749))
[246]Rogers on the Articles. 4.
(Thomas Rogers, A.M., The faith. doctrine and
religion professed in England. expressed in 39
articles. 1607. 4' etc. (STC 21228-21233)]
[247]The Reptory of Records. 4.
[Arthur Agard, The reertorie of records :
remaining at Westminster. 1631. 4' (STC 194)]
[248]Bilson's church-government. 4.
[Thomas Bilson, The eretual governement of
Christes Church. 1593. 40 etc. (STC 3065-3066))
[249]Virgilius Euangelizans. 8.
[Alexander Ross, V jrgj ]. jus evangelisans; sive
historia Domini & Salvatoris nostri Jesu Christi.
Virgilianis verbis & versibus descri pta. 1634. 8°
etc. (STC 24826-24827)]
[250]The Venetian Controuersy. 4.
(Unidentified]
(251] Charron of Wisdome. 4.
(Pierre Charron, Of wisdome three bookes;
translated from French by Sampson Lennard. [1608?].
4 etc. (STC 5051-5055)]
[252] Via tuta. 8.
[Sir Humphrey Lynde, Via tuta : the safe way.
1eadin all Christians .,, 1628. 12' etc. (STC
17097-17100)]
(253] Via devia. 8.
Via devia : the by-way . misleadin the weake
1630. 12' (STC 17095-17096)]
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(254] The conference at Hampton Court. 4.[William Barlow, successively Bishop of Rochester
and of Lincoln, The suinine and substance of the
conference ... at Hampton Court. 1604. 4 etc. (STC
1456-1459)]
[255] Hutton touching subscription. 4.(Thomas Hutton, Reasons for refusal of subscrirtion
to the booke of common i,raier. Oxford, 1605. 4'
etc. (STC 14035-14036)]
(256] The forme of Consecrating Bishops &c. fol.(The Ordinal. [1575?] etc. (STC 16466-16478)]
[257] Johnson's Essayes. 16.(Robert Johnson, Gent., Essaies. or rather
imTerfect offers. 1613 (STC 14697)]
[258] Cornwalleyes (.j] Essayes. 8.(Sir William Cornwallis. 1600. 8' etc. (STC
5775-5781)]
[259] Ignatius Conclaue. 16.[John Donne, Inatius his conclave; translated from
Latin. 1611. 12° etc. (STC 7027-7030)]
[fol.60r, column 2]
[260] Cardan de prudentia ciuili. 16.[Girolamo Cardano (Hieronymus Cardanus), Proxeneta.
seu de rudentia civili liber. Lugduni Batavorum,
1627. 12 etc.]
[261] Vita Hotoinanni. 4.(Unidentified]
[262] Bale's Actes of English Votaries. 16.[John Bale, The actes of Enlvsh votaryes.
co!tnrehendynge their unchast practyces ,., Wesel(i.e. Antwerp], 1546. 8' etc. (STC 1270-1274). No
edition smaller than 8 traced]
(263] Buchanan's Poems. 16.[George Buchanan, ?Para phrasis Psalinorum Davidis
oetica; eiusdein Buchanani tracioedia auaejnscrjbitur Jephthes. 1580. 16' etc. (STC
3983-3984). ?Or his Poeinata oiirnia. Edinburgi, 1615.
24' (STC 3990)]
[264] Shelton's Tachy-graphy. 8.(Thomas Shelton, Tachy graphv. the most exact and
compendious tnethode of short writin g . 1635. 8'
etc. (STC 22404.2-22404.4)]
[265] A Treatise of Temples. 16.[R. T., De tem1is : a treatise of temples. 1638.
12' (STC 23625))
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(266] Ignoramus.
(George Ruggle, Ignoramus : coineodia ... 1630. 12'
(STC 21445-21446)]
(267] Barclay's Icon animoruin. 16.
(John Barclay, The inirrour of mindes. or Barclay's
icon animorum; translated by Thomas May, Poet.
1631. 12° etc. (STC 1399-1400)]
[268] Rex Platonicus. 16.
(Sir Isaac Wake, Rex Platonicus. sive de ... Jacobi
regis. ad academiam Oxoniensem. adventu. narratio.
Oxoniae, 1607. 12° etc. (STC 24939.5-24942.5)]
[269] Botero. of Cities. 16.
(Giovanni Botero, The cause of the creatnesse of
cities; translated from Italian by Sir Thomas
Hawkins. 1635. 12 (STC 3396)]
[270] The Risoluer (j]. 8.
(Scipion Du Plessis (or Dupleix), The resolver; or
curiosities of nature; translated from French.
1635. 12° (STC 7362)]
[271] The Life of Alfred. 16.
(Robert Powell on King Alfred, surnamed the Great.
1634. 12° (STC 20161)]
(272] The History of life and death. 8.
[Francis Bacon, Viscount St Albans, The historie of
life and death; translated from Latin. 1638. 12°
etc. (STC 1157-1158). No 8' edition traced]
[273] D Potters Answ to Charity mistaken. 8.
[Christopher Potter, Want of charitie lustiv
chared on all such Roinanists as dare affirme that
Protestancie destroveth Salvation : in answer to a
late Popish pamphlet Charity mistaken (by Edward
Knott, i.e. Matthew Wilson, Jesuit). Oxford, 1633.
8° etc. (STC 20135-20136)]
[274] Erasmi Colloquia. 16.
(Desiderius Erasmus. Antverpiae, 1564. 16']
[275] Reusneri symbola. 8.
(Nicolaus Reusner (Reusnerus), Svmbolorum
imperatorioruin classis prima ... Francofurti
ad Moenum, 1588. 8' etc.]
[276] Mountaignes Essayes. fol.
[Michel de Montaigne; translated by John Florio.
1603 etc. (STC 18041-18043)]
(277] Bishop White of the Sabath (j]. 4.
(Francis White, A treatise of the Sabbath-day.
1635. 4° etc. (STC 25383-25385)]
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[278) Selden's Tithes. fol.
(?Another copy of edition of no.160 above (section
'Of History and Antiquity'). No folio edition
traced)
[279]Willetts Synopsis. fol.
(Andrew Willet, Svnotsis Paismi. that is. a
aenerall viewe of Papistry . 1600 etc. (STC
25698-25700)]
[280]The Archbishops booke of < [erasure) > his Dispute
with Fisher. f 01.(William Laud, A relation of the conference between
William Lawd ... and Mr Fisher. the Jesuite (John
Fisher, i.e. John Piercy). 1639 (STC 15298-15299)]
[281]Purcase Pilgrimage. fol.
[Samuel Purchas, the Elder. 1613 etc. (STC
20505-20509)]
[282]Vicars' translation of Virgil's Aeneis.
(Virgil; translated by John Vicars. [Cambridge],
1632. 8 (STC 24809)]
[fol.60v]
Mr Willj Sumner (sic], his Bookes.
a.d.1639. 2l.September.
(End]
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The 1586 ost-inortem inventory of the books of
William Anderson (died 1586)
1. Sources
Printed (from Cambridge University Archives) by E.S.
Leedham-Green (no.154, vol.1, p.360-362).
2. Date and attribution
Dated August 1, 1586, with Anderson's name.
3. Circumstances
Post-mortem inventory.
4. Contents
74 numbered entries (printed books), with appraised
values.
5. Arrangement
Entries no.
[Theology]
[Latin]	 1-46
Libri anglici	 47-61
Libri philosophici	 62-74
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The 1559 list of the manuscri pts collected by
John Bale (1495-1563)
1. Sources
Printed (from part two of John Bale's Scritorum Naioris
Brytannie ... cataloqus, 1559) by H. McCusker (no.160).
2. Date arid attribution
In a dedication to Gesner and other continental scholars
Bale described the list as a catalogue of his library,
which he had been forced to leave in Ireland when he fled
to the Continent in 1553:-
Veteruin ac Recentiorum Quorundam Librorum Catalogum,
in tuam ac sociorum gratiam, Gesnere uir optime, his
addidi, quos pulcherrime scriptos, at non typis
excusos, quod sciam, Papistarum uiolentijs coactus,
in hoc altero ineo exilio, in Hybernia reliqul
3. Circumstances
The list is presumed to have been compiled from memory
after the collection was dispersed.
4. Contents
355 entries (manuscripts).
5. Arrangement
Entries no.
Chronica et historiae Brytannicorum
scriptorum	 1-72
Chronica & historiae externorum
scriptorum, cum alijs	 73-151
Miscellanea diuersorum	 152-355
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The 1594 donations list of the books of
Robert Barnes (died 1604)
1. Sources
Printed by A.B. Emden (no.105, p.714-5). This list is
not recorded by S .R. Jayne (no.136).
2. Date and attribution
Dated November 29, 1594, with Barnes' name.
3. Circumstances
Books given by Barnes to the library of Merton College,
Oxford, of which he was a Fellow.
4. Contents
47 entries for printed books, followed by 1 manuscript.
5. ArrancTelnent
Printed books in rough subject order (but classes not
titled), as follows:-
Entries no.
(Astronomy and mathematics] 	 1-10
(Medicine]	 11-33
(Hebrew]	 34-37
[Philosophy]	 38-47
(Manuscript]	 48
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The 1640 donations list of the books of
Robert Burton (l577-1640
2.. Sources
Printed (from a Bodleian Library manuscript) by S. Gibson
and F.R.D. Needham (no.118).
2. Circumstances
List of books left in his will by Burton to the Bodleian
Library.
3. Date and attribution
List in hand of the Bodleian Librarian John Rous (or
Rouse), and headed 'A note of Mr Robert Burtons books
given to the Library by his Last Will and testament A°
Dni 1639'. Burton died January 25, 1639/40, and his
will, made the year before, was proved on May 11, 1640
(will transcribed by C.E. Simons, no.204).
4. Contents
581 printed books (W. Osler, no.183, p.185).
5. Arranement
In eight divisions, some by size, some by language or
subject, or a combination of these. No order within these
divisions.
In Gibson & Needham's transcription, entries are
re-arranged in alphabetical order, but the editors give
the original headings, as found in the manuscript, in
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their introduction: -
'Books in folio'
'Libri in quarto'
'English books 4'
'Maskes, comedies, & tragedies'
'Comedies & tragedies'
'Books in 8 Lattin'
'Libri anglici in 8°'
'Sermons in 4to'
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The c.1634 cataloue of the books of
Sir Edward Coke (1552-1634)
1. Sources
Printed (from a manuscript at Holkham Hall, Norfolk) by
W.O. Hassall (no.125).
There are several 19th and 20th-century biographies
of Coke. The more recent full-scale accounts include
those by C.S.D. Bowen (no.78) and S .E. Thorne (no.223).
On Coke's collection of books and manuscripts, see C.W.
James (no.132-133).
2. Date and attribution
Undated but datable to shortly before Coke's death on
September 3, 1634 (W.O. Hassall, no.125, p.xi).
Coke's autograph signature follows the title of the
catalogue, 'A Catalogue of all my bookes both printed and
manuscripts'.
3. Circumstances
Written for Coke, apparently under his close supervision,
as the presence of his autograph signature at frequent
intervals suggests.
4. Contents
1,227 entries (printed books and manuscripts).
5. Arrangement
Entries no.
[Divinity)
Divinity books in folio:Latine and Englishe
promiscue
Books of divinitie in 4°.lat.
Books of divinitie in 4°.Englishe
Divinitie books in 8'.lat:&c:
Divinitie books in 16°
Divinitie books in 8°.Englishe
Divinity manuscripts
Italian books of divinitie
1-67
68-99
100-150
151-184
185-189
190-210
211-224
225-234
23 5-279
280-287
288-292
293-3 68
3 69-276
377-434
435-458
459-471
472-485
486-491
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Popishe books
Popishe manuscripts
The true and certaine foundacion of all
divinitie
Lawes of England
Manuscripts
Bookes of the lawe mixed partlie in printe and
partly in wrightinge
Bookes of the lawe in print
Civill lawe
Bookes of the civill lawe in fol:
Civill lawe books in 4.
Civill lawe books in 8.
Civill law books in 12°.
Approved histories
State matters, chronicles, histories, &c:fol:&c:
Histories of England &c:	 492-519
French books of histories &c:	 520-537
English books of histories &c:
	
	
538-560
Greeke, Latin:English: and French &c:in fo:4.8°.
561-640
Italian books of historie	 641-692
Historicall and State manuscripts 	 693-72 0
Philosophy, rethoricke, grammar, lodgicke and
schoolebookes
(Philosophy]	 721-751
Rethoricke [j]	 752-755
Grammar, lodgicke and schoole books	 756-778
Italian books of philologie and grammar	 779-783
Books of phisicke and naturall philosophie 	 784-817
(Poetry)
Books of poetrie	 818-868
Italian books of poetrye 	 869-875
Italian playes	 876-879
Dictionaries	 880-910
Severall sciences
Bookes de republica 	 911-915
Concerning herauldry and armes 	 916-92 3
Manuscripts of herauldrye 	 924-939
Pedegrees in vellam	 94 0-950
Pedegrees in paper	 951-957
Cosmography	 958-986
Mathematiques	 987-999
Bookes of trade	 1000-1014
Bookes of warre and the like	 1015-1026
Agriculture and architecture	 1027-1032
Tracts and discourses. Diversi argumenti
In Lattine, English, and French &c: 	 1033-1097
Italian discourses and other Books &c: 	 1098-1190
Italian books of letteres 	 1191-1199
Antiquities & rarities	 1200-1227
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The 1575 list of the books of
Cartain Cox of Coventry (dates unknown
1. Sources
Originally printed on p.34-36 of Robert Langham's (or
Laneham's) Letter, first published in 1575 or 1576.
There are 17 known copies of the original printed text of
the Letter. Besides editions with modern spelling, the
Letter has been edited several times, and the best
critical edition is that by R.J.P. Kuin (no.32).
2. Date and attribution
The Letter was first printed shortly after it was written
on August 20, 1575.
In the Letter (published anonymously), the author
describes himself as 'Ro. La', 'R.L.', 'Laneham' and
'Langham'. Authorship is therefore traditionally
attributed to Robert Langham or Laneham (died 1580), a
member of the Mercers' Company and a Keeper of the
Council Chamber. This attribution, however, has become a
matter of dispute in recent years, and it has been
alleged that the book was the work of the scholar and
antiquary William Patten (15l0-l600; see R.J.P. Kuin,
no.151).
3. Circumstances
The Letter is an account of the festivities that took
place in July 1575 on the occasion of Queen Elizabeth's
visit to Kenilworth Castle, near Coventry. The author
included a list of the books of his friend Captain Cox, to
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round off his description of the Captain's personality and
interests.
4. Contents
61 printed books.
5. Arranceinent
The list is in the form of a continuous narrative,
the author's intention being to make it an integral part
of his account of Captain Cox. Langham, however, gives
the books in subject sections, which are described as
follows: -
'Matters of story'
'Philosophy both morall and
naturall ... : beside
poetry and astronomy,
and oother hid sciencez'
'Auncient playz'
'Ballets and songs all
auncient'
'Alimanaks of antiquitee'
33 items 'with many more'
14 items - a 'part' only
4 items
7 items 'and a hunderd
(.j ] more'
3 items
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The 1613 classification of the books of
William Crashaw (1572-l626
1. Sources
Printed (from an unnumbered manuscript at the Middle
Temple) by R.M. Fisher (no.111). Recorded in the 1983
re-issue of S.R. Jayne's LibrarY catalocues (no.136).
The most comprehensive treatment of the life and career
of Crashaw is by P.J. Wallis (no.229). I have followed
the spelling 'Crashaw' used in DNB.
2. Date and attribution
Undated, but probably mid-1613 (R.M. Fisher, no.111, p.
123). In Crashaw's hand.
3. Circumstances
Part of a letter addressed by Crashaw 'To the right
Worshipfull the Treasurer, Benchers & fellowes of the
Honorable Society of the Midle (jQ] Temple' as an offer
to sell his library to the Middle Temple. Crashaw
outlined the contents of his library in support of his
claim that it was 'one of the most complete libraryes in
Europe (that of Oxforde excepted)'.
4. Contents
A tabulation of subject classes. No book entry.
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5. Arrangement
Printed books
1. Scriptures
2. Counsels
3. Fathers
4. Protestants
5. Papists
Commenters
Controversies
Postillers
Schoolmen
Casuists
6. Lawe
civil e
canon
7. Cosniographye
8. Historye
newe & olde
civile & ecciesiasticall
Manuscripts
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The 1568 post-mortem inventory of the books of
Thomas Dave (died 1568)
1. Sources
Printed (from Oxford University Archives) by A.B. Emden
(no.105, p.718-719).
2. Date and attribution
Dated March 1, 1568, with Daye's name.
3. Circumstances
Part of an inventory of Daye's effects.
4. Contents
137 entries (printed books).
5. Arrangement
Roughly in three subject classes (not titled):-
Entries no.
(Law, mainly Canon]	 1-36
(Theology]	 37-119
(Grammar, Poetry and History)	 120-137
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The 1583 list of the books of
John Dee (1527-1608)
1. Sources
Three copies of the library catalogue of John Dee are
recorded by S. R. Jayne (no.136). I have consulted
British Library Harley MS 1879 (printed books listed on
fol.20r-92r; manuscripts on fol.93r-lOBr). An edition of
the catalogue of Dee's library, from a manuscript in
Trinity College, Cambridge (manuscripts by Professor A.G.
Watson, printed books by R.J. Roberts) is due for
publication in the near future.
Studies of Dee and his library include those by P.J.
French (no.113), R. Deacon (no.96), F.A. Yates (no.244)
and C.F. Smith (no.206).
2. Date and attribution
Catalogue entitled 'Catalogus librorum Bibliothecae
Mortlacensis D. Iohn Dee. 6 Septeinb.1583'.
3. Contents
2,5O0 entries (printed books), followed by 17O
manuscripts.
4, Arrangement
The printed books are arranged in the following main
sections: -
fol.no.(Libri compacti][By size]
Historica, ad navigationem pertinentia
Compacti [miscellaneous]
Chemici libri coinpacti
Paracelsici libri compacti[No heading]
Hebraici. Chaldaici compacti
Grammaticalia nonnulla, compacti
Libri anglici compacti
Libri non coinpacti
20r-55r
55r-56r
57r-57v
58 r- 60 r
60v-62v
63r-65v
66r-68v
69r-70v
7 lr-7 3 r
74r-92r
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The early 17th-century trave11in libraries prepared by
William Hakewill (1574-1655)
1. Sources
Printed (from originals in the British Library; the
Huntington Library, San Marino, California; the
Brotherton Library, University of Leeds; and the Toledo
Museum of Arts, Toledo, Ohio) by H.M. Nixon and W.A.
Jackson (no.175).
2. Dates and attributions
Prepared by Hakewill for Sir Julius Caesar (died 1636) in
the early 17th century; Sir Thomas Egerton (154O-16l7)
in 1616; a member of the Madden family in 1618; and one
of the sons or grandsons of Sir Nicholas Bacon in the
first quarter of the 17th century.
3. Circumstances
Travelling libraries, each consisting of one book-shaped
box.
4. Contents
Approximately the same contents in each box, i.e. 44
small printed books.
5. Arranement
Same arrangement for each, i.e. books arranged on three
shelves, with catalogue painted on a sheet of vellum on
the inside of the cover of the box. In three classes:-
Theology and philosophy
Classical history
Poetry
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The c.1624 list of the books of
Anthony HicTczin (1608-16241
1. Sources
Printed (from a manuscript in Ripon Cathedral Library) by
J.E. Mortimer (no.169).
2. Date and attribution
Not dated but compiled shortly before Higgin's death in
November 1624. In Higgin's hand (J.E. Mortimer, no.169,
p.1).
3. Circumstances
Shelf-list in rough note book.
4. Contents
772 numbered entries. No indication of size, and rarely
of date.
5. Arranement
'Classes' No.of entries
(i.e. shelves)
Biblia Sacra
Conciones
Patres
Leiturgiae et missalia
Commentari i
Scholastici
Polemic i
Loci communes et
catecheses
1-5
6
7-11
12
13-20
21-22
23-27
28-30
86
29
119
21
188
50
183
96
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The 1618 catalogue of the books of
Sir Thomas Knvvett (died 1618)
1. Sources
Printed (from a Cambridge University Library manuscript)
by D.J. McKitterick (no.162).
The same manuscript also contains lists of loans
from Knyvett's library, as well as a shelf list of the
same collection as the one discussed here, at a later
stage in its development, compiled in 1634 and written in
another hand. Classes in this catalogue are essentially
the same as in its 1618 predecessor. Unlike the 1618
list, however, this includes manuscripts as well as
printed books.
2. Date and attribution
Not dated but compiled shortly after Knyvett's death in
1618 (not 1622 as stated by S.R. Jayne, no.136, p.151).
3. Circumstances
Copied from an earlier inventory, now lost (D.J.
McKitterick, no.162, p.25).
4. Contents
1,384 entries (1,8OO printed books) with place and date
of publication, and size.
511-678
679-707
708-73 6
737-753
754-761
762-871
872-891
892-900
901-933
934-1212
1213-1240
124 1-1267
1268-1288
1289-1293
1294-1320
1321-1323
1324
1325
1326-1333
1334-1343
1344-1381
1382-1384
5. Arranaement
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Entries no.
(Theologici)
Libri theologici (latini in folio)
Theologici latini in 4', 8', et 16'
Theologiens franois
Diuinitie bookes in English
Hispani theologi
Italici theologi
Medici
(Historici, politici, geographici]
Libri historici, politici et geographici
(latini)
Historiens, politiques, et geographiques
franois
Histor. pout. geograph. English
Ital.
Hispanici
(Mathematici]
Libri ynathematici [latini]
Matheluatici angli
Matheluatici gaulice
Matheinatici itali.
(Philosophici]
Libri philosophici et aliarum artium
humaniorum [latini]
Gallice
Italici phil.
English
Hispani.
[Poetici et Iuusici]
Libri poetici et musici [latini]
Italici poetici et inusici
[French]
Spanish
English
(Juris]
Libri vtriusque iuris (latini]
Lawe bookes in English, and old Norinand
François
1-112
113-244
245-270
271-3 05
306-309
310-315
3 16-510
1-131
132-140
141-272
273-3 19
320-347
348-356
357-440
441-487
488-602
603-619
620-629
63 0-674
675-699
700-704
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The 1632 catalociue of the books of
Sciio Le Sauver (1579-1659)
1. Sources
Printed (from a John Rylands Library manuscript) by F.
Taylors (no.219).
2. Date and attribution
List in Le Squyer's hand, and entitled 'A kalender of my
bookes taken the 14th of Aprill 1632 when I sett them up
in my study in Longacre'.
Includes later additions.
3. Circumstances
List compiled after Le Squyer moved house in the Spring
of 1632.
3. Contents
704 entries (printed books and manuscripts).
4. Arranement
Entries no.
(Printed books]
'Divinity'
'Books that my Dead Wife Left'
'History'
'Phisick and Surgery'
(No heading; includes dictionaries
and grammars]
'Flowers, etc.'
'Poesy'
'Morality'
(Manuscripts]
[No heading]
'Diuinity'
'Preseruing and Cooking. Experiments
Phisicall'
'Devonsheere, etc., Records'
'Morality and History. Office' (j]
'George's Books : Bought 7 Sept.1639'
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The 1609 catalogue of the books of
John LunUev. Baron Luinlev (l534?-1609
1. Sources
Printed (from a manuscript in Trinity College, Cambridge)
by S.R. Jayne and F.R. Johnson (no.137).
2. Date and attribution
A 1609 copy of a catalogue originally compiled for Lord
Lumley in 1596. Both the original (now lost) and the
copy were made by Anthony Alcock (S.R. Jayne and F.R.
Johnson, no.137, p.32, 34).
3. Circumstances
Shelf-list commissioned, after Lumley's death, by Prince
Henry, the King's son, on the occasion of removing the
books to St James' Palace. The collection includes the
libraries of Henry Fitzalan, 12th Earl of Arundel, and of
Thomas Crannier, Archbishop of Canterbury, and it was to
constitute the largest single acquisition in the history
of the Old Royal Library.
4. Contents
2,609 entries consisting of about 400 manuscripts and
2,600 printed books, with place and date of printing
given irregularly.
5. Arrangement
Entries no.
Theologi
Historici
Artes liberales et philosophi
Medici
Legistae (Canon and Civil Law]
Cosmographi et geographi
Common lawe bookes
Music i
1-936
937-1527
1528-2290
2291-2426
2427-2484
2485-2517
2518-2567
2568-2609
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Within each of the first four classes the books are
grouped in alphabetical order (according to the first
letter of the first name of the author, or the first
letter of the title); within each alphabetical group the
books are then arranged by size. In the last four
sections the books are generally arranged by size only.
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The c.1539 rost-inortein inventory of the books of
Edward Moore (died l539
1. Sources
Printed (from Cambridge University Archives) by E.S.
Leedham-Green (no.154, vol.1, p.12-15).
2. Date and attribution
Not dated but compiled shortly after Moore's death (his
will was proved December 11, 1539).
3. Circumstances
Inventory on disease; includes a copy of a class catalogue
of Moore's books.
4. Contents
111 entries (printed books) with appraised values noted.
5. Arrangement
Entries no.
libri greci
[Miscellaneous]
historiographi
Poetae
Rethorici (j]
De variis rebus et artibus
Doctores
De lingua romana
hebra ica
1-32
33-61
62-70
71-84
85-87
88-97
98-100
101-102
103-111
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The c.1593 list of the irthted books
beaueathed to Corpus Christi College. Cambride
by Matthew Parker (l5O4-1575
1. Sources
In several manuscripts (see S.R. Jayne, no.136, for
details). I have consulted Lainbeth Palace MS 723,
fol.5r-19v, and this manuscript also contains a list of
ç3OO manuscripts given by Parker to Corpus Christi
College, Cambridge (the manuscripts are listed separately
from the printed books and are arranged by press, not by
subject).
There is a three-volume biography of Parker by John
Strype (no.211) and a more modern life by V.J.K. Brook
(no.80). There have been several contributions on
Parker's printed books and manuscripts, particularly the
latter, including B. Dickins (no.100).
2. Date and attribution
The earliest catalogue at Corpus Christi College is dated
August 6, 1593 (with Parker's name) and there is no
evidence that the books reached the College before that
date (B. Dickins, no.100, p.26).
3. Circumstances
Books given Corpus Christi College, Cambridge in 1574.
4. Contents
475 printed books, forming 'Maiore bibliotheca', with dates
of printing.
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5. Arrangement
(Theology]
Biblia
(Theologica]
Theologica prime aetatis
Theologica medie aetatis
Theologica postreme aetatis
Concionatoria
Formule ceremoniarum
(Bible commentaries)
Historica
luridica
Medica; chirurgica
Philosophica
Ethica
Phi s ica
Metaphisica
Aichimnistica
Mathemat ica
Rhetorica
Gra[m]mnatica
Poetica
Miscellanea
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The 1545 post-mortem inventory of the books of
John Perman. or Parman (died c.1545)
1. Sources
Printed (from Cambridge University Archives) by E.S.
Leedham-Green (no.154, vol.1, p.49-55).
2. Date and attribution
Datable to 1545.
Perman's name is erroneously recorded as 'Freenian' in
the 1956 edition of S.R. Jayne's Library cataloques
(no.136) but it is corrected in the 1983 re-issue.
3. Circumstances
Inventory on decease; includes, among his 'Toles' and
'Instrumentes', a copy of a class catalogue of Perman's
books.
4. Contents
220 entries (printed books), with appraised values noted.
5. Arranaement
N.B. The very first item is not entered among the books.
Entries no.
Theologi	 2-21
[Astronomy, mathematics etc.] 	 22-50
Poete oratores &c: 	 51-100
Medici chirurgi	 101-220
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The 1589 post-mortem inventory of the books of
Andrew Perne (c.1519-1589)
1. Sources
Printed (from Cambridge University Archives) by E.S.
Leedham-Green (no.154, vol.1, p.419-479).
2. Date and attribution
Dated May 18, 1589, with Perne's name.
3. Circumstances
Inventory on disease. 	 Q
4. Contents
2,585 entries (printed books), with appraised values
noted.
5. Arrangement
The books kept 'in the upper studie' are listed under the
six subject headings given below (this list ends with
Perne's mathematical instruments and cartographical
materials, entered respectively under the headings
'Geometrie' and 'Mappes'). Subject groups are also
recognisable in the list of books kept elsewhere, but they
are not given subject headings.
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Entries no.
In the vpper studie
Grammat ices	 1-202
Philosophie	 2 03-274
Theol og ie	 275-52 0
Cathol id	 521-948
Alij inixti
[Classical literature and theology] 	 949-964
[Medicine, natural history, alchemy ...] 965-1051
[Hebrew]	 1052-1077
[Theology]	 1078-1223
Lutherani
[Miscellaneous]	 1224-1421
[British authors]	 1422-1537
(Catechisms and confessions] 	 1538-1577
[Miscellaneous]	 1578-1599
Geoinetrie	 1600-1621
Mappes	 1622-1646
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The 1575 donations list of the books of
David Pole. BishoD of Peterborouh (died 1568)
1. Sources
Printed (from manuscripts at All Souls College, Oxford)
by A.B. Emden (no.105) and by N.R. Ker (no.143, p.27-33).
2. Date and attribution
Only one of the book-lists is dated (1575).
3. Circumstances
Books bequeathed to All Souls College, Oxford.
4. Contents
ç17O legal and theological printed books.
5. Arranement
In two subject classes, listed as Law and Theology in one
list, and Theology and Law in another.
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The 1521 ost-inortem inventorY of the books of
Bryan Rowe (died 1521)
1. Sources
Printed (from a manuscript in King's College, Cambridge)
by F.J. Norton (no.176).
2. Date and attribution
Note 'Inventariuiu omnium bonorum Magistri Rowe', with
date August 24, 1521, at the head of the list.
3. Circumstances
Post-mortem inventory.
4. Contents
101 entries (printed books), with appraised values.
5. Arrangement
No overall arrangement, only traces of subject
arrangement here and there.
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The 1615 and 1637 lists of the books of
William Cecil. 2nd Earl of Salisbury
1. Sources
Hatfield House, Hertfordshire (unnumbered manuscripts).
2. Date and attribution
Date at head of first list is January 26, 1614/15. The
date 1637 is also noted at the head of the second list.
Compiled by the Earl's Receiver-General, Christopher
Keighley (his name is variously spelt).
3. Contents
ç1,3OO entries (printed books) in the first list;
1,9OO entries (also printed books) in the second list.
4. Arrangement
Arrangement follows shelf order exactly, and is almost
the same in each list, but the names of some classes are
changed in the second list. In the first catalogue,
arrangement is by subject, then size; in the second
catalogue, arrangement is by subject, then size, then
alphabetical within size.
1615
Diuinitie
Historie
Naturall philosophie
& phisice &c
Diuerse sortes
Philologie
Lawe
1637
Theology
History
Philosophia
Pol itica
Leges
Philologia
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The 1566 and 1576 cataloques of the books of
Sir Thomas Smith (1513-1577)
1. Sources
The best edition (from a manuscript at Queens' College,
Cambridge) is by R. Simpson (no.205, in press at the time
of writing, and not consulted). Additional lists of the
Smith's books include a previous list of ç400 printed
books (printed by J. Strype, no.212) and a further list
of 55 printed books and manuscripts.
Smith's first full-scale biographer was John Strype
(no.212), who has been supplemented and corrected by N.
Dewar (no.99). These two authors, however, say
remarkably little about Smith's library, and the
forthcoming edition by Simpson will be especially
valuable from this point of view.
2. Date and attribution
The date is noted in the title at the head of each
catalogue: August 1, 1566 for the first catalogue, and
April 9, 1576 for the second. Recorded in one of Smith's
personal notebooks, in his own hand.
3. Contents
574 entries in the 1566 catalogue, including many
added in subsequent years; 556 entries in the second
catalogue (printed books and a few manuscripts). Size
occasionally given.
Not surprisingly the 1576 catalogue includes books not in
its 1566 predecessor, but it also unexplainably omits
certain titles which do appear in the 1566 catalogue.
de pictura
et canonici
poetica
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4. Arrangement
1566
Theologiae
luris ciullis
English law
Historiographj
Philosophica
Mathemat ica
Medica et chirurg.
Gram[m)atica et poetica
Graeci libri historici
et philosophici
De arch itectura
< APPENDIX: SMITH >
1576
Historiographes
Medicinae, of phisick
Philosophica
Astronomica
Architectura et
Theologica
luris ciullis,
Gram(m]atica et
Com[m]on law
Ph is ic
Ciuil law
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The 1556 catalocrue of the books of
Henry Stafford. 1st Baron Stafford (1501-1563)
1. Sources
Printed (from a manuscript in the William Salt Library,
Stafford) by A.H. Anderson (no.64).
There is no full-scale biography of Stafford. On
his public career, see A.H. Anderson (no.66).
2, Date and attribution
In Stafford's own Letter Book. Described as 'Catalogus
omnium et singulorum librorum apud Castrum Stafforde
Remanentjuin ab Anno Domini 1556' at the head of the
inventory.
3. Contents
348 numbered entries.
Gives full bibliographical details, set out in seven
columns (giving volume number within each subject
section; title; author(s); printer's name; place of
printing; date of printing; size).
4. Arrangement
No. of entries
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
lun g civilis libni
lus pontificum
Nomina librorum grammaticorum et
poetarum
Historiographorum libri
Astronomorum et arithmeticorum novorum
Libri rhetorices et oratoruin et
philosophorum
Cosmographiae, rei militaris, rusticae,
pecunianiae, perspectivae, et
aliarum artium
Nedicorum et chirurgorum libri
Theologoruin libni
27
17
35
'51' (52)
'36' (37)
'37' (39)
16
'58' (59)
'64' (66)
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The 1596 post-mortem inventory of the books of
Benedict Thorowciood (died 1596)
1. Sources
Printed (from Cambridge University Archives) by E.S.
Leedham-Green (no.154, p.531-535).
2. Date and attribution
Dated July 7, 1596, with Thorowgood's name.
3. Circumstances
Post-mortem inventory.
4. Contents
144 entries (printed books).
5. Arrangement
None. Books chiefly legal and theological.
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The c.1605 list of the books of
Sir HenrY Tresham (died 1559)
1. Sources
British Library, Additional MS 39,830, fol.155v-203r.
2. Date and attribution
Dated and identified as a record of Tresham's collection
in the 1983 re-issue of S.R. Jayne's Library catalocmes
(no.136, p.xii).
3. Contents
g. 2,300 manuscripts and printed books.
4, Arrangement
A basic shelf-list arranged in several subject classes.
The list survives as a series of loose leaves pasted in a
modern volume, and as a result, the order of classes is
often chaotic and most of the classes are scattered.
A synopsis of classes is recorded on fol.203r, but this
differs from the classes found in the list itself: the
synopsis includes extra classes, e. g . 'Libri legales'
(subdivided into 'Civilis', 'Canonici', Provincialis' and
'Concilia'); some classes found in the list (e. g . 'Libri
poetici', fol.163v and 193v-194r) are omitted from the
synopsis; and the order adopted in the synopsis does not
correspond to that of the list in its present state.
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The c.16l0 cataloaue of the books of
an unknown owner
1. Sources
Northamptonshire County Record Office, Finch Hatton MS
4025, fol.lr-4v. This is followed by an earlier
catalogue of the same collection, copied in the same hand
as the later catalogue. The earlier catalogue includes
only 25 manuscripts and about 110 printed books, but it
is arranged in exactly the same subject sections as the
16l0 catalogue (S.R. Jayne, no.136, erroneously says
that it lacks two of the subject sections represented in
the	 1610 catalogue).
2. Contents
258 entries (including 27 for manuscripts).
3. Arranement
No. of entries
Libri theologici	 18
Libri philosophici	 69
Libri historici	 22
Libri mathematici geometrici 	 34
Libri de architectura pictura &c.	 5
[MSS]
Libri manuscripti graeci	 3
Latini M.S.	 6
Italici M.S.	 18
Libri hispanici	 1
Libri critici poetici &c. 	 12
English bookes	 6
Libri iuris civilis canonici &c. 	 8
Libri orat. poet. philologi 	 56
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5. The ç1610 catalogue of the books of an unknown owner
(Northaniptonshire Record Office, Finch Hatton MS 4025,
fol.3r). Reduced.
Image removed due to third party copyright
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The c.1627 cata1ocue of the books of
an unknown owner
1. Sources
British Library, Sloane MS 580, fol.3v-36r.
2. Date and attribution
The contents of the collection indicate that the owner
was a physician (the catalogue is headed 'Bibliotheca
materiarum inedica'). The only clue to ownership is the
signature, on fol.37v: 'Robert Hall, 1627', but no
physician of that name has been identified.
3. Contents
368 entries (almost exclusively medical printed books),
usually with size and press-mark.
4. Arrangenent
The first 113 entries (fol.2r-9r) are not generally
arranged in any particular order, but the majority of the
collection (no.114-368, fol.lOr-36r) is finely
classified by subject, with the 28 specific subject
headings below. Besides itsdetailed classification, the
list is notable for its frequent alphabetical arrangement
of authors' names.
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Entries no.
(No heading]
De putredine et putrifactione
De chirurgia
De partu(No heading]
De sanguinis missione
De pulsibus
De febribus
De signis, et praedictionibus
De peste(No heading]
De lue venerea('Disputationes' and other
general works](Medical astrology and
related works]
De niorbis niulierum(Miscellaneous works]
Epistolae
Foetus
De capite
De thorace
De infimo ventre
De inorbis infantium
De inorbis virginum
De vitiis cutaneis
De senibus
De dieta
De medicamentorum qualitatibus
De prodigiis
De venenis
De niorsu canis rabidi
De huinoribus(No heading]
De bituminibus
De lapidibus et metallis
De astrologia[No heading]
1-113
114-115
116-135
136-139
140-153
154-161
162-165
166-193
194-200
201-2 12
213
214-222
223-243
244-247
248-255
256-2 69
270-275
276-282
283-291
292-295
296-3 03
No entry
No entry
304-3 10
311-312
313-317
318-3 39
340-3 42
343-346
347
348-352
353-354
355-356
357-3 61
362
3 63-3 68
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Bib1ioraPhY
The arrangement is in four sections:-
1. Primary sources : manuscripts
2. Primary sources : printed books
3. Secondary sources : select and annotated list of
general histories of classification (this section
only includes publications which deal exclusively
with classification)
4. Secondary sources : works cited in the study
(The bibliographical sources cited in the
transcriptions in Part II above are listed on p.6
above).
In section 1, manuscripts are listed in alphabetical
order of location of repositories. Within each of the
other three sections, printed books are listed
alphabetically by name of author, editor or compiler.
In choosing the form of entries for printed books,
the aim has been to strike a balance between maintaining
consistency and retaining the information supplied in the
publications:
- Names of authors, editors and compilers are in the form
given in BL, but not necessarily in the full form (e.g.
Edward Edwards has been entered below as 'Edwards,
Edward', not as 'Edwards, Edward, First Librarian of
the Free Library, Manchester'). In those cases where a
name was not found in BL, the form used in the book
itself has been given.
- In American places of publication, the common
abbreviations for the names of states have been used
(as in 'Washington, D.C.', 'New York, N.Y.', and
'Cambridge, Mass.'). When a book gives the name of a
city without the name of the state, the name of the
state has been supplied without square brackets.
- The names of publishers have not necessarily been given
in full, e.g. 'Williams Collins Sons & Co.' has been
recorded as 'Collins'.
- For the purposes of this bibliography, the copyright
date has been used for the date of publication when the
latter is not supplied in the book.
- The numbering of series has been given as found in
the publications themselves, e. g . '3', 'no.2'.
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For journal articles, volume number, issue number,
month and year of publication, if stated in the journals
themselves, have been included. Authors of journal
articles (when not also cited in the bibliography as the
authors of books) have been kept in the form used in the
journals themselves.
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1. Primary sources : manuscripts
Cambridcie
1. Sidney Sussex College, MS 91, p.21-30. List of the
books of Lucy Russell, Countess of Bedford, 1628.
2. University Library, MS 00.7.52, p.18-20. List of the
books of Sir Nicholas Bacon,	 1658.
London
3. British Library, Additional MS 22,916, fol.57r.
Letter from William Somner to Sir Simonds D'Ewes, May 29,
1649.
4. British Library, Additional MS 39,830, fol.155v-203r.
List of the books of Sir Henry Tresham, 1605.
5. British Library, Burney MS 368, fol.59r-60v. List of
the books of William Somner, 1639.
6. British Library, Harley MS 1879, fol.20r-108r. List
of the books of John Dee, 1583.
7. British Library, Harley MS 3267. List of the books
of William Paget, 4th Baron Paget, 1617.
8. British Library, Sloane MS 520, fol.81v-30v (counting
from back of manuscript). Lists of the books attributed
to Samuel Bernard,	 l640.
9. British Library, Sloane MS 580, fol.3v-36r. List of
the books of an unknown owner, ç1627.
10. Lambeth Palace Library, MS 723, fol.57r-v, 60v.
Lists of the books of Sir Nicholas Bacon, 1584.
11. Lambeth Palace Library, MS 723, fol.5r-19v. List of
the books of Matthew Parker, 1574.
12. Public Record Office, Prerogative Court of Canterbury
(P.C.C.) Skynner 108. Will of William Rant, proved
November 8, 1627.
13. Public Record Office, P.C.C. Wyndebanck 18. Will of
Humphrey Rant, proved March 3, 1607/08.
Oxford
14. Bodleian Library, Ashmole MS 1487, fol.215v-217v.
List of the books of Edward Barlow, 1590.
15. Bodleian Library, Rawlinson MS D.213, fol.3r-5v.
List of the books of William Rant, 1595.
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(Primary sources : manuscripts, continued)
Others
16. Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, D.C., MS
L.b.550, fol.55r-66r, 104r-105v. Lists of the books of
Sir William More, 	 l6OO. N.B. Original not seen: I have
consulted a photographic reproduction supplied by the
Folger Shakespeare Library.
17. Gloucestershire Record Office, Gloucester, unnuithered
MS. List of the books of John Deighton, 1640.
18. Hatfield House, Hatfield, Hertfordshire, unnumbered
MS. Lists of the books of William Cecil, 2nd Earl of
Salisbury, 1615 and 1637.
19. Northamptonshire Record Office, Northampton, Finch
Hatton MS 4025, fol.lr-7v. Lists of the books of an
unknown owner,	 16lO.
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2. Primary sources : printed books
20. Ascham, Roger. The schoolmaster (1570; edited by
Lawrence Vincent Ryan. Ithaca, N.Y. : Cornell University
Press, for the Folger Shakespeare Library, 1967 (Folger
documents of Tudor and Stuart civilization). Ascham's
work was originally published as The scholemaster (1].
London : Iohn Daye, 1570.
21. Bacon, Francis, Viscount St Albans. The twoo Fsicl
bookes of Francis Bacon. Of the roficience and
aduancement of learning . dju jne and humane. London : For
Henrie Tomes, 1605. A facsimile of this first edition,
made from copies in the library of King's College,
Cambridge, and in the Bodleian Library, was published
Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1970 (The English
experience series; no.218). Enlarged in O pera Francisci
Baronis de Verulamio ... Tomus primus: cmi continet De
djcinitate & aucnnentis scientiarum ].ibros IX; edited by
William Rawley. Londini : In Officina loannis Haviland,
1623. The standard critical edition of Bacon's works is
The works of Francis Bacon ...; collected and edited by
James Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis and Douglas Denon
Heath. New ed. 14 vol. London : Longmans (etc.],
1862-1875.
22. Bodley, Sir Thomas. Letters of Sir Thomas Bodlev to
Thomas James. first Keener of the Bodleian Library;
edited with an introduction by G.W. Wheeler. Oxford :
Clarendon Press, 1926.
Boulliau, Isinael (compiler). See no.36 below.
23. Caius, John. Historiae Cantebriciiensis Academiae ab
urbe condita liber primusi-liber secundusi. Londini : In
aedibus Johannis Daij, 1574. Reprinted in The works of
John Caius ...; edited by E.S. Roberts. Cambridge :
Cambridge University Press, 1912.
24. Cassiodorus Senator, Flavius Magnus Aurelius.
Cassiodori Senatoris Institutiones; edited from the
manuscripts by R.A.B. Mynors. Oxford : Clarendon Press,
1937. For an English translation, see An introduction to
divine and human readings ....; translated with an
introduction and notes by Leslie Webber Jones. New York,
N.Y. : Columbia University Press, 1946 (Records of
civilization. Sources and studies; no.40).
25. Clemens, Claudius. Musei. siue bibliothecae tam
privatae guam ub1icae extructio. instructio. cura, vsus,
libri IV ... Lugduni : Suiuptibus lacobi Prost, 1635.
26. Constantinus, Robertus. Nomenclator insignium
scriptorum. auorum l jbrj extant vel manuscripti. vel
jinpressi ... Parisiis : Apud Andream Wechelum, 1555.
Dee, John.	 g no.27 below.
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(Primary sources : printed books. continued)
Du Puy, Jacques, Du Puy, Pierre, and Boulliau, Ismael.
no.36 below.
Dumaine, Franois Grudé de La Croix. See no.29 below.
27. Euclid. The elements of eoinetrie ...; translated by
Sir Henry Billingsley; with a preface by John Dee.
London : Iohn Daye, 1570.
28. Gesner, Conrad. Pandectarum sive artitionuin
universalium ... libri XXI. Tiguri : Excudebat
Christophorus Froschoverus, 1548. Book XX (on medicine)
was never published, and Book XXI was published
separately as Partitiones theolocTicae ..., ibid., 1549.
29. Grudé de La Croix Dumaine, François. Bibliothèaue
franoise. Vol.1-2 in Les bibliothèaues franoises de La
Croix du Maine et de Du Verdier. 6 vol.; edited by M.
Rigoley de Juvigny. Paris : Saillant, 1772 (originally
published in 2 vol., 1584-1585).
30. Hugo, de Sancto Victore. Huonis de Sancto Victore
Didascalicon de studio legendi : a critical text; edited
by Charles Henry Buttimer. Washington, D.C. : Catholic
University of America Press, 1939 (Studies in Medieval
and Renaissance Latin; 10). For an English translation,
see The Didascalicon of Hugh of St Victor : a medieval
guide to the arts; translated with an introduction and
notes by Jerome Taylor. New York, N.Y.; London : Columbia
University Press, 1961 (Records of civilization. Sources
and studies; no.64).
31. James, Thomas (compiler). Catalocius universalis
omniuin libroruin in Bibliotheca Bodleiana ... Oxoniae :
Excudebant lohannes Lichfield & lacobus Short, Impensis
Bodleianis, 1620.
La Croix Duinaine, Franois Grudé de. See no.29 above.
32. Lanehain, Robert. A letter : whearin. part of the
entertainment untoo the Queenz Ma jesty . at Killinqwoorth
Castl. in warwik Sheer. in this so pmerz Progress. 1575.
iz signified : from a freend officer attendant in Coourt.
untoo hiz freend a Citizen. and Merchaunt of London
(anonymous). (s.l. : s.n., 1575 or 1576). One of the
copies in the Bodleian Library has been published as a
facsimile reproduction (Menston, Yorkshire: Scolar Press,
1968). Critical edition in Rutger Johannes Pieter Kuin's
doctoral thesis (University of Amsterdam, 1973),
published Leiden : E.J. Brill, 1983 (Medieval and
Renaissance texts; vol.2).
33. Leibnitz, Gottfried Wilhelm von, Baron. New essays
concernina human understanding ...; translated from the
original Latin, French and German, with notes, by Alfred
Gideon Langley. 2nd ed. Chicago, Ill.; London : Open
Court, 1916.
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(Primary sources : printed books, continued)
34. Maunsell, Andrew. The first part of the cata1oue of
English printed bookes : which concerneth such matters of
diuinitie. as haue bin either written in our owne tongue,
or translated out of anie other lanuae ... London :
Printed by Iohn Windet for Andrew Maunsell, 1595. Part
two published as The seconde carte of the catalo gue of
Enlish printed bookes : evther written in our owne
tongue, or translated out of any other lanauae : which
concerneth the Sciences Matheinaticall. as Arithmetic.
geoinetrie. astronoinie. astrolo gie. inusick. the arte of
ware, and nauigptipn : and also, of hvsick and surerie
..W London : Printed by lames Roberts for Andrew
Naunsell, 1595. There is a facsimile reproduction,
published London : Gregg Press in association with
Archive Press, 1965 (English bibliographical sources, 2nd
series; no.1).
35. Naudé, Gabriel. Advis pour dresser une bibliothéque.
présenté & Monsieur ].e Président de Mesme. Paris : F.
Targa, 1627. Besides several French editions and a Latin
translation, Naudé's work was first translated into
English by John Evelyn in 1661, under the title
Instructions concerning erectin of a library : presented
to my Lord the President De Mesme (reprinted Cambridge,
Mass. : Houghton, Mifflin, 1903).
36. Thou, Jacques Auguste de, the Elder. Catalogus
bibliothecae Thuanae; compiled by Jacques Du Puy, Pierre
Du Puy and Ismael Boulliau; edited by Joseph Quesnel.
Parisiis : Impensis Directionis, 1679.
37. Valla, Georgius. De expetendis et fuiendis rebus
opus ... Venetiis : In aedibus Aldi, 1501.
Wheeler, George William (editor). Letters of Sir Thomas
Bodlev to Thomas James ... 	 no.22 above.
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3. Secondary sources : select and annotated list of
general histories of classification
38. Bliss, Henry Evelyn. The or ganization of knowledge
and the system of the sciences. New York, N.Y. : Henry
Holt, 1929. See part 4, p.305-403 ('A historical
survey of systems of knowledge'). A description,
evaluation and critique of classifications of knowledge,
from Plato to the 1920s.
39. Brown, James Duff. Library classification and
cataloguing . London : Grafton, 1916. See chapters 1-4,
p.1-90. A survey of classifications of knowledge and
library classifications, from Antiquity to the early 20th
century, with particular reference to the 19th century
onward. An enlarged version of the historical sections
in his Manual of library classification and shelf
arrangement (London : Library Supply Co., 1898).
40. Flint, Robert. Philosophy as scientia scientiarum.
and a historY of classifications of the sciences.
Edinburgh : W. Blackwood, 1904. See p.67-340 ('A
history of classifications of the sciences'). Describes
at length, with critical evaluations, systems of
classification of knowledge, from Plato to the end of the
19th century. Often critized for its strong theological
bias.
41. Foskett, Douglas John. Library classification and the
field of knowledge. London : Library Association, 1958
(Library Association, Reference and Special Libraries
Section, North Western Group, Occasional papers; no.1). A
general discussion of the history of the classification
of knowledge and library classification.
42. Foskett, Douglas John. 'Some historical aspects of
the classification of knowledge', Classification Society
Bulletin, vol.1, no.4, 1968, p.2-il. A brief description
of classifications of knowledge, from Greek Antiquity to
the 20th century.
43. Grolier, Eric de. 'Etat present du probléme de la
classification docuinentaire', Archives Bibliothèczues
Collections Documentation (A B.CID., no.10, July-August
1953, p.267-277. A statistical comparison of 33 schemes
of bibliographic classification, from the ninth century
to the 1950s.
44. Grolier, Eric de. 'Le système des sciences et
l'évolution du savoir'. ii Conceptual basis of the
classification of know1ede : proceedings of the Ottawa
Conference on the Conceptual Basis of the Classification
of Knowledge. October 1st to 5th. 1971; edited by Jerzy
A. Wojciechowski. Pullach/MUnchen : Verlag Dokumentation,
1974. p.20-118. Brief sketches of library classification
and classifications of knowledge from Antiquity to the
19th century, and more extensive coverage of 20th-century
systems.
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(General histories of classification, continued)
45. Grolier, Eric de. Théorie et ratiaue des
classifications documentaires. Paris : Editions
Docuinentaires Industriel]es et Techniques, 1956. See
chapter 3, p.97-143 ('Classifications des connaissances :
l'évolution du système des sciences'); and chapter 4,
p.144-169 ('L'évolution des classifications
documentaires'). A brief summary, from Antiquity to
modern times.
46. Kedrov, Bonifatii Mikhailovich. Kiassifizierunci der
Wissenschaften. Vol.1. Berlin : Akademie-Verlag, 1975
(first published in Russian in 1961). A detailed survey,
in the Marxist tradition of historiography, of
classifications of knowledge from Antiquity to the 19th
century.
47. Lewin, Percy Evans. 'Some systems of classification',
The Library Assistant, vol.3, no.56, August 1902,
p.140-146. A brief description of classifications of
knowledge and library classification, from ancient times
to the end of the 19th century.
48. Mouhasseb, Jamal. EssaY sur la classification des
sciences. Damas : Imprimerie de l'Université Syrienne,
1953. A detailed survey of classifications of knowledge
from Antiquity onward.
49. Norris, Dorothy Nay. A history of catalociuinci and
.41,,via,i#c	 11flfl1Qfl.	 +h
survey of ancient times ... London : Grafton, 1939.
Reviewed in chapter 1 above.
50. Olney, John C. Library cataloging and classification.
Santa Monica, Calif. : System Development Corp., 1963
(Technical memorandum, TM series). See p.5-16 ('History
of library cataloguing to 1875'). Brief descriptions of
schemes of library classification, in chronological
order, from ancient times onward.
51. Palmer, Bernard Ira. Itself an education (six
lectures on classification). 2nd ed. London : Library
Association, 1971. See Lecture I, p.7-15 ('The
socio-historical background to library classification').
A general discussion, with particular reference to
systems of library classification from the 18th century
onward.
52. Purnell, H. Rutherford. The develo pment of notation
in classification. Croydon : [Library Assistants'
Association), 1911 (Library Assistants' Association
series; no.3). Brief description of the historical
development of notation and shelf-marks in library
classification, with particular reference to the Bodleian
Library.
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(General histories of classification, continued)
53. Ranganathan, Shiyali Ramamrita. Pro1eoniena to
library classification. 2nd ed. London : Library
Association, 1957. See part 7, especially p.391-405
('Schemes of library classification : looking back'). A
brief description of a few systems, with particular
reference to classifications of knowledge from Plato to
the 19th century. The 3rd ed. (1967) does not retain the
historical section.
54. Richardson, Ernest Cushing. Classification.
theoretical and practical ... 3rd ed. Hamden, Conn. :
Shoe String Press, 1964 (reprinted from the 3rd ed.,
1930). See Appendix I, p.43-151 (EEssay towards a
bibliographical history of systems of classification'). A
chronological list, with bibliographical references, of
162 classifications of knowledge and of 176 schemes of
bibliographic classification, from Antiquity to the
beginning of the 20th century.
amurin, E.I. See no.56 below.
55. Sayers, William Charles Berwick. A manual of
classification for librarians & bibliograihers. London :
Grafton, 1926. See part 2, p.115-209 ('History and
description of library classification'). Gives outlines
of classifications of knowledge and library
classification schemes, from Antiquity onward. The
historical section is more comprehensive in this than in
successive editions and his Introduction to librarY
classification : theoretical. historical and iractical
(9th ed., with corrections. London : Grafton, 1958).
56. Shainurin, Evgenij Ivanovich. Geschichte der
bibliothekarisch- bibliographischen Kiassifikation. 2
vol. München-Pullach : Verlag Dokuinentation, 1964-1967
(Bibliothekswissenschaftliche Arbeiten aus der
Sowjetunion und den Ländern der Volksdemokratie in
deutscher Ubersetzung; series A, vol.3). Re-issued as 2
vol. in 1 (München : Verlag Dokumentation, 1977). First
published in Russian in 1955-1959. Reviewed in chapter 1
above.
57. Shera, Jesse Hauk. 'Classification as the basis of
bibliographic organization'. 	 Bibliographic
organization : aers presented before the Fifteenth
Annual Conference of the Graduate Library School July
24-29. 1950; edited by J.H. Shera and Margaret E. Egan.
Chicago, Ill. : University of Chicago Press, 1951
(University of Chicago studies in library science).
p.72-93. A brief discussion of classifications of
knowledge and library classification, from Plato to the
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Index of roer names and short titles
in the catalogues transcribed in Part II above
Scone
The following index records the personal names and names
of corporate bodies identif led in the transcriptions in
part II above, with the exception of printers' names.
Books without a personal or corporate author have been
indexed under title (short title with modernised
spelling).
Arrangement and form of references
The arrangement is alphabetical, but books of the Bible
have been indexed in systematic order under the general
heading 'Bible'. The order is word-by-word, and entries
beginning with the same name (e. g . Joannes, Austriacus;
Joannes, Avenarius; etc.) have been listed in the same
order as in BL.
References are not to pages, but to catalogue
entries, in the form 'Paget 612-4' (i.e. Paget catalogue,
entries no.612 to 614).
Form of headings and choice of entry points
For personal names, form of name and choice of entry
point are according to the principles set out on p.13
above, Corporate bodies have been entered under their
own names, e. g . the Bodleian Library has been indexed as
'Bodleian Library' (not as 'Oxford University, Bodleian
Library').
The general pattern for personal names with prefixes
is as follows: French names with an article, or with a
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contraction of an article and a preposition, have been
entered under the prefix, and other names have been
entered under the part of the name following the prefix.
Cross-references have been supplied for departures from
this general pattern. Examples:-
Du Bellay, Guillauine
L'Obel, Matthias de
La Marche, Olivier de
Le Clerc, Antoine
Alexandro, Alexander ab
Castro, Alphonsus a
Alliaco, Petrus de
Auvergne, Martial d'
Boissat, Pierre de
Cavalleria, Petrus de la
Corte, Girolamo dalla
Gozzi, Niccolo Vito di
Monte, Guidubaldo del
Porta, Giov.Batt. della
Stabili, Francesco degli
Vigne, Pietro delle
Zanchi, Giov.Batt. de'
Occo, Adoiphus, of Augsburg
Pappus, of Alexandria
Burchius, Lainbertus van de
Lansbergen, Philippus van
Steen, Cornelis van den
Leowitz, Cyprianus von
Cross-references
Cross-references from one form of name to another have
been given selectively, largely on the basis of the forms
found in the transcriptions above.
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Abanus, Petrus see Petrus, de
Abano
Abbeville, Claude d' see
Foullon, Clement
Abbot, George: Bernard 88;
Paget 126
Abbot, Robert: Paget 180
'Abd al-Aziz ibn 'Uthman,
al-Kabisi: Rant 257
Abernethy, John: Deighton 159
Abravanel, Judah: Paget 51
Abubetrus see Muhammad ibn
Zakariya
Accorambonius, Felix: Paget 810
Accords, Seigneur Des
see Tabourot, Etienne
Acerbus, Aemilius: Paget 1485
Acominatus, Nicetas, Choniates
see Nicetas, Acominatus,
Choniates
Acosta, Joseph de: Paget 750
Actuarius, Joannes: Deighton 1;
Rant 127
Adam: Paget 95
Adams, Nicholas see Bodrugan,
otherwise Nicholas Adams
Adams, Thomas: Soxnner 169
Adamus, Meichior, of Bremen:
Paget 578
Adrian V, Pope: Somner 48
Adrianus, Romanus see Romanus,
Adrianus
Adrichomius, Christianus:
Deighton 130; Paget 505
Aegineta, Paulus see Paulus
Aegineta
Aelfric, Gramrnaticus: Somner
101
Aelianus, Tacticus: Bedford
141; Paget 1420,1426
Aelianus, Claudius,
Praenestinus: Rant 167,202
Aerodius, Petrus see Ayrault,
Pierre
Aeschines: Bacon 26; Bernard
114
Aeschylus: Bernard 164
Aesop: Bernard 157; More 206;
Rant 224
Aethicus: Paget 1345
Agapetus, Diaconus: More 185
Agard, Arthur: Somner 247
Agatharchides: Paget 672
Agathias: Bernard 33
Aggas, Edward: Barlow 143
Aglionby, Edward: More 159
Agricola, Georgius, the Elder:
Paget 913; Rant 67
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Agricola, Rodolphus, the Elder:
Bedford 202; Bernard 103; More
56; Paget 1508
Agrippa, Henricus Cornelius:
Bedford 192; Deighton 144;
Aguilon, Franois d': Bedford
91
Agustin, Antonio: Sornner 93
Ainsworth, Henry: Paget 198-200
Ainsworth, John: Paget 200
Alagona, Petrus: Paget 357
Albas Manus, Joannes ad
see Belmeis, Joannes de
Albergati, Fabio: Paget 884
Albert, St, surnamed the Great:
More 63,67; Rant 81,133
Alberti, Leandro: Paget 607
Alberti, Leon Battista: Paget
1141
Albornotius, Aegidius: Paget
686
Albohazen Hali see 'Ali ibn
Abi, al-Rijal, al-Shaibani
Aichabitius see 'Abd al-Aziz
ibri 'Uthxnan, al-Kabisi
Alciatus, Andreas: Somner 10
Alday, John: Rant 207
Aidrete, Bernardo Jose: Paget
599
Aidrovandi, Ulisse: Paget
82 6-7
Alessio, Piemontese: Deighton
59; Paget 1035
Alexander, Anglus: Deighton 151
Alexander, Aphrodisaeus: Bacon
54-5; Paget 1423
Alexander, the Great: Bedford
71; Bernard 39,50; Paget 775;
Rant 185
Alexander Severus, Marcus
Aurelius: More 193,197
Alexander, Benedictus
see Benedictus, Alexander
Alexander, William: Paget 1357
Alexandrinus, Diophantus
see Diophantus, Alexandrinus
Alexandrinus, Nicolaus
see Myrepsus, Nicolaus
Alexandrinus see also under
fist part of name (e.g.
Appianus Alexandrinus see
Appian, of Alexandria)
Alexandro, Alexander ab:
Bedford 181; Paget 1319;
Somner 132
Alexius I Comnenus, Emperor of
the East: Paget 562
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Alfred, surnamed the Great,
King of England: Somner 271
Algazel see Muhammad ibri
Muhammad, al-Ghazzali
Aighisi, Galasso: Paget 1406
Aihazen see Hasan Ibn Hasan
'Au ibn Abi, al-Rijal,
al-Shaibani: Bedford 82; Paget
1085; Rant 248
Allen, William: Paget 776
Alliaco, Petrus de: Paget 1084
Aisted, Johann Heinrich:
Bernard 112,147; Paget
127, 1211
Althamer, Andreas: Paget 225
Amandus, Polarius see Polanus,
Amandus
Axnbrogini, Angelo, Poliziano:
Bacon 9; Bedford 158; Paget
1320,1538; Rant 200
Ambrose, St: Bernard 23
Ames, William: Bernard 264;
Paget 242
Amman, Jost: Bedford 117
Ancharanus, Petrus see Petrus,
de Ancharano
Andernacus, Joarines Guinterius
see Guinterius, Joannes,
Andernacus
Anderson, Alexander: Bedford
121
Andreas, Gallus see Gallus,
Andreas
Andreini, Isabella: Paget 1527
Andrewes, Lancelot: Bernard
221; Paget 139-40,206,332;
Somner 165
Angelucci, Theodoro: Paget 860
Angelus, Carletus, de Clavasio:
Paget 115; Somner 54
Anglerius, Petrus, Martyr: More
189; Somner 133
Anglicus, Gilbertus Legleus see
Gilbertus, Legleus, Anglicus
Anglus, Alexander see
Alexander, Anglus
Annales Minorum: Somner 123
Antesignanus see Davantes,
Pierre, called Antesignanus
Antididagma: More 34
Anton, Robert: Paget 1358
Antoninus Forciglioni, St: More
17
Antonio, de Lebrixa, the Elder:
Paget 228
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Antonius, Vidus, Scarxnilionus
see Scarmilionus, Vidus
Antonius
Aphrodisaeus, Alexander
see Alexander, Aphrodisaeus
Apianus, Franciscus: Paget 1125
Apianus, Petrus: Barlow 36;
Paget 1125
Apollinarius, Bishop of
Laodicea: Bernard 170
Apollonius, Alexandrinus,
Dyscolus: Bernard 139
Apollonius, Pergaeus: Bacon 78;
Bedford 121,137; Paget 1067
Apollonius, Rhodius: Paget 1373
Apono, Petrus de see Petrus, de
Abano
Appian, of Alexandria: Bernard
34; Paget 472; Rant 178-9
Apuleius, Lucius, Madaurensis:
More 52
Aquapendente, Hieronymus
Fabricius see Fabricius,
Hieronymus, ab Aquapendente
Aquaviva, Andreas Matthaeus:
Paget 874
Aquinas, Thomas, St
see Thomas Aquinas, St
Arantius, Julius Caesar:
Deighton 115
Aratus, of Soli: Bacon 83;
Paget 1346
Aray, Martin: Paget 772
Arbiter, Titus Petronius
see Petronius Arbiter, Titus
Arcaeus, Franciscus: Deighton
92
Arcangelo Pozzo, da
Borgo-Nuovo: Paget 51,284
Archimedes: Bacon 78-9;
Bedford 86,101; Bernard 202;
Paget 1076
Arculanus, Joannes: Deighton 7
Aretaeus: Deighton 1
Aretinus, Leonardus see Bruni,
Leonardo, Aretino
Arevalo, Rodericus Sancius de
see Sancius de Arevalo,
Rode ricus
Arias Montanus, Benedictus:
Bacon 16; Bernard 297; Paget
1-4,95-9
Ariosto, Lodovico: Paget
1359,1400
Aristaenetus: Paget 1531
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Aristophanes: Bacon 5; Bernard
174
Aristotle: Bacon 29,31,33,
46-59; Barlow 89; Bedford 193,
200-1,203; Bernard 89-94,98,
106-107; More 53-4,82; Paget
810-1, 814, 816, 821, 830-1, 837,
845, 847, 865, 900, 905, 917-8,
935-6, 945, 986, 1150, 1184,
1193, 1253, 1256-7, 1260, 1262,
1479-81, 1489, 1495,1501,1505,
1507
Aristoxenus: Bacon 94
Arxninius, Jacobus: Bernard 299;
Paget 285
Arnisaeus, Henningus: Paget 408
Arnobius, Afer: Bernard 8;
Paget 236
Arnoldus, Laurentius: Paget 409
Arrianus, Flavius: Bernard
39-40; Paget 472,560
Ars notariatus: Somner 56
Art or craft of grafting and
planting of trees: Rant 72
Artemidorus, Daldianus: Paget
848
Articella: Barlow 17
Arundell Marbles: Somner 103
Ascoli, Cecco d' see Stabili,
Francesco degli, called Cecco
d'Ascoli
Ashton, Peter: More 179
Atanagi, Dionigi: Paget 1545
Athanasius, St: Bernard 29
Athenaeus, Naucratita: Bernard
137-8; Paget 1265
Attendoli, Dario: Paget 446
Attendoli, Muzio, called
Sforza: Paget 686
Aubanus, Joannes Boemus
see Boemus, Joannes, Aubanus
Augsburg Confession: More 149
Augustan History: Bedford 14;
Paget 563,676
Augustine, St, Bishop of Hippo:
Barlow 135,137; Bernard 27,
289; Paget 234-5,353-4; Rant
39; Somner 174
Augustino, Antonio see Agustin,
Antonio
Augustus, Caius Julius Caesar
Octavianus, Emperor of Rome:
Bedford 10
Aurelius, Marcus see Alexander
Severus, Marcus Aurelius
Aurelius Antoninus, Marcus:
Somner 242
Auria, Andrea see Doria,
Andrea, Prince of Melfi
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Auria, Josephus: Paget 1144
Ausonius, Decimus Magnus:
Bernard 180
Austriacus, Joannes
see Joannes, Austriacus
Automne, Bernard: Paget 1366
Auvergne, Martial d': Paget 411
Avenarius, Joannes see
Habermann, Johann, of Eger
Averroes see Muhammad ibn AhxTlad
Avertissement a la noblesse:
Paget 744
Avity, Pierre d': Paget 629
Ayrault, Pierre: Paget 410,418
Azalus, Pompilius: Paget 817
Azor, Joannes: Paget 44
Azpilcueta, Martin de: Paget
357,426
Bacchanellus, Joannes: Barlow
116-7; Rant 137
Bacci, Andrea: Deighton 68;
Paget 882,934
Bacon, Francis, Viscount St
Albans: Bernard 97,161; Paget
801,897,991,1000,1308; Somner
85,272
Bacon, Roger: Paget 875
Bagdedino, Machometo
see Muhammad A1-Baghdadi
Bagshaw, Christopher: Paget 155
Baif, Lazare de: Paget 1355
Bairo, Pietro: Barlow 120;
Paget 1059; Rant 84,117
Baker, Humphrey: Bedford 146;
Rant 259
Balbani, Nicolao: Paget 648
Baldus, Joannes, de Janua:
Bedford 149
Baldwin, William: More 166
Bale, John: More 61,135,162;
Somner 262
Balm, Jean: Paget 683
Bandello, Matteo: Rant 180
Baicez, Domingo: Paget 40-2
Banister, John: Barlow 26;
Deighton 25
Barbaro, Daniello: Bedford 107;
Paget 1090
Barcinonensis, Paulus
see Paulus, }Iieronymus
Barclay, Alexander: More
216,221
Barclay, John: Bernard 128-9;
Paget 343,1327; Somner 267
Barclay, William: Paget 402
Bardo, Girolamo: Paget 609
Barlandus, Hadrianus Cornelius:
Paget 773
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Barlow, William, Archdeacon of
Salisbury: Paget 1181
Barlow, William, successively
Bishop of Rochester and of
Lincoln: Paget 176,192,195;
Soxnner 254
Barnaud, Nicholas: Paget 1032
Barocius, Franciscus
see Barozzi, Francesco
Baronius, Caesar: Paget 8,135,
685
Barozzi, Francesco: Paget 1200
Barret, Robert: Paget 1415
Barrough, Philip: Rant 59
Bartholomaeis, Henricus de:
Somner 6
Bartholomaeus, Anglicus:
Bedford 44; Paget 914
Bartolus, de Saxoferrato:
Soinner 3; Paget 1158
Basil, St, called the Great:
Bernard 11
Basilius, Johann Heroldt
see Heroldt, Johann, Basilius
Basille, Theodore see Becon,
Thomas
Basta, Giorgio: Paget 1441
Baudart, Willem: Paget 621
Baudozianus, Petrus: Soinner 69
Bauhinus, Caspar: Deighton
22,101,112
Bauhinus, Joanries: Paget 594
Bayly, Lewis: Somner 171
Bayrus, Petrus see Bairo,
Pietro
Beaton, David, Cardinal: More
152
Beauxamis, Thomas: Paget 21
Bebelius, Henricus: Rant 191
Becanus, Martinus: Paget 261
Beccarie de Pavie, Raimond:
Paget 1443
Becon, Thomas: More 133; Somner
155
Bede, the Venerable, St:
Bernard 296; Deighton 127;
More 92; Paget 789; Somner ill
Bedingfeld, Thomas: Bedford 35
Bedwell, William: Paget 1172
Bgat, Jean Baptiste Agneau:
Paget 747
Behotte, Adrien: Paget 321
Bell, Thomas: Deighton 148
Bellamera, Aegidius de: Somner
74
Bellantius, Lucius: Paget 1087
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Bellarmino, Robert see Robert
Bellarmino, St and Cardinal
Belleforest, Franois de: Paget
626; Rant 180
Bellenden, John: Rant 157
Bellus, Julius: Paget 600
Belmeis, Joannes de: Paget 105
Belon, Pierre: Paget 706
Bembo, Pietro: Paget 679,1536
Ben Syra see Jesus, son of
Sirach
Benedetti, Giovanni Battista:
Bedford 83; Paget 1071
Benedictus, Alexander: Deighton
38, 110
Benedictus, Joannes Baptista
see Benedetti, Giovanni
Battista
Benefield, Sebastian: Paget
194,297
Bernard, St, Abbot of
Clairvaux: Bernard 1
Bernardus, Joannes Baptista:
Paget 823
Berni, Francesco: Paget 1376
Bertachinus, Joannes: Somner 13
Bertius, Petrus: Paget 511-2
Besson, Jacques: Bedford 94;
Paget 1292
Betuleius, Xystus see Birck,
Sixt
Beyer, Hartmann: Bedford 145
Bêze, Th&odore de: Paget 18,53,
342
Bible: Bacon 16; Barlow 75,130;
Bernard 234,284,297; Deighton
156; More 1-3,33,39,103-4,
119-22; Paget 1-4,9,71,85,87,
105,208-13,215; Rant 2-4,
9-10,17,41; Somner 101
Old Testament: Paget 10,217,
346
Pentateuch: More 146
Genesis: More 6; Paget
7,9,86,103,198
Exodus: Paget 9,90,198
Leviticus: Bernard 71;
Paget 198
Prophets: Bernard 78; More
39
Joshua: Paget 96
Judges: Paget 97
Kings: Paget 217
Samuel: Bernard 74;
Paget 217
Esther: Bernard 84,87
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Job: Paget 11-2,88
Psalms: Bacon 63; Barlow
140; Bernard 73,86,170,
250; More 37,151,245;
Paget 14,89,100-1,199,
253, 302, 348-350,370,1399;
Rant 13,21,25,37,42-3;
Somner 263
Proverbs: Deighton 152
Ecciesiastes: Paget 93,221
Song of Solomon: More 166
Ezechiel: Paget 16
Daniel: Bernard 75,85;
Paget 9,189,218
Jonah: Bernard 88
New Testament: Barlow 138;
Bernard 159,294; More
8,113,123-9; Paget 17-8,69,
99,214,342,347; Rant 36
Gospels: Bernard 77,79;
More 8,21; Paget 19,
21-2,94
Matthew: Paget 23-5
Luke: Bernard 72; Paget
26
John: Bernard 178;
Paget 25,91,108
Acts: Bernard 70
Epistles: Bernard 68,80;
More 8; Paget 27-8
Epistles of St Paul:
Bernard 69,77; Rant 22
Romans: Bernard 76;
Paget 9,92,222
Corinthians: Bernard 83
Galatians: Bernard 81;
Paget 223
Hebrews: Bernard 82
Revelation: More 135;
Paget 101
Selections: More 4
Concordances: More 23,
142-3; Paget 5-6,20,102,
220; Rant 47
Apocrypha: Deighton 154-5
Esdras: Paget 104
Tobit: Paget 103
Wisdom of Solomon: Bernard
67; Rant 44
Ecclesiasticus: Paget 106
Bibliander, Theodorus: Bedford
159
Bibliotheca Cluniacensis:
Somner 124
Bibliotheca Premonstrat.:
Somner 125
Bickerus, Johannes: Paget 1038
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Biclarensis, Joannes
see Joannes, Biclarensis
Biesius, Nicolaus: Barlow 90
Bildius, Beatus, Rhenanus:
Bedford 73
Billick, Eberhard: More 29
Billy de Prunay, Jacques:
Bernard 6
Bilson, Thomas: Deighton 162;
More 182; Paget 150; Soxnner
248
Bingham, John: Paget 1420
Binsfeldius, Petrus: Paget 278
Birck, Sixt: Paget 6
Bisciola, Lelio: Paget 1264
Bishop, William: Paget 180
'Bishops' Book': More 137
Bizari, Pietro: Paget 498
Blackwell, George: Paget
155, 196,205
Blagrave, John: Paget 1099
Blancanus, Josephus: Paget 1184
Blancas, Gronimo de: Paget 707
Blanchinus, Joannes: Bacon 84
Blebelius, Thomas: Bernard 121;
Paget 1241
Blefken, Dithmar: Paget 717
Blondus, Flavius: Paget 481
Blundeville, Thomas: Deighton
132; Rant 261
Boaistuau, Pierre: Rant 206-7
Boccaccio, Giovanni: Iore
109,232; Paget 633
Boccaferro, Lodovico: Bacon 56
Boccalini, Traiano: Paget
614,727,757
Boderianus, Guidus see Le Févre
de la Boderie, Gui
Bodin, Jean: Bedford 191; Paget
907-8, 1294, 1335
Bodius, Hermannus: Paget 277
Bodleian Library, Oxford:
Bedford 56; Paget 1234
Bodrugan, otherwise Nicholas
Adams: More 187
Boemus, Joannes, Aubanus: More
49; Somner 156
Boerius, Nicolaus: Sornner 17
Boethius, Anicius Manhius
Torquatus Severinus: Bacon 40;
Bedford 200-1; Paget 1386
Boethius, Hector: Rant 157
Boissard, Jean Jacques: Bedford
2; Rant 177
Boissat, Pierre de: Paget 627
Bolognetti, Alberto: Paget 434
Boizani, G.P. Valeriano see
Valeriano Boizani, G.P.
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Bombast von Hohenheim, Philipp
Aureolus Theophrastus, called
Paracelsus: Deighton 9; Paget
1004,1031,1043-6,1236; Rant
109, 122,124
Bombelli, Rafael: Paget 1163
Bonamicus, Franciscus
see Buonaniici, Francesco
Bonardo, Giovanni. Maria: Paget
731
Bonaventura, St and Cardinal:
Rant 18
Bonaventura, Federicus
see Buonaventura, Federigo
Bond, John: Paget 1370
Bonfadius, Josephus: Paget 957
Bonfinius, Antonius: Bedford 25
Bongars, Jacques: Bedford 24
Bongus, Petrus: Paget 1127
Boodt, Anselmus Botius de:
Paget 857
'Book of Common Prayer': More
130-1; Paget 329
Book of Justices of Peace see
England, Justices of the Peace
Boorde, Andrew: Barlow 48;
Deighton 53; More 250; Rant 71
Bord.ino, Giovanni Francesco:
Paget 589
Borghini, Raffaello: Paget 1332
Borgonuovo, Arcangelo da
see Arcangelo Pozzo, da
Borgo-Nuovo
Bornand, Thomas: Paget 910
Borough, William: Paget 1179
Bosco, Joannes Jacobus de
Manliis de see Manliis,
Joannes Jacobus de, de Bosco
Bosio, Giacomo: Paget 514
Bosius, Thomas see Bozius,
Thomas
Botereus, Rodoiphus see
Boutrays, Raoul
Botero, Giovanni: Paget
618,775,967-8; Somner 269
Boucher, Jean: Paget 260
Boudinius, Joannes: Paget 251
Bouelles, Charles de: Paget
47,108,844
Bouillon, Godfrey de
see Godfrey, de Bouillon
Boulenger, Jules Csar: Paget
723, 1461
Bourchier, John: More 193
Bourne, William: Paget 1178
Boussuetus, Franciscus: Barlow
47
Boutrays, Raoul: Bedford 67
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Bovillus, Carolus see Bouelles,
Charles de
Bovio, Giovanni Antonio: Paget
165
Bowle, John: Paget 193
Boys, John, Dean of Canterbury:
Paget 190; Somner 173
Bozius, Thomas: Paget
255,427,704
Bracciolini, Poggio: Rant 184
Bradford, John: Barlow 136
Bradshaw, William: Paget 242,
345
Bradwardinus, Thomas: Paget
1088
Brahe, Tycho: Bedford 78; Paget
1079, 1139
Brancaccio, Lelio: Paget 1429
Brandmyllerus, Joannes: Bernard
261
Brant, Gualtherus see Bruele,
otherwise Brant, Gualtherus
Brasavola, Irenaeus: Paget 1483
Brassicanus, Joannes Alexander:
Paget 835
Brathwait, Richard: Sornner 204
Braunschweig, Hieronymus:
Barlow 35
Bravardinus, Thomas see
Bradwardinus, Thomas
Bravonius, Florentius,
Wigorniensis: Paget 489
Brederodius, Petrus Cornelius:
Somner 82
Brende, John: Rant 163
Brent, Sir Nathaniel: Bernard
222; Somner 122,185
Brerewood, Edward: Bernard 134;
Paget 651,1284,1517
Breton, Nicholas: Paget 1529
Breviarium Romanum: Bernard 226
Briant, Sir Francis: More 198
Briggs, Henry: Paget 1191
Bright, Timothy: Deighton 114;
Rant 111
Brisson, Barnabé: Paget 692,724
Britannicus, Joannes: Paget
1347
Broughton, Hugh: Paget 188-9
Broughton, Richard: Paget 339
Browne, William, Poet: Somner
218
Bruele, otherwise Brant,
Gualtherus: Deighton 93; Rant
97
Brunfels, Otto: Barlow
64,67-8; Deighton 11; More 57
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Bruni, Leonardo, Aretino:
Bedford 8
Brunswick, Hieronyinus
see Braunschweig, Hieronyinus
Brunus, Longoburgensis:
Deighton 19
Brusonius, Lucius Domitius:
Paget 959
Brutus, Marcus Junius: Paget
1532
Bruyerinus Campegius, Joannes
Baptista: Deighton 71; Rant 91
Bry, Johann Israel de: Bedford
1,31; Paget 506,1233
Bry, Johann Theodor de: Bedford
1,31; Paget 506,585,1233
Bucanus, Gulielmus: Bernard
249; Paget 178,271
Buccaferrea, Ludovicus see
Boccaferro, Lodovico
Bucci, Agostino: Bacon 58
Bucer, Martin: More 29
Buchanan, George: Bernard 47;
Paget 1399; Soxnner 263
Bucholzer, Abrahamus: Paget 693
Buckeridge, John: Paget 206
Bud, Guillauxne: Paget
1223, 1267
Budelius, Renerus: Paget 1279
Budovec z Budova, Vclav: Paget
134
Bull, Henry: Barlow 133
Bullein, William: Barlow 27;
Rant 60
Bulliriger, Heinrich: Somner 168
Bungus, Petrus see Bongus,
Petrus
Buonamici, Francesco: Paget 812
Buonaventura, Federigo: Paget
854
Burchard, Nicolaus: Paget 965
Burchardus, Urspergensis: More
94; Paget 484
Burchius, Laxnbertus van der:
Paget 574
Burges, John: Sornner 237
Burgo, Joannes de: Deighton 153
Burrant, Robert: More 152,191
Burton, Henry: Soxnner 193
Burton, Robert: Deighton 21;
Somner 202
Burton, William, Topographer:
Somner 141
Busca, Gabriello: Paget 1428
Buache, Alexandre van den,
called Sylvain: Deighton 145;
Paget 1438
Bustus, Georgius: Paget 249
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Butler, Charles: Bernard 158
Buxtorfius, Johannes, the
Elder: Bernard 123,130; Paget
1537
Cabale des rforTnes: Paget 325
Caelestinus, Claudius: Paget
875
Caesar, Caius Julius: Bedford
9,69; Bernard 60; More 44;
Paget 532,775,804; Somner 220
aius, John: More 210; Rant
193; Somner 135
Calderino, Cesare Mirani:
Bedford 160
Calepinus, Axnbrosius: Bernard
160; More 75
Callistus, Nicephorus
see Nicephorus Xanthopulus,
Callisti Filius
Calmeteus, Antonius see
Chalmeteus, Antonius
Calveto, Urbanus see Chauveton,
Urbain
Calvin, Jean: Bernard 79-80,86;
Deighton 167; More 12,14,117,
144; Paget 12,49,55,266
Calvinus, Joannes, Professor at
Heidelberg: Paget 445; Somner
16
Calvus, Marcus Fabius: Bedford
48
Cambridge University: Sornner
135
Camden, William: Bernard
58,124,208; Paget 490,492,
504,650; Rant 176; Somner 114
Camerarius, Joachimus, the
Elder: Bacon 11; Paget 932
Camers, Joannes: Bacon 69
Camilli, Camilio: Paget 635
Camillus, Joannes, Genuensis:
Paget 1131
Campana, Cesare: Paget
611, 617, 637
Campanus, Novariensis: Paget
1084
Campegius, Joannes Baptista
Bruyerinus see Bruyerinus
Cainpegius, Joannes Baptista
Campian, Edmund: Paget 307;
Rant 15
Caninius, Angelus: Bernard 152;
Paget 228
Canisius, Henricus: Paget
406,437
Canitius, Petrus see Peter,
Canisius, St
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Canons, Church of England
see England, Church of,
Constitutions and Canons
Canons, Church of Rome
see Rome, Church of, Canons
Canterus, Gulielmus: Bernard
163; Paget 1355
Capivaccius, Hieronymus: Barlow
121
Cappel, Jacques, 3rd of the
name: Paget 1278
Capuanus, Franciscus,
afterwards Joannes Baptista:
Paget 1084
Caracciolo, Galeazzo: Paget 648
Caracciolo, Pasqual: Paget 1444
Carbone, Lodovico: Paget
113, 404, 1497-8
Cardano, Girolamo: Bacon 43-5,
74,85; Barlow 21,112; Paget
878,916; Rant 64; Somner 260
Carew, Richard: Paget 641
Caner, Benjamin: Paget 170
Canon, Johann: Bedford 75;
Bernard 63; More 100; Paget
694
Caro, Annibale: Paget 1528
Carranza, Bartholom&: More 15;
Paget 355
Carrenius, Alexander: Paget 147
Cartwright, Thomas: Bernard
232; Paget 68; Somner 190
Cary, Thomas: Somner 177
Casa, Giovanni della: Paget
949, 1281
Casaubon, Isaac: Bedford 39,63;
Bernard 44,184; Paget 8,141,
563,1265, 1368, 1540, 1550
Casaubon, Mric: Somner 242-5
Case, John: Bedford 203-4;
Bernard 102,107
Casimir, John, Count Palatine
of the Rhine see John Casimir,
Count Palatine of the Rhine
Casmannus, Otho: Paget
290, 915, 1199
Caspanius, Caspar: Paget 443
Cassander, Georgius: Bernard
298
Cassianus, St John
see John Cassianus, St
Cassiodorus Senator, Flavius
Magnus Aurelius: Paget 1271
Castiglione, Baldassare: More
111; Rant 194
Castriot, George see George
Castriota, Prince of Epirus,
called Scanderbeg
Castro, Aiphonsus a: More 25
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Castro, Rodenicus a: Deighton
30-1
Cataneo, Girolamo: Paget 1433
Cataneo, Pietro: Bedford 93
Cataneus, Joannes Maria:
Bedford 184
Cato, Marcus Porcius, the
Censor: More 191; Paget 767
Catullus, Caius Valenius:
Bernard 187
Cauliacus, Guidus see Guido, de
Cauliaco
Cavalcanti, Bartolommeo: Paget
881
Cavalieni, Giovanni Battista:
Bedford 74
Cavalleria, Petrus de la: Paget
132
Caxton, William: Bedford 47;
More 171
Cebes: Bacon 69; Paget 988
Cecil, Robert, 1st Earl of
Salisbury: Paget 1309
Cedrenus, Georgius: Paget 476
Celsus, Aurelius Cornelius:
Deighton 46; Rant 132
Cenalis, Robertus: Paget 1315
Censorinus: Paget 1192
Centorio degli Hortensii,
Ascanio: Paget 1434
Ceporinus, Jacobus: Bernard 125
Cerutus, Federicus: Paget 1353
Cesalpinus, Andreas: Paget 836
Cevallerius, Antonius
Rodoiphus: Bacon 12
Chalcocondylas, Laonicus: Paget
477
Chalmeteus, Antonius: Barlow
73,76,125; Deighton 77; Rant
135
Chaloner, Sir Thomas, the
Elder: More 205
Chaloner, Sir Thomas, the
Younger: Barlow 168
Chamier, Daniel: Paget 262
Champier, Symphorien: Barlow
95; Paget 110; Rant 90,104
Champlain, Samuel de: Paget 631
Chapuis, Gabriel: Paget 738
Charlemagne see Charles V1
Emperor
Charles, Duke of Bourbon,
Constable of France: Paget 686
Charles IV, Emperor: Paget 624
Charles V, Emperor: Paget
580,604
Charles V, King of France:
Paget 624
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Charles VII, King of France:
Paget 623
Charles VIII, King of France:
Paget 765
Charlier de Gerson, Jean: More
38; Paget 46,114
Charron, Pierre: Paget
311,327,762,980; Somner 251
Chaucer, Geoffrey: More 231;
Paget 1343; Somner 184
Chauliac, Gui de see Guido, de
Cauliaco
Chaumette, Antoine
see Chalmeteus, Antonius
Chauvet, Jacques: Paget 1169
Chauveton, Urbain: Paget 710
Chemnicensis, Georgius
Fabricius see Fabricius,
Georgius, Chemnicensis
Chemnitius, Martinus: Bernard
228
Cherubinus, Laertius: Somner
145
Chetwind, Edward: Paget 298
Chimarrhaeus, Paulus: Rant 22
Chiodinus, Joannes Baptista:
Paget 1262
Chitraeus, Davidus see
Chytraeus, David, the Elder
Choniates, Nicetas Acominatus
see Nicetas, Acorninatus,
Choniates
Chopin, Rena: Paget 1543
Christmannus, Jacobus: Bedford
81; Paget 1152
Chronica chronicarum abrege:
Deighton 123; More 93
Chronicle of years: More 178
Chroniques de Norniandie: Paget
735
Chrysologus, Petrus see Peter,
Chrysologus, St
Chrysostom, St John see John,
Chrysostom, St
Church of England see England,
Church of
Church of Rome see Rome, Church
of
Churche, Rooke: Bedford 32
Chytraeus, David, the Elder:
Bedford 21
Ciccarelli, Antonio: Bernard 45
Cicero, Marcus Tullius: Bacon
24-5; Bedford 179; Bernard
100-1,116,118-9,148-50;
More 58,62,68-70,194-5;
Paget 1254,1258,1273; Rant
190,223,244
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Cigogna, Giovanni Matteo: Paget
1439
Cigogna, Strozzi: Bedford 194;
Paget 912
Cipelli, Giovanni Battista:
Bernard 54
Cisner, Nicolaus: Paget 1316
Cistercians: Somner 126
Clario, Giovanni Battista:
Paget 974
Clarus, Julius, of Alessandria:
Somner 21
Claudianus, Claudius: Bernard
181; Paget 1391
Clavasio, Angelus, Carletus, de
see Angelus, Carletus, de
Clavasio
Clavius, Christophorus: Bedford
102-5,143; Paget 1066,1117-20,
1188
Cleland, James: Bedford 186
Clemens Romanus see Clement I,
Pope and St
Clement, of Alexandria: Bernard
12; Paget 33
Clement I, Pope and St: Bernard
18; More 18
Clenardus, Nicolaus: Bacon 13;
Bernard 117; Paget 1230,1245;
Rant 151
Clerke, Bartholomew: Rant 194
Clichtoveus, Jodocus: More 24
Climacus, Joannes see John, St,
called Climacus
Cluny: Somner 124
Cocaius, Merlinus: Paget 1401
Coccius Sabellicus, Marcus
Antonius: More 60,97; Paget
479
Cochlaeus, Johann Dobneck
see Dobneck, Johann, Cochlaeus
Cock, Hieronymus: Paget 1091
Codex see Justinian I, Emperor
of the East, Codex
Codronchi, Giovanni Battista:
Deighton 97
Cogan, Thomas: Deighton 50
Cognatus, Gilbertus
see Cousin, Gilbert
Coke, Sir Edward: Paget
396,997; Somner 27
Collenuccio, Pandolfo: Paget
571
Collibus, Hippolytus a: Paget
940
Cologne Cathedral: More 34
Cologne Pharmacopoeia: Barlow
94
Colonne, Guido delle: More 238
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Coluxnbanius, Raphael: Paget
1276
Columbus, Matthaeus Realdus:
Deighton 91; Rant 115
Columella, Lucius Junius
Moderatus: More 86
Columna, Petrus, Galatinus:
Paget 52
Comines, Philippe de: Bernard
283; More 108; Paget 521,705,
765,791,800
Coinxnandino, Federigo: Bedford
84; Paget 1072-3
Cornnena, Anne: Paget 562
Comnenus, Alexius see Alexius I
Comnenus, Emperor of the East
Conestaggio, leronimo: Paget
730
Conradus, Abbot of Ursberg:
More 94; Paget 484
Conradus, de Mure: Paget 1192
Conradus, Thurecensis
see Conradus, de Mure
Consolato del mare: Paget 412
Constantine I, Emperor of Rome,
called the Great: More 172
Constantinople, Council of
see Council of Constantinople
Constitutions and canons
ecclesiastical: Somner 52
Contarini, Gasparo: More 101
Cooper, Thomas: Bacon 1;
Deighton 131; More 177; Rant
143, 161
Cope, Sir Anthony: More 181
Copernicus, Nicolaus: Bacon 87;
Bedford 106
Copland, Robert: Deighton 49
Copley, Anthony: Paget 340
Corbin, Jacques: Paget 450
Cordus, Valerius: Barlow 128;
Deighton 120; Rant 126
Corio, Bernardino: Paget 608
Cornutus, Lucius Annaeus: Paget
1347
Cornwallis, Sir William: Somner
258
Corpus Juris Civilis see
Justinian I, Emperor of the
East, Corpus Juris Civilis
Corro, Antonio de: Paget
221-2
Corrozet, Glues: Paget 763
Corso, Rinaldo: Paget 460
Corte, Claudio: Paget 1446
Corte, Girolamo dalla: Paget
616
Cortes, Martin: Paget 1179
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Corvinus, Joannes Arnoldus:
Bernard 263
Corvinus, Laurentius: Bacon 68
Cosin, Richard: Somner
50,205,234
Costerus, Franciscus: Rant 27
Cotereau, Claude: Paget 1414
Cotgrave, Randle: Paget 1241
Coton, Pierre: Paget 321
Cotta, John: Deighton 58; Paget
1017
Council of Constantinople:
Bernard 292
Council of Trent: Bernard
222,228; More 22,32; Paget
259; Somner 122,185
Cousin, Gilbert: Bacon 8; Paget
1551
Covarruvias y Leyva, Diego de:
Somner 14
Covell, William: Somner 236-8
Coverdale, Miles: More
125,147-8
Cowell, John: Paget 416,452;
Somner 41-2
Crakanthorp, Richard: Bernard
292
Cranmer, Thomas: Barlow 177;
More 168; Somner 49
Crashaw, William: Paget 648
Crellius, Fortunatus: Paget
142, 816, 1490
Crescentiis, Petrus de:
Deighton 12
Crollius, Oswaldus: Paget 1007
Cronenburgius, Bernardus
Dessenius: Barlow 65
Crooke, Helkiah: Somner 196
Crowley, Robert: Barlow 151
Cruegerus, Petrus: Paget 1201
Crusius, Martinus: Paget 478
Ctesias: Paget 672
Cujacius, Jacobus: Paget 720;
Somner 18-9
Cumiranus, Seraphinus: Paget
224
Cunaeus, Petrus: Paget 688
Cureus, Joachimus: Paget 936
Curio, Caelius Secundus: Paget
1347
Curtes, Martin see Cortes,
Martin
Curtius Rufus, Quintus: Bedford
71; Bernard 50; Paget 785;
Rant 163,185,208
Cusanus, Nicolaus see Khrypffs,
Nicolaus, de Cusa
Cuspinianus, Joannes: Paget 486
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Cydonius, Andreas Eudaemon-
Joannes see Eudaemon-Joannes,
Andreas, Cydonius
Cyparissiota, Joannes: Paget
154
Cyprian, St, Bishop of
Carthage: Bernard 5; Paget 233
Daldianus, Artemidorus see
Artemidorus, Daldianus
Dalechamps, Jacques: Barlow 63;
Bedford 38
Dallington, Sir Robert: Bernard
206,281
Damascenus, Joannes see John,
of Damascus, St
Damianus, Tertius: Deighton 64
Danaeus, Lambertus see Daneau,
Lambert
Daneau, Lambert: Deighton 166;
Paget 275,682,1372
Danett, Thomas: Bernard 283;
Paget 774
Daniel, Samuel, Poet and
Historian: Paget 534,1376,1384
Dares, the Phrygian: More 238
Darrell, John: Paget 187
Daunce, Edward: Barlow 154
Davantes, Pierre, called
Antesignanus: Bacon 13;
Bernard 117; Paget 1230
Davies, Sir John: Paget 397
Davis, John, Navigator: Paget
1179
Davy du Perron, Jacques: Paget
159,323
Day, Angel: Barlow 152
Day, Richard: Barlow 133
De iudiciis urinaruin: More 59
De origine Imperii Turcorurn:
More 55
Decius, Philippus: Sornner 11
Decretals see Rome, Church of,
Constitutions and Decretals
Dee, John: Paget 1018,1135
Dekker, Thomas: Paget 644
Delphinus, Federicus: Bacon 72;
Bedford 111
Demetrius, Francus: Paget 731
Democritus: Paget 1532
Democritus, Junior see Burton,
Robert
Demosthenes: Bacon 26-7;
Bedford 189; Bernard 114
Dempster, Thomas: Paget 499,
1351
Des Accords, Seigneur see
Tabourot, Etienne
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Description of the United
Provinces: Paget 646
Despauterius, Joannes: Bacon
14; Bedford 156
Dessenius, Bernardus,
Cronenburgius see
Cronenburgius, Bernardus
Dessenius
Deus & Rex: Deighton 161
Diaz, Juan: More 13
Dibuadius, Christophorus:
Bedford 110
Dictionarium graeco-lati-
gallicum: Rant 150
Dictionarium poeticum: More 51
Digby, Everard: Paget 1514;
Rant 8
Digests see Justinian I,
Emperor of the East, Digesta
Digges, Sir Dudley: Paget 1209
Digges, Leonard, the Elder:
Barlow 107; Paget 1098,1171,
1173,1431; Rant 249
Digges, Thomas: Barlow 106;
Paget 1449
Diodorus, Siculus: Paget 471
Diogenes, Laertius: Bernard 37;
Paget 668,768,784; Rant 203
Dionysius, Alexandrinus
see Dionysius, Periegetes
Dionysius, of Halicarnassus:
Rant 198
Dionysius, Periegetes: Bacon
71; Paget 1345
Diophantus, Alexandrinus:
Bedford 80; Paget 1131
Dioscorides, Pedacius: Barlow
12,19; More 88; Rant 86
Diplodophilus see Digby,
Everard
Dispensarium	 pro
pharmacopoeis	 Coloniensis:
Barlow 94
Divrius, Joannes see Ivry, Jean
Dobneck, Johann, Cochlaeus:
More 14; Paget 569
Doddrige, Sir John: Somner
86,235
Dodoens, Rernbert: Barlow 14;
Rant 57
Dodonaeus, Rembertus see
Dodoens, Rembert
Doglioni, Giovanni Nicolô:
Paget 610
Dolman, John: Paget 649
Domenichi, Lodovico: Paget 1330
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Dominis, Marco Antonio de:
Bernard 227
Donatus, Marcellus, of Mantua:
Paget 1028
Donne, John: Paget 171; Sornner
259
Donnerus, Joannes: Paget 1484
Doria, Andrea, Prince of Melfi:
Paget 566
Dorn, Gerardus: Paget 1045
Dousa, Janus: Paget 1344
Dow, Christopher: Somner 194
Downame, John: Bernard 266;
Somner 166
Downing, Calybute: Somner 227
Drake, Sir Francis: Barlow 163
Dresserus, Matthaeus: Rant 111
Droet, Pierre: Rant 111
Drusius, Joannes, the Elder:
Paget 106,227
Du Bartas, Guillaume de Saluste
see Saluste Du Bartas,
Guillaume de
Du Bec-Crespin, Jean: Bedford
62
Du Bellay, Guillaume see
Beccarie de Pavie, Raimond
Du Chesne, Joseph: Deighton
36,79; Paget 1011,1041-2;
Rant 95
Du Choul, Guillaume: Paget 1465
Du Duc, Fronton: Paget 141,324
Du Faur, Gui, Seigneur de
Pibrac: Bedford 177
Du Fouilloux, Jacques: Paget
1293
Du Jon, Franois, the Elder:
Deighton 156; Paget 291,293
Du Laurens, André: Deighton
37,90
Du Moulin, Antoine: More 65
Du Moulin, Charles: More 40
Du Moulin, Pierre, the Elder:
Bernard 263,286; Paget 322,371
Du Perron, Jacques Davy
see Davy du Perron, Jacques
Du Pinet, Antoine: Rant 139
Du Plessis, Scipion: Sornner 270
Du Terrail, Pierre: Paget 632
Du Vair, Guillaume: Paget
314, 447, 999, 1263,1336
Du Val, André: Paget 289
Duarenus, Franciscus: Somner 15
Duerer, Albrecht: Bacon 74
Dunne, John see Donne, John
Duns, Joannes, Scotus: Paget
847, 1483, 1507
Dunus, Thaddaeus: Deighton
83, 113
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Durandus, Gulielmus: Somner 7
Dtirer, Albrecht see Duerer,
Albrecht
Eachner, the Monk: Somner 116
Earle, John: Soxnner 214
Ecciesia Anglicana see England,
Church of
Ecciesia Gallicana see France,
Church of
Ecciesia Romana see Rome,
Church of
Eckstorm, Heinrich: Paget 721
Eden, Richard: More 188-9
Edmerus see Eadmer, the Monk
Edmondes, Sir Clement: Paget
532
Edward III, King of England:
Paget 534
Edward VI, King of England:
More 123,130-1,165,258
Eedes, Richard: Paget 335
Egnatius, Joannes Baptista
see Cipelli, Giovanni Battista
Elizabeth I, Queen of England:
Bernard 58; More 242,260;
Paget 394; Soniner 78
Elmenhorstius, Geverhartus:
Bernard 8
Ely, Humphrey: Paget 338
Elyot, Sir Thomas: Barlow 102;
More 211,213,230; Rant 119,233
Emmelius, Helfricus: Paget 1237
Enchiridion. Dispensarium vulgo
vocant: Barlow 129
Engelbrecht, Philippus,
Engentinus: Paget 1353
England, Church of (see also
Liturgies, Church of England):
Somner 111,127,256
Constitutions and Canons:
Somner 52,76-7
Formularies of faith: More
137
Homilies: Deighton 157;
Somner 178
England, Justices of the Peace:
More 270-1
England, Laws and Statutes:
More 256-65; Paget 394;
Somner 20
England, Proclamations: Paget
395
Epictetus: Bernard 95; Paget
988
Epigrammatum Graecorum libri
VII: Bernard 173
Epiphanius, St: Bernard 26
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Epiphanius, Nicolaus: Paget
1011
Epistolae obscurorum viroruxn:
Paget 1544
Erasmus, Desiderius: Bacon 3;
Bernard 154; More 1,31,124,
141,205; Paget 835,948; Rant
195,245; Somner 274
Erastus, Thomas: Rant 79
Ercilla y Zuuiiga, Alonso de:
Paget 1395
Eremundus, Frisius see Hotman,
Franois
Erra Pater: More 208
Errard, Jean: Paget 1407
Erycius, Puteanus see Puteanus,
Erycius
Erythropilus, Rupertus: Paget
1478
Esculanus, Cicchus see Stabili,
Francesco degli, called Cecco
d' Ascoli
Estella, Diego de: Bernard 72;
Paget 26,309,359
Estienne, Charles: Paget 895
Estienne, Henri, le Grand:
Bacon 11,19-23; Bedford 152,
169,182; Deighton 1; Paget
766; Rant 36,160
Estienne, Robert, the Elder:
Bacon 17-8; Bedford 151; Rant
36, 144
Etheiwerdus, Fabius: Bernard
46; Paget 491
Euchyon, Diodorus: Paget 1030
Euclid: Bacon 77; Bedford
96-7, 102-5, 110,138, 143;
Bernard 203; Paget 1070,1072,
1144, 1151, 1187-8
Eudaemon-Joannes, Andreas,
Cydonius: Bernard 257
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Porta, Giovanni Battista della:
Paget 825,909,943,1013-4,1155,
1248; Rant 141
Portilla, Francesco de la:
Paget 729
Pory, John: Bedford 34
Possevino, Antonio, the Elder:
Paget 687,887
Possevino, Giovanni Battista,
the Elder: Paget 970
Postel, Guillaume: Paget
482, 691
Potter, Christopher: Sornner 273
Powder Treason: Bernard 279;
Paget 640
Powell, Robert: Soxnner 271
Pozzo, Arcangelo see Arcangelo
Pozzo, da Borgo-Nuovo
Praemonstratensians: Somner 125
Praepositi, Nicolaus: Barlow
29; Deighton 29
Precationes: Rant 45
Preston, Thomas: Paget 305-6
Price, Henry: Paget 334
Prideaux, John: Bernard 238,257
Priscianus: Bernard 144
Priscianus, Theodorus: Deighton
72
Proceedings against the powder
traitors: Paget 640
Proclus, Diadochus: Bacon 78;
Bernard 175; Paget 1083,1273
Propertius, Sextus: Bernard 187
Proprieties and medicines for
horses: More 219
Prudentius Clemens, Aurelius:
Bernard 182
Prueckner, Nicolaus: Bacon 84
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Prunay, Jacques Billy de
see Billy de Prunay, Jacques
Ptolemaeus, Claudius: Bacon
65,70,75,81-3,85,94; Bedford
77,88; More 98; Paget 507,577,
1083,1101
Pucci, Benedetto: Paget 1525
Puget de la Serre, Jean: Paget
759; Somner 177
Pulmannus, Theodorus: Paget
1347
Pulton, Ferdinando: Paget 398
Purchas, Samuel, the Elder:
Paget 531; Somner 281
Puteanus, Erycius: Paget
276,1522
Pyrard, Franois: Paget 761
Pythagoras: Paget 988,1379
Quadt, Matthias: Paget 587
Quaranta, Stefano: Somner 146
Quarles, Francis: Somner 176
Quercetanus, Josephus
see Du Chesne, Joseph
Quin, Walter: Paget 996
Quintilianus, Marcus Fabius:
Bedford 183,187; Bernard 155;
Paget 1259
Quiroga, Gaspard de: Paget 145
Rabelais, François: Paget 796
Raemond, Florimond de: Paget
326,770
Ragman Rolls: More 223
Rainerus, de Pisis: Bernard 302
Rainolds, John: Bernard 253,
288; Deighton 154-5,158,164;
Paget 137
Raleigh, Sir Walter: Bernard
210; Paget 533,653-4; Somner
128
Ramirez, Lorenzo: Bedford 173
Ramus, Petrus see La Ram&e,
Pierre de
Randolph, Thomas: Somner 219
Rankins, William: Barlow 157
Rantzau, Heinrich: Barlow 101;
Paget 1189,1432; Rant 111,125
Ranzovius, Henricus see
Rantzau, Heinrich
Rastell, John: More 261-2;
Soxnner 58
'Ratisbon Book': More 148;
Paget 153
Ravisius Textor, Joannes:
Bedford 168; Bernard 131,153;
Rant 169,220
Rebuffi, Pierre: Somner 88
Record, Robert: Paget 1177
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Regiomontanus, Joannes see
Mueller, Johann, Regiomontanus
Regius, Johann, of Dantsic:
Paget 1499
Regulae Societatis Jesu: Paget
257
Reinhold, Erasmus: Bacon 90-1;
Bedford 126; Paget 1140
Reisch, Gregorius: Rant 250
Reissner, Adam: Paget 508
Remmelin, Johann: Deighton 24
Renatus, Flavius Vegetius
see Vegetius Renatus, Flavius
Renodaeus, Joannes: Paget 1011
Reuber, Justus: Bedford 16
Reuchlin, Johann: Paget 51,365
Reusner, Nicolaus: Bedford
43,58; Somner 195,275
Reusnerus, Elias: Paget 576,799
Reusnerus, Hieronymus: Deighton
105
Rhaeticus, Georgius, Joachimus
see Joachimus, Georgius,
Rhaeticus
Rhazes see Muhammad ibn
Zakariya al-Razi
Rhenanus, Beatus Bildius
see Bildius, Beatus, Rhenanus
Rhodiginus, Ludovicus Coelius
Richerius see Richerius,
Ludovicus Coelius, Rhodiginus
Rhodomannus, Laurentius: Paget
1350
Ricciardus, Antonius: Paget 824
Riccoboni, Antonio: Paget 1260
Rich, Barnaby: Barlow 148
Richer, Jean: Paget 756
Richerius, Ludovicus Coelius,
Rhodiginus: Bacon 4; More 87;
Paget 835
Richter, Gregorius: Paget
868-9
Ricius, Paulus: Paget 51
Rickel, Dionysius de Leuwis de
see Leuwis de Rickel,
Dionysius de
Rider, John: Somner 182
Ridley, Mark: Bedford 131
Ridley, Sir Thomas: Paget 417;
Sornner 51
Rigault, Nicolas: Paget
848, 1427
Riger, Johannes: Rant 232
Rio, Martinus Antonius del:
Paget 143,1345
Riolan, Jean, the Elder:
Deighton 57
Ripa, Polydorus: Paget 438
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Risnerus, Fridericus: Bedford
132
Rittershusius, Conradus:
Bernard 6,16
Rivault, David: Paget 1468
Rivius, Joannes, of Attendorn:
More 7,9
Robert Bellarxnino, St and
Cardinal: Bernard 243,287;
Paget 48,89,138-40,254,360,
366, 690, 803;
Roberts, Henry: Barlow 163
Robertus, Abbot of the Abbey of
St Remigius at Rheims: Paget
484
Robertus, Lincolinensis
see Grosseteste, Robert
Robertus, Monachus
see Robertus, Abbot of the
Abbey of St Rernigius at Rheims
Robinson, Ralph: More 199
Robortello, Francesco: Paget
1426
Rocheus, Nicolaus
see La Roche, Nicolas de
Roeslin, Helisaeus: Paget 149
Roesslin, Eucharius: More 244
Rogers 4 John: More 154
Rogers, Richard: Bernard 213
Rogers, Thomas, A.M.: Barlow
150; Somner 246
Rojas, Christ6bal de: Paget
1418
Rolandus, Martinus see Ruland,
Martin
Rolbagius, Gregorius: Paget 407
Roman de la rose: Paget 1381
Roniano, Bartolomeo: Paget 1162
Ronianus, Adrianus: Bedford 114;
Paget 1142
Romanus, Clemens see Clement I
Rome, Church of (see also
Liturgies, Latin Rite)
Canons: Paget 405; Somner
2,53
Constitutions and
Decretals: Somner 8
Rondeletius, Gulielmus: Rant 85
Ronsseus, Balduinus: Deighton
118
Rosaccio, Giuseppe: Paget 615
Roscius, Julius, Hortinus:
Paget 573
Rosignoli, Bernardino: Paget
122
Rosinus, Joannes: Paget 499;
Somner 134
Ross, Alexander: Somner 249
Rosselius, Hannibal: Paget 828
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Rossonibus, Dinus de: Somner 5?
Rosweydus, Heribertus: Paget
256
Rous, Francis, the Younger:
Somner 100
Rousset, François: Deighton 101
Roverus, Pontanus
see Pontanus, Roverus
Rowlands, Richard
see Verstegan, Richard
Rubeus, Hieronymus: Bedford 27;
Paget 1037
Rueff, Jacob: Barlow 57;
Deighton 43; Rant 78
Rueus, Franciscus: Paget 273
Rufus, Quintus Curtius
see Curtius Rufus, Quintus
Ruggle, George: Somner 266
Ruland, Martin, the Elder:
Barlow 126; Deighton 108; Rant
140
Ruscelli, Girolamo: Paget 1545
Rusconi, Giovanni Antonio:
Paget 1093
Ruthven, John, Earl of Gowrie:
Bernard 280
Ryff, Petrus: Bernard 203;
Paget 1151
Ryves, Sir Thomas: Somner 233
S., T.: Paget 1296
Sa, Emmanuel: Paget 94,356
Sabellicus, Marcus Antonius
Coccius see Coccius
Sabellicus, Marcus Antonius
Sabinus, Georgius: Bedford 178;
Paget 580
Sabunde, Raymundus de: Paget
294, 317
Sacchi, Bartholomaeus, de
Platina: Bernard 45,65; Paget
606,1060; Somner 142
Sacro Bosco, Joannes de: Bacon
85; Barlow 34,109; Bedford
145; Paget 1084,1119,1205
Sadeel, Antoine see La Roche
Chandieu, Antoine
Sagredo, Diego de: Paget 1166
Sainliens, Claude de: Paget
1232, 1240
Saint-Fleur, Pierre: Paget 790
Saint-German, Christopher: More
266; Paget 454; Somner 75
Saints see names of saints,
e.g. Gregory, St, Bishop of
Nys sa
Salernitanus, Nicolaus
see Nicolaus, Salernitanus
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Salerno, Schola Salernitana:
Paget 1019; Rant 94
Salignacus, Bernardus: Bedford
130; Paget 1149,1202
Sallustius CrispuS, Caius:
Bernard 55,282; More 83; Rant
204; Somner 206
Salmeron, Aiphonsus: Paget 22
Salmuth, Henricus: Paget 719;
Soxnner 158
Salon, Miguel Barto1om: Paget
43
Saluste du Bartas, Guillauxne
de: Paget 1398; Sornner 167
Salustius see Sallustius
Crispus, Caius
Salvianus, Massiliensis:
Bernard 16
San Roman, Antonio de: Paget
602
Sanchez, Franciscus: Paget 870
Sancius de Arevalo, Rodericus:
Bedford 206
Sancta Fide, Hieronymus de
see Hieronymus, de Sancta Fide
Sancto Geminiano, Joannes Gorus
de see Gorus, Joannes, de
Sancto Geminiano
Sanders, Nicholas: Paget 341
Sanderson, Robert: Bernard 265
Sandeus, Felinus Maria: Somner
12
Sandys, Sir Edwin: Somner 224
Sandys, George: Paget 528;
Somner 222-3
Sanford, James: Deighton 144
Sansovino, Francesco: Paget
764, 1286, 1546
Santbech, Daniel: Bacon 75;
Bedford 100
Saravia, Hadrianus: Somner
228-9
Sarayna, Torellus: Bedford 36
Sardianus, Eunapius see
Eunapius
Saresberiensis, Joannes
see Joannes, Saresberiensis
Sarpi, Paolo: Bernard 222;
Somner 122,185
Sarpi, Pietro see Paul V, Pope
Sassoferrato, Bartolus de
see Bartolus, de Saxoferrato
Savanorola see Savonarola
Savaron, Jean: Paget 977
Savile, Sir Henry: Bernard
46,205; Paget 491; Somner 109
Savonarola, Giovanni Michele:
Rant 54,89
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Savonarola, Girolamo: Paget
239,933,1138; Rant 20
Savorgnano, Mario: Paget 1416
Saxoferrato, Bartolus de
see Bartolus, de Saxoferrato
Scacco, Filippo: Paget 1448
Scaino, Antonio: Paget 1495
Scala, Josephus: Paget 1126
Scalichius, Paulus: Paget 1277
Scaliger, Joseph Juste: Paget
572,1325, 1356
Scaliger, Julius Caesar: Bacon
44,59; Bedford 167; Bernard
143,151; Paget 572
Scaliger, Paulus
see Scalichius, Paulus
Scamozzi, Vincenzo: Paget 1095
Scanderbegus see George
Castriota, Prince of Epirus,
called Scanderbeg
Scapula, Joannes: Bernard 135;
Paget 1224
Scarmilionus, Vidus Antonius:
Paget 911
Schaccho, Filippo
see Scacco, Filippo
Schardius, Simon: Bedford 20;
Paget 1541
Schegkius, Jacobus, the Elder:
Bacon 50; Paget 1489
Schemer, Christophorus:
Bedford 134
Schenck, Johann Georg: Paget
1050
Schenckius, Joannes: Deighton
85
Schickard, Wilhelmus: Bernard
133
Schxnidel, Ulrich: Paget 584
Schoener, Johann: Bacon 86
Schola Salernitana
see Salerno, Schola Salernitana
Schonerus, Lazarus: Paget
1114, 1172, 1202
Schorus, Antonius: Bedford 166
Schottus, Andreas: Bedford 5;
Paget 1273
Schottus, Franciscus: Paget 786
Schouten, Willem: Bedford 118
Schreckenfuchsius, Erasmus
Oswaldus: Bacon 82,85
Schulckenius, Adoiphus: Paget
305
Schultingius, Cornelius: Paget
49
Scipio Aemilianus Africanus
Numantinus, Publius Cornelius:
More 181; Paget 775
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Scot, Reginald: Deighton 146;
Paget 201
Scott, Sir Michael: Paget 1084
Scribonius, Gulielmus Adolphus:
Rant 111,228
Scultetus, Abraham: Paget 112
Sebastian, King of Portugal:
Paget 602
Sebastiani, Claudius: Paget
1147
Sebastianus, Metensis
see Sebastiani, Claudius
Sebastianus, Morzillus, Foxius
see Foxius, Morzillus,
Sebastiarius
Sebon, Raimond de
see Sabunde, Raymundus de
Secundus, Joannes: Paget 787
Selden, John: Bernard 223-5;
Paget 1302; Somner 72-3,
160-1, 278
Senarclaeus, Claudius: More 13
Seneca, Lucius Annaeus: Bacon
39; Bernard 105, 196-7,273;
More 72,243; Paget 808,966,
1380; Rant 166,226,242
Senensis, Sixtus
see Sisto, da Sienna
Septalius, Ludovicus
see Settala, Lodovico
Sepulveda, Joannes Genesius de
see Genesius de Sepulveda,
Joannes
Seraphinus, Cumiranus
see Cwniranus, Seraphinus
Serdonati, Francesco: Paget 613
Serenus of Anzi: Bacon 78
Serlio, Sebastiano: Bacon 76
Serranus, Joannes see Serres,
Jean de
Serres, Jean de: Barlow 144;
Bedford 46; Paget 272,752-5
Serres, Olivier de: Paget
834, 1297-8
Servin, Louis: Paget 448-9;
Somner 37
Setonus, Joannes: Bernard 110;
Rant 241
Settala, Lodovico: Paget 811
Severus, Marcus Aurelius
Alexander see Alexander
Severus, Marcus Aurelius
Sextus, Empiricus: Bacon 72;
Paget 1092
Seymour, Edward: More 64
Seyssel, Claude de: Paget 429
Sfortia, Mutius see Attendoli,
Muzio, called Sforza
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Sfortunati, Giovanni: Bedford
129
Sharp, Patrick: Bernard 293
Sharpe, Leonell: Bernard 293
Shelton, Thomas: Somner 264
Shepherd, Luke: More 158
Sherley, Sir Anthony: Paget 645
Shute, John: Paget 1097
Shute, William: Bedford 29
Sibthorp, Sir Christopher:
Bernard 240
Sibylla, Bartholomaeus: Paget
250
Sibyllenus, Petrus: Deighton
102
Sibylline Oracles: Paget 1354
Siculus, Diodorus
see Diodorus, Siculus
Sidney, Sir Philip: Somner 200
Sidonius, Caius Sollius
Apollinaris see Sidonius
Apollinaris, St and Bishop
Sidonius Apollinaris, St and
Bishop: Paget 1533
Siena, Sisto da
see Sisto, da Siena
Signot, Jacques: More 115
Sigonio, Carlo: Bedford 13;
Paget 564-6, 689
Silius Italicus, Caius: Bernard
194
Simler, Josias: Paget 733,1345
Simocatta, Theophilact
see Theophilact, Simocatta
Simplicius: Bacon 57
Sincerus, Jodocus
see Zinterling, Justus
Sisto, da Siena: Paget 50
Sitius, Franciscus: Paget 1121
Sixtus V, Pope: Paget 210;
Somner 211
Sixtus, Senensis
see Sisto, da Siena
Skelton, John: More 201,224
Slatyer, William: Somner 154
Sleidanus, Joannes Philippson
see Philippson, Joannes,
Sleidanus
Sleidanus, Joannes Sturmius
see Sturmius, Joannes,
Sleidanus
Slekerus, Joannes: Paget 880
Smetius, Henricus: Bernard 156
Smiglecki, Marcin: Bernard 113
Smith, Henry: Rant 12
Smith, John, Governor of
Virginia: Paget 639
Smith, John, Minister of
Clavering: Bernard 251
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Smith, Richard: More 168
Smith, Sir Thomas: More 240;
Sornner 209
Smyth, Nicholas: Rant 163
Smyth see also Smith
Snellius, Rodolphus: Paget
1509, 1512
Snellius, Willebrodus: Bedford
137; Paget 1202
Soave, Pietro, Polano
see Sarpi, Paolo
Society of Jesus see Jesuits
Socrates, Scholasticus: Bernard
31
Solinus, Caius Julius: Bacon
69; Paget 1345
Soinmer, Johann: Paget 960,1535
Sophocles: Bacon 11; Bernard
169
Sophronius, St, Patriarch of
Jerusalem: Paget 237
Soto, Domingo de: Paget 39
Sozomenus, Hermias: Bernard 31
Spangenberg, Johann: More 8
Spanmueller, Jacobus see
Jacobus Spanxnueller, Pontanus
Sparke, Thomas: Somner 221
Speed, John, Historian: Paget
470; Sornner 113
Speidell, John: Paget 1176,1182
Spelman, Sir Henry: Somner
138-9, 210
Spera, Francesco
see Spira, Francesco
Spinola, Axnbrogio, Marquis del
Sesto e di Venafro: Paget 683
Spira, Francesco: More 159
Spondarius, Joannes: Bedford 170
Spontone, Ciro: Paget 893
Sprint, John: Paget 202
Squire, Edward: Paget 772
Stabili, Francesco degli,
called Cecco d'Ascoli: Paget
1084
Stadius, Joannes: Bacon 87
Stanford, Sir William: More 275
Stapleton, Thomas: Bernard 296;
Paget 301; Somner 111
Stapulensis, Jacobus see
Le Fêvre d'Etaples, Jacques
Statius, Publius Papinius:
Bernard 195
Statuta urbis Ferrariae:
Bedford 209
Statutes of the Order of the
Garter: Paget 400
Statutes see also England, Laws
and Statutes
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Steen, Cornelis van den:
Bernard 78
Stephani, Matthias: Somner 83
Stephanus, Bishop of Tournay:
Paget 1522
Stephanus, Tornacensis see
Stephanus, Bishop of Tournay
Stephanus, Joachimus: Paget 433
Stephanus see also Eatienne
Stephens, John: Paget 1001;
Somner 215
Steuchus, Augustinus: Paget 60
Stevin, Simon: Bedford 87;
Paget 1086,1207,1421
Stewechius, Godeschalcus:
Bedford 113; Paget 1460
Stifel, Michael: Paget 1132
Stoeffler, Johann: Barlow 32,71
Stow, John: Paget 642; Somrier
120-1
Strabo: Bacon 67-8; More 79;
Paget 560
Strada, Octavius de: Sornner 117
Stradling, Sir John: Rant 231;
Somner 231
Strangwage, William see Udall,
William
Stubbes, Philip: Rant 23
Stuck, Johann Wilhelm: Bedford
41
Stucley, Sir Lewis: Paget 654
Stunica, Didacus de
see Zuniga, Diego
Stupanus, Joannes Nicolaus:
Paget 571
Sturmius, Joannes, Sleidanus:
More 35
Sturtevant, Simon: Paget 1295
Suârez, Franciscus: Paget
306, 822
Suberville, Henri de: Paget
1168
Suesanus, Augustinus Niphus
see Niphus, Augustinus,
Suesanus
Suetonius Tranquillus, Caius:
Bedford 63; Bernard 54,66;
More 45
Suidas: Paget 1221
Sulpicius, Joannes, Verulanus:
Paget 1342
Suxnmonte, Giovanni Antonio:
Paget 620
Surphiet, Richard: Paget 895
Sutcliffe, Matthew: Rant 5
Sutlivius, Matthaeus
see Sutcliffe, Matthew
Swan, John: Deighton 166
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Swinburne, Henry: Paget 415;
Somner 35
Sylburgius, Fridericus: Bedford
14; Bernard 12; Paget 673
Sylvain, Alexander see Busche,
Alexandre van den, called
Sylvain
Sylvester II, Pope: Paget 1522
Sylvester, Fr.: Somner 26
Sylvester, Joshua: Paget 1404
Symmachus, Quintus Aurelius:
Paget 1534
Symson, Patrick: Bernard 296
Synesius, of Cyrene: Paget 820
I., R.: Somner 265
Tabourot, Etienne: Paget 1338
Tacitus, Publius Cornelius:
Bedford 12,65; Bernard
49,205,272; Paget 532,675;
Rant 197; Somner 151
Tacuinus see Mukhtar ibn
Al-Hasan, called Ibn-Butlan
Tagaultius, Joannes: Barlow 79;
Deighton 75; Rant 62
Taliacotius, Gaspar: Deighton
103
Tamerlan see Timur, Great Khan
of the Mongols
Tannstetter, Georg: Barlow 105
Tarducci, Achille: Paget 1442
Tartaglia, Niccold: Bedford
128; Paget 1164-5,1208
Tasso, Torquato: Paget 1396
Taubmanus, Fridericus: Bernard
201
Taurellus, Nicolaus: Paget
930-1
Taverner, Richard: More 121,192
Teixeira, Jos4: Bernard 52
Teixeira, Pedro: Paget 739
Telesius, Bernardinus: Paget
836,855
Temple, Sir William: Paget
1514; Rant 240
Terentius, Publius, Afer:
Bedford 171; Bernard 193,198;
More 73; Rant 211-2; Sornner
208
Terentius Varro, Marcus
see Varro, Marcus Terentius
Tertullianus, Quintus Septimus:
Bernard 3 Paget 238
Tesoro politico: Paget 969
Tevius, Jacobus: Paget 707
Textor, Joannes Ravisius
see Ravisius Textor, Joannes
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Thabit ibn Kurrah, Al-Harrani:
Paget 1280
Theocritus: Bernard 171
Theodore, called Anagnostes:
Bernard 31
Theodoret, Bishop of Cyrus:
Bernard 31
Theodoric, called the Great,
King of the Ostrogoths: Paget
569
Theodorus Lector see
Theodore, called Anagnostes
Theodosius II, Emperor of the
East: Sornrier 46
Theodosius, of Tripoli: Bedford
85; Paget 1084
Theognis: Paget 1374
Theon, of Alexandria: Bacon 81
Theophilact, Simocatta: Paget
1317
Theophrastus: Bedford 45; Paget
988, 1531
Tholosanus, Petrus Gregorius
see Grgoire Tholosain, Pierre
Thomaeus, Nicolaus Leonicus see
Leonicus Thomaeus, Nicolaus
Thomas, a Jesu: Paget 133
Thomas Aquinas, St: Bernard
69,303; Paget 17,37-8,40-3,
113
Thomas More, St: More 199;
Paget 1323
Thomas, William, Clerk of the
Council to Edward VI: Bedford
50; More 105,180,228
Thomasius, Thomas: Bedford 155;
Paget 1225
Thomson, George: Paget 288
Thou, Jacques Auguste de, the
Elder: Paget 497,593
Thuanus, Jacobus Augustus
see Thou, Jacques Auguste de,
the Elder
Thucydides: Bedford 68; Bernard
43,270
Thurecensis, Conradus
see Conradus, de Mure
Thylesius, Antonius: Paget 1355
Thyraeus, Petrus: Paget 144
Tibertus, Darius: Rant 225
Tibullus, Albius: Bernard 187
Tilenus, Daniel: Bernard 295;
Paget 263-4,285
Tillesley, Richard: Bernard
224; Somner 161
Timotheus, Michael: Somner 87
Timpler, Clemens: Paget
858, 925-6, 1190, 1496
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Timur, Great Khan of the
Mongols: Bedford 62
Tiraquellus, Andreas: Bedford
181
Titelrnan, Franciscus: Rant
38,228
Toletus, Franciscus: Paget 252
Tooker, William: Paget 261
Tornacensis, Stephanus
see Stephanus, Bishop of
Tournay
Tornamira, Joannes de
see Joannes, de Tornamira
Tornorupaeus, Joannes: Paget
1347
Tortus, Matthaeus see Robert
Bellarmino, St and Cardinal
Toxites, Michael: Paget 1236
Tractatus de ritu et moribus
Turcorum: More 102
Tracy, Richard: More 161
Traheron, Bartholomew: Rant 61
Traheron, William: Deighton 125
Trapezuntius, Georgius
see George, of Trebizond
Travers, Walter: Bernard 212
Trelcatius, Lucas: Paget
282, 331
Tremellius, Joannes Immanuel:
Deighton 156; Paget 85
Trent, Council of
see Council of Trent
Trismegistus, Hermes
see Hermes, Trismegistus
Tritheim, Johann: Paget 485
Troyes, Jean de
see Jean, de Troyes
Tudeschis, Nicolaus de: Somner
9
Tunstall, Cuthbert: Bedford
125; More 140
Turberville, George: Deighton
141
Turks: Deighton 138; More 55,
102,179; Paget 526,528,726;
Somner 223
Turlerus, Hieronymus: Paget 702
Turlupinus de Turlupinis,
Nicodemus see Hotman, Jean
Turnebus, Adrianus: Bedford
147; Paget 1266
Turner, William: Barlow 15,103;
Rant 56
Tusser, Thomas: More 218
Twisse, William: Bernard 299
Twyne, Bryan: Somner 136
Tyard, Pontus de: Paget 891
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Tyrnme, Thomas: Barlow 144;
Deighton 130
Tyndale, William: More 120,
128-9, 136, 146
Tzetzes, Joannes: Bernard 163;
Paget 1355
Ubaldis, Baldus de: Somner 4
Ubaldus, Guidus
see Monte, Guidubaldo del
Udall, Nicholas: Deighton
13-4; More 73; Rant 58
Udall, William: Bernard 207
Ulloa, Alfonso de: Paget
60 4-5
Ulpian: Bacon 26-7
Ulpius, Joannes: Paget 835
Ulstadt, Philipp: Barlow 33,123
Underdowne, Thomas: Bernard
211; Deighton 139; Rant 170
Unicorni, Giuseppe: Paget 1157
Ursinus, Fulvius: Bedford 37
Ursinus, Gulielmus: Paget 1513
Ursinus, Joachimus: Paget 292
Ursinus, Zacharias: Barlow 131;
Bernard 285; Paget 265,303,
330,1480-1; Rant 14
Urspergensis, Burchardus
see Burchardus, Urspergensis
Urstisius, Christianus
see Wurstisen, Christian
Usher, James: Paget 151
Usserius, Jacobus see Usher,
James
Ussher, James see Usher, James
V., R.: More 156
Vadian, Joachim
see Watt, Joachim von
Vairus, Leonardus: Paget 876
Valdianus, Josephus: Barlow 111
Valentinus, Petrus Pomarius:
Deighton 46-8
Valentinus, Philippus: Paget
1353
Valeriano Bolzani, Giovanni
Pierio: Bedford 42; Paget 1205
Valerianus, Pierius
see Valeriano Bolzani,
Giovanni Pierio
Valerius, Cornelius: Rant 238
Valerius Flaccus, Caius:
Bernard 66,200
Valerius Maximus: Bernard 51;
Paget 792
Valla, Georgius: Bacon 60-1;
Paget 805
Valla, Laurentius: Bacon 10;
Bernard 126; More 172
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Vallans, William: Barlow 159
Valleriola, Franciscus: Paget
1048-9,1052; Rant 92
Valls, Francisco: Paget 273;
Rant 106
Valturius, Robertus: Paget 1413
Vantius, Sebastianus: Somner 40
Varignana, Gulielmus: Barlow
96,108; Rant 108
Varro, Marcus Terentius:
Bernard 141; More 81
Varro, Michael: Bedford 140
Vatablus, Franciscus: Paget 71
Vaux, Robert: Bernard 228
Vechnerus, Georgius: Paget 951
Vega, Diego de la: Paget 302
Vegetius Renatus, Flavius:
Bedford 113; Paget 1460
Velcurio, Joannes: Barlow 89;
Paget 986
Velleius Paterculus, Marcus:
Bernard 62
Velserus, Marcus: Bedford 54
Venatorius, Daniel: Paget 432
Venetus, Franciscus Georgius
see Giorgio, Francesco
Ventura, Laurentius: Paget 1033
Venuti, Filippo: Paget 1239
Verancsics, Fausto
see Vrani6, Fausto
Vergilius, Polydorus: Bernard
59; More 184; Rant 195; Somner
96
Vergilius Maro, Publius see
Virgilius Maro, Publius
Verheiden, Gulielmus: Paget 443
Verxnigli, Pietro Martire: More
41; Paget 54
Veron, Jean: More 145
Vrone, François de
see Boucher, Jean
Verstegan, Richard: Paget 1339;
Somner 153
Verulanus, Joannes, Sulpicius
see Sulpicius, Joannes,
Verulanus
Very proper treatise ... [of]
the arte of limming: Barlow
167
Vettori, Pietro, the Elder:
Paget 830
Vicars, John: Somner 282
Vicary, Thomas: Rant 77
Victor, Bishop of Tunnumum:
Paget 583
Victor, Bishop of Vita: Paget
696
Victorius, Benedictus: Rant 134
Victorius, Petrus see Vettori,
Pietro
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Vida, Marcus Hieronyrnus: Paget
1375
Vieri, Francesco de': Paget 973
Vieta, Franciscus: Paget
1064-9
Vigenére, Blaise de: Paget
628,1170,1287-9
Vigne, Pietro delle: Paget 1541
Vigo, Joannes de: Barlow 88;
Rant 61
villal6n, Cristoval de: Paget
164
Villamont, Jacques de: Paget
737
Villani, Giovanni: Paget 619
Villehardouin, Geoff roy de:
Paget 628
Vinandus, Stephanus, Pighius
see Pighius, Stephanus,
Vinandus
Vincent, of Lerins, St: More
16; Paget 238
Vincentius, Bellovacensis:
Paget 469,1033
Vineis, Pet rus de
see Vigne, Pietro delle
Vinet, Elie: Paget 1205,1347
Virgilius Maro, Publius:
Bernard 201; More 202,204;
Paget 1365; Rant 210; Somner
249,282
Vitellio: Bacon 73; Bedford
89,119; Paget 1082
Vito, NiccolO see Gozzi,
NiccolO Vito di
Vitriaco, Jacobus de
see Jacobus, de Vitriaco
Vitruvius Pollio, Marcus:
Bedford 107-8; Paget 1090
Vives, Joannes Ludovicus:
Bernard 146; More 185,207;
Paget 234,279
Vocabularium iuris: Somner 95
Volaterranus, Raphael Maffejus
see Maffejus Volaterranus,
Raphael
Voiscus, Antonius: Paget 1353
Voragine, Jacobus de
see Jacobus, de Voragine
Vorst, Conrad: Paget
152,168,244
Vraniá, Fausto: Paget 1482
Vulcanius, Bonaventura: Bernard
33
Vulteius, Hermannus: Somner
59, 84, 92
Wagenaer, Lucas Janssen: Paget
513
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Wake, Sir Isaac: Somner 268
Walsingham, Thomas: Somner 110
Warner, William: Barlow 145;
Deighton 135
Waser, Caspar: Bedford 59;
Paget 1203
Watson, Thomas, the Poet:
Barlow 153
Watt, Joachim von: Bacon 69
Waymouth, John: Bedford 92
Wecker, }ianss Jacob: Barlow
4,43; Deighton 3-4,59; Paget
1035; Rant 68,130
Weemes, John: Bernard 231
Weever, John: Somner 140
Weissenburger, Wolfgang: Paget
509
Wenceslaus, Emperor of Germany:
Paget 624
Wesenbecius, Matthaeus: Somner
38
West, William: Paget 414;
Somner 81
Westhemerus, Bartholomaeus:
Paget 131
Westminster: Paget 591
Westminster Abbey: Somner 106
Westmonasteriensis, Matthaeus
see Matthaeus,
Westmonasteriensis
Weyhe, Eberhartus a: Paget 989
Whear, Diggory: Somner 102
Whetstone, George: More 197;
Somner 129
Whitaker, William: Bernard 287
White, Francis: Bernard 214;
Soxnner 230,277
White, John: Bernard 245; Paget
172-3,191
Whitehorne, Peter: Deighton 136
Whitgift, John: Bernard 232;
Paget 68,647; Somner 76,190
Widdrington, Roger
see Preston, Thomas
Wier, Johann: Bedford 195; Rant
107
Wigorniensis, Florentius
see Bravonius, Florentius,
Wigorniensis
Wilcocks, Elijahu: Bernard 258
Wilcox, Thomas: Bernard 232;
Paget 68; Somner 190
Wild, Johann: Paget 25
Willet, Andrew: Bernard
74-6,216; Paget 9; Somner 279
Williams, John: Somner 191-2
Williams, Sir Roger: Paget 655
Willich, Jodocus: Deighton 105;
Rant 99
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Willis, Timothy: Paget 1055
Wilson, Matthew, Jesuit: Somner
273
Wilson, Thomas: Paget 204;
Somner 172
Wirsung, Christoph: Somner 197
Wishart, George, the Reformer:
More 152
Wither, George, Poet: Paget
1378; Somner 216-7
Witt, Richard: Paget 1175
Wolf, Hans Kaspar: Barlow 92
Wolf ius, Joannes: Paget 59
Wolfius, Hieronymus: Bacon
26,28; Paget 1153
Wotton, Anthony: Paget 177
Wotton, Sir Henry: Paget 1540
Wright, Edward: Paget 1180,1217
Wright, Leonard: Barlow 165
Wright, Robert: Paget 1180
Wurstisen, Christian: Bedford
15; Paget 1195,1202
Wyatt, Sir Thomas: More
66, 151,200
Wyer, Johann: Bedford 195
Xanthopulus, Nicephorus
see Nicephorus Xanthopulus,
Callisti Filius
Xenophon: Bernard 41; Paget 473
Xuarez, Francesco
see Suarez, Franciscus
Xylander, Gulielmus: Paget 1486
Yates, John: Bernard 300
Young, Thomas, Student of
Staple Inn: Deighton 149
Yuhanna ibn Masawaih: Rant
53,118
Zabarella, Giacomo, the Elder:
Bedford 199; Paget 814,846,
865,1477
Zabata, Cristoforo: Paget 1331
Zamorensis, Rodericus see
Sancius de Arevalo, Rodericus
Zanchez, Franciscus
see Sanchez, Franciscus
Zanchi, Giovanni Battista de':
Paget 1436
Zanchius, Basilius: Paget 215
Zanchius, Hieronymus: Bernard
246-8; Deighton 150; Paget
56-7, 123-4,268
Zarlino, Gioseffo: Paget 1096
Zecchus, Laelius: Paget 116
Zehner, Joachim: Paget 107
Zepper, Wilhelm: Paget 216
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Ziegler, Jacobus, of Landau:
Paget 509
Zinterling, Justus: Paget 797
Zonaras, Joannes: Paget 477
Zouch, Richard: Soxnner 90
Zuiga, Diego: Paget 88
Zwinger, Theodor, the Elder:
Somner 112; Paget 830
Zwingli, Ulrich: More 19
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Index II : General index
Scope
The index below excludes the catalogue entries in the
transcriptions in Part II (which have been indexed in
Index I above) as well as the preliminaries on p.2-5
above and the bibliography of works cited.
Arrangement and form of references
The arrangement of headings and sub-headings is
alphabetical, in word-by-word order as in Index I above,
in a single sequence of names, titles and subjects.
Abbreviated words have been treated as if written in
full, e.a. 'St Paul's' has been treated as if written as
'Saint Paul's'.
References are to page numbers, and references to
footnotes have been indicated by the letter 'n' following
the page number (e. g. '125n'). If a topic is discussed
continuously over more than one page, the reference in
the index has been given to the first and last pages, in
the form '22-5' for pages 22 to 25; if only isolated
mention is made of a topic in consecutive pages, each
page has been given in the index, in the form '32, 33'
(not '32-3').
Form of headings and choice of entry points
Personal names and names of corporate bodies have been
indexed in the same way as in Index I above. The authors
of the secondary sources cited in footnotes have been
indexed with initials of forenames (full form of name has
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been given for other personal names). Capital letters
have been used for proper names only. Convents, abbeys
and other church bodies named after a saint have been
indexed under 'St' for 'Saint', e. g . the Convent of St
Mark, Florence, has been indexed under 'St Mark'.
Specific entries have been used for subject headings,
usually in direct phrase form (e. g . 'scholastic
theology', not 'theology, scholastic'), and plurals have
been used in preference to singular forms.
Cross-references
'' references point from unused headings to the
headings used (e.cT. 'logic see dialectic'), and double
entries have been used instead of '' references when
this did not occupy a greater number of lines than a
reference would have. 'See under' references have been
used from unused forms to subheadings.
'See also' references have been used from broader
headings to more specific headings, and between related
headings. This type of cross-reference has been given in
parentheses, immediately after the heading referred from,
e.c. :-
education and curriculum (
also grammar schools;
universities): l4,l69n
Headings pointed to in cross-references have been
separated by semicolons (as in the example above) and
have not always been given in full, e. g . 'Platonism see
Neo-Platonism' (the full heading is 'Neo-Platonisin and
Neo-Pythagoreanism').
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Adams, H.M.: 6,245,276
Adrichomius, Christianus: 180
Aelianus, Claudius,
Praenestinus: 181
Aesop: 102,167,181
Agricola, Rodoiphus, the Elder:
196
Agrippa, Henricus Cornelius:
181
Albergati, Niccolô: 55n
Alberti, Leon Battista: 181
Alciatus, Andreas: 103
Alcock, Anthony: 539
Aldus Pius Manutius see
Manutius, Aldus Pius
Alessio, Piemontese: 98
Alexandria, Egypt, libraries
of: 37n
Alexandro, Alexander ab: 181
Alhazen see Hasan Ibn Hasan
All Souls College, Oxford:
67,547
Allen, M.J.B.: 220n
almanacs: 82
Axnbrogini, Angelo, Poliziano:
32,99
Ames-Lewis, F.: 55n,57n,151n,
1 92n
Amman, Jost: 227
almanacs: 82
anatomy and physiology: 224
Anderson, A.H.: 55n,132n,376,
552
Anderson, William, the inven-
tory of his books: 152,521
Andrewes, Lancelot: 136
Angelus, Carletus, de Clavasio:
181
Anglo-Saxon language: 151
Antesignanus see Davantes,
Pierre, called Antesignanus
anthropology: 15
Aratus, of Soli: 181
architecture (see also
perspective): 222,228,230
aristocracy, literary tastes
(see also middle class,
literary tastes): 114
Aristophanes: 99, 181
Aristotle: 56,145,166,179n,
212,219
other mentions: 92,100,102,
159,167,168
Aristoxenus: 69
arithmetic and geometry: 213
'artes humaniores': 56,209-12
art (see also sculpture): 222
Arundel, Earl of see Fitzalan,
Henry, 12th Earl of Arundel
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Ascham, Roger, his
classification of reading
matter: 197-202
astronomy: 213,219,221,224
Augustine, St, Bishop of Hippo:
98
Austin Friars, library of the:
22n,204
Bacon, Family of: 534
Bacon, Francis, Viscount St
Albans
his classification of
knowledge: 215-6
other mention: 32,181
Bacon, Sir Nathaniel, his
books: 65n
Bacon, Sir Nicholas, the
donations list of his books:
67-9, 84, 99-101,230-1,243-55
other mention: 181,193
Bacon, Roger: 163n,219
Badius, Jodocus, Ascensius: 212
Baldwin, T.W.: 166n,168n,169n,
20 8n
Baldwin, William: 102
Bale, John, the inventory of
his books: 130,522
ballads: 80,82
Barbaro, Daniello: 226
Barlow, Edward, the inventory
of his books: 92-3,129,175,
256-73
Barnard, E.A.B. and Newman,
L.F.: 333-4
Barnes, Robert, the donations
list of his books: 66,523
Barradas, Sebastianus: 136
Barret, William: 180
Beaumont, Francis: 114
Beddie, J.S.: 163n
Bedford see Russell, Lucy,
Countess of Bedford
Bellarmino, Robert see Robert
Bellarmino, St and Cardinal
belles-lettres see languages
and literature
Bennett, H.S.: 80n,82n,147n,
1 65n
Bernard, Charles: 298
Bernard, Francis: 297-8
Bernard, Samuel, his book-list:
2 97-332
cataloguing standards: 88-9
arrangement: 93-4,156-8,
165-74,194,209,210
other mention: 181
Bertius, Petrus: 225
Besson, Jacques: 226
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Besterman, T.: 15n,].84n
Bible: 56,120-1
bibliographies: 15,45,178
Bibliotheca Augusta,
Wolfenbüttel: 59n
Bibliotheca exotica: 188,214
Billingsley, Henry: 222
Bligh, E.W.: 377
Boas, M.: 221n
Boccaccio, Giovanni: 91
Bodleian Library, Oxford
classification of books in:
17n, 34, 4 6-9, 2 34
donations of books to: 70,
71n, 110, 112-4, 127, 152, 175
manuscript library catalogues
in: 257,468,475,524
other mentions: 52,59,92
Bodley, Sir Thomas
his contributions to catalo-
guing and classification:
45-9, 58, 89n,234
his acquisitions policy for
the Bodleian Library: 71n,
112-4, 127
other mentions: 41,60
Boemus, Joannes, Aubanus: 102
Boethius, Anicius Manlius
Torquatus Severinus: 100,181
Boineburg, Johann Christian
von: 59n
Bolduanus, Paulus: 187
book classification see
classification of books
book collections see libraries
book-lists see catalogues
booksellers' and printers'
catalogues (see also System of
the Paris Booksellers): 15
Boorde, Andrew: 82
Borden, A.K.: 28n
Borja, Alonso de see Calixtus
III, Pope
Borriitius, Jacobus: 225
Botero, Giovanni: 160
Boulliau, Ismael, his library
classification: 214
Bowden, D.K.: 59n
Bowen, C.S.D.: 120n,].39n,526
Bozius, Thomas: 181
Bradshaw, H.: 17n
Bretton Monastery Library,
Yorkshire: 34
Brinsley, John, the Elder: 169n
British Academy: 22n
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British Library (see also Old
Royal Library)
manuscript library
catalogues in: 298,376,378,
497, 533, 534, 554, 557
project to publish medieval
library catalogues: 22n
Brook, V.J.K.: 542
Brotherton Library, Leeds: 534
Brunswick-Lüneburg, Duke see
John Frederick, Duke of
Brunswick-Ltineburg
Bry, Johann Theodor de: 181
Bucer, Martin: 136
Burton, Robert, the donations
list of hi books: 70,110-4,
127,152,175,524-5
Burtt, E.A.: 218n,221n
Butler, Charles: 166
Buttimer, C.H.: 2l6n
C.N.R.S. see Centre National de
la Recherche Scientifique
Caesar, Caius Julius: 167,168,
209
Caesar, Sir Julius, the
catalogue of his travelling
library: 534
Caius, John: 69,187
Calepinus, Axnbrosius: 167,194
Calixtus III, Pope: 57
Cambridge University (see also
Cambridge University Library;
names of University colleges,
e.g. St John's College)
book-lists of Cambridge men:
22n, 167, 179n, 221n
curriculum: 143-4,172n,174,
179,212
Cambridge University Library
classification of books in:
17n, 69, 70n, 133n, 187
donations of books to: 67,193
manuscript library catalogues
in: 243-5,521,536,541,544,
545,553
Camden, William: 168,l69n,l94
canon law: 138,141
Cappel, Jacques, 3rd of the
name: 225
Cardano, Girolamo: 100
Carletti, Angelo see Angelus,
Carletus, de Clavasio
Carolingian libraries: 28
Cartwright, Thomas: 166
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Casaubon, Isaac: 134
Cassiodorus Senator, Flavius
Magnus Aurelius: 53-4,217
other mention: 41
casuistry: 116-8
catalogues (see also book-
seller's and printers' catalo-
gues; cataloguing; classed
catalogues; classification of
books; donations lists;
headings; indexes; libraries;
physicians' private catalo-
gues; post-mortem inventories;
priced lists; shelf-lists;
names of compilers, e.g.
Barlow, William)
annotations in: 103-5
definition: 8
survival and lists of: 18,
22,35
cataloguing
history of: 33
standards: 87, 89,206
Cataneo, Girolamo: 226
Catholic theology (see also
casuistry; scholastic
theology): 116-7,120,122,
124-5, 135-7
Cato, Marcus Porcius, the
Censor: 160
Cauliacus, Guidus see Guido,
de Cauliaco
Cavanaugh, J.C.: 274
Cavanaugh, S.H.: 22n
Cavendish, Henry, the inventory
of his books: 41n
Cecil, Robert, 1st Earl of
Salisbury: 117n
Cecil, William, Baron Burghley:
120
Cecil, William, 2nd Earl of
Salisbury, the inventory of
his books: 91-2,138n,210,549
Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique, Paris: 22n
Ceporinus, Jacobus: 168,194
Chapman, George: 114
Charlton, K.: 168n,169n,170n
Chauliac, Gui de see Guido, de
Cauliaco
Cheke, Sir John: 200
Christ, K.: 39n
Christ Church College, Oxford:
376
Christchurch Priory Library,
Canterbury: 189
chronology: 229
Cicero, Marcus Tullius: 96,102,
167,168,172
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civil law: 138-42,144
Clark, D.L.: 203n
Clark, P.: 22n
Clarke, E.: 45n
classed catalogues: 62,90
classical languages and
literature see Greek; Latin
classification of books (see
also catalogues; libraries;
System of the Paris Book-
sellers; names of specific
topics, e.g. university
faculties, classification by)
classes and sub-classes: 29,
97-103,154-61
compilers' concern for: 58,
86-107,179, 182,234-5
compilers' purpose: 61-85,
235-6
definition: 9
difficulties and limitations
of study of: 15-6,21-3,37-8,
176-90,237-8,239
early writings of relevance
to: 32,39-60,234-5
factors of influence on (see
also names of specific
currents of influence, e.g.
Renaissance and Renaissance
Humanism): 20,28,32,35,60,
176, 182-4
histories of: 30-7,182-4,
566-9
relevance of personal and
professional interests:
128-48,236,237-8
value of study of: 23-5,
238-40
classification of knowledge
(see also encyclopaedias;
names of authors of
classifications, e.g. Gesner,
Conrad): 14,54,176-8,183-4,
18 5n
classification of the sciences
see classification of
knowledge
Clemens, Claud.ius, his library
classification: 32,40
Clemens Rornanus see Clement I
Clement I, Pope and St: 93
Clment, Claude see Clemens,
Claudius
Clenardus, Nicolaus: l68,l69n,
194
CNRS see Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique
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Coke, Sir Edward, the inventory
of his books: 103-5,112,
119-22, 126, 137-42, 144, 155-6,
193,210,227,526-7
other mentions: 180,181
Colet, John: 173n
collections of books see
libraries
Collison, R.L.W.: 14n,215n
comedies: 111,113
common law (see also Inns of
Court) : 132,139-40,142
Constantinus, Robertus, his
bibliography: 192,207,213-4,
224
Cooper, Thomas: 100
Cordes, Jean de, the inventory
of his books: 40n
Corpus Christi College,
Cambridge: 243,542
Cortes, Martin: 226
Costello, W.T.: 170n,171n,172n
Coventry see Cox, Captain, of
Coventry; Kenilworth Castle,
near Coventry
Cox, Captain, of Coventry, the
catalogue of his books: 71-84,
112,236, 528-9
other mentions: 62,104
Cranmer, Thomas: 539
Crashaw, Richard: 115n
Crashaw, William: 123,126
the synopsis of his library:
115-8, 122, 133-7,530-1
other mentions: 124,125
Cressy, D.: 169n,173n
curriculum see education and
curriculum
Curtis, M.H.: 143n,179n
Dauben, J.W.: 218n
Davantes, Pierre, called
Antesignanus: 169n
Antesignanus: 169n
Davenant, Sir William: 114n
Davis, D.G.: 46n
Daye, Thomas, the inventory of
his books: 64,532
Deacon, R.: 533
Dee, John
the inventory of his books:
153,533
his classification of
mathematics: 222-4
Deighton, John, the inventory
of his books: 129,333-50
Delaney, J.J. and Tobin, J.E.:
55n
Dering, Sir Edward, hi
collection of plays: 112n
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Derolez, A.: 150n,184n
Dewar, M.: 147n,550
D'Ewes, Sir Simonds: 131
dialectic: 145,171,212,218
Dickins, B.: 542
Digby, Sir Keneim: 377
Digges, Leonard, the Elder:
129,227
Dissolution of the Monasteries:
18,130n
divinity see theology
Dolby, R.G.A.: 14n
Dominis, Marco Antonio de: 157
donations lists: 66-71,235-6
other mentions: 17,61,62
drama see plays
Drummond, William, of
Hawthornden, the inventory of
his books: 153-4
Dudley, Robert, Earl of
Leicester: 72
Duerer, Albrecht: 226
Duxnaine, Franois Grud de La
Croix see Grud& de La Croix
Dumaine
Durham Cathedral Library: 151,
188,209
Durkeim, E. and Mauss, M.: l5n
education and curriculum (see
also grammar schools;
universities): 14,169n
Edward VI, King of England: 144
Edwards, E.: 40n,l87n,192n
Egerton, Sir Thomas, the
catalogue of hi travelling
library: 534
Ehrman, A. and Pollard, H.G.:
l5n, 17n, 63n
Elizabeth I, Queen of England:
72,170,528
Ellen, R.F. and Reason, D.: 15n
Ellis, R.L., Spedding, J. and
Heath, D.D.: 2l5n
Heath, D.D.: 2l5n
Elyot, Sir Thomas: 100
Emden, A.B.: 523,532,547
Encyclopaedia Britannica: l4n
encyclopaedias (see also names
of authors of encyclopaedias,
e.g. Valla, Georgius): 14,54
Engels, Friedrich: 33
English language: 152-8,160-1,
175
English law see common law
Erasmus, Desiderius: 68,99,102,
167,208
Este, Family of, the inventory
of their books: 15].
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Estienne, Robert, the Elder
his 1546 sales catalogue: 192
other mention: 102
Euclid: 56,222
Euripides: 167
Evans, J.: 351
Evelyn, John: 50n
Ezzelino III, da Romano, Prince
of Bassano: 160
faculties, university see
university faculties
Fausto, Sebastiano, da
Longiano, the inventory of his
books: 160
Feingold, M.: 221n
Ferguson, W.K.: 21n
Ferrarius, Joannes, Montanus:
101
Ficino, Marsilio: 220n
fine arts see art
Finney, G.L.: 221n
Fisher, R.M.: 115n,124n,530
Fitzalan, Henry, 12th Earl of
Arundel: 539
Fletcher, John: 114
Folger Shakespeare Library,
Washington, D.C.: 351-2
Foskett, D.J.: 183n
Fowler, J.T.: 122n
Frederick di Montefeltro, Duke
of Urbino, the inventory of
his books: 151
French, P.J.: 533
French language: 151,154-6,
158,160-1,165
French Revolution: 28
Frickley, John: 243
Frisius, Reinerus Gemma see
Gemma, Reinerus, Frisius
Furnivall, F.J.: 81n
Gaddi, Francesco, the
inventory of his books: 151
Galenus, Claudius: 98
Galilei, Galileo: 225
Gaskell, E.: 45n
Gaskell, P.: 17n,163n
Gellius, Aulus: 167
Gemma, Reinerus, Frisius: 231
geography: 144
geometry and arithmetic: 213
George, of Trebizond: 196
German language: 153
Gesner, Conrad
his bibliography: 178,187,217
on cataloguing and
classification: 41-5,58
other mentions: 32,34,100,522
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Gibson, S.: 46n,168n
Gibson, S. and Needham, F.R.D.:
524
Gilbert, William: 228
Glareanus, Henricus see
Loritus, Henricus, Glareanus
Gloucestershire Record Office:
333-4
Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge: 469
Gonzaga, Francesco, the
inventory of his books: 151
Gooch, Thomas: 469
Gordon, P. and Lawton, D.: 14n
Gottlieb, T.: 150n,151n,162n,
186n,188n,191n,209n
grammar (see also languages and
literature): 145,201,205-8
grammar schools (see also
Ascham, Roger; school
libraries; names of schools,
e.g. St Paul's School): 168-74
Granatensis, Ludovicus see
Luis, de Granada
Gray's Inn: 132,243
Greek language: 151-7,159,161,
163,170-1
Gregorian Calendar: 229
Gregory I, Pope and St,
surnamed the Great: 89
Gregory IX, Pope: 101,141
Gregory XIII, Pope: 229
Grolier, E. de: 14n,40n,178n,
18 3n
Grosseteste, Robert: 163n
Grud de La Croix Dumaine,
Fran2ois, his library
classification: 31,51,234
Guido, de Cauliaco: 98
Gunpowder-Treason: 119
Hakewill, William, hia
travelling libraries: 209,534
Hall, Edward see Halle, Edward
Hall, Robert: 557
Halle, Edward: 112n
Hampshire, G.: 127n
Harington, Anne, the donations
list of her books: 70,193,274
Harington, John, 1st Baron
Earington: 274
Harris, M.H.: 28n
Harvey, R.A.: 41n
Hasan Ibn Hasan, called Ibn
al-Haitham: 226
Hassall, John: 376
Hassall, W.O.: 156n,526
Hatfield House, Hertfordshire:
549
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headings: 9,29,108-27
Heath, D.D., Ellis, R.L. and
Spedding, J.: 215n
Hebrew language: 151-2,154,
164
Henry VIII, King of England:
112n
Henry III, King of France: 51n
Henry, Prince of Wales, son
of James I: 539
Herbert, A.L.: 274
Herstein, S.R.: 151n
Hessel, A.: 184n
Higgin, Anthony, the inventory
of his books: 122-6,136-7,535
other mention: 181
history and historical mate-
rials (see also cataloguing,
history of; classification,
history of; library historio-
graphy; medicine, history of;
science, history of):
130-1, 144, 147,202,207
Holkham Hall, Norfolk: 526
Homer: 99,167,168
Horatius Flaccus, Quintus:
167,168
Howell, W.S.: 203n
Huarte, Juan, his classifica-
tion of knowledge: 32
Hudson, Henry, the Navigator:
227
Hugo, de Sancto Victore, his
classification of knowledge:
216, 231
Hull, S.W.: 274
Humanism see Renaissance and
Renaissance Humanism
Humfrey, Duke of Gloucester see
Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester
Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester,
his library: 164n
Huntington Library, San Marino,
Calif.: 534
indexes: 42-5,48,88
Inner Temple: 139
Inns of Court (see also Gray's
Inn; Inner Temple; Middle
Temple): 139
inventories see catalogues
Italian language: 150-1,
153-6,158-61,165
Jackson, S.: 46n
Jackson, W.A. and Nixon, H.M.:
534
Jacobi, Johann, of Wallhausen:
226
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James I, King of Great Britain
and Ireland: 136
James, C.W.: 526
James, Thomas, his contribu-
tions to cataloguing and
classification: 17n, 34, 45-9,
234
other mentions: 4l,113n
Jardine, L.: 167n,171n,179n,
212n
Jayne, S.R.: l7n,22,35,168n,
179n, 184,298,530,533,542,554
other mentions: 31,37,275,
523,536, 544,555
Jayne, S.R. and Johnson, F.R.:
539
John Frederick, Duke of
Brunswick-Luneburg: 59n
John Rylands Library,
Manchester: 538
Johnson, F.R.: 208n,222n
Johnson, F.R. and Jayne, S.R.:
539
Jones, G.L.: l64n
Jones, L.W.: 53:1
Jonson, Ben: 114
Julian Calendar: 229
Justinian I, Emperor of the
East: 101
Keckermannus, Bartholomaeus:
16 8n
Keighley, Christopher, his
library inventory: 91,549
Kenilworth Castle, near
Coventry: 72,528
Kennet, W.: 131n,497
Ker, N.R.: 22n,547
Kibre, P.: 55n,163n,l65n,186n
King's College, Cambridge: 548
Kline, M.: 218n
Knight, D.: 14n
Knyvett, Sir Thomas, the
inventory of hi books: 138n,
154-5,209-11,226,536-7
other mentions: 181,182
Kristeller, P.O.: 197n,218n
Krzys, R.: 27n
Kuin, R.J.P.: 74n-78n,528
La Croix Dumaine, Franois
Grud de see Grud de La Croix
Duxnaine
La Rame, Pierre de: 69,100,166
Lake, P.: 122n
Lambard, William: 497
Lambeth Palace Library: 243,542
Lambley, K.: 165n
69
:he
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Laneham, Robert, hi catalogue
of Captain Cox's books: 71,
78-84,528-9
other mention: 104
Langham, Robert see Laneham,
Robert
languages and literature (see
also ballads; Greek; Hebrew;
Latin; philology; plays;
poetry; romances; vernacular
languages): 149-75,236
Latin language: 151-61,163,
169-72, 175,199-201
law (see also canon law; civil
law; cormnon law) : 131-2,138,
236
Lawton, D. and Gordon, P.: 14n
Le Puy Cathedral Library: 186
Le Squyer, Scipio, the
inventory of his books: 209,
538
other mention: 181
learned languages see Greek;
Hebrew; Latin
Leedham-Green, E.S.: 22n,521,
541,544,545,553
Leibnitz, Gottfried Wilhelm
von, Baron, and library
classification: 59
Leicester, Earl of see Dudley,
Robert
Lennam, T.N.S.: ll2n
Liberal Arts (see also
Quadriviwn; Trivium): 54,69,
109,184-5,187-8,196,236
libraries, types of (see also
monastic libraries; private
libraries; school libraries;
university libraries): 16
library catalogues see
catalogues
library classification see
classification of books
library historiography (see
also cataloguing, history of;
classification of books): 27,
2 8n
Lievsay, J.L.: 165n
Life of Virgil: 80
Linacre, Thomas: 168
literature see languages and
literature
Livius, Titus: 167
Lloyd Jones, G. see Jones, G.L.
logic see dialectic
Lomazzo, Giovanni Paolo: 227
Lombardus, Petrus see Petrus,
Lombardus
Lomeier, Joannes: 188
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Loritus, Henricus, Glareanus:
Luis, de Granada: 159
Luxnley, John, Baron Lumley, t
inventory of his books:
210-1, 539-4 0
other mention: 181
Luther, Martin: 98
Lyndewode, William: 101
Maas, E.: 59n
McConica, J.K.: 179n
McCusker, H.: 522
MacDonald, R.H.: 153n
McKitterick, D.J.: 65n,155n,536
Macray, W.D.: 113n
Madden, Family of: 534
Maffejus, Raphael, Volater-
ranus, his classification of
knowledge: 32
Maire, A.: 40n
Maldonado, Juan see Maldonatus,
Joannes
Maldonatus, Joannes: 136
Malory, Sir Thomas: 75,80
Manutius, Aldus, the Elder
see Manutius, Aldus Pius
Manutius, Aldus Pius: 187
Manuzio, Aldo see Manutius,
Aldus Pius
Mareschal, Philibert, his
bibliography: 164,165n,187-8
Martin, Humphrey: 73
Marx, Carl: 33
masques: 111-4
Mass, Jean: 99
mathematics (see also
arithmetic and geometry):
144-5, 172n, 213-31,237
Maunsell, Andrew, his
bibliography: 164-5,214
other mentions: 31,34
Mauss, M. and Durkheim, E.: 15n
Medici, Cosimo de', called the
Ancient: 55,57-8
Medici, Pietro de', the
inventories of his books: 55,
58,150,192,207
medicine (see also anatomy and
physiology; physicians'
private catalogues): 129,132,
145
history of: 45n
Melanchthon, Philipp: 208n
Mercers' Company: 77
Mercerus, Joannes: 136
Mercier, Jean see Mercerus,
Joannes
Merton College Library, Oxford:
66,523
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middle class, literary tastes
(see also aristocracy, litera-
ry tastes): 75,77-80,83-4
Middle Temple: 115,l24n,530
Milde, W.: 36-7,54n,56n,l84
other mention: 31
military arts: 229
Miller, E.: 112n
modern languages see vernacular
languages
monastic libraries (see also
Carolingian libraries; Disso-
lution of the Monasteries):
17n
Montagu, Richard: 157
Monte, Guidubaldo del: 226
Montefeltro, Duke see Frederick
di Montefeltro, Duke of Urbino
Montpellier University: 145
Moore, Edward, the inventory of
his books: 152,209,541
More, Christopher: 351
More, Sir William, the
inventory of his books:
158-9,20 9, 351-75
other mention: 23
Mortimer, J.E.: l22n-124n,535
Muenster, Sebastian: 231
Mullinger, J.B.: 143n,144n
Murbach Abbey Library, Alsace:
54n
Murphy, J.J.: 53n
Murray, D.: 15n
museum exhibits: 15
music: 69,78,213,2l9,22ln,224
Mynors, R.A.B.: 53n,2l7
Naud, Gabriel, his contribu-
tions to cataloguing and
classification: 40,50-2,58,
89n, 234
other mentions: 32,41
navigation: 228
Nebbiai, D.: 22n
Needharn, F.R.D. and Gibson, S.:
524
Neo-Platonism and Neo-
Pythagoreanism: 217-24,237
Newman, L.F. and Barnard,
E.A.B.: 333-4
Newman, L.M.: 59n
Niccoli, NiccolO: 55
Nicholas V, Pope, his 'Canon':
54-8
other mentions: 36,41,60
Nixon, H.M. and Jackson, W.A.:
534
Nizolius, Marius: 32
Norden, John: 226
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Norris, D.M.: 33-4,133n,151n,
186n, 188n, 189n, 204n
other mention: 31
Northamptonshire Record Office:
555
Norton, F.J.: 548
Oates, J.C.T.: 243-4
Oates, J.C.T. and Pink, H.L.:
70n
O'Donnell, J.J.: 53n
Old Royal Library: 539
O1l, J.G.: l6n,28n
Ong, W.J.: 166n
oratory see rhetoric
Osler, Sir W.: ll0n,llln,113n,
524
Ovidius Naso, Publius: 102,167
Oxford University (see also
Bodleian Library; names of
University colleges, e.g. All
Souls)
book-lists of Oxford men:
22n, 179n, 22ln, 532
curriculum: 143n,168,179
Greek books in libraries of
Oxford colleges: 163n
Padua University: 145
Paget, Thomas, 3rd Baron Paget:
376
Paget, William, 4th Baron
Paget, the inventory of his
books: 159-60,194,209,
226-7,376-467
other mentions: 180,181
Palmer, B.I.: 25n
Palsgrave, John: 129
Pandolfini, Family of, the
inventory of their books:
150-1
Pantaleon, Heinrich: 91
papism see Catholic theology
Parentucelli, Toxmtaso de' see
Nicholas V, Pope
Paris Booksellers, System of
the see System of the Paris
Booksellers
Parker, Matthew
the inventory of his books:
209, 542-3
his list of the books of
Sir Nicolas Bacon: 243-4
other mention: 120
Parinan, John see Perman, John
Parsons, E.A.: 37n
Patten, William: 78,81,528
Peckham, Joannes, Archbishop of
Canterbury: 226
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pedagogy see education and
curricuculum
Pellicanus, Conradus, his
library catalogue: 43
Pellikan, Conrad see
Pellicanus, Conradus
Percy, William, his collection
of plays: 112n
Perman, John, the inventory of
his books: 64,132,209,544
Perne, Andrew, the inventory of
his books: 65,125-6,545-6
personal libraries see private
libraries
perspective: 224,229
Peterhouse College Library,
Cambridge: 185-6
Petersson, R.T.: 377
Petrarca, Francesco: 36
Petrus, Lombardus: 167
Philip, I.G.: 46n,114n
philology (see also languages
and literature): 172,194,210
philosophic classification
see classification of
knowledge
philosophy (see also scholastic
philosophy): 144-45,202
physicians' private catalogue5
(see also medicine; names of
library owners, e.g. Barlow,
Edward): 87-8
physiology and anatomy: 224
Piccolomini, E.: 56n
Pico della Mirandola, Giovanni:
164,220
Pindar, Jonathan: 243
Pink, H.L. and Oates, J.C.T.:
7 On
Plato: 100,218-9
Platonism see Neo-Platonism
Plautus, Titus Maccius: 167
plays (see also comedies;
masques; tragedies): 78,
112-4,236
Plinius Secundus, Caius: 100,
129
Plotinus: 100
Plutarch: 100,158,159,167
Pluvinel, Antoine de: 92
poetry: 80,145,201-2,204-7,209
Pole, David, the donations
list of his books: 67,547
Poliziano, Angelo see
Ambrogini, Angelo, Poliziano
Pollard, H.G. and Ehrman, A.:
15n, 17n, 63n
popery see Catholic theology
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Porcius, Leonhardus see Portis,
Leonardus de
Porta, Giovanni Battista della:
225
Portilla, Francesco de la: 160
Portis, Leonardus de: 103,231
post-mortem inventories: 63-5,
84,235
other mentions: 17,61,62
priced catalogues: 62,92,94
Prideaux, John: 157
Prideaux, W.R.B.: 42n
printers' and booksellers'
catalogues: 15
Priscianus: 168
private libraries (see also
physicians' private
catalogues; travelling
libraries; unknown owner;
names of library owners, e.g.
More, Sir William): 9,16,17,18
prognostications: 82
Protestant theology (see also
Puritan theology; Reforma-
tion) : 116-8,124-5,135-7
Ptolemaeus, Claudius: 91
Public Record Office, London:
470
Puritan theology: 78,122,123,
126,133
Pythagoreanism see Neo-
Platonism and Neo-
Pythagoreanism
Quadrivium (see also astronomy;
mathematics; music) : 68-9,109,
184-5, 187,189, 196, 202,213-32,
237
in school and university
curricula: 145,172
Queens' College, Cambridge: 55C
Quintilianus, Marcus Fabius:
57, 167
P.aach, J.H.: 468
Ramus, Petrus see La Rame,
Pierre de
Ranganathan, S.R.: 14n
Rant, William, the inventory of
his books: 195,209,468-96
other mention: 181
Rashdall, H.: l7On
Ratingk, Axnplonius von, the
inventory of his books: 186
Reason, D. and Ellen, R.F.: l5n
Record, Robert: 231
Reformation (see also Protes-
tant theology): 31,163-4
religion see theology
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Renaissance and Renaissance
Humanism (see also 'artes
humaniores'; Neo-Platonism)
influence on classification:
31,36,191, 197,202-3,205-7,
211
influence on education: 179,
199
influence on languages:
163-4
influence on mathematics:
219-20
nature of: 19,21,30,185,
189,217,239-40
Renatus, Flavius Vegetius see
Vegetius Renatus, Flavius
rhetoric: 145,171,201-2,203-8
Rhodius, Joannes: 32
Richerius, Ludovicus Coelius,
Rhodiginus: 99
R.ipon Cathedral: 123n
Ripon Cathedral Library: l24n,
535
Robert Bellarmino, St and
Cardinal: 136
Roberts, E.S.: 70n
Roberts, R.J. and Watson, A.G.:
533
Rocca, Bernardino: 92
Roman Catholicism see Catholic
theology
Roman law see civil law
romances: 79-80
Romano, Bartolomeo: 226,227
Romanus, Clemens see Clement I,
Pope and St
Rose, P.L.: 220n,232n
Rous, John: 70,110-4,524
Rowe, Brian, the inventory of
his books: 64,548
Russell, Lucy, Countess of
Bedford, the donations list of
her books: 70-1,94,193,210,
226-7,274-96
other mention: 181
Ryan, L.V.: 197n
Sackville, Sir Richard: 198
Sackville, Robert: 198
St Antholin's School, London:
77
St Columban Abbey Library,
Bobbio: 150
St Gall Abbey Library: 150,162
St James' Palace, London: 539
St John's College, Cambridge:
123
St Mark Convent Library,
Florence: 54,57
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St Mary in the Meadows Abbey
Library, Leicester: 186
St Maximin Monastery Library,
Treves: 162
St Paul's Cathedral Library,
London: 133n
St Paul's School, London: 77,
17 3n
St Victor Abbey, Paris: 216
Saints see names of saints,
e.g. Gregory I, Pope and St
sales catalogues see printers'
and booksellers' catalogues
Salisbury, Earl of see Cecil,
Robert; Cecil, William
Sallustius Crispus, Caius: 57,
167
amurin, E.I. see Shamurin,
E.I.
Savile, Henry: 134
Sayers, W.C.B.: 40n
Scaliger, Julius Caesar: 100,
194
Scapula, Joannes: 169
Schedel, Hartrnannus, the
inventory of his books: 36
Schmitt, C.B.: 179n
scholastic philosophy (see also
Renaissance and Renaissance
Humanism): 179
scholastic theology: 116-8
school libraries: 17n
schools, grammar see grammar
schools
Schulte-Albert, H.G.: 59n,188n
science: 81
history of: 45n
sciences, classification of the
see classification of
knowledge
Scogin: 81n
Scots language: 150,162
Scrivner, B.: 28n,150n
sculpture: 228
Seigel, J.E.: 203n
Seneca, Lucius Annaeus: 100
Serres, Jean de: 160
Setonus, Joannes: 168
Sforza, Francesco, the
inventory of his books: 151
Sforza, G.: 56n,57n
Shamurin, E.I.: 28n,31-3,54n,
184
Shapiro, B.J.: 180n
shelf-lists: 62,90,94-7,124
Shepherds' calendar: 81
Shera, J.H.: 183n
Shirley, James: 114
Sibthorpe, Anne: 274
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Sibthorpe, Henry: 274
Sidney, Frances, Countess of
Sussex: 274
Sidney Sussex College,
Cambridge: 70,193,274-6
Simon, J.: 145n,169n,170n,201n
Simons, C.E.: 110,524
Simpson, R.: 550
Sirtori, Girolamo: 225
Sirturus, Hieronymus see
Sirtori, Girolamo
Smith, C.F.: 533
Smith, M.H.: 179n
Smith, Sir Thomas, the
inventories of his books:
96-8,140-8,196,209,225-6,230,
236, 550-1
sociology: 15
Somner, William, the inventory
of his books: 97,130-2,236,
238, 497-520
other mention: 181
Sophocles: 99
Southwell, Anne see Sibthorpe,
Anne
Spanish language: 153-5,160,
165
Spedding, J., Ellis, R.L. and
Heath, D.D.: 215n
Stadter, P.A. and Ullman, B.L.:
55n, 56n, 57n
Stafford, Henry, 1st Baron
Stafford, the inventory of his
books: 55,58,95-6,101-3,132,
139, 205-9,231, 234, 552
other mention: 181
Stathaxn, E.P.: 165n
Stephanus see Estienne
Stokys, Matthew: 68-9,244
Stow, John: 97
Strong, E.W.: 218n
Strout, R.F.: 89n
Strype, John: 542,550
'studiae humanitates' see
'artes humaniores'
sub-classes see under
classification of books
subject headings see headings
Sulpicius, Joannes, Verulanus:
102
Syon Monastery Library,
Isleworth: 17n, 34, 89n, 133n
System of the Paris
Booksellers: 40
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Talon, Omer see Talaeus,
Andomarus
taxonomy: 14
Taylor, A.: 15n,25n,].28n,165n,
187n, 188n, 192n
Taylor, E.G.R.: l44n,221n
Taylor, J.: 216n
Taylors, F.: 538
Temple see Inner Temple; Middle
Temple
Terentius, Publiu, Afer: 167
theology (see also Bible; canon
law; Catholic theology;
Protestant theology): 57-8,
115-27,133-7,143-4,236
Thomas Aquinas, St: 166
Thomas, William, Clerk of the
Council to Edward VI: 159
Thompson, C.R.: 143n,145n,169n
Thompson, J.: 149n
Thorne, S.E.: 526
Thorowgood, Benedict, the
inventory of his books: 65,553
Thou, Jacques Auguste de, the
Elder, the inventory of his
books: 214
Thynne, John: 147n
Tittler, R.: 243
Tobin, J.E. and Delaney, J.J.:
55n
Toledo Museum of Arts, Toledo,
Ohio: 534
Toletus, Franciscus: 92
tragedies: 111,113
Trapezuntius, Georgius see
George, of Trebizond
travelling libraries: 209,534
Treflerus, Florianus: 31,34
Tresham, Sir Henry, the
inventory of his books: 195,
225,554
Trinity College, Cambridge:
168
Trinity College Library,
Cambridge: 533,539
Trinity Hall Library,
Cambridge: l33n
Tritheim, Johann: 88n
Trivium (see also dialectic;
grammar; rhetoric): 68,109,
171-2, 174, 184-9, 191-212, 213,
231,237
Tyndale, William: 163
Talaeus, Andomarus: 166 	 Uberto, Leonardo di ser: 57
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Ullman, B.L. and Stadter, P.A.
55n, 56n, 57n
universities (see also
scholastic philosophy;
university libraries; names
of universities, e.g. Oxford
University): 143-6,167-8,
170-1,174
university faculties,
classification by: 17n,46-7,
49, 50-2, 59, 109,143-6,234
university libraries (see also
donations lists; names of
libraries, e.g. Bodleian
Library): 17
unknown owner, c.1610: 153,
209, 225, 555-6
unknown owner, c.1627: 115n,
557-8
Ursinus, Zacharias: 89
Valerius Maxirnus: 167
Valla, Georgius, his
classification of knowledge:
215,217-8,231-2
other mention: 32,100
Valla, Laurentius: 99,167,194
Vanegas de Busto, Alejo, his
classification of knowledge:
32
Varro, Marcus Terentius: 56,103
Vatican Library: 55n
Vegetius Renatus, Flavius: 103,
226
Venegas, Alexio see Vanegas de
Busto, Alejo
Venn, J.: 469
Vergilius Maro, Publius see
Virgilius Maro, Publius
vernacular languages (see also
Anglo-Saxon; English; French;
German; Italian; Scots;
Spanish) : 150-1,162,164
Vigo, Joannes de: 98
Virgilius Maro, Publius: 57,
167, 168
visual arts see art
Vitruvius Pollio, Marcus: 91,
103, 226, 227, 231
Vivarium Monastery: 53
Vives, Joannes Ludovicus: 167,
170n
Wagenaer, Lucas Janssen: 227
Wagner, D.L.: 185n
Wallis, John: 171n
Wallis, P.J.: 115n,117n,123n,
134n, 135n, 530
Watson, A.G.: 131n
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Watson, A.G. and Roberts, R.J.:
533
Weisheipi, LA.: 185n
Weiss, R.: 164n
Weller, William: 298
Wellisch, H.H.: 42n,44n
Welaford, E.E.H.: 112n,ll4n
Wheeler, G.W.: 17n,46n-49n,71n
Whitgift, John: 166,167
Whitrow, M.: 45n
Wightxnan, W.P.D.: 221n,229n
William Salt Library, Stafford:
552
wills: 65n
Winchester College Library: l7n
Woodward, G.W.O.: 130n
Wright, C.E.: 130n
Wright, Edward: 227
Wright, L.B.: 78n-83n
Yates, F.A.: 533
Youings, J.: 130n
Zacchius, Gaspar: 191-2,207
Zanchius, Hieronymus: 158
Zurich Cathedral Library: 43-4
